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Dear Sirs:
,

'

Please find enclosed Intervenor's recent filing in his

Department of Labor proceeding (Case Nos. 91-ERA-1 and (1-ERA-11).
On February 16, 1996 Complainant's Response to Respondent's Brief '

1.1 Support of its Motion to Reopen the Record and For Further |

Hearings was filed with the Department of Labor. To assist the ;

Secretary of Labor in his review of this matter, the response was :

divided into two briefs and marked "Brief Nuttber One" and "Brief [

Number Two."

Respect ull,y submitted, [
t

i

'Stephen M. Koh
Attorney for Intervenor
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February _16, 1996

UNITED.. STATES OF AMERICA.
-

'

BEFORE THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

)
ALLEN MOSBAUGH, )

)
Complainant, )

)
)v.
) Case Nos. 91-ERA-1

GEORGIA POWER COMFA"Y, ) 'and
) 91-ERA-11

Respondent. )
)

COMPLAINANT'S RESPOUSE TO RESPONDENT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF ITS MOTION TO REOPEN THE RECORD AND FOR FURTHER HEARINGS

BRIEF NUMBER ONE:
MAJOR PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE ERRORS IN

RESPONDENT'S MOTION

In accordance with the January 17, 1996 briefing schedule

issued by the Secretary of Labor, Complainant Allen Mosbaugh

hereby files his response to Respondent Georgia Power Company's

Brief in Support of its Motion to Reopen the Record and for

Further Hearings filed on December 13, 1996. For the reasons

stated herein, respondent's motion should be denied in its

entirety. To assist the Secretary's review of this matter, this

response is divided into two separate briefs. The first brief

("Brief Number One") concerns the serious procedural and

substantive deficiencies contained within respondent's filing.
On the basis of the arguments contained in Brief Number One

alone, respondent's motion should be denied. The second brief

provides a more' detailed factual rebuttal to the numerous
incomplete or inaccurate factual assertions contained in

respondent's motion and'brief.
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PART ONE
THE SECRETARY OF LABOR DOES NOT HAVE
' JURISDICTION OVER RESPONDENT'S~ MOTION

The Department of Labor does not have jurisdiction to

reconsider a decision issued under 42 U.S.C. Sec. 5851(b) (2) .
' Gillilan v.-TVA, 89-ERA-40, Order Denying Reconsideration of the

SOL, pp. 1-2 (November 29, 1994). There is no statutory
.

authority under Sec 210 for the Department of Labor to reconsider

aLdecision ordering a complainant reinstated. Moreover, a's

' recognized by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit,
'there is no " inherent" authority for the SOL to reconsider its

decisions. Bartlik v. U.S. Deot. of Labor, Nos. 93-3618/3834,

Slip op. at 6-8 (6th Cir. Sept. 12, 1994), vacated en banc and
reversed on other grounds (6th Cir. 1995).2

The Secretary's decision finding that respondent violated1

Sec. 210 and ordering that Mr. Mosbaugh be "immediately reinstated"
is a final administrative action. It is well settled under labor
law precedent that orders finding liability are sufficiently final
and definite to warrant immediate contempt or enforcement
proceedings, even if a determination of specific amounts of back
pay have yet to be set. S.gg., g_,_g.,_ , N.L.R.B. v. Deena Artware.
Inc., 361 U.S. 413, 80 S.Ct. 441, 447 (1960) (Frankfurter, J.,

concurring). Accord, Hyatt Coro. v. N.L.R.B., 939 F.2d 361, 372
(6th Cir. 1991) (the Board has discretion to compute the amount of
an award af ter the enforcement of its order) . As explained by the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit:

The determination whether an unfair labor practice has
occurred' and whether backpay should be ordered ^is-
determined at_ the first stage. After enforcement is
granted (on appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals), the
specifics of compliance are determined at the second
stage.

N.L.R.B. v. Internatinnal Ass'n of Bridae. Etc., 600 F.2d 770, 778

'(9th Cir. 1979), eart. denied 445 U.S. 915 (1980); Also see
?--riemn Distrib. Co.. Inc., 715 F.2d 446, 452 (9th Cir. 1993),
cart. denied, 466 U.S. 958 (1984).
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Moreover, in this case, the review by the Secretary of Labor

was governed by specific scheduling orders to which the'

Respondent could have raised all of the arguments now being'

raised in its motion to reopen the record. The failure of the

Respondent to raise these issues in conformance with the

Secretary's briefing orders waived their right to raise them in a

post-decision motion. Additionally, the failure of the

respondent to follow the briefing orders of the Secretary of
Labor "significantly frustrated" the authority delegated to the
Office of Administrative Appeals to regulate the procedures used

in whistleblower cases and frustrated the statutory requirements

concerning the expeditious handling of whistleblower cases under

Sec. 210. Bartlik v. TVA, 88-ERA-15, Order of SOL, p. 1, N.1

(July 16, 1993).

Given the rigorous time constraints Congress mandated for
i

litigation under Sec. 210, there is simply no support in the
legislative history and statutory language to justify the
expansion of Sec. 210 administrative proceedings beyond those

explicated in the statute and regulations. See e.o., Civil

Aeronautics Board v. Delta Air Lines, Inc., 367 U.S. 316, 321-22

(1961), quoted in Bartlik v. TVA, 88-ERA-15, Order of SOL at p. 2

(July 16, 1993) (" courts have been reluctant to allow agencies to

expand their powers of reconsideration without a solid foundation
in the language of the statute"). |

The Respondent was fully aware of the de novo nature of the

Secretary's review of the record in Sec. 210 cases. Respondent's

1
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Brief in Support of.the Recommend Decision and Order to the SOL |
!

at p. 5.2 ~ Respondent had access to witnesses whose recorded {'

statements they now deem relevant. Likewise, since 1993 they had ;

access to all of the tape recorded statements and other documents f
they now deem are relevant.8

The SOL's lack of jurisdiction to reconsider its decision, j
the failure of the respondent to comply with the scheduling

orders issued by the Secretary of Labor, respondent's tactical

decision not to place any of the newly released tapes onto the
i

record during the review of this case by the Secretary and the |

time constraints placed upon adjudications under Section 210
.

mandate'that Respondent's motion be denied.

|
|

There are compelling policy reasons for not reopening the2

record to. admit this. evidence as is persuasively set out in Metivn
Realty Coro. v. Esmark. Inc. 763 F.2d 826, 830 (7th Cir. 1985):

There are good reasons for the stringent limits on
reopening a final judgement. The rule that the final
judgement governs the future induces the parties to focus
all their efforts in a single proceeding. If they know
that the judgement will establish their rights once and
for all, they will bring to bear the information and'
energies necessary to produce an. informed decision. If
they believe that they can have a second try, they are
more likely to skimp the first time around, and as a
result the judicial process will become less accurate.

This is particularly.important in Sec. 210. cases where the process
is Congressionally mandated to be expeditious.

Evidence cannot be "' newly discovered' under Rule 60 if8

it is in the possession of the moving party or that party's
attorney prior to the entry of judgement." Tavlor v. Texams coro. ,
831 F.2d 255, 259 (lith Cir.1987) .

-4-
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PART TWO
PROCEDURAL AND SUBSTANTIVE DEFICIENCIES IN RESPONDENT'S

' MOTION REQUIRE THAT THEIR MOTION BE DENIED

Respondent's motion is based upon F.R.C.P. 60 (b) (2) , a

motion for a new trial based upon evidence contained in various

tape recordings and within a 12,000 page long NRC licensing

hearing transcript. Respondent alleges that'the "new evidence"

demonstrates that Mr. Mosbaugh should be denied relief under Sec.

210 (g) , 42 U.S.C. S 5851(g) and that the new evidence impeaches

Mr. Mosbaugh's credibility and demonstrates that he submitted

false testimony during the DOL proceeding.

'The law governing respondent's motion is well settled. To
'

begin with, "[mlotions to reopen for newly discovered evidence
are not favored and [ respondent] was required to base its motion

'on matter which could not reasonably have been previously

adduced.'" Lvons v. Jef ferson Bank & Trust, 994 F.2d 716, 728

(10th Cir. 1993), citino INS v. Doherty, 112 S.Ct. 719, 724

(1992); Baxter Intern, Inc. v. Morris, 11 F.3d 90, 92 (8th Cir,

1993), citina Rosebud Sioux Tribe v. A & P Steel. Inc., 733 F.2d

509, 515 (8th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1072, 105 S.Ct.

565 (1984).
The Fifth Circuit case, Aa Pro. Inc. v. Sakraida, 512 F.2d

141, 143 (5th Cir. 1975), rev'd on other arounds 425 U.S. 273, 96

S.Ct'. 1532 (1976), sets forth the controlling law within the

judicial circuit in which this case arises.* The court

* The factors in Aa Pro were reaffirmed by the Eleventh
Circuit in Tavlor v. Texams Coro., 831 F.2d 255, 259 (lith Cir.

1987).
* -5-
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recognized that Rule 60(b) motions are " extraordinary" and that

the " requirements of the rule must be strictly met." The court

also recognized the importance of the " spirit of finality" which
" commands that courts be cautious in exercising the discretion

vested in them to reopen proceedings." 512 F.2d at 143.5 Under

the controlling precedent, respondent must " strictly" meet five

separate requirements to obtain a new hearing in this matter.

These requirements are as follows:
4

The motion may not be granted unless (1) the evidence
was discovered following the trial; (2) due diligence
on the part of the movant to discover the new evidence
is shown or may be inferred; (3) the evidence is not
merely cumulative or impeaching; (4) the evidence is
material; (5) the evidence is such that a new trial ;

would probably produce a new result. !

1
,

.15L.
2 As set forth below, respondent cannot meet even one of these
,

requirements.
,

i
I. RESPONDENT'S MOTION IS UNTIMELY UNDER F.R.C.P. 59 (b)

AND 60(b).
.

Even if the Department of Labor has jurisdiction to
reconsider its decision in this matter, Respondent's motion to

reopen the record is untimely.
There are two rules which allow a party to motie,1 for a

reopening of the record on the grounds of newly discovered

Significantly, the argument in support of " finality" is5'

even stronger in administrative cases under Sec. 210. First, as
set forth in the jurisdiction section, Congress did not contemplate
or allow for any administrative powers of reconsideration under
this law. In fact, given the importance Congress attached to an
expeditious administrative resolution of Sec. 210 cases, Congress
mandated extremely stringent time limitations for such hearings.

6--
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evidence. The first method is a motion for a new hearing filed

under F.R.C.P. 59(b). This rule allows a party to request a new

hearing on the basis of " newly discovered" evidence which is

within the possession of a party prior to the close of the

record. A motion under F.R.C.P. 59(b) must be filed within ARD

days of.the decision. On the other hand, F.R.C.P. 60(b) allows

for such challenges within one year of a decision. However,

under the first factor articulated in Aa Pro, F.R.C.P. 60 (b) only

. concerns evidence obtained by a party after the challenged

decision was entered. Ac Pro. Inc. v. Sakraida, 512 F.2d 141,

143 (5th Cir. 1975)

When a party has access to information before the issuance

of a decision, they must follow the ten day rule set under

F.R.C.P. 59. This rule of law was outlined in Valmont

Industries, which held that

Newly discovered evidence constitutes grounds for
relief under the Rule [60 (b) (2) ] only if such evidence
could not have been discovered by due diligence in time
to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b).

Valmont Industries. Inc. v. Yuma Manufacturina Co., 50 F.R.D. 408

(1970), cert den. 405 U.S. 922 (1972) (emphasis added) . The

" failure to file documents in an original motion or opposition

does not turn late filed documents into ' newly diccovered

evidence'." School Dist. No. 1J v. ACandS. Inc., 5 F.3d 1255,

1263 (9th Cir. 1993).

In this case, the Secretary of Labor issued its decision in

this case on November 20, 1995. Under F.R.C.P. 59 Respondent had

until December 1, 1995, to file a motion to reopen the record

-7 -
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based on newly discovered evidence. Respondent's motion, which

was filed on December 13, 1995, is untimely and must be

dismissed.

II. RESPONDENT HAD ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION THEY NOW
ALLEGE IS NEWLY DISCOVERED AND WAIVED VARIOUS DEFENSES.

Although Respondent alleges that the tape recordings

released two years ago constitute " newly discovered evidence," j

the record does not bear this out. At the time of the hearing

before the ALJ, Respondent had full access to all of the Georgia

Power employees whose comments are recorded on the tapes. For

example, in regard to Mr. Mosbaugh's actions on April 19, 1990,

Respondent had the witnesses they now claim are so significant, i

such as Mr. Webb, Mr. Shipman, Mr. McCoy, Mr. Bockhold and Mr.

Aufdenkampe, fully under their control. They were, and still

are, employees of the respondent and could have (or were) called
as witnesses to testify regarding Mr. Mosbaugh's role and

responsibility regarding the April 19th LER.
It is well settled that the " failure to show diligence" to

" discover" evidence prior to the close of a hearing " militates

against reopening the record." McDaniel v. Boyd Brothers i

Transoortation, 86-STA-6, D&O of SOL, p. 5 (March 16, 1987). The

McDaniel case is very similar to the case at bar. Li McDaniel,
e

documentary evidence regarding one of the witnesses was obtained :
I

after the hearing before the ALJ. Specifically, the complainant

in that case obtained access to investigative record of the DOL !

:

investigator after the hearing had been completed and after the

investigator had testified. That investigator had testified at j

:

8 --
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the. hearing without the complainant having access to those

documents. However, because the complainant could have

questioned this witness regarding any of the allegedly newly
discovered evidence, the motion to reopen was denied:

Complainant's claim that he was hampered by lack of
access to the investigative record, which I note is not
part of the record in this proceeding, is unavailing.
Complainant admittedly had full access to Mr. Mesa's
recollection, aided by Mesa's cooperation . . . .

86-STA-6 at 5. Moreover, in cases where respondents are " aware

of the substance" of testimony and where respondent "made no

effort to secure (witness's] testimony...even though it could

have moved for continuance..." courts have found that this was
not " newly discovered evidence" for the purposes of reopening a

case. Birchem v. Burlincton Northern R. Co., 812 F.2d 1047, 1050

(8th Cir. 1987). In this case, respondent was aware of the

substance of not only Mr. Mosbaugh's concerns but of the

testimony of all of the witnesses involved.

Respondent had access to the oral testimony of numerous

witnesses who could have testified regarding the incidents which

are recorded on Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes. These witnesses, most of
i

whom still work for Georgia Power, have fully cooperated with

respondent in building its case against Mr. Mosbaugh. Respondent i

1

was fully aware of all of Mr. Mosbaugh's actions regarding his
involvement with the LER and other "new" incidents now alleged as

significant by the respondent. The complete failure of the

respondent.to call these witnesses at the hearing, que9 tion the
witnesses they did call at the hearing regarding these events

9
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and/or to even raise the defense prior to the hearing (or after

the hearing), mandates that the motion to reopen the record be

denied.

Furthermore, one year prior to the hearing before the ALJ,

Georgia Power had communicated with the NRC regarding the

deficiencies in Mr. Mosbaugh's conduct on April 19th.' Georgia

Power clearly had interviewed the witnesses to the April 19th
events and had determined that Mr. Mosbaugh had performance

failures regarding that incident and was to blame for that

incident. However, Georgia Power chose not to aggressively

pursue this theory of defense before the ALJ and did not call

many of the witnesses who were in their control (such as Mr. Webb

and Mr. Aufdenkampe) who had direct and first hand knowledge

Georgia Power made the following statement in its April'

1, 1991 Response to 2.206 Petition:

Mr. Mosbaugh and employees who reported to him controlled
the development of the original LER. To the extent Mr.
Mosbaugh actually had concerns about the substance of
this document, he had direct and immediate ability to
change the information contained in it. His own actions ,

relative to the LER establish this fact. Indeed, as
reflected in the PRB comment review sheet for its meeting
No. 90-59, held on April 18, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh directed
three changes to the draft LER, two of which directed as
" mandatory" word changes. He, therefore, had an
opportunity to require any other correction. Similarly,
on April 19, 1990 in a telephone conversation between the
site representatives and Corporate office
representatives, he had the opportunity to suggest
corrective language but, apparently failed to do so. Not
until April 30, 1990 dos it appear.that Mr. Mosbaugh
articulated for the benefit of his management that the i

diesel engine start count data contained in the LER was |
iinaccurate.
l

Georgia Power Company's Response to 2.206 Petition, April 1, 1991, |
Attachment III at p. 4 j

\

- 10 - ;
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about Mr. Mosbaugh's alleged misconduct and false statements.

The failure of Georgia Power to pursue this theory of the case
before the ALJ (and before the SOL prior to its present motion) ,

waived this defense. Lederhaus v. Donald Pachen, 91-ERA-13, D&O

of SOL, p. 15 (October 26, 1992). Brotherhood, etc. v. St. Louis

Southwestern RY., 676 F.2d 132, 140 (5th Cir. 1982) (A respondent

cannot set aside a judgment because of his failure to present a

defense at trial); Mas Maroues v. Diaital Eauioment Coro., 637

F.2d 24, 30 (1st Cir. 1980) (same) .7 1

|

|

On page 34 of their brief, Georgia Power admits that they i
'

had a " general understanding" of various facts alleged to be " newly
discovered," but they state that in March of 1992, their employees
had "f ading recollections. " This statement is not supported by the
record, but even if it were true, it is respondent's fault that i

they allowed memories to " fade" before interviewing their

witnesses.

However, far from allowing memories to " fade," respondent
engaged in contemporaneous investigations and reviews of all of the
facts documented in the " newly discovered" evidence. Prior to
March, 1992 respondent conducted a comprehensive review of Mr.
Mosbaugh's entire employment record and all of his safety concerns.
Even prior to his discharge, Mr. Mosbaugh had raised all of his
major safety concerns with the NRC (including the April 19th LER
incident). The NRC conducted an on-site review of these

allegations in August, 1990 (i.e. the "OSI" investigation).
Likewise, at the time respondent suspended Mr. Mosbaugh from his
employment, they conducted a review of that decision prior to his
discharge. Additionally, in September, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh filed a
detailed petition with the NRC alleging misconduct in respondent's
handling of the April 19th LER and other filings with the NRC. .

'

Respondent immediately started investigating the facts behind this
petition, took contemporaneous affidavits from numerous employees
(all of which have remained strictly confidential despite the
repeated requests of the complainant for access thereto) and fully
investigated all- of the facts surrounding the LER and other matters
related to Mr. Mosbaugh's employment history and conduct over one
year before the hearing before the ALJ. In fact, many of the
arguments raised in their motion to reopen were also raised before
the NRC (but not before the ALJ) one year before the ALJ's hearing.

- 11 -
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III. THE " NEWLY DISCOVERED EVIDENCE" (WHICH GOES TOWARD .

DISCREDITING, CONTRADICTING AND IMPEACHING MR. |
'

MOSBAUGH) DOES NOT AFFORD A BASIS FOR REOPENING THE
RECORD.

It is "well settled" by judicial case law and the precedents

of the Secretary of Labor, that a party cannot reopen the

evidentiary record to introduce " newly discovered evidence" to

" discredit, contradict or impeach a witness." McDaniel v. Boyd

Brothers Transoortation, 86-STA-6, D&O of SOL, p. 5 (March 16,
.

v. Jacob E. Decker and Sons, 5691987), quoting from N.L.R.B.

F.2d 357 (5th Cir. 1978). In addition, the newly discovered

evidence

must not be cumulative not only with the evidence that
the moving party actually presented at trial, but also
with the evidence that the moving party could have, had

: it exercised due diligence, presented at trial. If a

party, through negligence or a tactical decision, fails
to present evidence that was available, it may not find
refuge under 60 (b) (2) by finding substantially similar
evidence from a newly discovered source

,

Lvons v. Jefferson Bank & Trust, 994 F.2d at 728.

In addition, " evidence which is merely cumulative or

impeaching is.not generally within the canon of ' newly discovered
evidence' for Rule 59 or Rule 60 (b) purposes." Trans Mississioni ,

Coro. v. United States, 494 F.2d 770, 773 (1974) citino Chemical

Delintino Co. v. Jackson, 193 F.2d 123 (5th Cir 1951) ; Parrilla-

Looez v. United States, 841 F.2d 16, 19 (1st Cir.1988) ; Lloyd v.'

Gill, 406 F.2d 585 (5th Cir. 1969) (evidence which is largely
-

,

cumulative, corroborative or contradictory of other evidence
adduced at trial, does not suffice to award a new trial).

- 12 -
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Respondent's entire motion to reopen is predicated on an

attack on Mr. Mosbaugh's credibility. Respondent seeks to

introduce the evidence to " discredit" " contradict" and " impeach"

Mr. Mosbaugh. The essence of respondent's entire motion was

summarized by the respondent as follows: it is apparent"
. . .

that Mr. Mosbaugh's credibility, when viewed in light of all the
evidence, including the new evidence discussed herein, is

seriously in doubt. Specifically, these factors strongly suggest

that Mr. Mosbaugh's alleged reasons for taping are also not

credible..." Respondent's Brief at 58 (emphasis added).

Prior to the hearing before the ALJ, Georgia Power had

access to all of the witnesses taped by Mr. Mosbaugh, they had

access to all of the documentary evidence regarding all of the

alleged new incidents raised in their brief and they fully knew
Mr. Mosbaugh's exact role in the creation of the LER and the

other documents raised in their brief. Additionally, almost two

years before the Secretary's decision in this case, Georgia Power
had access to every tape recorded conversation and other i

I

documentary evidence they now claim is "new." Georgia Power |
|

cannot now be heard in their attempt to reopen the record,

especially since the entire foundation of this attempt is an
implicit or explicit attempt to impeach Mr. Mosbaugh.

1

- 13 -
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As a matter of law, respondent's late-filed attempt to
4

" discredit, contradict and impeach" Mr. Mosbaugh is not grounds
,

for reopening the record.'

IV. RESPONDENT WAIVED ITS OBJECTION TO THE FAILURE OF THE
NRC TO RELEASE THE TAPES PRIOR TO THE HEARING BEFORE
THE ALJ BY FAILING TO SEEK A CONTINUANCE.

Respondent made a tactical decision in 1992 not to properly
seek a continuance of the hearing before the ALJ and consequently

cannot now be heard on any issue related to evidence contained in

the tapes or other documentary evidence which was in the

possession of the NRC.

Respondent's failure to accurately portray the "after-*

acquired" evidence is revealing as to the lack of merit of their
motion. The respondent completely failed to call to the

Secretary's attention the " newly discovered evidence" which

demonstrates that Mr. Mosbaugh was fully credible and which
demonstrates that there is no " clear and convincing" evidence which
impeaches Mr. Mosbaugh.

Additionally, when the NRC staff reviewed Georgia Power's
defense in the NRC enforcement actions, they stated as follows:

The attitudes exhibited by GPC and BOCKHOLD in their
!

responses shows a lack of concern for the NRC requirement
for completeness and accuracy of information. The Group'

believes that such attitudes on the part of GPC and
BOCKHOLD regarding the level of care to be taken
regarding submittals to the NRC are shockinalv deficient,
particularly in instances such as this where the General
Manager had direct eersonal knowledae and involvement in ,

the matters being addressed.
'

Vogtle Coordinating Group Analysis, February 8, 1994 at p. 29,

(emphasis added). The problems with respondent's response to the
NOV were seen by the NRC as symptoms of a broader problem. 'ASLB
Tr. 15078 (Matthews). The VCG also concluded that " [t]he inability
to identify causes of errors has significant implications for
public health and safety because there is a substantial likelihood
that such errors will be repeated." Id.

14 --
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- Prior to the hearing in this matter, Georgia Power knew that

the:NRC had possession of'77 tapes and other documents provided

to the NRC by Mr. Mosbaugh. They also knew that the'NRC'was

conducting a detailed investigation of their top management on
4

the' basis of the contents of these tapes and that the NRC<

.

investigatorp has asserted under oath that the tapes may contain;

- documentary evidence of their management's misconduct.
.

- Consequently,-respondent was fully aware that the tapes contained

information which, if obtained prior to the. hearing on Mr.

Mosbaugh's Department of Labor hearing, could seriously impeach

Georgia Power at the hearing.
:

i 'At any time prior to the hearing before the ALJ, Georgia
_

.

|
Power could have moved for a stay of the proceeding or a

continuance of the' hearing'date for the purpose of obtaining

|
access to the tapes. They failed to move for such relief, and

4

thus waived all objections on these matters.
,

Courts have held that
,

Litigants are required to be reasonably alert at trial;

in the protection of their own interests. If this
:

record could be said to show reasonably genuine
,

; surprise on the part of appellants, the remedy would
have been to ask for a continuance to allow appellants

F to " gather their wits" and prepare for the presentation
of rebuttal testimony. Having failed to do this, and
having permitted the cause to go on to judgment, it is

j too late to seek an opening up of the issues, no proper
j grounds appearing.

Movlan v. Siciliano, 292 F.2d 704 (9th Cir. 1961). Had'

4

respondents found the evidence of the tape record ngs to bei
.

.

vital to their defense" then they would have formally filed toa

i

- 15 -
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obtain a continuance of the trial to obtain those tapes.

Barrinaton v. Swanson, 249 F.2d 640, 644 (10th Cir.'1957).'

The binding regulations regarding continuances are very

clear. First, except for " good cause shown" all requests for
'

continuance of a hearing must be filed prior to 14 days before a

hearing. 29 C.F.R. Sec. 18.28(b). Respondent did not file a i

request for a continuance prior to 14 days of the hearing. They
.

idid not have good cause to file such a request outside of this 14

day period. In addition, a motion for continuance "shall be in
i

writing." 29 C.F.R. 18.28 (c) . No written request for.a j

continuance was ever filed. In regard to the oral objection

filed by the. respondent on the first day of the hearing, that
9
| objection did not act to preserve respondent's alleged objection

to not postponing the hearing in order to give the respondentd-

time to obtain necessary evidence. Specifically, requests for

continuances may only be made orally on the record at a hearing2

for " reasons not reasonably ascertainable prior" to the hearing.;

29 C.F.R. 18.28(c). Unquestionably, the respondent knew that the~

judge set the hearing with the assumption that the tapes would
1

not'be produced prior to the hearing.4

Respondent was under an obligation to formally request a
continuance of the hearing on the grounds that they needed the

. tapes, and articulate the good cause for this continuance.
a

!

* Courts have held that failure to protect oneself by
moving for a continuance in order to seek the wanted testimony or
evidence suggests that respondent believes it had " adequately
presented its case" without the evidence. Hoyt R. Matise Co. v.

Zurn, 754 F.2d 560, 568 (5th Cir. 1985).
.

1
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Because they had under their control all of the other employees
who worked with Mr. Mosbaugh during the time period in question, ,

and whose voices are recorded _on the tapes, had Georgia Power's

pre-hearing interviews with these individuals demonstrated any

good cause for needing the tapes as evidence (instead of the j
4

actual witnesses to the events and conversations), Georgia Power

was under an obligation to inform the court of this " good cause"

and request a continuance of the hearing.'

The decision not to request a continuance in order to obtain
,

the tapes,_and the failure of Georgia Power to file an affidavit
from even one non-attorney fact-witness regarding why the tapes i

would be necessary, as opposed to the memory and impressions of

the actual witnesses, is fatal to their present motion to reopen<

the record.

j On January 13, 1992, the ALJ set the final hearing date in |
l

<

this matter. January 13, 1992 Notice of Hearing. On January 29,
,

1992, recognizing that a hearing held on March 10, 1992 may not

provide them time to obtain access to the tapes, respondent made

an informal inquiry regarding the status of the tapes with the j

ALJ. Egg letter to Judge Glennon from Jesse Schaudies, Jr. dated
.

1-29-92. In this informal inquiry, the respondent did not object

to the hearing date and did not file a formal motion to continue )
'

l

the hearing. On January 31, 1992, the ALJ issued an order in

which he explained the " premise" on why he was setting the case ]
(

for hearing. No objection was filed to his order and Georgia

Power did not seek a postponement of the hearing. Even if they

.

- 17 -
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thought the ALJ would not postpone the hearing, respondent did

not protect the record in this matter, and did not even request a

postponement. Clearly, given the fact that the respondent had

previously filed a motion for summary judgment and had fully

prepared a very aggressive defense of this matter (including the
use of an expert witness), respondent made the tactical decision

not to formally or properly request a timely continuance.

Simply stated, Georgia Power made a tactical decision not to

formally request a continuance and not to formally create a
record with affidavits from actual fact witnesses as to why there

was good cause or compelling reasons to postpone the hearing in
|

order to obtain access to the tapes. Given the NRC's on-the-

record statements concerning the potential damaging evidence

contained on the tapes, it is understandable why Georgia Power

would not have filed a formal request for continuance and would

have allowed the hearing to go forward in reliance upon the oral

testimony of numerous witnesses fully in their control. Four

years later, Georgia Power cannot now be heard on this matter.

Youna v. CBI Services, Inc., 88-ERA-8, D&O of SOL, p. 4 (December

8, 1992).

V. RESPONDENT FAILED TO EXERCISE DUE DILIGENCE IN
ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN THE TAPE RECORDINGS FROM THE NRC. .

1

The respondent failed to exercise "due diligence" in
. obtaining the tapes from the NRC. Respondent continuously cites

to efforts they made to obtain tape recordings from Mr. Mosbaugh

in a proceeding which was dismissed without oreiudice (i.e. 90-

ERA-58). However diligent they may have been in that proceeding

- 18' -
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is not relevant to the specific steps they took during this

proceeding to obtain the tapes." In order to reopen the record

to admit "new evidence" the "movant must present evidence that is
.

'truly newly discovered or...could not have been found by due

diligence.'" Lona v. Carberry, 151 F.R.D. 240 (S.D.N.Y. 1993)'.

In this proceeding, Mr. Mosbaugh agreed to provide Georgia

Power with access to the tapes. . Complainant's Response to

Respondent's First Request For Documents, December 13, 1991 at

pp. 2-3. In fact, when tapes were returned to Mr. Mosbaugh from

the NRC, Mr. Mosbaugh promptly provided Georgia Power with access

to those tapes. Additionally, once this case was docketed with

the Office of Administrative Law Judges, it is undisputed that

the NRC had custody of the tapes now at issue in Respondent's

motion to reopen.

Despite the fact that the NRC and DOL entered into an

agreement to exchange information relevant to Sec. 210 claims,
and the fact that the NRC regularly provides witnesses and

produces documents for various parties in Sec. 210 proceedings,

Georgia Power never requested that the NRC produce the tapes or

produce a witness to be questioned about the tapes. There is

Significantly, Georgia Power requested Mr. Mosbaugh's"

tape recordings and obtained the ALJ order regarding the tapes
orier to the intervention of the NRC in 90-ERA-58. When the NRC
intervened in the proceeding, and stated under oath their belief
that the tapes may contain evidence of misconduct, Georgia Power
did not obiect to the request of the NRC that Mr. Mosbaugh give
them the tapes, or request that any limitations be placed on the
transfer of the tapes from Mr. Mosbaugh to the NRC (i.e.: for the
judge to impose a reasonable time limitation to review the tapes on
the NRC) .

- 19 -
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nothing on the record of this proceeding that Georgia Power filed

any discovery request, Freedom of Information Act request or any

other request to obtain access to the tapes in time for the

hearing before the ALJ,

For the first time, before the Secretary of Labor in its

current brief in support of its motion to reopen the record,

Georgia Power asserts that it filed Freedom of Information Act

("FOIA") requests with the NRC for copies of the tapes. Georgia

Power first requested the tapes through FOIA on July 22, 1991,

when this request was denied no appeal was filed. Incredibly,

Georgia Power did not request the tapes again until March 18,

1992, immediately after the hearing before the ALJ was concluded

(the hearing before the ALJ concluded on Friday, March 13, 1992).

Georgia Power does not even allege that they exhausted their
remedies under the FOIA in order to obtain the tapes.

IUnder the FOIA, tan working days after filing the request,

Georgia Power could have filed an administrative appeal of the
constructive denial of their FOIA request for the tapes. 5

U.S.C. 5552 (a) (6) (C) . Georgia Power did not file an appeal from

the denial of their second FOIA until July 15, 1992. In addition

to filing an administrative appeal in order to obtain timely
access to the tapes, Georgia Power could have requested access to j

!the tapes through a de novo judicial appeal of the denial the
NRC's action after twenty working days. Id. There is no

indication from respondent that such an action was ever

initiated.

- 20 -
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Furthermore, in their brief before the Secretary, respondent 1

does not allege that they pursued a judicial appeal of this FOIA.

Without pursuing such a course, Georgia Power completely failed

to exhaust their remedies under the FOIA and cannot, five years

later, state that they were diligent.

Clearly, if Georgia Power had aggressively used the FOIA

process to obtain the tapes, and expla4.ned to the NRC their

urgent need for the tapes, they would have been in a position to

request a continuance from the ALJ in order to allow respondent
to exhaust their administrative appeals or judicial appeals of

the FOIA determinations. Instead, Georgia Power let the issue

rest until after the hearing.

The complete failure of Georgia Power to properly pursue any

attempt whatsoever to obtain all or some of the tapes from the
NRC, and the failure of Georgia Power to create any record before i

!
'

the ALJ that demonstrated any such "due diligence," once again

demonstrates that the decision not to aggressively seek the tapes

from the NRC was a tactical decision by respondent. Respondent

cannot demonstrate "due diligence" in attempting to obtain the

tapes from the NRC prior to the hearing before the ALJ and did

not request any enlargement of time in order to pursue these
l

alleged " diligent" efforts.22 Moreover, courts have held that
'

Respondent's explanation of their alleged "due diligence"22

in obtaining the tapes is very revealing. First, they allege that
their first FOIA for the tapes was filed on July 22, 1991. This
was over ten months after the NRC obtained possession of the tapes.
There is no explanation as to why they waited ten months to file

a simple FOIA request. They then assert that the FOIA was denied.
(continued...)

- 21 -
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,1f. respondents had "other avenues to discover the [ evidence] "

that it is evidence of a lack of due diligence on the part of

respondents. Baxter Intern. Inc. v. Morris, 11 F.3d 90, 93. (8th

Cir. 1993).

VI. RESPONDENT CHOSE NOT TO PURSUE THE ISSUE OF THE TAPE
RECORDINGS FOR TACTICAL REASONS AND CANNOT NOW BE
RELIEVED OF ITS DECISION BECAUSE IT TURNED OUT TO BE A
MISTAKE.

Respondent made numerous tactical decisions Dgt to pursue

the acquisition of the tapes. As a matter of law, the respondent

must now live with the " strategic choices" it made in this case

regarding the use of the tapes and other new evidence it now

seeks to place on the record. Youna v. CBI Services. Inc., 88-

ERA-8, Final D&O of SOL at p. 4 (December 8, 1992) (Rule

60 (b) "cannot be employed simply to rescue a litigant from

strategic Choices that later turn out to be improvident"); Lvons

v. Jefferson Bank & Trust, 994 F.2d 716 (10th Cir. 1993) ("If a

party, through negligence or a tactical decision, fails to
present evidence that was available, it may not find refuge under
60 (b) (2) by finding substantially similar evidence from a newly

" ( . . . continued)
However, because the request was filed on July 22, 1991, they had
over eight months to ' pursue their administrative appeals and
' judicial appeal of this denial of their FOIA request. Thus, they

clearly had more than ample time to demonstrate "due diligence" in
attempting to obtain - these documents. Significantly, had they
appealed the initial decision to withhol'd the documents and/or
sought judicial review of that decision, they could have either
obtained the tapes in time for the hearing or obtained a commitment
from the NRC and/or an order from a court that the NRC produce the
documents on a schedule or by a certain date.

- 22 -
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discovered source"); DeLona's, Inc. v. Stuoo Bros. Bridae & Iron

Csh, 40 F.R.D. 127 (E.D. Miss. 1965) (plaintiff made " calculated

choice" to dismiss defendants and " relief from such decisions
should not be granted absent compelling and extraordinary

i

circumstances"); Federal's Inc. v. Edmonton Inv. Co., 555 F.2d |

577 (6th Cir. 1977) citino_ United States v. Erdoss, 440 F.2d 1221

(2d Cir. 1971) cert. denied, 404 U.S. 849, 92 S.Ct. 83 (1971);

Chana v. Smith,_103 F.R.D. 401 (DC PA 1984') .

Respondent had all of the so-called new evidence in its

possession for two years prior to the Secretary's decision in
!

this matter. The respondent made a calculated decision to oppose j

all of complainant's attempts to augment the record and made a
calculated decision not to attempt to augment the record. Even

before the recommended decision was issued in this case, the

respondent made a number of tactical decisions which now waive

their right to pursue their motion to reopen.
!

For example, as set forth in section IV above, the

respondent did not request a formal continuance of the case on
the basis of their need for the tapes. Likewise, the respondent

never filed any discovery with the NRC in an attempt to obtain
'

the tapes (and to preserve _this issue for appeal), never sought

to subpoena or otherwise formally request an order from the ALJ |
i

to compel the NRC to produce the tapes, and they failed to

exhaust their remedies under the Freedom of Information Act to
obtain the tapes.

- 23 -
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All of these decisions to not pursue obtaining the tape

recordings fit with the actual factual record. The facts of this

case demonstrate that the tape recordings significantly hurt

respondent. For example, the tape recordings provided the

factual basis which led to the NRC's Office of Investigation's

conclusion that there was deliberate wrongdoing by respondent's

highest level managers including Mr. Hairston, Mr. McCoy and Mr.

Bockhold. The tape recordings formed the basis for the voluntary
debarment from licensed nuclear activities by Mr. Bockhold for

two years. The tape recordings formed the basis for the NRC's

finding of a level II violation (the second highest possible from
the NRC) and the issuance of a $ 200,000 fine against respondent.

The tape recordings provided the factual basis for the issuance
.

of five " Demands for Information" ("DFI") from five of
!

respondent's top managers. DFI's are extremely serious

enforcement mechanisms rarely used by the NRC. 10 C.F.R. S

2.204. Finally, the tapes provided the factual basis for finding
that Mr. Mosbaugh's safety allegations filed with the NRC were

correct.

In addition, the tape recordings formed the factual
1

foundation of the ongoing licensing proceeding investigating '

respondent's character and competence which has delayed

indefinitely the transfer of a nuclear operating license from !

Georgia Power Company to the Southern Company. Therefore, !

although respondent desired access to the tapes in order to
|
!prepare their defense against the numerous NRC investigations

- 24 -
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into Mr. Mosbaugh's now substantiated allegations, they also knew

that placing these documents onto the record in 91-ERA-1 and 91-

ERA-11 would provide Mr. Mosbaugh with numerous facts he could

use to impeach respondent's witnesses and facts which would

unquestionably demonstrate the reasonableness and importance of ;

his taping.

Respondent's counsel, who are extremely well versed in Sec.
:

210 litigation, consciously decided on the tactics respondent
used in litigating 91-ERA-1 and 91-ERA-11. For example, shortly

after the ALJ set the case for hearing in 1992, Mr. Mosbaugh
(; r. Larryformally requested the NRC to produce a witness M

|

Robinson). A subpoena was served, a formal request under NRC ,

!

'

regulations for the attendance of the witness was filed and

appropriate motions were filed by both complainant and the NRC

with the ALJ on that matter. Although the ALJ ruled against
!

complainant on this issue, the complainant was very careful to

properly preserve the record on this issue.
In contrast, after the ALJ set the case for hearing,

respondent took no steps to obtain access to any of the withheld

tapes and did not request the presence at the hearing of any NRC
witnesses who could provide testimony about any aspect of the

tapes (i.e. whether the tapes contained safeguards information,
whether the tapes contained information they could use to impeach

Mr. Mosbaugh or whether any of the tapes contained evidence of

improper taping). Significantly, they did not join in

complainant's request to have Mr. Robinson testify at the

-25-
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hearing. In fact, respondent knew that Mr. Robinson was probably
l

the'one NRC individual who had listened most to the tapes and who

could provide them with testimony regarding the tapes (and

incidents surrounding the return of some of the tapes to Mr.
4

Mosbaugh, which the respondent also raises as an issue in their i

motion to reopen).

Respondent took no formal steps to preserve any of their

objections regarding access to the tapes.22 Instead, on the |

first day of the hearing, the attorney for the respondent made
limited oral objections regarding their access to the tapes.
However, those objections were made on the first day of hearing, :

after all of the parties (including the ALJ) had flown or
traveled to Atlanta for the hearing on the merits. The rules

explicitly do not allow for requests for continuances to be made

under those circumstances. 29 C.F.R. S 18.28.

Respondent's failure to properly file for a contindance of
i

the hearing, properly file any discovery and request for
witnesses from the NRC and/or to raise any of the Rule 60(b)

issues with the Secretary of Labor while that decision was

pending before the Secretary was a strategic decision for whichi

The respondent cites to efforts to obtain the tapes made22

during an entirely separate DOL proceeding, 90-ERA-58. Complainant,

vigorously denies the accusations raised by the respondent

regarding the production of discovery in that matter. These
matters were fully briefed when that case was before the Secretary
of Labor. Respondent did not appeal the Secretary's order in 90-
ERA-58, and as a matter of law that decision is binding on the
parties. In that case, the Secretary of Labor did not make any
findings of misconduct against the complainant and granted the
complainant the relief he sought, a dismissal of that proceeding
without oreiudice.

- 26 -
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relief is not allowed. Ackermann v. United Statee, 71 S.Ct. 209,
'

211 (1950) ("His choice was a risk, but calculated and deliberate |

and such as follown a free choice. Petitioner cannot be relieved |
1

of such a choice because hindsight seems to indicate to him that |

his decision...was probably wrong considering the outcome of |

the... case"). ;

VII. RESPONDENT'S ARGUMENT THAT MR. MOSBAUGH ILLEGALLY l

ENGAGED IN TAPING ACTIVITIES IS NOT SUPPORTED BY
RESPONDENT'S MAIN WITNESS, UNTIMELY AND CUMULATIVE.

The respondent argues that it has obtained "new evidence"

that Mr. Mosbaugh's taping was done in violation of Georgia state !

i

law. Respondent's Brief at 61-67. Respondent raised a similar

concern at the hearing. Consequently, on its face the "new !

evidence" is cumulative to other incidents of alleged illegal
!taping which were fully explored at the hearing.

The ASLB testimony of respondent's most important witness, .

|

Mr. Dahlberg (the official responsible for Mr. Mosbaugh's

discharge) is extremely revealing and demonstrates that the

respondent cannot satisfy the forth and fifth elements of Aa Pro

(i.e. that the new evidence is material and that it will
"probably produce a new result"). At the ASLB, Mr. Dahlberg

.

testified that Mr. Mosbaugh did not enaaae in any illeoal taoina.

He made this testimony after respondent had obtained access to

all of Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes. ASLB Tr. 1162-65.

On January 4, 1995 Mr. Dahlberg testified before the ASLB.

During that hearing he was questioned about answers he gave in a

June 10, 1994 deposition (this deposition occurred over six

- 27 -
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imonths after respondent had obtained all of Mr. Mosbaugh's

tapes). At both his deposition and his testimony he admitted, on !

more then one occasion, that he was not informed that any of Mr. ;

Mosbaugh's taping was "illegala: i

!
Q: Yeah, but the question was (at his June 10th
deposition), "Were you ever told that Mr. Mosbaugh had
illegally tape recorded?" " Answer: No, I don't think
so."

A (by Dahlberg]: I think that's correct.
.

Q: And then, you were asked another question, "Has ,

anyone ever told you that Mr. Mosbaugh had engaged in !

illegal tape recording within the Georgia Power ;

company?" " Answer: I don't think I was told they were
'

illegal." ,

A: That's correct.
.

ASLB Tr. 1163-64.

After providing this testimony, Mr. Dahlberg was shown

testimony he gave before the U.S. Senate before respondent had ;

access to Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes. During that testimony he stated

that Mr. Mosbaugh had illegally taped. ASLB Tr. 1164. When asked

to explain why, before respondent had access to Mr. Mosbaugh's

tapes he though that some of the taping was illegal, but after
respondent obtained access to the tapes, he changed his testimony
and believed that the taping was legal, Mr. Dahlberg admitted

that he "must have" learned something about the legality of Mr.

Mosbaugh's taping between the time of his Senate testimony (which

was given on July 15, 1993) and his deposition (which occurred on i

June 10, 1994). ASLB Tr. 1165.

In addition, respondent's motion on this ground is untimely.

It is well settled that a motion for reconsideration "cannot be
- 28 -
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employed as a vehicle for asserting new arguments or for

introducing new evidence that could have been adduced during the

pendency" of a summary judgement motion. Losacco v. City of

Middletown, 822 F.Supp. 870, 877 (D. Conn. 1993), aff'd 33 F.3d 50

(2nd Cir. 1994). " Overwhelmingly" courts have held that motions

concerning "new evidence" cannot be granted when that evidence

was available during the " pendency" of a summary judgement or

other motion. Medlev v. Wespoint Stevens. Inc., 162 F.R.D. 697,

699 (M.D. Ala. 1995).
In this case, Respondent admits that it obtained copies of

the three tapes they now assert contain evidence of improper

taping in "mid-1993" and in " December 1993." Respondent's Brief

at 63, N. 37. Respondent sat on this information for over two

They sat on this information while a number ofyears.

significant motions were pending with the Secretary of Labor and
while the Secretary of Labor was conducting its full review of

this case. Unquestionably, respondent "could" have raised this

issue in a timely manner. Medley, 162 F.R.D. at 699, citing to

O'Neal v. Kennamer, 958 F.2d 1044, 1047 (11th Cir. 1992) ( amotions

to amend should not be used to raise arguments which could, and

should have been made before the judgement was issued").

Having sat on the evidence for over two years, respondent's

request for relief on this matter is untimely.
As recognized in Mediev and in numerous other cases, basic

issues of " fairness" and " efficiency" " demand" that parties

timely and properly raise these types of defenses. In this case,

- 29 -
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Mr. Mosbaugh, who.has four school age children, has been
.

unemployed since 1990. Prolonging this adjudication, and

exhausting the very limited resources of Mr. Mosbaugh's counsel,

is inconsistent with the statutory purposes of Sec. 210.

VIII. RESPONDENT'S SUBSECTION (g) DEFENSE IS WITHOUT MERIT.

For reasons stated elsewhere in this brief, respondent

fai. led to meet both the procedural and the substantive

requirements to reopen the record in this case. However, even
,

assuming that respondent could meet this burden, the record still

could not be reopened regarding the subjection (g) defense now ,

raised by the respondent.

Subsection (g) of Sec. 210 states that an employee " acting

without direction from his or her employer" who " deliberately
.

causes a violation of any requirement" of the Atomic Energy Act

'shall not be entitled to relief under the whistleblower law. 42
U.S.C. Sec. 5851(g). Respondent cannot prevail on this theory.

Simply stated, the NRC had not made any finding that Mr. Mosbaugh

" deliberately cause (ed) a violation" of the Atomic Energy Act.
>

The NRC never determined that any of Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes

actually contained " safeguards" information. Georgia Power was

never subject to any notice of violation regarding Mr. Mosbaugh's
,

" deliberate" release of safeguards material; and Mr. Mosbaugh was

never notified that he had violated safeguards requirements. ,

Thus, on the issue of safeguards, subjection (g) simply does not

apply.

-30-
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Additionally, the NRC did find that respondent submitted
!

materially false information to the NRC on 'ive separate'

occasions. It is uncontested that Mr. Mosbaush was the employee

who exposed each of these incidents and provided the documentary
:

evidence (i.e. the tapes) to prove each of these incidents. '

'

Respondent asserts that Mr. Mosbaugh was somehow responsible for

one of these five incidents because he did not oppose the ,

' decision of his management more forcefully. However, the NRC did

not make any finding that Mr. Mosbaugh " deliberately caused" that

violation. In fact, the NRC did not even find that Mr. Mosbaugh

acted with " careless disregard" in any matter. ASLB Tr. 15227 |

(Matthews); 15022 (Hood). Without such a finding, respondent's ]
I

defense is simply without merit.
|

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons the Respondent's motion should be

denied.

Respectfully submitted,
f

f
'

Stephen M. Kohn
Michael D. Kohn
Mary Jane Wilmoth
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Kohn, Kohn and Colapinto, P.C.
517 Florida Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001-1850
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i
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ,

*

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE-APPEALS ,

i

)
ALLEN L. MOSBAUGH, )

'

) ,

Complainant, ) ,

) Case No. 91-ERA-1
v. ) and >

) Case No. 91-ERA-11
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY,- ) .

)
Respondent. )

)
'

COMPLAINANT'S RESPONSE TO RESPONDENT'S BRIEF IN SUPPORT
OF ITS MOTION TO REOPEN THE RECORD AND FOR FURTHER HEARINGS i

BRIEF NUMBER TWO:
MAJOR FACTUAL ERRORS IN RESPONDENT'S MOTION

I. INTRODUCTION.

On December 13, 1995, counsel to Respondent Georgia Power

Company (" respondent") filed a Motion to Reopen the Record and

for Further Hearings (" respondent's Motion") together with a

Brief in Support of respondent's Motion to Reopen the Record and
I

for Further Hearings (hereinafter " respondent's Brief"). This I

brief is confusing; it repeatedly takes facts from the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board ("ASLB") hearing out of context or

misstates the factual record.2
First and foremost, as set forth in Brief Number One, all of

the arguments raised by respondent suffer from fatal procedural

defects and must be dismissed on that basis alone. Assuming

respondent can' overcome its procedural deficiencies, these

arguments rest on faulty factual premises and legal defects.

The ASLB hearing spanned six months with over 60 full1

days of testimony. The entire hearing transcript is approximately j
t

25,000 pages in length.

i
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The facts demonstrate that Respondent cannot meet the third,

. fourth and fifth prong of the Ao Pro test (new evidence is "not
fmerely cumulative or impeaching," the evidence is " material" and

the evidence will "probably produce a new result.") Ao Pro, Inc.

v. Sakraida, 512 F.2d 141 (5th Cir. 1975), rev'd on other arounds

425 U.S. 273, 96 S.Ct. 1532 (1976).

For the reasons set forth below, respondent's arguments

should be dismissed in their entirety.

II. RESPONDENT'S " BACKGROUND" STATEMENT.

Respondent sets out between pages 4-10 of its Brief a

factual " background" upon which its motion to reopen the record

rests. Respondent argues that procedural events transpiring

after September 13, 1990 in a previously dismissed proceeding,

90-ERA-58, amount to "a perversion by Mr. Mosbaugh of the
)

adjudicatory process." Respondent's Brief at 5. Respondent

!bases its " perversion" argument on two factors. Respondent

alleges that the timing of Mr. Mosbaugh's filing of a February
19, 1991 motion to dismiss Case No. 90-ERA-58 without prejudice i

and his earlier filing on January 15, 1991 for an evidentiary |1
/

hearing in Case No. 91-ERA-11 together prove that Complainant was |
1

engaged in an improper activity aimed at blocking respondent's

ability to obtain tape recordings and documents. Respondent's
i

Brief at 5-7. Respondent fails to mention.in its " background" |
,

l

section that the same factual inferences it presents to the SOL ;
i

had previously been argued and ruled upon by the SOL in Mosbauch |
1

v. GPC. 90-ERA-58 DEO of SOL at Fn. 4 (September 23, |

!

!

-2-
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1992) (" Respondent accuses Complainant of attempting to avoid the |_

consequences of orders that'had been previously entered by the j
|

.ALJ...I am not convinced factually or leaally of Resoondent's j

accusation. Procedural tactics employed by either party are not j

determinative of the legal questions posed here...The effect of. |

Complainant's notice of voluntary dismissal without prejudice was j

to render'the proceedings a nullity and leave the parties as if

the action had never been brought. 'It carries down with it
'

;

precious proceedings and orders in the action, and all pleadings, j

both of plaintiff and defendant, and all issues, with respect to 3
!

plaintif f's claim. ' ") (emphasis added; citation omitted) .2 ;

Respondent improperly seeks to raise issues subject to a final

decision and order of the SOL. Respondent failed to appeal the j
|

SOL's' decision and waived any right it might otherwise have |

:

)8 on page 3 of the D&O, the SOL further states that
" Respondent's arguments are without merit." Respondent's argument

,

was set forth in great detail in a 23 page brief filed with the :
!Office of Administrative Appeals. Specifically, respondent argued

that-
I

... Complainant's Notice of Dismissal was an obvious
manipulation of the administrative procedures under the
ERA and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Reduced to !

its bare essential, the Notice of Dismissal was ,

Complainant's final tactic to avoid what he strenuously i
compliance with hisattempted to avoid all along --

discovery obligations. Not only was Complainant's ;

attempt to voluntarily dismiss at such a late state
contrary to law and legal principle, it.was a mockery of .

the Administrative Law' Judge's authority and the i
!processes under the ERA.

: Me,mhauch' v. apc, Case No. 90-ERA-58, Defendant's Brief in ,

opposition to the Administrative Law Judge's Recommended Decision'

and' order _of Dismissal'Without Prejudice at 7 (March 13, 1991). ;
3-

-3- :
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retained to argue the merits of squarely ruled upon by the SOL in

a final order.

Respondent's reliance on Complainant's January 15, 1991
,

filing of a Request for Hearing (" Complainant's Request") as

further evidence that Complainant.was attempting to block

respondent from obtaining and review tapes prior to a hearing in

91-ERA-11 is ridiculous. The record demonstrates that due to

some administrative oversight, two months after respondent filed

an appeal Case No. 91-ERA-11 the case had still not been assigned
to an ALJ nor had it been docketed by the Office of |

Administrative Law Judges. Egg Complainant's Request at 117-9.

Complainant's Request was an effort to commence the

administrative process. Complainant's request did not state that j

the case should go to hearing without granting the parties the

opportunity to engage in discovery.'
Respondent's assertion concerning Complainant's intention

regarding discovery is also misplaced. The filing had nothing

whatsoever to do with discovery or a party's right to conduct
,

discovery. At the time, respondent made a tactical decision to

delay the commencement of discovery in 91-ERA-11 while the matter

was pending before the Office of Administrative Appeals. After

Administrative Law Judge Stewart advised counsel that discovery

8 At the time, respondent did not object to complaint's
Request but rather viewed the administrative oversight as an
opportunity to request that 91-ERA-11 be assigned to the ALJ
hearing 90-ERA-58. Egg Respondent's Brief in Response to

Complainant's Request to Remand Case for Hearing, dated January 28,
1991.

-4 -
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in 91-ERA-11 and 91-ERA-01 could not proceed as long as the cases

were before the Office of Administrative Appeals, Complainant's

counsel specifically sought on two separate occasions to get

respondent's counsel to voluntarily agree to commence discovery

while the matter was pending before the Office of Administrative

Appeals. Egg Letter to Jesse P. Schaudies dated January 23, 1991

at 1 (" Complainant will agree to commence the discovery process

in this case should the parties mutually agree to a discovery

schedule"); and Letter to Jesse P. Schaudies, dated January 30,

1991 at 1 (respondent counsel "did not wish to agree to engage in

a voluntary simultaneous exchange of discovery responses").'

Respondent made a tactical decision to delay the commencement of

discovery in 91-ERA-11. The claim that Complainant's filing of a

Request for a Hearing is part of the " perversion" of the
administrative process is meritless. |

III. SUBMISSION OF THE APRIL 19, 1990 LER.
1i

On pages 17 through 33, respondent claims that Mr.

Mosbaugh's actions concerning respondent's submittal of a April !

!

19, 1990 Licensing Event Report ("LER") constitute an intentional

violation of NRC requirements. Respondent completely misstates

the facts by claiming that NRC testified before the ASLB that Mr.
I

Mosbaugh's actions on April 19, 1990 amounted to " careless

disregard" as to whether the diesel start count as stated in the

LER was accurate. As demonstrated below, this assertion is

Copies of these letters are appended as Exhibits 1 and 2*

to Complainant Reply to Respondent's Motion to Compel, dated

February 12, 1991.

-5-
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;

} i

'

i

.

falsei-NRC never.made such a finding and that the NRC Office of ,

Investigations,.the office responsible ~for investigating willful ,

misconduct, reached the conclusion,that Mr. Mosbaugh never {
engaged in willful misconduct.

A. Facts

On March 20, 1990, plant Vogtle suffered a " Site Area

Emergency" ("SAE"), when an emergency diesel generator failed to
,

start. Respondent was subsequently put on notice by NRC that

. restart of the nuclear reactor could not proceed until respondent

. demonstrated that the emergency diesel generators were reliable. |

A meeting between respondent and NRC was scheduled for April 9, ,

1990 at NRC's Region II headquarters. At this meeting, |
;

respondent was to provide NRC with its basis for seeking restart ;

of the nuclear reactor. Respondent decided to base its restart ;

request on, inter alia, the fact that, subsequent to the SAE, the :

1A and 1B emergency diesel generators were successfully started !

at least 18 consecutive times each without experiencing any i

problems or failures. ASLB Tr. 3208 (McCoy)5; ASLB Prefiled

Testimony of Hairston at 4. Georgia Power concedes that this

statement is materially false. ASLB Tr. 3612 (Hairston).

On April 7, 1990, SONOPCO project management prepared a j

draft of a letter'it intended to send to NRC as justification for

restarting the reactor. A final version of this letter was
I

transmitted to NRC on April 9, 1990 following.the April 9th I

The relavent protions of the ASLB transcript are attached*

hereto as Exhibit 1.

-6-
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presentation respondent made to NRC. Both the April 7th draft

and the April 9th Confirmation of Action Response Letter ("COAR

letter") contains the following statement with respect to

respondent's ability to successfully start its emergency diesel

generators following the SAE:

Since March 20, the 1A DG has been started 18 times,
and the 1B DG has been started 19 times. No failures
or problems have occurred during any of these starts.

Attached as Exhibit 2.

Respondent is unwilling or unable to identify the author or

person responsible for verifying the diesel start count contained
in the April 7th draft and the April 9th letter. Respondent

concedes that before the April 9 letter was issued to NRC,

respondent prepared a detailed typed list of every start of the
1A and 1B diesel generator from the end of Site Area Emergency

through April 9, 1990. ASLB Tr. 3405-06 (Bockhold). This list

is generally referred to as the " Cash List". Exhibit 3.

Respondent concedes that this typed Cash List demonstrates that
i

the diesel start count respondent presented to NRC on April 9,

1990 is false.' Significantly, both before and after the Cash

Apart from preparing a typed list demonstrating that the5

April 9th start count was false, respondent failed to follow two
established company procedures that were in place at the time to
assure the accuracy of communication being transmitted to NRC.
Respondent concedes that its normal corporate policy was to
required written company correspondence to.NRC, particularly such
important correspondence as the Confirmation of Act. ion Response
Letter ("COAR Letter"), to be presented to the Vogtle Plant Review
Board ("PRB") to assure accuracy of the content of the document.
SONOPCO corporate management ignored company policy by failing to
submit the COAL to the PRB for review. Respondent concodes that.
COAL should have received PRB review but it did not. ASLO Tr.
3448-49, 3511 (Bockhold); ASLB Tr. 3935 (Stringfellow) ; ASLB Tr.

-7-
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List was prepared, NRC requested respondent to submit such a list

for NRC. review, but respondent failed to comply with that request

even though respondent had already prepared the Cash List.'

Indeed, the Cash List was first identified to NRC years later in

response to a NRC subpoena. Mr. Mosbaugh first learned of the

existence of the Cash List from NRC -- years after his

termination.

Mr. Mosbaugh had no direct or indirect involvement in the

preparation of the Cash List or in the drafting of the COAR

Letter filed with the NRC.

I

4745-46 (Aufdenkampe) ; ASLB Tr. 10899-90 (Shipman) ; Mosbaugh at 31.

Additionally, respondent has established a formal tracking
system for NRC correspondence. A tracking document, known as a
" blue sheet", was to be prepared and accompany every written piece j

of correspondence issued to NRC. Before NRC correspondence is j

submitted, the " blue sheet" must contain the signatures of the |

management officials responsible for its accuracy. The " blue
sheet" for the COAL does not contain a single sign-off signature.

On April 10, 1990, during the course of a transcribed'

conference call, NRC expressed " concern" over respondent's
" dragging out" the submission of diesel start data and other
requested documentation. NRC advised respondent that the diesel
start data they had conflicted with the diesel start count<

presented during the April 9 presentation, (Exhibit 4 at 5), and
that NRC was " frustrated and a little confused that we cannot seem
to get a finalized complete picture" of the diesel testing. ,Id. at

4. NRC specifically advised respondent that it was to transmit to
them a document stating "when the diesel started and stopped, how
it started, did you ever have any problems, that sort of stuff."
Id. at 5. Mr. Aufdenkampe testified that the only start count
data transmitted to NRC in response to the April 10 IIT conference
call was a list of starts that when up to April 1, 1990. ASLB Tr.

4757-59 (Aufdenkampe). Mr. Aufdenkampe acknowledged that the
documentation provided to NRC did not satisfy the request made by
NRC on April 10th. ASLB Tr. 4760 (Aufdenkampe). Significantly,
NRC witnesses could not recall respondent ever providing a complete
or accurate list of diesel starts. ASLB Tr. 5055 (Kendall).

-8-
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Significantly, the five material false statements for which
the NRC fined respondent $200,000.00, issued a Level II

'violation, issued five " Demand for Information" requests due to

the misconduct of five separate high ranking Georgia Power

officials, requested (and obtained) the suspension of former

plant manager George Bockhold's right to work on licensed
activities and which led the NRC Office of Investigations to

determine that Georgia Power submitted seven false statements to

the NRC (and find that a number of Georgia Power officials acted

" wilfully" and/or with " careless disregard" for NRC regulations),

all started with the material false statements contained in the
COAR letter (and an oral presentation which utilized that

information).

1. Preparation of the LER
,

Plant Vogtle personnel began drafting the LER following the

SAE. After the April 9, 1999 COAR letter was issued, Mr. Tom

Webb was instructed to insert the diesel start count contained in
the COAR letter into a working draft of the LER. ASLB Tr. 4763,

5601-02 (Aufdenkampe); ASLB Tr. 12182-83, 13121-22 (Webb).

On or about April 13, 1990, Mr. Webb and Mr. Aufdenkampe

discussed the fact that the 18 and 19 start count contained in
the April 9th letter appeared to be false.' ASLB Tr. 13107

(Webb) ; ASLB Tr. 4750 (Aufdenkampe). Mr.'Webb was instructed by

Mr. Webb took no action to correct the April 9th lettere

because, according to him, a false start count in the April 9th
letter was not so significant that immediate corrective action was
needed. ASLB Tr. 13109-10 (Webb).

.

9--
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Mr. Aufdenkampe to removs the phrase concerning the 18 and 19

start count from the draft of the LER. Webb ASLB Prefiled at 4;

Aufdenkampe ASLB Prefiled at 2; ASLB Tr. 13114 (Webb) ; ASLB Tr. |
. .

4750, 4780 (Aufdenkampe). Nonetheless, on April 18, 1990,

without Mr. Mosbaugh's knowledge or consent, Mr. Webb used the is
i

and 19 start count contained in the COAR letter and added to it

additional starts of the diesel to revise the start count. ASLB

Tr. 4780 (Aufdenkampe).' At this point in time respondent knew -

that the COAR letter numbers were suspected of being false and is

unable to state the basis it relied upon to once again rely on

the COAR letter numbers. ASLB Tr. 13116-18 (Webb) . "

Mr. Mosbaugh thereafter obtained a draft of the LER 1

containing the greater than twenty times each language. A PRB

meeting was convened on April 19, 1990 to consider the draft LER

language. Realizing that other business may prevent him from |

attending the PRB meeting, Mr. Mosbaugh instructed Mr.

Aufdenkampe to raise a concern to the PRB that the diesel start

count may need to be corrected. Mr. Mosbaugh arrived before the

PRB meeting ended and, after he arrived, he inquired into the

' Mr. Aufdenkampe discussed with Mr. Bockhold whether or
not he should leave in the 18 or 19 start count. Nonetheless, Mr.
Bockhold never of fered data or explained what data he used to
verify the 18 and 19 count for his April 9th presentation. ASLB
Tr. 4765 (Aufdenkampe). Mr. Aufdenkampe was left to wonder where
Mr. Bockhold obtained the information to validate the start count
he presented to NRC. ASLB Tr. 4766 (Bockhold).

" At this point, the draft of the LER contained the
following statement concerning diesel starts; "Since 3-20-90, DG 1A
and DG 1B have been started more than twenty times each and no
failure or problems have occurred during any of these starts."
Aufdenkampe ASLB Prefiled at 3.

- 10 -
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status of the diesel start count. Mr. Mosbaugh's participation !

before the PRB was tape recorded. The tape demonstrates that he

asked "Did you correct the diesel starts. I had given John

[Aufdenkampe] a comment on the diesel starts," to which Mr.

Aufdenkampe replied: "We have, there is a comment in the PRB
'

minutes to either verify the sentence, reword the sentence, or

delete the sentence. That's what we're actually doing."

Respondent's Exhibit D at 15"; ASLB Tr. 5124 (Mosbaugh). Mr.

Webb was not in attendance. Exhibit 5."

After the conclusion of the PRB meeting, Mr. Mosbaugh and |i
-

Mr. Aufdenkampe advised the Georgia Power /SONOPCO corporate

management located in Birmingham, Alabama of the problems with
!

both the draft LER language and the original COAR letter. The
i

contacts to the corporate office are extremely significant
.

because the false COAR letter had been put together in Birmingham

,

Respondent's Exhibits D and E are Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes i"

from April 19, 1990. Although marked as respondent exhibits, they I

|were in fact the stipulated versions of the transcripts of those
'

conversations which were negotiated between Georgia Power, Mr.
Mosbaugh and NRC staff.-

Mr. Kitchens confirmed that Mr. Aufdenkampe was assigned"
an action item to verify or take out the numbers, and take out the
wording that said there had been no problems or failures.

Respondent's Exhibit D at 16. The PRB, with Mr. Mosbaugh3

abstaining, voted to approve the LER with a comment to verify the
number of starts and reword or delete the sentence. ASLB Tr. 5125

(Mosbaugh). It is significant that the PRB minutes omit that the
LER was approved with comment requiring the diesel start sentence,

to be reworded and the number of starts verified. Exhibit 5.

Indeed, without the tape recording, the official plant
documentation of the PRB meeting would have demonstrated that Mr.
Mosbaugh did not raise a comment about the accuracy of the diesel
start count, when in fact he had.

11 --
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and signed by corporate officials who work in the Birmingham

office.22 ,

,

Mr. Mosbaugh's (and Mr. Aufdenkampe's) initial report to the

corporate office regarding the false statements in the COAR
letter and the draft LER were to a Mr. Stringfellow, the

corporate licensing official working directly with the Birmingham |

:

corporate officers who had responsibility for signing the LER.
Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes fully document that before the LER was

,

i

signed by Vice President Hairston, the corporate office was put
on notice of the problems with the document. Stringfellow was

they (. r. Mosbaugh and Mr. Aufdenkampe) "think [thatMadvised that

the diesel start count contained in the draft LER is] basically a

material false statement". Respondent's Exhibit D at 44.

Thereafter, Mr. Stringfellow acknowledges that if the LER start

count is wrong, then the April 9 COAR letter diesel start count

was also false. ASLB Tr. 3980 (Stringfellow).2*

IAt this time Mr. Mosbaugh (who worked on site in Augusta)22

reported to the Plant Manager, George Bockhold, who also worked on
site. However, Mr. Mosbaugh's second and third line supervision,
Vice President McCoy and Vice President George Hairston,

respectfully, worked out of the corporate office in Birmingham, 1

Alabama. Of the five material false statements found by the NRC, |

Hairston signed three of the documents, McCoy signed one of the
documents and Bockhold had responsibility for preparing and
utilizing one of the documents. Mr. Stringfellow was one of the
licensing officials who reported directly to the corporate

officials. Likewise, Mr. Shipman also worked directly for the
corporate officials in drafting the April 19th LER. Both
Stringfellow and Shipman worked out of the Birmingham office.

The tape transcript reveals the following conversation:2'

Stringfellow: . . . [I] t just dawned on me what Allen
(Mosbaugh) was saying a minute ago. In other

12 --
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,

Mr. Stringfellow advised Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr. Aufdenkampe

that "as soon as we get off the phone I'm going to run back in

there and tell him what you told me.." Respondent's Exhibit D at

46. Thereafter, Mr. Stringfellow reported the

Mosbaugh/Aufdenkampe concern to his management. Shortly

thereafter, Mr. Shipman, a second high ranking corporate official

(who was working directly with Vice Presidents McCoy and Hairston

on the LER) " beeped" Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr. Mosbaugh called Shipman ;

back. Once again, the conversation was taped and thus documented

the fact that Mr. Mosbaugh communicated directly to the corporate ,

office the problems with the draft LER and the previously

submitted COAR letter. It also documents that Mr. Mosbaugh was ,

informed that the responsible vice presidents would be advised of

Mr. Mosbaugh's concerns.

This conversation includes the following discussion:

Shipman: Okay and the other, of course, the other
question we have been trying to get an answer
to is to reassure George (Hairston) that we

words, if we say, 'and no failures or problems
have occurred in any of these starts,' you are
saying that that's not true.

Aufdenkampe: yes, I'm saying that's not true. !

Stringfellow: Oh, wonderful, okay.

it'sAufdenkampe: So , which is also telling you that --

telling you something else, I imagine.
Because you know this [the COAR letter) has
been written to the NRC once already.

Stringfellow: Yes, I know. That's exactly what I was
thinking.

Respondent's Exhibit D 50.

- 13 -
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|
,

have had more than 20 valid starts since, you
know, March 20, like we say in the LER.

Mosbaugh: Yeah, now you realize I think there is a
problem with the way that is stated, because,
you know, the machine -- we can -- you know,
we got one of the guys trying to find what
the total number of the valid starts is, but
there were failures [this refers to the fact
that there were failures during the testing
of the diesel generators, despite the fact
that Hairston had informed the NRC, in
writing, that there were no failures).

Shipman: The oroblem that we cot. Allen. is that the
data that is in the LER is what Georce wrote
and took and told to the. Ebneter last Monday
in Atlanta [This refers to the false
information communicated to the NRC on April
9th by both George Bockhold (orally and in a
slide) and George Hairston (in the formal
letter)].

Mosbaugh: Well, vou know, if anybody said that there
weren't any failures. vou know, that's iust
not tryg [With this statement, Mosbaugh
confirms that Georgia Power had made material
false statements to the NRC and that if the
proposed language in the LER remained |

'

unchanged, a third false statement would be
madel.

Shipman: Well, If you look at George's (Bockhold]
outline that he made to take to Atlanta with
him, he says, at that time, it was like 18
and 19 [This " outline" refers to a slide i

Bockhold used in his oral presentation to the
NRC on April 9th. The slide contained the
same false information which was later
included in the COAR letter signed by
Hairston on that same day].

|

Mosbaugh: Yeah.

Shipman: And without a failure.

Mosbaugh: Umm.

Shipman: So, you know, somebody had given George that
information.

Mosbaugh: On the B?

14 --
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Shipman: Have we had a failure since George went to --

Mosbaugh: No, on the B. Let me, let me tell you what I
'

know, okay. On the B machine, on the B,

machine on 3/22 at 12:43, the machine tripped
on high lube oil temperature (In this
statement Mosbaugh is providing corporate
with a specific reference to a specific
failure the Bockhold failed to include in his
presentation to the NRC).

Shipman: Caused by what? |

Mosbaugh: Caused by the switch that give you a high
lube oil temperature, probably (laugh) .

Respondent's Exhibit D at 54-59 (emphasis added).
The diesel failures Mr. Mosbaugh identified to senior

corporate management at this point in time constitute the only i

diesel trips Mr. Mosbaugh was able to verify; he never obtained

any additional data demonstrating that any other diesel trips |*

occurred at any time before the LER was issued. Mr. Mosbaugh

thereafter indicated that the trip data was correct and committed

to verify that the trips had, in fact, occurred. NRC Finding No.

8 0 . 25

25 The transcript of Tape 57 documents the following

conversation ~:
,

Mosbaugh: You know, I basically don't have any better
information than the two trips I told you
about on the 22nd and --

; Stringfellow: can you determine if those were valid tests or
valid failures?

Mosbaugh: Let me talk to Stokes and Kochery about them.

Shipman: I guess at the point where we're in now where
this thing'-- it's been to PRB several times
and we have several review cycles up here and
everybody has gotten accustomed to the data.

!If we can use that data we probably ought to.

- 15 -
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Following this call, Mr. Mosbaugh immediately began to carry

out the tasks he.had been asked to do. Hexthereafter' headed.for'

Mr. Aufdenkampe's office. Messrs. Stringfellow and/or Shipman !

. proceeded to Mr. Hairston's off ce and' told him about the dieseli'

- trips and the fact that the April 9th letter appeared to contain
.

.

Certainly, if it's not a valid statement, we ;

need to get it the heck out of here regardless
of what George told Ebneter. So, you know, of
there is anything you need to do to check to
make sure the data you have from Paul
[Kochery] is correct and valid, we would ask,

4 that you do that, or if you feel very
confident that it is correct now, I just need
to see what I need to do about striking this ;

,

statement.

- Mosbaugh: Okay. I feel that this is the best data there
is and I believe it's accurate. I will verify
with Kochery though.

Shipman: Okay.

Mosbaugh: And I will pursue trying to get a conversation7

with the operator.

Shipman: Okay. Jack and I are going to leave here and
walk down to Mr. Hairston's office to go over
his comments and what we have been able to do
with those and try to, you know, finish
beating out what he wants to do to this thing.
And so if you want, you know, if you find
somebody and want to call back you might call
down there.

Mosbaugh: What's the number? j
..

Shipman - 5581.

Id. at 61-63.
- 16 -
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a materially false statement. ASLB Tr. 3951, 3953-54

(Stringfellow) .2'
.

When Mr. Mosbaugh arrived at Mr. Aufdenkampe's office, he

told him that the highest corporate officers in the company were

evaluating whether the April 9th letter contained a materially _
t

i
false statement with respect to the diesel _ start count. The tape

demonstrates that the following conversation occurred:
,

:

2' Mr. Stringfellow testified that, while he no longer
recalled exactly what was said during his meeting with Mr. Hairston '

.
or whether Mr. Shipman was present, ASLB Tr. 4032-33

; (Stringfellow) , his review of the tape recordings makes him certain
that he would have told Mr. Hairston about Mr. Mosbaugh's concern
about the COAL containing a materially false statement. This is4

;

confirmed by the following testimony:

BOARD EXAMINATION

$ CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What is it that you think you did?

THE WITNESS: Well, I believe that we went and, as it says
here, that we went and talked to Mr. Hairston about the
LER and the information in it.

,

i

CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What is it you think you conveyed to him'

based on your conversations?

THE WITNESS: Well, I don't remember exactly what we
-

conveyed to him but I would think that we would have
,

conveyed to him the concern about the information in the'

(COAL] letter.
* * *

CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Can we count on your having given all
;

the significant details that you were told to Mr.
Hairston? Or, is there some reason to believe that you

'

didn't do that?

THE WITNESS: No, sir. There would be no reason to believe
that. No, sir. You know, I believe I would have given
him everything that I could..

e

: ASLB Tr. 3953-53 (Stringfellow).
.

s

- 17 -'
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;

Mosbaugh: Here's the trips.

Aufdenkampe: Yeah, I got them. Rick just talked to
.

me about the trips.

Mosbaugh: Okay.
~

Aufdenkampe: There's two of them.
-

Mosbaugh: Yeah. There's two trips. One on the
'22nd and one on the 23rd.

Aufdenkampe: Atlanta -- what Birminoham is thinkina
now is that they made a material false
statement in the Aoril 9th letter (COAR ,

letter].

iMosbaugh: That would be a good thing for them to
think about.

Aufdenkampe: Who'd he say? McCoy, Hairston and
Mcdonald are reviewing this now?

Respondent's Exhibit D at 72-73 (emphasis added) ."

| Thereafter, Corporate management scheduled a conference

call with the plant site to deal with the false diesel start

statement and other remaining matters pertaining to the LER.+

This call was generally referred to as " Call A" during the ASLB

proceeding. Significantly, although in communication with Mr.

4

Mr. Aufdenkampe testified that Mr. Stringfellow told him"
,

that Mr. McCoy, Mr. Hairston and Mr. Mcdonald were reviewing I

whether the COAL contained a false statement. ASLB Tr. 5537 |

(Aufdenkampe). Indeed, Mr. McCoy testified in 1990 during a i

deposition taken in 90-ERA-58 that prior to the submission of the ,

LER on April 19th, Mr. Shipman advised him that Mr. Mosbaugh " felt |

that what was in the corrective action letter was in error. And
. what was in'the LER that was being submitted was, also, he thought, |

'

in error." Exhibit 6 at 3. Mr. McCoy thereafter testified during
the ASLB proceeding that he had "no reason to believe that this

.

[ deposition testimony] is not true. " ASLB Tr 2979. Mr. McCoy then
submitted an affidavit claiming that he hie 1990 deposition
testimony and ASLB testimony is false because his recollection of
events "is much better today than it was five years ago when the
deposition was taken."

- 18 -
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Mosbaugh, corporate management chose not to advise Mr. Mosbaugh

that " Call A" had been scheduled and it is apparent that

respondent did not intend for Mr. Mosbaugh to participate on any

portion of this call." ASLB Tr. 5395 (Mosbaugh). Mr. Mosbaugh

accidently stumbled into the call latter that day when he paid a
visit to Mr. Aufdenkampe's office to discover that he was in the.

middle of a conference call. Id. Mr. Mosbaugh recorded the

remainder of the conference call.
The key exchange was between Mr. McCoy and Mr. Bockhold. It

went as follows:

Aufdenkampe: Well, the way -- Allen Mosbaugh just
walked in, George, so I'll put you on
the speaker. The way my people came up
with the greater than 20 starts is they
took the 18 and 19 start.s and, based on
the April 9th letter, ano they went and
checked and found out how many starts we
had subsequent to spril 9th. And that's
why you can say gieater than 20.

|Bockhold: I think you can say greater than 20.
Ah, you know, we even had more starts
recently. We had a start last, the ,

J

other night."

McCoy: We need to be sure that we know the
number of starts after we've completed
the comprehensive control test program.

Aufdenkampe: I do have people right now going out
through -- my people going out through
the RO's log.

Respondent management obviously.made the decision that"

Mr. Mosbaugh was no longer needed to effectuate a resolution to the
diesel start count.

This statement demonstrates that Mr. Bockhold was relying"

on the fact that there had been additional diesel starts after
April 9th as additional assurance that the final LER statement
would be correct.

19 --
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Bockhold: From my numbers '. hat I presented at the,
at the conference, they were verified
correct by Jimny Paul Cash who went
through the operators' logs.

,

McCoy: We ought to use those numbers.ao
,

Bockhold: Okay. So we'll say greater than those
numbers that were used in the ,

! conference.

McCoy: Right. And those, um, and those numbers ,

you used in the conference were after
they had completed the comprehensive
test of the control system of the
diesel?:1

Bockhold: That is correct. Those numbers were not
before that time.22

Stringfellow: Are we going to say -- I just want to
make sure I'm clear -- are we going to
say "since 3/20/90, DG1A and DG1B have
been subjected to a comprehensive test
program?" or do we what to say that
kind of stuff, or do we want to just say
..

.

2o Mr. McCoy was told by Mr. Aufdenkampe that plant staff
.

was available to verify the count. Mr. McCoy nonetheless decided'

to finalize the start count language without additional plant
verification and directed his staff to use the data Mr. Bockhold
presented at the April 9, 1990 conference held at NRC's Region II

office. Mr. Mosbaugh did not attend this conference nor did he
assist in gathering start count data for that conference (McCoy and
Bockhold did attend the conference). Moreover, in preparation of
this conference, respondent prepared the typed " Cash List" which
confirmed that the start count data contained in the April 9 COAR
was false.

21 This is the first point in time that the phrase

" Comprehensive Test Program" ("CTP") was used by respondent. Mr.

McCoy's decision to commence counting diesel starts after the
completion of the CTP was to exclude the problems and failures Mr.
Mosbaugh had identified from the start count. Mr. McCoy presented
an undefined term unknown to Mr. Mosbaugh and the nuclear industry.

Although undefined, Mr. Bockhold nonetheless indicates28

that he knows where the CTP ended.
- 20 -
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,

Bockhold: Yes, you can say that.

McCoy: That's pretty clear.

Respondent's Exhibit E at 8.

2. Failure to Define "Comorehensive Test Procram.

Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy directed the incorporation of the

Comprehensive Test Program ("CTP") phrase into the LER without

ever providing anyone else with a definition of that phrase.
Thus, only Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy could verify the final
start count because the site would need to know at what point to

start counting (i.e., a definition of the CTP) . Mr. McCoy and

Mr. Bockhold knew that the CTP had never been defined and there
decision to incorporate it into the LER ended Mr. Mosbaugh's and

his staff's ability to count diesel starts. At the ASLB hearing

it was established that the "CTP" phrase was not a term or art

within the industry and that every person questioned about its

meaning came up with a different definition.23

" For example:

1) Mr. Frederick, the head of plant Vogtle's quality
assurance department, testified that his audit determined that CTP
"as an entity didn't exist". ASLB Tr. 4159-60 (Frederick).

2) Mr. Cash (who respondent claims authored the " Cash List")
testified that he had never heard the phrase " comprehensive test
program" and he does not know what the term means. ASLB Tr. 4470- j

71 (Cash).

3). Mr. Aufdenkampe testified that he was unable to define
what was meant by the CTP. ASLB Tr. 4693 (Aufdenkampe).

4) Mr. Shipman specifically told Mr. Mosbaugh on April 19th:
"I can't define it." Respondent's Exhibit E at 24.

5) Mr. Stringfellow was the corporate licensing engineer
responsible for the content of the LER. He testified that he had

- 21 -
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After he joined the conference call, Mr. Mosbaugh heard Mr.

Hairston begin to speak. The key exchange between Mr. Hairston

and other corporate employees is as follows:

Shipman: Let's see. What other question do we
got? . We got the start thing
straightened out.

Stringfellow: The other question we had Bill, was the

Hairston: [ Interrupting.] We got the starts. 3,q -
we didn't have no, didn't have no trios?

Shipman: No, not, not . . .

McCoy: Let me explain. I'll testify to that.

Shipm.n: Disavow. What else do we have, Jack?

Respondent's Exhibit E at 14 (Intervenor's Version) (emphasis

added);8* also see IsL at 13.as

not heard of a " comprehensive test program" until the afternoon of
April 19th and had no knowledge of where the test program began or
ended. ASLB Tr. 3981, 3987, 4071, 4086, 4096-4098, 4091 4104-05
(Stringfellow).

6) Mr. Webb testified that he was unaware of a definition on
April 19th that would make the LER start count in the LER correct
but until he knew how the CTP was being defined, he was unsure if
the start count was correct. ASLB Tr. 13129 (Webb).

7) According to Mr. McCoy, determining where the CTP ended
was of no importance to him and that the term was not defined prior
to its inclusion in the LER. ASLB Tr. 2985-86, 3219 (McCoy).

Respondent denies the accuracy of this portion of the84

transcript and disputes who is speaking. Nonetheless, NRC Staff
identified the disputed voices as Mr. Hairston and Mr. Shipman.
Mr. Mosbaugh testified that he is absolutely certain that Mr.
Hairston and Mr. Shipman are correctly identified. Mosbaugh at 36;
ASLB Tr. 8411-12, 9958-59, 9982-83 (Mosbaugh). Moreover, . Mr.

Aufdenkampe testified that the voices belonged to Messrs. Hairston
and Shipman. Mr. Stringfellow testified that he could clearly
identify Mr. Hairston's voice and was also able to identify Mr.
Shipman's statement. Mr. Shipman admits in his prefiled testimony
that he stated "No, not, not" but does not identify who made the

22 -
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I Based on the above exchange,1Mr. Mosbaugh concluded that his :
1

.
. 1

, line-management was intent on not correcting the materially false j'

statement-in:the April 9 letter and to reword the LER so as not j

to call attention to the false statement in the April 9th letter. |
i

When asked "Do you have an independent recollection of the

disputed port on" of " Call'A,' Mr. Mosbaugh responded:i

Yes I do.-1 remember Hairston asking the question "We
got the' starts so we didn't have no, we didn't have no
trips? [a] Then I remember McCoy stating that he would
" testify". I do not have an independent recollection
of Shipman saying " disavow".but I-clearly hear him say
that on the tape. I remember feeling disgusted after q

this exchange because I knew that the top executives ]
were going to ignore my notification of the false <

statements.

Mosbaugh ASLB Prefiled at 50.

Mr. Mosbaugh had already developed a significant concern

that his. management attitude and compliance with NRC requirements

and, since January of 1990, had been submitting confidential

allegations to NRC documenting his concerns.2s

statement "so we didn' t have no, didn' t have no trips?" Shipman at

7-8. Mr. Hairston testified that "there is a possibility" that it
was him speaking. ASLB Tr. 3G20 (Hairston).

Both NRC Staff and Intervenor hear Mr. McCoy state "I'll85

testify to that" followed by Mr. Shipman stating " disavow. What
else do we have, Jack?" With the exception of acknowledging that ,

Mr. Shipman states " [w] hat else do we have, Jack?" Georgia Power I
'

denied the remainder.

Mr. Mosbaugh's submitted the following testimony to theas
,

.ASLB:
}

Q: AT THIS POINT IN TIME DID YOU HAVE CONCERNS AS TO HOW PLANT !

VOGTLE WAS BEING OPERATED?

As Yes, I did. I was seeing the kind of attitudes toward ;

regulatory requirements and safety that eventually get you |

- 23 - ;
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1

into trouble. I had concerns about the quality of operations. ;

'l
1

!
Q: WHAT INTERNAL ACTIONS DID YOU TAKE TO ADDRESS YOUR CONCERNS?

A: I tried within my own organization to make sure my people |
understood.the standards I expected. I voiced my concerns '!
about the quality of operations to the. General Manager. I

'

raised specific issues and examples to management;- and I tried
to work with the organization to force improvements. >

Q: DID YOU EVER RAISE CONCERNS OUTSIDE THE ORGANIZATION?
*

;

A: Yes in early 1990, I was concerned about management's response' I
to what appeared to be a willful violation of a technical i

specifications concerning the dilution valves. I was
disturbed by management's response to the issue to the point ,

that I submitted an anonymous allegation to the NRC. I .i
!initially raised this issue with management in October, 1989.

I went outside the organization with this allegation after I i
concluded it had risen to the level of potential criminal I

conduct, i.e., willful violation. of NRC regulations by the
Plant Vogtle operations manager, Skip Kitchens.

Q: DO YOU RECOGNIZE EXHIBIT #3 ?

A: Yes this is a copy of that allegation.
t

;

Q: COULD YOU EXPLAIN WHAT THE LAST PARAGRAPH OF EXHIBIT #37

A: There were several other regulatory issues that concerned me i
'in this period that related to compliance with regulations;

quality of operations; and management culture. In this
paragraph I mentioned these as a pattern of related examples. i

Finally I stated to the NRC my belief that "If this is not ,

kept in check and reversed the quality of operations will not 5

improve and there will be a serious safety event occur'at the ,

plant." ,

,

;f
Q: WHAT DID YOU MEAN BY "THIS" IN THAT SENTENCE?

A: I meant ' the management cultural change that was occurring. I
The culture of not strictly adhering to NRC regulations,'the
culture of taking liberties with regulations and putting your
own meaning on requirements and interpreting the requirements ;

for your economic and schedule advantage rather than complying
~

- 24 -
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'

NRC's Office of Investigations, after completing an

exhaustive investigation into-the respondent's numerous
I

violations of NRC requirement, validated Mr. Mosbaugh's
:

I- observations. The final investigative report states: i

,

.

It is also concluded form the combination of the above
findings, and the overall review, by OI, NRC, of the |

,

; numerous audio tape recordings of internal GPC ;-

; conversations regarding their communications with the
NRC on a range of issues, thst, at least in the March-
August 1990 time frame, there was evidence of a closed,

; deceptive; adversarial attitude toward NRC on the part ;
-

I 'of GPC senior management. This attitude fostered a :

L noticeable-degree of frustration on the part of various ,

GPC technical Support and Engineering personnel with
| respect to the GPC provision of information, not known
: to NRC, that had potential of resulting in NRC

ienforcement action.
i,

NRC-OI Report No. 2-90-020R, dated December 17, 1993, at 102-103,
,

attached as Exhibit 7.

3. Allen Mosbauch Attemots To Define the CTP
!

i Respondent claims that at some point after it decided to
include the CTP phrase into the LER, Mr. McCoy called Mr. Ken

,

Brockman of the NRC. According to respondent, Mr. McCoy

i with them as written. The NRC requirements provide a margin |

1 of safety. The licensee is not allowed to reduce that margin
of safety without prior formal NRC approval.4

Q: WERE YOU THE ONLY ONE WHO SAW THE CULTURE OF TAKING LIBERTIES
WITH THE REGULATIONS?

A: No, I recall a conversation I had a few month later with some
|

of the engineers who the expressed the same opinions. That

|
conversation is set out in EXHIBIT #4, Tape Segment #1 from

j Tape #99. One comment of great ins'ight , that depicts the
culture of GPC\SONOPCO\ Southern Nuclear was made by one of my
engineering supervisors on that segment, who stated to me "You

i
know, we're kind of like the card player that makes up the
rules as he goes along."'

Mosbaugh ASLB Prefiled at 6-7. ,

.

! - 25 -
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>

" discussed with Mr. Brockman the reference that would be made in

the LER to'the comprehensive test program and confirmed that Mr.L

Brockman understood what that meant." GPC Finding at No. 172. '

>

. Ultimately, this call was utilized by respondent management to

! sidestep Mr. Mosbaugh's request for a definition of the CTP.
.

At some point in time after Mr. McCoy's alleged call to Mr.

Brockman occurred, Mr. Shipman called Mr. Aufdenkampe's office.

Mr. Aufdenkampe and Mr. Mosbaugh were still present and Mr. .

Mosbaugh taped the call. This call is generally referred to as

" Call B". A transcript of " Call B" is set forth between pages 22 ,

and 33 of Respondent's Exhibit E. The tape recording

demonstrates that-Mr. Mosbaugh: 1) attempted to obtain the

definition of the CTP; 2) advised his corporate superior

(Shipman) that he could not verify the start count without being

provided a definition of the CTP; 3) advised corporate management

that aspects of the definition he was told about by Mr. Shipman

and Mr. Aufdenkampe did not make sense and were contrary to Mr.

Mosbaugh's definition of what was meant by the phrase CTP. Mr.

Mosbaugh was the only person who challenged the definition of the

CTP. When corporate management responsible for issuing the LER

could not supply Mr. Mosbaugh with a definition, Mr. Mosbaugh

advised Mr. Shipman what he believed to be a reasonable
Idefinition -- only to be told that his definition was incorrect.

Respondent's Exhibit E at 22-28.27 Mr. Mosbaugh was then told

When Mr. Mosbaugh stated to Mr. Shipman "so the question .
8'

again comes back to'at what point are we going to start counting?", I
Mr. Shipman was unable to answer Mr. Mosbaugh's question because "I

-26-
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by Corporate that, regardless of Mosbaugh's inability to |

determine the definition, Mr. McCoy had spoken with responsible

NRC management who had advised McCoy that NRC understood the
1

definition. Mr. Mosbaugh had no way of challenging the veracity

of Mr. McCoy's communication with NRC and, not knowing the

starting point, was unable to challenge the veracity of the LER.
.

Thus, after respondent's officials changed the language of

the LER, Mr. Mosbaugh was left without the direct documentation

to challenge the new version of the LER. The new version of the

LER had been developed by Mr. Mosbaugh's first and second line

supervisors (Bockhold and McCoy).

4. The "Webb List"

Based on the record made before the ASLB, NRC Staff
,

concluded that after the call to Mr. Shipman ended (" Call B"), a

copy of the "Webb list" was first reviewed by Mr. Mosbaugh. Egg

NRC Finding No. 96 ("It is apparent that the list was not read
until shortly after the telephone call with Mr. Shipman [ ended)")
ASLB Tr. 5141-5248, 5270, 5294, 5308 (Mosbaugh).88 The "Webb

can't define it." Id. at 23-24. When Mr. Mosbaugh proposed a
definition, Mr. Shipman asserted that "the problem with that is |

that that number is going to be significantly less, I think, than |

what George told Mr. Ebneter, and you know, it's going to create a
selling job..." Id. at 24-25. At one point Mr. Mosbaugh stated: i

"Well, one of those failures was when we were doing the, you know,
an eight-hour loaded run. I should sure hope to hell think that we i
had calibrated the instruments before we did an eight-hour loaded J

run", to which Mr. Shipman responded "Well, not according to 1

George", Id. at 25, who Mr. Shipman was "trying to defend." Id.

at 26.

NRC Staff identified the point in time where Mr. Mosbaugh8'

first observed the Webb list as occurring on Respondent's Exhibit
E at 34, line 16. Egg ASLB Tr. 15216-15218 (Matthews).

27 --
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list" apparently represents Mr. Webb's (and another engineer's)

efforts to prepare a list of diesel starts.between March 20 and !
1

April 19th. Mr. Webb had not been provided a definition of the |

CTP and there is no mention of the CTP on the Webb list.2' The !

|

Webb list identifies two diesel failures -- the same two failures |

!
Mr. Mosbaugh previously identified to Mr. Shipman before " Call A" !

!

commenced. The "Webb List," as received by Mr. Mosbaugh on April

19th, confirmed that, as of April 19, 1990, there had been at
least 18 consecutive starts of each diesel generator without

problems or f ailures.'" However, the Webb list, which was a

handwritten and inaccurate document, contained problems which Mr.

Mosbaugh identified immediately after reviewing the list. Mr.

Mosbaugh did not consider this list to be appropriate
documentation to directly challenge a decision which had been

reached by his first and second line supervisors, after he had

already informed the responsible corporate management of his

concerns.

Instead of continuing to " blow the whistle" on the

inaccuracies contained in the COAR letter and the draft LER
i

(which had now been finalized by corporate management and signed

Mr. Webb testified that he had not been provided with a ,8'

definition of the CTP before he completed his diesel count and I

until he knew how the CTP was to be defined, he was unsure of the
start count or it the LER was correct. ASLB Tr. 13129 (Webb).

*

Appended to this brief is a color copy of the "Webb List"# 8'

Mr. Mosbaugh provided to NRC Office of Investigations in or about
June of 1990. ASLB Tr. 5299 (Mosbaugh) . A color copy is necessary
because Mr. Mosbaugh added comments and notations to the original <

"Webb list" after April' 19, 1990. The annotations were written in |

blue and red ink.'
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by Hairston), Mr. Mosbaugh decided to meticulously document his

allegations and present them again to his chain of command.

5. April 30, 1990 Memo

Between April 20-30, 1990 Mr. Mosbaugh personally began to

assemble all the necessary plant records to confirm whether the

directed resolution of the wording of the LER resulted in

submitting an additional false statement to NRC. Mr. Mosbaugh

determined that the Webb list erroneously depicted that there had

been at least 18 consecutive starts and determined that any

interpretation of the diesel start count statement contained in

the LER constituted a material false statement. He further

confirmed that the April 9 letter was also materially false.

Upon personally verifying that the data presented to NRC was
false, Mr. Mosbaugh submitted a memo and supporting documentation

to Mr. Bockhold which demonstrated that the final LER statement
was false and that the prior April 9th statement was also false.

But respondent's efforts to mislead NRC about the false statement

in the April 9th letter and the LER mushroomed from this point.

6. June 29, 1990 Letter

Without belaboring this record with the extensive facts

which are documented on Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes and which

demonstrate continued misconduct by the respondent after Mr. f
Mosbaugh internally filed his April 30th memorandum with George

Bockhold, respondent attempted to cover-up the documentation i

!

presented by Mr. Mosbaugh. They failed to immediately correct

either the COAR letter or the April 19th LER. Instead, a number I

|
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of efforts were undertaken to downplay the significance of the

false statements and cover-up the actual causes of the false

statements. Additionally, shortly after filing the April 30th

memorandum, Mr. Mosbaugh was removed from all management

responsibilities and was removed from the PRB.

In this regard, after almost two months of attempting to

figure out how to explain their earlier material false
statements, Mr. Hairston and Mr. McCoy developed a letter for the

NRC. The purported purpose of the letter was to explain the

reasons for the initial material false statements. Mr. Mosbaugh

obtained a copy of this letter, prior to its being signed by Mr.

Hairston. He immediately informed his management that the letter |

was materially false and failed to properly explain the reasons

for the earlier problems. Mr. Mosbaugh's tape of this
'

conversation was extensively used to document the third material

false statement submitted by respondent regarding the diesel )

generator count start. The tape was also used to evidence

regarding the misconduct of three high level officials of the !

i

respondent who received Demand for Information ("DFI") notices |
1

from the NRC (Horton, Green and Fredericks).

Just as happened on April 19th, Mr. Mosbaugh again informed j

his superiors that Georgia Power was again about to violate the

law. For example, on April 29, 1990 prior to approval to-
Hairston's execution of the letter, Mr. Mosbaugh informed

responsible Corporate officials, employed both in Birmingham and )
l

on site (including the responsible members of the Vogtle PRB and

J
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the corporate licensing official who was working directly with

Mr. Hairston on the letter) of his concerns related to the
letter. Mr. Mosbaugh informed these officials that the

explanation being given to the NRC was ' not true. " Mosbaugh tape

187 at 3, li. 44, also see p. 15, 11. 1-6 (attached as Exhibit

8). .Mr. Mosbaugh stressed the importance of making this letter
'

accurate because "we are talking about a letter we are going to

send to the NRC." Id. at 5, 11. 18-19. He explicitly told him

that "if we send this [the proposed letter) in the way it is, we

may well be submitting additional false information." Id. at 6,

11. 28-30.

Despite Mr. Mosbaugh's internal whistleblowing,

respondent's officials again submitted a knowingly false document

to the NRC. After Mr. Mosbaugh complained to the NRC about this

misconduct, the NRC OI would utilize Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes and |

' find another material false statement and another wilful |

I.

violation of NRC regulations. The NRC-OI found that Mr.

Hairston, in submitting this letter, acted with a minimum of ,

careless disregard which resulted in a false statement to the

NRC. Exhibit 7 at 88. The NRC staff, upon a review of the OI |

Report, determined that inaccurate and incomplete information was i

provided to the NRC in the June 29, 1990 cover letter contained

three material false statements or omissions. ASLB Prefiled i

Testimony of Matthews, Skinner and Hood at 5-6.
The fifth document containing material false statements j

submitted to the NRC, and which resulted in an NRC Notice of |

1 - 31 -
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Violation, was an August 30, 1990 letter. This letter again

attempted to explain the origins of the original false statements ;

and again itself contained false statements. This letter was

signed by Mr. McCoy. The NRC-OI concluded that Mr. McCoy, in j

submitting this letter, acted with a minimum of careless

disregard which resulted in a false statement to the NRC.

Exhibit 7 at 95. The NRC staff, upon review of the OI Report,

found that the August 30, 1990, cover letter contained incomplete

and inaccurate information in two instances.
The facts before the ASLB, which are completely consistent

with the facts presented to the DOL, demonstrate that Mr. ,

Mosbaugh acted eith the highest integrity in raising concerns
with his management and attempting, in very strong terms, to have

his management fix the problem.
!

B. Factual Inaccuracies and Assertions Contained in
Respondent's Brief. L

Complainant notes that respondent has submitted factual

assertions that are simply insupportable. Needless to say, no

witness for the NRC has ever testified that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged

in any intentional misconduct, that he ever " deliberately"
violated any NRC regulation or that he ever acted with " careless

disregard" for any NRC requirement. As set forth above, Mr.

Mosbaugh acted reasonably throughout his tenure with Georgia
Power-and was the individual responsible for both identifying the

material false statements submitted by respondent and for

informing the NRC of these problems.

- 32 -
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Below complainant's counsel addresses some of the specific

assertions respondent raises that are not supported by the ASLB

record and which are misleading or false.

1. NRC Did Not Testify that Mr. Mosbauch Willfully
Violated NRC Recuirements or that He Exhibited Careless
Disrecard.

Respondent states on page 32 of its Brief:

After having heard the testimony of Mr. Mosbaugh at the
hearing, the NRC Staff witnesses testified that they'

believed Mr. Mosbaugh culpability for the false
statement in the LER extended to careless disregard --
a wilful violation under NRC regulations. ASLB Tr.
15140-42 (Matthews, Skinner, Hood). One of the Staff
witnesses testified that Mr. Mosbaugh's actions were at
least careless disregard (ASLB Tr. 15142 (Hood)), ,

suggesting that he believed Mr. Mosbaugh 's actions |

were possibly deliberate. |
1

This assertion is insupportable because the NRC Staff never )

provided such testimony. In fact, the testimony of the NRC staff

witnesses on this issue was clear and unequivocal: "We didn't

find careless disregard" regarding any actions of Mr. Mosbaugh.

AOLB Tr. 15227. Also see, Section IV of this response brief. ;

1

The sole support respondent relies upon for this assertion is

ASLB testimony appearing at ASLB Tr. 15140-42. Respondent fails

to cite the earlier testimony on transcript pages 15138-39. A

review of these pages will demonstrate that NRC Staff witnesses

responded to a hvoothetical question. The hvoothetical question

and response are as follows:

MR. MATTHEWS: Okay. As we understand the question, we .

'

were asked to assume that Mr. Mosbaugh
on 4/19 believed that the start count or
understood that the start count that the
utility wanted to present in the April
19th LER was the same start count as had
been given to the NRC in an oral

- 33 -
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,

presentation cn1 April 9th and in the j-

letter dated April'9th and that he had j
'

E available to him information which,

clearly indicated-that.as of April 9th j

' there were not.at least'18 consecutive
successful starts'without. problems or
failures, whether or not our judgments |

,

or conclusions with regard to Mr.
Mosbaugh's performance would have been4

different.
.

iAnd my answer reflects the
conclusions of my colleagues as well is |

'that'yes, we likely would have viewed-

this performance in a different light.
4

MR. BLAKE: If those two premises were true, would ;

Mr. Mosbaugh's failure to have insured i

the accuracy of the LER been regarded as j,

willful under whatever gradation of i'

willful you might apply?
,

* * *
.

.

Mr. Blake, my answer to that questionMR. SKINNER:
!

would be I would probably find Mr.
Mosbaugh of possible careless disregard

;
~ in that area. I based that primarily on

the previous considerations that we had
given to all the other individuals that
we had looked at during this period of4-

i time.

MR. MATTHEWS: My answer would similarly extend to the
possibility that careless disregard-

would have been the judgment of the
; coordinating group, but we are answering
;

for ourselves individually and my view
is that it would extend to careless:

| disregard.

MR. HOOD: I think it's highly likely in that
situation that we would have found thatf.

t- it. extends at least to careless
disregard.*

ASLB Tr. 15138-42..
,

An answer to a hypothetical question posed by respondent's
,

]
counsel'does not support the assertion that NRC staff concluded

4
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that Mr. Mosbaugh acted with careless disregard or otherwise
,

engaged in'a willful violation of NRC regulations. In fact, just

the opposite is true. The NRC staff panel testified at the

hearing that:

(1) the insertion of the CTP into the April 19 LER halted

Mr. Mosbaugh's ability to use the data he had in his possession

'(including the "Webb List") to challenge the accuracy of the LER.

ASLB Tr. 15018 (Hood). ("Q: ...isn't it true that once that

phrase was inserted, at that point Mr. Mosbaugh no longer had a
basis to have specific information that there was a material

false statement in the document because he didn't know where the
definition precisely and didn't know where the. starting point q

was? A: It changed his ability to use the data that he had.")
!

(2) Mr. Mosbaugh no longer had a factual basis to challenge

the accuracy of the start count in the LER after Mr. Shipman
advised Mr. Mosbaugh that Mr. McCoy had already communicated

information to the NRC concerning the definition of the CTP. i

|

ASLB Tr. 15019-20 ("Q: Is there something else he should have

done after Mr. Shipman said that the NRC given the definition

other than trying to pin him down on exactly what was said? A:

...it does seem that his ability to refute the circumstances

under the conditions at the time, he was not in a position to do

that. The ground rules had just been shifted on him, changing
,

the start point and getting a statement that the NRC understood

what was going on, it just kind of left him out in the dark.");'

also see ASLB Tr. 15023 ("Q: Was it reasonable for Mr. Mosbaugh

:
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to have believed that Mr. Shipman cared about plant safety and

that therefore he could trust that a reasonable definition had
been given to the NRC? A: I don't see that Mr. Mosbaugh had any

other choice at that point. He didn't know what information had

[been) given to the NRC. So yeah, I think he had to accept that

statement at face value.").

(3) Mr. Mosbaugh did not act with careless disregard. ASLB

Tr. 15225-28 ("A...We didn't find careless disregard...We don't

believe a list was available or the definition of comprehensive

test program was sufficiently well-defined for Mr. Mosbaugh to be
viewed as having information that either failed to support or

contradicted what was being developed.").

(4) NRC did not issued a " Demand for Information" from

respondent about Mr. Mosbaugh's conduct (as they did for five
other officials of the respondent, including McCoy and Bockhold)

because it was reasonable for Mr. Mosbaugh to have accepted Mr.

Shipman's statement that NRC understood the basis for the start
count and because the addition of the CTP changed the ground

rules which left him in the dark as to the correct start count.
ASLB-Tr. 15019-20, 15023 (Hood).

(5) If Mr. Mosbaugh viewed the wording of the final LER

language conveyed to him a start count through April 19th, then
the Webb list did not provided him with a basis for determining

the accuracy of that start count for that period.'2 ASLB Tr.

NRC Staff Counsel elicited the following testimony from82

the-NRC Staff panel:

- 36 -
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1

9117-18 ("Q: Assuming that the Webb list is accurate, did you ,

:

know that the counts that were used by the company as of April -

.

9th could not be correct? A: My answer is no, and I didn't
'

think of that and think of it that way. I was looking at the

language-as what it meant to me -- the new language, the final

language...I wasn't looking at the language in accordance with
,

the intent of Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy...I wasn't looking at it

with the intent that they stated. I was looking at the statement

as a stand alone statement...There has been at least 18 starts of
,

,
- each diesel, and the way the final language was written...I was

,

viewing that as a stand alone statement and would be up through:
d

the date'it (the LER] was being issued."). Also see ASLB Tr.
!

i 8441 (Mosbaugh) ("I was not thinking about that statement as a >

.

MS. YOUNG: If Mr. Mosbaugh or Mr. Aufdenkampe
had been of the opinion that the LER
was trying to convey a start count
to April 19th, 1990, would the Webb-

list, GPC II-71, have provided them
with a basis for determining the
accuracy of that start count for

.

'

that period?

WITNESS MATTHEWS: No, I don't believe it would have.
$

MS.-YOUNG: Does anyone else on the panel have a
reaction to that?

WITNESS SKINNER: I agree with that. statement...

...if he had the list at that time,
that would not call into question
the statement in the LER.

f

ASLB Tr. 15221 - 15224.
- 37 -
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contracted interval. I was thinking about it as the whole ,

interval") .~'2

At the conclusion of the ASLB hearing, NRC Staff issued its

Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in the Form of
,

an Initial Decision ("NRC Findings"). Respondent's assertion

that NRC Staff concluded that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged in intentional
,

wrongdoing is contrary to NRC Staff's findings. NRC Staff rather

found that the "Webb List" did not provide Mr. Mosbaugh with
,

sufficient information to call into question the accuracy of the

LER because at least 18 consecutive starts of the diesel
generators were identified and because the list did not identify

i
,

at what point the CTP ended. Egg NRC Finding No. 90. NRC Staff I

concluded that "Mr. Mosbaugh could not use the

information...since it erroneously had 18 consecutive DG 1B

Starts and contained no reference to the CTP." NRC Finding No. |

97. NRC Staff further concluded that the "Webb list" was not
reviewed by Mr. Mosbaugh until after all communication with the

corporate office ended. NRC Finding No. 96.

2. Mr. Aufdenkamoe Recanted his Testimony that, on .

'

Aoril 19th. Mr. Mosbauch Knew the Final Wordina of
the LER Was False.

Respondent falsely Asserts on page 27 of its brief that Mr.
s

Aufdenkampe's testimony during the ASLB hearing demonstrates that

Mr. Mosbaugh " knew, on April 19, that the LER was wrong when it
.

88 Respondent failed to elicit any testimony at the DOL
hearing concerning Mr. Mosbaugh's receipt of the Webb list or the
content of the Webb list, despite the fact that Mr. Webb and Mr.
Aufdenkampe were witnesses fully under their control.
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went out." This assertion is false because Mr. Aufdenkampe
.

conceded under oath that Mr. Mosbaugh was unsure whether the LER

was correct because he did not know the definition of the CTP. r

Mr. Aufdenkampe testified as follows:
:

Q [By NRC Counsel] Mr. Aufdenkampe, you stated that
you believed Mr. Mosbaugh knew the LER was wrong
when it went out on April 19th.

A That is correct.

* * *

Q Do you see any difference between knowing
something is incorrect and not being sure that it
is correct?

A Yes.

Q I think you agreed with me that the notations
about the timing of the UV test and logic testing {
were not on the Webb list as it existed on 4-19. i

I

A That is correct.

Q Now, if Mr. Mosbaugh did not have that information
at his disposal and he raised concerns about the

'
;

accuracy of the count, isn't he really raising a
concern about not being sure that the count was ;

'

accurate?

A He was unsure. He was unsure; I was comfortable.

Q Right. And do you -- again, do you see any j
difference between Mr. Mosbaugh being unsure about
the accuracy of information versus knowing
absolutely certain that it was incorrect?

I
A Yes, I do.

ASLB Tr. 5882-5884 (Aufdenkampe).

Not only did Mr. Aufdenkampe, a loyal. employee for the

respondent, not confirm Georgia Power's theory of the case, as

previously stated, the NRC Staff did not support respondent's

theory in this regard. !

!
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3. Mr. Mosbauch Took Action to Remove the Dieseli

Start Count from Early Drafts of the LER.
.

; Respondent asserts on page 19, at paragraph 2, that " Prior i

to April: 19, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh did not advise his management

that the' April 9 1990. letter or draft LER were inaccurate."

| This assertion is misleading because Mr. Aufdenkampe testified at

the ASLB hearing that the diesel start count language was removed j:

from the working draft of the LER because a question had been |
1 '
.

raised as to the accuracy of the start count. At the time the
t

3. language.was removed Mr. Mosbaugh had discussed the fact that the
, *

language may not be accurate. Without Mr. Mosbaugh's knowledge

f or approval, the false diesel start count was reincorporated into j

! )
: the working draft of the LER. When Mr. Mosbaugh learned that the

suspect diesel start count had been reinserted into the draft of;

' the LER he questioned the accuracy of the start count at the next
i PRB meeting-and made sure an action item was issued requiring1

f verification of the numbers. Moreover, employees at respondent's
'

corporate office and plant site had agreed to submit a detailed
!

list diesel starts to NRC that was to identify every start of the

j' diesel generator occurring after the Site Area Emergency.33
i

]
Respondent's failure to produce a list to diesel starts to

NRC and its concealment of the " Cash List" (which unequivocally
1
: demonstrated that the April 9 letter was false) from Mr. Mosbaugh4

i

and NRC. demonstrates that respondent acted. unreasonably in its;

i-

Respondent's agreement to submit the list of starts is88

contained in official NRC transcripts of IIT proceedings. Egg ASLB

i Tr. 5049-50 (Kendall); Exhibit 4.

-40-
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failure to submit a list of diesel starts to NRC and resulted in
Mr. Mosbaugh's inability to obtain adequate data to challenge the

validity of the final LER language on April 19th.
4. Mr. Mosbauch Pursued his Concern About the Acril 9

Lette_r with the Plant PRB and with Numerous Other
Site Personnel Prior to Aoril 19th.

Respondent asserts on page 22 of.its brief that:
The only list of diesel starts which Mr. Mosbaugh had
prior to April 19, was a list prepared by Paul Kochery
which identified two problem starts of the 1 B diesel
on March 22 and 23 but did not provide enough
information to call into question the number of diesel
starts reported in the April 9 letter. On April 10,
Mr. Mosbaugh told Mr. Kochery that the diesel starts
. statement in the April 9 letter could be a true
statement, even though he knew there had been problem
starts after March 20. There is no evidence that he
further pursued the matter before April 19.
This statement is, in part false, and in part, misleading.

On April 11, 1990 Mr. Mosbaugh met with Mr. Kochery to obtain

start count data. At the time he met with Mr. Kochery he did not

have a list of diesel starts and was unable to adequately assess

the accuracy of the April 9th letter. As he testified during the

DOL hearing, his initial reaction was to attempt to obtain data
and to attempt to construe the April 9 letter in the light most
favorable to respondent, hoping that the statement would not be

false. Respondent assets that the conversation-Mr. Mosbaugh had

with Mr. Kochery demonstrates that Mr. Mosbaugh did not read the

April 9, 1990 letter as indicating or implying the absence of any-

problems or failures after March 20. To the contrary, as he

testified before the DOL, Mr. Mosbaugh's initial reaction was to
,

- 41 -
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attempt to read the letter in the most favorable light possible
- to assess the adequacy of the April 9th statement.''

,

Mr. Mosbaugh learned that Mr. Kochery had diesel start 1

information and, on April lith, discussed with him his desire to' i

,

-
obtain data that would allow him to better interpret the April

-

~9th letter. He told Mr. Kochery one of his thoughts about how-

the April 9th letter could be interpreted as being correct (". .

if we started the machines a total of 25 times, and those 18
.

and 19 are the last 18 and 19, and the failures, as I recall, may

be one of the first set, you know, maybe this is still a true

; statement.") Exhibit 9 at 22. The transcript of the call goes on
i

to demonstrate that Mr. Mosbaugh is looking for start count data

after March 23 so he can adequately assess whether any
,

interpretation of the April 9th letter would demonstrate that the

diesel start count statement was not a material false'

statement.85 Thereafter, according to Mr. Aufdenkampe, he I

4

Mr. Mosbaugh testified at the DOL proceeding ac follows:34

i
Well, when I looked at [the April 9th letter for the
first time) I thought it was false, could be false

J
because of what I knew, but I read it over and over and '

tried to interpret it in every way I could...So looking
at that very carefully and kind of reading it kind of
loosely it seemed like it was false, so but I started
thinking "well, how else can I read that, " you know, what i

it they had been started more than eighteen times, you |
know, and so what's the actual data. So I started

.

gathering data. I felt given the statement of the
benefit of the doubt I needed to gather the data.

Tr. 264-265.

Mr. Mosbaugh's conversation with Mr. Kochery includes the''

following:

42 --
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discussed with Mr. Mosbaugh the fact that the diesel start count

contained in the April 9th letter was suspected of being false

and, based on those discussions, Mr. Aufdenkampe directed Mr.

Webb to remove the diesel start count statement from the April

13, 1990 draft of the LER. ASLB Tr. 4750, 4753, 4780

(Aufdenkampe); 13107, 13114 (Webb).

The record demonstrates that Mr. Mosbaugh did pursue the

matter further to the extent that the April 9th data was removed
* f

from the draft of the LER. When it was later reinserted into the

LER, he again pursued that mater with the PRB and advised the PRB
.

d

Mosbaugh: Paul, I don't know if you had a chance to see
the letter that Hairston sent out...Do you
have a copy of that?

I

Kochery: Yeah, right here.

* * *
i

Mosbaugh: I was looking at two things. I was looking at
number four...I was looking through at number
G, okay? And I wanted to talk to you, as to
whether you thought that was correct.
[ Reading] "Since March the 20th...the one A
diesel has been started 18 times, and the one j

B diesel has been started 19 times. No i

failures or problems have occurred during any
of these starts." Now, if that's -- if those
18 and 19 starts include all of the starts
since the 20th, I know we had problems and
failures...

* * *

Mosbaugh: ...does somebody have all the starts since the
20th, summarized someplace, so that I can
compare them against what we've said in this
letter, to make sure we haven't said something
that's not true.

Exhibit 9 at 20 and 24.
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that he did not think the diesel ~ start count statement could be
,

made as stated in the draft LER. The ASLB record reveals the
'

following testimony:

Q ...Did you say anything to the PRB members at
large to put them on notice that what they might
be doing...might be incorrect or false?

A I said it in the [PRB] Board meeting.

O Did anybody respond to you, saying " Wait a minute.
This might be incorrect or false"?

*

A Yeah. The chairman responded.
. ,

Q What did he say?

* * *
!

'

A On Tape 57...Page 15...this portion of the
conversation is in the PRB meeting. On Page 15,'

on Line 1, I state to Mr. -- or I state to the
group. In addressing to the group, I state -- I
address something to -- that I had said to John,
"Did you correct the diesel starts? I had given 1

IJohn a comment on the diesel starts." This
comment is not Mr. Hairston's comment. This is
the parallel effort where I was wondering about
the accuracy of that statement.

Mr. Aufdenkampe responded, "We have." And
he's saying -- he's addressing how he's handled my
statement, earlier statement, to him, "There's a
comment in the PRB meeting minutes to either
verify the sentence, (reword) the sentence, or
delete the sentence. That's what we're actually
doing."...Mr. Kitchens gets in on this
conversation then. I think he's the chairman at
this meeting. "Now, if we can verify the
sentence, I think it would be more appropriate to
say since March the 20th that there's been --
there were 18 consecutive starts of the D/G. John
is going to go and either verify it or take these
numbers out and take out the wording that says
there are no problems or failures, basically says
that there are no failures and no problems."

And on Page 16, we're still in the PRB. And |
'

the conversation has continued. And on Line 5,
Mr. Kitchens is speaking. And he states, "But
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John [Aufdenkampel picked.up an action item. He's
going to verify if that's wrong or not. If it's
wrong we'll take it out or if it's right." And
the rest of that sentence may not be audible...So
after that sentence on Line 13, I state " Yeah,
that was my comment."

And Mr. Kitchens continues in response to-
that. And on Line -- well, he says "So we didn't

so we don't want to make a statement with no--

failures and no problems."

And on Line 19, I say " Yeah. I don't think
you can make that statement."

ASLB Tr. 9038-9041 (Mosbaugh).

5. Mr. Mosbauch Advised his Manaaement that the April
9th Letter Was False and Did Not Acorove Anv
Inaccurate Start Count Contained in Any Prior
Draft of the LEE.

Respondent asserts on page 22 of its Brief that:
Prior to April 19, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh did not advise
his management that the April 9 letter was false, and
in fact approved draft LER language as a member of the
Plant Review Board on April 18, 1990.

This assertion is false and misleading. NRC Staff had

already advised respondent that it could not count the number of
diesel starts and NRC Staff requested that respondent provide a

detailed listing of starts identified in the April 9th letter.

The draft of the LER prior to April 18 included the April 19th

statement Concerning the number of diesel starts; this statement

was removed by Mr. Webb, who testified that he was told that the

April 9th start count could not be verified. The April 18th LER

draft excluded reference to the number of starts and instead
referred to "several" rather than 18 and 19.

The PRB requested that the LER be revised to state the

actual number of diesel starts. Mr. Webb then chose to
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1

j reincorporate the April 9th numbers back into the LER after he

had already been placed on notice that they could not be verified
,

and added to those numbers additional starts occurring since
'

April.9th. When Mr. Mosbaugh saw the next draft version of the
i

LER hn questioned the accuracy of the diesel start count and

alerted Mr. Aufdenkampe to this prior to the PRB meeting and when;

(- he arrived atLthe PRB meeting initiated a discussion about his

concern over the accuracy of the diesel start count contained in4

the draft LER. Egg Int. Findings at i 186.

In any event, Mr. Mosbaugh was able to confirm through his
.

taping that, prior to respondent's execution of the LER, he had

orally communicated his concerns to the responsible persons

within the corporate office and was informed that Hairston and'

McCoy had been informed of his concerns.

f 6. Mr. Mosbauch Did Not Receive a Coov of the Webb
List Before Call B Ended.

On pages 25 and 30 of it's brief, respondent inaccurately

) asserts that the "Webb list" was given to Mr. Mosbaugh before

" Call B" ended. This is not bore out by the record. NRC Staff

analyzed the Mosbaugh tapes to determined at what point Mr. first

had a copy of the "Webb list" and determined that he did not see,

a copy until after " Call B" ended.
,

7. Mr. Mosbauch's Decision tc' Review Diesel Start
Data Was Promoted by Action on the Part of His
Mannaement that Made Mr. Mosbauch Ouestion the,

Accuracy of Diesel Start Count Statements'

Resoondent Made to NRC.

on'page 28 (third bullet) respondent asserts that Mr.'

Mosbaugh was prompted out of guilt and remarks made by Mr. Webb
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to personally prepare a list of diesel starts to determine

whether the final LER statement was false. This is pure,

unsubstantiated hyperbole and irrelevant speculation regarding

the motives of a whistleblower. The record demonstrates'that Mr.

Mosbaugh orally communicated his concerns over the draft LER and ;

the COAL letter to his management, and that his management made a

change in the wording of the final LER. The record reflects

that, in order to fully and properly document his concerns, Mr.

Mosbaugh personally researched to plant records and, on April i

30th, was able to properly document his concern. Likewise,

statements he heard (and documented) which were made by various

corporate officers on April 19th, in combination to previous
misconduct he witnessed, gave him cause to be concerned about his

management's actions on April 9th and April 19th. See, e.g.

statements from Mr. McCoy ("I'll testify to that") and Mr.

Shipman ("just disavow") (" Hang with us on this. The thing has

such a political impact that Ken [McCoy] and Pat [ Mcdonald] and

George [Hairston] all wanted to fine tune it for technical as
well as political implications") Respondent's Exhibit E at 14, |

32.

8. There is Nothina Sinister About Mr. Mosbauch'a,

Reaction to the Webb List or His Reliance on its
Accuraev.

Between pages 29-31 respondent harps on the Webb list,
'

apparently attempting to draw an inference that Mr. Mosbaugh's

inability to recall when he received the list and what he did

with the list as sinister. First, Mr. Mosbaugh alerted NRC-OI
1

- 47 - |
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f

that Webb was preparing a list and annotated a tape transcript
,

with this information for NRC-OI. Second,'Mr. Mosbaugh
'

.,

consistently testified that he would not have considered the
,

hand-written Webb list to be reliable because he knew that it ,

'

excluded diesel starts he was aware of occurring on April 19th

and because this list omitted essential information. Third, it
4

was Georgia Power who failed to maintain a copy of the Webb list. '

At the time, this handwritten and inaccurate document was not
,

'

considered important and every Georgia Power employee apparently

threw their' copy away. Only Mr. Mosbaugh kept a copy, which he

turned over to the NRC. Far from hiding the list, he preserved

it and gave it to the NRC.
~

Indeed, where the Webb list demonstrated that the final LER

start count statement was true, the list Mr. Mosbaugh prepared

demonstrated that the final LER was false. Why would Mr.

Mosbaugh be compelled to give the Webb list any special weight or
1

meaning after~he determined that it was incomplete and |

inaccurate? It is logical that his focus, as of April 30th,

would be on the list he verified as being accurate rather on a

list his research demonstrated to be inaccurate. In fact, Mr.

Mosbaugh raised doubts about the accuracy of the "Webb list" when

it was shown to him at the end of the day on April 19th. San

ASLB Tr. 5270 (Mosbaugh), Respondent's Exhibit E at 34-35.

On the other hand, respondent had reason to conceal the

existence of the " Cash list" from Mr. Mosbaugh and NRC. This

list accurately depicted that the April 9th letter was false.

-48-
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Respondent concealed this list from NRC for a period of four
The record indicates that every hand-written and printedyears.

copy of the Cash List was destroyed and that a copy was

eventually produced only after NRC-OI obtained a copy of the

print out from a word processor storage disk that contained the
documents the secretary typed for Mr. Bockhold's April 9th

presentation. That respondent created prior to the issuance of

the April 9th letter a detailed typed diesel list demonstrating
that the April 9th letter was false and never released this list

NRC is sinister conduct.
9. Final Site Acoroval for the LER was Granted by Mr.

Bockhold Durina " Call A."

Respondent claims on page 19 that, at the conclusion of

" Call B", Mr. Mosbaugh "did not object while, in his presence,

his subordinate, Mr. Aufdenkampe, provided the site's approval of

the final LER language." This assertion is false because final

site approval comes from the plant Vogtle General Manager, Mr
!

Bockhold, who approved the language during " Call A." The PRB

does not provide final site approval. ASLB Tr. 3515.

C. Arcument

1. Respondent Cannot Satisfy the " Willfulness"
Requirement of Section 5851(c) .

Respondent seeks to bar Mr. Mosbaugh's complaint, pursuant

to 42 U.S.C. S 5851(g), by asserting that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged in

deliberate wrongdoing which resulted in the submission of

materially false information to NRC by respondent. As a

threshold matter, Section 5851(g) requires a respondent establish

'
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three factors: First, the employee had to act " deliberately;" ;

second, the employee had to act without the direction of his or j

her employer; and third, the action deliberately undertaken by

the employee must, in fact, constitute a violation of the Atomic >

Energy Act or Energy Reorganization Act. 42 U.S.C. S 5851(g) .

As a matter of law, there is no finding by the NRC or other

4 competent organ of government that Mr. Mosbaugh " deliberately"
.

acted in an inappropriate manner. Also, there has been no
-

finding whatsoever that Mr. Mosbaugh violated any laws or
|

regulations, whether deliberately or unintentionally. Finally,

as the tapes fully document, all of Mr. Mosbaugh's activities on

April 19th were conducted under the direction of his management.

Consequently, there is simply no evidence whatsoever to justify a

subjection (g) defense in this case, let alone " clear and
convincing" evidence of such a violation. However, in order'to

'

protect the record, complainant hereby corrects some of the ;

i
inumerous factual inaccuracies contained in respondent's brief.

The Wording of the LER Demonstrates that the Statea.
Count Ended on April 19th.

Respondent asserts that Mr. Mosbaugh knew that the start
count contained in the April 19th LER ended on April 9th, not

April 19th. Respondent's Brief 27-28. As set forth below, this

assertion is incorrect.

i. Resoondent's Normal Practice Was to Uodate
Data Contained in LERs Beine Submitted to
E.

Respondent routinely updated LER data through the date of

issuance. Egg ASLB Tr. 12137 (Webb) ("it was customary for us to
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update to the current time whenever we do [ licensee event]

reports"). As a result of this normal practice, the draft of the

LER was updated to include starts after April 9th. Egg ASLB Tr.

13211 (Webb) (updated draf t of LER to include starts through April

18) ; also see Respondent's Exhibit E at 7 (updated diesel start
count with additional starts occurring after April 9th).

Thus, it was common knowledge on site that the April 19th

LER was including starts of the diesel generator up to and

including April 19th.

ii. The LER was Worded to Include Starts Throuch
April 19th.

On the first page of the LER is the heading " report date".

The LER states that the report date is April 19, 1990. In the

body of the LER it states:

After the 3-20-90 event, the control systems of both
engines have been subjected to a comprehensive test
program. Subsequent to this test program, DG1A and
DG1B have been started at least 18 times each and no
failures or problems have occurred during any of these
starts.

Exhibit 10. Based upon the wording of the LER, there is no

logical reason to suggest that the start count terminated on

April 9th. It is simply impossible for the reader of this

document to suspect that the start count data excluded diesel

starts occurring after April 9th. At the ASLB hearing, NRC staff

counsel questioned Mr. McCoy about this, and he testified as <

follows:

Q: But I am asking you, do these two documents [the
LER and April 9th letter) describe the same time
period for the count?
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A: I don't know how to answer that, except to say
that at the time that I thought they did describe j

the same time period. At the time this was signed !

out.

Q: Do you believe -- j

A: Today, I don't know. If anybody had different
intentions, I am not aware of it. l

l

Q: Do you believe that on 4-9, Georgia Power was
trying to give a number of consecutive successful i

'

starts as of April ninth?
:

A: That is what I believed at that time.
Q; Do you believe on 4-19, that Georgia Power was i

itrying to give a count of consecutive successful
starts as of April ninth? j

A: Yes. That is what I believed at that time.
I

Q: Do you realize today that the counts orovided by
Georcia Power in the LER described a different
time oeriod?

A: Yes. I do.

Q: You didn't let me finish my question...did it
describe a different time ceriod than the oeriod
described in the April ninth letter?

I

A: Xgg.

ASLB Tr. 3209-3211 (emphasis added).

Mr. McCoy conceded that the LER described a different ending

point that the April 9th letter. There is no logical reason why,

when presented with the final language, Mr. Mosbaugh would not
1

interpret it and question its accuracy based on the start count |
|

'

reflected in the meaning 3of the document.

b. Mr. Mosbaugh Consistently Testified That He
Interpreted the LER to Include Diesel Starts
Through April 19th.

1
1
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Respondent claims that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged in deliberate

wrongdoing'on April 19, 1990 which resulted in respondent's
submission of a materially false diesel start count to NRC in a

License Event Report ("LER") respondent submitted to the NRC on

April 19, 1990.3' ,

r

The gist of respondent's argument is that before the LER was

submitted to NRC on April 19, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh had received a

list of diesel starts (the "Webb list") demonstrating that the

final LER diesel start count contained in the LER was false
because Mr. Mosbaugh knew that the corporate office intended the

final diesel start count to only include starts occurring up

through April 9, 1990 and that diesel starts occurring thereafter

were to be excluded from the count (i.e., starts between April

10-19 had to be excluded) ; ggg Respondent's Brief at 26-27.

For respondent's willfulness argument to succeed, respondent I

must establish that Mr. Mosbaugh did not have a reasonable belief

that the final wording of the LER included starts through April 1

19th. Once it is established that Mr. Mosbaugh reasonably

interpreted the LER to include starts through April 19th,
respondent's argument fails because the Webb list demonstrated

.

10 C.F.R. S 50.9 requires that information provided by a8'

licensee to the NRC "shall be complete and accurate in all material
respects." Providing respondent with an incorrect diesel start
count would constitute a violation of this provision.

4
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that there were, in fact, at least 18 consecutive starts of each I

of the diesel generators as of April 19th.''

Respondent's argument fails because Mr. Mosbaugh |

consistently and credibly testified that he interpreted the final
wording of the LER to include diesel starts up through and

including April 19th. San ASLB Tr. 5361 (Mosbaugh) ("My focus at
;

this point is on the final language"); ASLB Tr. 9117-18
(Mosbaugh) ("I was looking at the language as what it meant to

me...I wasn't looking at the language in accordance with the

intent of Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy...I wasn't looking at itI
,

with the intent that they stated. I was looking at the statement
I

!

NRC staff acknowledged at the ASLB hearing that as long''

as Mr. Mosbaugh viewed the wording of the final LER language i

conveyed to him a start count through April 19th, then the Webb
list did not provide him with a basis for determining the accuracy .

'

of that start count for that period. This is confirmed by the
following testimony NRC presented during the ASLB hearing:

,

MS. YOUNG: If Mr. Mosbaugh or Mr. Aufdenkampe
had been of the opinion that the LER
was trying to convey a start count
to April 19th, 1990, would the Webb
list, GPC II-71, have provided them
with a basis for determining the'

accuracy of that start count for
that period?

WITNESS MATTHEWS: No, I don't believe it would have.

MS. YOUNG: Does anyone else on the panel have a
reaction to that?

WITNESS SKINNER: I agree with that' statement...

...if he had the list at that time,
that would not call into question
the statement in the LER.

i

ASLB Tr. 15221 - 15224.
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f
as a stand alone-statement...I was viewing that as a stand alone

i
statement and would be up through the date it was being'

,

issued."); ASLB Tr. 8441 (Mosbaugh) ("I was not thinking about'

,

that statement as a contracted. interval. I was thinking about it :
~

; as the whole interval") .'' |
a

Mr. Mosbaugh Did Not Consider the "Webb List" toc.
Be Sufficiently Reliable to Challenge His ;4

i
i Management.

i
s

88- At footnote 17 Respondent states:!
.'

Unlike Mr. Mosbaugh, Mr. Aufdenkampe, who also had access
to the Webb list (which ran through April 19) , 'did not

; recognize that it showed the intended LER statement to be ,

false. ASLB Tr. 5872-75. He testified that he focused |'

on the fact that the data showed there were at least 18 |

consecutive successful starts of the diesel. Aufdenkampe
Prefiled Testimony at 20.

,

.

| The prefiled testimony submitted by respondent for Mr.

Aufdenkampe's states:*

Q: Did you mislead the corporate staff on April 19,
1990 concerning the accuracy of the diesel starts

;
! statement in LER 90-006?

A: No. I based my comments to the corporate office on
April 19, 1990 on an honest assessment of the'

diesel starts information available to me on April
19. I focused on the fact that the data and Mr.

; Bockhold's statement's convinced me that, as of'

: Aoril 19, there were at least 18 consecutive,
successful starts of the 1A and 1B diesels.4

'

Aufdenkampe ASLB Prefiled at 20 (emphasis added).
' It turns logic on its head for respondent to claim on the one

hand that Mr. Aufdenkampe could interpret the LER to include diesel
starts through April 19th but for Mr. Mosbaugh to interpret the.

same document the exact same way rises to the level of intentional :

wrongdoing. Indeed, Mr. Aufdenkampe participated in additional !
,

!conversations with Mr. Bockhold and the corporate off 3ce and had to,

have a more detailed understanding of the corporate basis for the
;

i
diesel start count than Mr. Mosbaugh. Respondent's claim of
intentional wrongdoing is obviously based on the fact that Mr.'

Mosbaugh filed charges with NRC while Mr. Aufdenkampe did not.
!
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Mr. Mosbaugh tentified at the ASLB hearing that, on its
,

face, the "Webb list" appeared to be incomplete and

inaccurate." By April of 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh had received

criticism form Mr. Bockhold about not supporting the directed
,

resolution of the company and Mr. Mosbaugh was understandably

" In response to NRC Staff questioning, Mr. Mosbaugh
testified as follows: ,

,

Q Mr. Mosbaugh, would you say that the results of Mr. '

Webb or Mr. Odom's efforts, if they are contained
on GPC Exhibit II-71, verify the accuracy of the
information provided to the NRC on April 19th?

A No, this list can't verify the accuracy of the
information.

Q And just to summarize, why not? |

A Because it's not complete, it doesn't define the
comprehensive test program, it's missing
information as to problems and failures and it's
incomplete, as you've pointed out, as to total |
starts.

Q so does this list give you information to determine
when a comprehensive test program concluded, as of
April 19th?

A This list could not give me information to
determine when a comprehensive test program had
completed.

Q Did this list provide you with a basis to dispute
the definitions that were discussed with Mr.

Shipman or Mr. Bockhold or Mr. Aufdenkampe on April i

19th?

A No.

ASLB Tr. 5361 (Mosbaugh).

Mr. Webb, the author of the list, testified that he himself
did not know if his list was accurate because "since all the dieselstarts were not necessarily logged into those logs" that he relied
on to prepare the list. ASLB Tr. 13148 (Webb)
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uncomfortable relying on suspect data to challenge management's

directed resolution of the LER language issue.*8 As for the

false statement contained in the April 9th COAL letter, it is
well documented that Mr. Mosbaugh reported his concern over this

letter (and its impact on the accuracy of the LER) to corporate

management earlier that afternoon.

d. Respondent's Top Nuclear Executive Testified that
Mr. Mosbaugh Did Not Engage in Intentional
Wrongdoing.

Mr. Mosbaugh testified at the ASLB proceedings as'"

follows:

my. . . state of mind had begun with the dilution valves
issue from the previous December time frame. And by --
by February I had been chastised and -- and counseled
about my behavior. . .two months right before this. . .I had
been criticized because I did not support the directed
resolution of my higher ups through the company. . . [I] t

was stated to me that Mr. Bockhold had professional
I didn'ttraining in saying, "Yes, sir." I didn't --

have professional training in saying, "Yes, sir."

Mr. Bockhold said to me that if I couldn't conform and
accept, I needed to get out...

* * *
.

. . .I was being criticized for not supporting the directed
resolution...That affected why I would be reluctant to
speak up in this forum and directly challenge people at
the -- at the highest level without having every one of
my facts absolute you know; source data that I had

I wouldn'tverified, myself, ou know. I wouldn't --

think of challe m ng something unless I had all my
information down in spades.

ASLB Tr. 5204-05 (Mosbaugh).

...I was not willing to rechallenge in this area with a
document I knew and believed was incomplete af ter all --
what had transpired. I would only have rechallenged with
information that I believed to be absolutely accurate.

ASLB Tr. 10085 (Mosbaugh).
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Respondent's assertion that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged in

intentional wrongdoing is contrary to the testimony of its chief

nuclear officer, Mr. Hairston. Before the ASLB Mr. Hairston

testified that even if Mr. Mosbaugh had the "Webb list," his

review of the tapes demonstrated that Mr. Mosbaugh was "trying to

do a good job" and he could not " attach poor motive" to Mr.

Mosbaugh's actions:

Q (Judge Murphy]...My impression of having sat
through 30 days of hearings or however long it's
been since we've started, that one of the things
that Allen Mosbaugh was trying to do was identify i

concerns and problems during this time period, and |
he apparently wasn't getting heard, wasn't getting i

a fair hearing or he wasn't getting heard. !

something along the line dropped through the
crack, the way I see it, with respect to Mosbaugh
trying to raise problems and not getting through,
either to management or to other -- to his
colleagues in the plant or whatever it was. Do
you have any insight on that part of this issue,
that might help us?

A I would, you know, basically have two sides to a
view of that. One is I believe we spent some time
testifying last time about the concerns people
raised and where we were then and what we've done
about it, what we did back then. I think that was
a part of it, I think that, you know, people were
sensitive to people raising concerns but people
tended to forget a very important part. That is,
it's not enough to resolve the concern in your
mind -- and I think people really, rightly or
wrongly, think that they had these concerns
resolved in their mind. But the important thing
is to go back to the person that's got the concern
and make sure, one, you understand it, and that !

even if it's not resolved in his mind, you have
enough of his thought process that you're dealing
with the right thing. And you know, we've talked
about that.

And the other side I've talked about and I
think, as anything else in life, it's a two-way
street. I go back and I look at the transcripts
and I don't put all this on Allen, but I put part
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of it on Allen -- I look at the transcripts where
he did raise issues and there were certainly red
flags there, but I don't -- I think he could have
done more. I think if in fact he had the list, to
have just faxed the list to say, okay, damn it --

excuse me -- dang it, you're not listening, I'm
faxing you the list. I'm not talking about large
jumps like I'm going to go tell somebody else, I'm
talking about small jumps. And I think that's the
same true on the other side. I think if people
had come back with just a small thing to say now
here's how I've processed your comment, do you
understand where we are now? So I don't think on
either side that it's a big jump, but I think it's
a two-way street.

O Do you have any sense for why it didn't happen?

A I think it's sensitivity on both sides. I don't
attach coor motive. I think you're -- again, you
deal with many issues, there are a lot of things
coming up in a day...I go back to these antennas,
you deal with so many issues -- you know, I'm
sitting here and you're reading me and I'm reading
you...And I think that the antennas weren't up.

And I think my personal opinion is I think
everybody was on an improvement course but all
these things just sort of came together with the
hustle and bustle of a refueling and with the

I mean, Ichange in cultures and inexperience, --

read the transcripts, and I see the flags on both
sides. And you know, when you put it under a
microscope, you say well, why didn't you ask this
question. And I believe that's a sensitivity
issue. I've been around all these people, all
these players.

I've been around the nuclear power business
for 22 years - '71, however long that is -- 24
years. And I don't sense anybody that wasn't
trvina to do a aood iob. . . as I read these tapes,
and I know a lot of the personalities, I don't see
anybody not trvina to do a acod iob. I see people
stepping too fast sometimes, hitting the high
spots. I think the people cared about Vogtle, I
think they cared about the diesel and getting it
right.

ASLB Tr. 11597-11600 (Hairston) (emphasis added) .
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Mr. Hairston's testimony demonstrates that respondent does
1

not have a good faith believe that Mr. Mosbaugh intentionally

violated NRC requirements. It demonstrates that respondent

cannot meet the " clear and convincing" standard required under

F.R.C.P. 60(b).
I

e. NRC Did Not Find Intentional Wrongdoing on the ;

Part of Mr. Mosbaugh,

i. Resoondent is Barred From Raisino a
Subsection (a) Defense Where NRC Has
Investicated and Found No Intentional
wronadoina.

Under the plain language of the statute, once a violation of
Section 210(a) is found the Secretary "shall" grant certain.

relief to the complainant, including ordering " affirmative relief
,

to abate the violation," reinstatement and back pay. ggg, 42 |
|

U.S.C. S 5851 (b) (2) (B) . While Congress added a provision to

Section 210 to deny relief to employees who deliberately violate
,

1

any provision of the ERA or the Atomic Energy Act of 1954
,

("AEA"), the starting point for commencing a subsection (g)
c

analysis is the establishment of an actual deliberate violation

of NRC law. Thus, without an NRC finding of an employee's

deliberate violation of the Atomic Energy Act, such a defense

cannot does not reach the required threshold point necessary for

further evaluation of an employee's action. Egg, Section

210 (g) . In this case, the NRC OI made findings of deliberate

wrongdoing against a number of Georgia Power's employees,

including Mr. Bockhold, Mr. McCoy and Mr. Hairston. However, OI

made no finding against Mr. Mosbaugh. Likewise, the NRC Staff
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made a finding.of deliberate misconduct committed by Mr.-

.

'

Bockhold, and filed "DFIs" on four other' employee's due to their.

misconduct. The NRC Staff did not file'a DFI against Mr.

Mosbaugh and made no findings whatsoever that Mr. Mosbaugh

engaged in a " deliberate" violation of NRC, regulations or law.

Thus, respondent's position on this matter must fail. ,

Under the statutory scheme enacted by Congress to regulate

nuclear safety, the NRC was vested.with exclusive jurisdiction to
determine matters related to nuclear safety. No other agency may ;

intrude on the NRC's authority. On the other hand, The DOL's j

'

jurisdiction in nuclear whistleblower cases is limited to
determining.whether employment discrimination occurred and to >

fashion an appropriate remedy if a violation is found. Kansas
'

Gas & Elec. Co. v. Brock, 780 F.2d 1505, 1508 (10th Cir.

1985) (" Secretary of Labor should not be involved with matters

pertaining to nuclear safety, such matters more appropriately

coming within the expertise of the NRC.").
If NRC were to determine that the employee engaged in

intentional wrongdoing, the Secretary of Labor would then be

enabled to engage in an analysis of Sec. 210(g) to determine the

impact of such wrongdoing on a specific claim and to determine
whether-the employee had acted at the direction of his or her f

management. Even though it is " foreseeable" that " substantive

questions" related to nuclear safety regulations may become
" intertwined with an employment discrimination complaint" those

>
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matters "are better determined'by the NRC." Jd., 780 F.2d'at

1509.** j

ii. NRC Did Not Find that Mr. Mosbauch Encaced In
Intentional or " Deliberate" Misconduct.

Respondent's assertion that Mr. Mosbaugh actions on April

19th constitute intentional wrongdoing can not be sustained in

light of the. fact that, after extensive investigation, NRC did
not finding any intentional wrongdoing on the part of Mr. |

Mosbaugh.

NRC's Office of Investigations has jurisdiction to

investigate and determine whether intentional wrongdoing has |

occurred. NRC-OI found absolutely no fault with Mr. Mosbaugh's i

actions, and it was determined that Mr. Mosbaugh had in no way

engaged in intentional wrongdoing.*2 Subsequently, NRC staff

established the ating Group ("VCG") . The VCG found no

intentional wrongdoing on the part of Mr. Mosbaugh, and

acknowledged that Mr. Mosbaugh was the individual who raised

.

Respondent's reliance on Enalish v. General Electric Co. ,*2

683 F.Supp. 1006 (E.D.N.C. 1988), 871 F.2d 22 (4th Cir. 1989),
reversed,- 110 S.Ct. 2270 (1990) is misplaced. This case did not
arise under Section 210 and only peripherally discussed subsection
(g) to determine whether employment-related intentional torts were
preempted by Section 210. The Court's section (g) argument, along

with all of the district court's other reasons for finding

preemption, were vacated when the U.S. Supreme Court issued a
unanimous decision finding no preemption.

'8 The office within the NRC responsible for assessing
intentional wrongdoing is NRC's Office of Investigations ("NRC-
OI"). Where NRC-OI found no wrongdoing on the part of Mr.
Mosbaugh. NRC-OI rather concluded that Mr. Mosbaugh's supervisor
and superiors, including the plant General Manager, plant Vice
President and the Senior Vice President, engaged in numerous acts
of intentional wrongdoing. Era Exhibit 7 at 42, 50-51, 76, 88, 95.
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concerns on April 19th about the accuracy of the diesel start

count.

2. Resoondent's Subsection (a) Araument is Frivolous
Because Mr. Mosbauch Was Actina in Accordance With the '

Direction of His Manacement.

Respondents are prohibited from rasing a subsection (g) j

defense if an employee can demonstrate that the alleged ;

deliberate action being complained of resulted from the direction

of his management.*3 complainant vehemently denies that he

engaged in any wrongdoing whatsoever. Assuming, arguendo, that

Mr. Mosbaugh had' engaged in some form of wrongdoing, if that
1

wrongdoing was brought upon by the actions of the employer, then

the subsection (g) defense is no longer applicable. The facts in

this case would present such a situation. The facts here

demonstrate:

1) Mr. Mosbaugh questioned the accuracy of the draft LER

diesel start count and provided the details concerning the date

Iand cause of each and every diesel failure;

2) Mr. Mosbaugh provided no input into the drafting of the
|

final diesel start count. It was rather crafted by Mr. McCoy and

Mr. Mr. Bockhold;

i

*3 Subsection (g) can be restated as follows:

Subsection (a) of this'section shall apply with respect
to any employee who, actina with direction from his or
her emolover, deliberately causes a violation of any
requirement of the AEA.

(emphasis added).
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3) Mr. Mosbaugh alerted corporate management to the fact

that he could not verify the start count without knowing the

definition of the CTP;

4) Mr. Mosbaugh identified to his management that the CTP

was undefined;

5) Mr. Mosbaugh was advised that his management had

already discussed the diesel start count with NRC and there was

no problem with the wording of the LER.

6) Mr. Mosbaugh couldn't use the Webb list to ascertain

the accuracy or the finally wording of the LER;

7) Mr. Mosbaugh had previously been told to accept the

directed resolution of management;

8) Mr. Shipman indicated that he had been "around that

tree so many times today" that he did not want to discuss the LER

further;

9) Mr. Mosbaugh was told that the LER had been " fine-

tuned" for " technical as well as political implications" by the

Executive Vice President, the Senior Vice President and the plant

Vice President.

In short, tapes 57 and 58 clearly demonstrate that Mr.
|

Mosbaugh was acting under the direction of his management on

April 19, 1990. The tapes reflect that Mr. Mosbaugh's first and

second line supervisors developed the final language of the LER

after Mr. Mosbaugh had voiced his concerns. The tapes further

reflect that Mr. Mosbaugh was told by Mr. Shipman that Vice

President McCoy had discussed the new language contained in the
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LERn ith the NRC and'that this language.was~ appropriate.w

Finally, Mr. Shipman informed Mr. Mosbaugh that the final' wording. -|
|

of the LER had been. approved by Mr. Mosbaugh's second,-third and

'forth lines of supervision and that Mr. Mosbaugh was expected to {
" hang in there" with his management. ;

D. Tape 253 Does Not Establish That Mr. Mosbaugh Willfully )
Violated NRC Regulations. |

T

On pages 40-43 of their brief, respondent asserts that Mr. |

Mosbaugh " shirked his duty to the Company" by not informing

Georgia Power of certain false statements Georgia Power was about i

!to submit to the NRC in a document known as the " White Paper."
!

As' set forth below, this argument is not supported in law or in
:
'

fact.
i

1. BACKGROUND .

l
The main false statements contained in the White Paper, |

|

which respondent now protests, concerned the identity of Georgia

Power officials who worked on the April 19th LER. The White

Paper failed to mention the role of Mr. Hairston and Mr. McCoy in

deciding to place the term " comprehensive test program" into the

LER. However, numerous employees also knew of the role these

two individuals played in the development of the LER.

For example, during a conversation recorded on April 27,

1990 (Tape 71), Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr. Aufdenkampe discussed the

participants to " Call A" (the call in which the CTP language was

developed). During the conversation, Mr. Moebaugh emphatically

stated that Mr. Hairston participated in " Call A." The relevant

. portion of tape 71 was played for Mr. Aufdenkampe at the ASLB
- 65 -
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|

hearing and he confirmed that Mr. Mosbaugh " emphatically"

declared that Mr. Hairston was a participant to " Call A." ASLB I

L Tr.' 543 0-31 - ( Aufdenkampe) . Mr. Aufdenkampe further testified
!

that.he agreed with Mr. Mosbaugh that Mr. Hairston was a i

participant to the late afternoon conference call, and that he !
t

continues to have an independent recollection of Mr. Hairston's
,

participation. ASLB Tr. 5422-28 (Aufdenkampe). Mr. Aufdenkampe

also advised a Troutman Sanders lawyer that Mr. Hairston was a

participant to the conference' call. ASLB Tr. 4719, 4721 :

(Aufdenkampe). Mr. Aufdenkampe was a participant in the

conversation recorded on Tape 253.
I

Mr. Shipman also admits to having an independent

recollection of Mr. Hairston's participation during the April

19th conference call. ASLB Tr. 10996 (Shipman) ("Q: And you had

personal first-hand knowledge, and first-hand recollection in
August of 1990 that both Mr. McCoy and Mr. Hairston had in fact

participated in the conference calls identified in questions and
the responses to questions 3 and 5, isn't that true? A:

That ' s t rue . . . ") , also see ASLB Tr. 10999 (Shipman). Mr. Shipman

was a participant to the call recorded on Tape 253.-

Respondent asserts that Mr. Mosbaugh "would have been fired",

$ for not disclosing the individuals involved in drafting the
!

|
language of the LER. Respondent does not explain why Mr. Shipman

' and Mr. Aufdenkampe have not yet been terminated.
.

i Moreover, and far more significantly, respondent admits that
t

the White Paper "omitted" listing Mr. McCoy although "he was
4
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1

clearly involved in the discussion." Respondent's Brief at 41.

However, the conversation recorded on Tape 253 reflects that Mr.

McCoy was identified as a participant during this conversation.

Respondent's Exhibit G at 8-9. Mr. Mosbaugh tape recorded the
I

following exchange between Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy:

BOCKHOLD: Ken McCov if you remember I believe it i

hacoened between a aroun in your office and me. And we
had some discussions about it, and given the fact that :

I thought the slides (Note: the " slides" refer to a
slide which was presented to the NRC on April 9th and
which admittedly contained the material false statement

'

;

which was also reflected in the COAR letter) that I
made the presentation with were correct, uh, and I |

guess thinking more about it, because we talked to Pete
Taylor about it some. I thought that, you know -- I
thought our discussion that these were clarifying words
(i.e. the insertion of the phrase " Comprehensive Test ,

1Program"] and my initial thought was they were no
Imaterial change to the factors and they were basically

correct and that's why I agreed with it -- the change ;

that was initiated in corporate - - |

MCCOY: Bill does that sound like your recollections.

SHIPMAN: Yes, sir.

MCCOY: All right, let's get that down in writing
here for George [Fredericks). That's my recollection

too. Ir_ .aneral terms . I don't remember the soecific
words but I do remember the discussion.

!

Respondent's Ex. G at 8-9.

Thus, Mr. McCoy, Mr. Bockhold and Mr. Shipman admit on the
'

tape that Mr. McCoy was involved in this aspect of the drafting

of the LER. They also state that this recollection was being
written down and given to Mr. George Fredericks. However, in the

final version of the White Paper, as respondent admits, Mr.

McCoy's name was deleted. Georgia Power has not explained why

Mr. McCoy, Mr. Bockhold, Mr. Shipman and Mr. Fredericks have not !
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been terminated. Respondent's Brief at 43. It is incredible that

respondent ~would accuse Mr. Mosbaugh of misconduct for failing to

identify Mr. McCoy as an individual involved in the work

" engineering" of the April 19, 1990 LER, when on the tape in

question, Mr. McCoy admits to his participation.

In regard to Mr. Mosbaugh's alleged misconduct, the facts

regarding this incident fully demonstrate how Mr. Mosbaugh did

not engage in any misconduct. On June 13, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh met

with NRC-OI invescigator Larry Robinson and presented his concern

that his management knowingly submitted a false statement in the

April 9th letter and the LER. Egg Complainant *s Exhibit 91 at
!

133. Fearing retaliation, Mr. Mosbaugh requested and was granted |

confidentiality by the NRC. Tr. 286-287, CX-45. After this

grant of confidentiality, Mr. Mosbaugh commenced providing the

NRC with numerous complaints.

On July 3, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh met with respondent's

Corporate Concerns Coordinator, Mr. Glenn. Tr. 393, 923. Mr.

Mosbaugh advised Mr. Glenn that he had concerns over the

submission of false start information to the NRC. Tr. 293. He

further advised Mr. Glenn of his decision to provide his concerns

directly to the NRC. Mr. Glenn reported this to Mr. Bockhold.

Tr. 915. One of the reasons why Mr. Mosbaugh decided not to

provide Mr. Glenn with additional information was because he was
informed that Mr. Glenn was discussing the material he learned

from Mr. Mosbaugh to Troutman Sanders, the attorneys representing

Georgia Power in Department of Labor case No. 90-ERA-58.
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On July 6, 1990, Mr. Bockhold sent Mr. Mosbaugh a letter

acknowledging that Mr. Mosbaugh had advised Mr. Glenn that he had

concerns that he would pursue directly with the NRC. RX-44.

On July 13, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh sent a memorandum to Mr.

Bockhold and Mr. McCoy acknowledging that he was " working with

NRC on a number of allegations, some of which concern violations

of 10 C.F.R. 50.7 and other code provisions or NRC regulations

(which may be the topic of extensive NRC investigations)." CX-

47.

Shortly after respondent received Mr. Mosbaugh's July 13th

memorandum, the NRC announced that it was going to conduct an

" Operations Safety Inspection ("OSI") . Mr. Mosbaugh worked

closely with NRC investigators providing them with information

necessary to conduct an investigation into the allegations Mr.

Mosbaugh had raised. Tr. 298. Mr. Glenn was brought back to the

plant site to assist respondent's response to the OSI

investigation. Mr. Glenn realized that the OSI team was

investigating some of the same allegations Mr. Monbaugh had

previously raised with him, including issues related to the

diesel generators. Tr. 923.

Mr. Mosbaugh was one of the most senior and most experienced

managers at the plant site. At the time of the OSI, he had an

insignificant work load yet was not assigned responsibility for a
single item associated with the OSI. To the contrary, Mr.

Bockhold intentionally did not invite Mr. Mosbaugh to a meeting

of the plant managers concerning how to prepare for the OSI;
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while Mr. McCoy proclaimed that the OSI was caused by "some i

immature behavior on the part of an employee or employee |

alleger." Egg Decision and Remand Order of SOL at 5-6." j

Between July 18 and July 20, 1990, Mr. Mosbaugh met with NRC |

|

investigators to provide sworn testimony about the issues to be j

)

investigated during the OSI. Of significant concern was the

submission of the false diesel start count in the LER. During

the course of a sworn interview session, Mr. Mosbaugh advised the

NRC that Mr. Hairston and Mr. McCoy participated on a portion of

the late afternoon conference call where the CTP phrase was added

to the LER (" Call A"). Egg Exhibit 11 at 225. Thus, even before

the White Paper was drafted, the NRC knew of McCoy and Hairston's

involvement. Thus, Mr. Mosbaugh's inaction, as reflected on the

tape, did not mislead or misinform the NRC. The NRC already knew

the facts.

As the OSI investigation progressed, Georgia Power was asked

to respond to questions and to provide information to the NRC.

Georgia Power decided to submit written responses, referred to as

" white papers," to establish its position with respect to
information and questions raised by the NRC. ASLB Tr. 10995

(Shipman). Different site and Corporate personnel were assigned

Respondent claims in footnote 24 of its Brief that it did** :

not know that Mr. Mosbaugh was the source of allegations being |
investigated by the OSI. Mr. Bockhold's exclusion of Mr. Mosbaugh
and Mr. McCoy's reference to an employee alleger as the cource of |

the OSI demonstrates that respondent knew Mr. Mosbaugh was the
source of the . allegations under investigation. Indeed, Mr.

Mosbaugh had already placed Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy on notice
that his allegations "may be the topic of extensive NRC i

investigations." CX-47. |
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responsibility to respond to various issues. The corporate i
i

quality assurance manager, Mr. Mark Ajluni, was responsible for

issuing the white paper, Mosbaugh ASLB Prefiled Testimony at 107, )
;

Exhibit 12, and, in turn, Mr. George Fredericks was assigned
i

specific responsibility for answering questions concerning the |

issuance of the LER. Exhibit 12, at Project 045530; Mosbaugh ASLB

Prefiled Testimony at Tr. 105.
,

On August 15, 1990, a conference call pertaining to
.

respondent's activities concerning the OSI occurred between

corporate and site personnel. Included in the call was a

licensing lawyer from Troutman Sanders, Art Domby, Esq. Mr. |

Mosbaugh recorded a portion of the conference, which is contained

in Tape 253. The pertinent discussion concerns respondent's

efforts to draft a " white paper" in response to questions raised
4

by the NRC during the OSI. There were three questions to which
.

respondent was responding: ,

|

1) Question #3.1 ("Who prepared the LER?");

2) Question #3.2 ("Who reviewed the LER?); and<

3) Question #5.1 ("Who in corporate added the words;
~ " subsequent to the test program" in LER 90-06, '

1

revision 0?").

Gas partial transcript of Tape 253 (Attachment G to respondent's
i Brief), at 7-8.

On page 7 of the transcript, Mr. Fredericks states that "I
can also get who prepared [the LER] from the NSAC staff." Mr.

Aufdenkampe was the manager over the NSAC staff. ASLB Prefiled i

testimony of Mr. Ken McCoy at 11. Mr. Aufdenkampe admits that he j

' 7; _

,

<

4 4
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knew of Mr. Hairston's participation in the April 19th conference

call where the comprehensive test program language was inserted'

into the LER. ASLB Tr. 4712, 4719 (Aufdenkampe).

On page 8 of the transcript, Mr. Fredericks asked for *

information as to who "put the words ' subsequent to the test

program'" into the LER. In response to this, Mr. Bockhold, Mr.

McCoy and Mr. Shipman conferred and jointly concluded that Mr.

McCoy was involved in the discussions to include reference to the

comprehensive test program into the LER and they jointly agreed

to "get that down in writing here for George [Fredericks]."*5

'5 The transcript contains the following key segment:

FREDERICKS: Here's the last one for you...there was a
change made, and the words, ' subsequent to the
test program,' were included. The number of
diesel starts was changed to coincide with the
number of starts in the April 9th letter. He
wants to know who put the words ' subsequent to
the test program' in here. Initially I've
been told it happened in the telephone
conversation between two groups. One in
corporate and one on the plant rite.

BOCKHOLD: Ken McCov if you remember I believe it i

happened between a group in your office and
me. And we had some discussions about it...

VOICE: (inaudible).

MCCOY: Bill does that sound like your recollections.

SHIPMAN: Yes, sir.

MCCOY: All right, let's get that down in writing here
for George (Fredericks). That's mv ,

recollection too. In general terms, I don't |
remember the specific words but I do remember
the discussion.

Attachment G at 8-9.
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After-some additional' discussion, the Troutman Sanders
,

attorney, ArtLDomby, stated "Let me ask a question...That Friday
.

h night meeting, does anybody disagree with John's recollection

about who were the participants on that phone call?" Attachment
i

I at 14 (previously Mr. Aufdenkampe had identified Mr. Shipman
.

j . and Mr. Jim Bailey'while the remainder of his response is
I .

Id at 12 ) . " Mr. Aufdenkampe responded to Mr.inaudible.'

h Domby's question and then asked: " Bill [ Shipman), do you remember

! who else was there with you on that Friday phone' call?"). Id at

i
14. Mr. Shipman responded by identifying some additional

4

4

! participants and advised Mr. Fredericks that: "We had practically

f everybody up_here (at corporate) and practically everybody down

there (at the plant site].that was available on the phone call,"

to which Mr. Fredericks responded: "Well, I think I can describe

that one." Id. at 15.

.

To Mr. Mosbaugh's knowledge, the final description of the

I conference call was accurately depicted by Mr. Shipman and none

of the other participants were asked to provide additional f3

information. Rather, Mr. McCoy asked: "Is there anything else

that we need on this?" Mr. Fredericks made no indication that he

Respondent and Mr. Bailey denied during the ASLB hearing*'

that Mr. Bailey participated in the call. 331 Although Mr..

Bailey was present during the August 15th conference call
(respondent Attachment G at 7) , he did not find it necessary to
correct the assertion that he was a participant. Similarly, Mr.
Shipman stated on page 14 of Attachment H that " Louis [ Ward or
Louis Long]." and " Paul (Rushton]" participated in the conference-
call. At the ASLB hearing respondent asserted that none of these
individuals participated in the conference call. Apparently no one
felt an obligation to. correct overt misstatements made during the
August,15th conference call.
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i

needed any additional. information' to respond to the question.''
'

-M. Mr.!Mosbaugh had no reason to' question the accuracy of the

final' description.of the participants of the conference call.
Before respondent submitted its final " white paper" response ,

on August 22, 1990, respondent did not ask.Mr. Mosbaugh to-

comment on the response to any questions;-and did not interview
,

.Mr. Mosbaugh to determine who he believed to be on the conference

call; nor did anyone indicate to Mr. Mosbaugh that the final

response would exclude Mr. McCoy or Mr. Hairston. Moreover, the

questions identified during the August 15th conference call (and

the questions . stated in the " white paper") did not specifically
seek a listing of all the participants-to the conference call. |

Egg Responses to Question Nos. 3.1, 3.2 and 5.1. At some point

after August 15th, respondent formulated its response to the

questions and decided to' list what it claimed were all the known

participants to the conference call.**

'' Mr. Bockhold nonetheless indicates that he sought
additional discussion with Mr. McCoy af ter the conference call was

F concluded ("We'll talk about that af ter the meeting") . M.
!

Respondent claims on page 41 of its Brief that "There is**
L

! no evidence that Georgia Power personnel, other than Mr. Mosbaugh,
i- intentionally provided false information; they obviously made their

best efforts to collectively recall the details of the preparation
>

i of the LER on April 19." This assertion is ridiculous in light of
the fact that Mr. Shipman, Mr. Bockhold and Mr. McCoy jointly

'
j-

agreed that Mr. McCoy was present during the April 19th conference'

I

| call but thereafter his name was omitted from the list of
participants identified in response to ' Question 5.1. It is
difficult to understand what false information Mr. Mosbaugh is to.

'-

have provided when he did not participate in the wording of the j
,

|
" white paper" response and had no idea that respondent was intent I

on excluding reference to Mr. McCoy and Mr. Hairston before the
J responses were even drr.fted. !
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2. As a Matter of Law Mr. Mosbauch Cannot be Disciplined
for Failina to Raise Certain A11ecations with
Manacement.

In Sacorito v. Florida Power & Licht Co., 89-ERA-7 and 17,

Order of SOL (February 15, 1995), the Secretary of Labor held

that " disciplining an employee for refusing to reveal safety

concerns to management when he is about to report his concerns to

the NRC is a violation of the ERA." The record before the ALSB

(and DOL) indicates that, at all times relevant to this case

(specifically on April 19th and August 15th), Mr. Mosbaugh had

either already gone to the NRC regarding the violations he

witnessed, or was preparing documentation which he was "about to"

take to the NRC.

In regard to the August 15th incident, Mr. Mosbaugh's
concerns centered around his beliet that respondent had already

intentionally violated NRC requirements and was attempting to

cover up some of those violations. Mr. Mosbaugh had no way of

knowing that respondent was going to make false statements in the

" white paper". But, assuming he suspected such ccnduct was under
|

way, he had the right to document his suspicion. The drafting

and submission of the " white paper" would constitute important

evidence of respondent's act of intentionally deceiving the NRC

about Mr. McCoy's and Mr. Hairston's participation. {

Prior to August 15th, respondent was informed by Mr.

Mosbaugh that he was directly filing various safety concerns with

the NRC. The respondent did not order Mr. Mosbaugh to report

these concerns to his management first, and did not object (at
.
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!

'

least to Mr. Mosbaugh) .to his raising concerns directly with the
.

NRC and bypassing his management. In fact, this type of conduct'

by Mr. Mosbaugh was fully protected' activity. Leveille v. New

York National Guard, 94-TSC-3/4, D&O of SOL at 15-16 (December-

11, 1995).
i

However, respondent now asserts that, for the so-called )

crime of reporting his concerns to the NRC and bypassing his
'

chain of command, he would be fired. Moreover, respondent
:

alleges that even today, in the face of the large body of case !,

law which protects such conduct, and in the face of their own

recognition of Mr. Mosbaugh's right to bypass his chain of j

command, they assert that such conduct is not allowed at Plant

Vogtle. This type of attitude reflects the on-going atmosphere

of intimidation which, apparently, still exists within Georgia

Power.

E. Respondent's Safeguards Argument Is Frivolous

Respondent incorrectly asserts that new evidence exists to f

establish that NRC concluded that Mr. Mosbaugh taped safeguards

information and that he did not secure these tapes pursuant to.

mafeguards requirements in violation of 10 C.F.R. 5 73.21. GPC's !
.

Motion at 45. This argument is flawed because GPC fails to alert |
1

the Secretary to the fact that NRC issued a memo dismissing GPC's !

allegation that Mr. Mosbaugh intentionally violated NRC
'

requirements. Saa Exhibit 14.
Moreover, in the six years that have transpired since 1

i

respondent first raised the " Safeguards" issue, there has been no '

|
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finding whatsoever by the NRC that any of Mr. Mosbaugh's tapes

contain Safeguards information. Consequently, all of

respondent's arguments related to the Safeguards issue must be

dismissed out of hand.

1. GPC Exhibits I and J.

GPC claims that Exhibits I and J demonstrate that the tapes

do , in fact, contain safeguards and that evidence exists to
demonstrate that Mr. Mosbaugh willfully violated safeguard

requirements. Neither proposition is true. GPC relies on
,

Exhibit J, the August 17, 1992 Request For Investigation ("RFI") ,

to claim that the NRC investigative file indicates that Mr.

Mosbaugh intentionally violated safeguard requirements. This:

argument is misleading and frivolous because the investigation --

instigated at the request of GPC -- was closed based on the
record made before the Department of Labor. Finally, Exhibit J'

does not establish that a final determination was made that the
tapes contained safeguards. Mr. Mosbaugh was never told by NRC

that a determination was made that the tapes contained

safeguards. Exhibit J indicates that an NRC office of general

counsel analysis listed a number of potential NRC violations, but
does not state whether a final determination was reached that any

violation actually occurred.

71nally, the closing-out memo demonstrates that the

preliminary investigation was being conduced jointly by OI and
NRC regional security staff and that the investigation was4

dropped based on Mr. Mosbaugh's "deni[all that the tapes in
:
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:

:

question contain safeguards material" and his denial that he was ;
,

"in unauthorized possession of safeguards material" and because

NRC was in possession of the tapes before the tapes were returned |

to Mr. Mosbaugh without an NRC safeguards review.

The NRC determined that there was insufficient evidence to ;

investigate GPC's charge that Mr. Mosbaugh violated safeguards. i

requirements. GPC had deposed Mr. Mosbaugh on numerous occasions |
.

during the ASLB proceeding and raised safeguards during the ASLB

hearing. GPC does not cite to that portion of the ASLB record .

.because it demonstrates that there is no evidence that a
,

determination was ever made by NRC as to whether the tapes ;

contained safeguards and, even if the tapes did contain
.

safeguards. !
|

Additionally, as fully set forth in the record before the i

ALJ, the entire time Mr. Mosbaugh was employed by GPC he treated

the tapes as if they contained safeguards thereby making it

impossible for him to run afoul of any safeguard requirements.
Indeed, GPC conveniently ignores the deposition testimony it
obtained from the former director NRC's Office of Investigations,

Ben Hayes. Mr. Hayes testified that he recalled that GPC raising
1

an allegation that, after the tapes were returned, GPC claimed
that Mr. Mosbaugh had violated safeguard requirements.

Nonetheless, Mr. Hayes "always thought that it wasn't

safeguards"; and he was of the op . ion that NRC Region II staff |

"[did]n't think it's safeguards". Egg Exhibit 15 at 204-207, :
|

217-221.
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2. GPC's Assertion that the OI Record Demonstrates that !

Mr. Mosbauch Testified Falselv is Not Suncorted by the
Record.

Respondent attempts to use this "new evidence" to disparage {

Mr. Mosbaugh's credibility by asserting that he lied at the DOL |

hearing. GPC Brief at p. 46-47, 56. This argument is contrary |
|

to the DOL record. In any event, it is improperly raised.*' ;

i

GPC cites at footnote 31 of its brief that the testimony Mr.

Mosbaugh gave at the DOL hearing concerning the assurance he

received from NRC is contained at DOL Tr. 312-314. GPC's counsel

objected to allowing Mr. Mosbaugh to testify about what NRC told

him with respect to whether the tapes hand been reviewed for |

safeguards. DOL Tr. 314. Mr. Mosbaugh did not testify as to

what he was told by NRC, he only testified that he was personally
satisfied that the NRC was not concerned with returning the tapes

to Mr. Mosbaugh. The record does not support GPC's assertion.58

'' Rule 60 (b) requires that the "new evidence" not be used
for credibility purposes. Tavlor v. TEXGAS Coro. , 831 F.2d 255, 259
(lith Cir 1987). Hence, this evidence should not be admitted.

GPC's Exhibit J at paragraph 8 states that NRC OI did not5'

give Mr. Mosbaugh any assurance that the taped did not contain
safeguards. The memo is silent as to whether NRC staff counsel
provided assurance to Mr. Mosbaugh's counsel. In any event, NRC OI
investigator Larry Robinson testified that Mr. Mosbaugh did not
believe that the tapes should be returned and that he felt that the
release of the tape should be delayed until NRC had a through
ability to review the tapes. Robinson Depo. at pp. 384-386. It is

only logical that Mr. Mosbaugh would not accept receipt of tapes
without some form of assurance either made either directly to Mr.
Mosbaugh or his counsel that would cause Mr. Mosbaugh or his
counsel to concluded that NRC believed that there were no
safeguards on the tapes when they were returned. The chance for
mis-communication when multiple parties are involved, e.g., Mr.

Mosbaugh, NRC-OI, NRC Of fice of General Counsel, and Mr. Mosbaugh's
counsel, is obviously great.

.
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F. Resoondent Waived Its Richt to Claim that Mr.
Mosbauch's Taoe Recordino Violated Georaia State Law

Respondent now attempts to re-litigw.e its claim that Mr.

Mosbaugh illegally tape recorded conversation at work. It now

asserts that because the ALJ did not reach a determination as to
whether the taping was legal, it has the right to raise that

argument anew. Respondent had every opportunity to raise this

argument before the SOL. Respondent failed to argue that the ALJ

mistakenly neglected to determine the legality of the tape

recording. Respondent has effectively waived its right to raise

an argument it could have, but failed to raise previously.

Respondent also claims that it has new evidence to |

demonstrate that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged in illegal eavesdropping.

This new evidence, as will be shown, is merely cumulative and ;

corroborative of the evidence respondent presented at the

hearing. Egg, e,q., Tr. 830-31 (Walker) (" . . . it's my observation

that he was eavesdropping in a conversation that Mr. Bockhold was

having in his office...using his conference call line, his
speaker system").

1. Respondent's Case Law

Respondent cites to various cases related to " eavesdropping"
conversations and Fourth Amendment protections of privacy.

However, an examination of their cases shows that not only is

their argument cumulative, in that they argued this previously in
briefs to the Secretary of Labor 51, but that they also

San Respondent Georgia Power's Post-Hearing Brief at 94.51
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misinterpreted the case law. The case law on cumulative evidence

is well established, " evidence which ir merely cumulative or

impeaching is not generally within the canon of ' newly discovered
evidence' for Rule 59 or Rule 60(b) purposes." Trans Mississioni

Coro. v. United States, 494 F.2d 770, 773 (1974) citing Chemical
;

Delintina Co. v. Jackson, 193 F.2d 123 (5th Cir.1951) ; Parrilla- |

Looez v. United Stateg, 841 F.2d 16, 19 (1st Cir. 1988); Lloyd v.

Gill, 406 F.2d 585 (5th Cir.1969) (evidence which is largely
cumulative, corroborative or contradictory of other evidence
adduced at trial, does not suffice to award a new trial).

Respondent cites to Mitchell v. State, 235 S.E.2d 509 (Ga.
!

1977) as authority for the premise that Mr. Mosbaugh " illegally" |

tape recorded the conversations to which he was a party.
However, Mitchell clearly states that the " statute implicitly
refers to persons who are not parties to the conversation." 235

S.E.2d at 511. The court adds that

unless it is an invasion of a legally protected right
of privacy for one party to a telephone conversation to
reveal the content of that communication wiretapping by
one party to a telephone conversation for the purpose
of such a revelation cannot be an illegal invasion of ,

'

|
privacy. It is unthinkable that the revelation of the
content of a telechone conversation by one of the
carties to it violates anv leaally orotected richt of
privacy.

1GL.

In addition, the Georgia court cites.to Supreme Court
I

authority which states that "the communication itself as not

privileged, and one party may not force the other to secrecy
|
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.

merely by using a telephone." Id citina Rathbun v. United
r

States, 355 U.S. 107, 110, 78 S.Ct. 161, 163 (1957).

In Evans v. State, 314 S.E.2d 421 (Ga. 1984), the court

states that the purpose of the statute in question was to

" prevent such private conversations from being overheard by |

unauthorized nersons." Id at 427. This does not mean that the

statute meant that persons who are invited into the room are

" overhearing" the conversation and hence are " unauthorized."
i

Respondent also cites to Parrott v. Wilson, 707 F.2d 1262
i

(11th Cir. 1983), cert. denied 464 U.S. 936, 104 S.Ct. 344.

However, respondent misses the point entirely with this case

since the holding of the case was that the taping of witnesses by I
!

an attorney violated the attorney's Code of Professional Conduct,

it " violates no law." In the same vein, respondent also

completely misinterprets the facts of United States v. McIntyre,

582 F.2d 1221 (9th Cir. 1978). McIntyre involved the placing of

a microphone in a briefcase which the individual then left in the

person's office. Mr. Mosbaugh had the tape recorder with him at

all times and he did not hide the recorder and leave the room.
Tr. 204; ASLB Tr. 10175-76 (Mosbaugh) ("Q: Did you ever make any

remote recordings where you weren't present? A: Never. The tape

recorder was always on my person"). McIntyre is completely

inapposite to this case.

On the other hand, Georgia case law conclusively determines

|
that persons who overhear conversations which are loud enough to

be overheard through walls are not in violation of the Fourth
,
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Amendment. In Cox v. State, 286 S.E.2d 482 (Ga. App. 1981), the

Appeals court held that
i

[a]1though appellants were not in the common area of'

the complex, we deem that all conversations in the
apartment carried on in a tone of voice audible to a
person standing in the common area outside the front '

door of the apartment were knowingly exposed to the
;

public.a

I

Id at 484. The court added that they did "not think that |

1

placing an ear next to the door converts otherwise permissible
<

surveillance into an illegal search." Id. Had Mr. Mosbaugh
'

4

overheard the conversation through a wall or a door, his

" eavesdropping" would not constitute a violation of law.
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals, cited in C23, explained i

1 the issue further by stating that " conversations carried on in a-

tone of voice quite audible to a person standing outside the home
,

are conversations knowingly exposed to the public." United

.

States v. Llanes, 398 F.2d 880, 884 (2d Cir. 1968). The Court

! went on to state that "' [t]he risk of being overheard by an
,

eavesdropper or betrayed by an informer or deceived as to the

identity of one with whom one deals is probably inherent in the
f

conditions of human society. It is the kind of risk we ,

!

necessarily assume whenever we speak.'" Id (citation omitted).

Finally, the Supreme Court states that " [w] hat a person knowingly

exposes to the public, even in his own home or office, is not a
subject of Fourth Amendment protection." Katz v. United States,

88 S.Ct. 507, 511 (1967). Mr. Mosbaugh's tape recording of

conversations to which he was a party is completely protected by .

|

the law. In addition, his possible tape recording of

- 83 -
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.

4

I f

conversations which he allegedly " overheard * while standing at
,

Mr. Bockhold's door is also protected by the case law.s2

2. Taoe 159

Respondent claims that its " newly" discovered evidence -- ,

includes tapes respondent obtained over two years. The first

tape. respondent identified is Tape 159. Respondent submitted an

affidavit from Mr. Bockhold interpreting the tape. Together, the

tape and affidavit stand for Mr. Bockhold's assertion that Mr.
2

Mosbaugh must have been near Mr. Bockhold's door listening to a |

speaker-phone conversation.ss This assertion is cumulative to

testimony respondent adduced at the hearing. Tr. 830-32

(Walker).5* Evidence which is largely cumulative, corroborative j

or contradictory of other evidence does noc satisfy the

requirements of F.R.C.P Rule 60 (b) . Lloyd v. Gill, 406 F.2d 585

(5th Cir. 1969). The tape and affidavit are cumulative to the

testimony adduced at the hearing.

In any event, Tape 159 is irrelevant because there was no

reasonable expectation of privacy. Mr. Bockhold's secretary was

!
53 For the record, Complainant vehemently denies any such

allegations of " eavesdropping." Respondent's offer of proof on ;

this issue does not constitute " clear and convincing" evidence.
1

Mr. Bockhold does not assert that the door to hi:: office j53

was closed and he admits that the conve.rsation concerned a business |

matter, the revision of the LER. Ms.' Walker testified that Mr.
Bockhold's door was open. Tr. 832. |-

** It is also duplicative of the Affidavit of Gloria W.
Walker accompanying respondent's July 25, 1991 Brief in Opposition
to Complainant Allen Mosbaugh's Motion for Partial Summary
Decision, at 113-4 ("...Mr. Mosbaugh was eavesdropping on Mr.
Bockhold's telephone conversations, including those with NRC")
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stationed outside his office and testified that she told Mr.
.

Bockhold that she observed Mr. Mosbaugh waiting near his office

and discussed the matter with Mr. Bockhold and that Mr. Bockhold

was not upset by this information. Tr. 831 (Walker). Mr.

Bockhold did not have a reasonable expectation of privacy

inasmuch as his secretary sits right outside his office. ASLB
!

Tr. 4529 (Cash).55 Knowing that Mr. Mosbaugh would wait outside

=his office while he was on the phone, and knowing that his

secretary could and did overhear his conversations when his door

was open, there was clearly no reasonable expectation of privacy.

Respondent's argument is also flawed because the tape and
,

affidavit of Mr. Bockhold do not provide sufficient evidence of a

criminal violation of 0.C.G.A. S 16-11-62(1). That statute ,

l

requires respondent to demonstrate that Mr. Mosbaugh acted in a

" clandestine manner." Standing at the doorway waiting for Mr.

clandestine" and it is immaterialBockhold's call to end is not "

as to whether Mr. Bockhold can recall seeing Mr. Mosbaugh

standing by the door.5' The statute also requires respondent to

demonstrate that Mr. Mosbaugh " intentionally overheard" a private
'

conversation. The intent would have to be formed as Mr. Mosbaugh ;

i

walked over to Mr. Bockhold's office or while he stood outside

The transcript reflects that Mr. Cash states: " Georgia's55

office" and " Georgia's door." This is a transcription error. The
testimony is that Ms. Walker's desk was right outside George
3ockhold's door.

'' It is doubtful that, after five years, Mr. Bockhold has
a clear recollection of exactly where Mr. Mosbaugh was located when
the conversation occurred.

85 --
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.

'the doorway. Mr. Mosbaugh has testified that he never
~

;

intentionally eavesdropped in a conversation. There,is no |

credible evidence respondent can produce to the contrary. .

3. Inge 222

Respondent also alleges that Tape 222 demonstrates that Mr.

Mosbaugh recorded a " bridge-line phone conversation." Respondent

acknowledges that it had an opportunity-to litigate this exact

issue before the ALJ. Egg Respondent's Brief at.62. Respondent

raised this same assertion at the hearing and briefed it to the '

ALJ. Ett Respondent's Post Hearing Brief to the ALJ (May 18,
r

1992), at 41. There is nothing novel to respondent's argument
.

and the tape and affidavit are primarily cumulative and

-corroborative.

In any event, neither Tape 222 nor the affidavit demonstrate

a violation of law. The DOL hearing transcript demonstrates that
!

there was no expectation of privacy; that non-GPC employees

would, from time to time, listen in on the bridge line, and that,
when Mr. Mosbaugh joined a bridge-line, an audible " beep"'would j

,

sound, alerting the other parties that a new participant had ,

;

arrived. Tr. 421. Although Mr. Bockhold states in his affidavit
'

:

that the practice at GPC was that participants to telephone :'

!

| conference calls were announced, this is not-the case. Indeed, i

e

Iin the tape transcripts respondent attached to its Brief, there
i*

are numerous examples of where a conference call takes place
! !

without the participants being identified. For example, at page

54, 11. 14-18, a call between Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr. Shipman is
:
t
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placed. Mr. Shipman is on a speaker-phone. Between pages 54 and

60 the conversation continues without Mr. Shipman ever revealing

that Mr. Stringfellow is a silent participant to the

conversation. The fact that Mr. Stringfellow was silently

listening in was revealed at page 60, 11. 23-26. Similarly, with

respect to " Call A", respondent claims that Mr. Hairston joined

the conference call after Mr. Mosbaugh. Once again, Mr.

Hairston's arrival war not announced and his presence was only

made known when he began to speak.

4. Taoe 168

Tape 168 is merely cumulative of the other two tapes

identified above. Even if this tape was not cumulative, it fails

to establish a violation of law. Respondent admits that Mr.
!

Mosbaugh was in Ms. Tynan's office when she placed Mr. Aj1 uni on

the speaker-phone. Mr. Mosbaugh's taping of this conversation

was not " clandestine" because Ms. Tynan obviously knew he was

present. Mr. Ajluni also knew he was on a speaker-phone and that

other GPC employees could overhear his conversation.

G. Mr. Mosbaugh's DOL Testimony is Consistent With the
ASLB Testimony Concerning His Actions Between April 9
and April 30, 1990.

Respondent states at page 19 of its Brief that " Contrary to
his testimony in the DOL proceeding, on or before April 19, 1990,

Mr. Mosbaugh did not review the control room logs and did not

prepare a list of diesel starts." This assertion is false

because, during the course of the DOL hearing, Mr. Mosbaugh did

4
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,

4 1

not testify that he reviewed the control room logs or that he

prepared a list of diesel starts prior to April 19th.
Between hearing transcript pages 265 and 268 Mr. Mosbaugh

was asked what data gathering activities he had undertaken. Tr.
.

265, 11. 14-15. Mr. Mosbaugh thereafter provided a full and |'

t . .

! complete response to the question, setting forth all of the data
i

gathering activities he undertook prior to preparing a tabulation
: of diesel starts which he presented to Mr. Bockhold on April 30,

| 1990. Tr. 265, li. 16 - Tr. 266 li 7. He was n2h asked to state ,

the time-line when he accomplished each of the various aspects of 1

his data gathering. Rather, he was next asked what conclusions
.

he drew after completing all of his data gathering activities.!

He was asked the following question: "And when you reviewed this'

information, did you draw any conclusions?" Tr. 266, 11. 8-9.

;

Mr. Mosbaugh responded by stating the final conclusion he reached
,

when preparing his April 30 memo to Mr. Bockhold. He testified"

,

! that he " ultimately" determined that the final wording of the LER

and the April 9th letter contained a materially false statement.
Tr. 266, 11. 10-13. Again, Mr. Mosbaugh was not asked to explain

the time-line of his data-gathering activities. Respondent's~

failure to delve into the exact timing of Mr. Mosbaugh's actions

j between April 9 and April 30, 1990 does not make Mr. Mosbaugh's
!

testimony false. It rather demonstrates deficiencies with'

-respondent's cross. examination. If respondent felt more detail
!

about the exact dates and timing of Mr. Mosbaugh's protected {
,

l
1
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activity w;n needed, then it should have asked more questions at

the hearing.
.

Finally, respondent's attack of Mr. Mosbaugh's DOL testimony
is without merit because the crux of Mr. Mosbaugh's protected*

activity on April 19th was his communications with corporate

management placing rsspondent management on notice that the April

9th letter and the draft LER were false because there had been:

failures of the diesel when the COAR letter stated that there had

not. Tr. 269 ("Q. When you noticed that [the April 9th letter

statement concerning the number of diesel starts was] in the
.

draft LER, did you report that to anyone at Georgia Power? A.

Yes, I did...I reported this to the senior and responsible

management that this information was false, and that this
,

information was materially false"). This testimony is not only

consistent with the entire ASLB record, it is consistent with the

undisputed content of Tape 57. See Respondent's Exhibit D at 45

'- ("We think that's basically a material false statement") ; p. 58
.

("...you realize I think there is a problem with the way that is
.

stated, because...there were failures"); pp. 58-59 ("if anybody;

said that there weren't any failures, you know, that's just not

true").

On pages 53 and 54 of its brief, the respondent asserts that
the ALJ's RD&O and the Secretary's final order indicate that

4

"when Mr. Mosbaugh saw he final LER 'he felt concerned because

it had been signed out false.'" Respondent's Brief at 53-54.

This assertion by the respondent is immaterial.
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Of course Mr. Mosbaugh " felt concerned" when he saw the

final signed LER. He had previously informed his management of

problems within the COAR letter and draft LER which, apparently,

had not been corrected. The record is unquestionably clear and

consistent on this matter: after he saw the executed LER Mr. '

Mosbaugh was so concerned that he eersonally reviewed all of the

relevant plant documentation on this issue. After approximately

ten days of research (most of which heptonducted on his own time

and over the weekend) , he was able to fully document his concern.

; This was an extremely significant concern, and one that needed to

be well documented, as it directly related to three material

statements made by respondent to the NRC about the reliability of i
-

an essential safety system. The record is also clear that, after

acting on his concerns, and after properly documenting these

concerns, he properly reported them to his supervision and then

to the NRC.

The ASLB hearing transcript is 25 times longer than the DOL
1

record. While the DOL record is not nearly as detailed, it is

consistent in all material respects with the record before the ,

ASLB.

IV. EVEN IF ALL OF RESPONDENT'S ALLEGATIONS AGAINST MR. MOSBAUGH
WERE TRUE, THEY WOULD NOT MATERIALLY AFFECT THE OUTCOME OF'

THE DOL CASE.

In order to justify a motion under Rule 60 (b) the new
evidencemustbematerial,inthatitmus[resultina"new
outcome" of the case. Tavlor v. Texaas Coro., 831 F.2d 255, 259
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!

! (11th Cir 1987). If all of respondent's allegations are true it

' will not alter the outcome of this proceeding.
.

A. Under the "McKennon" and " Disparate Treatment" Analyses
Respondent Cannot. Demonstrate That, Even If True, Any ,

of Their New Allegations.Would Materially. Affect the,

Outcome Of This Case.
4

Respondent alleges that it learned of willful conduct by Mr. ,

Mosbaugh through "after acquired" evidence that would result in ,

,

his immediate discharge. However, respondent failed to meet the
i

minimum requirements necessary to invoke the "after-acquired
4

i evidence" doctrine. Its reliance upon this doctrine is

completely misplaced. ,

Under the Supreme Court rule laid out in McKennon, an
i,

employer that seeks to utilize that doctrine must meet an initial
b'urden of proof. McKennon v. Nashville Banner Publishina Co.,

S
115 S.Ct. 879 (1995). The employer must show that the alleged'

a

: infraction would have resulted in the termination of the
; employee. Under the Supreme Court precedent, this is a very high

|

: burden of proof: "Where an employer seeks to rely upon after-

acquired evidence of wrongdoing, it must tirst establish that the
i

|
wrongdoing was of such severity that the employee in fact would

i have been terminated on those grounds alone if the employer had |

i known of it at the time of the discharge." McKennon, 115 S.Ct.
|

7
at Respondent will not be able to show that Complainant.

would have been discharged because other employees who committed |

similar or more severe infractions kept their positions or were

promoted.. ;'

4
!

,

i
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,

b

Respondent will not be able to prove that it "would have"
,

terminated Mr. Mosbaugh on the " grounds" they have postulated.

j Respondent cannot meet its McKennon burden under the disparate .

'

treatment analysis. Disparate treatment simply means that an ,

!
<

employee who engages in protected activity was treated '

,

differently, or disciplined more harshly, than an employee who
.

i did not engage in protected activity. Donovan on Behalf of

Chacon v. Phelos Dodae Coro., 709 F.2d 86, 93 (D.C. Cir. 1983),

Adams v. Coastal Production 00., 89-ERA-3, D&O of SOL at-11 (Aug.
<

5, 1992). Accord. Marcus v. United States EPA, 92-TSC-5, R. D&O~

.

of ALJ at 26 (Dec. 3, 1992). Also see Pocue v. United States i

Decartment of Labor, 940 F.2d 1287, 1291 (9th Cir.

| 1991) ("substantially disproportionate" discipline evidence of

retaliation) and Borel Restaurant Coro. v. NLRB, 676 F.2d 190,*

! 192-93 (6th Cir.1982) (union organizer and another employee were
i

both caught drinking on the job and the company fired only the

| union organizer, the court found disparate treatment).
;

Respondent's own standards of employment discipline is to

not subject its employees to discipline for actions which violate
;

NRC regulations. The suspension and termination of Mr. Mosbaughi

for allegedly violating NRC regulations would qualify as
3

disparate treatment. Therefore, respendent is unable to-

establish that there would be a "new outcome" because other

employees who committed equal or worse infractions suffered no*

discipline or were promoted.
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Examples of respondent's lax attitude towards employees who

violate NRC rules are legion. For example, one such individual,

Skip Kitchens was found to have intentionally violated technical

specifications in regard to dilution valves. In its

investigation of this incident, the NRC Office of Investigations

determined that Mr. Kitchens' violation of technical
specifications was willful. Exhibit 7 at 29. The NRC staff

issued a Notice of Violation and fined respondent for Mr.

Kitchens' actions. However, Mr. Kitchens was never disciplined
'

by respondent for his actions. ASLB Tr. 13597 (Kitchens). In

fact, he was promoted to Mr. Mosbaugh's former pcsition of

Assistant General Manager - Plant Support." ASLB Tr. 13596

(Kitchens).
,

The-NRC staff issued a NOV after the NRC-OI found wrongdoing |
l

in an incident when a safe containing safeguards information was

left unlocked overnight. Tr. 224 (Mosbaugh). Tony Prestapolipo,

the individual responsible, was given only an oral reminder, the

lowest level of discipline, despite the fact the Company was

given a formal NOV by the NRC. Tr. 225-226 (Mosbaugh), CX-78.

In the OI investigation that resulted from Mr. Mosbaugh's'

allegations of material false statements given to the NRC by

" In the present case the NRC Office of Investigations-

found that Mr. Mosbaugh's behavior was reasonable and that he did
not violate NRC regulations. However, Georgia Power suspended and
then terminated him. Furthermore, when employed by Respondent, Mr.
Mosbaugh was Actino Assistant Plant Manager - Plant Support, when ,

!the position was given to Mr. Kitchens, a employee who's actions
resulted in an NOV and a fine for the Company, he was given the i

!position outright.

- 93 -
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respondent, the office of Investigations found that Mr. Hairston
and Mr. McCoy acted deliberately on April 19, 1990 when wording

the LER and with a minimum of careless disregard on other

occasions. Exhibit 7 at 76, 88, 95. The NRC staff issued a

Level II violation and fined respondent $200,000. Mr. Hairston

has since been promoted while Mr. McCoy has retained his position

as Vice President of plant Vogtle.

In the same investigation, both the office of Investigations

and NRC staff found Mr. Bockhold's actions to be willful.
Exhibit 7 at 42, 50-51, 96. Respondent vehemently fought to

protect Mr. Bockhold from discipline and failed to recognize his

performance problems. ASLB Tr. 14958-14959 (Matthews). After

four years of resisting, the NRC staff concluded that

respondent's actions in regard to Mr. Bockhold were " shockingly
deficient" and a threat to public health and safety.58 Under

intense pressure from the NRC, respondent gave Mr. Bockhold an

oral reprimand and temporarily removed him from licensed

activity. He is still employed by respondent even though his

conduct was subject to the most severe criticism by the NRC staff
of all the individuals with whom fault was found in regard to

providing material false information to the NRC. Respondent's

Exhibit C. The plant ating Group ("VCG"), referring to

respondent's response to the NOV and the DFI for Mr. Bockhold

stated:

Vogtle Coordinating Group Analysis, February 8, 1994,se

Respondent Exhibit C at 32. Also see ASLB Tr. 9269 (Hairston).

- 94 -
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The attitudes exhibited by GPC and BOCKHOLD in their
responses show a lack of concern for the NRC
reouirement for comoleteness and accuracy of |

information. The Group believes that such attitudes on
,

the part of GPC and BOCKHOLD regarding the level of
care to be taken regarding submittals to the NRC are
shockinalv deficient, particularly in instances such as t

this where the General Manager had direct eersonal
knowledae and involvement in the matters being |

'

addressed.

Id. (emphasis .added) . The problems with respondent's response to
'

the NOV were seen by the NRC as symptoms of a broader problem.

ASLB Tr. 15078 (Matthews). The VCG also concluded that " [t] he 1

inability to identify causes of errors has significant
,

implications for public health and safety because there is a ;

substantial likelihood that such errors will be repeated."

Respondent's Exhibit C at 32.
The NRC staff testified at the ASLB proceeding that both Mr.

Mosbaugh and Mr. Aufdenkampe should have pushed their concerns
i
'

more forcefully." ASLB Tr. 15C - 15015 (Matthews). However,

this was only considered a mild performance failure, and not

severe enough to warrant the issuance of a DFI. ASLB Tr. 15021

(Hood). Mr. Aufdenkampe stated that he was not disciplined for

this performance failure. ASLB Tr. 5840.

Furthermore, the NRC staff testified that the individuals to

whom Demands for Information were sent committed more severe

. performance failures than others who were found to have

performance problems. ASLB Tr. 15021 (Hood). The five

individuals-issued DFI's were Mr. McCoy, Mr. Greene, Mr. Horton,

Complaint contests the finding that his failure to push"

his concerns was a performance failure.

- 95 -
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Mr. Fredericks and Mr. Majors. None of thesa individuals were

disciplined for their actions which resulted in part in the NRC's

NOV and fine. In fact, respondent defended their actions.

As Complainant has demonstrated above, even if respondent

proves that Mr. Mosbaugh violated NRC regulations, it cannot !
i

overcome that fact that he would be subject to disparate ;

treatment if he were discharged for the infraction. i

|

B. The so-Called Performance Failure of Mr. Mosbaugh is Not
Grounds for Any Discipline.

Respondent asserts that the NRC Staff members of the "ating

Group" ("VCG") (which consistad of five individuals, including Mr.
Hood and Mr. Matthews) "found that Mr. Mosbaugh bore some

responsibility" for one of the five material false statements

issued by Georgia Power. Respondent's Brief at 18.

Specifically, respondent cites to a "predecisional" report issued
by the VCG which criticized Mr. Mosbaugh for "failing to resolve
his concern about the definition of the term (Comprehensive Test

Program or CTP) " prior to the finalization of the April 19th LER.

Respondent's Exhibit C at 14.

Unfortunately, the respondent once again took this

predecisional report of the NRC out of context and ignored the
ASLB testimony of the members of the NRC staff Vogtle

Coordinating Group. A review of this testimony demonstrates that

respondent cannot meet its burden under Rule 60 (b) and cannot

demonstrate that Mr. Mosbaugh engaged in any misconduct

whatsoever.

96 --
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As a threshold matter, the record before the ASLB reflects

that the NRC staff had two opinions regarding Mr. Mosbaugh's-

conduct on April 19th. This difference in opinion has not yet

been resolved, however,.as will be set forth below, regardless of

the NRC's final position on this matter, respondent is not

entitled to reopen the record in this regard. |

On the one hand, the NRC staff members of the VCG concluded |

that Mr. Mosbaugh, on April 19, 1990, should have been more
'aggressive'in resolving his concern regarding the definition of

the term " comprehensive test program" which had been inserted

. into the LER after Mr. Mosbaugh raised his original concerns

regarding the potential false statement in the document. ASLB -

:

Tr. 15020-21. On the other hand, the NRC staff members who
,

investigated Mr. Mosbaugh's allegations on behalf of the NRC-OI

reached a different conclusion.
For example, when Mr. Larry Robinson, the senior OI

I

investigator, reviewed Georgia Power's criticisms of Mr.

Mosbaugh's performance on April 19th, he did not find any fault |

| with Mr. Mosbaugh: ,

After witnessing what Shipman, Stringfellow, Bockhold,
McCoy and Hairston did, on April 19, with Mosbaugh's j-

concerns about an apparent false statement in the April ;

9 letter being repeated in the LER,.it is i

understandable that Mosbaugh was hesitant to continue,

to confront his management with these concerns.,

1

Exhibit 16 at 8. !

Regardless of how the NRC resolves this difference in |
t

J

Iopinion, the NRC VCG's testimony at the ASLB hearing demonstrates|

,

that, viewed in the light least favorable to Mr. Mosbaugh, Mr. )

- 97'
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Mosbaugh did nothing wrong on April 19th. Significantly, the NRC
t

VCG testified at the very end of the hearing. The members of the'

! committee had been allowed to witness all of the testimony |
!

presented at the ASLB. Specifically, members of the committee
!witnessed the' testimony of all.o'f the participants in the April

19th events,. including the extensive testimony of Mr. Mosbaugh,

Mr. Aufdenkampe, Mr. Webb, Mr. Shipman, Mr. Bockhold, Mr. McCoy !

; and Mr. Hairston.
L.

The members of the' coordinating committee were very clear.;

They did not find any of Mr. Mosbaugh's conduct to be wilful or ;
,

deliberate. They did not find any of his conduct to have risen |

]
to the level of " careless disregard." ASLB Tr. 15227

i

). (Matthews) .'"

l Mr. Hood, another member of the VCG (who testified during

the ASLB hearing in a panel along with two other members of the !

i 1
'

explained that criticizing Mr. Mosbaugh for not beingVCG),

aggressive enough in continuing to raise concerns on April 19th

was a " tough call." He also stated that the NRC staff understood'

that "Mr. Mosbaugh was under.a severe impediment" from raising

his concerns. ASLB Tr. 15020-21. In this regard, Mr. Hood

.i
Wemn questioned on the wilfulness issue, Mr. Matthews,''

the VCG coordinator stated: "We didn't find careless disregard in
ASLB Tr. 15227. Mr. Skinner, another memberthis instance . "

. ..

of the VCG, explained that, from the VCG's perspective, althoughp Mr. Mosbaugh- may not - have taken sufficient efforts to obtain a
definition of the CTP, no other ' amolovea for Georaia Power.
- includina those who develoned the nhrase, took appropriate steps to -'

define that term. NRC staff counsel asked Skinner whether "anyone"
; at Georgia Power "took sufficient efforts on April 19th to

establish" the beginning point for the CTP. He answer was an'

unequivocal "no " .ASLB Tr. 15226.
1

- 98 -
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explained why the NRC's criticism of Mr. Mosbaugh was very mild

and could not be compared with the failures of other persons to

whom the NRC staff had issued the " Demands for Information"

("DFIs") :

CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is there something else he
[Mosbaugh] should have done after Mr. Shipman said that
the NRC given the definition . .?.

HOOD: That's a tough one to try to answer. . . .

but it does seem that his ability to refute the
circumstances under the conditions at the time, he was
not in a position to do that. The ground rules had
just been shifted on him, changing the start point and
getting a statement that the NRC understood what was
going on, it just kind of left him out in the dark.

So it is hard to -- it's hard from that
eersoective to criticize him from anythina that he did
or didn't do at that point, and I don't think that we -
- as I say, I don't think that we did that. We didn't

' view that as some kind of serious cerformance failure
! on his cart. We certainly did not issue a -- we didn't

see it in the same licht as we saw other oerformance
failures where we issued a demand for information.

|
ASLB Tr. 15022 (emphasis added).

!

Thus, the NRC staff members of the VCG did not view Mr.

Mosbaugh's failure to continue pushing his concern on April 19th

as a " serious performance failure" and clearly did not accuse Mr.

Mosbaugh of acting with " reckless disregard" or having committed
some form of deliberate violation of NRC regulations. Indeed,

they did not view it "in the same light" as the failures of the
other individuals for whom they issued formal DFI's.

It is important to note that Mr. Mosbaugh's alleged failure
to continue to pursue his allegations regarding the false
statements in the April 19th LER internally with his management

on the 19th, under DOL case law, was not misconduct. Employees

| - 99 -
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I

cannot be compelled to raise concerns with their management. i

Employees must be given reasonable leeway to raise their concerns

in a manner in which they feel comfortable. Egg, g g. Poaue v.

U.S. Deot. of Labor, 940 F.2d 1287, 1290 (9th Cir. 1991); Pillow

y_. Bechtel Construction Co., 87-ERA-35, D&O of SOL at 22-23 (July

19, 1993); Leveille v. New York National Guard, 94-TSC-3/4, D&O

of SOL at 15-16 (December 11, 1995).

.The fact that Mr. Mosbaugh felt intimidated by the series of

events that occurred between January 7 and March 20, 1990,

demonstrates the reasonableness of his actions. These events

significantly increased Mr. Mosbaugh's concern about the

management culture, his hesitation in directly confronting senior
i
' executives as well as his ability to be heard when advancing

concerns within such a culture. Mosbaugh ASLB prefiled testimony

at 8.

The first such event occurred in January, 1990, at two

meetings Mr. Mosbaugh had with Mr. Bockhold. At these meetings

Mr. Mosbaugh was warned not to "backstab" and was criticized for

"not supporting the directed resolution" of safety concerns.

| Mosbaugh ASLB prefiled testimony at 8, Exhibit 17.

Significantly, on April 19th, Mr. Mosbaugh's supervisor, Mr.
Bockhold, had stated his position regarding the LER. Mr.

Bockhold and Mr. McCoy had generated the " comprehensive test

program" language and Mr. Bockhold had stated, on Tape 58, that

he had the start number " verified correct." It is simply
i

unrealistic for anyone to assume that Mr. Mosbaugh, after being

- 100 -
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|

warned by Bockhold not to "backstab," would go around Bockhold

and raise a concern to his second and third line supervisors

directly critical of Bockhold, before he could himself verify the
accuracy of this concern. This is the position NRC OI took when'

it reviewed the tapes.

CONCLUSION

For the above stated reasons respondent's motion should be

~ denied.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael D. Kohn
Stephen M. Kohn
Mary Jane Wilmoth
Veronica Villanueva
KOHN, KOHN & COLAPINTO, P.C.
517 Florida Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

l (202) 234-4663

.

February 16, 1996

|
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing Complainant's

Response to Respondent's Brief in Support of Its Motion to Reopen

the Record and For Further Hearings, Brief Number Two, Major

Factual Errors in Respondent's Motion was served on this 16th day

of February 1996 by first class mail, postage prepaid, upon'the

.following:

Secretary of Labor
c/o Director
Office of Administrative Appeals
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Ave., N.W., Rm. S-4309
Washington, D.C. 20210

James Joiner, Esq.
Troutman Sanders
Suite 5200
600 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30308-2216

/
| By:

Michael D. Kohn

SO2\ CERT 3
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t instructions to rewrite it so that the LER would be no
longer than eight pages; the draft which I had submitted2 c ., ,.

3 was substantially longer than that. ;
,

|

|
1

4 Q: DID YOU SUBMIT ANOTHER DRAFT LER TO THE PRB?

5 A: Yes. On April 13, 1990, I completed a fourth draft of

6 the LER and submitted it to Mr. Aufdenkampe. Mr.

7 Aufdenkampe had additional comments, including a comment

8 to the effect that the "18 and 19 starts" language in the

9 draft LER might not be correct. At my suggestion, the

10 draft was revised to read "Since 3-20-90, DG1A and DG1B

; 11 have been started several times and no failures or
! 12 problems have occurred during any of these starts." This
i

|
was incorporated in the fifth draft which I sent to Mr.

!

} 14 stringfellow. On April 16 I received comments on this |
)

1
15 fifth draft from the corporate office which did not |

! 16 concern the diesel ganerator starts statement. On April

I 17 17, 1990, I completed the sixth draft of the LER,

! 18 received additional comments from Mr. McCoy (via Mr.
$
; 19 Aufdenkampe) and completed the seventh draft of the LER.
) .

! 20 This, also, I forwarded to Mr. Stringfellow. |
i

21 on April 18, 1990, the PRB reviewed the seventh

22 draft of the LER and approved it by unanimous vote I

i

! 23 subject to a number of comments. The minutes of this PRB
i

| 24 meeting (No. 90-59) are attached to Mr. Aufdenkampe's

| 25 testimony as Exhibit B (GPC Exh. II-28). ;

!
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|
- r[ after it was already in progress, asked a few quest ons, a

A
i

. Q then left.
,

'J
'

L} , |i

HAVE YOU LISTENED TO THAT PORTION OF TAPE 58 THAT CONTAINSL
.

Q.-

- THE EXCERPT TRANSCRIBED ON GPC EXHIBIT II-2 AT 11-147
I have listened to it many times but still cannot

i A. Yes.

understand, and do not recall, precisely what was said in

certain portions of the tape.
|

'

!
DO YOU AGREE WITH THE INTERVENOR'S VERSION OF THISQ.

,

14 OF GPC EXHIBIT II-
I CONVERSATION WHICH IS IDENTIFIED AT P.

2?
|

Based on what I have read in the transcript leading upI
A. No.,

| to that conversation, I believe we had agreed that the

revised language inserted into LER 90-006, which appears in;

I

the final signed LER (McCoy Exh. L (GPC Exh. II-14) at 6)

was accurate, based on assurances we received from Mr.
|That is, we believed there were no failures
IBockhold.

Of course, we
subsequent to the comprehensive test program.

were aware that there had been some failures of the 1B
diesel early on and believed that the NRC was also aware of

Of the three versions of that conversationthose failures.
I believe thatwhich appear in the transcript of Tape 58,

I hearthe Georgia Power's version is the most accurate.

someone on the tape ask "We got the sta;.-ts, so we didn't
. didn't have no trips?" I believe I then say

have no . .

7

*
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on the tape "No, not not. " I do not know whether I *. . .

was responding or reacting to other statements which can be

heard on the tape but which cannot be understood. I do not f
N

hear Mr. McCoy say "I'll testify to that." I also do not,

believe I said " disavow" or "just disavow;" that is not the

sort of language which I typically use in conversations. In

fact, I am not sure that I have ever used tht language.
; Horeover, whatever I said would have been consistent with

other statements that I made on that tape which indicate my

desire to ensure that the statements in the LER were
; accurate and that the NRC was not misled.
.

Q. WHAT WAS YOUR UNDERSTANDING ON APRIL 19, 1990 OF THE

COMPLETION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE TEST PROGRAM AND THE NUMBERS

OF DIESEL STARTS WHICH OCCURRED AFTER THAT POINT?

A. As reflected in the transcript of Tape 58 (GPC Exh. II-2),
at pp. 22-27, based on statements that George Bockhold made

earlier that day, I had an understanding that the completion

of the comprehensive test program of the control systems, as
:

defined to me by George Bockhold, was after the completion
'

of the sensor calibrations and after the problems had been
; worked out of the diesels. I also understood that, as of

! April 9, there was a string of at least 18 successful starts
'

without failures or problems on the 1A and 1B diesels after

the completion of the comprehensive test program. As the

transcript also reflects, in discussions I had with Messrs.

8

.
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i

~1 cooper,ation which we gave the team. Later on July 20, 1990,
;

! 2' the Regional Administrator expressly acknowledged that
.

; 3 cooperation as he lifted the last item of the NRC's
.

! 4 confirmation of action letter. 333 NRC's July 20, 1990 letter
i

5 attached to Mr. McCoy's testimony as Exhibit O (GPC Exh. 17).

6 Q: WAS A LETTER SENT BY GEORGIA POWER TO THE NRC ON APRIL 9,
;

7 1990, RELATED TO THE^ MEETING 7
I

8 A: Yes. I signed a letter out that evening. The letter's

9 purpose was to communicate what was said in the meeting and

10- the commitments which we had made.

11 Q: WAS THE INFORMATION PRESENTED TO THE NRC ON APRIL 9, 1990 IN

1.2 THE MEETING AND IN THE CONFIRMATION OF ACTION RESPONSE LETTER

13 ACCURATE AND COMPLETE IN ALL MATERIAL RESPECTS? ,

1

14 A: No. Both were inaccurate relative to the number of

15 successful, consecutive diesel starts with no problems.
|

!

16' Q: WHAT DO YOU THINK WAS MEANT BY THE "18" AND "19" SUCCESSFUL

17 STARTS ON THE DIESEL TESTING OVERLAY AND IN THE APRIL 9

18 LETTER?
'

19 A: I interpreted them both as indicating that there was a i

20 significant number of successful starts as you go back from

21 April 9 -- 18 and 19 for diesels 1A and 1B, respectively --
22 and that these starts were consecutive.

.
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INVOLVEMENT IN THE PREPARATION OF THEft

." PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR

DIESEL GENERATOR ST.*URTS LANGUAGE IN LER 90-006 PRIOR TO APRIL
i

!

3 19, 1990.
| b and

The initial drafts of LER 90-006 were prepared by Tom Web
4 A. d d in

adopted the same diesel starts language that was inclu e
5

1990 letter to NRC. I reviewed a| Georgia Power's April 9,
f

6 On April 12, 1990 the
number of drafts prepared by Mr. Webb.i

I 7

8 PRB reviewed a draft of LER 90-006 and discussed at some
f At the

length what information should be included in the LER.;

i 9

FRB's request, the LFR was redrafted to reduce its length from
10

I about 16 to about 8 pages.
1990 the diesel starts statement in

11
On or about April 13,

f 12
the draf t LER was revised by Tom Webb to replace the reference

13 general reference to "several".

5 14 to 18 and 19 starts with a f
.

I believe it was changed because a question had been,

starts.
| 15 ,

I
raised about the numbers. )

f 16
the PRB reviewed the draft LER and I! On April 18, 1990,

17
voted unanimously to approve the LER with certain comments.

|
i ,

18 Allen Mosbaugh, /
'

dere Messrs.voting members of the PRB! The19
James Swartzwelder, Mike Horton (part time attendee), Harvey

;

;

20
A comment was made by Mr. Mike LackeyHandfinger, and myself.

21 f

that the draft LER language referring to "several starts" o
22 t

the diesels should be changed to " state the number of star s
23

Egg PRB Meeting Minutes, Mtg. No. 90-
rather than several."24 attached hereto as composite

25 59, and Comment Review Sheet,
As approved, the diesel starts statament read:

26 Exhibit B.
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n calibrations t i n e m . . . , - , _. _- ._ _ _ . - - - . .
- -.

tc0paraturoc), cpacial pneumatic leak tooting, and
.

NuOorous concor runo woro performsd under
, _ nultiplo ongino otarts andSinco 3-20-90, DG 1A and DG 1B have

,

--

failuros

been started more than twenty times each and novarious conditions.3 t rts. In

or problems have occurred during any of these s a
-s

i roll was
addition, an undervoltage start test without a rd d properly.

!

conducted on 4-6-90 and DG1A started and lea e
,

| 6
7

(GPC Exh. 2) reflects at p.8
As the transcript of Tape 58

each" language which was9 twenty times
10 7, the "more than a review of the

LER was based on
| inserted into the draft NSAC staff in whichi 11

Control Log performed by members of the,

April 9 was addedi
12

| the number of diesel starts occurring after |April 9 letter.
f

!13
to the 18 and 19 numbers reported in thei

14
|

WITH RESPECT TO THE |

*
.

Y DID THE CORPORATE OFFICE PROVIDE COMMENTS
|

| 15 Q. 19907
DRAFT LER 90- 006 ON APRIL 19, the corporate office;

16 1990,
| On the morning of April 19,
I 17 A. Yes. rporate of fice's:

sent a f acsimile to the site containing the co;

Egg Stringfellow Exh. B (GPC Exh.18
;

comments on the draft LER. Hairston to
Those comments included a request from Mr.!

19
! 25). ;

|
20

" verify > (greater than) 20 starts."
f 21

90 TO DISCUSS LER
DID THE PLANT VOGTLE PRB MEET ON APRIL 19,19

22 Q.

90-006? which Mr. Mosbaugh23 a PRB meeting,On April 19, 1990, 1:2r p.m. to 2:4524 A. Yes.

tape recorded (Tape No. 57), took place fromd * he corporate25
p.m. , during which the PRB reviewed and approve

Egg PRB Meeting Minutes, Mtg. 90- |26

comments on the draft LER. Those voting to approve the f
27 f

60, attached hereto as Exhibit C. |28
-3- I
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/,-
would hovo boon the curo

,.
for it. gag

j
,

but itei orror, hereto as Exhibit P.
transcript excerpt of Tape 159, attached
"

a

.i

,- DID YOU MISLEAD THE CORPORATE STAFF ON APRIL
19, 1990

,$ .

TS STATEMENT IN LER# 3 Q.
CONCERNING THF, ACCURACY OF THE DIESEL STAR

4
)

i April 19,90-0067
I based my comments to the corporate off ce on

I5

l starts information6 A. No.

1990 on an honest assessment of the dieseI focused on the fact that the7
available to me on April 19. |that, as of

data and Mr. Bockhold's statements convinced me
8

successful ;

April 19,
there were at least 18 consecutive,9

i

|
10 ,

starts of the 1A and 1B diesels.11

:

: - 20 -

,

f

!

! .

l
..
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PREPTTen TESTIMONY OF AT.T.PM L. MOSRAucH

1 Q: PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME?

2 A: Allen Lee Mosbaugh i

2 1. EDUCATIONAL TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS

4 Q: COULD YOU SUMMARIZE YOUR ENGINEERING BACKGROUND AND
5 TRAINING? !

6 A: My resume is attached as Intervenor's Exhibit (" EXHIBIT") i

7 #1. I have a Bachelors Degree in Chemical Engineering |
8 (1971) and a Masters of Science Degree in Engineering (1974)
9 majoring in Nuclear and Chemical Engineering both from the

10 University of Cincinnati. |

11 I completed most of all my course work toward a Doctorate in
12 Engineering majoring in Nuclear and Chemical Engineering,
13 also at the University of Cincinnati, but did not finish the
14 Doctorate program. As a Graduate Research Assistant I 1

- 15 conducted research for my Masters in the area of transient !

. 16 two phase fluid flow for use in Loss of Coolant Accident
17 analysis under an AEC contract. My research for my Doctorate

was also in the area of two phase fluid flow but was under a'

National Science Foundation contract.

21 Q: DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIALIZED TRAINING IN THE AREA OF FLUID
22 FLOW FLUID DYNAMICS, AND TWO PHASE FLUID BEHAVIOR AND
23 PRESSURE DROPS?
24

| 25 A: Yes. I have completed the following undergraduate level
i 26 courses that dealt with those topics: Basic Fluid Mechanics,

27 Transport Analysis; and the following graduate courses:4

! 28 Transport Phenomena I and II, Fluid-Solid Systems and
29 Operations. Since both my Masters and Doctorate research

| 30 projects dealt with two phase liquid-vapor and liquid-gas
~

i 31 fluid flow and pressure drops, I did additional studies and
; 32 research in those specific areas.

| 33
34 Q: DO YOU HAVE ANY SPECIALIZED TRAINING IN ENGINEERING AREAS

' 35 RELATED TO MASS AND PHASE TRANSFER OR LIQUID-VAPOR PHENOMENA
i 36 INCLUDING PSYCHONETRY?
i I

: 37 A: .Yes, I have completed the following undergraduate level
i 38 course that dealt with those topics: Energy balances; and
' 39 the following graduate level courses, Principles of
: 40 Equilibrium Processes I and II. Chemical engineering deals

heavily with the engineering fundamentals of vapor pressure,;

partial pressures, and mass and phans transfer, because of
:

.

d
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1 A: I was the acting. Assistant General Manager of Plant Support.

3 Q:
IN YOUR POSITION DID YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE4
PLANT VOGTLE OPERATIONS AND THE MANAGEMENT CULTURE THAT5 EXISTED AT THAT TIME?

6 A: Yes, as an Assistant General Manager I was routinely7 involved in the daily operation of Plant Vogtle. I normally
|8

attended the daily management meetings concerning Vogtle's
!9 operation. Many of the departments that worked for me such
i10 as engineering support and technical support and security
|11 were also involved in the daily operation. I was also a12 iplant duty manager. At my level in the organization I would |13 normally be involved in most meetings and interactions with14 corporate and the NRC. I routinely attended the morning
-

15 meetings, the morning calls and duty calls to corporate,16-
NRC entrances and exits, Bockhold's staff meetings, monthly17 meetings on problems and budgets, PRB ,

meetings, various18 '

committee meetings, and monthly management meetings.19 Sometimes it seemed that all I did was attend meetings,
t

20 Q:
AT THIS POINT IN TIME DID YOU HAVE CONCERNS AS TO HOW PLANTal VOGTLE WAS BEING OPERATED?

'' A: Yes, I did. I was seeing the kind of attitudes toward
regulatory requirements and safety that eventually get you24 into trouble. I had concerns about the quality of25 operations.

!. . 26 Q:
p WHAT INTERNAL ACTIONS DID YOU TAKE TO ADDRESS YOUR CONCERNS?
| 27 A: I tried within my own organization to'make sure my people28 understood the standards I expected. I voiced my concerns
1

29
about the quality of operations to the General Manager.30 Iraised specific issues and examples to management; and I31 tried to work with the organization to force improvements.

! 32 Q:
DID YOU EVER RAISE CONCERNS OUTSIDE THE ORGANIZATION?:

! 33 A: Yes in early 1990, I was concerned about management's; 34 response to what appeared to be a willful violation of as 35
technical specifications concerning the dilution valves. ,I* 36- was disturbed by management's response to the issue to the'

37 point that I submitted an anonymous allegation to the NRC.38 Iinitially raised this issue with management in October,;

39 1989. I went outside the organization with this allegation;

i 40 after I concluded it had risen to the level of potential
:

| 6

!
'

.

i- |
; i
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t criminal conduct, i.e., willful violation of NRC regulations
"

by the Plant Vogtle operations manager, Skip Kitchens.
.

3 Q: DO YOU RECOGNIZE EXHIBIT #3 ?

4 A: Yes this is a copy of that allegation.

5 Q: COULD YOU EXPLAIN WHAT THE LAST PARAGRAPH OF EXHIBIT #3? |
i

6 A: There were several other regulatory issues that concerned me
7 in this period that related to compliance with regulations;
8 quality of operations; and management culture. In this
9 paragraph I mentioned these as a pattern of related

10 examples. Finally I stated to the NRC my belief that "If
11 this is not kept in check and reversed the quality of ;
12 operations will not improve and there will be a serious
13 safety event occur at the plant." i

14 Q: WHAT DID YOU HEAN BY "THIS" IN THAT SENTENCE?

15 A: I meant the management cultural change that was occurring.
16 The culture of not strictly adhering to NRC regulations,
17 the culture of taking liberties with regulations and putting

your own meaning on requirements and interpreting the
requirements for your economic and schedule advantage rather
than complying w.th them as written. The NRC requirements.s

21 provide a margin of safety. The licensee is not allowed to
22 reduce that margin of safety without prior formal NRC
23 approval.

24 Q: WERE YOU THE ONLY ONE WHO SAW THE CULTURE OF TAKING LIBERTIES
25 WITH THE REGULATIONS?

26 A: No, I recall a conversation I had a few month later with
27 some of the engineers who the expressed the same opinions.
28 That conversation is set out in EXHIBIT #4, Tape Segment #1
29 from Tape #99. One comment of great insight, that depicts
30 the culture of GPC\SONOPCO\ Southern Nuclear was made by one
31 of my engineering supervisors on that segment, who stated to
32 me "You know, we're kind of like the card player that makes
33 up the rules as he goes along."

34 Q: WHEN DID YOU SEND THE NRC YOUR DILUTION VALVE ALLEGATION?

35 A: I mailed it around January 7, 1990. I know the NRC logged it
35 received on January 9, 1990.

7

.
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Q: DID A SERIOUS SAFETY EVENT OCCUR AT VOGTLE AFTER YOU
2 SUBMITTED THE ALLEGATION?

3 A: Yes on March 20, 1990 Vogtle Unit 1 experienced a total loss
4 of vital AC power and residual heat removal at mid-loop with
5 the reactor coolant system and the containment boundarir*,
6 breached and a Site Area Emergency was declared.

7 Q: ARE YOU SAYING THAT YOUR JANUARY ALLEGATION PREDICTED EVENTS
8 RELATED TO THE MARCH SITE AREA EMERGENCY?

9 A: In a sense, yes. It is difficult to know how poor
10 operational practices, risk taking and a' schedule driven,)y'
11 management attitudes will ultimately result in the failure
12 of safety systems. The one thing I did know, was that the>

13 conditions I saw would eventually result in a serious event.
,

14 I think it more accurately predicted management's response
15 to the Site Area Emergency.

16 1

17 Q: DID ANYTHING ELSE HAPPEN BETWEEN JANUARY 7 AND MARCH 20, 1990'

18 THAT RELATED TO YOUR CONCERNS?
,

'

19 A: Yes, a series of events occurred which significantly
'

20 increased my concern about management culture. First, I

shortly after I submitted the anonymous allegation,
Bockhold called me and Skip Kitchens into a meeting on

; 23 January 19, 1990, where he had written "backstabbing" on
i 24 his whiteboard. Bockhold proceeded to explain to me that
' 25 the organization would not tolerate backstabbing. Also in

26 this meeting Bockhold told me that one of my faults was
27 that I didn't support the " directed resolution of problems".
28 It was obvious to me that both of these comments were in |

I29 reference to my contacting the NRC and alleging that Skip
30 Kitchens had willfully violated the dilution valve Tech.
31 Spec. When I first raised the dilution valve issue in
32 September 1989,Bockhold and Kitchens had tried to argue with
33 me that there was no Tech. Spec. violation. I felt that
34 Bockhold now viewed my pursuing the issue, as "not
35 supporting the directed resolution" and that my actions were
36 "backstabbing". This meeting increased my concern because
37 Bockhold did not address safety or complying with
38 regulations, did not mention the right and obligation of
39 personnel to raise concerns outside the organization if they
40 chose, and did not address why he was focusing on the
41 backstabbing issue at that particular time.
42
43 What Bockhold did not say,, spoke volumes to me about
44 management's attitude toward safety.and regulatory
45 compliance. I feel he was trying to intimidate me from

.
8
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i Q: THIS IMPLIES THAT THEY KNEW YOU WERE A WHISTLEBLOWER?

2 A: Yes they did. After-I sent the NRC the dilution valve
! 3 allegation I believe that GPC figured out I was the source.
<

Do YOU HAVE AN INDEPENDENT RECOLLECTION OF THE DISPUTED| 4 Q:
5 PORTION OF EXHIBIT #16, TAPE #58.'

'

<

6- A: Yes I do. I remember Hairston asking the question "We got
7 the starts so we didn't have no, we didn't have no trips?

Then I remember McCoy stating that he would " testify". I do8j

9 not have an independent recollection of Shipman saying ,

i 10 " disavow" but I clearly hear him say that on the tape.,

I remember feeling disgusted after this exchange becaus'e; 11 I knew that the top executives were going to ignore my
; 12

[ 13 notification of the false statements.
4

:

j 14 Q: WAS THE STATEMENT IN THE FINAL SIGNED VERSION OF LER 90-006
ABOUT THE DIESEL STARTS, THE ONE THAT WAS SUPPLIED BY THE ,

i 15
16 SITE?

17 A: No. The site told corporate that the site supplied wording
18 was incorrect. Corporate then ce.me up with a new statement.

!

19 Q: DID YOU STATE AN AGREEMENT OR DESIRE TO USE THAT WORDING? |

i

20 A: No. I believe George Bockhold, Ken McCoy, and Bill Shipman
!

21 did on the phone call. ,

22 Q: DID ANYONE STATE A REASON WHY THEY DESIRED TO USE THAT
23 WORDING?

24 A: Yes. Ken McCoy and Bockhold stated that we ought to use that
25 number of starts in the new wording that they developed
26 because those were the numbers of starts that they previously
27 told the NRC in the 4-9-90 conference.

28 Q: YOU PREVIOUSLY TESTIFIED ABOUT A REVIEW AND CONCURRENCE
29 PROCESS IN SONOPCO USING " BLUE FOLDER". DID YOU SIGN THE LER
30 90-006 " BLUE FOLDER" FOR REVIEW OR CONCURRENCE.

31 A: No. Corporate SONOPCO personnel sign the " Blue Folder"

32 Q: DID YOU SIGN THE LER-90-0067

50
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!' 1 34. PROVIDING THE MRC OSI TEAM INCOMPLETE AND INACCURATE
INFORMATION IN WRITTEN RESPONSES (WHITE PAPER) TO NRC
QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE ORIGIN OF THE FALSE STATENENTS

4 NADE IN THE 4-9-90 ORAL PRESENTATION, THE 4-9-90-

5- CONFIRMATION OF ACTION RESPONSE LETTER AND THE 4-19-90
6 LER 90-006,

|

j 7 Q: OI REPORT FINDING #7 RELATES TO THE PARTICIPANTS ON THE LATE
8. AFTERNOON PHONE CALL ON 4-19-90, IS THERE ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE
9 ABOUT GPC'S KNOWL' EDGE OF WHO WAS ON THAT PHONE CALL?

,

10 A: Yes. From GPC's discussions during the August 1990 OSI when
they were developing the white paper responses. The " White

-

11
Paper"itself, which was provided to the NRC contained false12

13 statements about who the participants were.

14 -Q: ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE AUGUST 1990 OPERATIONAL SAFETY
15 INSPECTION AT VOGTLE?
16
17 A: Yes, that is what I was referring to as the OSI. It was a two
18 week team inspection conducted by the NRC to investigate

allegations and NRC concerns about Vogtle's operation.19

20 Q: WERE SOME OF THE ALLEGATIONS INSPECTED, YOUR ALLEGATIONS? j

A: Yes. By this time I had met with OI and presented
allegations concerning the LER and COA response letter.

1

HOW DID VOGTLE MANAGEMENT RESPOND TO THE NRC TEAM INSPECTION? )23 Q:

24 A: Management put forth a big effort to " beat back" the NRC.
|

25 Q: CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE EFFORT?

Initially there was a strategy meeting held with all the26 A:
27 managers to address the inspection. I was specifically not

.

|

28 invited to attend that meeting at the request of George i

29 Bockhold.
!

l

30 Q: HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT?

31 A: Bockhold's secretary, Gloria Walker told me that.
I.

32 Q: WHAT HAPPENED AFTER THAT7

105
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_Q: THE WHITE PAPER IN EXHIBIT #95 WAS ISSUED BY COVER LETTERS

FROM MARK AJULUNI. Do YOU KNOW WHY AJULUNI ISSUED THE
" WHITE PAPER?",

4
5 A: No, Ajuluni was the corporate SAER Manager. His position '

6 was similar to a QA manager. I do not remember Ajuluni being
7 involved with the OSI, he was not assigned any of the issues. ,

*

8' QA normally remains independent from line activities, setting

9 policy and procedure. It was not appropriate or within the
10 scope of SAER authority for the QA manager to issue VEGP
11 position statements for the company so it does not make -

12 sense. It would have.been more appropriate for McCoy for
13 example to issue the white paper.
14

15 'Q: IS THERE ANYTHING THAT IS MISLEADING, INACCURATE OR
16 INCOMPLETE IN THE " WHITE PAPER"?

'

17 =A: Yes, I have not gone through all the responses but in the
18. first section on false statements made about the diesel 1

19 generators there were b written questions posed by the NRC I
20 to GPC about.the origin of alleged false statements in the
21 CCA response letter and the LER 90-006. The responses to
22 Questions #3 and #5 are inaccurate.

Q: HOW DO YOU KNOW THAT?

24 A: I was on that call referenced in response #3 and #5 and I
25 remember who else participated on that call. I also know who
26 GPC believed to be on the call from the discussion in the;

i 27 OSI meetings.
i
!

| 28 Q: WHAT IS INACCURATE ABOUT THE RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS #3 AND #5?
;

| 29 A: The listing of personnel " participating on the phone
: 30 conversation is inaccurate and incomplete. I remember myself, ,

I31 Aufdenkampe, Bockhold, Stringfellow, Shipman, McCoy, and-

32 Hairston participating on that call. The GPC response omits
'

j 33 both McCoy and Hairston, the two officers of the company.
:

34 Q: WERE YOU THE ONLY ONE WHO REMEMBERED WHO PARTICIPATED ON THAT
3 35 CALL?-
|
.

|13'6- A: No, in the daily damage control meeting'there was a big |

! 37 discussion about the answers to these NRC written questions.
38 We were in the large conference of the Vogtle Administration

on the 2nd floor, most all the managers'were there, Bockhold"

:
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al. ) 50-425-OLA-3

)
(Vogtle Electric Generating Plant ) Re: Licensee Amendment

Units 1 and 2) ) (Transfer to Southem Nuclear)
)

TESTIMONY OF DAVID B. MA'ITHEWS, PIERCE H. SKINNER,
AND DARL S. HOOD ON THE DIESEL GENERATOR ISSUE

i

Q1. Would you cach please state your name, job title, employment affiliation, and
'

professional qualifications.

ANSWER

My name is David B. Matthews. I am employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) as the Director of Project Directorate II-I in the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (NRR). My education and professional qualifications are summarized

in Attachment A.

My name is Pierce H. Skinner. I am employed by Region II of the NRC as the Chief

of Reactor Projects, Section 3B, My education and professional qualifications are

summadzed in Attachment B.

My name is Darl S. Hood. I am employed by the NRC as a Senior Project Manager

within Project Directorate II-2 of the Division of Reactor Projects I/II. I serve as Project

Manager for the Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2 (Vogtle). My education

and professional qualifications are summarized in Attachment C.
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|
than the 19 that GPC reported to NRC on April 9. The inaccuracy was

caused by (1) the failure of the General Manager, George Bockhold, Jr., in

directing the Unit Superintendent, Jimmy Paul Cash, to collect DG start
<

information and in assessing what Mr. Cash gave him, before providing the

information to the NRC; and (2) tn, !ailure of Mr. Cash in performing and ;

i

reporting his count to ensure that the data was what Mr. Bockhold had

,
wanted.

Inaccurate information was provided to the NRC in Licensee Event Reporte

(LER) 90-006, dated April 19, 1990, with respect to the number of |

consecutive successful DG starts subsequent to completion of the

" comprehensive test program" (CTP). This inaccuracy was caused by: (1) |
!

Mr. Bockhold's agreement to use the term CTP in the LER when the term

failed to adequately identify when the reported count of consecutive successful j
i

DG starts began; (2) the General Manager - Plant Support, William Shipman,
!

.

and the Vogtle Technical Support Manager, John Aufdenkampe, agreeing to
,'

|
the use of the term CTP in the preparation Lf the April 19 LER in light of the

;

differing interpretation given that term by the Acting Vogtle Assistant General

Manager - Plant Support, Allen Mosbaugh; and (3) Mr. Mosbaugh's failure
,

to resolve his concem about the accuracy of the DG start counts prior to

issuance of the April 19 LER.

Inaccurate and incomplete information was provided to the NRC in the*

June 29,1990 cover letter to the revised LER, in three instances with respect

,

e

'' ' ^ '

h
,.
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to clarifying the DG starts count reported in the April 9 letter, and providing

reasons for the error in the April 19,1990, LER: (1) GPC failed to include

information regarding the April 9,1990, letter after being made aware that the

letter failed to include information to clarify the April 9,1990, DG start

counts and despite the letter's stated purpose, in part, to provide this

clarification; (2) GPC crroneously attributed DG start record kegeractices_

as a reason for the difference between the DG starts reported in the April 19,

1990, LER and the June 29,1990, LER revision, and (3) GPC failed to state

that the difference between the DG start counts in the April 19,1990, LER

and the June 2b990, letter was due to personnel errors.
~

r

GPC failed to provide complete and accurate inform 9 tion to the NRC in thee

August 30,1990, letter in two instances regarding the reasons for the April 9

errors: (1) the August 30,1990 letter inaccurately stated that the errors in the

April 9,1990, letter and presentation and the April 19, 1990, LER were

caused, in part, by confusion in the distinction between a successful start and

a valid test, even though Mr. Bockhold had admitted that Mr. Cash wasyt._

confused about the distinction when he collected the data; and (2) the

August 30,1990, letter was incomplete in attributing the error in the April 9,

1990 letter and presentation and the April 19,1990 LER to an error by the

individual who performed the count in that the letter failed to also identify

personnel errors by Mr. Bockhold that also contributed to the problem.

.
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11y 'rocpensiblo for preparing tho LER. This group

reported to tho Tcchnical Support Monngor (Mr. Aufdankceps),
0:L.

'd' who in turn reported to the acting Assistant General Manager,
| . . , .

c,s
,.

4 Plant Support (Mr. Mosbaugh). .. ; .

,

I

$ h b4

WHAT WAS YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN PREPARING THE LER ON APRIL 19?( 5 Q:

I was out of town in the morning and early afternoon of April6 A:

: 19, and did not return to my office in Birmingham until about
| 7

8 2:30 or 3:00 p.m. I had previously reviewed a draft of the

9 LER, but I do not recall any comments or concerns about the
:

accuracy of the diesel testing description prior to my returni 10
,

to Birmingham on the afternoon of the 19th. When I returned,
| 11
.

! 12 the plant staff and personnel in the corporate office were

| 13 working on the final draft of the LER. At that time, Bill

Shipman told me there were some concerns about the accuracy of14
i and

15 the diesel generator testing described in the draft LER,

I 16 that they were working on it.
Some time later, I participated in a conference call with17

j 18 the plant staff. A portion of this conference call was taped

by Mr. Mosbaugh, but I believe that there was some discussionj 19

20 prior to the time that Mr. Mosbaugh joined the call. It is my

) 21 recollection that I joined a group of people in one of the

conference rooms after the call had commenced (I had entered22

23 looking for Bill Shipman), and the tape transcript indicates

24 that Mr. Mosbaugh joined the call after this. Mr. Mosbaugh

25 joined the call in the middle of a discussion concerning the
/

- 11 -
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1 INDEX (CONT.)

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 C. Kenneth McCoy 3042

4 3049

5 EXHIBITS

6 EXHIBIT NO, DESCRIPTION IDENT REC'D

7 II/GPC 1 Stipulated tape 57 2832 2832

8 II/GPC 2 Stipulated tape 58 2832 2832

9 II/GPC 3-18 McCoy prepared exhibits 2837 2840

10 Intervenor 24 COA Letter 2949
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13 IntervenorII 43A 3003
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15 Letter 3046

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

J
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1 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Sure. I think it's marked

2 also as Intervenor Exhibit --

3 MR. BLAKE: What's the page number?

4 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: It's page 89. I think it's

5 Exhibit 99. So if you could turn to Exhibit 99, and I'm ;

r

6 looking at page 89 of that deposition. And if you can get

7 to page 89.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Which exhibit page is it?

I

9 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE MURPHY: Exhibit 99 only

10 goes to page 13. Exhibit 99 is a deposition excerpt from |

11 Mcdonald.

12 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Mcdonald? I'm sorry, it's

13 McCoy. I'm sorry, 97. And the page 89 I'm referring to is I

i

14 the page from the court reporting service appearing in the !
i

15 bottom -- on the bottom of the page. I'm sorry, Your

16 Honor.

17 THE WITNESS: Okay, I have i tat now.

18 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Okay, and if you can look at

19 your answer that was given to a question on pages six

20 through nine -- on lines six through nine, page 89, does

21 this refresh your recollection?

22 THE WITNESS: Yes, this is closer to the time
,

23 frame. And you know, it appears that I had a more"

24 definitive recollection of what was said at that time. So

25 I have no reason to believe that this is not true.

;
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1- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Did you ever think of asking
i

2 when the test program ended?

3 THE WITNESS: No, not specifically. I don't

1

4 think that ras of importance co me. I mean, I didn't know ;
|

5 when the counts were. It wouldn't have done me any good to ;

;

6 know when the test program ended on a particular date. |

7 What I wanted to know was that the information there had
,

8 been checked and it was accurate.
t

9 Because someone had raised a concern about it.
i

'

10 Those were the kind of questions I asked. Have we gone

11 back and double checked this? Are we sure we're right?
|

12 Those kind of questions. j

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Continue.

14 CROSS EXAMINATION (continued)

15 MR. STEPHEN Kv?N: Okay, thank you. Well, were

16 you aware at that time that Mr. -- when Bockhold had tasked ,

17 Cash to do his count, he never referenced Comprehensive

18 Test Program?

19 THE WITNESS: At that time, I was not aware of

20 that.

21 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Are you aware of that today?

22 THE WITNESS: Yes, I think I've seen that in

23 the preparations for the response to the NOV and other

24 things.

25 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: And are you aware that on
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.

1 that day, April 19th, that neither Cash, Shipman, ;

2 Aufdenkampe, Burr or Stringfellow knew when this [
!
!

3 Comprehensive Test Program would have begun or ended?-

4 THE WITNESS: Subsequently in reviewing some of

5' the taped conversations and so forth, I recall-that a f

6 question was asked along the line of what did that mean,
i,

7 and it never got a clear answer. So to that extent today,
i

!

8 I'm aware of that. At that time, I was not.

9 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: And do you recall that when

10 the phrase Comprehensive Test Program was first interjected

11 into the debate on this LER, that you were informed that !
'

;

) 12 the lists still had not been compiled?

13 THE WITNESS: No, I think you may be referring
,

14 to the thing that I talked about before that at one point I ;-

:

15 believe that in reviewing one of the tape transcripts, i

,

16 there was something that said -- I think it was John
i

i

17 Aufdenkampe that said that he was in the process of doing '

!
a

18 that.

19 But then subsequently, I believe Mr. Bockhold
:

20 said that these numbers had been verified or something.

21 And so you know, I was satisfied that that was pleaded.

22 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Okay, but isn't what

23 happened was Aufdenkampe said his people are still

24 preparing the list -- didn't have it, and then Bockhold

25 interjected it's been verified correct by Jimmy Paul Cash.
,

_____
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 Kenneth McCoy 3067 3282 3256 3070

4 3130 3285 3263 3075

5 3137 3264 3076

6 3144 3266 3085

7 3145 3267 3086

8 3150 3269 3091

9 3154 3275 3100

10 3160 3103

11 3169 3106

12 3172 3115

13 3173 3116
:

14 3174 3121

15 3176 3128
1

313316

313917 |

f314618

315019

315320
|

|315921
!

316822

317123
!

317624

318625

i

_
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1 INDEX (CONT.)

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 Kenneth McCoy 3194

31974

32005

32036

32147

32228
'

3226
9

323310
'

326311
i

328112

328413

14 EXHIBITS

15 EXHIBIT NO. DESCRIPTION IDENT REC'D

16 Int. II-62 Letter 3069

17 Int. II-105 Reply to Notice of Violation 30.83

18 Int. II-65 Letter, Aug. 30. 1990 3096 !

I

19 Int. II-125 Fax 3120

20 Int. II-102 Phone Log 3125 ,

i

21 Int. II-126 Fax from Beckhold 3130 3133

1

22 Staff II-20 Technical Specifications 3147 3147

23 Int. II-123 Plant Outage Log 3271 1

24 GPC II-18A Page from McCoy's Planner 3283

25 Int II-65A Fax 3290 3290

|

I
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1 know, that's the only information he had to define how he

:2 was counting.

3 MS. YOUNG: But the information about what

4 happened on a particular start?

5 THE WITNESS: The only thing that I believe

6 that he had available was what was in thoE9 two logs in

7 the control room.

8 MS. YOUNG: I am going to ask you to compare

9 the language in the April letter and the April 19th LER.

10 Those are Exhibits K and L to your testimony.

11 THE WITNESS: The April ninth letter and which

12 words are you referring to?

13 MS. YOUNG: The discussion regarding, I think

14 it's in Paragraph G. The number of successful starts.

15 THE WITNESS: In that particular paragraph, I

16 don't see the successful starts. What is there is it just
|

says it has b.en started 18 times and 1B has been started17

18 19. No failures or problems have occurred during any of
i

19 these starts.

20 MS. YOUNG: But was this language intended to '

21 convey a count of consecutive successful starts? ;

!

22 THE WITNESS: I believed at the time that it

|23 was.

24 MS. YOUNG: And if you look at the April 19th
|

25 LER, with the insertion of the phrase, subsequent to the
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'l comprehensive-test program or subsequent to the test

2- program?

3 THE WITNESS: What page is this?

4 MS. YOUNG: I believe it is page six of eight.

5 THE WITNESS: Again- I believed at the time --,

6 MS. YOUNG: I didn't ask you a question. I'm

7 sorry.

8 THE WITNESS: I have that paragraph.

9 MS. YOUNG: Okay. Thank you. The phrase,

10 subsequent to the comprehensive test program. Does that

11 describe the same period for the start count as the April

12 9 letter did?

13 THE WITNESS: I believed at the time that it

14 did.
i

15 MS. YOUNG: What do you believe today?
i

16 THE WITNESS: I do not believe that that is

17 accurate, number one. Number two, I think that there was

18 confusion about this subsequent to the test program. In

|19 fact, I know there was from --

20 MS. YOUNG: But I am asking you, do these two |

21 documents describe the same time period for the count?

22 THE WITNESS: I don't know how to answer that, l
i
1
'

23 except to say that at the time that I thought they did

24 describe the same time period. At the time this was

25 signed out.
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1 MS. YOUNG: Do you believe --
!

2 THE WITNESS: Today, I don't know. If anybody
i

3 had different intentions, I am not aware of it,
t

~

4 MS. YOUNG: Do you believe that on 4-9,

5 Georgia Power was trying to give a number of consecutive

6 successful starts as of April ninth?

7 THE WITNESS: That is what I believed at that
i

8 time.

9 MS. YOUNG: Do you believe on 4-19, that

10 Georgia Power was trying to give a count of consecutive

11 successful starts as of April ninth?
i

12 THE WITNESS: Yes. That is what I believed at

13 that time.

14 MS. YOUNG: Do you realize today that the

15 counts provided by Georgia Power in the LER described a j

-16 different time period?
i
'

17 THE WITNESS: Yes. I do. ;

)

18 MS. YOUNG: You didn't let me finish my

19 question.

20 THE WITNESS: I thought that you were through.

21 MS. YOUNG: You probably know the rest of the

22 question, but did it describe a different time period than

23 the period described in the April ninth letter?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes.

25 MS. YOUNG: And what was the reason for that

!
!
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'
1 difference?

,

2 THE WITNESS: I believe from some of the

3 materials that I now have reviewed, that individuals i

4 counted the time right up to April 19th, in order to come
,

5 up with this number.

6 I did not know that at the time, but I believe

i

7 that is the case from what I have seen.

8 MS. YOUNG: Does the insertion of the phase,
I

9 subsequent to the comprehensive test program, also affect [

10 the number of consecutive starts? ,

,

11 THE WITNESS: Yes. It would.

i

12 MS. YOUNG: Was the April ninth letter trying
i

13 to convey starts subsequer' to the comprehensive test
i

14 program?

15 THE WITNESS: That was my understanding at

16 that time.

17 MS. YOUNG: But if we take the two start

'

18 counts for each of these dates by looking at the QA Audit

19 Report, Exhibit M to your testimony, thank you.

20 Page one of two that we were on for Attachment ,

21 B.

22 THE WITNESS: Yes. I have that.

23 MS. YOUNG: Okay. I believe you agreed with

24 me that the August 30th letter provides a consecutive !

25 start count of 12 per April ninth. i

I

|

l

:
)
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i

'

consecutivs successful starts on the 1B diesel?' 1 ;

<
.

| 2 THE WITNESS: I'm having trouble with this,
,

3 because the facts are that Georgia Power Company had the ,
,

4 information to know exactly how many starts were there.

5 That information was not able to be assembled. It was in

'

6 the mail in various places. Therefore, no one was able to'

7 on that date correctly assess the number, or at least the
.

8 person who was tasked to do that.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Part of this is a legal 1
"

'

10 problem. That is, Georgia Power knew it, if some official2

11 of Georgia Power knew it.l

.

12 Did any official of Georgia Power know the
a

13 correct number of starts at that time?
i |

!

14 THE WITNESS: No , sir. Not to my knowledge.i

i

I 15 MS. YOUNG: And as of April 19th, did Georgia
,

i

Power know the correct number of consecutive successful
i

16

17 starts after the completion of the comprehensive test

18 program?
.

19 THE WITNESS: As of today, I would say no.'

t

20 MS. YOUNG: Part of the reason for that was
I

21 that there was not an agreed upon definition of what

22 constituted a comprehensive test program?

23 THE WITNESS: Yes. That was part of the i

|

24 reason.

BOARD EXAMINATION25
|
i

!

|*

|
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD
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1 INDEX (CONT.)

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT BOARD

3 George Bockhold 3461' 3517

4 3465 3522

5 3467

6 3474

7 3480

8 3497-

9 3505

10 EXHIBITS

11 Exhibit No. Description Ident Rec'd

12 II-20 and II-21 Bockhold Testimony 3311 3311 1

1

13 II-76A Fax 3315 3318 |

14 II-19 Tape Transcript 3326
l

" 332715 II-110A

16 II-24 04-09 Letter 3352

17 95 Project Paper 3370 j
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.
.

19 90 Tape 27 Transcript 3384
|

' ?. 2 7 |20 II-57 Interogatory Response 3425 a

21 II-25 Tape 40 Transcript 3444 3446

22 II-123 3472

23 II-81 Outage Turn Over Log 3476

24 II-67 Letter: August 30

25 II-13 Bockhold OI Testimony 3495
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1 A But I'm not sure where they originated from.
'

2 O All right. So that in your belief, the 18 and
i

3 19 numbers would have originated off'the transparencies, j

|
4 Would that mean that the transparencies --

5 A I'm not sure where they came from. I

6 speculated, maybe I shouldn't, but they were consistent ,

7 with the transparencies. And as I testified previously
.

8 to, we sent the transparencies to corporate, but I didn't<

9 remember the exact date.

10 0- Well, other than the work you were doing on

!i
11 the transparencies in the preparation for the April 9th

12 letter, are you aware of anyone else working on site on

i 13 Friday or Saturday coming up with a different set of

14 numbers?-

s

15 A No, I was not aware of anybody else working on

16 site coming up with a different set of numbers.

- 17 Q Now --

18 BOARD EXAMINATION
.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Were you aware of anyone

20 coming up with the same set of numbers?

21 THE WITNESS: No , I just believe that Mr. Cash

22 was coming up with numbers for me.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Was coming -- was getting up

24 numbers for you?
,

25 THE WITNESS: Getting up numbers for me, yes,*

.

@

%. - r a
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1 sir.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: All right. And when this |"

3 draft came back, did you look at the wording on it? |
i

,

4 THE WITNESS: Yes, I did. |
t
>

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay. And you were' j
,!

6- comfortable with the language, in particular the March 20, ;

7 1A DG has started?

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, I was.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay.
i

10 CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued) r

11 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

12 Q And why were you comfortable with that

13 language? |

14 A Mr. Cash was -- had given me those numbers,
i

)

15 was working on those numbers. Either way, you know, that

16 would have been the numbers that I would have -- would |

17 have talked about prior to that time. So they were

18 consistent with the transparency and that information.

19 0 Well, if he was working on the numbers, how

20 did they get to corporate before he was completed with his

21 count?

22 A I believe he had finished his count and maybe

23 was going back over his count.

24 Q Well, do you remember Mr. Cash giving you 18

25 'and 19 numbers on Friday?

I
|

- _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _____o
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..

1 A I read a lot of correspondence and I've

2 testified in the past that I typically reviewed that-

3 quickly and, you know, read it and looking for errors that

4 jumped out at me.

5- 0 Now, did you ever --

6 BOARD EXAMINATION

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Bockhold, were you

8 responsible for the accuracy of that letter?

9 THE WITNESS: My staff prepared a lot of

10 correspondence for the NRC and other people. My staff was

11 responsible for making it accurate. I was, basically, as

12 kind of like a safety valve, reviewed all of the

13- correspondence that left the site. And, again, I -- yes,

14 sir, you know, I was -- I felt responsible for the

15 accuracy of all correspondence, but I relied on my staff.

16 CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued)

17 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

18~ Q When your staff is responsible for providing

19 information to the NRC in NRC correspondence, does that

20 information typically go before the PRB7

21 A Yes, Lt typically does go before the PRB.

22 Q Okay. So with respect to the April 9th

23 letter, that is the type of information you would have

24 thought had gone through the PRB7

25 A I believe the April 9th letter did not go
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1 through the'PRB.

2 Q Did you learn that after the fact, or did you

3- know it at the time that it was being issued?

4~ A I did not know it at the time.

5 0 And were you under the impression that it had

6 gone through the PRB?

7 A I don't recall what impression I was under at

8 that time.

9 BOARD EXAMINATION

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, if you had thought that

11 that was the kind of information that did go through the

12 PRB, how could you be under any impression other than that

13 it had?

14 THE WITNESS: I didn't know if it did or if it
,

15 didn't.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Did you talk to anyone about

i
17 it?

18 THE WITNESS: No, I didn't talk to anybody

19 about it.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So you had no personal

21 knowledge about whether it had or had not gone --

22 THE WITNESS: I had no personal knowledge

23 whether it had or had not.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay.

25 CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued)

|
.
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' 1. . MR '. MICHAEL'KOHN: .So now you are: attending- ~!

2 'another PRB meeting. Correct?
~{
::

3 THE WITNESS:. Yes. e

!

4 MR MICHAEL KOHN: 'And what is your purpose

5 for attending this PRB meeting?
r

6 THE WITNESS: This was a very important |
|
.

7' letter. I was trying to understand what the Board

8 comments would be, and try to get this letter out to the |
;

!9 NRC.
:

10 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: So first, this letter is !

:

11 correcting the April ninth letter, correct? The August 30 f
|

12 letter? ,

!

13 THE' WITNESS: Yes. I think that was a stated I
!
!

14 purpose of the letter.

15 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Okay. The April ninth I

16 letter originally didn't go through the PRB, but now the ,

.

:

1
~ correction is going through the PRB? Is that correct?17

18 THE WITNESS: I believe that is correct. j

19 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: If I understand your

20 earlier testimony correct, you thought the original letter |
1

21 should have gone through the PRB as well?

22 'THE. WITNESS: I said that was our normal ,:

. 23 practice.

24~ MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Okay. Now is your role in
.

|
. 25 the PRB to.tell the members that they should do what

.

'y, 3 f . , . - 4
-

- a..e-, - - - ~ . , - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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t

1 MR.' MICHAEL KOHN: On line three? !

'

2 THE WITNESS: No. He asks the question.
L

3 Well, was Jimmy confused without successful starts and
'

4 valid tests? My answer was no.

5 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Mr. Aufdenkampe says, then ;

6 that sentence is in error, j

7 THE WITNESS: Okay. Then I say, okay. No.

8 His sentence is not in error. Maybe this sentence should

9 go some place else.
;

10 Eventually the wording was changed from error ;

11 to confusion. j

12 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: That was during your

13 involvement in a PRB meeting?

14 THE WITNESS: That is correct.
.

15 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: After you had previously

16 been told that your presence in the PRB had intimidated a

17 member of the PRB7

18 THE WITNESS: I tried to correct the

19 intimidation of a member of the PRB.'

,

20 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Now isn't the PRB's role to
i

|21 advise you?

22 THE WITNESS: The PRB's role is to advise the

23 general manager on many plants. The PRB has the general
,

24 manager as its chairman. So in many plants, the PRB
,

25 chairman is the plant manager.

!
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS p] RECT CROSS REDIRECT BECROSS BOARD

3 W George Hairston 3529 3576 3531

4 Voir Dire page 3790 3585 3535

5 3586 3551

6 3590 3557

7 3597 3560

8 3601 3565

9 3604 3566

10 3606 3567

11 3616 3581

12 3630 3586

13 3634 3587

14 3657 3590

15 3658 3600

16 3667 3603

17 3674 3607

18 3683 3614

19 3687 3630

20 3690 3635

21 3695 3657

22 3702 3665

23 3710 3673
,I

24 3714 3677

25 3719 3686

|
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESH DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 W George Hairston 3727 3694

4 3732 3701

5 3736 3709

3713
6

37187

3726
8

3731
9
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375911

376212

3768
13

3774
14

378115

378716

17 EXHIBITS
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m
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3791
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23 Int II-64 Cover Letters 3627 3628

24 Int II-104 Response to Information 3579
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1- been started 18 times and the 1B DG has been started 19

2. times. No failures or problems have occurred during any

3 of these starts."

4 Today, do you believe that that statement

5 constituted a material false statement?

6 A I believe so.

7 Q Do you believe that there was a material

8 omission from that document?.

9 A I think that's gray. It's gets back to the

10 environment that the letter and the team and the meetings

11 were all held in.

12 Certainly knowing what I know today, I'd sure

13 put something in there about having some problems and put

14 the dates we had them.

15 If you really look at the letter, and I hadn't

16 looked at it here in quite a while, but it seems like

17 either on that one or the LER there is a statement

18 elsewhere in the letter that talks about a problem with

19 one of the sensors. |

20 So, I mean, even the letter tends to

21 contradict itself. But, you know, omission. It's a
1

22 judgment that you go through every time of, even the |

23 drafter does, of how much do you put in correspondence.

24 Q Now, calling your attention to the LER, the
|

25 April 19th LER and its preparation. I understand that you
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1 didn't have no -- didn't have no trips." Do you remember

I
2 cn1 April 19, 1990, being aware that there may have been a j

rv (
3 concern about their being undisclosed trips with the )

i

4 diesel generator?

5 A No
|

6 Q In your review -- you've reviewed that tape.
,

7 A Yes.

8 Q Have you been able to identify that that was {

9 you who made those statements?

10 A Well, I've listened to them, I've been i

11 interviewed about them, and, you know, I -- I think there .

12 is a possibility. There's two little phrases in there, |

13 and one of them is probably me and I'm not even sure about

14 the other one. What is not clear to me at all is if it is

!
15 me, what's it talking about? Is it talking about diesels,

16 or.is it talking about side bar conversations?<

17 I have no recollection whatsoever of even

18 being on the call, and so I really couldn't add anything

19 to, you know, what you see.

20 Q Okay. I understand you have no independent
3

21 recollection of being on the call. But in reviewing the
,

i
22 tape and the transcript, can you now state that you, in

23 fact, were on the call?
I

24 A All I can state is what I just stated, that in

25 that particular part of the call it appears that the tape
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1 IHpgX j

2 WITNESS: DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 Norman Jackson Stringfellow
|

4 By Mr. Barth 4056

5 By Mr. Blake 3929

6 By Mr. M. Kohn 3934 3937

7

8 Georgie R. Frederick

9 By Mr. Blake 4126

10 By Mr. M. Kohn 4129 4136

11 By Ms. Young 4208

12

13 EXHIBITS: IDENTIFIED RECEIVED

14 Georcia Power Company )

15 GPC II-24 (Stringfellow A) 3931 3931

16 GPC II-25 (Stringfellow B) 3931 3931

17 GPC II-26 (Stringfellow C) 3931 3931

18 GPC II-46 (Frederick A) 4126 4127

19 GPC II-47 (Frederick B) 4126 4127 |

20 Intervenor

21 Intervenor II-22B 4130 4133

22 Intervenor II-124 4141 4144

23 Intervenor II-43 4153

24 Staff

25 Staff Exhibit II-21 4237 4237

l

,
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1 on the first page?

2 A I don't really recall.

3 O Are you aware that Mr. Hairston was in a

4 hurry to get the April 9th letter out?

'

5 A I do remember that we were in a bit of a
i

6 rush to get this letter out, yes.

7 Q And, if I understand your prior testimony ^,
,

8 it would be normal procedure for the PRB to review

9 correspondence such as the April 9th letter?
,

10 A Normally, that's correct . Yes, it would.

11 BOARD EXAMINATION
r

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Stringfellow, are

13 there any written procedures that govern the use of

14 this sign off form?

15 THE WITNESS: No, sir. I don't believe

16 there are. This is just an internal document that we

17 use to track who reviewed it and that sort of thing.

18 CROSS EXAMINATION

19 BY MR. KOHN:

20 Q And, what's your understanding of what
!

21 these various signature lines mean on the first page

22 of exhibit 47 under review or concur?

23 A I'm sorry, Mr. Kohn. Where --

|

24 Q Halfway down the document.
1

25 A Oh, yes. Okay. Yes, okay. I'm with you

|

!
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' 1:. comments on what we.have been able to do with these
!

2- anditry to, you know', finish beating out where . he.
.

i

'3 wants -- what he'wants to do with these things.'"-

. . >

.4 Does that indicate to you that after you ;

i

5 got done with the calls to Mr. Aufdenkampe and.to Mr.

6 Mosbaugh that you and Mr. Shipman were then going to
,

7 update Mr. Hairston on the status of his questions?
i

.8 A That's what it says here, yes.

9' Q And, if you would look at page 73, lines b
~

J
!

10
' actually if you would look'at the' bottom of page--

11 72, Mr. Aufdenkampe is -- it says "what Birmingham is-
:
!

12 thinking now is that they made a material false
\

13 statement in the April 9th letter." ,

1

14 Do you see that? j

15 A Yes, I.do see that. !

!

16 Q Okay. And,.Mr. Aufdenkampe on line 4 on |
1

17 page 73' asks the rhetorical question "who'd he say,

18 McCoy, Hairston, and Mcdonald are reviewing this now. " |

|
I19 Correct?
l

20 A That's what it says, yes.

21 Q And, it's my understanding that Mr. 1

22 Aufdenkampe got this information from corporate and I

23 believe he got it from you over the phone.

|

24 _Is that correct.

25 A I don't recall that.
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1 BOARD EXAMINATION

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You don't recall telling
'

3 him~or you don't recall that McCoy, Hairston, and

4 Mcdonald were reviewing thin?

5 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. I don't recall

6 telling them that --

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Were they, in fact,

8 reviewing it?

9 THE WITNESS: I don't recall that either.

10 CROSS EXAMINATION.

41 BY MR. KOHN:
!

12 Q Now, if you would look at transcript --

13 well, earlier we looked at page 63, lines 5 through

14 11, and you agreed that that language indicated that |

15 you and Mr. Shipman were going to walk down to talk to

16 Mr. Hairston.

1

17 Is that correct? l
|
i

18 A Yes, that's what it says.

19 Q Okay. And, do you have any reason to j

i

20 believe that you would tell an assistant general i

21 manager at the plant site that you intended to tell ;

!

22 Mr. Hairston about a material false statement, the j
1

23 assistant general manager identified to you on the )
,

'

24 phone, that you won.ld not, in f act, carry out that and

25 tell Mr. Hairston? j

1

I
|
|
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''l A- Mo, I don' t ~ have - any reason to believe

2 that I didn't do that. |
!

r
.

BOARD EXAMINATION ~ j3

2~ 4. CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What is it that you.think-
,

5 you did? <

-

,

6 THE WITNESS: Well, I believe that we went |'

/.

7 and, as it says here, that we went and talked to Mr. i

I.i-

t

8 Hairston about.the LER and the information in it. f
i

!

5 9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What is it you think you {

10 conveyed to him based on your conversations?
;

I don't' remember j11 THE _ WITNESS: Well,_'

1

12 exactly what we conveyed to him but I would think that !

13 we would have' conveyed to him the concern about the

14 information in the letter.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: There's some detail as to

16 who said what and what their concerns were?

17 THE WITNESS: I don't recall the detail,

18 I'm sorry.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you take notes when

20 you're performing this kind of official function?

21' THE WITNESS: Only to the extent that if

|
-22 Mr.'Hairston had given -- gives me further direction j

i

23' I may take notes as to what --

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No, I mean notes of the

1

25 things you're being told so you can be accurate when j
!
!

|
1

. , ,_ _ _ . - , . _ _ _ _ . , . . -, , ,. - -I
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1 you tell Mr. Hairston.

2 THE WITNESS: I don't remember whether I

3 took any notes regarding this or not. If the

4 information is sufficiently detailed, yes, sir, I

5 would take notes.

6 But, I don't remember, at this point,

7 whether I took any notes on this or not.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Can we count on your

9 having given all the significant detai's that you were

10 told to Mr. Hairston?

11 Or, is there some reason to believe that

12 you didn't do that?

13 THE WITNESS: No, sir. There would be no

14 reason to believe that. No, sir. You know, I believe

15 I would have given him everything that I could.

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you.

17 CROSS EXAMINATION :

18 BY MR. KOHN: 1
1

19 Q Now, I'm going to ask you to look at GPC

20 exhibit 2 which is tape transcript 58.

21 A Okay. I have that.

22 Q All right. Now, if you would look at the

23 first page, you see Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr. Hairston are

24 talking and Mr. Mosbaugh asks "Is Bill Shipman in with

25 you."
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:

1 MR. KOHN: On page 50 of tape transcript

it 57. Lines 12 and 13.
,

3 THE WITNESS: Page 57, lines 12 and 13?-

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: 50.
,

5 THE WITNESS: Oh, page 50. I'm sorry.

6 MR. KOHN: And, then, if you look -- if .

,

;

7 you read all the way from line 12 to the end of line

8 22.

9 On 22 you say yes, I know. "That's
i

10 exactly what I was thin,.'.ng."

11 THE WITNESS: Okay. Yes. The transcript

12 says that I made those statements.

13 BY MR. KOHN:

14 Q All right. And, when you say "that's
,

15 exactly what I was thinking" you were thinking that

16 the April 9th letter contained a material false'

17 statement if the information that Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr.

18 Aufdenkampe gave you was true.

19 A Yes, I can say that apparently that's what.

20 I was thinking about, yes.

21 Q Okay.

22 A Yes. i

I

23 Q So, now if we get back to transcript page

24 62, now you're interested in determining whether the

25 failures were valid tests or valid failures and I can

a
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1 -- are you doing this so you can have more information

2 to give to Mr. Hairston?

3 Is that your -- or do you know why you' re making

4 that statement?
1

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: If you remember.

6 THE WITNESS: I don't really remember why

7 I was making that statement.

8 MR. KOHN: Now, during the late afternoon

9 conference call, or after -- let me rephrase it. By

10 the time the April 19th LER was issued to the NRC, at

11 any time prior to that did you ever personally

i

12 establish for yourself where the comprehensive test

I13 program began or ended?
!

14 THE WITNESS: I don' t remember doing that .

15 BY MR. KOHN:

16 Q And you have no knowled.ge of where it

17 began or ended, do you?

18 A I don't remember having that knowledge.

19 Q And, how did you learn that Mr. McCoy had

20 called Mr. Brockman?

21 A Based on the transcript, it would appear
!

22 that Mr. Shipman made that statement.

23 Q Okay. Now, if Mr. McCoy was going to call

24 Mr. Brockman 'about the issuance of an LER, would that

25 call occur after the LER was finalized, generally
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1 BOARD EXAMINATION

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Stringfellow, what

3 was your personal responsibility for the truthfulness

4- of this LER?

5 THE WITNESS: Well, your Honor, I -- my

6 personal responsibility was that if I -- if there was

7- information in the LER that I knew to be incorrect, it i

4

'

8 would have been my responsibility to stand up and say -

9 so and try to get it corrected.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would you ever have sent

11 it in yourself if you thought there was something

12 incorrect about it?

: 13 THE WITNESS: No , sir. I would not.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That was your legal

15 obligation?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Could you satisfy

18 yourself about the truthfulness of something based on

19 what a lot of other people said? ;

!
1

20 THE WITNESS: Well, I -- with regard to

21 the comprehensive test program and the number of

22 diesel starts, I don't recall ever having the
-

23 information at hand, myself, that I could use to do an

24 independent verification of that language.

25 And, so, as a result, I felt that I was
.

|
!

1
!

,,
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t

'

1 Mr. Hairston following your conversations with Mr.

2 Mosbaugh and'Aufdenkampe --

3 MR. BLAKE : Objection. The objection is,

4 the Witness didn't remember whether or not he -- what

5 he said was, he had no reason to believe that he

6 wouldn't have, if that's what he said, and that was on r

7 his mind, he'd have gone and talked with him. There's
r

|

8 no -- there's no testimony --

'

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Just establish the basis

10 for the question, if you're going to ask it.
.

11 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: I thought the Witness
.

f

t

12 had testified that he had -- that he called going in,

13 but he had no reason to believe that he wouldn't have

14 discussed certain things.

15 BOARD EXAMINATION
,

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is that correct, Mr. 1

17 Stringfellow? Did you recall that?

18 THE WITNESS: I don't actually recall when
,

19 we went -- when we talked to Mr. Hairston, except to

20 the -- (Pause.) I recall him giving me that --

21 direction, define, to verify the greater than 20 ;

22 starts. And I recall the conference call that we had
'

23 been discussing.

24 But I guess I don't actually' recall when

25 or where we talked to Mr. Hairston about whether or
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1- would be interesting. Does that mean that the number~

2 of starts in the April 9 letter were in error in your
,

3~ judgement --

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: At that time.
'

5- MR. BARTH: As the judge says, on April

6 19th which was at that time?
,

7 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir, I believe so.

8 MR. BARTH: Fine. What did the LER do to

9 correct those numbers?

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You'11 note that your

11 testimony says the LER corrected that statement, so

12 the question is what did the LER do to correct it?

13 THE WITNESS: I believe that the LER

14 corrected it when we stated that subsequent to the

15 Comprehensive Test Program, and that's what I

16 understood it at the time. Right or wrong, that's

17 what I understood to correct the April 9th letter.

18 BY MR. BARTH: |

|

19 Q Were the counts -- number of starts in the

20 April 9 letter and the LER 90-006 the same?

21 A On the April 9th letter, we said 18 and
i

22 19, I believe. And in the LER, --

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think someone could
'1

: 24 help him find it. ;

|>

25 THE WITNESS: Oh, here we go. Subsequent

i
l

i
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|

1 in congruous that it there was a Comprehensive Test

2 Program with some team leader who didn't know how many

3 start times the diesels had been started and for what

4 purpose? When there were failures and not failures?

5 If there was a Comprehensive Test Program,

6 it had to have a lead engineer, didn't it?

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay,.could you break it*

8 down a little bit as to --
,

,

9 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: I just

10 asked him didn't it seem strange -- the big picture.
.

11 There's a Comprehensive -- Georgia Power Company

12 Comprehensive Program, but nobody knows anything about

13 it that you can get your hands on in terms of

14 information about starting the diesels and perhaps
,

15 running them.

16 Sometimes for a brief period, and

17 sometimes longer. Sometimes in an official way, and

18 sometimes in an unof ficial way in the eyes of NRC. It

19 never struck you as being incongruous?-

20 THE WITNESS: Well, sir, the af ternoon of

21 April 19th is the first time that I recall hearing

22 about the Comprehensive Test Program. That was a
;

23 matter of only a few hours involved there and putting

24 that language in the LER and then subsequently getting

25 the LER signed out. So in that short span of time, I

W
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1 don't recall thinking it incongruous that there was )
,

2 such a program.

3 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: As time

4 went on?

5 THE WITNESS: As time went on, I could not

6 understand why -- not having seen the logs and not

7 having seen the information that was being used to

8 count diesel starts, I remember being somewhat

9 frustrated that we couldn't seem to count diesel

10 starts.
|

11 And I remember being aggravated that when

12 Mr. Webb called and said we may have to revise those
!

13 numbers, because I thought we had been through that

14 and I thought we had resolved all that. And I

15 couldn't understand why we've got to go through it

16 again. ,

17 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: If I may,
|

18 one more question, Mr. Barth. Changing the question j

i

area -- do I have19 entirely -- an entirely different j
i

20 the right impression that the information that you

21 really needed was on 30, 40, 50 pieces of paper, each

22 of which recorded something or other to do with a
1

23 diesel engine being started that were floating around

24 the Vogtle Plant on their way to the engineering
i

25 department, and nobody could gather up those 40 pieces

i
1

;
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1 of paper and give them to you?-

2 I just want to be sure if -- was it that

3 subtle from where you sat in Birmingham that you

4 couldn't really get the facts to understand you--

5 just testified -- why you couldn't count the starts?

6 Is that one of the reasons is the pieces of paper were

7 in the mail internal to the plant?

8 THE WITNESS: I don't know. I understood

9 that there was more than one log, and that they were

10 not all up to date. And that's -- you know, that's

11 all I can say at this point. I don't know how many

12 pieces of paper there were that were floating around

13 that were required to put the whole picture together.

14 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Well, I

-- perhaps spoke too quickly in that the log in15 was
!

16 the engineering department where one might look for |

17 summaries of engineering information wasn't up to
!
1

18 speed. And I believe the tastimony was because the

19 documents that were going to allow the person who kept

20 that log to bring it up to date, were in transit if I

21 remember the testimony. ;
!

22 You never had that impression, however?

23 I don't mean to be testifying, but you weren't aware
1

24 of this?

25 THE WITNESS: All I was aware of was that

._
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,

1 ~ BY MR. BARTH:
,

'
. .

2 Q' Did you. feel it because you had raised it
;

3 with Mr. Shipman who has a responsible position that

.I

4 you-had fulfilled your obligations at the. moment?

5 A Yes, sir, I did. :
~

i

6 Q' Later, were you aware that Mr. Hairston
!

7 was less than happy that ' the numbers had.not been

8 correct?
!

9 A I remember -- all I can remember is that ,

'

10 in June when he asked for the audit of the diesel
1

11 start count, that he was upset and that was one of the

12 reasons he was extremely irritated and he was trying .!

to. find out what the correct information13 to get --

t

14 was, and that's why he commissioned the audit.
,

)

15 Q Did you consider telling him that the

'

16 inclusion of the term Comprehensive Test Program

|17 solved the problems where he really didn' t have a
!
'

18 problem?
i

19 A Well sir, at that point, I believe the ]
!

20 site had indicated that there is -- that the LER
j

21 needed further revision and that the numbers were --

22 they were.still having trouble with the numbers that

23 were'in|that original LER.

24 Q' Do you today have any strong feeling or

25 knowledge where the Comprehensive Test Program is

-- . -. . . , _ _ _
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1

1 defined, if it is defined? |

2 A No, sir, I don' t know where it's defined.

3 Q Judge Carpenter earlier asked about this

4 program and where you can find this thing. And if we
!

5 sent you back to Birmingham or to the site, could you

6 go look it up? Could you find the Comprehensive Test

7 Program plan?

8 A I don't -- i

9 MR . BLAKE : Objection, asked and answered
.

10 many times over. This is grueling.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Sustain that.

!12 BY MR. BARTH:

13 Q Did you continue -- on April 9, af ter the

14 LER went out with the 18 and 19, your concerns were

15 assuaged?

16 A On April the 19th, is that your question?

17 Was my concern assuaged?
l
I

18 Q Yes, were you all satisfied by this time

19 that the 18, 19 in the Comprehensive Test Program --
|

20 everything was hunky doky?

21 A I believe that --
!

22 MR. SLAKE: Objection. I cannot f

23 understand -- everything was hunky dory? |

24 MR. BARTH: Everything was all right.

25 MR. BLAKE: Would you repeat the question

I

i
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l' developed from the beginning until it was finished.

2 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Since you

3 had some trouble, according to your testimony, your

4 prefiled testimony on page 6, that's not unlike the

5 difficulties that I've been having the last few days,

6 in your mind as a professional, given that

7 nomenclature is important --

8 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

9 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: -- in

10 your mind, did you ever think what would have been the

11 proper way of expressing to an NRC representative, or

12 what have you, or internally, what did happen? You

13 know, what could you look for, based on that name? Is

14 there an alternate to these terms that he, in his

15 opinion, thinks would have been accurate, effective,

16 operational, etcetera?

17 THE WITNESS: Let me search my --

18 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Well --

19 THE WITNESS: -- mind a little and see if

20 I can come up with the terminology.

21 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Well, I' m

22 really asking whether you had in your mind at that
.

23 time that, look, we should have -- you're looking for

24 this thing, but in my mind I -- it should have been

25 called this, and then I could call it forth. I

-. .
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1 realize I'm going very fast, but --

2 THE WITNESS: When the -- when the event

3 occurred and the -- the review of the diesel

4 performance started, and the testing started, it was

5 my understanding that our engineering personnel would

6 work up that scheme. There were various tests that

7 became proposed, and various tests that were

8 conducted, and various methodologies that were devised

9 and used to try to evaluate the sensor performance.

10 I felt that engineering was doing that program

11 development I think that you're referring to.

12 But when I -- when I look at it, I can't

13 find a program on paper that says, "This is what we

14 intend to do, and this is the end of it."

15 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: To my
i

16 mind, it might have been called a remedial action

17 program. You had a problem one day, and some time |
1

18 later you didn't have the problem anymore, and in

19 between there was a remedial action or some such

20 thing.

21 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

22 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: But

23 you're still saying there never was any of the formal

normal formal kind of steps that you just24 --

25 describe.d. It just didn't happen.
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 Jimmy P. Cash 4386 4405 4600 4514 4390

4 4481 4523 4394

5 4491 4528 4398

6 4497 4532 4402

7 4498 4535 4419

,

8 4500 4542 4420

9 4505 4546 4429

10 4509 4552 4432

11 4554 4444

12 4563 4454 |

13 4565 4456
.

14 4573 4459

15 4582 4468

16 4585 4471
-

17 4589 4474

,

18 4595 4481

19 4610 4493

20 4612 4497

21 4614 4500

22 4505

23 4518

24 4527
,

25 4531
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS DIRECT CRQS_SS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 Jimmy P. Cash 4541

45414
.

45595

45706'

46097

46148

9 EXHIBITS

10 Exhibit No. Description IDENT REC'D

11 GPC II-22 Attachments to Cash 4388 4389

12 GPC II-23 Testimony 4388 4389

13 OI-9 Page 3 of OSI Interview 4445 4446

14 Staff II-33 Procedure 14980-1 4580 4581

15 Staff II-34 Procedure 55038-C 4581 4581

16 Staff II-6 PRB Meeting 4579 4581

17 Staff II-9 Meeting 90-111 4579 4581
i

18 Staff II-31 Procedure 10001-C 4579 4581

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 O No, sir, you didn't. Okay, now you testified

'

2 before about your definition or your working definition of

3 what a successful start would have 1een. And if you can i

4 look at Exhibit 41 --

5 A Okay, which one is 41?

6 Q Exhibit 41, that's the one from the deposition >

7 where you put the numbers in.

8 A Yes, sir.
,
,

9 Q And look at, on page one, the number 18.

10 A Yes, sir.

11 Q And my understanding the definition you were

12 working with you would have included that as a successful

13 start?

14 A Yes, sir.

15 Q Despite the fact that it tripped on D/G high

16 lube oil temperature?

17 A After running for a minute or so, yes, sir.

18 Q Okay. And if you turn the page to Exhibit 41,

I
19 page two, if you look at the number 16, the 16th start,

20 which is the very first one on that page, do you see that?

21 A Yes, sir.

22 Q And it's my understanding that you also would

23 have counted that as a successful start? .

!

24 A Yes, sir.

25 Q And then if you go down to number 14, you

. _ . _- . - _
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- -1 would have counted that as a' successful start?' i
~

l

i 2 A' Yes,-sir. !

3- Q That's again on page two. Now,: it's-my.'

,
4 understanding-that at the time you were putting this list-<

5 together you had never heard of the phrase " comprehensive
!

6 test program," isn't that.true?
~

;.

! 7 A That is true. |

|
:

- 8 Q And.isn't it true that the definition of.an |
!

'9 end of a comprehensive test program didn't enter your mind |;

10 when you were running this count?
'

|'
:
i- 11 A Not that I recall.

' 12 .Q And in fact, as I understand it, you know, |

l
1

13 that the-term " comprehensive test program," you didn't
." I

i 14 even know what that term meant, did you? ;

f
. 15 A I do not-believe I did. ]
t

16 BOARD EXAMINATION
)

|
5

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Cash, as while back j
"

1*

!

this is.me. |18 --

I

h |
i -19 THE WITNESS: Okay.
j -

,

12 0 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: -- a while back you said that

21 you would exclude from the successful start count-
i. !

22- essential trips,fis that correct?
i

,

23- DUE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
'

,

24= CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I thought I saw on the list |
!

25. some essential trips that you had labeled with bracketed i

+
|

|
,

1 -

|
i

I

.- - .. . . ~ - . _ , . - - , . . - _ , - - - - , b
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1 Board, you mentioned that you recall sitting on a couch or

2 sofa in Mr. Bockhold's office.

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No. He said he --

4 THE WITNESS: No , sir.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: -- he said he did not.

6 Mr. Bockhold testified about that.

7 MR. BARTH: I beg your pardon.

8 BY MR. BARTH:

9 Q Do you recall being in Mr. Bockhold's office

10 the day you made your count?

11 A I do not recall being in his office, but I do

12 know that I was in the office area there because, like I

13 say, I remember Gloria Walker. I remember the format

14 issue, and I.am -- that's -- I remember being in the area.

15 Q When you talk about area, what area are you

16 talking about with Gloria Walker?

17 A The second floor of the Admin. Building.

18 Georgia's office is a corner of: Gloria's desk sits;.

19 right outside of Georgia's door.

20 0 Is the Admin. Building within the protected

21 area?

22 A No, sir, it is not.

23 Q So to be clear, do you recall returning to

24 your office after helping Gloria with the slides?

25 A Not specifically, but I would assume that I

. _ _ _
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7

!
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1 it.

2 THE WITNESS: Yes, that's the key is how you

3 define the completion of the comprehensive test program.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: But isn't there --

5 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Can you point

6 this Board to the definition of that program?

7 THE WITNESS: No, I can not.

8 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Thank you.

9 Therefore, I do not see how you can testify that you

10 personally can look at that and say that you see 18 - 19

11 starts if in some way you don't have in your mind a

12 definition of those words, comprehensive test program.

13 Help me. I'm being assertive, but help me.

14 THE WITNESS: That's okay. You know, my

15 recollection of my mind set in this time is -- and I think

16 it's covered in my pre-filed testimony -- is I was worried

17 about the diesel reliability. The diesel reliability to

18 me was how many consecutive starts did you get. That was

19 the indicator of reliability. And I wanted to ensure that

20 we had a large number of consecutive starts and I wanted

21 to make sure that if we put 18 in there that we had more

22 than 18 consecutive starts, and that's what we had. I did

23 not focus -- and maybe I should have -- on the exact

24 definition of the comprehensive test program, but I was

25 comfortable that we had 18 consecutive starts on both
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1 Q So did you review it in preparation for your

-2 OI testimony?

3 A I don't have any specific recollection.

4 Q And is it -- to the best of your recollection, t

5 your affidavit indicates that you recall -- let me

6 rephrase it. You recall telling Mr. Mosbaugh that your

7 affidavit contains information indicating that Mr.

8 Hairston was a participant portion of the April 19, 1990

9 ' conference call?

10 A I don't recall that specific statement. I do

i

11 recall at one point in time I talked to Allen and told him

12 that people had been requested to provide affidavits of
:

13 the events surrounding the March 20th event, April 9th LER i

14 and -- or April 9th corrective action letter response and
i
|

15 the LER.
1

16 And I told him that my understanding that I

17 was the only one that recalled Mr. Hairston being on the

18 phone call.

19 Q And did you tell Mr. Mosbaugh that the lawyers
,

20 had told you that no one else recalled Mr. Hairston being
;

21 on the afternoon phone call?
i

22 A I don't recall telling Allen that. |
1
l

!
23 Q What is the basis of your understanding that

24 nobody recalled him on the afternoon phone call?

25 MR. BLAKE: I have an objection. We're in a

i
i
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1 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

2 Q Mr. Aufdenkampe, I think we had left off where

3 you were discussing your conversations you had with Mr.

4 Mosbaugh about your affidavit. Can you go over those with

5 me as best you can recollect them today?

6 A Conversations that I had with Allen --

7 Q Concerning --

8 A -- in that time frame, in the 1991 time frame.

9- I' guess it was?

'

10 Q Yeah.

11 A I think I just recounted those previously. I

12 remember talking to Allen and saying that I had been asked

13 by the company lawyers to provide an affidavit of the

14 events associated with March 20th and the April 9th letter

15 and the signing out of the LER to recount my sequence of

16 events.

17 And as near as I could tell, I may have been

18 the only one that recalled George Hairston being on the

19 telephone conversation on April 19th.

20 Q And do you recall telling Mr. Mosbaugh that

21 the lawyers were asking everyone for affidavits?

22 A Yes.

23 Q And what was your understanding? What did you

24 base that statement on to Mr. Mosbaugh?

25 A Speculation.
,

__ - _. _ _ _ _-
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1 Mr. Mosbaugh that you were the only one who remembered

2 Mr. Hairston on the phone call?

3 A My recollection is that at the time we were

4 being asked for the affidavits, that I got the impression

5 from talking to company lawyers that I was an " outlier" in

6 remember Mr. Hairston being on the phone call.

7 Q And you got that information from Georgia

8 Power's lawyers, that you were the " outlier?"

9 A I mean, I can't answer that, Michael. I don't

10 remember exactly what the lawyers said, for one thing; and

11 it may have been comments that the company lawyer had made

12 that made me to conclude that. I don't remember what that

13 specificity --

14 Q Okay. Now, if Mr. Mosbaugh has an

15 unequivocally clear recollection that you told him that

16 the lawyers told you you were 180 degrees out with the

17 other people, would you have any reason to doubt Mr.

18 Mosbaugh's recollection?

19 A I have no basis to refute any of Allen's

20 recollections.

21 Q Now, do you -- did you discuss your affidavit

22 -- or let me -- did you become aware that your wife had

23 shown Mr. Mosbaugh a copy of your affidavit?

24 A I was aware that there was an allegation -- I

25 guess allegation is the right term -- that my wife had

_. _ _ - -
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1 A No , I do not.

2 Q Did you ever hear back from Mr. Bockhold with

3 respect to if he found someone to do the start count?

4 A No, I did not.

5 Q And at some point, is it true that Mr. Bailey
,

6 told you that the April 9 corrective action response

7 letter was written by Mr. McCoy, Mr. Hairston, and Mr.

8 Bailey on the way back from the 4/9 presentation?;

9 A Yes, I have a recollection that I was told the

10 April 9th letter was written, and I think it was on the

11 airplane coming back from Atlanta.

12 Q Now, do you remember at what point Mr. Bailey

13 told you that?

14 A Not specifically. It would be sometime after

15 April 9th.
I

16 O And do you recall whether it was -- why you

17 had that conversation with Mr. Bailey?

18 A I have a vague recollection that it may have !

19 been a discussion that we had after I moved to Birmingham. 1

!

20 That's a real vague recollection, Michael.

21 Q And is it true that the PRB was not involved

22 with the presentation or review of the April 9th
I

23 corrective action response letter?

24 A That is correct, they did not review it.

25 Q And is it also true that that was not normal
I

i
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~

- 1

1 from. your perspective for that to have occurred? j
. . |

'

2- A. In that.particular time frame,.all

3. correspondence to the NRC were gent.sily routed through

4. the PRB.

S- Q And in fact, you were surprised that the PRB j

!

6 did not review'the April 9th letter, is that correct? j

i

I

7 ' A My recollection.~is I was somewhat surprised
1

I 8 'that we.had not' reviewed it at the PRB.

9 Q. And you were -- and you did not review any ,

:
.

did you?
,

. 10 draft of it either,'

,

'*

11 A .Not to my recollection.

(
' 12 O And to the best of your recollection, there

13 were no drafts'of the April 9th' letter floating around the j

.

14 site prior to its submission?

i 15 A In the final format, I'm not aware of that.

) 16 We talked about it a little bit in my earlier testimony

z
17 that I was providing information to Jim Bailey throughout

18 this period, and I knew we had to respond to the
4
'

19 confirmation of action letter. I just did not realize

20 what format it was going to come in, and that it would end
,

; 21' up occurring in the way it did.
:

22 Q And the information that you were providing to

23 Mr. Bailey did not-include information with respect to the
]

24 start count?

25 A I don't know specifically all of the
,

.

J

4

y, , , . - -. 4 - nr ,e - - - - . _-a - - - - . . ---s--- - - - --
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1 9th issuance of the corrective action response letter

2 because your organization was going to be responsible for

3 submitting the LER, is that correct?

4 A That's correct.

5 Q Okay. And in the process of your organization

6 starting to exercise its responsibilities with respect to

7 the start count, you determined that the 18 and 19 numbers

8 were not reliable, isn't that correct?

9 A We began to question the validity of the 18

10 and 19 number. That is correct.

11 O You determined that they were so unreliable

12 that you removed them from a draft of i e April 19th LER,

13 is that correct?

14 A We were not able to substantiate them, and so

15 the best -- the easiest way to address that in the LER

16 since they weren't significant to the LER presentation,

17 was to remove them; yes.

18 Q And you had them removed or -- by April 13,

19 1990. Is that correct? :

20 A I don't remember the specific day. I think

21 that's covered in my pre-filed testimony.

22 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You can consult the pre-filed

23 testimony.

24 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

25 Q You might look at page two, lines 15 and 16..

_ _ . __.
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1 A I think that I had some indications, or at
]

2 least speculation on my part that numerous people were

3 concerned about it.

4 BOARD EXAMINATION
l,

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What does numerous mean? ,

|

6 THE WITNESS: Well, you know, somebody raises- j

j

7 the question to me. I think Allen had a question about i

;

8 it. I think we haa had some discussion with Rick Odom. I i

9 don't know, maybe Tom Webb. There might have been some

!
10 people in the critique team. We know that the IIT team

11 could not get the same number of starts with the data that I

:

12 they had available to them.

13 CROSS EXAMINATION !

!

14 Q And then, as I understand it, on April 10, you

15 were a participant to an IIT team transcribed proceeding,

16 if that's a proper word for it?

17 A Yes, it was a telephone call.

18 Q Okay. And that is Exhibit E to your

19 testimony?

20 A Yes, it's Exhibit E.

21 Q Okay. And on page one of Exhibit E, it

22 indicates that the persons from Georgia Power who

23 participated in this call where Mr. Beacher, Mr. Ward, Mr.

24 Burr, Mr. Miller and yourself, is that correct?

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'll take notice of that.
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i sorry that'I missed the answer to the question that you |
:

f

2 asked which is who at the end of the meeting got the task?

3 THE WITNESS: At the end of the meeting, it

4 appears from the transcript, and I have some recollection,

5 that our -- my department, Herb Beacher, was putting

6 together information for the IIT which included a list of
,

7 diesel starts.
;

8 So we were continuing forward with that

9 effort. Also, Rick Kendall asked us to have Kenny Stokes
:

10 call him to try to clear up this issue too. And I'm sure |
t

11 we followed through with that and had Kenny Stokes call

12 him.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, but how about did you
'

14 follow through with the other tasks?

15 THE WITNESS: There is a list in my pre-filed
;

16 testimony that is referenced, and that's a list that the

17 IIT had. List 336, I think, that accumulates several of

18 the diesel starts up through -- I think it's April 1st.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Is that an attachment to your

20 testimony?

21 THE WITNESS: No, it's an attachment to Ken

22 McCoy's testimony as I recall.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You call it list 336?

24 THE WITNESS: I think it's list 336.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And what -- do we know what
|

|
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1 attachment to Mr. McCoy's testimony it would be?

2 MR. LAMBERSKI: It's McCoy H, Your Honor,
,

3 which is GPC Exhibit II-10. But it's one of a number of

4 documents included within that exhibit. And to find it,
.

5 you have to turn toward the end of the document until you

6 see a magic marker number in the right-hand corner that
,

7 says 05-336, which is my understanding, the IIT's

8 designation of IIT document 336.

9 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay. And Mr. Aufdenkamp, do

10 you have knowledge of when or how that was delivered to
,

11 the IIT?

12 THE WITNESS: Well,I know how. Those kind of

13 documents were delivered to the IIT. Those documents were
i

14 provided to Herb Beacher who, as I said, almost on a daily

15 basis. Boxed them up and sent them up to the IIT after

16 they had left site. And that's how the documentation

17 would have gotten up there. The specific date that that

18 occurred, I have no recollection of that.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you. Continue,

20 Counselor.

21 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: All right.

22 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

23 Q And I'm going to show you a document that we

24 just identified, the page to Mr. McCoy's testimony,

25 Georgia Power number ten. And this portion of the
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1 proceeding -- did you see this document before it was !

|
|

2 transmitted to NRC? ,

\

3 A I remember seeing a document similar to this. !

4 Whether I saw this specific one, I don't have any specific
-

5 recollection.
.

6 0 And would the nature of this document with

7 respect to the LCO's contained in it indicate that was put |
;

8 together from the operations department?

9 A I mean, it could have been put together by the'
,

10 operations department. It could have been put together by.

11 Kenny Stokes. It could have been put together by Herb
-

i

12 Beacher. And they'd have to go back to the logs and the ;

13 -- the control logs and the shift supervisor's logs and
|

14 the LCO logs to assemble all this. The D/G run stuff |
,

15 looks like it is more apt to have come either out of the'

16 operations log or the D/G start data sheets. ,

!
?

17 0 And who would have the most knowledge of all

18 that information?*

19 A What person?

20 Q Department.

21 A It would all originate in operations.

22 Q Now, and that list I think indicated only goes

23 up to April 1st?

24- A April 1st, that's correct.*

25 Q And IIT requested the information on April

)e



1
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|

1 10th, is'that: correct -- because they were having trouble?
.

i

That is correct. |L2 A

'3 Q And they needed it-to verify information up to j
!

4. April 9th, is.that correct?

5 A That.is correct.

6 0' So this document then would not' satisfy the |

|
!

7 NRC's request, would it?
!

8' A. Not'as delineated in the phone call. But you |

9 know, you recall there were two things that transpired. -

,

10 One is Chaffee said we want.a document of all the starts }
d.

11 and things like thet. And well, this wouldn't go all the |

12 way through the 9th. We also were asked to have Rick

13 Kendall -- or Kenny Stokes talk to Rick Kendall. But we j
;

14 did that too.
|

i
15 Q Now, while you were aware that the NRC was

1

'|
16 looking for this documentation of the 9th, did it come to

:

17 your attention that a typed list by Mr. Cash had been |
(

18 prepared? Maybe it's better for me to -- !
t
i

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: He can answer that question. |

20 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: I'm going to show the |
1

21 witness Intervenor's Exhibit 41. Do you recall seeing or |
|

22 hearing about the list I'm showing you? |
!

23 LTHE WITNESS: I don't have any recollection of
1

24 ever seeing this list. At least today, I don't. J
|
,

25 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Now if -- |

i

,

_ . . _ , . = . , . _ _ _ . _ . . , ._ . . . , - - . - - - -~
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1 BOARD' EXAMINATION

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: One second., Mr. Aufdenkampe,

3 why is it that when the NRC asked for a list of starts and

4 stops that you didn't think of the possibility that there

5 must have been such a list before the list was drawn up

6 for the briefing?

7 THE WITNESS: Let me look at something real

8 quick. I don't know, Your Honor. I mean, that's a good

9 question.

10- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: It's just puzzling to me.

11 THE WITNESS: And I don't know -- in the time

12 frame, you know, you're talking April 10th. The

13 presentation was just made on April 9th. I wasn't at the

14 presentation, I wasn't privy to everything that was

15 involved in the presentation. I had seen -- I got the

16 letter -- the April 9th letter on April 10th at some time.

17 I don't know if t his phone call was before the April --

18 before I saw the letter or after I saw the letter.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So in any event, somehow it

20 didn't occur to you that might have already had this stuff
,

21 assembled in order to be able to write :he letter or the

22 briefing?

23 THE WITNESS: No , it did not occur to me at

24 that time.

25 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:
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1 Q Well, didn't three or four days earlier,

2 didn't Mr. Bockhold call you and tell you that.he was

3 going to have Mr. Horton do the count for him?

4 A He asked me to do the count, and I referred

5 him to Mr. Horton.

6 Q Didn't he tell you he was going to contact Mr.

7 Horton to do it?

8 A He may have said that he would call Mike, or

9 he might have said I'll have somebody else do it.

10 0 But you knew Mr. Bockhold was going to have a

11 count performed for the April 9th presentation, correct?

12 A Yes, it's my understanding that George was

13 going to do that.

14 0 And then when did you start working on the

15 draft of the LER?

16 A Well, the draft of the LER would be started

17 probably March 21st.

18 Q Okay.

19 A Is when Tom Webb would have -- in some time

20 March 21st, March 22nd, we would have signed the LER

21 prepared, and they would have started working on it.

22 Q Okay. And at what point in the preparation of

23 the LER did you realize that you were going to need the

24 start count to be included in there?

25 A Well the -- you know, the way I recall the LER

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .-
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|
i developing is Tom originally wrote the LER and gave it to

2 me for comment. And I provided a comment specifically in
i

3 the area of the diesels saying you know, let's include the

4 start data or something to that effect to make it >

5 consistent with the April 9th letter. You know, we had
4

6 already sent the NRC this stuff. We wanted to continue in
,

7, providing the same types of information to the NRC.

8 0 And when did you make that comment?

9 A That was -- I think probably in the April 9th,

10 10th, lith time frame.

11 Q Okay.

12 A It had to be probably the April loth, lith
:

13 time frame. ,

14 Q And then by April 13th, you no longer felt
4

15 that you could use those same numbers, so you took them

16 out?

17 A That's correct.
4.

18 Q And before the April 19th conference call or

19 discussions that occurred with Mr. Bockhold -- well, let

20 me rephrase it. Before the April 19th conference call

21 with Mr. Bockhold which Mr. Hairston attended a portion of

22 it, what factual information passed by your desk or was

23 presented to you orally that indicated that the numbers in

24 the coa could be reinserted because they had been

.25 substantiated?

_ _ . .
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1 A .I think we already talked about that. I felt

2 when we signed out the LER, that we had confirmation from

3 George that the 18 and 19 --

4 Q Let me back up. What I'm trying to say is

5 before you got that confirmation from George, what

6 information was in -- what information did you have to

7 base the reinsertion of the 18 and 19 starts in -- part of

8 the basis for the numbers in the --

9 A I don't think we had it validated. That's why

10 there were several comments to go validate it.

11 Q And when -- on the 13th when it came to your

12 observation that you could not validate it and had to

13 remove it from the draft, did you tell the NRC that?

14 A That we had to remove it from the draft LER?

15 O That you were removing the numbers from the

16 draft LER because you two couldn't validate the numbers?

17 A No , I'm sure we didn't tell the NRC that we

18 were removing something from the draft LER.

19 BOARD EXAMINATION

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: In attempting to validate it, |

21 did you ever ask Mr. Bockhold or Mr. Cash for the data

22 that they used to come up with it?

23 THE WITNEES: No , we did not.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Can you imagine why not?

25 THE WITNEST Again, my recollection is we had

|
|

!

|

|
|
!

_
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,
,

1 George telling us something. I have recollection of

2 having it validated through Odom and Webb,-having a list ;

3 of some type validating what they had said. So -- well, I *

,

4 think I probably-should have asked them for their
>

5 documentation. I didn't. ;

6 CRAIRMAN BLOCH: Did they know that you were

7 trying to f'ind out whether or not to leave the 18 or 19 .

8 in?

9 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. Mr. Bockhold did.

,

f 10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And he never offered you the

,

11 data or told you where to get it? -

,

12 THE WITNESS: No, he only said that those were

13 the numbers that were verified by Jimmy Cash.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Did you have an opinion about

15 whether you could trust Mr. Bockhold for data?

16 THE WITNESS: Yes.

;

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And your opinion was?

i

18 THE WITNESS: I think you could trust your

19 general manager for data.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, so you don't go to him

I21 for it, but you could trust him for it?

|
22 THE WITNESS: You know, it's like any other

23 data. You still -- if he provides it for you and you're f

24 still in some question, then you go through an additional !
,

|
25 validation process. j

l
l

4

l

|
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1

1 MR. BLAKE: I think the record should reflect

2 that before hc said but and finished the sentence, that

he s nodding his head affirmatively.s3

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Please. And did-you ever i

5 wonder why it is that Mr. Bockhold didn't just tell you

6 where the data came from?

7 THE WITNESS: I never wondered why Mr.

8 Bockhold didn't tell me where the data came from. I i

9 wondered where George got the information to validate what

10- he said.

11 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: If he had been instead of |
i

12 your -- instead of a higher -- in a higher position in the

13 plant, if he had been a co-worker trying to get this stuff
|

14 out, would the relationship had gone differently? Would

!
15 you have asked him about it?

16 THE WITNESS: I don't think if we had had a

17 co-worker say yes, it was 18 and 19 and then we also had |

18 the data that I have recollection from Tom Webb, that we

19 would have pressed it any further on this LER.

20 CROSS EXAMINATION !

l

l

21 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

22 Q All right, if I understand what you're telling

23 me, Mr. Bockhold knew the organization was going around

24 and reverifying the 18 and 19 numbers, correct? Did Mr.
>

25 Bockhold know what your organization was doing, that Mr.
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1 the validity of those numbers, correct?

2 A That is correct.
,

3 0 And then, did you instruct someone to
,

4 reincorporate the April 9th numbers back into the LER?

5 A They -- they were incorporated back into the

6 LER in response to the PRB action item.

7 Q My question is, did you direct that the

8 April 9th numbers be reincorporated into the LER?
.

J

9 A I don't have any recollection of -- well,
,

10 maybe I'd better -- the way a comment is incorporated into

11 the LER, and specifically this one, I'm pretty sure Tom -

12 Webb was present at the meeting, and he took the action
.

13 items out of there and -- and went and incorporated them

14 into the LER and resubmitted the LER for a meeting on
i

15 4/19. !

:

16 BOARD EXAMINATION l

\
a

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So was there a review of this |
l

18 after the numbers were reinserted?
,

19 THE WITNESS: Tom -- you know, Tom Webb went'

20 out and reviewed it and talked --

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: No, I mean a PRB review.

22 THE WITNESS: No, the PRB Oculdn't review that

23- specifically. |

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would you ordinarily approve I

!,

25 sending in data to the NRC without approving the final |
!

|

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 Milton Hunt 4880 4893 4965 4892

4 4895 4975 4844

5 4897 4981 4896 I

6 4900 4989 4897

7 4907 4995 4899

8 4909 4999 4900

9 4918 5001 4908

10 4821 5008 4910

11 4823 4922

12 4828 4943

13 4830 4950

14 4839 4962

15 4843 4975

I
16 4861 4980

17 4988

18 4994

19 5000
1

20 5007 ;

21 5011

22 Richard Kendall 5013 5018 5035 5026

23 5072 5031

24 5092 5036
l

25 5104 5043 |
|
.
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|
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.

23
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24
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1 'MR. BARTH: Does this refresh your i

2 ' recollection as to what transpired at the time? If you

3 'need time-for adequate consideration to answer, pages six
:

4 and seven also relate to this. It might help with your !

,

5 memory.
.

6 THE WITNESS: I believe this is consistent

7 - with what I have just said.

8 MR. BARTH: It may be consistent, but does it

9 refresh your recollection, so that we can try to pin down

10 when these lists were made?

11 THE WITNESS: I'm afraid not. Clearly it was j

12 after April 10. I think the best thing to do, typically

13 when I take notes, they are very clear and legible, and I ,

|

14 date them at the top. I really believe you are going to

15 have to go back to the IIT files and try to look for the
1

16 information there. j

17 BOARD EXAMINATION

18 MR. BARTH: When you were responding and the

19 question was when these lists were made, were you

20 responding about your own list?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

22 MR. BARTH: At the top of page seven, if I

23 read this correctly, discussing the number of starts

24 starting on line two. I read this as stating that in i

i

25 order to determine the starts, you have to get together
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i

1 with Mr. Stokes. Is that correct? r

.

2- THE WITNESS: I believe the intent here was

3 that I wanted Mr. Stokes to give'me a call. I could ;

4 explain to.him what information I had. Then he could give-
,
P

", _5 me any additional information to help complete the |

6 picture, any starts that I was missing or any information;
'

,

! 7 that I was missing.

i

8 MR. BARTH: So at the time, you have a present"

9 recollection that you a list but you were not sure that it

10 was complete? ,'

11 THE WITNESS: I think at the time, I can not

12 recollect what the status of the list was. Certainly we4

13 had a list at some stage. Apparently we had some
. .

14 conflicting information concerning numbers of starts. I

15 wanted to complete the list because I wanted all the data .

I

16 on the starts so I could have a complete set of data to

17 try to help determine root cause.

38 MR. BARTH: Do you recall if Mr. Stokes

19 responded to this inquiry by you?

20 THE WITNESS: I do not.

21 MR. BARTH: At that-time, do you recall what

22 your differences were regarding counts?

23 THE WITNESS: No.

24 MR. BARTH: You refer to the telephone call of

25 previous day on page five. That would be April 9. Would
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1 MR. BARTH: Did you have any problem getting

2 answers from these people?

3 THE WITNESS: No, sir.

4 MR. BARTH: If you had a concern such as not

5 _ counting the same number of starts that they had, in your

6 normal of business, would you have asked Georgia Power

7 -personnel?

8 THE WITNESS: I believe so. I believe this is

9 a particular item that Mr. Chafee was particularly

10 concerned about and as team leader sort of took over and

11 pursued.

12 MR. BARTH: Apart from hypotheticals, do you

13 have any recollection that this concern was resolved

14 between the IIT team and Georgia Power people,

15 contemporaneous to that time?

16 THE WITNESS: I don't recall whether we ever

got what we considered to be a complete and accurate list17

18 or not. I really don't recall.

19 MR. BARTH: Do you recall that, have you ever

20 seen the slides in the Bockhold presentation on April 9?

21 THE WITNESS: Those are the ones that are

22 provided here as one of the attachments? Yes. I have

23 seen those.

2? MR. BARTH: Do you have in your mind a clear

25 definition of what is a successful start?
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1 like go up and visit Mr. Aufdenkampe or visit Mr. Horton.

2 I don't remember if I did that or not. But the series was

3 that morning meeting of QA exit meeting on the site area

4 emergency, and then a PRB meeting. I do remember attending

5 the QA meeting, and then I remember leaving that meeting

6- and going to the PRB meeting.

7 And I remember the PRB meeting was already in

8 session. And when I got in I believe they were discussing

9 LER 90-06, the LER on the site area emergency. I believe

10 when I got in they were -- they had completed most of the

11 LER and they were on some of the last pages. I think they

12 were on the page that was -- had to do with the diesel
:

13 start number. And some of the things I remember about that |

14 is that I think at that point a specific number of starts

15 had been put back in the LER. I think 18 and 19 or 20

16 number had been put back in at that point. And I mentioned

17 in the PRB meeting that -- that I was questioning that at

18 that' point, whether that was accurate. I remember John

19 Aufdenkampe -- I think I said I questioned that with John

20 maybe. I remember John Aufdenkampe picked up an action

21 item in that meeting. What:I'm telling you now is based

22 mainly on review of tapes, so forth. He picked up an

23 action item to verify the accuracy of those numbers, out of

24 the PRB meeting.

25 I remember that they took a vote on the LER and
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1 I abstained from voting because I had come in in the middle

2 of the meeting and was not present for the entire review |

3 and it wouldn't have been appropriate for me to vote,

4 having not heard but a part of the discussion. !
!

5 Then after that PRB meeting was over, I
.

!

1 6 remember going to Mr. Aufdenkampe's office. And I'm not

7 sure if I went with Mr. Aufdenkampe or not. But I came
,

8 into his office and it seems like he was on the phone with

9 Mr. Jack Stringfellow of corporate. They were discussing^

10 comments on LER 90-06. And the discussion got around to
-

i

11 the statement in the LER. I remember John and me talking

12 to Jack about that and telling -- I remember John saying

13 that we thought that was a -- basically a material false4

:

14 statement. I believe we talked about the number of trips
4

'

15 that we - we knew about. I think Don said that we knew it '

16 had tripped once, and I think I said we knew it had tripped

17 twice. And also in that conversation we talked about the

18 implications of that on the April the 9th letter because I1

19 remember Don saying...and it's documented on the tape, you

20 know..."This -- this has been sent to the NRC once before,"
-

21 and I remember John Stringfellow saying,

22 "That's exactly what I was thinking." And I~

23 have -- I think I have an independent recollection of that,

24 independent of the tape. And I remember various

25 conversation about, you know, taking those words out. I
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1 out of it at that point once it had gone two levels above
~

'
2 me.

3 So that conversation seems like, after

4 reviewing the tape, there's some more on there about ;

5 reviewing Pat Mcdonald's comments. This thing had gone all

6 the way up to the Pat Mcdonald level. And John and Shipman |

scussed Pat Mcdonald's comments on the LER. And I think7 c
j

8 in that section there's this discretion about fine tuning

9 it for technical as well as political implications.

10 And -- and so then the conversation ends and :

11 after that conversation with Mr. Shipman ends, then...and

12 I've been able to determine this from a review of the tape

13 recently... it does appear to me that at that point we may

14 well have had -- or John may have had a additional (sic)

15 list that had -- had come in from the effort that Mr. Webb

16 and Mr. Odom had embarked upon. And -- and the reason I

17 say that is that I don't remember being given a list. I

18 don't remember being given a list from Mr. Webb or

19 Mr. Odom, but it does appear that I must -- based on what
.

20 I'm saying, that I must be working -- I must have some kind

21 of a list or something that I'm talking about because,

22 reviewing that tape, I make a statement about -- something

23 about not being able to find enough starts. I make some

24 statement about that. And so I obviously have -- I have

25 something that I'n talking about. I can only relate to
.

?
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1 those words by based on that I must have been looking at

2 something. And my best reconstruction would be that I was i

3 probably looking at a list and - and I think there's a
,

4 decent chance,that it may have been a list that had come

5 back to' John and he had given it to me or it was on his

6 desk or something. And I guess, you know, that's what' ,

7 we're referring to now as the Webb-Odom list.

'8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Who are you referring to as

9 John at this point?
,

10 THE WITNESS: John Aufdenkampe. Yeah, I -- at
i

11 this point the setting -- I'm -- I'm in John Aufdenkampe's ;

12 office. And that's where this -- the call-back

13 conversation from Mr. Shipman to John is to John in his

14 office, and I'm in John's office with him. Seems like

15 there's a couple -- I make some comments, there's some
,

16 ccmments on the tape about, you know, not -- can't make

17 false statements to the NRC, and - and I guess it would be

'

18 best if I had the tape to -- to get all the little details
.

19 about it. There where we have -- we have a little bit of a

20 continuing discussion, John and I do, about what's --

21 what's transpired. And again, from looking at the tape, it

22 appears that John's kind of -- he's being bugged I think to
;

23 -- to get out of there and get home. I think he has a ride

24 or a car pool ride or... I remember -- I remember a final '

25 comment that -- that John makes, something about, "Well,

,

- - - _ . -- __ -_
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1- tyou know, what do you -- what do you want me--to do about

2 this?"<

,3 And basically I say, " Hey, there's nothing --

-4 there's nothing to do about this. You know, this has

5 already been submitted to the NRC once before and they're

6 putting the same thing again. 'Seems like that conversation. |

7: ends and there may be aLfew little other unrelated ;

}i8 conversations.after that.

9 And then after that -- after.that I -- I guess

10- I probably went back to my office and went home. There -- |

|

11 I do' recall, though, that there -- there was a comment j
!

12 about1-- on there about making a duty call back to
s

.13 Birmingham to report on some turbine testing that was going

some -- General Electric was doing special tests, .seem14 on,

15 like,. associated with a turbine. And I think, from
!

16 reviewing that tape, I do remember a statement on there |

17 about calling the boys in Birmingham. And then I can't

if I did make that report or not after that,18 recall if I --

19 'cause I don't have any... That's where -- it's after the

20 tape ends and I don't have any other recollection of what

21 happened after that. I suspect after that I would have

22 gone back to my office and would have left for the day.

23 And that's what I know or have gleaned from the tapes or

24 have been able to reconstruct about what I did on the 19th.

. 25. CHAIRMAN.BLOCH: Was every conversation on the

i

l
1

,. - . - . , _ __
1
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1 19th recorded?

2 THE WITNESS: No,.every conversation on -- I

-3 would say that there is no day in the entire time period
i

4 that I was taping that every conversation is recorded. No |

5 date, period. And let me say if I were to give you a -- a

6 feel for how much of my conversations that probably are

7 recorded on the average, it would probably be maybe around

8 40%. And I can tell you this in additional, just to know

9 that there's no day that everything would be recorded.

10 There's no days that had more than four tapes. If each i

11 tape was started at the beginning and run to the end, there

12 could theoretically be no more than eight hours. But I

13 wouldn't run tapes to the end, necessarily because, you

14 know, I wouldn't know if the tape -- I wouldn't want an !

15 occasion to exist where it could be at the end and not know 1

|

16 it. So I would err on the conservative side of -- of if |

17 there were some conversation that I thought would be

18 important, I would want to enter that conversation at the

19 beginning of the tape. So even if the other -- even if the
I

20 tape was not finished, you know, from the previous side or

21 tape, I would just start at the beginning so that I would,

22 you know, have the most time available.

23 So based on that, you know, a max of eight ,

i

24 hours, but on a -- from a practical sense, maybe, four |
|

25 tapes would equal a max of six or seven hours. And my work
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1} ' day.would normally.be nine -- eight working hours, but a ;
;

|L . normal' work day, half hour, hour for lunch, and it would las |
_

-?

3: not uncommon for me to work anLhour or.two overtime. So, i

i! just to help you. |4

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I need to apologize, . but: I
,

'

6 .need a ten minute break. You're just about to start,'and

7- I'm sorry that that's timed that way. So it's 2:01. We'll'

;

8' come back at 2:11. !
t
>

'

9 (A short recess was taken.)

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The hearing will please come
|

- 11 to order. Mr. Blake.
r

12 BY MR. BLAKE: ,

,

13 Q Mr. Mosbaugh, are you able to hear me all
,

i

14 right?

115 A Yeah.
;

16 Q So' based on your recollection now and your,

17 reconstruction of April 19, the number of diesel starts on

'18 the 1-A and 1-B diesels were important to you there on
r

19 April 19, 1990, correct?
:
(

20 A The number was, yes.
|

21 Q And you recalled as well Mr. Shipman and Mr.

22 Kitchens requesting you or Mr. Aufdenkampe to get the i

23 correct information about diesel starts -- Mr. Aufdenkampe
i

i

24 in- the course of the PRB meeting, Mr. Shipman sr?arately. !
\
I;

25 You recounted both of those in your recitation of what |
|

4

. -
1
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1 occurred.

?2< A Well, Mr. Shipman asked me to look into that !
?

3 :-an'd'I had-brought up the issue with John at the PRB about, f
a

4 you know, verifying-that. And I testified that1he.was >

i

15 given an action' item to verify that, yes.
-

6 Q Do you recall that Jimmy Paul Cash' generated a.

7. list of-diesel starts in early April, prior to.the April 9 f
r

.!
8 meeting?

'

9 A I recall that that was what was going around
-

,

'

10 the plant; you know,.that that was what -- it seems'like we ,

11 -had a conversation with Jimmy Paul and he indicated that he
i

12 had generated the list, yes.

13 Q You had a conversation with him on April 197

14 A Yeah, I think John and I -- I think he came

15 into the room and we -- it's on tape 58, we talked to Cash

16 briefly about the list, yes. .

!

|

17- Q But you didn't include that in your discussion j

18 earlier about what occurred on the 19th?

19 A That's correct, Mr. Blake. If I were to go

20 over tape 57 and 58 line by line, I think I would have

21 included a number of things that I didn't recount from

22 memory, that are on those tapes.

23 Q And that's the reason that your recollection --

24 A I suspect you will find more than one thing, if !

l

;

25 you do a line-by-line' review of the various conversations

!

_.
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<

1 Lwith.theLyarious people on those' tapes, you'll find that I

2 zhave not been all inclusive because>I'm not_a computer-'

3 memory,.I'm.just human.
1

4 Q. 'D'id you or Mr.,Aufdenkampe have'a copy of Mr. $

5 Cash's list.on' April 19?

6 A1 I didn't hear,Edid you say have'--- |
<

1

7' CHAIRMAN'BLOCH: Did you or Mr. Aufdenkampe. .

F

8 either get or have a copy of that list on April 19.
,

|

9x .THE WITNESS: Not that I know of. In fact, not ,

i
'

; 10. -at any time ~until discovery in this proceeding.
>

11 'BY MR. BLAKE: i.

<

S, - 12 Q Did you ever ask Mr. Cash for his list in April
a

i 13 of 1990 or at any time during 19907
i

| 14 A Yeah, when I was -- well, I'm not sure if I
4

15 specifically asked him for it, but I went to Mr. Cash to
.

,

16 validate the list that I-had put together. I had put a ,

:

17 list together by April 30th, and I attached a memo to it
; i

18 and gave.it to Bockhold, and you now, I discussed it with

19 Bockhold and he wanted me to verify the list and I went to ;

4

20 Cash -- he had asked me to go to Cash and Ops, I think --

21 instruction like that. And I think I had a discussion with
i .

5 22 Mr. Cash, but he didn't indicate that he had a previous ,

i

23- list, and he just kind of said well, kind of whatever

t. '

-24 you've got there, you know, is okay.
i
t,

25 -Q Did you ask him whether or not he had a list? ,

t

nr

:
:

|
-- ._. - . ---
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,

1- : N No, I didn't ask.him, when.I went to validate ,

2 my. list, because I had my list', which was derived - .by. j

3 1 April:30th, I:had put together'a-list fromLfour different

;4- logs -- fromLthe data'from four different logs, which.was (

-5 all the' data,~all the cource data as I knew it. So I- |
!

6 brought that to him,.and I think we were supposed to work

7 .together.and validate it and I didn't specifically ask him, 0

8 but he didn't ever volunteer that he had a list or didn't

9- isay anything about how my list'may have compared to his
>

10 -list.

''

11 But at that point needing another list was kind

12 of' unnecessary for me because I had used all four lists at -

13 that point, all source data that I knew of. .

|

14 Q On April 19, you knew that Jimmy Paul cash had

' 15 - generated a list?

16 A Conversation on the tape indicates that Mr.'

17 ~ Cash:-- we talked about a list that Mr. Cash had generated, ;

,'
!

| 18 yes.

19 Q And did you ask Mr. Cash on April 19 for his
,

: 20 list?
,

) 21- A No, I don't believe we did.

22 -Q Do you'have any understanding of why you didn't

23, ever-ask him forthis list?

24 A Well,.I didn't have any first-hand knowledge,'

25 'you-know, about his generating it, you know, the*

a._ _ .. _ a . ._ _ _ .
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|

|

1 it? j

l

2 A Yes. I think there is -- I think there is a i

!

3- reason why I didn't speak up. <

1
'

4 Q Go ahead.

5 A I think it has to do with my mind set at the

6 time and -- and really a history of events that had ,

1

!

happened to me when I was confronting issues that concerned J

7

8 me. And, you know, this -- this had begun -- my mind --
:

9 state of mind had begun with the dilution valves issue from ;

i

10 the prev 1ous December time frame. And by -- by February I |

11 had been chastised and -- and counseled about my behavior,
i

12

13 And specific things that had been told to me in

14 that time frame ...and we're talking about the month -- two
,

15 months right beft ce this. . .was I had been criticized
,

i
16 because I did not support the directed resolution of my

17 higher ups through the company. The words were told to me

18 the directed resolution. I was -- it was stated to me that

19 Mr. Bockhold had preZessional training in saying, "Yes,
i

20 sir." I didn't -- I didn't have professional training in |
!

21 saying, "Yes, sir." Mr. Bockhold said to me that if I

22 couldn't conform'and accept, I needed to get out. And...

I

23- BOARD EXAMINATICN ;

|

24 BY CHAIRMAN.BLOCH:

25 Q If I hear you correctly, by this date you were

)'

!
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1- pretty angry and may not have been an objective witness of

2 what was happening.

3 A No. No. No, no, that's -- that's not what I'm
|

4 -- what I'm saying. What I'm saying is... |
1

i

5 0 I'm hearing -- I'm hearing what the

6 implications are on what you would or would not have heard

7 in an objective way on that date. j

i

8 A No, what I'm -- what I'm saying is I was being

9 criticized for not conforming and accepting. I was being |
l

'

10 criticized for not supporting the directed resolution.

11 Q And that may have been wrong. We're not

12 talking about that here. The question is whether at that

|
13 date that affected your perception of what's happening and

14 how?

15 A That affected why I would be reluctant to speak ,

!

16 up in this forum and directly challenge people at the -- at
i
'

17 the highest level without having every one of my facts

18 absolute, you know; source data that I had verified,

19 myself, you know. I wouldn't -- I wouldn't think of

20 challenging something unless I had all my information down

21 in spades.

22 Q So then what you were asked before by Mr. Blake j
.

|

23 must be true, that you really needed to get that data that i

24 you were being asked to get?
!

25 A No, I needed the definition, is what I needed.
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1 THE WITNESS: I noticed that there's a

2 similarity between line 10 and line 11 on the stipulated

3 version on page 35 and line 7 and line 8 on the OI page 34.

4 MR. BLAKE: I agree with that.

5 THE WITNESS: Those seem to match.

6 MR. BLAKE: I agree with that, Judge Block,

7 that's a way of corresponding too.

8 BY MR. BLAKE:

9 Q Row at the bottom of page 35, Mr. Mosbaugh, and

10 the top of page 36 where you're saying, "I'm having trouble

11 counting starts, I can't find very many starts." At the

12 bottom, "I can't find enough starts." At the top of 36,

13 "I'm really having trouble finding starts and maybe they're

14 not all logged here because..." and then the margin alia

15 " Tom Webb and Odom."

16 Didn't we agree yesterday that what you were

17 looking at at that point was the Webb-Odom product?

18 A Yeah, that's correct.

19 Q And what you wrote in margin alia for Mr.

20 Robinson was " Tom Webb and Odom was working on a list of

21 starts."

22 A This margin --

23 Q Excuse me. Did you write " Tom Webb and Odom

24 was working on a list of starts."

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That's asked and answered, he
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1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, after you got off the

2 phone...

3 THE WITNESS: After we got off the phone on --

4 on Conference Call A, then another -- then another call

5 came back from Mr. Shipman.

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, the question is: In any

7 of the subsequent calls did you also talk about the Webb

8 list?

9 THE WITNESS: We went over that yesterday. I

10 think Aufdenkampe makes some comments like Webb and Odom

12 are out and counting on -- on that call, and based on what

12 we reviewed yesterday, at the end of the call, after that

13 call ends, then is the point in time that there's a

14 statement that I make that -- something about not being

15 able to find enough starts. And it's my best

16 reconstruction that at that point I would assume that a

17 list had come back and that list would be the Webb-Odom

18 list.

19 BY MR. BLAKE:

20 0 And my -- and did you subsequently, in your OI

those discussions in21 1990 interview, mention that --

22 reference to the Odom-Webb product?

23 A '93 OI?

24 0 '90. '90. Same one.

25 A In this? Well, I just went over in here what I
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1 A No.

2 Q What did you recall about it?

3 A I recalled that they were out working on a list

4 and that somebody finished it at some point. '

5 Q You recalled seeing it, but you didn't recall

6 ever possessing it?

7 A What I'm recalling now is greatly refreshed by

8 all this discussion. Now, if you're asking me what I

9 recalled when we responded to this in 1993, I recall

10 knowing that they were out working on a list. And this has

11 to reflect the best answer as to what I recalled at the

12 time we made this statement, I mean,... .

13 0 So based on what you now know, is the answer in

14 2-e incorrect?

15 A Okay, that's -- I would like to answer that. I

16 saw -- the first sentence is I saw a list of diesel starts,

17 and I think that was correct then and it's correct now.

18 Still don't know who specifically prepared that list,

19 whether it was Webb, Odom, Beecher. My best belief would

20 be it's one of those three. It now appears to me that I

21 . possessed this list at a time probably beginning on the

22 19th, up and to the time I gave it to -- gave the original

23 .to OI, which would have been June of '90, maybe, about in

24 that time frame. And so I -- in that period of time I -- I

25 probably had that in my custody and control.
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-1" Q- Let's back up one more page, on 34,'Line 16,

2 Mosbaugh, "I'can't find enough starts so.far." 27,

3 Aufdenkampe, ."Can'you find 18?" 18 -- Line 18,'Mosbaugh,-

4 "No, not even close." 19, Aufdenkampe says, "Odom got

.5' this." 20, Mosbaugh, "I'm not sure when he started." _Are

6, you referring-there to the Odom-Webb data, you think?

7 A I think so.
.

8 Q Okay, now, let's take a look at the preceding

9 page, Page 33. At Line 16 on Page.33, is that Mr. Shipman

10 talking?

CL1 - A- Line 16 it says Shipman. Okay.

12 O And is this a -- is this one of the

13 conversations you were having with corporate in -- in

14 Birmingham?

15 A Earlier than that we were having a conversation

16 with Mr. Shipman and Mr. Swartzwelver.

17 Q Earlier than this? This is not a conversation

18 over the telephone with corporate in Birmingham?

19 A Well, seems like we say "' Bye," on Line 17.

20- Q That's right. Mr. Swartzwelver.says, "All

21 right, ' bye, ' bye'." I'm acking you whether or not

22 Shipman's voice appearing on this transcript at Line 16 on

23 .Page-33 is'in the course of.a telephone conversation

24 between you at the site and corporate in Birmingham?

25 A I think so.
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1 explanations are wonderful, but it just makes it harder to

2- read the record.

3 Mr. Mosbaugh, would you say that the results of

4 Mr. Webb or Mr. Odom's efforts, if they are contained on

5 GPC Exhibit II-71, verify the accuracy of the information

6 provided to the NRC on April 19th?

-7 A No, this list can't verify the accuracy of the

8 information.

9 Q And just to summarize, why_not?

10 A Because it's not complete, it doesn't define

11 the comprehensive test program, it's missing information as

12 to problems and failures and it's incomplete, as you've

13 pointed out, as to total starts.

14 Q So does this list give you information to

15 determine when a comprehensive test program concluded, as

|
16 of April 19th?

17 A This list could not give me information to

18 determine when a comprehensive test program had completed.

19 Q Did this list provide you with a basis to

20 dispute the definitions that were discussed with Mr.
1

Shipman or Mr. Bockhold or Mr. Aufdenkampe on April 19th? l21
|
1

22 A No.

23 MS. YOUNG: No further questions. |

24 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: I'd like to

25 ask some questions and anyone who thinks they can answer

- - .

,
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:

1 that call, or comething like that. I know now that that
!

2 call was scheduled and nobody not only invited me, but
,

3 nobody informed me that it was going to happen.

4 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: This is in your direct

5 testimony.
;!

6 THE WITNESS: I think it is.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You don't have to repeat it.
!
,

8 THE WITNESS: Okay, thank you.
.

9 BY MR. STEPHEN KOHN:

10 Q And now I want to call you back to page 39 on

11 tape 58. Look at lines 14 through 16 where Mr. Aufdenkampe

12 says " George has an argument on why that is correct and Ken

13 McCoy called and said, you know, -- called Brockman and |

14 Brockman understood what he meant." Do you see that?

|

15 A Yes.

16 Q What was your understanding as to what Mr.

17 Aufdenkampe was explaining at this point?

18 A This looked like essentially the same thing

19 that Mr. Shipman had told me earlier, that George -- I

20 think meaning George Bockhold -- his argument on why the

21 LER statement is correct and that McCoy had called the NRC

22 and there had been this explanation of what was going to go

23 in the LER and the numbers and the basis of the numbers in
i

24 the CTP and all that. j

25 0 And to the best of your reconstruction, would

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 Q And if you would look on the same page, about~

2 six lines up from where the transcript ends you'll see
.

3 identified as Tape #71, indicates that Mr. Hairston was not

4 a participant during April 19th, 1990 telephone conference
;

5 call and the language concerning the emergency diesel |

6 generator start count was finalized in the LER. Do you see

7 that?

8 MR. BLAKE: I think it's about six lines up

9 from where the transcript begins on that page, will help --

10 help him. I think you said " ends."

11 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: I'm sorry.

12 BY THE WITNESS:

13 A Yes, I -- I see the sentence, "One of those

14 tapes of April 27, 1990, discusses," parenthetical,

15 " (identified as Tape #71) , " unparenthetical, " indicates

16 that Mr. Hairston was not a participant during the April

17 19th,.1990 telephone conference call when the language )
I

18 concerning emergency diesel generator start counts was
|

|

19 finalized in the LER." ;

20 Q Now, if I understand it, you have an

21 independent recollection that Mr. Hairston attended a

22 portion of that call, is that correct? ]
4

!

23 A That is correct.

24 Q Okay. And you are aware that Mr. Mosbaugh had

i
25 independent recollection that Mr. Hairston attended a

I
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1 portion of that call, is that also correct?

2 A Could you repeat the question?

3 Q Yes, sir. You -- through your communications

4 with Mr. Mosbaugh, you are aware that he believed

5 Mr. Hairston participated in the April 19 late afternoon
s

6 conference call that is referred to in the portion of

7 Exhibit 75 you just read?
,

8 A Yes, I think that Allen was aware that

9 Mr. Hairston participated in the late afternoon, on April

10 19th, 1990, telephone call.

11 0 So then are you aware of anyone else

12 participating in the portion of the Tape 71 identified in

13 the -- in Exhibit 75? Was this a conversation limited |

14 between you and Mr. Mosbaugh?

15 CHAIRMAN BLCCH: You might want to look at the

16 portion of the testimony that is in this letter. The

17 question is about whether this portion had anyone else

18 participating other than was indicated.

19 (The witness reviews certain material.)

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The witness -- are you looking
]
!

21 at the -- oh, I see. You're comparing the actual

22 transcript to the letter?
<

23 THE WITNESS: Well, what -- what I'm doing is,

24 I'm looking at the transcript. That's what I did earlier,

25 was compare the transcript that I have in my prefiled

__ ______ __ _
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1 testimony with what's in the letter.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: 'Okay, seems like a reasonable

3 thing to do.

4 THE WITNESS: And then I'm also just glancing
,

5 at what I stated in my prefiled testimony, in the body of :

!

6 the testimony.

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Take the time you need to do

i

8 that careillly.

9 (The witness reviews certain material.)

10 THE WITNESS: Your question was did I remember

11 anybody else being involved in that telephone conversation.

12 And I don't have any -- or in the conversation between

13 Allen and I on the tape, and I don't have any recollection j

\

14 of anybody else being involved.

15 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

16 Q And it's your best recollection that this was a

17 face-to-face meeting with Mr. Mosbaugh?

18 A Real vague, Michael, but I think it was face-

19 to-face in my office.

20 Q And nowhere, if I understand it, in your

21 Exhibit F does anyone else's name appear as participating

22 in the communication, and there were no unidentified

23 voices, is that correct?

24 (The witness reviews certain material.)

25 A Yes, on this portion of the tape there is --'

.___ ____ - _ _ _
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1 -appears to be nobody else participating in the
~

2. conversation, and there's no unidentified voices shown on j

3 the transcript of the tape. ',
t

4 -- Q 'Well, if you know that you had independent

5 recollection of Mr. Hairston being on.the-call,-and you~
_

,

6 'know that Mr.-Mosbaugh had independent recollection.of
t

7 Mr. Hairston on the. call,Lthen is it not true that the |
|

8 portion of the tape relied upon in Exhibit 75 to indicate {

'9 that Mr. Hairston was not a participant on the call in fact
, ;

i

10 cannot possibly stand for that assumption, is that true?
I

- 11 (The witness reviews certain material.)
i

12 A That would appear to be true. |

13 Q And if you would look on Exhibit 75, Page 3, !

14 the second line of the portion of the transcript identified

15 as ALM, and that would be Mr. Mosbaugh, it says, "There

16 were -- they were all on there," period. Do you agree with

f

17 the way this is written? j
i

18 A Where are you.at, Michael, where it says, "They

19 are all on there"?
.i

20 Q The second line on Exhibit 75, Page 3. |
!
'

21 A Okay, I'm sorry. Your question was...?

22 Q Do you agree with the way that is transcribed, f
i
.

23 without looking'back at Exhibit F7 I'm asking for i

|

24 independent recollection, would you agree with the way... ;

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You can do that first. Do you f
i

.

, e. - - - - , ,. , -,- ,.c- e r , .e w . n,, . ., .w e - - - c, - ---
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!<

'l_'1have an independent recollection?' ,

|t
'2:' THE WITNESS: I don't remember on' Exhibit F the -

.

I
:

3 verbatim words, no, I don't. [
,

4 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:
!,

-5 Q Do you have any recollection of Mr. Mosbaugh ,

.:
'f

6' being emphatic when he made that~ statement?
'

,

-7 A You know, I have a vague recollection'of.the |
,

,
*

8 conversation, and the intonations I don't have any specific

9 recollection of those. I think Allen may have -- I don't .;

>

10 -- I' don't remember, Michael.
I

11- 'O' And based on the fact that -- well, do you know .

f

12 that Mr. Mosbaugh also knew that Mr. Bockhold, .j
.

13 Mr. Hairston, and Mr. Shipman were all on that afternoon

14 phone conference call?

15 A I think Allen knew that they were all on there. 1

\

16 0- And do you have an independent recollection of

17 all of those three participants being on there, correct?

18 A I remember George Bockhold being on there; I

19 remember George Hairston being on there; and I remember

20- Bill Shipman being on the conversations on April 19th at

21 some point'in time.
i
'

'22 Q Okay. And if you-would look on Page 2 of

23 Exhibit 75, the second~ portion of the -- the last "P"

I

24 appearing on the bottom, "We had a big conversation on |

25 .those numbers," you're referring to the late afternoon
i

)

'

i
;.

!

- -- -, , , ,1
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|

1 conference call, correct?
i

2 A That is correct, conference call on~ April 19th.

3 Q And-you're not referring to the call when

4 Mr. Shipman called Mr. Bockhold back?~ That occurred
.

5 earlier on Tape 57? Excuse me, called you back. Let me
1

6 rephrase that. Let me strike that. I was not focusing.

7 This does not refer to a later call that's been

8 often referred to as Call B. When I say Call B, do you

9 know what I'm referring to?

10 A I think you're referring to the call between

11 Jack Stringfellow, Allen Mosbaugh, me, and Bill Shirman

12 late afternoon of April 19th, 1990.

13 O After the big conference call, correct?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Okay. And so when you're referring to the big

16 -- big conversation, you're referring here to Call A and

17 not to Call B, correct?

18 A Well, I think -- I'm not sure I can say that

19 without some comment. The best of my recollection in this

20 particular time frame, really until we got -- until OI

21 played copies of the Tape 57 and 58, was that the telephone

22 conversation was just a telephone conversation that drug on

23 all day, and remember the hanging up, getting off, hanging
.

24 up, getting off. So I could have been, in this period of

25 time, referring to the big conversation as being from, you

j
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1 know, 2:00 in the afternoon until 6:00 at night.

2 O But you were referring to the one that

3 Mr. Bockhold was on, correct?

4 A I was referring to the portion of the

5 conversation where Mr. Bockhold was on there, yes.

6 Q And that -- and that would be Call A because

7 Mr. Bockhold was not on...

8 A Knowing now that there were at least three

9 calls on April 19th involving corporate and me, I think

10 you're referring to that as call A, which would be the --

11 from my perspective, I guess, the middle call.

12 O You were the one who got Mr. Bockhold on

13 this...?

14 A Yes, I did get George Bockhold on the phone.
|
'

15 Q And when Mr. Mosbaugh states on Exhibit 75,

16 Page 3, second line from the top, they were all on there,

17 is he questioning you or is he making that as a statement

18 of fact? Didn't he have enough knowledge to make it as a

19 stat.ement of fact?

20 A That appears to be a statement of fact.

21 Q And -- and you don't respond to it as if it's a

22 question, do you?

23 A No , I don't respond as if it were a question.

24 Q Okay. Now I'm going to call your attention to

25 Intervenor's Exhibit 116. And if you would again -- let's

i
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1 Q Do you have that?

'

2 A Yes, I do.

3 Q Okay. And if you would look about halfway down

well, first, do you recognize this as an excerpt of Tape: 4 --

5 71?

6 A It appears to be an excerpt of Tape 71 with a

7 lot of bracketed -- additional bracketed statements in it.

8 Q And if you'd look in the middle of it you'll
,

9 see again Mr Mosbaugh is quoted as saying, "They were all

10 on there," period. Do you see that?

11 A Yes, I do.

12 Q Now, on Exhibit F at Page 6, Line 4 to your

13 testimony, do you see that same sentence, "They were all on
.

14 there"?
,

15 A Yes.

16 Q But instead of a period this time there's a

17 question mark, isn't there?
,

18 A Yes.

19 O Did you'put that question mark there?

20 A No. )
i

21 Q Did you verify if that was a question? 1

1

22 A In general I don't recall, in reviewing any of

23 the tapes, trying to put in punctuation.

24 0 If I_ told you that at this section Mr. Mosbaugh

25 raised his voice and emphatically stated, "They were all on

_
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1: -there," do you recall hearing that when you listened to the

'

2 . tape?.

3 A I-- I have ru) specific recollection of that.

4- 0 Well, I'm going to play this portion, and I

5 guess maybe the best way to do it is have the recorder next-

6 to you so at least you can hear it, and I'm going to ask

7 you to' listen specifically to Line 4, the words,."They were

:8 all on there," and.tell me whether you can tell if

9 'Mr..Mosbaugh raises his voice when he says that and

10 emphatically states it as an affirmative statement'rather

11 than a question.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCHi Also place it close to the

13 . pickup for the recorder.

14 (Whereupon, a portion of a tape recording was

15 played to the witness.)

16 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

17 Q Did you hear Mr. Mosbaugh raise his voice to

'18 the point that the tape player went into distortion?

19 A I think the whole tape was in distortion. But

20 beyond that it -- Al Mosbaugh did raise his voice during

21: that particular sentence saying that', "They were all on

22: there."-

:2 3 ' -Q And would you categorize'his commentary as

24' emphatically stating they were all on there?

25 A' I think that's a correct characterization. It
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. .

- '!
1 Birmingham'is thinking now;is that they made a material

i

i! - false statement in the April 9th letter " j
|

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Would you tell me.what the' |
t
t

4 source of information '.s to that?

5 THE WITNESS: I -- I. don't have a specific ~ j

'6 recollection, but I think I'had talked to' Jack Stringfellow ]!

7 again during the day. .

i
t

8 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN: .s

!

9 Q And on Line 13 of.Page... |
t.

10. A Or -- let me just expand on that. Or it could. ;

;

11 1 have just been the~ previous conversation that we had had j

12 with Jack where we said, "We're thinking basically'that's a
i

13- material false statement," 'and we had kind of put him on |

14 notice of that.

15 Q You mentioned the higher-ups on Page 73, Line
i

16 4, McCoy, Hairston, Mcdonald are reviewing this now. Where

t

17 did you get that bit of information? !

!
18 A That's why I think there may have been another

19 call with -- with Jack. |

!

20 Q You couldn't have gotten it from your previous j
:

21. conversation with Mr. Stringfellow, there had to be an |
|

22- additional conversation, is that correct? -j

!

23 A Well, either that or,-you know, I think in that

24' conversation' Jack says that he was going to take it up to ,

i
;

25 Shipman, and I could have just made the jump that he had- ;
1
.

1. ' !

!

'.- . -i
.
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1 Q It's not your belief that in this time frame

2 GPC basically, off the top'of their head, added a few

3 starts to get it over than 20 -- excuse me, greater than

'20? X4

5 A Are you asking if we took the 18 and 19 and

6 said, well, we had five more days so we must have had two
,

7 more starts? I don't think so. And the reason I say that

8 is because Tom Webb, in the way he does things, is -- is

9 fairly meticulous. And in addition, I have a recollection

10 of talking to Tom Webb as we're developing the LER. And

11 around the 10th time frame when the letter came out, that's

12 when I recall giving some specific direction to Tom to make

13 it consistent with what was in the April 9th letter. So I

14 would expect Tom to take the April 9th letter and move

15 forward from that. And you'd have to ask Tom exactly how

16 he -- he got that the first time, but that's my

17 recollection.

18 Q Do you know if Mr. Webb ever went back to try

19 to determine the accuracy of the April 9th count when he

20 added a couple of starts to get greater than 20?

21 A No, I do not.

22 Q Turn to Page 2 of your testimony.

23 BOARD EXAMINATION

24 BY CHAIRMAN BLOCH:

25 Q I just have a question. Can you remember why
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;

1 -it is~that you said he should make it consistent with the
'

:

2 April 9th count? j
i

3. A They -- you know,~ generally.what;I tried to do
;

I

4 is,-when we told the NRC.something'or we -- we wrote :
'

'
.

i

5 ~something to the NRC, the.next correspondence I would,.you !

6 know, like to carry that forward so one person doesn't look

7 at it_and'say, "Well, on here you said -- you were -- you

8 :had'-- said something, and over here you said something |

9' else," and you're kind of mixing apples and oranges ~'cause. 3

10 you have different bases.

11 Q- At that time you had no basis to doubt the

12 April!9th count?.
!

13 A I did not doubt the April 9th letter, no, sir.

14 CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued)

15 BY MS. YOUNG:

16 Q' But apart from the NRC being told information,

17 if someone asked you to verify the accuracy of a count

18 would you normally ast;u'ae that the base count was correct,

19 or would you go back and check the base count?

20 A It would -- it would depend, I think, on the

21 . nature of the question and the nature of the data that we
'

22 were looking'at. I think if there was reasonable
1

2 3 -- confidence in the previously verified information, that we

24 would not'go back~and look at that. If there was some

25 ' question-in it, then we probably would go back and start

i
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1 A Yes.

2 .O And did you' play a role in that testimony

3 'before it was provided?

4 A In writing it, developing it?

5 Q Correct.

6 A Yes.

7 Q I'm going to provide.you a copy with an

8 excerpt, at least from that testimony. Have you had a

9 chance to take a look at this excerpt, Mr. Mosbaugh?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Look at the top of page 10. Do you see where

12 it says, "After the accident, I was able to record '

13 evidence demonstrating that management engaged in a

14 criminal conspiracy to conceal safety-related information
'

l

15 pertaining to the site area emergency and intentionally
!

16 submitted materially false statements to the NRC with ,

i

17 respect to the site area emergency"?
1

18 A Yes, I see that.
1

19 Q And look at the bottom of the next page, 11, |

20 in the footnote. It says, "I recorded statements made by
,

!

21 Plant Vogtle Project Vice President Ken McCoy and GPC's

22 Senior Vice President George Hairston, and others,

23 demonstrating that they were aware that prior statements j

24 related to the reliability of the diesel generators were
1

25 materially false and that they intentionally reiterated j

|
|
|

-. -
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;

1 these same false statements when filing the Licensee Event

2 Report to the Commission 30 days after the site area

3 emergency had occurred."

4 Now, is the basis for these statements that
,

5 you made to this Senate subcommittee the portion of the

6 transcript of tape 58 that has the "I'll testify to that"
'

7 .and "just disavow" language that you hear on that tape?

8 A Yes. The -- the statements about a criminal

9 conspiracy to conceal information pertain to that section.
,

10 In addition, the statements -- the recorded statements

11 showing that the communication and belief that the ;

12 previous statements were false had gone all of the way up

13 to the top through McCoy, Hairston, and Mcdonald, is part ,

14 of the basis as well.

15 And the section of tape 58 where the group of

16 individuals -- Bockhold, McCoy, Shipman, Stringfellow --

17 discussed repeating or using the same information as was

18 contained in the COA is part of the basis.

19 Q Is that it?

20 A Also, the conversations with Mr. Stringfellow

21 and Shipman contained on tape 57.
<

22 Q I'm sorry. Would you repeat that for me, i

1

|23 please?
1

24 A The conversations with Mr. Stringfellow and i

25 Mr. Shipman contained on tape 57. And I guess I'd add to |
!

l

)
'

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 thinking of it up to the 19th. That's the way I read the

2 letter." Are we communicating? Is that what your

3 testimony is?

4 Is your testimony, Mr. Mosbaugh, that, in

5 fact, there might have been as many as 18 or 19 starts
,

6 between the UV test and April 19th, but not between the UV
,

7 test and April 9th?

8 A No. My testimony is that I was not thinking

9 about that statement as a contracted interval. I was

10 thinking about it as the whole interval.

11 BOARD EXAMINATION

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Wait. I'm confused, because

13 I thought the question was fairly straightforward. I

14 thought you had testified that there might have been 19 i

i

15 starts after the comprehensive test program and before the

16 19th, but not before the 9th. Is that correct? That's

17 all he's asking.

18 THE WITNESS: Surveillance -- surveillance

19 tests or total tests?
i

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Tests. Starts. The way they
.

21 were doing it, you know?
,

22 THE WITNESS: Okay. I guess between then and

23 the 9th, I think it would be fairly -- it would seem kind

24 of unlikely that there could have been that many.

25 Expanding the interval and almost doubling it, I guess,

<
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT . RECROSS BOARD

3 Allen Mosbaugh 8248 8306 8251

4 8310 8252

5 8333 8254

6 8340 8257

7 8351 8259

8 8355 8262

9 8371 8278

10 8380 8310

11 8342 8332

12 8392 8335

13 8395 8351

14 8399 8354

15 8404 3368

16 8434 d385

17 8438 8390

18 8441 8393

19 8443 8399

20 8445 8403

842221

843122
,

23

24

25

!

!
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' 1' 1NDEK -1

2- WITNESS DIRECT CROSS REDIRECT RECROSS BOARD

3 .-Allen Mosbaugh 9018 9023

-4 9023 9034 |-

5 9034 9036

6 9037 9037 |

.7 9037 -9040

8- 9040 9042

9 9048 9049

10- 9092 9059

11 9100 9076 )
|

'12 9115 9083 |
|
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-1 A Yes. And in the meeting I said to Mr. -- this

2 is documented on the tape. In the meeting I said to Mr.

3 Aufdenkampe -- you know, we had a discussion about that

4 and that I should be verified. And an action item was

5 initiated.

6 Q So you said something to Mr. Aufdenkampe, who

7 worked for you. Did you say anything to the PRB members

8 at large to put them on notice that what they might be

9 doing --

10 A That's what it was.

11 Q -- might be incorrect or false?

12 A I said it in the Board meeting.

13 Q Did anybody respond to you, saying " Wait a
!

14 minute. This might be incorrect or false"?

15 A Yeah. The chairman responded. |
I
'

16 Q What did he say?
l

17 A Well, you know, I need to look at the

18 transcript --

I
19 Q Fair enough. Go ahead.

20 A - before I can go about specifics, but --

21 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You can look.
I

22 MR. BLAKE: This is important.

23 THE WITNESS: On Tape 57, --

24 MR. BLAKE: Yes.

25 THE WITNESS: -- Page 15, --
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1 MR. BLAKE: Yes.

2 THE WITNESS: -- this portion of the
,

'
a is in the PRB meeting. On Page 15, on Line3 conve, ''

.

i

4 1, I state to Mr. -- or I state to the group. In

5 addressing to the group, I state -- I address something to ;

,

6 -- that I had said to John, "Did you correct the diesel

7 starts? I had given John a e .nment on the diesel starts."

8 Thic comment is not Mr. Hairston's comment. This is the- ,

9 parallel effort where I was wondering about the accuracy

10 of that statement.

11 Mr. Aufdenkampe responded, "We have." And

12 he's saying -- he's addressing how he's handled my

13 statement, earlier statement, to him, "There's a comment

14 in the PRB meeting minutes to either verify the sentence,

15 remove the sentence, or delete the sentence. That's what

16 we're actually doing."

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The word was not " remove."

18 It was " reword."

19 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. " Reword the

20 sentence."

21 Mr. Kitchens gets in on this conversation |

22 then. I think he's the chairman at this meeting. "Now,

23 if we can verify the sentence, I think it would be more |
!

24 appropriate to say since March the 20th that there's been

25 -- there were 18 consecutive starts of the D/G. John is

|
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1 going to go and either verify it or take these numbers out

2 and take out the wording that says there are no problems

3 or failures, basically says tie.t there are no faliures and

4 no problems."

5 And on Page 16, we're still in the PRB. And

6 the conversation has continued. And on Line 5, Mr.

7 Kitchens is speaking. And he states, "But John picked up

8 an action item. He's going to verify if that's wrong or

9 not. If it's wrong we'll take it out or if it's right."

10 And the rest of that sentence may not be audible.

11 BOARD EXAMINATION

12 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Mr. Mosbaugh,

13 who is John that's being referred to, please?

14 THE WITNESS: John means John Aufdenkampe.

15 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Thank you.

16 MR. BLAKE: Your Honor, I have two questions

17 about this excerpt. j
!

18 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION !
I

i

19 BY MR. BLAKE:

20 Q At the top -- are you done? |

21 A Not completely.

22 O Okay.

23 A So after that sentence on Line 13, I state

24 " Yeah, that was my comment."
|

25 And Mr. Kitchens continues in response to
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1 that. And on Line -- well, he says "So we didn't -- so we

2 don't want to make a statement with no failures and no

-3 problems."

4 And on Line 19, I say " Yeah. I don't think

5 you can make that statement."

6 Q Will you read the next paragraph while we're

7 at it here?

8 A Mr. Kitchens says "Well, we'll say since March

9 20th the diesels have been started more than 20 times each

10 successfully, some words like that, that whatever number

11 it comes out to be" -- the rest is inaudible -- "make sure

12 it's not a false statement. And you don't have any other

13 comments, Allen?" We continue on. I say that that was

14 what I had looked at briefly and that was what I saw.

15 And then on Page 17 we talk about voting. And

16 I state that I probably should abstain because I had come

17 in late.

18 Q Going back to the top of the Page 15, where

19 you started this answer, "Did you correct the diesel

20 starts? I had given John a comment on the diesel starts,"

21 what draft of the LER are you referring to there? What

22 draft did you --

23 A I'm not exactly sure what draft we had at that

24 point. It would either have been one prior, just prior,

25 to the one that was being reviewed in the meeting or
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1- was accurate --

|

2 MR. BLAKE: 'Webb. |
v

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Oh, excuse me. |
I

4 MR. BLAKE: But you're right.
,

!

5 BOARD EXAMINATION ;

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Assuming that the Webb list

7 is accurate, did you know that the counts that were used |
t

f
8 by the company as of April 9th could not be correct?

9 THE WITNESS: My answer is no, and I didn't i

10 think of that and think of it that way. I was looking at

11 the language as what it meant to me -- the new language,

12 the final language.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: What could it possibly mean

14 to you so that the Webb list was consistent with it?

15 THE WITNESS: I wasn't looking at the language

16 in accordance with the intent of Mr. Bockhold and Mr.

17 McCoy and Mr. Shipman had stated this intent to use the

18 same thing, and really confined the data that would have

19 been up to the 19th to really only mean up to the 9th. I

20 wasn't looking at it with the intent that they stated.

21 I was looking at the statement as a stand

22 alone statement. Since the comprehensive test program,

23 these -- you know, as it's stated. There has been at

24 least 18 starts of each diesel, and the way the final

25 language was written. :

i
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1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Before the 19th?

2 THE WITNESS: Yeah, and I was viewing that as ,

!

3 a stand alone statement and would be.ty) through the date )

4- it was being issued. |
i
1

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So did you have -- if you

!

6 assume that the Webb list was accurate, did you know that

7 that was wrong?

8 THE WITNESS: If I had assumed that the Webb |

9 list was accurate, the Webb list could have allowed -- or .

10 would have been dated to say the final statement had some ;

!

11 problems -- had -- you know, again, it doesn't say

12 consecutive. But you know, if I had assumed that it had

13 every start, I think that would be data that could allow |

14 you to say this data shows that that can't be true -- at

15 least can't be true if it's consecutive and if it intends |

16 to conclude all the starts.

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So if the Webb list is !

18 accurate, you had enough information to know that the

19 statement submitted through the 19th was wrong?

20 THE WITNESS: If I would have assumed the list |
:
,

21 was accurate, yes.

22- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, now that's a
.

23 hypothetical. He doesn't assume the list is accurate he's

24 saying right now. {

!

25 CROSS EXAMINATION (continued) ;

|

1

I

t

>

w
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21

22

23
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1 A lot of this stuff has dribbled out of four years. And !

|

2 so we tried to take all that together with what these

3 individuals had already been exposed to. And where we

4 thought they were at that point in time, and we talked to
>

'

5 their supervisors and people that knew them today at that
3

6 point in time.

7 And so, yes, we -- you know, we tried to look

8 at it -- I did -- and I know that Ken asked those same

9 questions as this stuff dribbled out. But July of '94 and
a

1

10 really on into August of '94, and then there was a small

11 point in time, and I may have my months mixcd up, I think

1 12 it was December of '94 when we had made our submission to i

13 the Commission -- to the Staff and that we looked at some

14 additional things in that period of time as we came to our
i

15 settlement with the staff. But it was mainly in that !

16 summer of '94,4

17 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think if I heard you right,
,

18 you don't think that it was necessary to have taken action

19 earlier than '94?

20 THE WITNESS: As the information I had and

21 where people were in the organization and what they were

22 doing and what their current performance level was, yes,

23 given all of that.

24 DIRECT EXAMINATION

25 BY MR. STEPHEN KOHN:

i

I

.
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-1 I-N D E.X
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3 Allen _Mosbaugh 9905 9907
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'
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'

:
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;

I
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<
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i
,
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:
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!
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22 10103 10076
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24 10112 10101

1011225

H
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l' McCoy and Mr. Hairston?

2 A I would suspect that it would include those

3' and, you know, it's hard to say on each one of those-

4 individuals.

5 Q You belleve that those individuals on April

6 the 19th made a determination to insert this language in

7 order to fuzz up the information they were giving the NRC

8 or muck it up rather than clarify it. Correct?

9 A That's my belief. I believe that belief was

10 shared by OI.

11 0 What was the -- you previously testified that

12 you believed this was a conspiracy that went on that day.

13 Correct?
,

14 A I think there's indications of a conspiracy

15 occurring. .

!

16 Q And, what do you think the nature of that
i

17 conspiracy was?

18 A To reword the LER in such a way that it would

19 not raise a red flag. To make it consistent with what had

20 been said before so the red flag wouldn't be waived. ,

21 To put in language that could be argued later i

22 because you didn't put a definition -- because you put a ;

i

23 phrase in that wasn't defined that you could argue later
,

24 in a legal arena if necessary. |
|

25 And, because the conversation occurred when it

,

|

|
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1 was brought up if we didn't have trips -- so we didn't

2 have no trips because a discussion occurred in the
'
.

3 disputed portion which I hear to -- one of the parties

4 says the response should be to " disavow."
>

5 And, another's response is that Mr. McCoy

6 would testify. Those elements suggest to me that this may

7 have involved a conspiracy.

8 Q And, do you think that there were discussions

9 that aren't captured on your tape in which these people

10 talked about a conspiracy?

11 Or, do you think the discussions are captured

12 on your tape to the extent they took place that day?

13 A Well, I would certainly assume for a fact that

my tape recordings don't capture but a small portion of14

15 discussions that took place that day in corporate.

16 O And, do you think that they formed this

approach other than -- at points in time other than appear17
1

18 on your tape and then came and sort of confirmed it on

19 your tape, the conversation?

20 A That's possible that they discussed it other

21 than on the tape. That's certainly possible.

22 0 When did you come to the understanding that

23 this -- they came to this meeting of the minds,

24 conspiratorial meeting of the minds, on April the 19th?

25 When did you come to that view?

.
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1 and, then, they move this conversation out of this area

2 very rapidly, if you listen to the tape, and get into

3 other discussions.

4 I can't see where Mr. Hairston's question is

5 ever answered. I can't see where -- and you would think

6 coming into this conversation with a fairly key question,

7 you know, "we got the starts."

8 You know, "we didn't have no trips." It would

9 seem like Mr. Hairston would be getting a detailed

10 explanation of the starts, of what trips, of why trips

11 could be excluded.

12 If they thought they wouldn't have to talk

13 about those trips in the LER, I would think there would be

14 a fairly extensive explanation that would be necessary to

15 respond to the senior vice president's questions.

16 Q Now, going back, Mr. Mosbaugh. So, the

17 inference is that, the inference that you draw from these

18 words is Mr. Shipman says " disavow" which you understand

19 to be a suggestion to Mr. Hairston or others we'll just

20 lie about this.

21 We'll deny that we knew about the trips. And,

22 that the reason that there's no response or reaction is

23 because they intentionally moved to other topics so that

24 other people won't pick up on this conspiratorial

25 exchange.
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1 That's the inference you draw from this?

2 A I think they moved quickly off of this. I

3 think it was, you know, obviously -- it was inappropriate.

4 They got into it. They got off of it'very

5 quickly. And, I'm just surprised that the fundamental

6' question that -- what seemed an appropriate question to

7 Mr. Hairston never was answered.

8 Q So, the answer to my question is yes?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Okay. Now, let me just -- we've never had the

11 answer to this, I think, on the record. Why is it that

12 you think Mr. McCoy stated "I'll testify to that?"

13' That is, that there weren't any problems or

14 failure. Why do you think he was the one picked to make

15 that statement or even volunteered it without having

16 previously been picked?

17 Didn't you tell me in the deposition that your

-18 belief was that he was the natural one to do that because

19 he couldn't be linked as both shipman and Hairston could

20 to having been told about the problems or failures, so he

21 turned out, and the inference that you draw is, he was the

22 natural one to testify and more easily get away with that?
,

23 A That's a theory that I have had in the past

24 and that is a theory. I think Mr. McCoy is, additionally,

25 a pretty smooth speaker and a good person to testify.
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1 CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued)

2 BY MS, YOUNG:

3 Q So, basically, you're saying on April 19th,

4 you just got tired of arguing with corporate about whether

5 the LER was accurate, because you didn't have absolute

6 proof that it was wrong?

7 A I won't say I just got tired. I was not

8 willing to rechallenge in this area with a document I knew

9 and believed was incomplete after all -- what had

10 transpired. I would only have rechallenged with

11 information that I believed to be absolutely accurate.

12 Q And did you also understand on April 19th that

13 neither you, nor Mr. Aufdenkampe, nor Mr. Webb, nor

14 Mr. Odom, had taken sufficient steps to verify whether the

15 start count was at the completion of a comprehensive test
!

16 program?

17 A We had not taken any steps --

18 O So the answer is yes?
1

19 A -- to -- yes, we had not taken any steps to

verify a final wording which contained the comprehensive20

21 test program. And we had not been asked.

22 Q So would you say that Georgia Power relied on

23 Mr. Bockhold for the accuracy of that statement alone?

24 A I can't -- I can't answer -- I can't answer l
l

25 that, because I don't know who -- who all or what all they |
|
|

I
|

|
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1 Q .Then there's a reference to.what the NRC's ,

.

2 belief is about'whether information submitted in the LER ;

3 was an intentional mistake. Do you remember this

4 conversation? ,

5 A Vaguely.

6 Q Do you see the reference that I'm referring

7 'to?
,

8 A Yes. .|

9 BOARD EXAMINATION ,

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Does that mean you have no

11 prior recollection of it?

12 THE WITNESS: Reading this transcript

13 refreshes my memory about having read this before and

14 perhaps heard it before. I don't have a strong

15 independent recollection of somebody saying that. !
I

16 Sometimes reading it and refreshing it's -- am
,

|

17 I refreshing that I've read it before or am I refreshing
'

18 that I heard it before? It's hard to tell five years
1

19 later.

20 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Good explanation of

|21 " Vaguely."
|

22 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Were you

23 present when this conversation was going on?

24 THE WITNESS: Yes, I was.

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Did you ever make any remote

__ _ _ _
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1 recordings where you weren't present?

2' THE WITNESS: Never. The tape recorder was

3 always on my person.

4 FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION

5 BY MS. YOUNG:

6 Q And you kept it primarily in your pants

.

7 pocket?

8 A Yes.
,

9 MS. YOUNG: The inspection report I referred

you to earlier, we've now located the intervenor exhibit10

11 number. It's Intervenor II-83 for the record, Judge

12 Bloch. I didn't know which one was easier for you to

13 retrieve.
1

14 BY MS. YOUNG:

|

15 Q Now, there are statements on here about

16 Georgia Power's understanding of NRC concerns about the

17- accuracy of the LER and the April 9th letter. Do you see

18 those?

I

19 A Are we on this tape now, transcript?
!

|

20 Q Yes, Page 1 of the transcript. ]

21 A Yeah, I see a discussion about the accuracy of |

22 the LER.
1

23 Q Now, Mr. Bockhold -- well, let me start with |

24 Mr. Bockhold's statement. If you look at Line 12, "what
i

25 Pete Taylor believes," "it" was "an intentional mistake,

I

_ _
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1 A- I did not say anyone did not. I said if it

2 were not reviewed by the Plant Review Board, I would have

13- expected the plant manager to have been involved and to

4 have made that decision himself, as the Plant Review Board

5 is an advisory board to him.

6 Q- And isn't it true that the April 9 letter was

7 not reviewed by you prior to its submission?

8 A We have had testimony on this subject before

9 and I think my testimony has always been that I do not

10 recall specifically reviewing it, but I do not recall

11 specifically not reviewing it.

12 Q Well, if you look at page 26 of your testimony,

13 I asked you on line 18 --

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, which testimony are you

15 referring to?

16 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: His August 5 deposition

17 testimony.

18 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

19 Q -- I asked you, "Do you recall seeing it before

20 Mr. Hairston signed it?" And your response is "No." Is

21 that correct?

22 A My response was "I do not recall seeing it on

23 April 9th, no." And that is my testimony today. However,
,

24 if you ask me that question a different way, do you recall

:25 not seeing it, the answer would also be no.

;

|

3
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1- Q Now would you -- if'I understand it, it is your

2 belief that the April 9 letter was one of the more

3 important pieces of written communication coming from the

4 SONOPCO project to NRC in that time frame?

5 A I'm sorry, Michael, would you repeat that

6 question please? I missed the first part of it.
i

7 Q Is it your belief that the April 9 letter was

8 one of the most important pieces of correspondence being

9 generated out of your offices to the NRC?

10 A It is my belief that the April 9 letter was a

11 very important piece of correspondence, and to put it in

12 terms of the most important without going back and looking

13 at all other pieces of correspondence that we generated, I

14 would have some difficult doing that. But I will agree

15 that it was a very important piece of information that was

16 generated out of this office.

17 0 And it was the type of correspondence you would

18 have expected to have been reviewed by the PRB, correct?

19 A I would have expected it to be reviewed by the

20 PRB, yes, or the plant manager to have been directly

21 involved and to have established that he did not believe it ,

22 was necessary to have the Plant Review Board review it.

23 0 Who didn't believe it was necessary to have the

24 Plant Review Board to review it?

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Plant manager.

i

!
,

]

i
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1 A Yes, that's true.

2 Q And that during that inspection, GPC was
.

3 required to answer in writing questions proposed by NRC

4 related to the preparation of the April 19 LER?'

5 A I'm.not precisely sure that the exact

6 terminology you used is correct. What recollection I do

7 have of that is that these were questions that Georgia'

8 Power Company generated as a result of their meetings with

9 the NRC team on site, which is a little bit different than

10 the team generated a list of questions and gave to the site '

11 people to answer or Georgia Power to answer. I believe
.

12 this was the site's understanding of the team's concerns :

13 ~ that they put in the form of questions to ensure that the

14 concerns were addressed,
i

15 Q So it's your understanding in response to

16 information NRC wanted from Georgia Power Company, Georgia

17 Power decided to provide answers in a question and response

18 format? |

|
19 A That's my recollection.

20 Q And isn't it true that in August of 1990, you ,

!

.

21 received the response to the questions submitted to Georgia

22 Power Company that is identified in project number 045534?

23 A Would you restate t he question part of that for

24 me please?.

|

25 Q .Isn't it true that the project page number i

i
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P

1 045534 was received by you in August of 1990?
,

2 A I do not recall that specifically, but I would

3 guess that yes, I saw this piece of paper in August of '90. .

4 Q And if the cover letter transmitting this

5 document is copied on you, would that cement your belief
,

6 that you had a copy of it in August of 1990?

7 A Certainly would.

8 O And at the time you reviewed the response to

9 the questions, in particular questions 3 and 5, you knew >

10_ both responses were incomplete or inaccurate inasmuch as

11 they omitted Mr. McCoy and Mr. Hairston as participating in

12 the April 19 conference call, isn't that true?

13 A Well, there is certainly evidence that I knew.

14 Now whether I specifically recognized that they were

15 omitted from this list or not, I can't respond that I
|

16 specifically knew that or that I recognized that at the

17 time.

18 O And you had personal first-hand knowledge, and
i

19 first-hand recollection in August of 1990 that both Mr.
I

20 McCoy and Mr. Hairston had in fact participated in the

21 conference calls identified in questions and the responses

22 to questions 3 and 5, isn't that true?
i

|
23 A That's true. And I also should have known who '

24 else was involved in those conversations and I'm sure, as I

l

25 you recall, I indicated that Mr. Bailey was probably

1
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)
1 when I said I thought Mr. Bailey was on'it and for gosh

1

2 sakes, he was in Hawaii.

3 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN: ,

4 Q To speed things up, if you would look at page

5 93, lines 2 through 8, the question is, "All right. And

6 for complete accuracy, as I understand it, you were aware i

7 that Mr. Hairston participated in portions of the call, so

8 he could have been also listed as a partial participant,

9 correct?" And your response is, "Yes, yes." Is that

10 correct?

11 A That's correct.

12 Q And also on page 92, with respect to Mr. McCoy,

13 starting on line 18, the question is, "You recall Mr. McCoy

14 being present, correct?" Line 20, answer, "Yes."

15 A Yes. And that's the same answers I gave you
1

16 today, Mr. Kohn. I knew both of those gentlemen were

17 involved in that telephone conversation and I don't know --

18 again, I do not know whether in August of '90 I did not
!

19 recall that or whether I did not note that they were not ;

I

20 listed. But I did know that they were participants in the ;

i
'

21 phone call. l

22 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: We'll just ask that pages 91
1

23 through 93 be bound into the transcript at this time.

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH.: Granted.

|
25 Mr. Kohn, the way things are going, you will be

|

|
,
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1 BY ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE MURPHY:
)

2 O Your comment was a good segue into a question

3 that I have with respect to problem management.
.

4 My impression of having sat through 30 days of

5 hearings or however long it's been since we've started,

6 that one of the things that Allen Mosbaugh was trying to do

7 was identify concerns and problems during this time period,
;

8 and he apparently wasn't Jetting heard, wasn't getting a

9 fair hearing or he wasn't getting heard. Something along ;

10 the line dropped through the crack, the way I see it, with

11 respect to Mosbaugh trying to raise problems and not

12 getting through, either to management or to other -- to his

13 colleagues in the plant or whatever it was.

14 Do you have any insight on that part of this

15 issue, that might help us?

16 A I would, you know, basically have two sides to

17 a view of that. One is I believe we spent some time

18 testifying last time about the concerns people raised and
i'

19 where we were then and what we've done about it, what we

20 did back then. I think that was a part of it, I think

21 that, you know, people were sensitive to people raising

22 concerns but people tended to forget a very important part. |

23 That is, it's not enough to resolve the concern in your

24 mind -- and I think people really, rightly or wrongly, ,

25 think that they had these concerns resolved in their mind.

r
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1

1 _But the important thing is to go back to the person that's

2 got the concern and make sure, one, you understand it, and

3. that even if it's not resolved in his mind, you have enough

4 of his thought process that you're dealing with the right

5 thing. And you know, we've talked about that.
i

6 And the other side I've talked about and I -

7 think, as anything else in life, it's a two-way street. I

8 go back and I look at the' transcripts and I don't put all

9 this on Allen, but I put part of it on Allen -- I look at

10 the transcripts where he did raise issues and there were

I think he could11 certainly red flags there, but I don't --

12 have done more. I think if in fact he had the list, to

13 have just faxed the list to say, okay, damn it -- excuse me

14 -- dang it, you're not listening, I'm faxing you the list.

15 I'm not talking about large jumps like I'm going to go tell

16 somebody else, I'm talking about small jumps. And I think

17 that's the same true on the other side. I think if people

18 had come back with just a small thing to say now here's how

19 I've processed your comment, do you understand where we are
;

20 now? So I don't think on either side that it's a big jump,

21 but I think it's a two-way street.

22 Q Do you have any sense for why it didn't happen?
i

23 A I think it's sensitivity on both sides. I

.

| 24 don't attach poor motive, I think you're -- again, you deal

25 with many issues, there are a lot of things coming up in a
>
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1_ day,~ we tend to focus on this one, on what was said on

2 April 2, what may have been said-later, but you know, you

3 have to -- I go back to these antennas, you deal with so
.

4 many issues -- you know, I'm sitting here and you're i

'

5 reading me and I'm reading you. And I'have these antennas

6 that are up here. And whether you're out there dealing

7 with your spouse or you're dealing in a business

8 environment, it's very important to have these antennas

9 going. And I think that the antennas weren't up. I think

10 we had a young staff, and I mean young from experience. -

,

11 This was very early. I think we had people trying to

-12 operate and behave differently than what they had done

13 several years before.

14 This particular point in time, in the March-

15 April time frame, a unit was in a refueling, and I can
i

16- assure you there was a lot more going on. A refueling is

17 one of the most hectic times that we have. And there were

18 a lot of other issues that people were dealing with, and

19 the antennas just weren't up to pick up the inflection in

20 people's voices -- the fact that they said it twice. My

21 rule of thumb is sometimes I can ignore a comment made |

22 once. If somebody makes it twice, I'd better log it.

23 Everybody's got their own little rules.
i

24 And I think my personal opinion is I think i

I
;

25 everybody was on an improvement course but all these things |

,
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;1 .just sort'of came together with the hustle and bustle of a

2 _ refueling and with.the change in cultures and inexperience,

3 -- I mean, I read the transcripts, and I see the flags on

4 both sides. And you know, when you put it under a

5 microscope, you say well, why didn't you ask this question.

6 And I believe that's a sensitivity issue.

7 I've been around all these people, all these

8 players. I've been around the nuclear power business for

9 22 years -- '71, however long that is -- 24 years. And I

- 10 don't sense anybody that wasn't trying to do a good job.

11 Now you know, trying and 50 cents won't hardly buy you a

12 cup of coffee, you've got to produce. But you know, as I

13 read these tapes, and I know a lot of the personalities, I

14 don't see anybody not trying to do a good job. I see

15 people stepping too fast sometimes, hitting the high spots,

16 I think the people cared about Vogtle, I think they cared

17 about the diesel and getting it right.

18 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE MURPHY: Thank you.

19 BY CHAIRMAN BLOCH:

20 Q Mr. Hairston, this is related actually to the

21 question that Judge Murphy just asked -- did there come a
.

a

22 time when you first learned that there was an allegation

23 that Mr. Bockhold had held a meeting in which the word

24 "back-stabbing" was written on his board?

25- A I have seen that, you know, like within the
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i

1! correct'as it was being.used in the April-19th or used in
~

. . . . .
,

'2 the draft of the LER, si that correct?
/

3 A I received it. I commented that it might not

I
4 be correct, but.I didn't have.information that it might-be

5 correct. ,

j
,

6 .O .You commented that it might not be correct? !
!
t

7 A I had received a comment from Mr. Aufdenkampe ;

|
8 .that it might not be correct. j

9 Q Well, did you comment on it? Mr. Aufdenkampe ,

l'O is.not your direct line supervisor, is he?

11 A He was at.that time,

i
'

12 Q Okay. And Mr. Aufdenkampe told you that
i

13 number of starts -- you knew that that number of starts !

!

14 came from the April 9th letter didn't you? You prepared

15 that draft, you knew that number of starts that you put in

16 that draft in the LER came from the April 9th letter?

17 A That's right.

18 0 Okay. So when Mr. Aufdenkampe told you they

19 'may not be correct, did you get on the phone with

20f corporate?

21' 'A I don't-recall if I got on the phone with

22 . corporate.or.not. =I wouldn't think I would have because

23 they would have no more information than what I had.

24 BOARD EXAMINATION

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Webb, you say you think
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1 'the site who would have had that responsibility, wouldn't

2 that have been your responsibility, if it was going to be

I3 done at the site?

4 A Not necessarily. There could have been other

5 people at the site besides me.
.

6 Q But you're not aware of anyone at the site who

7 put together the April 9th letter, are you?

;

8 A At that time I didn't know who put together'

,

9 that letter.
,

10 Q So you didn't know where the 18 and 19 numbers

11 came from?
,

12 A Other than being in the letter from April 9th, j

13 I didn't know.

14 Q But now you know that they might not be

15 correct so did you think that maybe corporate needed to !

16 know that they might be correct?

17' A At this time the focus was the LER so we !

18 wanted to make sure the LER was correct. And the April

19 9th letter was not being worked on at this time.

20 0 Well, it had already been sent out. Didn't

21 you think that you had an obligation to make sure that

22 they knew that the facts in the April 9th letter may not ,

!

23 be correct as soon as possible?

24 A No, if there was a mistake in the letter, we
1

25 would have to correct that obviously, but unless there was

|

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'
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1 a significant mistake there was no need to correct it as

2 soon as possible. >

3 0 Well, do you think the start count information

4 contained in the April 9th letter was a significant

5 mistake?

6 A When it says 18 and 19 starts?

7 Q Yes.

8 A No, it didn't seem to matter if it was 12 or

9 19\8 or 19 or 25 or 87, it didn't really matter, it's just

10 a number of no safety significance.

11 Q So you didn't even have to put that statement

12 in the April 9th letter, is that your position?

13 A I don't know why the April 9th letter put that

14 in there to start with, so I can't say.

15 Q And whose decision would it be as to whether !

16 the April 9th letter needed to be corrected or not?

17 A Management.
i

18 0 Well, you're on the phone with Mr.

19 Stringfellow all the time, aren't you?

20 A At that time I spoke with him on a regular

21 basis.

22 O Like daily?

23 A Probably not daily.
,

24 Q And were there other contacts you had in the

1

25 corporate office besides Mr. Stringfellow, regular
!
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1 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

2 O Your testimony says, "At.my suggestion, the

3 draft was revised to read" --

4 A What page, please?

5 Q Page 4 starting at line 9. "At my suggestion,

6 the draft was revised to read 'Since 3/20/90 DG1A and 1B

7 have been started several times and no failures or

8 problems have occurred during any of these starts.'" So

9 you made the suggestion on how to reword it to take out

10 the 18 and 19 start language, correct?

11 A That's correct.

12 Q And your basis for removing it was?

13 A My manager told me to.

14 Q Your manager told you to because it might not

15 be correct?

16 A That was the way I understood it at the time,

17 yes sir.

18 Q All right. Now, on page 5 of your testimony,

19 after a PRB meeting, looking at where you use the word

20 several, looking at line 7 on page 5, you see the word

21 several in the seventh draft? We're referring to that

22 language that you created, right?

23 A That's right.

24 Q And then you go on to say on April 18th you

25 went and came up with 21 and 23 starts should be used in
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1 including the one from the April 13th where he said it

2 might not be correct. And I assume at this time he was

3 taking ownership for those numbers of 18 and 19. And we

4 took those numbers and added the starts from April 9th to

5 come up with 21 and 23. !

'

6 Q Well, how do you know the impetus to put in

7 the April 9th numbers didn't come from Mr. Stringfellow or

8 all those other people? Why are you just assuming it's

9 Mr. Aufdenkampe?
r

10 A Well, Mr. Aufdenkampe gave me the direction
i

11 initially to take those numbers and use them. And then a |

12 few days later he gave me the indication they may not be
.I
f

13 correct. And it looks like I omitted something in here

14 where I got an indication that they were correct and we

15 should be using them as a basis for starting our counts.

16 But I didn't include that in this testimony.

17 0 You don't include where you got that

18 indication from, do you, in your testimony?

19 A That's right. I don't.

20 Q So, where did you get it from?

21 A I don't recall bu I must have been given

22 information that it was correct or that we should use
I

23 these numbers as being correct.

24 0 or you wouldn't have put them back in, would

25 you have?
!

1
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1 A That's true. .

.

2 O Unless you got that? [

t

3 A That's true.

4 Q And anyone who told you that they were correct ;

5- would have been telling you a false statement, wouldn't
,

6 they?

7 A Could you repeat that?
,

8 Q Anyone who told you on April 18th or 19th when

9 you're reusing the April 9th data, anyone who told you to

10 reuse it because it was correct, would have told you a

11 false statement, wouldn't they have?

12 A I don't know.

13 Q Well, you now know that the April 9th data was

14 not correct, isn't that true?
,

15 A That's true.

16 Q So, anyone who told you that it was correct

17 was making a false statement back then, isn't that true?

18 A At the time I wouldn't have known that.

19 Q But now you know it?

20 A Yes sir.

21 Q But you don't know who told you that now, do

22 you?

23 A No sir, I can't recall.
|

24 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Mr. Webb, if

25 I could intrude. This is Judge Carpenter.
|
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1 BOARD EXAMINATION

2 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: You don't

3 have any sort of diary or what have you, some pieces of

4 paper, which might be of help to you in refreshing your
_

5 memory as to who told you that those numbers were correct?

6 THE WITNESS: I have a chronology that I wrote

7 several years ago and I don't have a copy of that with me

8 now, though.

9 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Did it strike

10 you, this reversal, that someone caused this reversal in

11 your mind?

12 THE WITNESS: Did it strike me what, sir?

13 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Mr.

14 Aufdenkampe expressed some doubts about the accuracy of

15 these numerical values and a few days later someone else

16 said to you that they were accurate. And that didn't

17 strike you as something out of the ordinary, that Mr.

18 Aufdenkampe was in error?
,

i

19 THE WITNESS: I'm assuming that Mr.
,

20 Aufdenkampe is the man who told me later on the 18th to j
i

21 start with April 9th, 18 and 19 starts, the April 9th ,

22 letter, and go from there. But I can't resolve exactly

f

23 that it was him, sir.
;

24 ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE CARPENTER: Let's don't
,

If you don't remember, you don't remember.25 assume. ,

i

i
!

i
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-1 redoing the draft. And if I understand what you're

2 telling me, if'it was up to you, you would have used the

3 valid start numbers in the draft you were working on but

4 you used the information contained in the April 9th letter

5 because that's what someone else wanted?

6 A That's correct.

7 O And who's the someone else that wanted that?

8 A John Aufdenkampe.

9 Q I'm a little confused now. Mr. Aufdenkampe

10 originally told you not to use the April 9th letter

11 because the start count may be incorrect. Now you're

12 saying he's the one who wanted you now to reuse it because

13 why?

14 A No, that was not the testimony.

15 0 I'm sorry.

16 A He didn't say to reuse the letter. He said

17 they want to use the same term. So, reask the question.

18 Q Did Mr. Aufdenkampe tell you the exact

19 terminology to use?

20 A He directed me to use information from the

21 April 9th letter regarding diesel starts.

22 BOARD EXAMINATION

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: He not only told you to use

24- the word successful starts but to use the information from

25 the April 9th letter?
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes sir.

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: This was subsequent to the

3 time that he told you that he thought there was a problem

4 with the April 9th figures?

5 THE WITNESS: No, he had -- he had previously

6 told me to use the information from the April 9th letter.

7 And after that, he came back and said that 18 and 19 may

8 not be correct and we substituted the word several starts

9 after that.

10 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

11 0 .And then you were given the responsibility to

12 come up with the number of starts and on your own you

13 could have put in a number of valid successful starts.

14 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: He went through that. He

15 said he would have done that on his own.

16 It's a good time for a break unless you're in
i

17 the middle of something so burning?

18 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: No, it's fine, Your Honor.
|

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We'll take a ten minute !

20 break.

21 (Whereupon, at 10:00 a.m. a brief recess until

22 10:12 a.m.)

23 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

24 0 Were you asked to verify the more than 20

25 times each language contained in the draft of the April
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1 .there would'not have been enough starts,. correct?

:

2- A Without that phrase and considering the |
-

;

3 comprehensive test; program, the statement appeared to be |

4 wrong butfI couldn't:be sure because I didn't know what'

5 that phrase meant, t

i

6 Q ' But:the common understanding that you had at
t

7 the time when you first looked at that LER and saw the ' |
I

8 subsequent to.the test program language in it, _you said I |

9 assume something like oh shit or something like that, {

10 correct?
.
r

11' A I can't remember what I said. |
!

12 MR. BLAKE: I'm going to object. This is in ' I

13 his testimony. It's at the top of page 9. There's a-

|

14 quote around it. Why is this being asked now for the

15 second or third time?

16 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I've read it. I'm a little

17 confused about what we're doing.

18 BOARD EXAMINATION

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Webb, was.there any

20 definition you could give to comprehensive test program

21 that would make that number correct?- -|

- 22- THE WITNESS: Not at that time, sir. It was
4

i

23 the first time I had seen it. I didn't know what that

244" phrase meant.
l

- 25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: But did anything occur to you

J

. .

g h-- (-q, -- - p t- 6 er- -- - w , 2---e.e,. -3 - . - - - - - w-
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1 . point,in terms of the number of starts it was reporting? i
'.r

2 A I didn't know. I didn't know-what to think. (
1 :

3 Q- So, you were assuming, then, that either Mr. |
'

i,

'
Mosbaugh or'Mr. Aufdenkampe would' relay-your information' 4-

; 5 fon up the chain and that the letter would be corrected j

6 accordingly? .I'm sorry, the LER would be corrected ;^

j 7- accordingly?

8 A That.would be'the normal chain of events, yes

:d

,

1: '9 ' sir.
:

; '

10' O And did you then learn on April 20.that that

11 in fact had not taken place?- !I

2 !

i 12 A No, I only knew that the LER appeared to be |
.

.
Ii

: 13 incorrect. |
2 r'.

14 Q Did you know what the correct start count was i

I

15 on April 19 based on your exam of the control logs and the |
.

|
2

16 shift supervisor logs? |

?'

E 17 A I had a number based on review of those logs. ;

,

18 But, again, we didn't know if that number was correct ,

;
|
'

1

1 19 either since all the diesel starts were not necessarily
, ,

!- 20 logged into those-logs.
1

1

" ,.
21 Q What were the numbers:that you thought were

,

' ' 22 correct based |on your review of the logs on that day?
I

23 A I don't recall'but it's over 20 each, I know.

24 Q I'm going to go back now to the earlier set of

- 25_. questions I was.asking you. Were you personally involved
F

I
$

3

- v n - , ' , - - -,w- --v--- - - --- ,a w- w
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1 tin! response to Mr. Odom'sLdirection, that was1the first

2| timeTthat you had-looked at any diesel start. logs between

3 . March 20 and} April 10', is that correct? :
6
.

4 A :I'believe'so,_yes, sir. |
;

5 'QL Let me go back, Mr. Webb, for a moment to an j
6
1

6 earlier _ answer.you gave about,the 21 and 23 starts that ;

7 ..you.came up.with on' April 18. Is it accurate to say that.
.

i

8 you. simply added starts that occurred between April'10 and'
~

'

L9' April 18 to'the numbers 18 and 19, as contained in the

10 April'9, letter? <

i

11 A To the best of my knowledge, that's how I did 'j-

!

12 it, sir.

-13- Q Now, when you were looking;at records on

14 'either April 18 or April 19,'had-anyone told you to try to
i

15 determine whether there were-a particular number of j

!

16 consecutive successful starts? |
!

-17 A No, sir.

18 Q Do you recall at some later point being asked

19. to determine whether there was a particular number of-
i

20- consecutive successful starts on either the 1A or 1B ,

,

21 ; diesel?- ~!

~ 22 A .Later than what? i

i

23 O Later.than'your. counts on April 18 and
i
!

24 April 19. 1

i

'25- -A' I can recall some conversations, probably in |

!

l

!

l
~ --_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

4
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1 questions of this witness, Judge Bloch, and he's available

2 for cross-examination.

3 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Kohn."

4 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Thank you, Your Honor.

5 Intervenor will not be crossing on this area until later.

6 CROSS-EXAMINATION BY THE INTERVENOR

7 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

8 Q Mr. Kitchens, in Exhibit A to your testimony

9 you indicated that you switched between the Assistant

10 General Manager for Operations to the Assistant General

11 Manager for Plant Support in 1991. Can you tell me why i

12. that change occurred?

13 A Well, my supervisor or my boss came and told

14 me that he wanted me to switch jobs, to rotate to the

15 Assistant General Manager of Plant Support position. I
4

16 had previously been in the Assistant General Manager of

17 Plant Operations position.

18 Q Were you told why you were rotating?
|

3

19 A I don't recall any specific reason why I was |

20 rotated. ,-

1

I

21 Q Did you view this as a disciplinary action or !

l

22 as anything else?
|
'

23 MR. BLAKE: I object unless there is some

24- proffer or indication of relevance to the testimony and to

25 this proceeding. This is a 1991 switch.
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'l CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Kohn?
1

2 MR. MICHAEL KOHN: Well, first off, it would

3 be relevant, because the Exhibit A has been put in as to ''

4 his background and, therefore, questions regarding --
.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: The objection is overruled.

6 THE WITNESS: Do you want me to answer the

7 question?
,

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Yes, please.

9. THE WITNESS: The answer is, no, I do not view

10 it as a disciplinary action. The reeaon that I didn't is

11 this same rotation has occurred at both the other two

12 nuclear plants in the Southern Company. That is, a person

13 who was in Assistant General Manager, Plant Operations,
,

and a person in -- but was switched to Assistant General14

15 Manager, Plant Support. It is a normal rotation that our ;

16 company has done. It was done in this same time frame at '

17 Hatch and at Farley.

18 BY MR. MICHAEL KOHN:

19 Q Did you receive any counseling or any other
i

20 disciplinary activities that you would attribute this
!

21 switch to?

22 A No.
|

23 Q Calling your attention to your testimony

24 concerning the meeting you had with Mr. Mosbaugh and Mr.

25 Bockhold where there's been discussion about back stabbing

i
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;
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|
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:
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i

25 13805 13815 |
l
i

I
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1 this is GPC's response to the NOV and to the demands for

2 information. Those responses were signed, I believe, by

3 Mr. McCoy and Mr. Bockhold in the event that we're talking

4 about his individual response.

5 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Yes.

6 WITNESS MATTHEWS: And they're representing

7 the company's position in that regard. I have to infer

8 from that that means the company is all inclusive.

9 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Yes, sir.

10 BY MR. STEPHEN KOHN:

11 Q And that would mean Mr. McCoy and Mr. Coy's

12 supervisory chain, which would include Mr. Hairston;

13 correct?

14 A It would not exclude them.

15 0 And when you obtained the NOV response written

16 by Mr. McCoy, would you have expected that Mr. Hairston,

17 given his involvement in these matters and his

18 responsibilities over Mr. McCoy to have thoroughly

19 reviewed that or did you just think McCoy wrote it up on

20 his own without getting input from other managers?

21 A I don't know that I drew an inference as to

22 who may have reviewed these responses.

23 Q Okay. Now, in the next line following that,

24 you said that "This failure; i.e., the failure to

25 recognize Bockhold's performance problems, has significant
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1- implications for public health and safety." Do you see !

2 that?

3 A. Yes, I do.

4 Q What did you mean by -- what type of

5 implications would this failure to recognize Bockhold's j

6 performance failures have for public health and safety?

7 A Exactly what's stated in the remainder part of

8 the sentence.

9 Q- Then that sentence speaks for itself. Now, if

10 GPC had failed to recognize Mr. Bockhold's performance

11 failures, wouldn't it be safe to assume there may be other

12 managers and individuals for whom they failed to recognize

13 those performance failures? |

14 A We weren''; offering an opinion on any other

|

15 performance failures. |
!

16 0 Well, I understand the narrow scope of your

17 review and the narrow scope of this report, but I'm asking

18 you to break from that a little and just give me your

19 opinion, which is: If they couldn't recognize it in

20 Bockhold, isn't it safe to assume that they probably

21 couldn't recognize it in others?

22 MR. BLAKE: Excuse me, but I don't know if

23- there's any evidentiary basis. Is there? Can you cite me

24- another instance?

25 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Let's slow down. What I'd
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1 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Point to me on the words

2 that you --

3 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: On page five --

4 WITNESS MATTHEWS: No , I've got the words on

5 page five.

6 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Oh, okay.

7 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Point to me the words

8 you're pointing at with regard to page 12.

9 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Okay, if you look on page

10 13 -- for example, on page 13, the last sentence of the

11 first paragraph which is the paragraph immediately above

12 restatement of violation E where it says specifically

13 they, and the persons identified as they would have been ;

;

14 Shipman, Aufdenkampe, Mosbaugh -- they failed to clarify

15 the start point for the D count. Do you see that?

16 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Yes. i

\

17 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: In that report, and then --
d

18 I'm asking you is that concern about Mr. Mosbaugh is not

19 referenced in your actual testimony regarding what Mr.

20 Mosbaugh's actual failure was. And I'm just asking for '

21 you to explain that.

22 WITNESS MATTHEWS: If there was a --

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I don't understand the

24 question.

25 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Well, if I can clarify it -

|
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1 if.you would, to tell me.what you think it is that.Mr.

2 Mosbaugh should have done that he didn't do.

3 WITNESS MATTHEWS: When he had this concern,

4''he failed ~to pursue it sufficiently aggressively enough in

5 my view to ensure that it got straightened out.before a
e

6 signature was added to that document and it was forwarded

7 to the NRC.

8 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So in'your opinion, what

-9 would you have had him done that he didn't do?

10 WITNESS-MATTHEWS: I believe-I'would have had

11 him had yet an additional conversation beyond the one that

12- was held at a higher level.

13 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Thank you.

14 WITNESS HOOD: I believe the evidence is of

15 Mr. Shipman if at any time in the process Mr. Mosbaugh had

16 given him a clear statement that the data didn't support

17 their action, that he would have stopped the process. I

18 think that goes to the point.

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: And so that when Mr. Mosbaugh

20 said he didn't know where the comprehensive test program

21 started, that wasn't enough to show that there was a

22 . deficiency-in the express on of -- in the letter?i

-23- WITNESS HOOD: It's hard to say what Bill

24- Shipman inferred from Mr. Mosbaugh's comment that the

-25 comprehensive test program would have begun with the under
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1 WITNESS HOOD: Would you repeat that, please?
|

2 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Was it reasonable for Mr.

3 Mosbaugh to have believed that Mr. Shipman cared about

4 plant safety and that therefore he could trust that a
'

5 reasonable definition had been given to the NRC7

6 WITNESS HOOD: I don't see that Mr. Mosbaugh
i

7 had any other choice at that point. He didn't know what

8 information had given to the NRC. So yeah, I think he had

9 to accept that statement at face value. ,

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So in the testimony on page

11 five, in the first full bullet, the last sentence, where

12 it says number three, should there be any modification of
$

13 that or should it stand the way it is?

14 WITNESS HOOD: I'm sorry, where are you?

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: On page five of your

16 testimony -- the panel testimony. It's the fifth line up

17 from the bottom of the page where it says number three.

18 Should there be any change in number three? If you'd <

19 like, you can think about that over a break.

20 MS. YOUNG: And Judge Bloch, I hope you

21 address this question to the other members of the panel,

22- because so far Mr. Hood's been doing all the talking.

23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Absolutely. If other people

'

24 want to comment on it, we certainly will invite that.

25 We'll take a ten minute break. We'll be back at ten

.

5
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J

ic -of' concern that you were critical of could have been also<

2 ~ exhibited in.other correspondence with the NRC, butLyou f
I

3 just did not review it? |

'4 MS .~ ' YOUNG: Objection to the question. j
!

5 Anything is possible. |
i

6 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Well -- |
t

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I think it's better not to I

L8 ask "could have."
i

9 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Okay. Let me just say, !

10 based upon Georgia Power's respchses that- you evaluated in
.

I

11 drawing this conclusion, and given your management !

I
12 authority and your experience within the industry, would

-1

13 it be reasonable to conclude that the types of

14- deficiencies you identified in these responses were -- may

15 have also been reflected in other documents Georgia Power

16 had filed with the NRC but were not subject to the type of

- 17 rigorous review these were?

18 BOARD EXAMINATION

19 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Let's try that slightly

20 differently. Were you concerned that the_ problems in the

21 response to the NOV were symptoms of a broader problem?

22 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Well, yes, we were.

~ 23 'Otherwise,-I don't-believe.we would have undertaken to

.24 initiate these actions. If we thought that it was solely,

'25 -confined to thisLactivity, there would have been no

__ __
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!

l' given'the complexity, if you first. state your. assumption ,

,

2 and then say your conclusions.
,

1

.3' MR. MATTHEWS: Okay. 'As we understand the j

!

4- question, we were asked to assume that Mr. Mosbaugh on j

|
5 4/19 believed that the' start' count or understood that the

!

6- start' count that the utility wanted to present in.the
.

7 April 19th LER was the same start count as had been given ;
J

8 to the NRC in an oral presentation on April 9th and in the :

9 letter dated April 9th and that he had available to him
t

10 information~which-clearly indicated that'as of April 9th

11 there were not at least 18 consecutive successful starts i

!
'

_ 12 'without problems or failures, whether or not our judgments

13 or conclusions with regard to Mr. Mosbaugh's performance.

14 would have been different. j
;

15 And my unswer reflects the conclusions of my j
!

16 colleagues as well is that yes, we likely would have
.

1

17 viewed his performance in a different light. |
|

18 MR. BLAKE: If those two premises were true, j

19 would Mr. Mosbaugh's failure to have insured the accuracy
;

i- 20' of the LER been regarded as willful under whatever
i.

~ 21- gradation of willful you might apply?
.

I 22 MR. MATTHEWS: I think it's difficult for

~

23 these three panelists to respond to that question on a
9

24 short basis, given that the deliberations of the Vogtle
,

25 coordinating group on these kind of issues. extended over a
e

,

,

.e- , * e + e .A+,ere v =c w.- .-u e .<- ~ .-.,.-w.*---me- w. 4 e
'
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1 long period of time and involved the views of many

2 different people, so I'm reluctant to make that judgment

3 at this point.

4 MR. BLAKE: I'd like to ask that we be allowed

5 to take a break, that they be allowed to confer if they_

'

6 want and I'd like to know what each of their individual

7 judgments is given those two pieces of information, if

8 they have no judgment about whether or not it would have

9 been regarded as willful.

10 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Will a break permit the panel

11 to have time within with to respond to this question?

12 MR. MATTHEWS: My view is that it will, but

13 we'll let you know at the conclusion of that break whether

14 we've been successful. We might need more time.

15 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: We'll arrive back at 11

16 o' clock. It's 10:49, but if the panel needs more time at i

17 that time, we'll provide that too.
i

i

18 (Off the record.) 1

19 MR. SKINNER: Mr. Blake, would you ask your

20 question again, please?

21 MR. BLAKE: I'm willing to go with Mr.
I

22 Matthews' rendition. Maybe it can be read back. |

23 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: I've asked the reporter to

1

24 find it on the thing so he can read it back. I wanted to ]
i
I

25 get the exact wording of Mr. Matthews' understanding of
i

I
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1 thefquestion.

-2 MR. MATTHEWS: So in effect, I'm answering my.

.3 own question.

4' MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Should.we have it read back'

51 by-the reporter?

6 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you need it read back if

7. you understand that you are answering your own question?

8 MR.'MATTHEWS: Mr. Skinner asked that it be

9. read back and I want to make sure that he's comfortable

10 with understanding the question before he starts

11 1 . answering.

~12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Okay, let's do that. Read

13 back what Mr. Matthews said before.

14 (Off the record. Reporter read back prior

15 questions.)

16 MR. SKINNER: Mr. Blake, my answer to that

17 . question would be I would probably find Mr. Mosbaugh of ;

18 possible careless disregard in that area. I based that

19- primarily on the previous considerations that we had given

20 to all the other individuals that we had looked at during

21' this period of time.

22 BOARD EXAMINATION

23 CHAIRMAN ELOCH: ~May I ask the panel what they

24 meant by the first assumption that the company would use,
.

,

25 . wanted to use the same count as they used in the April 9th

-. - . __ .-_ _ - __
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i

1 . letter? JI was thinking about that. I wonder'what that
~

>

2 means to you.
<

'

3 MR. SKINNER: To-me, that means that the LER

4' information was going to be identical to theT4/9

'5.|information rather than take any consideration of the

6 period o'f_ time subsequent to 4/9 between 4/9 and 4/19. j
~

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: As the cutoff date was

8 supposed to be 4/9? -

9 MR. SKINNER: That's correct. ,

f

10 MR. MATTHEWS: That was my understanding of
,

'
11 the assumption.

12 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: .And once the language,
:

13 comprehensive test program was introduced, would that

14 - assumption remain or would that' change it?-

15 I'm sorry, there are other people who -- I'm
,

'16. sorry, I thought that was an answer for the whole panel.

17--Is that not true?

18 MR. SKINNER. ?io , Mr. Blake asked us for .[
,

19 individual --

20- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: I'm very sorry. I shouldn't-

21' be interrupting at this point. Please continue. |

'

22 MR. MATTHEWS: My answer would similarly

23 extend:to the possibility _that' careless disregard would
'

124- have been.the judgment of the coordinating-group, but we
,

25- 'are answering for ourselves individually and my view is~

_ ,

i. ,

!
,

|*

.

+

q & w e d e,--- ,- - w-
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1 that it would extend to careless disregard.

2 MR. HOOD: I think it's highly likely in that

3 situation that we would have found that it extends at

4 least to careless disregard.

5 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Blake, I'm going to

6 reserve any further questions I have. So continue.
i

7 MR. BLAKE: Gentlemen, you were carried

8 through in the course of cross examination by Mr. Kohn in

9 fairly exquisite detail accounting of Mr. Bockhold's

10 performances, statements to his people, a variety of

11 actions taken by Mr. Bockhold in particular and I want to

12 ask whether or not as a result of the cross examination orj
1

13 your thinking and responding to the questions or anything

14 really which has occurred, do you change at this point any |

15 of the conclusions that you reached in your pre-file ;
!

16 testimony and I want to know from each of you. Or do you
,

17 stand by those at this juncture?
.

18 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Do you need a recess?

19 MR. HOOD: No. I didn't get the premise of

20 the question. I'm sorry. On the basis of what?

21 MR. BLAKE: There's been a lot of information
|

22 elicited from you, pointed out by counsel in the course of )
i

23 cross examination, particularly focused on Mr. Bockhold,

24 but not exclusively. He's covered a large number of
;

25 topics over the last day or two days in the course of
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1 that Mr.'Mosbaugh'and.Mr. Aufdenkampe had the data that l

i

2- 'had.been prepared by Mr..Webb'and possibly Mr. Beacher at
!

3 the time of the - what's been called; Call Number B. I
1

4- .On reflection,-I do not believe that the r

i

i

-5_ evidence is sufficiently clear that that was the case, j
.

I
6 And that ~ -- and, as I recall,.the position'of the Vogtle

i

7 coordinating group, we were unable to conclude that they }
!

8 had the-data in their hand at that time. And it may have
'i

9 very well' occurred at a later point shortly thereafter !
;

i

10 what has been called Call B, as opposed to having it ;

i

11 during that call. |

12 MS. YOUNG: Are you referring to a particular

13 transcript in this proceeding or exhibit in this

14 proceeding?
'
,

15 WITNESS HOOD: Do you mean when I made

16 reference to the transcript earlier? I was referring to

I

17 ---

18 MS. YOUNG: The Call B, what transcript, this

19- Call B that you were referring to? ;
4

|

20 WITNESS HOOD: The last call on April 19th.

i

21 MS. YOUNG: What tape?
-

22 WITNESS HOOD: That would be Tape 58.

23- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Just trying to get the record

24 . clear. That was not a pop quiz. i

:

'25 MS. YOUNG: Does the panel have an opin_an as j

|
!

l
1

. .- - .. .- . .-
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1 to when, if.atEall, either Mr. Aufdenkampo or Mr. Mosbaugh

2 may:have had what's been called the Webb-list, GPC II-71,

3~ in their possession?

4 '' . WITNESS MATTHEWS:- Yes, we'do. And'I have

5 refreshed my memory by again reviewing'the Vogtle
-

'6 coordinating group' report. It-was our determination at-

7 that time that during the conversation with Mr. Shipman

8 that a complete list of DG start data was not available

9 - during this conversation. And we make that note in our

10 evidentiary statements.

11 As additional' support for that view, if'you f

12 look to GPC Exhibit 2, Tape Number 58, -- and I point you
!
,

13- to Page 34 -- the panel's view --

14' CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Could you read the relevant

15 portion of 34 so we'll know?

16 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Yeah, I will. We're down

17 on Line 14. And Aufdenkampe is saying, talking on the

18 phone, "I'm leaving now. Okay. Bye." Then there's an

19 " Inaudible," followed by Mr. Mosbaugh saying, "I can't

20 find enough starts so far."

2 1' "Aufdenkampe: Can you find 18?"

22 "Mosbaugh: No, not even close."

23 "Aufdenkampe: Odom got this."

24 "Mosbaugh: I'm not sure when he started."

25 In the panel's view, that is the first time we

!

,
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1 b lieve that information was available to Mr. Mosbaugh.

2 As to what information that was, I don't think the' record

3 is clear. And we don't have evidence.

4 MS. YOUNG: Now, when you say "information was

5 available to Mr. Mosbaugh," do you mean that --

6 WITNESS MATTHEWS: I'm sorry. I need to be

7 more specific.

8 WITNESS SKINNER: List.

9 WITNESS MATTHEWS: We believe that's the first

10 time that a list of diesel generator starts may have been

11 in their possession.

12 MS. YOUNG: Do you know whether that's -- and

13 if it was in their possession, do you know whether that's

14 the first time they may have referred to a list?

15 WITNESS MATTHEWS: I believe it's the first

16 time that they may have referred to a list.

17 MS. YOUNG: And when did this discussion that

18 you pointed to on Transcript Page 34 occur? Was it

19 before, after, or during the call with Mr. Shipman in late

20 afternoon?

21 WITNESS MATTHEWS: We have -- I can't find the

22 page right now, but tnere was a point preceding this point

23 on the transcript where they ended the call with Mr.

24 Shipman. I believe it's on Page 32. Sorry. It's

25_ approximately the center of Page 33. )
i

i
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1. contemporencously with having this information first come

2 in their hands, yes; I think it would be reasonable'for

3 them to check plant records.

4. But I think at the same time'I would think

.5 that_this list would have provided sufficient information

6-.for them to recognize that there was a potential problem

7 with the communication and take an action at that point-to-

8 at least put that communication on hold until-such a check

9 of plant records could be conducted.

10 MS. YOUNG: And if the language of the -- did

11 anyone else want to supplement his answer? And if the

12 language of the LER could reasonably be construed as

giving a start count through April 19th, was there a basis13

14 for Mr. Mosbaugh on April 19th to hav,e believed there was

15- an error in the start count in the LER based on the list?

16 WITNESS MATTHEWS: I believe there was a basis

17 to believe there might be an error.

18 MS. YOUNG: Why?

19 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Well, one point is that the

20 list ends before the 1B diesel generator on 4-18. And

21 they were sitting on 4-19. Wait. I might be asking the

22 other question you asked as to whether -- well, I got

23 confused. Ask the question again, please.

24 MS. Y,0UNG: If Mr. Mosbaugh or Mr. Aufdenkampe

25 had been of the opinion that the LER was trying to convey
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i

1" 5r start count to April 19th, 1990, would the Webb list, -|
\

2 GPC II-71, have provided them with a basis for determining j.

:,

3 the accuracy of that start count for that period? !

!
4 WITNESS MATTHEWS: No, I don't believe it

i

5 would have.
,

|

6- MS. YOUNG: Does anyone else on the panel have
I
'

7. a reaction to that?
i

8 WITNESS SKINNER: I agree with that statement
{

9 'because the Webb list, as I understand it, as it was first i

!

10 received had no indications on it other than being a list i

|
,

11 of times and dates associated with start. ,

|
12 The information that is in the right-hand side |

13 of the list was not put on there until subsequent to the
:
'

14 -- Mr. Aufdenkampe and Mr. Mosbaugh had received it.
!

15 MS. YOUNG: Let me understand your question -- ;

!

16 your answer. Excuse me. Got lost in trying to find the (
!

17 document. Is it your statement or your understanding of j

18 the testimony in this proceeding that the two notations

19 about trips on 3-22 and 3-23 on the 1B diesel were not on
i
'

20 .the original Webb list? ;

:

21 WITNESS SKINNER: That was my understanding
i

22 when I just answered this statement, yes.

23 MS. YOUNG: -They were or were not?
,

24 WITNESS SKINNER: Were not.
;
.

25 MS. YOUNG: Are they original Xerox notations ;
;

'|
i
,

- . . - . . .
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l' in tho'documsnt-you have before you?'
I

2 WITNESS SKINNER: Yes,Jthey are'.

3- MS. YOUNG: And are there notations in red and
!

4 blacktink? .i

.i

LS WITNESS SKINNER: Yes. They were.probably.on |

6 there then.
>

7 MS. YOUNG: .And does'anyone else --

8 WITNESS SKINNER: I say they were probably on

9 there then.

10 MS. YOUNG: So the original list had an

11 indication of two trips?

12 WITNESS SKINNER: That's correct.

13 MS. YOUNG: Does that change the answer to the

14 question I asked you previously?

15 WITNESS SKINNER: Yes, that would change my

16 answer.

17 MS. YOUNG: So what would your answer be in

18 terms of whether that list would have given information as

19 to the accuracy of account through April 19th --

20 WITNESS SKINNER: Through April --

21 MS. YOUNG: -- consistent with the LER?

22 WITNESS SKINNER: I'd have to look at that LER

23 again now.

24 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Can somebody point us to an

25 exhibit record?
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i

1- 'MS.' YOUNG: GPC II-14, GPC-II-14'. Does anyone |
i

2: ~have an| extra copy of that? Thank you.
;

3' WITNESS SKINNER:, Okay. I've read it. i
-t

i

4 .MS. YOUNG: Okay. Can you respond to1the- [
t

5- question?
,

6 WITNESS ~ SKINNER: The response to that

L

7 question would be that if he had the list at that time, j
:

8 'that would not call into question the statement in the

!

9 LER. !

!

10 MS. YOUNG: Does anyone else on the panel have {

11 a response different or -- );
f

12 BOARD EXAMINATION j
t
i

' 13 ' CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Well, could you just explain |
|

14 that so we'll understand it? ;

!

15 WITNESS SKINNER: Yes, sir. Yes, sir. The
,

|
.

16 exhibit, the Webb-list, II --

,

17 MS. YOUNG: Seventy-one.
:
'

18 WITNESS SKINNER: -- 71, shows an indication j
e

,

i
i

19 that on 3-23 at 17:30 was the last indication of a trip on j-

i

- 20- low jacket water pressure turbine lube oil, low pressure i

i

21 condition. And, counting down up through the remainder of
,

22 the list,.there is 18_ starts indicated on the list. i

i

| - 23' CHAIRMAN BLOCH: That is 18 successful starts
;,, . _

4

24 without problems or failures? ,

!
!

25' WITNESS SKINNER: Without anything being

*
1

|
#

. .

l
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!

if indicated whether there was1a problem or failure or not.

2 And the LER' basically says that subsequent to the test ;

!

3 program, DG 1A and:18 have been started at least 18' times j
i

41. each'and no' failures or problems have occurred during any. ;~

-|
.

5 of these starts. ;

!

6 REDIRECT EXAMINATION !
'
.

!

7' MS. YOUNG: Do the other members of the panel ;
t

8 agree?.

i

9 WITNESS MATTHEWS: I do, but I'd like to say
'l

10 .that.I still believe that there was a potential concern,
>

11 even with the 4-19 wording, that might have been raised |

12 'due to the uncertainty in his mind with regard to the
i

13 definition of the comprehensive test program because of {

14 the wording in that same LER said " subsequent to this test

15 program" and that's not identified on,.as I understand it,
1

16 the Xerox-only version of the so-called Webb list.

17 So I think there still would have been a basis ,
.

18 represented by the Webb list to question the validity.of

19 this statement given the uncertainty of the beginning of

20 the test program.

21 MS. YOUNG: Mr.. Hood? Mr. Hood?

22 WITNESS HOOD: Yes. You sc211 have to know

23 when you. wanted to start counting 'ecm uwt list.

24 MS. YOUNG: Well, could he teti from the Webb

25 -list that the count starting after the comprehensive test

.
- |
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!

1 progrcm was incorrect as stated in the LER? |

4

12 WITNESS SKINNER: He could not tell unless the ,

!

- 3 identification of the comprehensive test program was in
,

| 4 some form or fashion identified on here. And it is not. i
?

I

5 MS. YOUNG: And when Mr. Kohn asked you about !

1

6 the basis for why the NRC identified a performance i
,

;- -r

7 deficiency regarding Mr. Mosbaugh's failure to clarify the !

;

8 term "CTP," had the staff considered whether Mr. Mosbaugh
;

,

!
9 had. sufficient information on April 19th to know when the

:
a

10 comprehensive test program began?

11 WITNESS MATTHEWS: Yes. And we don't believe |'
4

!
.

!

, _
12 that he did have sufficient information to know when the

:,

-
,

i 13 comprehensive test program began. |

-14 MS. YOUNG: And do you believe he took

15 sufficient efforts on April 19th or anyone else in GPC :'

16 took sufficient efforts on April 19th to establish that

17 beginning point for the count?
u,

18 WITNESS SKINNER: No.

19 WITNESS HOOD: No. No. And if I gave ;

20' comments to the contrary yesterday, I would like to have I

.

21 --

+
..

[
1

22 BOARD EXAMINATION
t

R23 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You'd like to amend them? I
i

\
|

24' WITNESS HOOD: Understand that this supersedes |
;

25 that. ;

t

i

a _

;

I
.-
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-1 CHAIRMAN BLOCH:- May I.ask: Aren't we in-the

21 realm here'of interpreting the phrase " careless
,

3 . disregard"? Is that part of what we're doing here? j
i

~ '

4 . WITNESS MATTHEWS: In what' regard?
{

y

5- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: To decide whether Mr. j

1

6 ~ Mosbaugh was.in' careless disregard, wouldn't you have to i

7. know not only what careless is, but what disregard is? ;
.

8 -WITNESS MATTHEWS: Well, that has become a 3

,

9 . term, you know, that. falls in the category of willfulness, |

10 but it involves the concept of having -- in our view, ;we

!

11 viewed it as having information within your possession

'12 that you believe would either not support the statements

13 being made or would contradict the statements being made

14 with some certainty and failing in a careless way or an ,

15 indifferent way to act on that information.

16 Maybe we are. We didn't find careless I

17 disregard in this instance because we didn't believe that ,

18 the information was -- I shouldn't say "information." We '

!

19 don't believe a list was available or the definition of

comprehensive test program was sufficiently well-defined20

21 for Mr. Mosbaugh to be viewed as having information that

-22 either failed to support or contradicted what was being
,

.

'23 developed. ,

24 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: So you did not find careless
;

25 disregard, something less than that? |
,

'

t

i
i
l

. _ .
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'i

l' WITNESS'MATTHEWS: That's right. |
'lin

,

MS. YOUNG: .The staff'has no further !2
-- ;

3 questions. .Thank you, gentlemen.

4- CHAIRMAN BLOCH: Mr. Kohn?
.

i
4

5 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: This iscfor Mr. Matthews :

f6 and then for the rest of the panel.
,

7 CHAIRMAN BLOCH: You might want to be closer
.

8 to the microphone.

9 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: Yes. This is for-Mr. |
!

10 Matthews, then the rest of the panel to comment on. |
.

11 RECROSS-EXAMINATION

12 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: After 4-19-90 which

13 employee of Plant Vogtle was most instrumental in calling

14 to the NRC's attention the problems with the LER and the

15 COAR, to the best of your knowledge?

16 WITNESS MATTHEWS: In my view, that would be

17 Mr. Mosbaugh.

18 MR. STEPHEN KOHN: And after 4-19-90 which

19 employee of Plant Vogtle took the most initiative and was

20 most responsible for calling internally within the Georgia

21 Power structure potential problems with the 4-9 COAR

22 letter and the 4-19 LER?

23 MS. YOUNG: Judge Bloch, I'm going to object

24 t'o that question only because I think this area was

25 covered yesterday, but --
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Docket No. 50-424
'

! U. 5. Muclear Regulatory Comission
Region !!:

301 Marietta Street, N. W.#

,

' Atlanta, GA 30323;
i

ATTN: Mr. 5. D. Ebneter

Dear Mr. Ebneter:
| V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT

_ ONF1RMATION OF ACTION LETTERf C

loss of offsite
| a site area emergency was declared due to at capability.

power concurrent with a loss of onsite emergency diesel genera orFollowing the event, GPC received a Confirmation of Action LetterWe have reviewed the event
20, 1990, dated MarchOn March

i

con:erning certain actions we were taking. for entry into Mode
I %

team report and the appropriate corrective actions necessary2 have been accompitshed. Therefore, we are requesting approval to re urThe following discussion provides
t n Unit 123, 1990

>

,

I

to Mode 2 and subsequent power operation.#

Justification for this request.j 1, i
In accordance with Vogtle Electric Generating Plant procedures, an event rev ew| it area

team has investigated the events leading up to and following the s eThe event review team has presented the results of their review totinued safe
.

'

management and those recomendations considered isportant for conThese include establishment of aemergency.'

plant operation have been implemented. ttached letter from
management policy on control and operation of vehicles (see a| j ification
George Bockhold to all site personnel); upgrading of emergency not! 3 ld to all
network comunications (see attached letter from George Bockhocomplete ratesting and calibration of
Emergency Directors and Comunicators);

t
,

! | both Unit 1 emergency diesel generator control systems; barricades to prevenf tenedtate
unnecessary entry into plant switchyard areas; and connunications o
corrective actions related to operations to licensed operators.

,

3

In addition, the event report also contains a number of longer-ters
: B

l tion.

recoeveendations which require additional management review and eva uaitted

These include the sequencing of outage activities; plant conditions persduring mid-loop operations; post-maintenance diesel functional testing; l logic;
-

to

emergency nottftcation system upgrades; changing diesel generator con rDirector.
and re-evaluating the duties and responsib111ttes of the Emergencyf

EXHISIT 24.E'

: h h~ ~ c ~ Pt.35 /#40Fff7PteRS)-

.

s
# - .sgi *|

.

5

:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coenission
' Region II
: ELV-01516

Pace Two

E 20, 1990, involved the
The most significant occurrence during the event of MarchI failure of Diesel Generator (DG) 1A to remain ruaning to support shutdown

The event critique team, utilizing utility and vendor technical
cooling,has investigated the DG failure and provided the followingexperts
facts:

E During bench testing, all three jacket water temperature switches were
found to be set high during the DG maintenance inspection in earl Marcha.

All t ree werel
1990 (by approximately 6-10 degrees F above the setpoint)have differed free.

E adjusted downward using a calibration technique that say
;
'

that previously used,
{

Following the March 20 event, all three switches were again bench tested.b. Switch TS 19110 was found to have a setpoint of 197 degrees F which wasSwitch TS 19111 was
approximately 6 degrees F below its previous setting.found to have a setpoint of 199 degrees F which was approximately the same

;

|
Switch TS 19112 was found to have a setpoint ofas the original setting.

186 degrees F which was approximately 17 degrees F below the previous
Switch TS 19112 also had a small leak whichsetting and was readjusted.

was judged to be acceptable to support diagnostic engine tests and was,

:
reinstalled.

:

During the subsequent test run of the DG on March 30, one of the switches
f (TS 19111) tripped and would not reset. This appeared to be anc.

This switch and the: intermittent failure because it subsequently reset. All subsequent
leaking switch (TS 19112) were replaced with new switches.
testing has been conducted with no additional problems.

The Unit 1 jacket water temperature switches have been recalibrated withd. the manufacturer's assistance to ensure a consistent calibration technique.
'

-

Subsequent testing indicated that the diesel annunicator indication of:

March 20, 1990 is reproduced on a high jacket water temperature trip.e.

g
Based on the above facts, the event review team concluded that the jacket water
high temperature switches were the most probable cause of both trips on March

i 20, 1990.
.

I

N

.

: g
$ wasa za

!
.

Pt.35 NS OF/f7FM!E(S)

6
.

1
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1 U. S Nuclear Regulatory Comission
! Region II
3

ELV-01516
|

.
Pane Three

The following actions are being implemented to ensure a high state of diesel
1 reliability.''

A test of the jacket water system temperature transient during engine starts
The purpose of this test was to determine the actual jacket1."

was conducted.water temperature at the switch locations with the engine in a normaii

standby lineup, and then followed by a series of starts without air rollingThe test showed that jacket>

the engine to replicate the starts of March 20.
'

water temperature at the switch location decreased from a standby
temperature of 163 degrees F to approrisately 156 degrees F and remained

.

j

i steady.'

'

Operators are being trained prior to their next shift to ensure that they
understand that an emergency reset will override the high jacket water

' 2.

tri 4(w _ % ud// m h;

temperature %p. M* %?i 5e /19sAtuT &sThe und'ervoltage s' tart feature f the Unit 1 DGs has been modified such thst
the non-essential engine trips are bypassed. However, alarms are stilli

3.
enditions. This change will

provided to inform the operators of off normal
<

be implemented on Unit 2 prior to April 30, 1990. .h%"CJ -

2 s., & t O.st u
,

i

al rU
GPC is evaluating the possibility of a design cheve and Tech
Specification change to delete the jacket water high temperature trip as an; ( 4.

i essential engine trip.
|

GPC has reviewed air quality of the D/G air system including dewpoint! 5. Initial reports
control and has concluded that air quality is satisfactory.
of higher than expected dowpoints were later attributed to gfaulty

This was confirmed by internal inspection of one air receiverinstrument,.
n April 6,1990, periodic replacement of the contal air filters whichj

,

i

[showed no indication of corrosion and daily air receiver blowdowns with nodQ significant water discharge.
;

Since March 20, 1990, GPC has performed numerous sensor calibrations
(including jacket water temperatures), extensive logic testing, special6.

pneumatic leak testing, and multiple engine starts and runs under variousSince March 20, the IA DG has been started 18 times, and the 18
i
' g conditions. No failures or problems have occurred during'

3
DG has been started 19 times.In addition, an undervoltage start test without airany of these starts.
roll was conducted on April 6,1990 and the 3A D/G started and loaded4

|j Com>1stion of these corrective actions justify GPC's
'

!properly.
determination tsat the DG's are operable.

'

|'

V. we
.

.

PE N(CF M7Pt.GE(S)
6

i
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W U. 5. Nuclear Regulatory Connission
Region 11
ELV-01516
Paam Four

l

!
EPC will continue to work with the Transamerica DeLaval Incor orated OwnersGPC will also raytow possib e improvements toGroup to improve DG reliability.
protective instrumentation and controls and any additional engine enhancements
will be scheduled for refueling overhaul periods.

GPC will continue to work with the IIT and an independent lab to deterstne the
cause of failure of the temperature and pressure switches currently under
quarantine.

Based on the above discussion, we believe we have completed the appropriate
corrective actions necessary to safely operate the unit. We request NRC

E approval to enter Mode 2 by close of business on Monday, April 9,1990.

Should you have any questions, please inquire.

E Sincerely, f

W. G. Hairston, !!!

; y WGH,III/NJS/gm

| Attachment

{.

xc: Georoia Power Comoany
Mr. C. K. McCoy

j

i Mr. G. Bockhold, Jr.
! 3 Mr. R. M. Odom
i W Mr. P. D. Rushton

NORMS

U. S. Nuclear 'heulaterv Comittien
Document Control Desk
Mr. T. A. Reed, Licensing Project Manager, NRR

g Mr. R. F. Aiello, Senior Resident Inspector, Vogtle
.

.
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GPC EXHIBIT 23
CASH EX. B |

UNIT 1
DIESEL CDiERT0R is i

4

DATE TIE COMENTS

02/24/90 1425 Started for 24 Hour Run
02/25/90 2206 Secured f rom 24 Hour Run

2336 Started for ESFAS Testing ;

2348 Secured for ESFAS

02/27/90 0312 Started for ESFAS
4
~

0424 Secured for ESFAS

$ 0605 Started for ESFAS
2 0642 Secured for ESFAS

03/13/90 1518 Start for tiaint. Test
03/14/90 0146 Stopped

03/21/90 2149 Failed to start due to insufficient fuel in fuel
lines after maintenance.

2156 Failed to Start Again
1

2202 Started and Governor Vented
2217 Stopped

2259 Started for Overspeed Trip Test'

2301 Stopped Manually due to Low Lube Oil Pressure
and High 011 Filter DP

,

f 2314 Started
2318 Stopped

03/22/90 0017 Started
0023 Stopped for Maintenance

0428 Started for Testing
0429 Stopped

,

0714 Locally Started for Maintenance and Engineering
Testing

03/22/90 1030 Locally Shutdown

03/22/90 1106 Started from CR
1243 Tripped on C/G High Lube Oil Temp.

03/23/90 0509 Started for Maintenance Run
1202 Stopped

W MOTEc.T'

05fiS09
(
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UNIT 1
DIESEL GENE R is (CONT'D)

DATE TIE C0peENTS

03/23/90 1730 Started for 4 Hour Run
1731 Tripped on Low Jacket Water Pressure / Turbo tube

'

Oil Pressure Low

1744 Started for 4 Hour Run
- 2222 Stopped

i 03/24/90 0048 Started for Maintenance
0049 "Hi Jacket Water Temp" Alarm In. Temp Verified

to be Normal.
0121 Normal Stop'

,

03/27/90 1649 Emergency Start Test
1822 Normal Shutdown-

1909 Normal Start ,

'

1948 Stopped. Simulated Hi Temp Lube 011 Trip
,

1951 Started. Simulated LOSP at Engine Panel
1954 Stopped. Simulated Hi Vibration Trip

: 1957 Normal Start
1959 Stopped. Simulated Hi Crankcase Pressure Trip

2004 Started. Simulated SI at Engine Panel
2010 Stopped. Simulated to Lube Oil Pressure Trip

,

,

2220 Started. Simulated Bus UV Signal
2317 Normal Shutdown

a

03/28/90 0403 Started. Surveillance 14980-1
0537 Normal Shutdown

1350 Start to Perform Functional Test for WO 1-89-03281
(Lo tube Oil Pressure Trip Flow Orifices)i

1355 Normal Shutdown

1356 Started. Simulated UV for Functional on WO,

1-89-03281'

1400 Normal Shutdown

04/01/90 1623 Norw'. Start
1744 Normal Shutdown

04/04/90 1632 Started for Maintenance
1744 Stopped

,

W PRO 7ECT'

05S910
,
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UNIT 1
DIESEL GENE M 1B (CONT'D) i

DATE TILE CONGTS !

04/05/90 0030 started. T-ENG-90-17
0035 Stopped

0307 Started. 14980
0509 Stopped

r

\

)

|

.

s

'

.

i

.

'

t

9a PEc3Ec7
.

0 55911
t
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UNIT 1 |
DIESEL M TOR 1A |

|

DATE TIIE C0f0ENTS ,

!02/26/90 1509 Started. 24 Hour Run for ESFAS
02/28/90 0226 Secured from 24 Hour Run |

02/28/90 0945 Started for 2SFAS Testing
1210 Secured for ESFAS Testing'

02/28/90 1700 started 3 Times in Series During ESFAS Testing
02/29/90 0218 Secured for ESFAS Testing

03/01/90 0128 Started for ESFAS
03/02/90 0215 Secured for ESFAS

0912 Started for Maintenance
! 1944 Secured for Maintenance

03/12/90 1306 Started
2137 Stopped

03/13/90 0009 Started
0506 Stopped

03/20/90 0820 LOSP Occurred - Lost "A" RAT - DG1A Tied and
Tripped (Several Alarms came in - not noted in
thelog.)

0841 Auto Started after Sequencer Reset and Tripped
on Low Jacket Water Pressure

,

0856 Emergency Break Glass Start Locally to Recover
from Station Blackout.

! 1029 RAT "B" Energized

1040 1BA03 Energized from "B" RAT
,

1326 Shutdown

2119 Started for Troubleshooting
2206 Shutdown

,

2223 Started for Troubleshooting
2228 Secured

2233 Started for Troubleshooting
2254 Secured

03/23/90 0254 Started for Maintenance Troubleshooting
0450 Secured

92 ProzEcT
0 55912

______ ___ _ _. . _ _ _
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UNIT 1
DIESEL M TOR 1A'

:

DATE TIE C0f9ENTS.

03/23/90 1724 Started and Manually Stopped from CR

03/29/90 1109 Started. UV Test. Tied to IAA02
1158 Normal Shutdown

03/30/90 1920 Emergency Start-

2115 Stopped
,

2235 Local Start
2241 Trip Hi Temp Lube 011

.,

2254 Local
2300 Trip High Vibration

2313 Normal Start
2316 Stopped. Hi Crank Case Pressure

2328 SI i
'

2334 Low Lube Oil Pressure

2343 Normal Start
2347 Normal Stop

2348 Normal Start
2358 Stop ;

03/31/90 0012 Normal Start
0014 Normal Stop |

0016 SI
0019 CR

1827 Start Local l

1837 Local Stop |
!

'

1846 Local Start
1847 Stop |

1856 Local Start
1857 Local Stop

1904 Local Start )
1906 Local Stop j

|

1921 Local Start i

1922 Local Stop |

9 A fRCGEcT'
'

'

0 53913
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UNIT 1
DIESELMTOR 1A

DATE TIE C0f0ENTS

03/31/90 1955 Local Start
2012 Local Stop

2254 Started. UV Test. Tied to IAA02
2320 Normal Shutdown

04/01/90 0423 Started. Surveillance 14980-1
0556 Normal Shutdown

04/06/90 1345 Start. T-ENG-90-16
1346 Stop

1404 Start. T-ENG-90-16
1405 Stop

1419 Start. T-ENG-90-16
1430 Stop

2347 Start. T-ENG-90-11
04/07/90 0213 Stop

92 EROTECT

055914
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This is to certify that the attached proceed-
- ings before the United States Nuclear i

Regulatory Commission I
**

in the matter ofsq

NAME OF PROCEEDING: Teleconference'

;

DOCKET NUMBER:
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!
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the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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I 1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
.

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 ***

4 INCIDENT INVESTIGATION TEAM
;

: 5 Teleconference batween IIT, Licensee,

6 and Region II

7 Nuclear Regulatory Commission

8 Operations Center'

9 Maryland National Bank Bldg.

10 7735 Old Georgetown Road

*

11 Bethesda, Maryland

12 Tuesday, April 10, 1990

13 The above-entitled proceedings commenced at 10:00-

14 O' clock a.m., pursuant to notice.

15 PARTICIPANTS:

16 A. Chaffee, IIT Team Leader

17 R. Kendall, IIT Member

18 G. West, Jr., IIT Member

19 W. Lynn, IIT Member

20 H. Beacher, Georgia Power

21 L. Ward, Georgia Power

22 K. Burr, Georgia Power

23 C. Miller, Georgia Power

24 J. Aufdenkampe, Georgia Power
,

25 K. Brockman, NRC, Rogion II g
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1 PROCEEDINGS ,

2 (10:00 a.m.)

3 MR. CHAFFEE: It is April 10. It is 10:00 O' clock

4- in the morning. This is the IIT Team. Herb, first, is
,

5 there anything ner to report on the diesel? Any new

6 information?

7 MR. BEACHER: Nonc that I know of right now.

8 MR. CHAFFEE: Okay. The main thing that we wanted [
'

!

9 to talk to you this morning about was our needs for

10 documentation, based on our understanding of what we do and :
'
,

11 don't have. And I guess in doing this, let me preface it by

12 saying, Herb, that in all honesty, the team is beginning to

13 become a little concerned that some of the stuff, we have a
;
.

!- 14 sense that it is dragging out. We are not sure what is ;

,

15 going on. We may be premature in our concern, but as we
i

16 said before, we need you guys to get us the documentation as
!

17 soon as possible, and the stuff that we haven't gotten is
I

{ 18 beginning to cause the team to not be able to complete its '

,

L 19 activities in a timely fashion. And you need to realize

20 that, that it is beginning to have a negative impact on us
| 21 being able to complete the stuff that we are doing. So

~

| 22 again, what we are going to try to do is what we have been
1
; 23 doing the last couple of times with these calls, which is
,

24 trying to identify those documents that are most critical to

i 25. us to get, to help ensure that we can get this thing done in
,

;

- . . . - _ _ - - - _ . - . . _ _ . ,
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1 a timely fashion.

2 So in doing that, let me just kind of give you a

3 little bit of an overview of some of the types of documents,

4 and then I have some of the guys here and they can go

i5 through in detail some of the documents that we are anxious

6 to get.
,

7 But let me give you sort of a feeling for why we

8 are a little concerned, so that you understand what we are

'

9 thinking, and to the extent it is incorrect, then you can

10 tell us, and to the extent it is not, you can go do what is

11 necessary to give us the stuff we need.

12 We havo been asking for, periodically, the history

13 on the sensors on the diesel. And in fact, finally, I guess

14 it was Thursday or Friday last week, because we were having

15 so much trouble trying to put it all together with the

16 different things that we had gotten -- and some of them are

17 conflicting -- Rick had put together a chart to try to

18 ensure that we got all the information that was pertinent to

19 the sensors and asked you guys to get that filled out. And

20 I think we provided that to you on Thursday or Friday. And,
,

21 to the best of our knowledge, we haven't gotten it back yet.,

22 We need that, because we are having a very difficult time

; 23 making sure that we do have a correct understanding of what

24 transpired with those diesels. And it is causing

25 significant frustration on the part of the guys on the team
1

fk
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1 that are dealing with that and not having that information,

2 because it makes it very hard to validate that we have a

3 proper understanding of what is going on in the diesel )

4 sensors.

5 so, are you guys close to being able to giving

6 that te us?

7 MR. AUFDENKAMPE: John Aufdenkampe. We have

8 worked, ever since you gave that to us, on consolidating |

9 that data in the format you have asked for. We work'ed over i

10 the weekend and we will be working, we worked on it

11 yesterday and today, and will be able to tax it up to you

12 tomorrow morning.

13 MR. CHAFFEE: Okay.

14 MR. BROCKMAN: Please send us a copy, too.

15 MR. CHAFFEE: Next is, again we have asked for the

] 16 diesel starts and stops. And I guess what is true is that

17 we have gotten it in one form, but I guess it wasn't
'

I
18 complete, or what we have gotten seems to not be consistent

19 with some other information we have. So we are, I guess we

20 are a little frustrated and a little confused that we cannot

21 seem to get a finalized complete picture on that. And I

: 22 can't, we can't tell, just because the difference documents

23 we look at are for some reason in conflict with it. But we
,

24 need to have a licensee's position on what the starts were
,

25 and what the stops were and we need to get that document.

92 PROECT 062164
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l MR. AUFDENKAMPE: A1, again, this is John

2 Aufdenkampe. What I-will have Herb do is, we will get with
-

>

3 Kenny Stokes and make sure that the diesel log is totally up

4 to date. That is how we keep track of our starts and stops.

5 and we will fax you the latest copy of the diesel log.

6 MR. KENDALL: John, this is Rick Kendall. Maybe a

|
7 good thing also would be.to have Ken give me a call. He has

8 sy number. And I can better explain what it is we are |
;

9 trying to get.

10 MR. AUFDENKANPE: Okay, Rick, we can do that. |
t

i 11 MR. CHAFFEE: Because I think what Rick wants is,
i
'

12 you know, when the diesel started and stopped, how was it
:

13 started, did you ever have any problems, that sort of stuff.
,

I 14 MR. KENDALL: One of the problems va were having
,

: 15 was that we were listening on yesterday's call where we
:

16 understand there has been something like 16 successful

17 starts in a row of the 1-A diesel generator. And we go

18 back, and we try to count them up, and we don't get that

19 many. So somewhere along the line we are missing a few and

f 20 we want to complete the picture.

21 MR. CHAFFEE: So it sounds like what would be good

:. 22- is, when you have the product, probably call Rick and go
: -

| 23 over it with him, so that we can make sure we have an

( 2. a,re.nent.

; 25 MR. WARD: A1, this is Lewis Ward. Just so we are

92 PROJECT 062185
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1 all thinking of the same request, is this since March 20th,

2 since day one?

'

3 MR. KENDALL: The best thing to do is to have Ken

4 Stokes call me, I think. Paul Kochery prepared a table that

5 discussed the starts between starting with the 20th,

6 starting on March 20th, and going through, I guess, the

'7 first phase of troubleshooting. But it does not go beyond

8 that point.

9 MR. WARD: Okay. So it is 3-20 up through today.

! 10 MR. CHAFFEE: I am going to say something here,

11 and Rick, you can correct me. We want to know all the'

1

12 diesel starts and stops since the time the diesel went into

'
13 this outage because we want to understand what your testing

14 is as well. Now, as far as the stuff prior to the outage, I4

15 guess what is true there is that is a secondary priority.

16 First, let's get the stuff that takes the outage up to a
t

17 current day and then once we've got that and we've digested

f 18 that, then the secondary priority, we can go back and look

19 at the stuff prior to that; is that what you want, Rick?

20 MR. KENDALL: I had not asked for starts prior to

21 the outage.

22 MR. CHAFFEE: So then let's get the stuff that

23 goes from the outage on so we can get a clear picture of

24 what has happened to that diesel since all the outage work
,

25 was done to it.

92 PROKCT 062166
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GPC EXHIBIT 29'

AUFDENKAh!PE EX. C
,

VEGP PLANT REVIEW BOARD MEETING MINUTES
'

,
__

ME ING NO. 90-60 DATE 4/19/90 PAGE 1 OF 3

2:45 AM/PM
MEETING CONVENED 1:25 AM/PM; MEETING ADJOURNED

.

'
-

(0 VIA TELECON)
-

1

- THIS MEETING CHAIRED BY:
1 (x) CHAIRMAN ( ) VICE CHAIRMAN W. F. Kitchens

J. E. Svart.rwaldar
VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:

N. M. Handfinger,

i
4

I J. G. Aufdenkampo A. L. Mosbaugh *

PRB SECRETARY .C. Cross Tynan
#

G. R. Frederick*
4

i NON-VOTING ME

Je%.i .
y

|
C. P. Stinesp

I
No (cv.M6C-[ ThT ];

VOTING ALTERN
Foo &L \-9o m e . L. I. Grandi

!

%DH H%. 90-60
i

%'

VOTING AL'
|

..

b a. Ac ATi oso Fo R ,

i A64cTied .
bt Tbu otst2/7 ;

'

l
,

,

i FO.R
,

,
'
: FOR'

i ,

; i

| GUESTS / TECHNICAL ADVISORS:
1

.

;

1

PRD ACTION ITEMS OPENED: NONE
.

PRB ACTION ITEMS CLOSED: NONE ;4

PRB MINUTES APPROVED : 90-57, 90-58, 90-59

i

-
._

* m
* a

PRB CHAIRMANPRB SECRETARY

(FORM NAME=PRBAGEND) !
CC: NRC RESIDENT INSPECTOR'

- -- -
. _______-_______Y
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VEGP PLANT REVIEW BOARD MEETING MINUTES

DE ING No. 90-60 DATE 4/19/90 PAGE 1 OF 3

2:45 AN/PM
AM/PMt MEETING ADJOURNED1:25EETING CONVENED

( o VIA TELECON)

.HIS MEETING CHAIRED BY:
:x) CHAIRMAN () VICE CHAIRMAN

N. F. Kitchens _

'

J. E. Swartzwaldar
TOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:

N. M. Handfinger

A. L. Mosbaugh * -

T. G. Aufdenkampe _

PRB SECRETARY .C. Cross Tynan

G. R. Frederick
M. B. Lackey

ION-VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:

2. P. Stinespring
_

VOTING ALTERNATES PRESENT:
FOR R. L. LeGrand

I. A. Kochery

FOR

VOTING ALTERNATES PRESENT:N. FOR

FOR
_

FOR

FOR

FOR
i

_

1

i

GUESTS / TECHNICAL ADVISORS:i

,

1

i

PRD ACTION ITEMS OPENED: NONE
|

PRB ACTION ITEMS CIASED: NONEi
'

|- PRD MINUTES APPROVED
: 90-57, 90-58, 90-59i

_

j' Mf k M -- 92 PMCT 0802H.

L L b'z"b. b. M A.
PRS CHAIRMAN _

PRB SECRETARY
(FORM NAME=PRBAGEND),

CC: NRC RESIDENT INSPECTOR
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PRS 90 60
Page 2 of 3

PRS NEETING NINtffES CONTINUATION SHEET

90-57, 90 58 and 90-59 were unanimously approved asi

A. Meeting Minutes
presented.

NoThe following items were unanimously reconnended for approval.
!

|
S.

unreviewed safety question involved.
" Unit Heatup to Hot Shutdown"

2 TCP 12001-C-17-90 1,

" Unit Heatup to Normal Operating Temperature
.

TCP 12002-C-15-90-1,
and Pressure"; i

" Unit Cooldown to Cold Shutdown" |i
TCP 12006-C-15-90-1,

| l
) Fire Report 90-01

Fire Report 90-02
|

The following items were unanimously recommended for approval with comment.C.'

No unreviewed safety question involved.
| " Plant Housekeeping / Material Condition
| 00254-C, Rev. 9, Program". Page 8 - The foreman or supervisor
| responsible for the work activity will
! ensure... (not the Shift Superintendent).
*
;

"Open Item / Comitment Tracking'. Section! I
I 00409-C, Rev. 7,

4.1.6.2 - Define MTS.
'

,

LER l-90-006, " Loss of Offsite Power Leads to Site Area Emergency', was1

| 0. returned to PR8 with Corporate coments. The board recomended approval of
the LER. The vote was 4:0. No unreviewed safety question involved.!

!| A. L. Mosbaugh abstained from the vote, due to insufficient review
j NOTE:

time,
1

The board unanimously concurred with the reportability determination'fora

| E.
the following Deficiency Cards.

,

1-90-0098 2 90-0035 |-

1-90-0190 2-90-0036
1-90-0195 2-90-0037.

1-90-0201 1-90-0203
1-90-0204 1-90-0209 j

4

1-90-0208 ,

I
,

F. The board tabled the Annual 10 CFR 50.59 (b) Report. Additional review
<.

i time needed.
,

M NCT 08W55
.
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PR8 90-60
Page 3 of 3

'

G. The following items were tabled until a future meeting.

ISI-P-004, Rev. 5, Transmittal Letter

ISI-P-016. Rev. 2, Transmittal Letter
,

ISI-P-006, Rev. 4, Transmittal Letter

" Trip of Heater Orain Pump Results inLER 2-90-003, Exceeding The Reactor Power License Limit"

" Plant Organization; Managerial Staff00001-C, Rev. 5, Responsibilities and Authority *

The board discussed the proposed revision to the Software Controls program.H. The level of quality assurance for various software onsite was an issueThe procedure will bewith differing opinions by the board members.
submitted to the board at a future meeting.

Meeting Adjourned

.

92 PROJECT 06o256
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Exhibit .1b ,page \ of)
,

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
~

BEFORE THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

ALLEN MOSBAUGH, )
)

COMPLAINANT, ) NO. 90-ERA 58
)

vs. )
)

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY )
)

RESPONDENT. )

.

_____

DEPOSITION OF KENNETH MCCOY

taken by Counsel for the Complainant

before Judy S. Burnett, Certified Court Reporter
at Plant Vogtle, Waynesboro, Georgia

.

on Wednesday, September 12, 1990, commencing at 1:45 p.m.
.____

APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL

FOR THE COMPLAINANT: FOR THE RESPONDENT:

Mr. Michael D. Kohn Mr. Jesse P. Schaudies, Jr.

KOHN, KOHN & COLAPINTO TROUTMAN, SANDERS, LOCKERMAN
& ASHMORE

577 Florida Avenue, NW 127 Peachtree Street, NE

Washington, D.C. Atlanta, Georgia 30313-1810

CULPEPPER REPORTING S'ERVICE, INC.
551 GREENE STREET - PATIO LEVEL.

AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 30901
(404) 722-3746

t

.
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.

including engineering licensing folks and that sort of thing. !

!1

But I think it was ultimately resolved in the2

|
3 quality concern program.

)
Doesn't the quality concern program require the

-

4 Q.

resolution to notification to go to the person involved in5

6 quality concern?

7 A. Yes, that's the standard program. To see if the

concern, the person that expressed the concern, was satisfied.8

If that notice wasn't sent down, then the quality9 Q.

concerns department hadn't finished their investigation.10 ,

11 Is that what you're saying?
Either that or they've had an oversight in their12 A.

But that's the normal functioning of that13 regular program.*

I would not know about that notice.14 program.
Did Mr. Mosbaugh tell you in April of 1990 that he15 Q.

believed there were false statements made in the corrective16

17 action letters sent to the NRC?

18 A. I do not remember him directly telling me that. I
,

was told, I believe, by Bill Shipman that Allen Mosbaugh had19 ,

20 expressed that concern. That's my recollection.'

21 Q. What did you do after you learned about that .

22 concern? -

23 A. Actually I think I was out of town of something at

24 the_ time that was raised and that Bill Shipman and George

25 Hairston responded to that including revising the LER and

88 -

CULPEPPER REPuncruiG SERVICE, INC.

!
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ordering a QA audit to be sure that it was completely accurate.2

1

2 Q. I'm talking about the corrective action letter, not

3 the LER. There's a corrective action letter and an LER. Do l1

I
you remember learning that there were faise statements: 4

i

5 contained in the corrective action letter? y
What I understand is that Allen brought this up to '

6 A.
'

!Bill Shipman.* That he felt that what was in the corrective,

7

8 action letter was in error. And what was in the LER that was j

/
9 being submitted was also, he thought, in error. p

10 So as a result of that, they did a QA audit to

verify that the LER was correct and we made a statement as I11
i

recall in th'e transmittal that said that we wanted to clarify12

our position on the original letter because there was confusion |13

14 about the terms used and that sort of thing. And so that was

15 attempted to be clarified by the LER. That's my recollection
,

16 of it.
|'
'

17 Q. Was there ever an investigation as to how false

information got into the corrective action letter or the LER?18,

19 A. Yes, the QA audit reviewed all of that and

20 concluded that there were several factors that led to that.
I 21 Q. Where are the QA audit results? Were they turned

22 over to the NRC7

23 A. Yes, and we have a QA audit report that they were

provided to the NRC team that investigated that allegation. |
24

_.

5 25 Q. That's quality assurance audit? l
'

!

- 89 -

CULPEPPER REPORTING SERVICE, INC.
I

i
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UNITED STATES .

h / NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION i
,|

t Exhbit ,page' of.j |
- g wAsmwaTow,o.c.aoses

_

1 N .... .

December 20, 1993- |

!

' >
r

1

| MEMORANDUM FOR: ewart D. Ebneter. Regional Administrator -
R ion II.

'FROM: B n B. Hayes.' Director-.
ffice of Investigations -

I
F

V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT (VEGP): ALLEGE 0. SUBJECT: J
FALSE STATEMENTS REGARDING TEST RESULTS ON
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS (CASE NO. 2-90-020R) :

T- .!
i

f Enclosed is the Office of Investigations (OI) Report of Investigation (ROI) |
t 'concerning the.above matter. The deliberate violations of an NRC regulation .

; and license conditions were discussed with the Department of Justice and a
Prosecutive Opinion was issued in favor of-alternative civil remedies.

b
'

Since the action office has the responsibility for advising allegers.of the
status and disposition of allegations, they are authorized. upon receipt of;
:ne ROI. to advise the alleger that the investigation has been completed.;

u ter the NRC and/or other concerned Federal agencies have taken whatevera
a:::on they cee . a;pecpriate, the act1on office will notify the alleger that
his allegations were either substantiated. partially substan.iated, er not
sucstantiated and may, if requested.' furnish the alieger w1:n a copy of the O',

F.01 after appec::rtate proprietary, privacy. and confidential source.4

infor..ation has been deleted. Any additional information provided the alleger:

L will be dispositioned through the Director. OI. and will be furnished on a
F case by-case basis.
i

! Tnis investigation is unique in that the alleger provided NRC with tape
recordings of internal conversations of various levels of Georgia Power4

' . Company employees. from Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Engineers up to the
. Senior Vice President of Nuclear Operations. In addition. to gain a proper

n
perspective of the totality of the evidence. the conclusions should be viewed'

collectively. As is shown in the attached Report of Investigation. many of
,~ the conversations on these tapes show evidence of a closed. deceptive.

- adversarial attitude toward NRC on the part of GPC senior management.

This investigation has been closed by OI. This' report has been forwarded to ;

| you for your. information and whatever action you deem appropriate. Other than 1

l' 'as noted above. neither this memorandum nor the report contents may be
released outside the NRC without the permission of the Director. 01. Internal
NRC access and dissemination should be on a right- and need-to-know basis. !

1

Treat as " Official Use Only." !
l

4c | Enclosure
*

Report w/ exhibits |-

|.
.

i
.

t ;.
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Exhut-.Page d
'

''
-

| Title: VDGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT:*

ALLEGED FALSE STATEMENTS REGARDING TEST RESULTS ON ENERGENCY DIEE
| GENERATORS

,

, .

.

Licensee: Case Number: 2-90-020R

Georgia Power Company Report Date: December 17, m
.

P.O. Box 1295'

Birmingham, Alabama 35201 Control Office: OI:RII

Docket No. 50-424/50-425 Status: CLOSED.

Reported by: Reviewed by: '

-

,

# # N "f4 h

Mrry L. Jkfbinson, Sr. Investigator Jghes Y.fifrsk, Director.

Office or Investigations Office (f Investigations,
'

Field Office, Region IIField Office, Region II -'

L

4

Appro by:
:

D kV
~

Ben B. Hayes / trfctor
: Office of Inv st ations

| Participating Personnel:

Craig T. Tate, Investigator'

James D. Dockery, Sr. Investigator
Office of Investigations, Region II

:

WARNING
,

The attached document / report has'not been reviewed pursuant to-

exemptions, nor has any exempt material
Title 10 CFR I 2.790(a)isseminate or discuss its contents outsidebeen deleted. Do not d

i

EG. Treat as "0FFICIAL USE ONLY.* .

Copy _ of' _

,(.

.

- -. _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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On November 1.1990, the Regional Administrator. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory |

Commission (NRC). Region II, requested that an investigation be initiated by ;
'

the NRC Office of Investigations (OI) concerning alleged material false
statements made to the NRC by senior officials of Georgia Power Com )
regarding the reliability of the emergency diesel generators (EDGs)pany (GPC)at the !

iVogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP). Waynesboro. GA.

The OI investigation substantiated that, on April 9.1990, the general manager
(GM). VEGP. deliberately presented incomplete and inaccurate information to
NRC regarding the testing of the VEGP Unit 1 EDGs conducted subsequent to a
March 20. 1990, site area emergency (SAE) at VEGP. This occurred at NRC
Region II offices. Atlanta, GA. during a-GPC oral presentation in support of i

j their request to return VEGP Unit I to power operations.
,

'

The investigation also substantiated that on April 9,1990. in a letter to i
NRC captioned V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATMNG PLANT CONFIRMATION OF ACTION LETTER.

|! the senior vice president (VP) of Nuc' ear Operations (Nuc Ops). GPC. presented
; - - a misleading incomplete. and inaccurate statement of diesel test results. >

j which was based upon the incomplete. inaccurate information in the
o aforementioned oral presentation. The submission of this statement is

considered deliberate, because the GH. VEGP. reviewed the statement in this'

{
letter and approved it for signature by the senior VP. '

r

The investigation substantiated that, on April 19, 1990, the senior VP. Nuc i

Ops. GPC. with, at a minimum of careless disregard submitted a false
statement of diesel test results to the NRC in Licensee Event Report (LER) ( |
No. 90 006 which pertained to the SAE. This false statement was submitted as i

4

1 a direct result of deliberate actions, on April 19, 1990, by a group of GPC ;

| senior managers, including the senior VP. Nuc Ops. the Vogtle Project VP. the :

i Corporate GM of Plan Support, and the VEGP GM. These senior managers :

! reworded an existing statement of diesel testing in a draft LER. after the GM i

of Plant Support had been told by VEGP site personnel that this draft LER;

i statement and the corresponding statement in the April 9 letter (upen which
! the draft LER statement was based) were false. However, the GPC senior '

management efforts to make the rewording similar to the April 9 statement.
! combined with their knowledge that the new statement could not have been t

definitively verified prior to the issuance of the LER. resulted in the >

| reworded statement being false.

The OI investigation substantiated that the senior VP. Nuc Ops. GPC, again,
i with, at a minimum, careless disregard, submitted a false statement to NRC in

the letter of transmittal of a revision to LER 90 006, dated June 29, 1990. |
'

This false statement pertained to the reasons for the difference in the GPC '

statement of diesel testing in the original LER 90 006 versus the statement of
,

diesel starts in the transmittal letter of the revision.
,

,

The investigation substantiated that the VP. Vogtle Project. GPC. with, at a
minimum of careless disregard, submitted both a false and a misleading '

statement in the GPC clarification of Confirmation of Action response letter.

to NRC dated August 30.1990. .These false and misleading statements pertained :o

:

! -
. .
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.

to the reasons why the statement of diesel testing in the GPC Confirmation ofL *
.

Action response letter, dated April 9,1990, was inaccurate.
. . . . . .

-

The OI investigation substantiated that VEGP GN had knowledge, at the time of
his oral presentation to NRC on April 9,1990, that there continued to be out
of tolerance dewpoint readings on the control air of the VEGP Unit 2 EDGs as
recently as the day before his presentation. In addition, he knew that GPC,
as part of the justification for restart of Unit 1, was claiming that EDG air

j quality was satisfactory, and that GPC was attributing bad dewpoint readings
to faulty instrumentation. The VEGP GN deliberately withheld, from NRC, his
knowledge of the relevant material information regarding bad int readings

>

on Unit 2. and permitted the GPC claims of satisfactory air qual ty and faulty
instrumentation to be issued in the GPC April 9.1990, letter of response to

; the NRC Confirmation of Action.
'

The OI investigation substantiated that the GPC executive VP for Nuc Ops, as
the sworn signatory of the GPC response to 2.206. dated April 1,1991. - )

4

| provided inaccurate information to NRC when the response stated that the GPC |

j senior VP, Nuc Ops. was not a participant in the late afternoon confor:r.ce )
; call on April 19. 1990, in which the wording of LER 90 006 was revised by i

corporate and site representatives. The audio tape of that conference call-

establishes that the senior VP, Nuc Ops, was not only a participant in a
.

portion of that call, but that he addressed the issue of EDG starts and
; ' trips.* There was insufficient evidence developed during the investigation
.' to substantiate that the GPC executive VP for Nuc Ops. knowingly and

deliberately provided this inaccurate information to the NRC.
'

It is also concluded from the combination of the above findings, and the
overall review, by 01. NRC. of the numerous audio ta)e recordings of internal|( GPC conversations regarding their communications wit 1 the NRC on a range of-

I issues. that, at least in the March August 1990 time frame, there was evidence
of a closed, deceptive, adversarial attitude toward NRC on the part of GPC4

'

] senior management. This attitude fostered a noticeable degree of frustration
on the part of various GPC Technical Support and Engineering personnel with r'

;

respect to the GDC provision of information, not known to NRC, that had the
,

i potential of resulting in NRC enforcement action. i

;

!

I

| |
'

|
>

,

j.
.

'
,

:

*

i

!
- i
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APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

j 10CFR'50.9(a)kb): Completeness and Accuracy of Infornahfon (1990 Edition) ;
1

(a) Information provided to the Comnission by an applicant for a license
'

or by a licensee or inforsation required by statute or by the
Consission's regulations, orders, or license conditions to be maintained

; by the applicant or the licensee shall be complete and accurate in all
: material respects.
;- ,

(b) Each applicant or licensee shall notify the Commission of, ,

information identified by the applicant or licensee as having for the '

,

regulated activity a significant implication for public health, and-

safety or common defense and security. .
,

j

! -

!

!

!

;

i (
i

!

,

t

,
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,

ORGANI7ATION CHART (1990)
,

.. . . . .

William B. DAHLBERG
President / Chief Executive Officer (Atlanta)

R. Patrick MCDONALD
Executive Vice President, Nuclear Operations (Birmingham)

William G. HAIRSTON, III
Senior Vice President, Nuclear Operations (Birmingham)

!

Charles K. McC0Y
Vice President, Yogtle Project (Birmingham)s,

Southern Nuclear Co. (Birmingham) (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGF

l I

William B. SHIPMAN George 80CKHOLD, Jr.
: General Mgr., Corp. General Manager*

Plant Support Yogt1e Plant

i I I-

Paul RUSHTON Allen L. HOSBAUGH Thomas V. GREENE, Jr.
Corp. Manager Acting Assistant Asst. General Ngr.

*

Licensing & General Manager Plant Support
Engineering Plant Support VEGP (5-8/90)

VEGP (3-4/90)

!

l

James A. BAILEY John G. AUFDENKAMPE
'

. Manager, Licensing Manager, Technical*

Vogtle Project Support - VEGP

.

1 I

Norman J. STRINGFELLOW Narry W. MAJORS
-

Licensing Engineer Licensing Engineer
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Puroose of Investication

This investigation was initiated by the Office of Investigations (OI). U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) at the request of Stewart D. EBNETER, the
Regional Administrator (RA) Region II (RII). NRC, dated November 1.1990
(Exhibit 1), to determine whether senior managers of Georgia Power Company
(GPC) provided incomplete and inaccurate information to NRC regarding the .

1 results of emergency diesel generator (EDG) testing at the Vogtle Electric
.

J. Generating Plant (VEGP) subsequent to a March 20 l.990, site area emergency
(SAE) at VEGP. Also, the. investigation was to determine if such incom)lete
and inaccurate information was provided, whether the provision was deliserate.

By letter dated June 19. 1991 (Exhibit 2), the RA, RII. requested that
additional investigation be conducted. as part of this ongoing investigation.
to determine whether the GPC executive vice president (VP) of Nuclear
Operations (Nuc Ops) had made false statements to NRC regarding the
participation of the GPC senior VP. Nuc Ops. in an April 19, 1990, telephone
call in which the wording of the GPC Licensee Event iteport (LER) on the SAE
was revised.

Backoround

On March 20. 1990 VEGP. Unit 1, was in a refueling outage in Mode 6 (Cold
Shutdown). with one of its two EDGs disassembled for maintenance. A truck
accident in the switchyard caused a loss of offsite power, and the operable
EDG tripped twice and failed to perform its intended safety function until it
was started, in the manual emergency mode. 36 minutes after the loss of power. (
During this 36 minute period the temperature of the Reactor Coolant System
rose approximately 46 degrees fahren1eit.

GPC declared this SAE after they were unable to restore power within
16 minutes. and the NRC subsequently dispatched an Augmented Inspection Team
(AIT) to the VEGP Site, which was soon upgraded to an Incident Investigation
Team (IIT). This IIT was on site at VEGP conducting their investigation until
April 2. 1990. NRC RII maintained liaison with the IIT. as well as
conducting their own inspection activities at VEGP associated with the SAE.

The immediate effort by GPC at the VEGP site, with respect to the EDGs. was to
return the EDG that was off line for maintenance (the IB EDG) to an operable
status, so that the 1A EDG could be taken off line to be analyzed for the
cause of its failure. The IB EDG was declared operable on March 28. 1990.

On March 23,1990. E8NETER issued a Confirmation of Action Letter to GPC
(Exhibit 4), which put a hold on the return of VEGP Unit 1 to criticality.
...until the Regional Administrator is satisfied that appropriate corrective"

action has been taken and the plant'can safely return to operation."

At about the same time as this SAE. the alleger in this case. Allen L.
MOSBAUGH. the VEGP Acting Assistant General Manager (GM). Plant Support, who
reported directly to George BOCKHOLD. the VEGP GM. on his own initiative,
without any GPC or NRC knowledge, was tape recording internal GPC

.
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'

:

| conversations to which he was a party. HOSBAUGH advised 01 that he did this i
.

L taping to obtain evidence of anticipated adverse action against his by GPC for
i reporting safety concerns to NRC (he has a separate proceeding with the
i Department of Labor [ DOL) regarding discrimination issues), and to obtain '

' evidence of anticipated wrongdoing on the part of GPC. HOSBAUGH's tapi:

j continued until early September 1990, when his tasi became known to ;

j during the course of a DOL proceeding between MOS and GPC. HOSBAUGH was

|
immediately sus;mnded by GPC. On September 12, 1990, HOSBAUGH, through his i;

j attorney, made OI aware of the tapes and that they potentially contained
j evidence of wrongdoing on the part of GPC. OI took possession of the tapes as :

'

evidence on September 13, 1990. H058AUGH's employment with GPC was terminated"

;- on October 8, 1990.
>

In January 1990, MOSBAUGH had anonymously provided NRC with a written;

! allegation of a deliberate violation of a plant technical specification by GPC ,

personnel at VEGP. This allegation was investigated by OI (Case No. 2-90 001) ,'
i

and substantiated. On June 13. 1990. HOSBAUGH came forward, was granted;

confidentiality by 01, and started providing additional written allegations .;
i
i

that were initially addressed in an NRC Operational Special Inspection (OSI) r

|
st VEGP during August 6 17. 1990. In preparation for this OSI. on July 18

;
and 19. 1990 HOSBAUGH was interviewed by DI and RII NRC personnel regarding ;

additional details of his allegations. i'

|

1 In early September 1990 when HOSBAUGH*s taping was revealed, and he was:
i

suspended by GPC. he filed a 2.206 Petition with NRC. jointly with
Harvin HOBBY. another former GPC employee, in which he publicly restated his;

; allegations. By niutual agreement between 01 and HOSBAUGH, his confidentiality
: agreement was subsequently rescinded. As a. result of this 2.206 Petition, and
! I the results of the OSI this Request for Investigation was prompted.

Interview of Alle e- (Allen L. MOSBAUGH)

OI first contacted MCSBAUGH es a known alleger on June 13. 1990 (he had
submitted his Jar. aery 1990 allegation anonymously). At this time, he was;

granted confidentiality, and he provided a detailed written document .

; '

|
(Exhibit 4) setting forth his allegations of false statements by GPC regarding
the results of EDG testing at VEGP after the SAE. During the subsequent I

! weeks. HOSBAUGH provided additional written allegations to NRC regarding i
:

i
various other issues at VEGP. NRC staff decided that these allegations would i

! be addressed in an OSI at VEGP. HOSBAUGH was interviewed by 01 and a RII

i inspector on July 18 and 19.1990 (Exhibit 5), to obtain additional detafis
; regarding these allegations. The OSI was conducted during the period

August 6 17. 1990,
:

i
!

Throughout the conduct of this investigation numerous contacts have occurred
between 01 and HOSBAUGH for purposes of identification of speakers on his tape'

recordings receipt of additional allegations, and further clarification ofj
known allegations. MOSBAUGH was again interviewed formally by OI onv

November 4.1993 (Exhibit 6), specifically regarding the issues in thisi

investigation.
,

! . INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: This investigation focuses on MOSBAUGH's specific
allegations of Material False Statements by GPC senior management'

regarding EDG testing at VEGP after the SAE. However. Mn m ini's
;

. .

t
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continui' overriding concern is his observation, as a mid level manager-

in the -Nuclear organization from August 1984 until his termination
by GPC in October 1990, was that in 1988, when the upper level -- - .

management of GPC's two nuclear plants (VEGP and Plant Hatch) was
reassigned from J. P. O'REILLY to R. P. MCDONALD and his subordinate
VPs there was a noticeable change in the overall nuclear operating
philoso>hy from one of conservative, strict adherence to NRC re l

adherence to, and inter >retation of,pecs), to one of a liberal.gu ations
.

and tecinical specifications (tech s loose
these regulations and tech specs,

to the point of. in MOSIAUGN's estimation, compromising the safe
operation of VEGP. MOSBAUGH's numerous. allegations, as stated in his
original, anonymous allegation in January 1990, and in Exhibits 5 and 6,
are his examples of GPC actions and decisions resulting from this change
in philosophy.

As evidenced by H058AUGH's subsequent 1991 allegations, which prompted
the supplemental Request for Investigation (Exhibit 2), he is also.

deeply concerned that certain members of the senior management of
Southern Nuclear Company, who are also GPC senior Nuc Ops ~ managers,
currently continue to cover up their direct involvement in the creation
of a false statement of EDG testing in GPC LER 90 006, dated April 19,
1990. HOSBAUGH is also concerned that these senior managers, after
being put on notice by their subordinates, of regulatory violations or
reportable events, would make extremely unrealistic interpretations in
an effort to turn these issues into non violations or nonreportable
events.

Coordination with the NRC Staff
,

The written allegations received by 01 from NOSBAUGH starting on June 13. (! s.
s; 1990 up to, and including the dates of his joint OI/RII staff interview on

July 18 and 19, 1990, were provided to the RII Enforcement and Investigation
'

Coordination Staff (EICS) for evaluation. These allegations, to include the,

; issues in this case, were addressed as aart of the OSI during the period
!- August 6-17. 1990. The OSI report on t,e portion of the inspection that
' addressed the allegations is Exhibit 56.
|

; Senior NRC staff were briefed by OI. at NRC Headquarters. on the status of
[ this investigation on December 19. 1991, and August 17. 1993. The NRC
j Commissioners were briefed by OI on February 5, 1992.
t

i Since September 1993. OI has provided assistance and documentation to an NRC
| Coordinating Team, composed of representatives of NRR. OE. OGC, and RII staff,
'

in their independent analysis of evidence in this investigation.

Coordination with NRC Office of General Counsel (OGC),

On September 4,1991, OI coordinated with OGC staff, NRC Headquarters,
regarding parties to be permitted to be present during the 01 interviews of,

GPC employees.

In view of the fact that the subject matter of this investigation parallels an
issue presently before the Atomic Safety Licensing Board, involving the
requested transfer of GPC's Nuclear Operating License to the Southern Nuclear

I Case No. 2 90 020R 15
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Company. OI has periodically been aparised by OGC of the status of the
OI has assisted OGC. w1en requested, in responses to some,

proceedings.
doctament requests that have been forthcoming from that proceeding.

A11ecation No. 1: Providing InaccurJe and Incomplete EDG Test Data inGd
Presentation to th6 NRC on April 9, 1990.

Summary

On April 9,1990. GPC made an oral presentation to NRC, at the NRC RII afEus
in Atlanta. GA. This presentation was in response to the NRC Confirmatimmt
Action Letter of March 23,1990, and was in support of a GPC request for
restart of VEGP. Unit 1. No known transcription or tape recording of tMs
presentation was made. As part of this presentation. George BOCXHOLD. IkE
VEGP. presented EDG test data. He also presented information on componut
that had been quarantined during the NRC IIT investigation. The presentes
of EDG test results had been specifically requested by NRC to be in this
presentation. The transparency from which 80CKHOLD presented his EDG tut
data showed ~18 SUCCESSFUL STARTS" on the 1A EDG, and "19 SUCCESSFUL SW
on the IB EDG since the " March 20 Event". The transparency shows no
unsuccessful starts, tests, or runs on either EDG. There were in fact.ht
unsuccessful start attempts and unsuccessful tests of the EOGs during the
testing between the SAE and the presentation. On April 12, 1990 based.fr
part, on this GPC presentation. the NRC authorized the restart of VEGP.
Unit 1.

The following individuals were interviewed by OI RII on the dates indicei
regarding the alleged deliberate provision of inaccurate and incompletelE

,

(*

test data by BOCKHOLD to NRC, on April 9.1990. in an oral presentationis
support of a GPC request to return VEGP. Unit I to criticality.

,

Date of
Nng Position Interviewts)

;

I Allen L. HOSBAUGH former GPC Acting Asst. GM. July 1819. M
Plant Support. VEGP & November 4. M

| George BOCKHOLD. Jr. SNC GM. Nuclear Tech Support August 14. M
former GPC GM. VEGP & June 22. EE

Jimmy Paul CASH SNC Strategic Analyst August 14. EE
former GPC Ops Supt. VEGP & June 14. EE

4

Stewart D. EBNETER NRC RA RII July 17,1991 &
February 27. E

Alfred E. CHAFFEE NRC NRR August 28. EE
'

former IIT Team Leader1

Richard A. KENDALL Department of Energy. Sr. Engineer August 28. EE'
$

"

'

former NRC. NRR. IIT Team Member

Leigh TROCINE NRC RII Resident Inspector August 30. M

Case No. 2 90 020R 16
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Date of |

Position Interviewis) {Ha!!!g

Milton D. HUNT NRC. RII. DRS, Reactor Inspector September 3. 1991 ;

Peter A. TAYLOR NRC. RII. DRS Reactor Inspector September 4,1991
,

Kenneth E. BROCKMAN NRC AE00 September 5, 1991
former NRC RII, DRP August 23, 1993- ,

David B. MATTHEWS NRC, NRR Director, Project September 5. 1991* ,

!Directorate II 3

Kenneth R. HOLMES GPC Hanager. Training & September 27, 1991
Emergency Preparedness

T

William B. SHIPMAN SNC. GPC GM. Plant Support, June 11, 1993
Vogtle Project

Kenneth S. BURR SNC Senior Project Engineer June 14. 1993

John G. AUFDENKAMPE SCS Manager. Mechanical Group, June 16, 1993
Vogtle Project. former GPC -

Manager. Technical Support, VEGP :

N. J. STRINGFELLOW SNC Project Licensing Engineer June 21, 1993

James A. BAILEY SNC Hanager Licensing. Vogtle June 23, 1993
(

W. G. HAIRSTON. III SNC President / Chief Operations June 25. 1993
Officer: GPC Executive VP. Nuc Ops

G. R. FPICERICK GPC Hanager. Maintenance. VEGP June 28. 1993
former GPC Supervisor. SAER VEGP

Harry W. MAJORS SNC Project Engineer. Licensing June 29, 1993
Vogtle Project

C. Kenneth McC0Y SNC VP Vogtle Project. GPC VP June 30, 1993
Vogtle

R. P. MCDONALD Advanced Reactor Corp., July 1. 1993
Executive Director: former GPC/
APC Executive VP. Nuc Ops

Thomas V. GREENE SNC Manager. Engineering & July 6,1993
Licensing; former GPC Assistant
GM. Plant Support. VEGP

Charles L. COURSEY GPC Superintendent. Maintenance. November 3. 1993
VEGP

Christopher C. ECKERT GPC Quality Assurance Auditor. VEGP November 3. 1993

.
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Date of
i

gggg Position Interviewis)
4

.

Paul H.' K0CHERY GPC Engineering Supervisor, VEGP November 3, 1993

Kenneth C. STOKES GPC Senior Engineer VEGP November 3, 1993

Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents
.

OI review of the' entire group of transparencies presented to NRC in GPC's oral
presentation of April 9,1990, showed that there was 1 of the 12,

|
transparencies presented that was entitled DIESEL TESTING, 3

y of the transparency entitled DIESEL TESTING (Exhibit 7) |
OI review of a coby 80CKHOLD on April 9,1990, showed, under the subheadingpresented to NRC1 SPECIAL TESTING, two columns of pirases, headed LA and 3, which described

: various types of " Starts," " Tests," and " Runs." These phrases contained :
'

numbers when more than one " Start," " Test," or *Run" was indicated. The first
L entry under the M column was the phrase. * March 20 Event." The first entry |
:

1 under the H column was the phrase, "In Overhaul". This "In Overhau1* entry
}

was on the same line as the * March 20 Event * entry, and accurately described .

the status of the IB EDG on March 20, 1990. Under each of these columns was a ;

i -line. Under the line below the M column was the phrase. *18 SUCCESSFUL
';

i
STARTS.* Under the line below the H column was the phrase. *19 SUCCESSFUL

-

i
STARTS.* The 18 and 19 numbers below the lines appeared to 01, both at first
glance and upon detailed examination, to be a total of the ' Starts." " Tests,": and " Runs * described in the two columns. There was no indication of any J| unsuccessful " Starts," * Tests," or " Runs * on this DIESEL TESTING transparency.'

(
|_

-BOCKHOLD testified, on June 22, 1993, that he talked about EDG testing ;

i problems in the April 9.1990, presentation by the use of the next
transparency, entitled OUARANTINE COMPONMTS (Exhibit 13).! ,

OI review of the 00ADANTINE COMPONENTS transparency showed that it displayed ,

no diesel test results. It showed which type of TEMPERATURE SWITCHES and j
,

! PRESSURE SWITCHES were quarantined from each EDG, and why they were 7

quarantined. If there were diesel testing problems that were caused by these'

! quarantined switches, these testing problems more appropriately should have
been described in the DIESEL TESTING transparency.

j OI reviewed the VEGP, Unit 1 Control Log (Exhibit 15) and Shift Supervisor Log
for the period March 20, 1990. April 8, 1990. These were the logs which i

Jimmy Paul CASH, Operations Superintendent VEGP, said he used to obtain, or
1

|
verify, the 18 and 19 " SUCCESSFUL STARTS * used by BOCKHOLD in his

~ presentation. During the aforementioned period, there were 27 log entries
that showed a start, or an attempted start of the 1A EDG after the SAE event

i

i- itself. There were 17. log entries that showed a start of the 1A EDG with no-
! problems or failures associated with it. There were two entries that showed

>

some type of unexpected problem or failure associated with a given start,30, 1990: andregardless of the run time (high lube oil temp trip at on March
,

low lube oil pressure trip on March 30, 1990). There were eight entries that,

i
showed a start with an associated ex>ected, or. planned " trip" of the 1A EDG.i
The only way possible to arrive at 11 consecutive successful starts, from this

-

control log . data, without any problems or failures is if all * planned trips"
. - -

4

t
-
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are counted as successful starts, and an unplanned trip (low lube oil |
' - pressure, on March 30. 1990) is also counted as a successful start. The only - .

'

way possible to arrive at 18 successful starts (not consecutive) without any
problems or failures is to count at least one " planned * trip as a successful |

:start.

With respect to the IB EDG, for the same March 20 . April 8.1990, period, the' ;

logs showed 25 starts, or attempted starts. Of these 25. there were 13 starts !
i

with no problems or failures noted: 7 starts with unexpected problems or:
failures noted: and 5 starts noted that indicated planned "trias." The only

.

way possible to arrive at 19 consecutive successful starts witiout any i

. problems or failures from the data in those logs is if all " planned trips" are <

counted as successful starts, and the 3 unexpected problems (high lube oil- !

temperature trip on March 22, 1990: low jacket water pressure / low lube oil ,

!

: pressure trip on March 23. 1990: and the high jacket water temperature alars
on March 24, 1990) are all counted as successful starts. The only way :
possible to arrive at even 19 successful starts (not consecutive) is to count i

all .5 * planned trips * as successful starts, and to count at least I unexpected
"

problem as a successful start. |

During his testimony on June 14. 1993. CASH presented two documents
'

(Exhibit 11) that he said appeared to him to be computer. printed versions of -

his handwritten lists of EDG starts that he had prepared to do his count of '

successful starts for BOCKHOLD's April 9.1990. oral presentation to NRC. ,

CASH stated, however that he had not typed, or entered his lists into a |
computer; and that he had not ordered that his lists be typed or entered into ;

a computer. CASH stated, in his June 14, 1993, testimony. that he did not :
recall giving his handwritten list to BOCKHOLD. but that he did assist the ;

,

secretary that was preparing the transparencies with the format for them. In ' i

his August 14. 1990. OSI testimony. he said that he gave a list like this to.

BOCKHOLD. These documents were represented as being retrieved, by attorneys ;

from GPC's retaired law firm, from a computer disk of the secretary that ,

prepared the transparencies for the April 9,1990, oral presentation. They i

were represented as being prepared in the same time frame. and as being among
'

'

other documents prepared for the oral presentation.

OI review of these documents showed that the times, dates, and comments
i matched the times, dates, and comments pertaining to EDG starts in the Unit 1
; Control Log. with the exception of one entry on Exhibit 13 (April 1.1990.

1623 normal start) that was not in the Control Log. The Shift Supervisor's
;

: Log contained very few entries pertaining to diesel starts. and w1at entries
there were had a corresponding entry in the Unit Control Log.'

Evidence

! 1. H058AUGH stated that the information that was in the April 9.1990
j letter had come from data that CASH had put together for 80CKHDLD's oral

'presentation to NRC at the regional office in Atlanta. He stated that-
j .- CASH had told him that he (CASH) had pulled the start data together on a

weekend from Control Room Logs (Exhibit 5. p. 219). ;
,

2. MOS8AUGH stated that from the early data he had gathered it was clear
that there were some failures right in the middle of the starts, so it

,

was looking unlikely that there was a sequence of 18 or 19 successful+

;
>

.
,
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starts after the failure. He advised that he and AUFDENKAMPE talked to
CASH about it, and it appeared that CASH had just counted all'the'

successful starts. even though there were failures interspersed among
them (Exhibit 5. pp. 219 220). |

3. HOSBAUGH's written allegation contains his " master" list of diesel starts .

'

from all three sources: Control Logs. Shift Supervisor Log and Data
Sheets. This master list shows the inconsistencies between these
sources, with respect to starts (Exhibit 5. p. 220).

4. HOSBAUGH stated that "later it came out when we had the good list" that !
CASH had even counted some failures as successes. He stated that CASN

'

'

had told either him or AUFDENKAMPE that (Exhibit 5. p. 221).

5. HOSBAUGH stated that he had no involvement in the preparation or
presentation-of the April 9.1990, oral presentation to NRC by BOCKHOLD.
He advised that he first knew that the presentation even occurred was the-
next day. April 10, 1990, when BOCKHOLD had a staff meeting and passed
out copies of the transparencies and the April 9,1990, letter. H058AUGH

'

aavised that he thought the fact that he was not involved at all was
extremely unusual. since, at the time, he was the acting assistant GH of
Plant Support, and all the personnel that routinely prepared *

correspondence to NRC worked under him (Exhibit 6 pp. 5 7).
*

,

6. MOSBAUGH stated that the April 9.1990, presentation and letter were not
reviewed by the VEGP Plant Review Board (PRB). He stated that he was the
Vice Chairman of the PRB at the time, and the PRB would normally review
all correspondence or communications with NRC that were coming from the

|VEGP (Exhiait 6. p. 7).

7. MOSBAUGH stated that when he read the April 9,1990, letter on April 10
he noticed some statements about diesel air quality and diesel starts
that were incorrect, so he first started looking into the air quality
aspect and then the diesel start aspect (Exhibit 6, pp. 9 10).

8. MOSBAUGH advised that he obtained a han6<ritten list of diesel starts
from Paul K0CHERY. He advised that he made a copy, in KOCHERY's office,
from KOCHERY's list, and that it was not fully up to date. He advised
that he was not certain that the list was complete. because he (MOSBAUGH) '

had not compared it to any source documents. He stated that the list was '

not fully up to date, because it did not run through the date he obtained
it from K0CHERY. He stated that the list had information from March, and
a little bit from April (Exhibit 6. pp. 10 11).

;

9. MOSBAUGH was shown a 6 page typewritten document identified as IIT i

Document No. 05 180 90. which showed diesel starts on both the IA and 18
EDGs from March 12, 1990, through March 23. 1990. HOSBAUGH stated that |
this was not a typewritten version of the list he obtained from K0CHERY.
He stated that he was not sure if K0CHERY or Ken STOKES had prepared the
list that he obtained from K0CHERY that day (Exhibit 6. pp.1011).

10. HOSBAUGH stated that this list showed that on March 22 and on March 23,
1990, the 18 diesel had tripped as a result of one of the sensors, and it
was immediately apparent to aim that there had been diesel problems and

.
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failures since the March 20 event, which was in direct conflict with the >

c A)ril 9,1990, letter which said no problems or failures since March 20;

.. .
(".xhibit 6, pp. 12 13).- ,

'

11. BROCKMAN, formerly the NRC Vogtle Project Section Chief. RII, called ,

McC0Y, VP, Vogtle Project. GPC. Birmingham, AL, on a Thursday or Friday :

before the Monday, April 9.1990, presentation, and told McC0Y that he
should be >repared to show the NRC the reliability and performance of the;

: EDG's at t w presentation.(Exhibit 20, p.1).
.

12. BROCKMAN stated that he recalled that the IB EDG was reassembled quickly, t

'
but had some " trips" in the troubleshooting phase of the testing, and
that the NRC was clearly aware that there were troubleshooting problems t

with both diesels (Exhibit 20, p.1).'

j 13. BROCKMAN advised that he recalled that McC0Y was present for the April 9. -{
1990. GPC presentation, but did not recall who made the presentation on;

diesel starts (Exhibit 20, p. 1). . |

|
14. BROCKMAN stated that there had probably been more troubleshooting starts !

Ion the 1A EDG than the five that were presented, but that was irrelevant'

to his restart decision (Exhibit 20, p. 1).

15. BROCKMAN advised that he was not concerned with troubleshooting failures. ,

or other expected failures, but that unexpected failures would cause him '

concern. He said one unexpected failure after a declaration of
operability would have caused him to ask additional questions about the
reliability of the EDGs (Exhibit 20, p.1).

16. BROCKMAN' stated that he left tne April 9.1990, presentation with the (

understanding that there had been 18 and 19 consecutive successful
starts, without failures. on the 1A and IB diesels, respectively
(Exhibit 20. p. 2). -

17. BROCKMAN advised that the NRC was not experienced with Cal Con switches,
but that they knew that the Cal Con switches were a problem, and NRC
cpproved a special Tech Spec amendment which allowed the non. essential
Cal Cons to se " valved out" by the end of April 1990 (Exhibit 20. p. 2). ,

18. BROCKMAN advised that after the GPC April 9,1990, presentation, the NRC
staff met to discuss the presentation. He stated that the meeting was of

'short duration and EBNETER asked if anyone had a problem with allowing
restart of VEGP. Unit 1. He advised that he recalled no objections, and
restart was approved by negative consent (Exhibit 20. p. 2).

19. McC0Y tasked BOCKHOLD, then the GM. VEGP, GPC with the responsibility of ,

presenting the results of the EDG testing at the presentation ;

(Exhibit 13, p. 5).

20. BOCKHOLD stated that the purpose of the presentation was to respond to ,

the NRC Confirmation of Action Letter, and to support GPC's request to t

return Unit 1. VEGP, to criticality (Exhibit 13. p. 5).

I
!
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21. BOCXHOLD stated that he was the cverall archit::ct of the DIESEL TESTING
transparency, and that he worked with BURR, assigned to VEGP for EDG
testing, and CASH on the details of the chart (Exhibit 13, p. 6).

.

22. BOCXHOLD stated that they worked on the presentation during the end of
the week, and into the weekend of April 7 and 8,1990 (Exhibit 13, p. 7).

23. BOCKHOLD stated that he put some words down on paper, and asked both BURR
and CASH if the information was correct, and 'they said yes" (Exhibit 13,
p. 8).

24. BOCKHOLD stated that he wrote the description of the diesel testing down,
and went through it with BURR "at that time line by line," and that BURR
made some changes to this data (Exhibit 13, p. 9).

25. BOCXHOLD stated that he thought that BURR gave him the numbers associated 4

with the diesel test descriptions above the lines on the chart. and that :
!CASH gave him the numbers below the lines (Exhibit 13, pp. 910).

26. BOCXHOLD stated that the term " successful start" did not have any
statistical value when evaluating EDG reliability, but that it was. 'just
a subjective feeling to say that we ran the engine a lot and, you know,
it proved to be reliable" (Exhibit 13, p.12).

27. BURR. stated that he had no knowledge, while he was at the VEGP site.
that 80CKHOLD was going to have to make a presentation to NRC on diesel
testing (Exhibit 14. p. 10).

28. BURR advised that only after he returned to Birmingham, on Saturday. ,

April 7,1990. was he asked to attend the April 9.1990, presentation to !

NRC in Atlanta (Exhibit 14, p.10).
|29. BURR stated that he had not specifically interfaced directly with CASH

with respect to obtaining and reviewing diesel test data. He stated that
his only interface with CASH was when CASH had attended some meetings
that BURR had with VEGP Engineer K0CHERY (Exhibit 14. p.11).

30. BURR stated that CASH never gave him a handwritten list of diesel starts |
that was characterized as being used in connection with the April 9. '

1990 presentation (Exhibit 14. p. 11).

31. BURR stated that when he saw BOCKHOLD present the DIESEL TESTING.

transparency in the April 9,1990, presentation, it was the first time he j

had seen that data (Exhibit 14, p. 12).

32. BURR stated that he had not taken part in developing the data on the
DIESEL TESTING overhead, and had not reviewed that data prior to the 1

April 9, 1990, presentation (Exhibit 14, p. 13). !

: INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: BOCXHOLD was offered and declined a polygraph
examination by OI. The discrepancy in testimony between BOCKHOLD and
BURR would have been one of the areas pursued during a polygraph
examination. The discrepancy was not resolved.

1

i
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\ 33. 80CKHOLD stated that when he gave CASH his instructions on what numbers |

N"
he wanted his to obtain, he (80CKHOLD) told him to get " successful
starts " and was probably not " crystal clear" with his instructions

.

'

(Exhibit 13. p. 10). !

34. BOCKHOLD' stated that he did not recall his instructions to CASH regarding ;

'the point at which CASH was to start his count of successful starts. !

(Exhibit 13, p. 10 and Exhibit 12, p. 8). . |

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The evidence found in either BOCKHOLD's or CASH's s

testimony of August 1990 or June 1993 indicates that BOCKHOLD never gave
CASH any more instructions or criteria for his task other than just to
get successful starts (or starts without any significant problems or ;

failures) from the logs. CASH claims he made his own decision on the :
starting point of the count. According to his testimony, CASH started as :

'
soon as he.saw a successful start (by his own criteria) on either diesel
after the event. CASH said the 1A EDG. it was the night of March 20,
1990, and for the IB EDG, it was on March 21 with the first successful :
start after the problems with fuel priming and the governor venting were {resolved.

35. In BOCKHOLD's June 22, 1993, testimony, when it was pointed out by OI !
that the description of the testing in the DIESEL TESTING chart started i

with the * March 20 Event" and the five troubleshooting starts on the 1A i
EDG, BOCKHOLD stated that he was "of the opinion" that CASH started his ;

count "sometime about that time" (Exhibit 13, p. 10).
!

36. In BOCKHOLD*s August 14, 1990 OSI testimony, he stated that he knew the ;

starting point of CASH's count when he was making his (BOCKHOLD's) i
'

presentation to NRC on April 9. 1990, because he had discussed it with
CASH (Exhibit 12. p. B).

37. Also in BCCKHOLD's August 14. 1990, testimony, he stated that he would
have assumed that if he had told CASH to go count successful starts, with i

no further instructions, that CASH would have counted all the successful i
starts that were in the logs after the March 20, 1990, event (Exhibit 12 '

p. 10).
,

,

38. CASH stated that he did not recall BOCKHOLD's specific instructions but
that somehow before he went to count starts, he knew that he was to count
the starts without any significant problems (Exhibit 10, p.11).

39. CASH stated that a significant problem meant, to him, something that I
would have prevented the diesel from running during an emergency ,

(Exhibit 10, p. 11), ;

40. CASH stated that he was not looking for valid tests or valid starts, only
starts without significant problems (Exhibit 9, p. 3).

.
.

,

41. CASH stated that he started his counts, for both the 1A EDG and the IB
EDG at.the March 20, 1990, date.in the Control Logs (Exhibit 10, p. 13). ;

(Exhibit 9, p. 7).
,
,

t

.
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42. CASH stated that he * turned the data over to Mr. Bockhold and he
(BOCKHOLD) prepared some point papers" in which CASH assisted BOCKHOLD's

< secretary with format only. He stated that he had listed the information
i in table form with date, time, reason started, and coments (Exhibit 9,
,

pp. 5 6).

1 43. CASH stated. in his August 14, 1990, OSI testimony. that he also had a
sumary of the number of starts, and that he believed that he also gavep
this summary to BOCKHOLD. He advised that he thought that BOCKHOLD4 ,

primarily used just the sumary of the number of starts (Exhibit 9,4

p. 6).
44. CASH stated that he turned his original handwritten information over to

,

'

BURR, at BURR's request, at the April 9,'1990, presentation in Atlanta |
;

(Exhibit 9. p. 6).'

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: BURR has denied ever receiving any list, or lists,
from CASH at the April 9. 1990, presentation. Neither of these original

- handwritten lists were found dur ng the course of this investigation.
'

i 45. In his August 14. 1990 OSI testimony, when the DIESEL TESTING
' transparency was displayed to him. CASH stated that the listing of the i

'

| data on the transparency was in the same sequence as the information he
j had give.- M BOCKHOLD (Exhibit 9. p. 7).
)
1 INVESTIGATOR *5 NOTE: At this time. CASH made no comment about the fact

that the wording used on the transparency to describe the types of diesel.

; tests could not have come from his list of Control Log entries.
1 -

46. In his June 14. 1993, testimony. CASH was very ex)1icit about how the-
3

descriptive wording of the ' diesel testing above t.1e lines in the* -

transparency could not have come from CASH *s list that he provided to'

80CKHOLD (Exhibit 10. pp. 24 25).
s

i 47. In his June 14. 1993, testimony. CASH stated that his only assistance in
the preparation of the transparency was with the " format and supplying!

L the start count numbers." He advised that the * transparencies were in
! general prepared when he got there." He stated that 1e did not know how

| the descriptions of the diesel tests that were above the lines on the
- transparency were developed (Exhibit 10. pp. 26 27).

! '48. In his August 14. 1990, OSI testimony. CASH stated that the 18 and 19
successful starts shown on the transparency were "all the starts that I
was aware of at the time." He further stated that "Those were the
numbers that I came up with at the time" (Exhibit 9, p. 8).

49. In his June ?,4, 1993, testimony. CASH stated that he did give BOCKHOLD a
specific start count, but that he could not recall the specific numbers,

,

+

and that he could not recall writing down any numbers of starts for
i BOCKHOLD. CASH advised that, based upon his review of the logs, the'

numbers he gave to BOCKHOLD would have been greater than 18 and 19
(Exhibit 10. pp. 48 50).

50. In his June 14, 1993, testimony CASH stated that he did not recall
writing down the numbers 18 and 19 for 80CKr.3LD, and he could only make

: (
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'an * educated guess" on how BOCKHOLD arrived at those numbers. His guess
'

was that BOCKHOLD already had the 18 and 19 numbers in mind from the.

source of.the data above the lines and he (CASH) came to BOCKHDLD with ;

numbers that were greater than 18 and 19. CASH said he couldn't explain i

to BOCKHOLD what the additional starts were so BOCKHOLD decided to use
r

the 18 and 19 numbers in the presentation, in order to avoid being' asked
a question that neither he nor CASH.could answer (Exhibit 10, pp. 3132). .

'
51. BOCKHOLD stated.that the exact number of starts shown on the transparency

was not "a key thing" in his mind, and that-the key thing was that the r

diesel was operable, and that there had been "more than one or two-

- ' successful starts ^ associated with the machine" (Exhibit 13, p. .11).

52. BOCKHOLD stated that the ' numbers of EDG starts above the lines on the 1

DIESEL TESTING transparency did not have to add up to the numbers below
the lines, and that the reason the lines were drawn was to separate those ,

two sections of the transparency (Exhibit 13, p.13).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: As mentioned earlier, in the Review of Documents >

section pertaining to this issue, the " Tests," " Runs," and " Starts"
described in the upper portion of the DIESEL TESTING transparency do add 1

'

up to the numbers >elow the lines. The lines at the bottom of the
columns do appear to be lines that indicate a totalling of the
information above. They do not appear to be lines that separate
different groups of data. j

53. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not think that the numbers above the line
added up to the numbers below the line, and that if they did add up. it (
was a coincidence'(Exhibit 13. p. 14).

INVESTIGATOR *5 NOTE: SOCKHOLD said he did not compare CASH *s count to
the numbers BOCKHOLD seid he already had from BURR that are listed above
the line (the evidence indicates he did not get any numbers from BURR),

; and did not make any adjustments to either set of numbers. If this is
~ the case, then the correlation between the numbers above the line and the

numbers below the line as shown on the DIESEL TESTING transparency is a
highly improbable coincidence. CASH indicated that he saw the
correlation between the numbers above and below the line. CASH obviously
did not view this as a coincidence (see Evidence Item No. 32).

,

54. BOCKHOLD stated that he would not have made any changes to the numbers
above the lines on the transparency if CASH had come back with 10

t successful starts. BOCKHOLD said that 10 successful starts would have
been an acceptable number to him, and that he would not have had any'

L subsequent discussions with BURR about how BURR arrived at his numbers ;
'

'

(Exhibit 13 p. 16).

55. BOCKHOLD then stated that if CASH had come back with the numbers 2 or 3.
he would have thought that was not enough, and. *by the time Monday (the
day of the presentation to NRC) had come around, we could crank that
engine a whole lot more times * until the number seemed " good enough* in
his (80CKHOLD's) engineering judgement (Exhibit 13. p. 17).

.

'
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INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: On one hand BOCKHOLD tries to portray the
* successful start * numbers as being of no regulatory statistical value.

. On the other hand, he feels the need to show the NRC some meaningful
numbers from the standpoint of " engineering judgement " To accomplish
this, he would " crank that engine" at the eleventh hour with no purpose-

other than just to increase the numbers.

56. BOCKHOLD said he was aware that there had been some unsuccessful starts
on the diesels since the event (Exhibit 13, p.15).

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: The transparency" to which BOCXHOLD referred is
captioned * Quarantine Components" (as op)osed to " Diesel Testing"), with
the major subheadings " Temperature Switties".and " Pressure Switches.'

'This transparency described various problems with, and actions taken on,
these switches. The topic of this transparency is separate from, and
does not appear to directly correlate to, the previous " Diesel Testing *
transparency. If the switch problems described on the " Quarantine
Components * transparency had caused diesel test na problems, then those ,

diesel testing problems more appropriately shou'd have been described on
the " Diesel Testing" transparency (Exhibit 7).

57. CASH said he obtained his count of successful starts from the Unit 1
Control Log (Exhibit 9, p. 4).

58. The Unit 1 Control Log contains entries, after March 20. 1990, that show
EDG testing problems (Exhibit 15, pp. 5287, 5289, and 5292).

59. CASH admitted knowing, prior to his obtaining of starts from the Control
Log that there had been EDG test problems (Exhibit 9 p.16).

60. There was no recall, by either CASH or BOCKHOLD. of a discussion between
them of specific criteria to define a successful start, or a start
without pr:blems (Exhibit 9 p. 3 and Exhibit 13. pp. 910).

61. 50CKHOLD stated that BURR was involved in the preparation and review of
the EDG test data in the transparency presented to NRC (Exhibit 13.
pp. 5 6).

62. CASH produced a computer printout (Exhibit 11) that he testified appeared
to be a reproduction of his handwritten list, but also testified t1at he.-

himself, never keyed his list into a computer (Exhibit 10, pp.1315, 39.'

and 40).
,

! 63. The computer printout (Exhibit 11), which CASH testified appeared to be a
reproduction of his handwritten list, was described by CASH's attorney,
Steven A. WESTBY, who was present with CASH during his interview by 01,:

: as being discovered by GPC s corporate attorneys as a document, located;
amidst other presentation documents. According to WESTBY, these

. documents were on a computer disk of the secretary of the assistant GM;

: for Operations, and was created during the time frame just preceding thej April 9,1990, presentation (Exhibit 10, pp.1315).

I 64. CASH stated that at the time he constructed his list and made his count
of successful starts for BOCKHOLD prior to the April 9,1990,

.
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!bresentation, he counted as successful the IB DG starts of 1106. March.1990 (which was noted in the Control Log to have tripped at 1243 oni! ~ High Lube Oil Temperature), and of 5:30 p.m. March 23, 1990 (which wasi

noted in the Control Log to have tripped at 5:31 p.m.. on Low Jacket
Water Pressure / Low Turbo Lube Oil Pressure) (Exhibit 10 pp. 15 18). >

65. CASH stated that the only IB DG starts subsequent to March 20, 1990, on
his list that he counted as unsuccessful were the attempted starts at '

9:49 p.m., 9:56 p.m. and 10:02 p.m., on March 21, 1990 (Exhibit 10
.pp. 19 20).

66. CASH stated that the listed start, on the computer generated list, of the
IB DG at 4:23 p.m.. April 1.1990 was a mistake. He stated that he did

Lnot know whether he, or the person who keyed his list into the computer.
made the mistake, but the mistaken entry was very similar to the very :

next entry on the list, which was at 4:32 p.m., April 4. 1990. Both of
these DG start entries show on the list as being terminated at 5:44 p.m. '

(Exhibit 10 p. 21).

67. CASH stated that the starting point of his count was with the
troubleshooting starts that were done on the night of March 20,1990, and .

that the ending point was sometime shortly before the meeting in Atlanta
(with the NRC) (Exhibit 9. p. 7).

68. CASH advised that when .80CKHOLD directed him to do the diesel start
count, he (CASH) explained to BOCKHOLD that he did not have the
engineering log of diesel starts. and he (CASH) could just get his data,

| from the Unit Control Log and the Shift Supervisor *s Log (Exhibit 10.
p. 10). (

69. CASH stated that his definition of a significant problem. with respect to
his counting of diesel starts, was something that would have prevented
the diesel frcm running during an emergency (Exhibit 10. p.11).

70. CASH stated that he did not recall the issue of valid starts coming up
during the presentation to NRC. He advised that if it would have come up

.

during the meeting. he probably would not have felt the need to mention
L the fact that they were not valid successful starts to BOCKHOLD after the

meeting (Exhibit 10 p. 52).
,

71. CASH stated that he did not recall being surprised by the numbers on the
DIESEL TESTING transparency when he first saw it in it's completed state,
or that he wondered low the numbers were arrived at (Exhibit 10 p. 67).

72. CASH stated that he had no knowledge that BOCKHOLD had a purpose to show
seauential successful starts by the use of that )IESEL TESTING
transparency in the presentation. CASH stated t1at. from the results of
his own research for the starts. the 18 and 19 starts could have been
consecutive successful starts (Exhibit 10 pp. 67 68).

73. CASH stated that he. "... looked at just successful maintenance starts,
not valid successful, operational, declared operable, starts" (Exhibit 9. ;

p.-8).
,
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74.- CASH stated that he did not have any discussions with 30CKHOLD about
"small" or insignificant diesel start problems (Exhibit 9. p.16).

75. BOCKHOLD defined a " successful start" as being. *any start that didn't
show a significant problem that would have caused the engine to trip or
cause the engine not to meet its intended purpose" (Exhibit 13. p.18).

76. BOCKHOLD stated that he came up with the term " successful start" without
a great deal of thought, but he knew at the time he told CASH to go count
successful starts that they were. *very different than a valid test." and
that he did not want the ' successful start" terminology to relate to the
" Reg. Guide" definition of a valid test (Exhibit 13 p.18).

77. BOCKHOLD stated that he. "didn't tell .11mmy { CASH] any -- any criteria
[for what was a successful start)." BOCKHOLD stated "I used the term' successful start", and he [ CASH] went off and counted them" (Exhibit 13 :

p. 19).

| 78. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not ask CASH what CASH's criteria was in 1

j obtaining his count of successful starts (Exhibit 13 p.19). |
1

j 79. BOCKHOLD stated that the reason he did not have BURR. the diesel expert.
; gather all the diesel test data, to include the successful starts, was
i that BURR was going back to Birmingham. and CASH would have better access |

1 to the logs on the weekend (Exhibit 13 p. 26).
L.
! 80. BURR stated that he left the VEGP site at 10:00 a.m. Saturday. April 7.

of his daytimer (Exhibit 14. p. 23)provided this information from reviewI 1990, to return to Birmingham. He
|
: .

'

I- Bl. BOCKHOLO stated no questions were raised by the NRC attendees at the
,

)

April 9.1990, presentation about the difference between a successful.

i start and a valid test (Exhibit 13. p. 23).
:

i INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: HATRiEWS stated that he raised the issue of valid '

'

tests with BOCKHOLD at the April 9. 1990, meeting and that BOCKHOLD never;
- answered his question (Exhibit 13 p. 1). .

i '
;

i 82. BOCKHOLD stated that, as of August 14, 1990, he still had not asked CASH
which logs he (CASH) had looked at to get the ' successful start * data for |

,| the April 9, 1990, presentation (Exhibit 12 p. 4). )
,

4

I 83. BOCKHOLD stated that the presentation showed the test sequence GPC went
! through to get the diesels operable and the numbers at the bottom were i

l' put on because GPC had made a lot of EDG starts. BOCKHOLD said he was i

not aware of any problems that would have made the EDGs inoperable, so he:

| had CASH compile the number of successful' starts associated with
i operability (Exhibit 12 pp. 4 5).

85. BOCUiOLD stated that. in the preparation for the presentation, he wanted :

: to say that "we had this problem. okay, and th)s is what we did, so I was .

; kind of the architect of saying that we should teve two--two i
transparencies: one to talk about what we did to sake the diesel ;

(.
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operable, and the other transparency to talk about the switch issue, the
various sensors on the diesel (Exhibit 12, pp. 5 6).

85. BOCKHOLD stated that the EDG start count. for the EDGs came, "Just
verbally from Jimy Paul [ CASH]" (Exhibit 12, p. 7).

86. BOCKHOLD stated that he believed the EDGs to be operable when VEGP,
Unit 1 entered Mode 2 on April 15, 1990. He stated that, subsequently,
GPC became aware of some problem with the Cal Con temperature switches,
but it did not affect the operability because the calibration of the
switches at that point would not have caused the EDG to trip at the wrong
time. He stated that. subsequent to becoming aware of the Cal Con switch
problem. GPC became aware of a diesel air start problem on, he thought,
the IB and the 2A diesels that affected their operability, and GPC then
declared them inoperable (Exhibit 12. p. 23).

87. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not discuss unsuccessful starts with CASH.
but that he (BOCKHOLD) was aware, from discussions between CASH and BURR.
that they had come to the conclusion that any problems or unsuccessful
starts that they had seen in that timeframe would not have any adverse
affect on the operability of the diesels (Exhibit 12, p. 25).

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: BURR testified that he never had any direct
discussions with CASH about the data on the transparency.

88. BOCKHOLD stated that neither he, nor CASH intended to mislead the NRC
regarding the successful diesel starts. He said that possibly it was
misleading. that it was a mistake, and that was why GPC clarified the LER(
(Exhibit 12. pp. 26 27).,

.

89. 80CKHOLD stated that he showed both CASH and BURR both the DIESEL TESTING
and the OUAUNTINE COMPONENTS transparencies before the presentation
(Exhibit 13, p. 11).

,

90. 80CKHOLD stated that the DIESEL TESTING transparency was not intended to
show all the diesel testing, but rather to show the nature of the testing
and to show that GPC had run the machine a lot, and that it was not "a
fluke" when the EDG's passed their operability tests (Exhibit 13. pp.15-
16).

91. BOCKHOLD stated that the NRC people at the April 9,1990, presentation
did not raise any questions about the difference between " successful
starts" and " valid tests" (Exhibit 13. pp. 22 23).

92. BOCKHOLD stated that he had a lot of ex)erience with EDGs and was
comfortable with the types of testing t1at was being done to the diesels
after the SAE. He said that he did have BURR refresh him on the details
of the testing (Exhibit 13, pp. 24 25). |

93. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not recall having any discussion with CASH
' about CASH not having enough descriptive data from the logs to correlate

his starts with the test descriptions above the lines on the
transparencies (Exhibit 13. pp. 26 28).
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94. BOCKHOLD said that' he did not recall CASH ever coming to him an8 saying
that he did not know whether to count a given start as successful or not |

(Exhibit 13. p. 30). ,

95. BOCKHOLD advised that the reason he did not mention EDG test failures in
the DIESEL TESTING transparency was that the NRC already knew about the

,

failures, and that he talked about failures in the next transparency
(Exhibit 13 p. 31). .

96. BOCKHOLD stated that he thought that the "whole package of transparency .

information was sent over to corporate Birmingham." and it would have
been addressed to McC0Y. He said because of the organizational-
structure, the package would have gotten to BAILEY's licensing group and
to BAILEY's counterpart on the VEGP site. Rick 000N and AUFDENKAMPE
(Exhibit 13. p. 32).

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: AUFDENKAMPE testified that he never saw the i

transparencies before they were presented to NRC on April 9.1990.

97. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not discuss any of the data on any of the ,

transparencies with anyone from NRC over the weekend of April 7 8. 1990
(Exhibit 13. p. 33).

98. EBNETER stated that, typically, when a licensee wishes to have a hold on
criticality released, he requires them to make a face to face
presentation of their justification, and that was the primary purpose of
GPC's April 9.1990, presentation at the NRC RII offices in Atlanta

-

(Exhibit 18. p. 1).

99. EBNETER stated that he did not specifically recall who, from GPC,
presented the DIESEL TESTING transparency in the presentation
(Exhibit 18. p. 1).

100. EENETER stated that the 18 and 19 * Successful Starts * shown for the 1A
:

and 1B diesels on the transparency meant to him that GPC tried to start |
'

!
the 1A diesel 18 times and the 18 diesel 19 times, and that each of

!
those times they started successfully, according to Tech Specs

| (Exhibit 18. p. 1).

| 101. EBNETER stated that, to him, the transparency information meant that the
,

" Successful Start * data began from the date of the event. March 20, 1990
[ to about the time of the presentation, but at the time of the
| presentation he was not particularly focused on the specific numbers of

starts or the time frame of the data (Exhibit 18, pp.12).

i
102. EBNETER advised that he recalled cuestions from the NRC people at the

aresentation about air quality anc the Cal Con sensor calibrations. but ;
;

se did not recall if there were any specific discussions of failures of !

the diesels to start (Exhibit 18 p. 2).
s .

'

;

i
103. EBNETER stated that, in his decision to grant or not to grant. the -

return to criticality of VEGP. Unit 1. he would rely about 50 percent on .

!
the GPC presentation, and 50t on his own staff's evaluation (Exhibit 18.*

p. 2).
:
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j 104. EBNETER stated that even if GPC had presented data showing diesel start
failures as part of the presentation he would still have possibly
permitted restart, de>ending on the number and nature of the failures..,. _

and at what >oint suc1 failures would have occurred in the testing.

'

sequence (Ex11 bit 18. p. 2).
,

.

' 105. EBNETER stated that, for exemple, if there had been three failures to
start in the troubleshooting phase that were unusual, or had not been
pinpointed with respect to cause or position in the testing sequence, he
would possibly have retained the hold on criticality until the failures>

had been explained to NRC's satisfaction (Exhibit 18 p. 2).

106. EBNETER advised that even if there had been some failures to start early
in the troubleshooting phase, and there had been a subsequent sequence of

. successful starts, he may still have given permission to restart, buti

only after consultation with NRC staff (Exhibit 18 p. 2).
1

107. EBNETER stated that after GPC had left the NRC offices after the
presentation, he polled the NRC attendees, which included CHAFFEE,1

:
3

MATTHEWS HUNT, and VARGA and there were no objections to allow Vogtle to
return to power. He stated that if there had been an objection, he would
not have allowed restart until that objection had been resolved

:

j (Exhibit 18 p. 2).

108. EBNETER stated that, from his interpretation of the DIESEL TESTING
transparency, there had been 18 consecutive successful starts on the 1A
EDG, and 19 consecutive successful starts on the IB EDG (Exhibit 19.

;

p. 1).
t

109. EBNETER stated that he must be able to rely upon GPC officials to provide
| totally complete and accurate information to NRC particularly in ai

presentation such as the one on April 9.1990, in which a restart,

decision was to be made (Exhibit 19. p. 1). ,'

I
110. EBNETER stated the if he had known that BOCKHOLD had deliberately omittedi

any failures or significant problems from the DIESEL TEST data, he would 1

| not have permitted VEGP to restart until he had determined BOCKHOLD's ;

rationale for such an omission (Exhibit 19. p. 2). j

!~ 111. KENDALL stated that he was primarily responsible for the EDG aspect of
1 the IIT (Exhibit 26, p. 1).

! 112. KENDALL stated that VEGP personnel did a lot of EDG testing imediately
after the SAE. and they did have a series of successful diesel runs that

! varied in length from under 1 minute to 20 minutes. KENDALL advised.
however, that he and CHAFFEE tried to get EDG start data from the VEGP i-

diesel engineers,.but they were unable to produce this data within a !

reasonable time, so he (KENDALL) had to rely a great deal on verbal )
!

- information from VEGP engineers HORTON. K0CHERY. and STOKES (Exhibit 26
p. 1).

;

113. KENDALL stated that he was not present, either in person or by ahone, at
the GPC presentation to NRC on April 9,1990. He advised that 1e was not

;

.
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polled by anyone from RII regarding any objections to VEGP restart
(Exhibit 26, p. 2).

114. MATTHEWS stated that he attended the GPC presentation to NRC on AprSi
1990, and observed the same lack of responsiveness and asparent distis
for regulatory involvement on the part of BOCKHOLD that le had obami
on previous occasions, and MATTHEWS provided a copy of a memorandmet
he had prepared regarding this issue (Exhibit 23, p.1).

.

115. MATTHEWS advised that during the portion of the GPC presentation e
diesel generators, he had asked BOCKHOLD how he could equate the
* successful start" data in his presentation to the Regulatory Gui&i

terminology for defining EDG reliability, namely, valid tests. anihe
4

(HATTHEWS) never received a responsive answer from BOCKFOLD (Exhibit 2.
p. 1).

116. MATTEEWS advised that Ellis HERSCH0FF. Director. DRP. NRC RII, alas
struggled with the ' successful starts" terminology at the meeting
(Exhibit 23, p.1).

117. MATTHEWS stated that, at the NRC meeting immediately after the GPC
presentation he did not raise any objection to VEGP Unit I restart'
because he had no technical basis upon which to make such an objediet
(Exhibit 23 p. 1).

118. MATfHEWS stated that this oral presentation did not constitute GPC's,
!

official request for restart. and he understood that the official repet
letter was finalized by GPC officials after the presentation in ordert3

incorporate changes in response to questions raised in the meeting,
' '

(Exhibit 23 p. 1).

119. MATTHEWS advised that, on April 12. 1990, after NRC had reviewed GCs
4

official letter of request for restart. dated April 9.1990. EBNET5tst
up a conference call as a final * base touch" with NRR and the IIT
regarding any NRC objections to restart. MATTHEWS advised that he
cbjected to VEGP restart based upon his observation that. *the overa5
management attitude reflected in the preceding events was one that did
not reflect an appropriate safety consciousness and could lead to
nonconservative decisions in response to off normal events at Yogth"

2

(Exhibit 23. p. 2).'

120. MATTHEWS stated that no one on the call (he recalled EBNETER. CHARiiE.
LAZARUS. either HUNT or his section chief. PARTLOW. and VARGA) dissput.

with his issue. but no one supported it strongly either. He advised 1bt
EBNETER accepted his dissenting vote on restart, but still made the
decision in favor of restart (t.xnibit 23. p. 2).

121. CHAFFEE stated that BOCKHOLD inserted himself quite a lot into theIt
investigation and would personally try to answer as many IIT questias

CHAFFE advissias he could by himself, without consulting his staff.
that when BOCKHOLD could not answer a diesel generator question. iir
example, he would say that his system engineer would know the ansur. -

but, more often than not, the system engineer could not answer tha
question (Exhibit 25, p. 1).

~

!
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122. CHAFFEE stated that he noted that GPC did not want to count certain types -
of EDG failures as failures, and that 80CKHOLD had a tendency to "put
blinders on' with regard to the past performance of +ha EDGs and wanted
to concentrate on their recent successful performance (Exhibit 25.-p.1).

-- c
-123. CHAFFEE stated that there did not seem to be any significant degree of |initiative, or basic engineering inquisitiveness, on the part of 80CKHOLD '

or his Engineering staff to determine the cause of the EDG failure on |
their own. CHAFFEE stated that he was the one that had to keep the root ~

cause investigation moving along (Exhibit 25, p. 2).

124. CHAFFEE stated that he was not certain but he thought he was included on
a conference call regarding VEGP restart. CHAFFEE advised that he could
not recall being asked if he had any objections to VEGP restart, but if
he had been asked, he would have not known of any reason to delay ,

,

restart. He stated that restart was RII's call. and he would have >

honored their responsibility on that decision (Exhibit 25. p. 2). |

125. HUNT stated that he did not get to the VEGP Site after tre SAE until ;

Monday. March 26, 1990, and that his purpose was to observe the EDG !
troubleshooting and operability testing (Exhibit 21. p. 1). i

126. HUNT stated that every test that was run on the IB EDG while he was there -

was successful, and he was satisfied that it was operable. He stated
that he was not concerned about any failures on the 18 EDG that had >

occurred prior to his witnessing of the testing (Exhibit 21. p.1).
,

127. HUNT advised that he was present for the GPC presentation to NRC on :

April 9,1990, and he had a couple * hang ups" with the air quality and '

jacket water sensor issues and he held GPC's " feet to the fire" on those
issues (Exhibit 21, p. 1).

128. HUtU stated that even if GPC had shown failures on tests run prior to the I
undervoltage run, it would not have affected his opinion that the EDGs
were operable and VEGP. Unit I could return to criticality (Exhibit 21. :
p. 1). j

129. HUNT advised that after the GPC presentation. he * caucused * with the !

other NRC' attendees at the presentation, and he recalled no objections to
VEGP restart at that meeting (Exhibit 21. p. 1).

130. HUNT stated that he did not recall speaking directly with EBNETER about
the diesels, but he (HUNT) heard, through BROCKMAN. that EBNETER had said
"If it's OK with HUNT. it's OK with me" (Exhibit 21. pp.12).

131. TAYLOR stated that he observed two technical specification surveillance
tests on the VEGP 1A EDG on April 6 and 7, 1990. and that both tests were !
successful and demonstrated operability and reliability of the 1A EDG
(Exhibit 22. p. 1). {

-

.

132. TAYLOR advised that troubleshooting, or maintenance EDG failures are not
3viewed as true failures from a reliability standpoint because EDG '

reliability is a very specifically defined ters (Exhibit 22. p.1). '

i
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: 133. TAYLOR stated that he attended the April 9,1990, presentation by GPC to ;

i NRC and that 80CKHOLD ande.the EDG portion of the presentation. He j
'

' stated that, among other issues, the prasentation covered problems with
the Cal Con sensors, and that the NRC relied heavily upon the GPC. . _ _ . . . , _ .

>

i- representations regardir.g the sensors for their (NRC) decision.on restart
4 (Exhibit 22, p. 2).

,
.

134. TAYLOR osined that if NRC had known about EDG start failures during |,

3 troubles 1ooting, they would have required more tests prior to restart. . |

j but no more than were actually done between April 9,1990, and VEGP's
; return to power (Exhibit 22, p. 2).

I 135. TAYLOR advised that he was not asked, after the April 9.-1990.
presentation. if he had any objections to VEGP restart, but that if he;

had been asked, he would have posed no objection to restart because he
! was satisfied with the status of the diesels for restart (Exhibit 22.
L p. 2).

136. TROCINE stated that she did not have an independent basis for an
assessment of the VEGP EDG reliability, but that she did feel that GPC-

was trying to present a picture of EDG reliability in the April 9.1990
presentation..which she attendad (Exhibit 24. p. 1).'

! 137. TROCINE stated that her opinion of the VEGP EDG reliability would have ,

'

been strongly influenced by the GPC presentation, but that she does not:

recall being asked if she had any objections to the restart of VEGP.
;

I Unit 1. at the conclusion of the presentation or any time later |

| Exhibit 24. p. 1). I

138. COURSEY stated that he played no part in the April 9.1990, presentation
j to NRC at all. He stated that he did not give 80CKHOLD any data for that I

presentation. He stated that he did not recall ever seeing the DIESEL>

4 t TESTING transparency until the date of his OI interview. November 3. 1993
; (Exhibit 53. p. 1).

139. ECKERT stated that he prepared the UNIT 2 transparency for the April 9.
! 1990, presentation. He stated that he thought on the Friday before the

April 9.1990, presentation, he recalled seeing CASH in his (CASH's)i

i office working with a document that appeared to be a *left justified"
! version of the DIESEL TESTING slide. He stated that CASH told him he

(CASH) was counting starts. He advised that he did not recall whether*

there were any numbers on the "left justified" document on CASH's desk-

j (Exhibit 51. pp.12).

| 140. ECKERT stated that. about 4:30 p.m. or 5:00 p.m. that same day, he was in
; BOCKHOLD's office and noticed a DMESEL TESTING slide on BOCKHOLD's desk.
! He stated that he could not recal' for certain, but he thought this slide
! was not "left justified." He advised that he noticed that the numbers

above the lines on the slide did not add up to the numbers below, and hei -

commented to BOCKHOLD that they didn't add up. He stated that BOCKHOLDi

replied that they didn't have to, and that wasn't the purpose of the
slide. ECKERT stated that he could not recall what the numbers were,

.

i only that they didn't add up (Exhibit 51, p. 2).
,

4
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141. MOSBAUGH stated that he never gave a written diesel test plan to B0CDM
,

(Exhibit 6, pp. 158 159).
I

142. SHIPHAN stated that he did not participate or assist in the preparatica .

|for the April 9,1990, GPC presentation to NRC in Atlanta (Exhibit 39.
, p. 8).

,

143. SHIPHAN stated that he did not recall whether HAIRSTON 'and McC0Y revieuf
|

.

the presentation material prior to the presentation (Exhibit 39, p. 8)..

144. SHIPMAN stated that he did not recall if he had any conversations with
.BOCKHOLD, prior to the presentation, regarding the data to be presented

,

(Exhibit 39, p. 8). ;
4

145. SHIPMAN stated that he was not aware of anyone with SNC or GPC in j
'

Birmingham that was involved in the preparation of the presentation ,

?

', (Exhibit 39, p. 9).

146. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall having any involvement in tin
preparation of the April 9, 1990, presentation to NRC, and'that he did

;

not recall reviewing that data prior to the presentation (Exhibit 30/
p. 6).

:

147. STRINGFELLOW advised that he did not recall having much in the way of |
resaonsibilities related to the March 20, 1990 SAE until they started |,

warting on the LER (Exhibit 30, p. 16). |
!

|
148. STRINGFELLOW said that he did not know who prepared the DIESEL TESTING J

overhead for the presentation, and that he was not present for the
; presentation (Exhibit 30, p. 9).'

149. AUFDENKAMPE stated that his only involvement in the April 9.1990,
presentation was when he got a call from BOCKHOLD asking him to have: Gus WILLIAMS ge out to the VEGP site and count diesel starts for him.j
AUFDENKAMPE related that he told BOCKHOLD that WILLIAMS does not do thei. diesel count, that WILLIAMS gets it from Mike HORTON's people.j
AUFDENKAMPE said that BOCKHOLD said he'd call HORTON and for him|

i (AUFDENKAMPE) r.ot to worry about it (Exhibit 38, pp. 10-11).
a

150. AUFDENKAMPE advised that BOCKHOLD ended up with CASH coming to the plart
: and helping BOCKHOLD with the count (Exhibit 38, p.11).

151. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he did not have any other direct input into'

BOCKHOLD's presentation to NRC, and he never reviewed, in detail,
He stated that he had faxed someeverything that was presented.

information to BAILEY from the GPC Event Review Team's report, and he dit
'

not know whether BOCKHOLD used that in his presentation or noti

i

2 (Exhibit 38, p. 12).

152. AUFDENKAMPE stated, after reviewing the DIESEL TESTING overhead, that tie
GPC letter to NRC of August 30, 1990. shows a lot of diesel start'

activities that were not included in the overhead (Exhibit ,38, pp.14-;

'. 15).
-

-
1
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l153. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he thought that at the time the overhead was
generated *1t was felt to be an accurate representation of the number of
successful starts" (Exhibit 38. p.15). ,

...- ..... . .

154. AUFDENXAMPE stated that, today, he knows that the April 19, 1990. LER was !

in error because there were not 18 consecutive starts on each diesel
'

following the comprehensive test program. He stated that he did not know i,

if the DIESEL TESTING overhead used in the April 9.-1990, presentation I

was trying to indicate consecutive successful starts or not (Exhibit 38, '

p.16). .

155. AUFDENXAMPE said that he thought that CASH used the Control Log to get
the starts counts for BOCKHOLD, and that CASH used no other log, to his
knowled9e (Exhibit 38, p. 32).

t

156. AUFDENXAMPE advised that he did not recall BOCKHOLD having a meeting of
his managers on the day after the April 9,1990, presentation. and
passing out copies of what he had presented to NRC (Exhibit 38, p. 21). .

157. AUFDENKAMPE said that he was a member of the VEGP PRS in the April 9.
1990. time frame, and he did not recall any PRB reviews or discussions
about what was to be presented on April 9.1990 but that the PR8 would
not normally review NRC presentations (Exhibit 38. p. 22).

158. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he did not have any other information regarding
who, other than CASH, participated in the input into the DIESEL TESTING
overhead (Exhibit 38. p. 19). ,

159. AUFDENKAHPE said that he did not work on the weekend of April 7 B,1990
(Exhibit 38. p. 20).

160. K0CHERY stated that neither he nor STOKES had provided any written ,

information to 80CKHOLD that looked in any way like the information on !
the DIESEL TESTING transparency. He stated that he did not know if BURR |

would have provided BOCKHOLD anything like that. but he doubted that he
did (Exhibit 52. p. 2).

161. STOKES stated that he never provided any written diesel test plan, or any
document that looked like the DIESEL TESTING transparency, to 80CKHOLD. ,

He stated that he was not tasked by 80CKHOLD for any specific input to i

;
the April 9. 1990. presentation to NRC (Exhibit 54 p. 1).1-

;
162. McC0Y stated that the purpose of the April 9,1990, presentation was to

i present relevant information from the GPC and NRC investigations up to ,

that point, and to address all the issues in the Confirmation of Action i

letter, to include the restart issue (Exhibit 29, p. 6). |
,

163. McC0Y stated that he recalled a conversation, approximately a week before
the meeting, with BROCKMAN about the preparation for the presentation,

4

including the items that needed to be addressed (Exhibit 29. p. 7).

. 164. McC0Y recalled that BROCKHAN told him that he (BROCKHAN) wanted to see
!

the results of the diesel testing in the presentation (Exhibit 29. p. 7).

,
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165.c McC0Y said that he did not recall if he knew, prior to April 9.1990, who !
'

!assisted BOCKHOLD in preparing the diesel test information (Exhibit 29.; -

'

L p. 7).: ,
.

166. McC0Y advised that BOCKHOLD was responsible for presaring the entire '

presentation. not just the diesel testing portion (Exhibit 29 p. 8).
.

: 167. McC0Y stated that he did not recall specifically when, but he becamei
aware that CASH had assisted 80CKHOLD sometime between the presentation i

j and when GPC made some attempts to clarify and correct the information

j from the presentation (Exhibit 29, p. 8).
.

'

L 168.'HcC0Y stated that he did review the overhead transparencies before the ,

i A)ril 9.1990, presentation was made, and he did not have any questions .
'

.

a)out, or problems with, the data at the time (Exhibit 29. p. 9).:
'

169. McC0Y stated that he did not recall if HAIRSTON reviewed the slides, buts-
'

.that it was HAIRSTON's normal practice to do so (Exhibit 29. p. 9).
;

! 170. McC0Y advised that he and HAIRSTON and BOCKHOLD attended the April 9.
1990, meeting with NRC in Atlanta (Exhibit 29. pp. 910).

]
| 171. McC0Y stated that he did not recall if HAIRSTON made any ccmments to his

on any of the slides (Exhibit 29, p.10).1
,

I
.

i 172. McC0Y stated that he was briefed daily on the progress of the diesel i

testing after the March 20. 1990, event, and was involved in some of the
discussions with the NRC inspectors regarding the diesel test results

i

!
(Exhibit 29, p.- 10).

I
i 173. McC0Y stated that, prior to the April 9.1990. presentation, he was aware

that "we had uncovered a number of problems associated with the sensors,

and the protective devices on the diesel generators" (Exhibit 29. p.10).;-

174. McC0Y stated that he was not aware that there was any start, which was
|- unsuccessful, which would have indicated that the diesels would not have; '

performed their emergency function. He stated that this is what he
understood the April 9, 1990, presentation and the April 9. 1990. letter:

;
to be saying to the NRC (Exhibit 29 p. 10).

i 175. McC0Y stated that the 18 and 19 numbers presented a successful starts on );

the slides seemed to be a reasonable num)er to him, and that, at that
>

time, he had not reviewed any logs or lists of numbers of starts
(Exhibit 29, p. 11).'

.

176. McC0Y stated that prior to the presentation, he did not have any'

questions of BOCKHOLD regarding BOCKHOLD's criteria for arriving at those,

numbers of starts (Exhibit 29 p. 11).
.

177. McC0Y estimated that the April 9, 1990, meeting with NRC was 2 3 hours
'

-

long, and he advised that 1e made an opening statement, participated in4

'

questions and answers during the presentation, and made some closing;

i
statements-(Exhibit 29 p. 11).

.
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178. McC0Y advised that in addition to HAIRSTON and BOCKHOLD he t he.:

L recalled BAILEY and MCDONALD at the meeting, but did not recall or
: BURR being there (Exhibit 29, p. 12).

L 179. McC0Y advised that he did not recall if BAILEY SHIPHAN. or STRINGFELLOW ;

meeting (Exhibit 29, p.12). pril 9,1990, presentation prior to the j
.

reviewed the slides for the A
|

} 180. McC0Y stated that he did not recall a discussion with BOCXHOLD but it
was his practice to discuss presentations with the presenters prior to ;

: the information being > resented. so he assumed that he discussed the ;

slides with BOCKHOLD. ( bd11 bit 29, pp.1213).i
'

181. McC0Y said that the issues regarding the diesels probably took the most
time to discuss in the meeting, because there had been a lot of .

! investigation and those were the most technical issues. He said the :

Emergency Notification Network and the vehicle control in the switchyard;

seemed to him to be of equal significance in the meeting with NRC

|
(Exhibit 29. p.14). ,

! 182. McC0Y stated that. to him, what was being presented to the NRC by the use
of the DIESEL TESTING slide was that, the diesel test program had-

indicated that the diesels had a high reliability to start and pick up
i their emergency loads in the event of a true emergency (Exhibit 29.
' p. 15).

183. McC0Y stated that the DIESEL TESTING slide was a summary of the testing.,

to characterize it in general terms, and the next slide, entitled!

; - OUARANTINE COMPONENTS listed a number of problems that had occurred

} (Exhibit 29 p. 18).
'

184. McC0Y. stated that there was a discussion of diesel sensor problems at the
April 9, 1990. meeting. and also with the *NRC experts" who had been at:

i the site at the time (Exhibit 29. p. 18).

. 185. McC0Y advised that, putting it in context, the discussion in the April 9.
! 1990. meeting regarding the diesel starts and the sensor problems was
1 pointed toward whether or not the engine would perform in an emergency
i situation. He stated that it was clearly understood in the meeting that
j we were discussing the operability of the diesel engine (Exhibit 29

p. 19).

186. McC0Y stated that it was his recollection that the information on the .
'

j DIESEL TESTING slide "was talked through with the participants in the
4 meeting to see if anyone had any problems with the reliability of the

engines and if all pertinent tests, that anyone had considered had been2

j completed and if anybody had a problem with that" (Exhibit 29, p. 20).
.

187. McC0Y s+.ated that he did not have any knowledge, at any point, regardingi
the instructions BOCKHOLD gave to CASH when BOCKHOLD had CASH obtain the
count of diesel starts. He said that he did not recall having any

,

: discussion with BOCKHOLD. at any time grior to the issuance of the
revision to the LER. about what BOCKHO.D's criteria was for the diesel
start data that he (BOCKHOLD) presented on April 9. 1990. He advised

.
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that he reviewed the QA audit, and had a discussion with AJLUNI. the QA.

manager, about the audit (Exhibit 29. pp. 25 26).
.

188. HAIRSTON stated that to some degree this meeting in Atlanta was unique to. .

him because there had been a mmber of HRC teams over at the VEGP site.

looking into the issues surrounding the March 20 event, and part, or all,
of the " full blown" team with the team leader from NRC headquarters was
tied in to that April 9,1990, meeting by conference call (Exhibit 31.4

' p. 15).
,

189. HAIRSTON advised that this was the only SAE he had any experience with in
*

'
his career, but that it wouldn't have been a SAE at some other plants.
He stated that it was a serious event, and something he wished had not
ha)pened, but it was the way that the emergency plan was worded that

; 'ttrew" the plant into a SAE (Exhibit 31 p. 16).

i 190. HAIRSTON stated that he had no specific recollection of the pre meetingi arrangements with either NRC or within his own organization. He stated '

that he would not have had to assign any responsibility for the-

preparations for this meeting, because McC0Y was in charge of the Vogtle
Project. and if there was a meeting about Vogtle, he would have assumed
responsibility for it (Exhibit 31. p. 19).>

191. HAIRSTON advised that his general recollection was that the objective of-

the presentation was to tell NRC what we had done en the "whole
potpourri" of issues that had come out of the March 20 event, and to tell4

; them some of the things we were going to be doing in the future, and
bring EBNETER "up to speed." He advised that he couldn't recall if

i restart was discussed in the meeting. but that meeting would have
certainly been one of the steps along the way to restart (Exhibit 31.

| pp. 21 22).

i 192. HAIRSTON stated that he was in attendance at the April 9. 1990
presentation by GPC to NRC in Atlanta. He stated that the only.

. preparations that he could recall making for that meeting was to look
| over the overheads, either late Sunday, or early Monday, just prior to
| the meeting. He stated that he did not review the overheads. le just

thumbed through them (Exhibit 31. pp. 7 8).,

2

!

193. HAIRSTON stated that he did not have any recollection of being aware of
any diesel test problems between March 20. 1990, and April 9. 1990, when
he went to the April 9, 1990 He stated that if there hadbeen a specific major problem. presentation.McC0Y would have told him about it
(Exhibit 31, pp. B 9).

,

194. HAIRSTON advised that he recalled that the slides were telecopied to
i 1

Corporate in Birmingham just before he went to the airport to go to :
Atlanta, and he had not heard, or gone over the presentation with anyone,

; before it was actually presented (Exhibit 31, p.10).
.

195. HAIRSTON advised that. to his recollection. there was not very much time.

spent on the DIESEL TESTING slide at the meeting, but there was a "long-
winded" discussion on areas on site where trucks could go. He stated

: ,
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that he thought the meeting was an hour and a half to two hours long .

(Exhibit 31. pp. 11 12). .

196. HAIRSTON stated that he understood that BOCKHOLD had CASH go count the' !" ' ~

starts in the logs, and that was how the DIESEL TESTING overhead was
-

developed. -He stated that to his knowledge, he did not think that anyone
-

else was involved b ' reparing data for BOCKHOLD for that slide !p
(Exhibit 31, pp. 25-26).

197. HAIRSTON advised that it was important to him to get VEGP. Unit 1 i

restarted, and that meeting was "an important part in the restart" !

(Exhibit 31, p. 33). i

198. HAIRSTON advised that, to him the 18 and 19 numbers presented at the
April 9.1990, meeting with NRC were consecutive successful. starts, from |

A>ril 8. or 9. and going back toward the March 20, 1990, event !

( Exhibit 31, p. 92). t
,

199. BAILEY advised that he did not do any of the presentation. or make any ,

comments during the April 9, 1990, meeting with NRC. He stated that :

SOCKHOLD presented all the transparencies in the package. He stated that
he did not recall whether BOCKHOLD indicated that the 18 and 19. starts
were consecutive. and he did not recall any questions by NRC personnel
regarding the DIESEL TESTING transparency (Exhibit 28 p. 17)

200. BAILEY stated that he was involved with the preparation of the April 9. !

1990, presentation to NRC. in that he was preparing the April 9.1990. '

letter that was going to go to NRC that described the corrective actions ;

that had been taken since the March 20. 1990, event. He stated that, in
'that regard. *we* normally review with the site people what they were

going to present. or what we were going to present, prior'to presenting ( ,

that information. He advised that he did not specifically recall doing !
!that review prior to the April .1990, meeting. but that was the normal

procedure, and he assumed the review took place (Exhibit 28. p. 6).

201. BAILEY advised that he did not recall specifically reviewing the
7

transparencies that were used in the April 9. 1990. presentation to NRC i

j (Exhibit 28. p. 8).
~

i :

| 202. BAILEY advised that, to the best of his knowledge, the information on the ,

: DIESEL TESTING transparer.cy was accurate with respect to the diesel
| testing. He then stated that since April 9.1990. GPC has "gone back and .

! looked at a number of records and have corrected the record as far as the !
; number of starts" (Exhibit 28 p. 9). '

rovided him with his (80CKHOLD's)
203. BAILEY stated that BOCKHOLD has never kbit 28, p.10). |

t

- definition of " successful starts" (Exh'

204. BAILEY stated that he believed that the DIESEL TESTING transparency was ;

; trying to convey the idea that certain tests were run on com)onents and
: certain tests were run on the generator itself. He stated t1at logic -

testing and calibration were tests on the components, and the other items
|

were tests on the generator itself (Exhibit 28 p. 23).
; i

i *
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1 205. BAILEY stated that, to h!s knowledge, what _ we* were saying by the use cf'

j this transparency, was that there were 18 ond 19 successful starts, and
it implies that there were m failures (Exhibit 28, p. 24).J

206. BAILEY stated that he did m,c know which records were used to obtain the
data for the April 9,1990. presentation (Exhibit 28, p. 45).

<

207. FREDERICK stated that he did not recall a history of problems at VEGP
with the Cal Con switches. He stated that some of the switches had what'

he called " set point drift." or the repeatability of the calibration. He
advised that he did not recall specific conversations with Mark BRINEY

-
.

. and Charles COURSEY in which they had expressed serious concerns about

,

the performance of the Cal Con switches (Exhibit 40 pp.1013).

208. FREDERICK stated that his partici!ation in the preparation for theNRC involved putting together thej

April 9.1990, presentation to th
4

comments from the VEGP Event Critique Team for almost every issue other;

than the diesel generator. He advised that he assisted in preparing the
*

slides that addressed the truck in the switchyard, the training of the <.

driver, the problems with the ENN system, and the assembly of the ji

employees on site during the SAE (Exhibit 40 p.17). |4

4

209. FREDERICK stated that he recalled doing this on the Friday and Saturday |
Just prior to the presentation, which was on the next Monday (Exhibit 40 !

! p. 17).
i210. FREDERICK advised that he did not have anything to do with the
|preparation of either the DIESEL TESTING slide or the OUARANTINE

>

He stated that he attended the meeting in Atlanta, andCOMPONENTS slide.
,

| was there for the purpose of answering questions, or elaborating on the''

other slides which he had prepared (Exhibit 40, pp.1819).li

h 211. FREDERICK. stated that most of the meeting was spent on the diesels and
: the NRC had a lot of questions. and there was an open discussion that
. didn't necessarily follow the order of the slides. He stated that his'

overall impression from the presentation on the diesels, added to what he
knew independently about the diesels, was that they had been demonstrated
to start and run successfully, that the current Cal Con switch,

i

calibration was icceptable so the reliability of the engine was no
1

longer an issue (Exhibit 40, p. 20).
:

i 212. FREDERICK stated that he was aware that during some of the control logic'

testing after the event, there had been some unexpected failures. He
stated that he thought that information was conveyed in the presentation,

; (Exhibit 40. pp. 21 22).
1

213. MAJORS stated that he was not involved in any way with the preparation or
review of the information that was presented by GPC to NRC on April 9.
1990 (Exhibit 42 p. 6).<

214. MAJORS stated that he had no knowledge of diesel failures or problems at;

VEGP between March 20 1990, and April 9. 1990 (Exhibit 42 p. 11).'

i

'

-
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215. MCDONALD stated that he did not recall having any part in the preparation
of, or the review of the transparencies that were presented to NRC in
Atlanta on April 9. 1990. He advised that h6 did not attend the
presentation, and he may have seen the transparencies, but he could not
recall reviewing them (Exhibit 48, p. 5).

216. MCDONALD advised that HAIRSTON probably briefed him on the presentation
after HAIRSTON returned to Birmingham after the presentation, but he ;

could not remember it (Exhibit 48, p. 5).

217. MCDONALD stated that he didn't remember if the April 9,1990,
presentation, which was in su rt of restart of VEGP Unit 1. had any ;

significance in his mind at t time (Exhibit 48, pp. 5 6). . ;

( 218. MCDONALD advised that he did not know who prepared the transparencies for
the April 9, 1990, presentation (Exhibit 48. p. 6).

219. MCDONALD stated that he didn't know, but that it would be a normal ;
s . '

practice for McC0Y and HAIRSTON to review things like the transparencies
(Exhibit 48, p. 6).

220. GREENE stated that he was not involved at all in the preparation or
review of the April 9.1990, presentation by GPC to NRC at the NRC
offices in Atlanta (Exhibit 47. p. 11).

Conclusion

Based on the evidence developed during this investigation, it is concluded '

that on Apri? 9.1990. BOCKHOLD deliberately presented incomplete and '

inaccurate information to NRC regarding the testing of the VEGP Unit 1 EDGs ,

conducted subsequent to a March 20. 1990 SAE at VEGP. This occurred at the i
NRC. RII offices in Atlanta. GA. during a GPC oral presentation in support of
their request to return VEGP. Unit 1 to pcwer operations.

Allecation No. 2: Submission of Hisleading. Inaccurate and Incomplete EDG
Test Data in Letter of Response to Confirmation of Action
Letter. Dated April 9. 1990.

On the same day as the oral presentation by GPC to the NRC. April 9.1990. GPC
; issued a letter to NRC captioned V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING >LAMT

'

~ CONFIRMATION OF ACTION LETTER. which was signed by W. G. HAIRSTON. III. and
reviewed by BOCKHOLD prior to HAIRSTON*s signing the letter. This letter !

|
formalized GPC's request for restart of Unit 1: supplemented and reiterated !

'the information in the oral presentation, to include the 18 and 19 EDG
presented by BOCKHOLD: and formalized future actions and reporting commitments,

! associated with the SAE. i

!
Summary >

,

OI RII interviewed AUFDENKAMPE. BAILEY. BOCKHOLD. BROCKHAN, BURR. CASH. !
FREDERICK. GREENE HAIRSTON. MAJORS. McC0Y. MCDONALD HOSBAUGH SHIPHAN, and

[;STRINGFELLOW regarding their knowledge of this allegation. The pertinent
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,

testimony provided by these individuals is documented in the Evidence section |

i related to this allegation. .

i Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents !

OI review of the aforementioned GPC letter, dated April 9,1990 (Exhibit 27), !
showed that approximately two thirds of the letter addressed diesel generator i

issues. Starting on page 2 of this letter, GPC addressed, "The most :
!

significant occurrence during the event of March 20, 1990,- as being. *the
failure of Diesel Generator 1A to remain running to support shutdown cooling."
GPC enumerated their determinations, resulting from their investigation of the
DG failure, in items a. through g.. and concluded, on sage 3 of the letter, i

that the jacket water high temperature switches were tie most probable cause |

of both trips on March 20, 1990. Items a. through c. described the GPC ;

discovery of switch calibration problems, an intermittent problem with the :
resetting of a switch, and a leaking switch. Item d. assured the proper

'

recalibration of the switches. Item e. stated that the same diesel :

annunciator that activated at the time of the March 20, 1990, event was ,

reproduced when a high jacket water temperature switch tri) ped.' Item f. said :

that their testing showed that the actual temperature of tie jacket water was |

probably not really high when the associated switches tripped on March 20,
*

1990. ,

Item g. summarized all the different types of testing conducted on the diesels -

and the sensors (switches) since March 20, 1990, to include " multiple engine 1

!starts and runs under various conditions." Item g. went on to state, "Since
March 20, the 1A DG has been started 18 times, and the IB DG has been started
19 times. No failures or problems have occurred during any of these starts."

The OI analysis, as stated in the Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents
section of $11ecation No.1. above, of the diesel starts, attempted starts,
problems and trips from the same source documents (Unit Control and Shift
Supervisor Logs) also applies to this statement of diesel testing in Item g.
of the April 9.1990. letter. However, this April 9. 1990. letter goes one
step further than the oral presentation and transparency. It states that, "No

failures or problems have occurred." The source documents for this data show
failures and problems.

Evidence

1. H05BAUGH stated that when he first read the April 9,1990, letter, and it
stated that there had been 18 and 19 starts with no problems or failures.
He advised that he knew there had been failures, but he was not sure how
many starts there had been, since the failures, that had not experienced
any problems or failures he didn't know about (Exhibit 5. p. 217).

2. HOSBAUGH stated that K0CHERY and WEBB had put together some early
tabulations of starts from the Control Logs. HOSBAUGH said he used those
and started looking at starts himself from the Control Logs, Shift
Supervisor Logs, and Data Sheets, and by April 30, 1990, he had developed
what he was satisfied was an accurate list of starts (Exhibit 5, p. 217).
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3. MOSBAUGH stated that the way the statement was worded in the April 9. . i

-1990, letter. *very strongly implies * that those were consecutive.4
,

; successful starts without problems or failures (Exhibit 5. p. 220).. ,

! 4.
. 1;... .

80CKHOLD stated that he did not recall the time frame that was used to i

. .

i count the successful starts, but the numbers in the April 9.1990. - ;
- letter. *came from what Jiany Paul (CASHJ gave me in a presentation and .

~

in a rewrite of that presentation in the form of a letter" (Exhibit 12. !

'
2 pp. 13 14).
.

] '5. BOCKHOLD. in response to his attorney's question.*is there not a period
i in there after March 20 when there was no counting, so it may not be

since March 20th'l* stated that "My belief at the time was that he [CASHJ j4

had basically counted them all..." (Exhibit 12. p.14). '

: C BOCKHOLD said that he would speculate that Jim BAILEY.had drafted the i
4

'

April 9.1990 letter, and that " people" reworked the data from the ;

transparency *into the letter form and the LER form with some slight |

wording modifications to enhance its readability, and because of that the !
i error got propagated from the presentation into the letter and into the ;

} LER" (Exhibit 12. p. 15). j
,

i !

!|
7. BOCKHOLD advised that the statement in the April 9.1990, letter that- ;

said no problems or failures occurred on eit1er EDG was a rewording of '

i successful starts, and that as "an attempt to make it clearer in Ken
,

| MXOY's mind...I told Ken that yeah. that change could be made..." |
d xhibit 12. p. 6). ;2

8. BOCKHOLD advised that he probably had a phone conversation with McC0Y or ,' BAILEY about the statements in the April 9.1990. letter about successful
starts with no failures or problems, but those statements were just a (4

narrative description of what was on the DIESEL TESTING transparency '

,

! (Exhibit 13. pp. 34 36). !
'

9. 80CKHOLD stated that, in his mind. " Successful Starts" is basically the
; same as. *no failures or problems * (Exhibit 13. p. 36). !

.

I 10. BOCKHOLD advised that the normal practice on letters such as the April 9. :
| 1990, letter was that the licensing groups at both the Site and at ;
i Corporate would coordinate the production of the document, and that in
! the specific case of this letter, there were certain things in the i
: content that were not in the presentation and would have had to have come i

| from the site pepple (Exhibit 13. pp. 37 38). " '

;
i

i 11. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not think that the April 9,1990, letter was '

! approved by the Site Plant Review Board (PRB) prior to its issuance, but i#

that many documents like that letter would go through the PR8 :

; (Exhibit 13. p. 39). ;
.

.

12. BOCKHOLD advised that he did not have any specific knowledge of who was !.

'

: involved in the original drafting of the April 9.1990. letter
-

;
! (Exhibit 13. p. 41). ~

:
;

: !

< i

!-
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13. CASH stated that he did not particisate in the pr:paration of the ;

April 9. 1990, letter, and, other t1an the fact that the 18 and 19
numbers from the presentation were also used in the letter, he had no
prior knowledge of the letter until after it was issued (Exhibit 9.

'_

p. 10) (Exhibit 10. pp. 60 61).
.

14. AUFDENKAMPE compared the April 9. 1990. letter to the April 9. 1990
DIESEL TESTING overhead, and noted that the letter said no problems or ,

failures but the overhead didn't say there were no failures (Exhibit 38 i

pp. 23 24). j
.

15. . AUFDENKAMPE stated that based upon his current knowledge the statement ;

( in paragraph g. of the April 9.1990. letter regarding the diesel ,

testing, did not accurately represent the diesel testing that took place
between March 20. 1990, and April 9. 1990. He stated that the IB diesel !

had at least one time that it didn't start in this 19 times.. He further
stated that he thought the current listing of starts showed that there

!

were "a couple of times" that the IB DG had a problem or a failure
(Exhibit 3i!. pp. 24 25). ;

16. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he understood that the April 9. 1990 letter was
!" generated up at corporate... basically by Jim Bailey and George Hairston-

and Ken McCoy on the way back from the NRC presentation." He said that
he thought BAILEY had told him that (Exhibit 38. pp. 25 26). .

17. AUFDENKAMPE said that he had always assumed that the numbers (18 and 19) h

in the April 9, 1990. letter came from the April 9. 1990. presentation. :

and that he could not recall if BAILEY had told him that (Exhibit 38
p. 26). .

\
s

| 18. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he did not think the VEGP PRB was involved in the I

! preparation or review of the April 9.1990 letter (Exhibit 38 p. 27). ;

J
! .

]
19. AUFDENKAMPE then stated, after seeing STRINGFELLOW*s initials on the j

April 9.1990, letter, and a recent conversation with BAILEY. that he
: recalled that most of the April 9.1990. letter had been done in,

conjunction with his (AUFDENXAMPE's) people and STRINGFELLOW. According
;

i to AUFDENKAMPE this was prior to the April 9,1990. meeting with NRC, and
in response to the NRC Confirmation of Action letter (Exhibit 38. pp. 27- |'

28). ,

1
,

.

20. AUFDENKAMPE stated that the first time he saw a copy of the April 9.
]

1990, letter was when he received a fax copy of it at 2:41 p.m.. April 9..

1990, and that it was sometime after April 9. 1990..that MOSBAUGH'

expressed some concerns to him that there were trips of the diesel after:

March 20, 1990 (Exhibit 38 p. 30).'

21. STRINGFELLOW stated that he recalled BAILEY coming back to Birmingham
after the presentation and telling his that "they had rewritten a letter

: on the airplane on the way back, and that he recalled helping to get that
| 1etter t d. He stated that he did not recall having any involvement in

actua11 rafting the words in that letter. He stated that he seemed to'

recall he "they that BAILEY was talking about as being on the plane was
,

|-

i
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RAILEY and HAIRSTON.-but that he did not remember wMvas o8T1
OL'

'

plane (Exhibit 30 pp.1011).

- 22. STRINGFELLOW stated that he recalled it was a busy afternoon, and he
thought HAIRSTON just wanted to get the letter out and get it on the
record because they had just made the presentation. He stated that he
thought he just handed it to the secretary to type with very little if
any, review for spelling and punctuation (Exhibit 30. pp. 12 14).

23. STRINGFELLOW stated that. in the April 9.1990, time frame, he did not
have any direct knowledge of the diesel testing at VEGP. other than what
was written in the April 9,1990, letter. He stated that even up through
the August 30, 1990, letter, he did not recall looking at any of the logs
that generated that data (Exhibit 30. p.17).

24. STRINGFELLOW said that, based upon what he knew currently, the statement
in paragraph g. of the April 9.1990, letter was not correct, and that :Ithe reason was that the various logs that are kept out at the plant were
not precise with respect to successful starts or valid starts, and there !
was not consistent criteria that was used for counting starts |

(Exhibit 30. pp.1718). !
I

-25. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall if the statements in
paragraph g. of the April 9. 1990. letter were statements that had been
added or revised by BAILEY on the plane after the April 9.1990,
presentation (Exhibit 30. p. 21). ,

I

26. STRINGFELLOW stated that he had no knowledge or indication that BOCKHOLD
had instructed CASH to just get successful, as opposed to all starts
from the logs, in preparation for the April 9.1990, presentation
(Exhibit 30, p. 30).

t 27. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not know for sure whether the April 9.
1990, letter was reviewed and/or approved by the VEGP PRS (Exhisit 30. 1

p. 35).

28. BURR stated that he was not involved in the preparation of the April 9,
1990. letter from GPC to NRC (Exhibit 14, pp. 21 22).

29. BROCKMAN stated that he interpreted the statement regarding successful
diesel starts in the April 9.1990. GPC response to the NRC Confirmation
of Action Letter to mean basically the same thing as in the April 9,

,

1

1990, presentation by GPC (Exhibit 20. p. 2).

30. SHIPMAN stated that he knew he was involved with the review of the
i April 9,1990. letter in the Corporate office, but that he had no
.

i specific recollection of an event associated with the preparation or
i review of that letter (Exhibit 39, p.13).

! 31. SHIPMAN stated that the accura of the statement in the April 9.1990.
; letter regarding 18 and 19 die 1 starts depends on the criteria that the
| person obtaining that data used (Exhibit 39, pp. 15 16). -

i
f

*
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32. SHIPHAN stated that there was nothing in that particular statement of
diesel starts that would tell him that they were consecutive starts
(Exhibit 39, pp.1718). ;

. . . _ _ ..

33. SHIPHAN stated that, as of the date of his interview. June 11. 1993, he
'

'

would say that there were some starts of the diesel at VEGP in which the ,

pur>ose for which they were started was not accom)11shed in which case,
by 11s definition it would be unsuccessful (Exhisit 39, pp.1819). ;

I 34. SHIPHAN stated that he did not know whether the VEGP PRS reviewed the
i April 9.1990. letter before it was issued. He advised that this letter i

would normally be the type of thing that the PRS would review, but he4

: would speculate that in this case there might not have been a review i

.
because of the timeliness, and because of BOCKHOLD's direct involvement ;

j with the information (Exhibit 39. pp.- 26 27)

35. McC0Y stated that the April 9,1990, letter was prepared under the i.

direction of the licensing manager. BAILEY (Exhibit 29, pp.1516).
4

| 36. McC0Y stated that he reviewed the April 9.1990. letter in draft form.
and read it several times before it was signed by HAIRSTON. He said that4

he recalled the wording in paragraph g. page 3 of that letter regarding
18 and 19 successful starts since March 20. 1990. with no failures or

'

problems. He said that he thought that wording was already in the letter
during his reviews, and that the letter attempted to capture the same
information that was presented orally (Exhibit 29 p.16).

37. McC0Y compared the statement regarding diesel starts that was in the
letter. to the information on the DIESEL TESTING slide. He said that
"whoever craftfd_this sentence looked probably at this slide and tried to.

describe in ene senTeMite7 hat's presented here (on the slide)." He (
,

stated that "It starts with the March 20th event on the slide and ends
'with the number of successful starts in both cases * (Exhibit 29. p.17).

38. McC0Y stated that, with regard to the statement of diesel testing in the i

April 9.1990, letter that with his knowledge today, he would expand
taose statements to be more correct. and that he believed that there was
one substantive error that was discovered later. He stated that the

7

error was that one of the diesels had a start. during the March 20. 1990 :

April 9,1990, interval of time, that brought into question its ability *

to carry an emergency load. He stated that he did not know about this
error until just before the revision to the LER and that it came to his 4

attention through his review of the QA audit of diesel starts
(Exhibit 29. pp. 22 23).

39. McC0Y stated that he did not know if the April 9,1990, letter had been :
reviewed and approved by the PRB. He advised that a PRB review of that
letter was not a required action but that he would have expected that '

"those people" were aware of the contents of the letter before it was
submitted (Exhibit 29, p. 24).-

,

,

40. McC0Y stated that in his review of the several revisions to the April 9,
1990, letter prior to the final. he did not recall whether there were any >

changes in the number of diesel starts (Exhibit 29. p. 25).
1
'

.
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* '41. HAIRtTON stated that he did not recall who was on the company plane with
him a the flight back to Birmingham. He stated that he did not recall
disc. ssing the letter of April 9.1990, that confirmed the presentation

( on t at flight (Exhibit 31 pp.1213).

42. HAIRSTON advised that after he t back to Birmingham, he did not recall
fine tuning" of the ril 9, 1990, letter, but he knew he saw

doing any "he signed it out onit because ril 9. 1990. He stated that the only
reason he recalls that he read it and signed it out is because he
recognized his signature on the letter with that date on it (Exhibit 31,
p. 13).

43. HAIRSTON stated that he had no specific recollection, but he believed the
letter was drafted at the corporate offices in Birmingham by Jim BAILEY ;

(Exhibit 31, pp.1314).

44. HAIRSTON advised that it was possible that he reviewed previous drafts of
the April 9.1990. letter before he signed it out, but he did not have
any specific recollection of that (Exhibit 31 p.14).

45. HAIRSTON stated that he did not recall having any question about any of
the data in the April 9.1990. letter when he signed it out (Exhibit 31,
pp. 22 23).

46. HAIRSTON advised that it was his understanding that the VEGP PRB did not
review the April 9.1990. letter (Exhibit 31 p. 23).

47. HAIRSTON stated that, as of today, he would say that the April 9,1990.
letter is incorrect because he believed "there is a problem in the 19
start times. And depending on how you read the paragraph, that would
also give you a problem with the (statement about no) failures." He (
advised that on page 2. paragraph c. of the April 9.1990 letter, a
problem with diesel testing was stated (Exhibit 31 p. 27).

48. HAIRSTON advised that, to him * successful * meant that the diesel didn't
trip in the first minute (Exhibit 31. p. 30).

7

| 49. HAIRSTON stated that his belief was that the NRC IIT team "had very
| specific knowledge of what was going on the diesels" (Exhibit 31 p. 31).

$ 50. BAILEY stated that he prepared the GPC letter of April 9.1990, to NRC in
parallel with the preparations for the April 9,1990, meeting with NRC.,

i He stated that different people reviewed the letter at different times.
' but that he was doing most of the preparation, working with the site
| people (Exhibit 28, p. 7).

I 51. BAILEY stated that it was his understanding that "we* probably put the
statement regarding 18 and 19 starts with no problems or failures into'

! the April 9.1990. letter, prior to the presentation, based on the
; information that was on the DIESEL TESTI E transparency. He stated that

he did not recall who, at the site gave sin that information, but he knew'

that he had talked to AUFDENKAHPE and BOCKHOLD regarding normal NRC
3

| correspondence during this time frame (Exhibit 28, p. 11).
:

!
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52. BAILEY advised that he thought that the April 9,1990, letter was drafted
.

.

.

in Birmingham, but he didn't know for sure (Exhibit 28, p. 12).
. .

BAILEY stated that he knew that HAIRSTON had reviewed the April 9, 1990, i

(- 53.-

letter prior to going to the meeting with NRC on April 9.1990, but he ;
'

(BAILEY) did not know how much input HAIRSTON had into the letter -
(Exhibit 28, p.13).

~

<

54. BAILEY. through his attorney, submitted a chronological series of drafts
of the April 9,1990. letter. This series of drafts shows that the
terminology, "Since March 20. the 1A DG has been started 18 times, and'
the IB DG has been started 19 times. No failures or problems have'

occurred during any of these starts." was first contained in a draft that
was faxed to "SONOPCO V0GTLE" at 8:47 a.m., Saturday. April 7. 1990;

t (Exhibit 28. pp. 14 15). (Drafts are attached to Exhibit 28)4
,

BAILEY stated that he did not know whether the site or Birmingham first
; 55.

inserted that language into the letter, but that if Birmingham had done
it. it would have been based upon information from the site (Exhibit 28
p. 17).,.

56. BAILEY stated that there was a distinction between the testing of
components and the starting of the diesel itself. He stated that he did :not recall any mention in the April 9.1990 letter about any
unsuccessful diesel starts. He reviewed the April 9, 1990, letter and
stated that. based upon his cursory review. that it appeared that there,

were no unsuccessful diesel starts mentioned in the letter (Exhibit 28.
p. 26).

(.
57. BAILEY stated that his counterpart at the VEGP site at the time of the'

April 9, 1990, letter was AUFDENKAMPE (Exhibit 28. p. 28). ;

! 58. BAILEY advised that, after the April 9, 1990, meeting with NRC. on the
way back to Birmingham in the corporate plane. he. McC0Y. and HAIRSTON
made a few cince modifications to the letter. and then sent it out that:

|
day. He said that the modifications they made did not involve the
statement about the 18 and 19 starts with no problems or failures. He

i stated that. to his recollection, the three of them were the only people ,

on the plane (Exhibit 28. p.18).

59. BAILEY stated that. in his preparation of the April 9,1990 letter, he
did not recall any conversation at all about the comprehensive control
test program, as it related to the diesel start count (Exhibit 28,
p. 48). ;

,

60. BAILEY advised that although the VEGP PRB did not formally review the
April 9, 1990. letter and vote to recommend that the GM send it, he
stated that many of the VEGP managers who are PRB members reviewed and >

#

commented on the letter (Exhibit 28, p. 51).

61. FREDERICK stated that he did not have any involvement in the preparation ;
'

or review of the April 9,1990. letter to NRC in response .to the NRC
'Confirmation of Action Letter (Exhibit 40. pp. 23-24).
I

.
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FREDERICK stated that, as a non voting member of the VEGP PRB he"Daaed1"d not

.-
- ~62.

recall the April 9,1990, letter going through the PRS (Exhibit 40,
p. 24).

3

63. FREDERICK stated that at the time of the issuance of the April 9,1990.
.

letter, he had no concern about it, but that he was aware, currently, of
a significant concern over that statement. He advised that the concern,

'

was that, based upon an audit that he had conducted, in addition to his
work with TAYLOR during the NRC OSI, that a start was identified as a '

failure on the B diesel that was somewhere in the successful start countj *

.

sequence (Exhibit 40, p. 26).

|
64. MAJORS stated that he had no involvement in the drafting or review of the

|
April 9.1990, letter to NRC, and that he only read it after it was
issued. for information purposes (Exhibit 42, pp. 910).:

:

65. When displayed the April 9,1990. GPC Confirmation of Action response
<

letter to NRC MCDONALD stated. "I don't really recognize .it, because I
: had - it's been a long time. I just don't remember (Exhibit 48, p. 6).1

:

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: It was observed by the interviewing investigator at
i this early point in the interview that MCDONALD was quickly responding to

every question by saying he did not recall, or did not remember, without i

making any apparent effort to recall. .
.

a

! 66. MCDONALD advised that he did not recall if he had any part in the

|
preparation of the April 9.1990 letter (Exhibit 48, p. 7).

'

67. MCDONALD stated that he did not remember whether he made any comments on
i

a review of a draft of that April 9.1990. letter (Exhibit 48, p. 7).
;

.

68. Mc00NALD stated that, as of April 9.1990, he had " lots of conversations *
I

with HAIRSTON McC0Y or SHIPHAN about diesel generator testing, and ;

j successful starts of the diesels, but he couldn't remember anything
specific about them (Exhibit 48, p. 7).i

69. MCDONALD stated that he recalled no conversations whatsoever with !

HAIRSTON regarding concerns by VEGP site personnel that the April 9,
1990, letter may have contained inaccurate information (Exhibit 48;

i

p. 9).
70. GREENE advised that he was not involved in the preparation of review of 7

the April 9.1990. GPC. letter of response to the NRC Confirmation of
.

; -

Action Letter (Exhibit 47. p. 11).
|

Conclusion .

Based on the evidence developed during the investigation, it is concluded
that. on April 9.1990, in a letter to NRC ca stioned UOGTLE ELECTR"C'

GENERATING PLAN" CONFIRMATION OF ACTION LETTEt. HAIRS"0N signed a Letter which*

' presented a mis' eading, incomalete. and inaccurate statement of diesel test
results. This statement was >ased upon the deliberately incomplete.'

inaccurate diesel test information presented in the aforementioned oral

'
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presentation by BOCKHOLD to the NRC. BOCKHOLD reviewed and approved this
letter for HAIRSTON*s signature. 1

i

A11ecation No. 3: Submission of False Statement of EDG Test Data in |
LER 90 006. Dated April 19. 1990.

|
4

1'Backoround

On April 19.'1990. HOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAMPE told STRINGFELLOW and SHIPHAN that :

the statement of diesel testing in both the April 9,1990, letter, and in a i

corres:ending statement of diesel testing in a draft LER were false because '

there 1ad been diesel test problems and failures since March 20, 1990. The
false statements to which HOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAMPE referred were:

1. In the April 9. 1990, letter: "Since March 20. the 1A DG has been
started 18 times, and the IB DG has been started 19 times. No failures
or problems have occurred during any of these starts."

2. In the April 19, 1990, draft of the LER: 'Since 3 20 90. DGIA and DG1B
have been started several times (more than twenty times each) and no *

failures or problems have occurred during any of these starts."

Later that same day. McC0Y presided over a teleconference that included known :

participants SHIPMAN. STRINGFELLOW. 80CKHOLD, HOSBAUGH, AUFDENKAMPE. and
liAIRSTON. The purpose of this teleconference was to make revisions to the
required 30 day LER associated with the SAE. The revised language agreed upon
in this teleconference was used in GPC LER 90 006, dated April 19, 1990.
This statement is quoted as follows:

After the 3 20 90 event, the control systems of both engines have
been subjected to a comprehensive test program. Subsequent to this k '

test program. DGIA and DG1B have been started at least 18 times each '

and no failures or problems have oc:urred during any of these ;

starts. i

Due to the decision to make a statement of diesel starts with a new starting ,

point, added to the conscious decision to use the numbers that 80CKHOLD used ;

in his April 9, 1990 presentation, this statement in the LER was false. The
,

! details of the teleconference in which this statement was created is ,

I documented in the Evidence section that follows. 1

F ,

'

i Summary

OI RII interviewed AUFDENKAMPE. BAILEY. BOCKHOLD. BROCKHAN. BURR. CASH.
FREDERICK GREENE. HAIRSTON. K0CHERY. MAJORS. HOSBAUGH. McC0Y. Mc0ONALD.
SHIPMAN and STRINGFELLOW regarding their knowledge of this allegation. The
artinent testimony provided by these individuals is documented in the ,

Evidence section related to this allegation.
,

Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents
.

,

OI review of GPC LER 90 006, dated April 19.-1990. under letter of transmittal I

signed by HAIRSTON (Exhibit 37) showed that, on page 6. GPC stated. "After the,

; 3 20 90 event, the control systems of both engines have been subjected to a
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comprehensive test program. Subsequent to this test program DGIA and XilB
have been started at least 18 times each and no failures or problems have
occurred during any of these starts."-

I
The investigation showed that the ending point of the " comprehensive test
program * was not defined arior to the issuance of the LER, so there was no
certainty that there had >een "at least 18" starts on either diesel at the
time of issuance of the LER. Additional factors pertaining to the issuance of
this statement are detailed in the r-idence sectien that follows.

.

Evidence

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: The following 44 items of evidence are contained in
two HOSBAUGH tape recordings, which are identified, by HOSBAUGH as
conversations in which he participated and recorded on April 19, 1990,
regarding the finalization of the wording in GPC LER 90 006. dated
April 19, 1990.

Persons identified by H05BAUGH as participating in the first conversation ;

in this sequence are: HOSBAUGH, AUFDENKAMPE. and STRINGFELLOW. |

1. AUFDENKAMPE states to STRINGFELLOW that he is " struggling" with the i

portion of the draft LER that makes the statement about "the 20 starts"
(Exhibit 34, p. 90). |

2. AUFDENKAMPE advises STRINGFELLOW that he is still trying to verify the
statement about the 20 starts, but that. "We [AUFDENKAMPE and HOSBAUGH] |

think that's basically a material false statement" (Exhibit 34. p. 91). I

i 3. AUFDENKAMPE and MOSBAUGH advise STRINGFELLOW that the IB EDG tripped at .

least once probebly twice: or at least it had two separate problems !
after March 20, 1990 (Exhibit 34. p. 91).

4. STRINGFELLOW asks AUFDENKAMPE and MOSBAUGH if he needs to take the
statement about "more than 20 times each" out of the LER then

| (Exhibit 34. p. 91).

5. AUFDENKAMPE states. "That's what we're thinking, but I got Tom Webb :

| reviewing the reactor operator's log and counting" (Exhibit 34. p. 91).

! 6. the phone. he is going to go tell SHIPHAN what they had just tol$ets off
STRINGFELLOW tells HOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAMPE that, as soon as he

his
;
~ (Exhibit 34, p. 91).

7. AUFDENKAMPE tells STRINGFELLOW, "I'm still looking for words for you on
i that one, but that sentence is going to'have to change" (Exhibit 34,

p. 92).
,

s

!~ INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: AUFDENKAMPE and STRINGFELLOW continue to discuss
other sections of the LER that they were working on and then AUFDENKAMPE,

:

: puts STRINGFELLOW on hold while he (AUFDENKAMPE) calls ODON for an update
fon WEBB's review of the operator logs. AUFDENKAMPE finds out that WEBB

is not finished, so he switches back to STRINGFELLOW and advises his of 1

ithat.-*
-

-
.
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8. STRINGFELLOW tells AUFDENKAMPE and MOSBAUGH that, 'IEM domMW 0 '

what Al [MOSBAUGH] was saying a minute ago. In other words, if we say,
'and no problems or failures have occurred in any of these starts * you're
saying that's not true" (Exhibit 34, p. 96).

9. AUFDENKAMPE confirms to STRINGFELLOW that he is saying that is not true,
and he also tells STRINGFELLOW that he's saying something else... that
statement had already been made in writing to the NRC (in the April 9,
1990, letter) (Exhibit 34, p. 96).

10. STRINGFELLOW tells AUFDENKAMPE and HOSBAUGH that was exactly what he was
thinking (Exhibit 34, p. 96).

11. STRINGFELLOW hangs up and HOSBAUGH asks AUFDENKANPE if he has the GPC
April 9.1990. letter. AUFDENKAMPE asks H05BAUGH if he means the letter.
*where they [GPC) lied" (Exhibit 34, p. 97).

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: MOSBAUGH engages in a conversation with K0CHERY
(Exhibit 34. pp. 98100) and gets a message on his beeper to call
Birmingham. The next portion of this tape has been identified by
MOSBAUGH as being a phone conversation between himself. SHIPHAN, and
STRINGFELLOW (Exhibit 34. pp. 100 109).

12. HOSBAUGH puts SHIPHAN directly on notice that there is a problem with the
statement in the draft LER about more than 20 starts. HOSBAUGH tells
SHIPHAN that there were failures (Exhibit 34, p.104).

c SHIPHAN recognizes that there is not only a problem with the statement in
the draft LER. but also with what " George [either HAIRSTON or BOCKHOLD]
wrote and took and told the...Ebneter last Monday in Atlanta" <
(Exhibit 34. p. 104).

14. HOSSAUGH tells SHIPHAN that. *1f anybody said that there weren't any
failures, that's just not true" (Exhibit 34, p. 104).

15. HOSBAUGH spe:ifically identifies to SHIPHAN the March 22 and March 23;

trips on the 13 EDG (Exhibit 34, p.105)..

16. SHIPHAN suggests to MOSBAUGH that, "I could - we could solve the problem
that's created by that information by saying no valid failures'
(Exhibit 34, p. 105).

.

'

17. Then SHIPHAN tells HOSBAUGH that, "what we need to do is find out what's
correct and make sure we only say what's correct.* He also stated that,

,

"It sounds like this whole statement needs to be just stricken *
(Exhibit 34, p. 107).

,

18. HOSBAUGH tells SHIPHAN that he thinks the data he has is the best data
available, but that he will further verify it (Exhibit 34. pp.107108).

19. STRINGFELLOW endorses SHIPHAN's earlier suggestion by saying, "You*

certainly can say it's only for valid tests or valid failures"
(Exhibit 34. pp. 107 108).

i
,
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~

s gotten accustomed to seeing that data.
SHIPHAN states that. *everybody'bly ought to. Certainly if it's not a20.
If we can use the data, we proba
valid statement we would need to get it the heck out of here regardless
of what George [HAIRSTON or BOCKHOLDJ told Ebneter" (Exhibit 34, p.108).

SHIPHAN tells MOSBAUGH that he (SHIPHAN) and STRINGFELLOW are going to21.
HAIRSTON's office to. * finish beating out what he [HAIRSTON] wants to do ]
with this thing" (Exhibit 34, pp. 108 109).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Persons identified as participating in this call
during this portion of the discussion are: BOCKHOL). AUFDENKAMPE.
HOSBAUGH McC0Y SHIPHAN, and STRINGFELLOW. HAIRSTON is identified as
being a participant at a later point in this same call, but it is
possible that he, and others, were present on the Birmingham end of this
call, without actively participating, from the beginning of the call.

-

22. AUFDENKAMPE describes to the participants on the call that the way his
people arrived at the terminology " greater than 20 starts * was that they
took the data from the April 9,1990, letter and added the starts that
had been done subsequent to April 9, 1990 (Exhibit 36, p. 8).

23. BOCKHOLD agrees with the * greater than 20* terminology (Exhibit 36,
p. 8).

24. McC0Y introduces terminology that is new to at least HOSBAUGH and
AUFDENKAMPE. and new to the existing draft diesel start statement by
saying. "We need to be sure that we know the number of starts after we've
completed the comprehensive control test program" (Exhibit 36, p. 8).

25. BOCXHOLD states that the numbers he presented to NRC on April 9.1990.-

! were verified correct by CASH (Exhibit 36. p. 8).
1
i INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: The count of these numbers was not started after

the completion of any comprehensive control test program, and BOCKHOLD
|

did not affirmatively know when the count was started, but he assumed it4

was somewhere around March 20, 1990.;

:

i 26. McC0Y. the senior GP: official actively participating in the call at the
time, affirmatively states that. "You ought to use those numbers."'

! (Heaning that in the April 19, 1990 LER. GPC ought to use the EDG start
F

numbers that BOCKHOLD used in his April 9.1990, presentation to NRC.)

|.
(Exhibit 36, p. 8).

27. McC0Y. who is BOCKHOLD's immediate boss, then directly addresses BOCKHOLD
and says, "Those numbers you used in the conference were after they had
com)1eted the comprehensive test of the control systems on each diesel"
(Ex11 bit 36, p. 9).

| INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: It is noted here that McC0Y does not Ash BOCKHOLD
i

when he started his count for the numbers in the conference. Instead, he
Q BOCKHOLD when he (BOCKHOLD) started his count looking for: con 11rmation from his subordinate. ' And it appears that BOCKHOLD gives
the response his superior wants.!

;

; -
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- 28. 80CKHOLD says. "That is correct. Those ntabers were n fore 'tE
'

;

i time" (Exhibit 36. p. 9).
'

- 29. SHIPMAN asks BOCKHOLD what numbers he used in the April 9, 1990.
presentation, and 80CKHOLD says 18 and 19. SHIPMAN then suggests usin
the terminology " greater than 18.* and 80CKHOLD approves (Exhibit 36, g4

4

| pp. 9 10).
:

30. McC0Y then states. "It wouldn't be more than 18 on one of them. It would,

! be 18" (Exhibit 36, p.10). <

1 INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: This statement by McC0Y appears to show that his
; desire to use the same numbers that were used on April 9.1990 overrides
: any awareness he has of the conversation that has just taken place in
[ which it has been discussed that " greater than 18" could be used because >

| of the additional starts that had been done since April 9,1990.
1

! At this point in the conversation (Exhibit 36, p.10, line 8) it is
logical to assume that if HAIRSTON was not already in the room in'

Birmingham, he .just entered the room, because SHIPMAN suddenly stoss
talking about the diesel starts and starts talking about HAIRSTON ,uving;

'

just gotten off the phone with SWARTZWELDER and the plant equisment
operator who had first arrived at the diesels at the time of t w SAE.
HAIRSTON is identified by MOSBAUGH as participating in the conversation
on page 11, line 8.

,

31. HAIRSTON briefs the sarticipants in the call of his conversation with the
equipment operator (hhibit 36, pp. 11-12).

32. SHIPMAN then brings the conversation back to the diesel start issue by
(-saying. "Let's see. What other questions do we got? We got them start

things straightened out" (Exhibit 36, p.12).

33. STRINGFELLOW then says "The other question we had Bill, was the..." at
which point he was interrupted by HAIRSTON. who said. *We got the starts.
so we didn't have no...we didn't have no trips?" (Exhibit 36. p. 12).

34. SHIPMAN then says. *No. not, not..." at which point McC0Y interrupts and
states. "I'll testify to that" (Exhibit 36. p.12).

35. SHIPMAN immediately speaks again and says "Just disavow. What else did
,

we have, Jack?" (Exhiait 36. p.12).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The issue of diesel starts is not ever discussed
again in this phone call. in which HAIRSTON asked about * trips" and was
never directly answered. This call continues to page 17 of the -

transcript of Tape 58 (Exhibit 36). In his June 30, 1993. OI interview,
in which he was confronted with Tape 58. McC0Y denied saying "I'll
testify to that." He could not distinguish from the tape, or recall,
what he did say at that point. In his June 11, 1993, OI interview, when i,

confronted with Tape 58. SHIPMAN denied saying, "Just disavow." He could
not distinguish from the tape or recall, what he did say at that
Both McC0Y-and SHIPMAN were offered polygraph examinations by 01. point.,They
both declined.
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The particisants in the following conversation, which was subsequent to,
the above pione call as identified by MOSBAUCH are: HOSBAUGH,'

AUFDENKAMPE SHIPMAN. and STRINGFELLOW. They are trying to work with the
LER language that was decided upon in the above phone call. ("subseto the comprehensive control test program" and at least 18 times.guent) and
are having a difficult time verifying it.

36. Referring to the diesel starts prior to the calibration of all the Cal
Con sensors. SHIPHAN states, "...and they should not be included because

overhaul, part of the return to service of the diesel coming out of thethey were
and this count only included those starts after we had

calibrated all these sensors. John. you heard George Bockhold's logic."
(Exhibit 36 p. 20)

37. MOSBAUGH confirms, by using an example, that SHIPMAN does not want any
starts or trips counted that occurred before the recalibration of the
sensors (Exhibit 36. pp. 20 21).

38. No one on this phone call can define the point at which to' start counting !
to verify the " greater than 18" numbers on each EDG. H058AUGH suggests |
that since CASH did the count for BOCKHOLD. that he might be able to tell !~

them where to start counting (Exhibit 36, pp. 2122).

39. SHIPMAN suggests that if they continue to have problems defining the
starting point. "We could back away from this completely, and change this
to say how many starts we've had since we declared the diesel operable"
(Exhibit 36. p. 22).

40. HOSBAUGH says that would be an easy point to find from the Ops LCOs. but
SHIPMAN apparently recognizes a problem with starting at that point. and
says, "The problem with that is that that number is going to be
significantly less. I think, than what George told Mr. Ebneter, and. you
know. it's going to create a selling job for me. I think. but eventually,
that's the only way we can tell a valid story that, you know, we can
defend if somebody calls Allen Mosbaugh. Bill Shipman, and John
Aufdenkampe to testify. That'.s the story I want to tell" (Exhibit 36
p. 23).

41. They were still discussing with how they were going to find the point in
time, on each diesel, when properly calibrated sensors had been
installed when AUFDENKAMPE suddenly guesses, and admits he's guessi .

that there were a total of 27 starts on the IB diesel, and that BOC
has said that after all the bugs were worked out, there were 18
(Exhibit 36. pp. 24 25).

AUFDENKAMPE knew that the tri I
20,1990 (March 22 and March 23). ps on the IB EDG wereINVESTIGATOR'S NOTE:

If his guess of 27soon after March-

total starts on the 18 DG was right, the tri >s probably happened within
the first 9 starts, so there would be 18 witiout trips after that. He ,

also knew that it did not appear that they were soon going to find the !-

points at which the recalibrated sensors had been put on both diesels. !
He also thought, as he said to MOSBAUGH after they ended their phone call
with SHIPHAN and STRINGFELLOW. that it really didn't make any difference
what number was put in the LER because if the NRC questioned it. GPC

{ \-
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would tell NRC what basis they used to get it, if the NRC disagreed with '

the basis. GPC would say "We're sorry" and send a revision out
(Exhibit 36, p. 34).

&

42., AUFDENKAMPE. apparently understanding the language that McC0Y, BOCKHOLD. :
and SHIPHAN want to use in the LIR, and without defining the end of the i

comprehensive control test program, and without even verifying with CASH
the wint at which he started his count, says to SHIPMAN and
STRI4GFELLOW, "You know, I think what we discussed on how to handle
those.... the number of actual diesel starts...how we discussed that
before. I think we ought to just leave it at that" (Exhibit 36, p. 25). '

'

43. SHIPMAN says. "Just say at least 18 times each, huh?" AUFDENKAMPE says,
' Yeah...somebody has gone and validated that data, and that's what George
presented. The data that's been offered to us does not bring into
question that data. It tends to support that data" (Exhibit 36, pp. 25-
26).

44. SHIPMAN then says *We're going to go with that. Jack Stringfellow's
just grinning from ear to ear" (Exhibit 36, p. 26). 1

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: This is the end of the sequence of tapes that
pertain to the development of the statement of diesel testing in the !
April 19. 1990.-LER. |

45. HOSBAUGH stated that the information regarding diesel starts first got !

into the LER as an outgrowth of the statements in the April 9.1990, :
letter. He advised that Tom WEBB did that (Exhibit 6. p. 218).

46. HOSBAUGH stated that when he saw that the LER drafts were carrying over ( i

the same, apparently false, statement of diesel starts as the April 9.
1990. letter. he started looking into it. but until he had the whole list
of all the starts he couldn't affirmatively state that the statements
were wrong (Exhibit 6. p. 219).

47. MOSBAUGH stated that around April 18, 1990 or thereabout, he told i
: SHIPMAN that there had been EDG failures on these specific dates and;

times, and that the failures were right in the middle of the starts, and
i that he (MOSBAUGH) was worried about that information. HOSBAUGH said ;
I

that he was in AUFDENKAMPE's office when AUFDENKAMPE told STRINGFELLOW
about the failures. and STRINGFELLOW realized that there was a problem in

'
i

the April 9.1990. letter that had already been issued (Exhibit 6, ;
:

pp. 222-223). ~

.

j 48. HOSBAUGH stated that there were a lot of phone calls between Birmingham
and VEGP that day (Exhibit 6 p. 222) and HAIRSTON even got involved.
He stated that HAIRSTON talked directly to a plant equipment operator. -

and after that call. HAIRSTON got on a group conference call regardingi

the diesel start inforr.ation that was going to go in the LER. H058AUGH
: advised that he, AUFDENKANPE. BOCKHOLD.' BAILEY, STRINGFELLOW. and McC0Y ,

: were already on that call before HAIRSTON came on. -He advised that this 4

was the cal | where the wording in the LER was changed to "Since the
i. comprehensive test program there have been 18 or 19 starts on each
! engine,* when the April 9.1990, letter had said, "Since the event there

!

,

;
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have been 18 or 19 starts.' He stated that concern was expressed about'

; that change in wording, but BOCKHOLD ' jumps in" and tells everyone that
i the data is good and that he had it reviewed, and convinces everyone that

(. it was good information (Exhibit 6 p. 225).
i

' 49. HOSBAUGH stated that sometime during that phone call. HAIRSTON said
something about. "So there weren't any failures?" and McC0Y said
something in response that he (HOSBAUGH) didn't catch (Exhibit 6.,

-

p. 226).:

t

i 50. HOSBAUGH stated that the LER got signed out without an adequate review of
the new basis of " subsequent to the test program." and we had known
failures (Exhibit 6. p. 227).

I 51. HOSBAUGH stated that at this same time, the 17,18. or 19 of April, when
; he obtained this list from K0CHERY that showed the 18 DG trips on !

! March 22 and March 23. he was also involved in the PRS with the final !

drafts of the 30. day LER that was to be issued regarding the SAE |
4

1 (Exhibit 5. p. 13).

52. HOSBAUGH described the phone calls involving himself. AUFDENKAMPE.
STRINGFELLOW. SHIPHAN. BOCKHOLD. McC0Y. and HAIRSTON that took place on

j April 19.1990 (Exhibit 5. pp.14 98) (See segments of Tapes 57 and 58
above).;

s

53. H05BAUGH advised that, initially, there weren't any specific statements
of diesel starts in the drafts of the LER, but in a PRB meeting somewhere;

;

i around April 18. Mike LACKEY commented that we should put a specific .
. number of starts in the LER. He advised that WEBB took the language and-

i (.
the 18 and 19 numbers from the April 9.1990, letter, and added two'

starts to it because they thought there had been two starts since
- April 9. 1990. He stated that turned out to be incorrect. but at that

i
time they thought there had been at least two more starts on each diesel.

- so they came up with the language that said more than 20 starts on each
i

machine (Exhibit 5. pp. 24 26).

! 54. H05BAUGH stated that at the time of the phone calls on April 19. he was
not aware of a problem that had occurred on March 30 on the 1A diesel

! (Exhibit 5. p. 48). ,

;

; 55. HOSBAUGH points out that there was a significant group of people who all
realized, prior to the issuance of the April 19 LER, that the statementi

of diesel starts in the April 9,1990, letter, and in the draft LER. was'

false. He stated that these people were, himself. AUFDENKAMPE. 000H.
: WEBB SHIPHAN, and STRINGFELLOW (Exhibit 5. p. 56).

56. HOSBAUGH stated that the late afternoon phone call between himself.
AUFDENKAMPE BOCKHOLD SHIPMAN. STRINGFELLOW. McC0Y. and HAIRSTON would:

.

have been around 4:00 -'4:30 p.m., because AUFDENKAMPE has to make
j arrangements to keep some people at the Plant for the possibility of

having another PRS meeting to approve the final language in the LER
.

' -

(Exhibit 5. p. 63).

.
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57. MDSBAUGH stated that HAIRSTON's earlier request regarding the starts in..

the LER pertained to verifying that there were more than 20 starts, but
when he gets involved in the late afternoon phone call, he is concerned
about ' trips." HOSBAUGH stated that this indicated that SHIPHAN,

; STRINGFELLOW, or xssibly McC0Y had told HAIRSTON about the information
given to them by AOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAVPE regarding the March 22 and
March 23 trips of the 18 EDG (Exhibit 5 pp. 73 74).

58. MOSBAUGH stated that he had heard McC0Y say, "I'll testify to that." when
he was on the phone call, and he (MOSBAUGH) was trying to rationalize.

i- that statement in his mind at the time, and didn't hear what SHIPMAN had
I said until he reviewed the tape section in detail (Exhibit 5, pp. 75 76).

59. AUFDENKAMPE stated that on A>ril 19, 1990, when GPC was drafting the LER,.

he, and others, asked BOCKHO.D "where do we start our counts?", and;

BOCKHOLD said that the' count start was at the conclusion of the
: comprehensive test program, or some words to that effect (Exhibit 38,

pp. 16 17).
,

60. AUFDENKAMPE stated that the individuals that were on this April 19'

teleconference regarding the original LER were: himself HOSBAUGH..

80CKHOLD. he thought in Birmingham was SHIPMAN, BAILEY, and HAIRSTON. He.

i advised that he thought McC0Y was on the call, also, but he did not
; recall specifically (Exhibit 38. p.17). !

: 61. When asked if BOCKHOLD independently recollected when he started the
+ diesel count, or if the starting point had to be suggested to him,
i AUFDENKAMPE recalled that he specifically had called 80CKHOLD to get his.

input on when the diesel count was started. He stated that his
recollection was that somebody, and it may have been him (AUFDENKAMPE),,

asked BOCKHOLD. "Where do we start the counts? When did the counts (3

! start?" and BOCKHOLD responded that the counts started at the conclusion
| of the test program (Exhibit 38. p. 18).
4 INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: BOCKHOLD, on two separate occasions, once in 1990'

and once again in 1993, had the opportunity to tell NRC OI. under oath,
! when he started his counts. On both occasions he said that he could notrecall. In fact. BOCKHOLD didn't start his counts at my point -- '

According to cal!!. he was the person who made the decision on when the
i counts were going to start, and he didn't discuss it with 80CKHOLD. And
i CASH was not on the group phone call of April 19, 1990. 80CKHOLD had

absolutely ng known basis upon which to make an affirmative statement
regarding a starting point of that count to the participants of that
call. In 1990. BOCKHOLD said that he would have " assumed it to be the
case * that CASH started his counts on March 20, 1990. And, on April 19,
1990, unless AUFDENKAMPE asked 80CKHOLD his questions (if he did, in
fact, ask him those questions) before MOSBAUGH came into this group
conversation, the only taped evidence of BOCKHOLD being asked when he
started his count was when McC0Y said, "Those numbers you used in the
conference were after they had completed the comprehensive test of the

'

control systems on each diesel." to which BOCKH0.0 responded, "That is
correct. Those numbers were not before that time."

|
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62.. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he did not recall being part of a conversation.'
,

prior to the issuance of the LER in which STRINGFELLOW was >ut on notice
that there were trips of the diesel after Harch 20.1990 (Ex11 bit 38.;
pp. 30 31). ,

-

63. AUFDENKAMPE stated that although the April 19, 1990. LER doesn't
s)ecifically say consecutive starts. it was part of his understanding ;

- w1en the LER was issued that the starts were consecutive. because "we"2

| ' had completed the test program and then "we" started it more than 18 '

;

times (Exhibit 38, p. 36).
!

,i

j 64. AUFDENKAMPE stated that WEBB started to generate the LER regarding the
'

,

SAE soon after Harch 20, 1990, and the data for the early drafts of the
; LER would have come from the information coming out of the VEGP Critique

Team. He stated that is was on April 10 when the 18 and 19 starts first
.'

.

showed up in the LER drafts. He stated that the basic content of this ;

first LER statement is the same as in the April 9.1990, letter
'

e
' (Exhibit 38, pp. 38 42). j

'

65. AUFDENKAMPE stated that the PRB arrived at the number 20 in the draft LER'

;- when they took the 18 and 19 numbers from the April 9. 1990. letter and ,

added the additional starts that had occurred since April 9. 1990. He;

stated that the PRB never took any independent action to verify that the2

original 18 and 19 numbers were correct (Exhibit 38. pp. 50 51).
;

'

66. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he recalled sending WEBB or 000H out, prior to
the issuance of the LER, to do an independent verification of CASH's
count. He stated that he did not recall either of them coming back to

4

him with that verification but that "we" were comfortable when "we* sent :|
'

; the LER out that the information was correct and verified (Exhibit 38.
'

j' pp. 54 56).

67. AUFDENXAMPE stated that after listening to the tape of his afternoon
conversation with SHIPHAN and STRINGFELLOW. after the group conversation.

. he must have gotten some kind of verification from WESS about 27 and 36 .

starts (Exhibit 38 pp.134135).'

'

! 68. AUFDENKAMPE stated that when it was decided, in that group phone call, to
use the terminology at least 18 instead of more than 20. the change to -

the LER was not substantive, and did not need another PRB (Exhibit 38. ,'

p. 58).i

69. AUFDENKAMPE identified his, and STRINGFELLOW*s voices on Tape 57. Side B.
>

| pages 90 92 on the associated transcript. He stated that he did not
|

recall this specific conversation. AUFDENKAMPE's attorney correctly
noted that H05BAUGH must also be present, since he was doing the tapint'

L (Exhibit 38, pp. 63 64).

70. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he had no knowledge of BOCKHOLD changing the
'

point at which he said he started his count in order to take the IB DG-

: failures out of the counting period (Exhibit 38, p. 80).

conversations or plan
! 71. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he had no knowledge of any/or_STRINGFELLOW toor agreement between 80CKHOLD. ticC0Y. SHIPHAN, and

i
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introduce the new terminology subseouent to the wrehensive test -j
2rocram to eliminate the roblem created by the 13 ;XI trips after |

March 20 (Exhibit 38..p. 3). |
.

i72. AUFDENKAHPE stated that he did not recall-any conversation with BOCKHOLD.
'

regarding the issue of when BOCKHOLD started his diesel count, prior to
the taped conversation when BOCKHOLD confirmed McC0Y's assertion that
BOCKHOLD did not start his count until-after the test program ;

(Exhibit 38, pp. 96 97).
'

73. STRINGFELLOW advised that he seemed to recall the first time he became
aware that there was a problem with the diesel start data was when he was
working with the site on producing the LER, and "the site" indicated to
him that they were having trouble with diesel starts, but that he did not
recall the specifics of that conversation. He stated that "the site." to- :

his recollection, was AUFDENKAMPE (Exhibit 30, pp. 21-22).

74. STRINGFELLOW stated that his awareness of this problem did not really i

bother him, because he believed back then, and currently believed, that
there was no deliberate attempt to mislead the NRC. He stated it was
just a mistake, or confusion, and it did not really kther him j
(Exhibit 30. p. 22).

75. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall AUFDENKAMPE telling him that-
he (AUFDENKAMPE) thought the statement in the April 9, 1990. letter was
' basically a material false statement." He advised that if AUFDENKAMPE
would have made such a statement to-him. he probably would have :

remembered it, and been concerned about it (Exhibit 30. p. 39). ;

I i76. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did recall when the LER had the words.
" Greater than twenty starts" in it and that HAIRSTON directed him to i

verify that information as being correct. He said that he thought the |
site verified it for him, and that the information in the LER was correct
when HAIRSTON signed it (Exhibit 30. pp. 39 40).

.

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Although " Greater than 20 starts" was approved by
the VEGP PRB at one point, that language was never independently verified i

; by the PRB, and. in fact, was never used in the final LER. ;

! I

77. STRINGFELLOW stated that HAIRSTON took a lot of interest in that i'

particular LER. with that March 20 event being so significant :
'(Exhibit 30, p. 42).
|i

78. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall the conversation on Tape 57 );

! (Exhibit 34. pp. 90 92), but that he robably did go tell SHIPMAN about ;
the call because that's why SHIPMAN c 11s HOSBAUGH so quickly'

(Exhibit 30.~pp. 48 49).

79. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall the conversation where SHIPHAN
told MOS8AUGH that one way to solve the problem created by the,

F information that there were failure-after March 20. is to say no valid'

failures (Exhibit 30. pp. 49 50).
,

.
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80. _ STRINGFELLOW stated that he could not recall the nature of the
-information being presented to his on April 19. 1990 in the-

conversations that he had just listened to on tape (Exhibit 30, p. 50).'

:

i 81. STRINGFELLOW advised that the first time he heard the terminology ,

" subsequent to the comprehensive control testing" was on the afternoon of |
;
' the 19th when they had that big conference call. . He stated that, as he - i

recalled, was when they finalized the LER. He advised that he did not I:

recall how that terminology was _ originated (Exhibit 30, p. 51). t

4

4

! 82. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall wondering where the
: " subsequent to the comprehensive control test program" terminology came
! -from. He stated that le did not know what the test program was, and he !

! did not know how they came up with the numbers. He advised that it was :

I

i
-his job only to make sure that he had the correct words in the LER in
terms of what he was told was correct. He stated that he couldn't verify Ji

the words, that he was just sitting in the background, trying to follow
3

to make'sure he puts into the LER what is decided upon (Exhibit 30,
,

pp. 55 56).
4 .

83. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not have the indication that by using
the same numbers in the LER as were in the April 9.1990, presentation.

! his management was trying to make the LER statement look like the
,

| April 9.1990. statement (Exhibit 30. p. 58).

| 84. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not know. from the group conversation on
April 19. 1990, when the point in time was that the test program was
over. He stated that he did not know how he could get numbers if he i

: didn't know when the starting point was (Exhibit 30. pp. 59 60). j!-

|i 85. STRINGFELLOW stated that he did not recall. in that April 19. 1990. group
i

conversation. HAIRSTON asking if there had been any trips nor McC0Y
saying that he would testify to that, nor SHIPMAN saying to just disavowi

: (Exhibit 30, pp. 62 63).

86) STRINGFELLOW advised that he did not recall a phone conversation between
him, SHIPMAN. MOSSAUGH and AUFDENXAMPE. that occurred on April 19, 1990. |' '

after the larger group conversation (Exhibit 30, p. 67). |<

I87. STRINGFELLOW stated that probably the reason that SHIPMAN said he
(STRINGFELLOW) is grinning from ear to ear is that AUFDENKAMPE has saidi
that what we agreed to in the earlier phone call is correct and the data
supports that, and this is probably very late in the day, and he
(STRINGFELLOW) is tired and it looked like the issue was resolved and he

.

,

: could go home (Exhibit 30, pp. 73 74). ;
t

i
@ STRINGFELLOW stated that he had no idea why the language in the LER was

changed from March 20th to the comprehensive control test program, other |
;

i

MOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAMPE (Exhibit 30, p. 80)pparently expressed by|
that in response to the concerns t1at were a

,
.

.

,

; _

would not have put language i
; 89. STRINGFELLOW stated that McC0Y and SHIPMAN

!in an LER that would mislead the NRC. or cover up any prior inaccurate
: J
4- j

|<
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statements to NRC. and that he (STRINGFELLOW) 'wasn't a party to it.'
(Exhibit 30, p. 98).

90. SHIPMAN stated that he had no specific recollection of, at any time prior
to the preparation and release of the LER. either MOSBAUGH or AUFDENKAMPE :

'

| telling him that there were diesel failures that made the number of
starts that were listed in the LER invalid (Exhibit 39, p. 29).

91. SHIPHAN identified his voice on the portion of Ta)e 57 that is reflected-

on pages 104 109 of the transcript of this tape (D&ibit 39. p. 30).

92. SHIPMAN stated that he did not remember that specific call, but that he
; did not find anything in the taped replay of the call that would be i
,

uncharacteristic for him to have said (Exhibit 39. p. 31). .

93. SHIPMAN stated that the " problem" that he said GPC could solve by saying
no. valid failures. is the fact that if it was proven that BOCKHOLD had

'

presented incorrect information to NRC...that would be a problem
(Exhibit 39. pp. 31 32).

94. SHIPMAN stated that since he could not recall the conversation he would
not know if he would have walked down to HAIRSTON*s office, but if he
did it would not have been unusual for him to have done that
(Exhibit 39. p. 32).

95. SHIPMAN stated that he did not recall any discussion about any other ways
of solving that problem, and that he did not recall telling McC0Y about
that conversation (Exhibit 39, pp. 32 33).

96. SHIPMAN stated that he did not recall discussing the use of the k

terminology " subsequent to the comprehensive control test program" with
McC0Y (Exhibit 39, p. 33).

97. SHIPMAN advised that if he had believed the diesel start numbers were
wrong back in 1990, he would not have allowed the LER to have been

|
submitted (Exhibit 39. p. 36). ,

98. SHIPMAN stated that M058AUGH's tech support people at the VEGP site had
the responsibility for the final say on the validity of the LER ,

(Exhibit 39. pp. 36 37). t

99. SHIPMAN stated that it was possible for the final version of an LER to be i

signed out at Birmingham without the plant manager's approval. but he did
not think that had happened (Exhibit 39. pp. 37 38).

100. Tape 58. Side A. starting at page 8 on the associated transcri st
(Exhibit 36), was played for SHIPMAN. SHIPMAN recognized AUFDENKAMPE.
McC0Y possibly HAIRSTON (Exhibit 39 pp. 4142).

! 101. SHIPMAN stated that he recognized a portion of the conversation (Tape 58.
'

'

page 12 of the tape transcript Exhibit 36) as being " par.t of the NBC
tape." He stated that he had listened to that specific section several -

times prior to his interview, and he did "not understand it' nor could he
"make it say the same thing the transcript says of the NBC..." at which

Case No. 2 90."I20R 63 ;
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point his attorney interrupted and asked if that section could be played'

:
! ' _. again (Exhibit 39. pp. 42 43).
,

j. 102. SHIPHAN stated that he did recall this particular conversation, and that-"

it was held in a conference room between his and McC0Y's office in"

]
Birmingham. He stated that HAIRSTON ' walked in, heard what was .

transpiring, asked a couple questions and left." He stated that he did !

|
'

recall HAIRSTON asking tw question. "Well so we've got the starts.! '

Didn't we have no trips?" (Exhibit 39, p. 43).; -

.

j- 103. SHIPMAN stated that he did not recall McC0Y responding to HAIRSTON's
question by saying "I'll testify to that." SHIPHAN also stated that he; did not then immediately say "Just disavow.* and that it would be'
" uncharacteristic with what you just heard for me to say that"

:

.

(Exhibit 39. pp. 43 44).
!

i 104. SHIPHAN stated that he did hear McC0Y requesting that it be confirmed |
that the diesel start count did not start until after the completion of ;

the comprehensive control test program (Exhibit 39. p. 46)F i

! 105. SHIPHAN stated that he did not think it was "significantly important" to i

use the same numbers in the LER as were used in the April 9,1990. j

j presentation unless those numbers were correct (Exhibit 39 p. 47). ;
.

!
INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: In SHIPHAN's later phone call with N05BAUGH.
AUFDENKAHPE, and STRINGFELLOW. he said that it would " create a selling

.

: job" for him if he were to try to put in the LER numbers that were
i- "significantly less" than what 80CKHOLD told EBNETER in the presentation.

|
106. SHIPHAN stated that a specific number of starts is not significant, that

in the end they did use different numoers -- *one of the numbers

i happen (ed) to be the same, but we say greater than eighteen..." and thei

thing that is significant is that they found the problem and corrected it
1

: (Exhibit 39. pp. 47 48).

107. SHIPMAN stated that he had no knowledge of BOCKHOLD presenting inaccurate
i data to NRC (Exhibit 39. p. 53).
I 108. SHIPMAN. from listening to Tape 58. Side A (Exhibit 36 pp. 812), heard

a voice that he could not positively identify, other than it was not'

McC0Y. He stated that BAILEY might have been in on that call
:
!- (Exhibit 39, p. 54).

109. SHIPHAN stated that he had no knowledge of any conversation, prior to
this tax segment, between McC0Y and BOCKHOLD in which they agree that
BOCKHOL0 would say that the diesel count did not start until after the
test program (Exhibit 39, p. 55)..!

110. SHIPHAN stated. in response to a question by his attorney, that he did
not recall any question in that discussion about a problem with a valve4

*

;

1 (Exhibit 39, p. 57).
r
'

l

!
.
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111. SHIPMAN stated that he did not recall having, or not having, a side '

conversation with anyone at the time HAIRSTON asked the question at
,

.. ..- -. . . - -

whether or not there were any " trips" (Exhibit 39, p. 59).
1

i
,

112. SHIPHAN stated that he could not explain why the language was change:
from Since March 20th, in the A .

the test program." in the LER, pril 9,1990, letter, to " subsequent t ,and that he did not even recall that tan issue (Exhibit 39, p. 64).
,

,

113. BOCKHOLD stated that the change in time frame of the EDG start count,
from March 20 in the April 9, 1990, letter, to " subsequent to the tes ,
program" in the April 19, 1990, LER. related to the 18 EDG. 80CKHOLD ,
stated that the 1 B engine was in overhaul, and right at the end of t. |
overhaul-period GPC got "some failures to start and we changed some

Then after the overhaul seriod we went into this extensie
components.

calibration and logic testing and bub)le testing and multiple starts,
>

that's when we started counting these nineteen that's when Jimy Paul '
started counting these nineteen starts..." (Exhibit 12. pp.17-18).

114. BOCKHOLD stated that the reason GPC said 18 starts for both EDGs in tt
LER was because. *it was felt that it was less confusing than eighteer.
one and nineteen on the other, so that was a wording clarification"(Exhibit 12 p. 18).

115. BOCKHOLD stated that the reason he could not come up with a definitivestarting soint subsequent to the test program was "the same as before.
,

'

because taase numbers, in my mind all come from this transparency, oki
and what we did in both the letter and the LER is we tried to improve '

upon the words in this transparency...and we carried the basic errg-
this transparency forward into those two letters" (Exhibit 12. p. 3

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: This is a nonresponsive answer to an NRC '

inspector's question in the OSI.
definitive startin The reason he could not come up with
test program was..g point was because he didn't know when the end of thj

on April 9. April 19. or on the date of this!
.

interview. August 14. 1990.
The NRC inspector moved on to another area of questioning.This non. response accomplished its purpose

!
.

116. BOCKHOLD stated that his involvement in the prepa.ation or review of the :April 19, 1990
problems (Exhibit 13, p. 43).LER was that he reviewed it quickly to see if he saw any,

t

1' i

117. BOCKHOLD advised that he did not have an imediate recollection of a
'

phone call between the Site and Birmingham to finalize the language inthe A
44). pril 19, 1990 LER, but that there probably was (Exhibit 13. pp. 43'

, .

!

118. 80CKHOLD stated that he did not have any independent recollection of how I
,

'

GPC arrived at the specific language, "After the 3/20/90 event, the
.

i

control systems of both engines have been subjected to a comprehensive! test program. i

Subsequent to this test program. DG 1A and DG 18 have beer i
L started at least eighteen times each and no failures or problems have

occurred during any of these starts" in the April 19. 1990. LER
'

(Exhibit 13. p. 44).
.

! Y
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INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Tape 58 (Exhibit 35) shows that BOCKHOLD was
directly involved in the construction of that language in the April 19,
1990 LER, and Ta)e 253 (Exhibit 58) shows that BCCKHOLD remembered, on

.- ---

August 15.1990.11s and McC0Y's involvement in the preparation of that
language.

119. BOCKHOLD advised that he believed that the information regarding diesel
starts in the LER was derived from the April 9,1990. presentation and . |

1etter, and that it was consistent with the fact that GPC had started the
diesels more times since April 9,1990 (Exhibit 13, p. 45).

3

120. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not have any specific knowledge of how the
phrase,* subsequent to this test program" replaced the since March 20 I
language in the LER, but that the language was consistent with the
April 9,1990, presentation because t% sensor calibration and logic
testing had been added to the previously planned overhaul of the engines'

|(Exhibit 13. pp. 45 46). ,

121. BOCKHOLD advised that he did not specifically remember a phone call, just
!
1

prior to the issuance of the LER, from SHIPHAN. STRINGFEL.0W. or McC0Y,
in which any of those individuals told him (BOCKHOLD) that HOSBAUGH and
AUFDENKAMPE had discovered EDG test failures after March 20 (Exhibit 13,
p. 46).

122. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not remember any phone call from McC0Y.
SHIPMAN. or STRINGFELLOW in which they used the specific terminology that
they were going to use the phrase " subsequent to the test program" as
opposed to "after March 20th' so that the failures mentioned by HOSBAUGH
and AUFDENKAMPE could be eliminated from the period of the EDG start

i. count. He stated that he did not have any recollection of any type of
!

conversation like that. but that "It may have happened: may not have,

happened" (Exhibit 13. pp. 46 47).'
-

) 123. BOCKHOLD advised that he still did not know, as of the day of his
interview (June 22. 1993). when the comarehensive control testing was j

i completed. and to his knowledge no one 1as yet defined it (Exhibit 13,
;

pp. 47 48).'

f 124. In response to a question about how could he verify that 18 starts had |

taken place after the test program if he didn't even know when the testj
program ended BOCKHOLD replied that he never verified the " eighteen -

<

times" that was used in the LER. but it seemed close enough to the 18 and'

19 times in the previous information, and he knew there had been
|

additional starts, and that the statement could be true. He stated that:

was what he was looking for..."Could it be true?" (Exhibit 13. p. 48).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: This appears to be another example of a
nonresponsive answer by BOCKiOLD in an effort to avoid answering a
question.-

125. BOCKHOLD finally stated that he did not know how one could make a
statement about there being 18, or at least 18, starts from the end of a
test program if one didn't know when the test program ended. 80CKHOLD
attempted to absolve himself of any responsibility for GPC making a.

!
'
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! statement like that by saying that he was not the verifier, but only the
reviewer of this statement (Exhibit 13. p. 49).

j
<

J
126. BOCKHOLD stated that this wording in the LER was just. "a set of words

that, you know, is describing a - a perception of what was going on at
the plant. It's not a you know it's not in bold.. It's not a defined,

4

j set of terms. It's not like a tech spec term. It's an LER" (Exhibit 13.
pp. 48 49).,

,

IWESTIGATOR'S NOTE: This comment by BOCKHOLD is a good exam)le of hisj
attitude regarding the degree of care that needs to be taken )y GPC with
respect to the accuracy and specificity of information given to NRC in an
LER.<

127. BOCKHOLD stated that his site ' people. AUFDENKAMPE and 000H. were the
j verifters of the LER statements (i.xhibit 13. p. 49).

i 128. BOCKHOLD advised that he did not recall a sense of importance on the part
of McC0Y that the start count numbers that should go in the April 19.

j 1990. LER should be the same numbers that he (BOCKHOLD) used in his
i April 9. 1990. presentation (Exhibit 13. pp. 49 50).

,! INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: Tape 58 (Exhibit 35) shows this sense of importance
on the part of McC0Y. McC0Y was addressing BOCKHOLD. SHIPMAN.!

; STRINGFELLOW. HOS8AUGH, and AUFDENKAMPE on a April 19. 1990, conference
call prior to the issuance of the April 19. 1990. LER.

1
i 129. 80CKHOLD stated that he recognized his. HOSBAUGH's. AUFDENKAMPE's,

i McC0Y's. SHIPHAN's and STRINGFELLOW*s voices in a group conversation on
| Tape 58 (Exhibit 35) which was labeled by NOSBAUGH as being tape number
| four of four tapes made on April 19. 1990 (Exhibit 13. pp. 50 53).
'

130. BOCKHOLD stated that he thought that McC0Y wanted to use the same start
numbers in the April 19. 1990. LER as were in the April 9. 1990.
presentation for the same reason that he (80CKHOLD) did because a-

superintendent level person (CASH) had verified the numbers for the
presentation. and there was no reason to believe that these numbers were,

j wrong (Exhibit 13. p. 51).
i

131. BOCKHOLD stated that by using the terminology "at least" 1B starts in the4

LER "it's not of issue" that 10 days had passed since the presentation.
and some additional diesel starts had been made since the presentation

i (Exhibit 13. p. 51).
.'

132. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not know how McC0Y supposedly knew that,
! *Those numbers you (BOCKHOLD) used in the (April 9, 1990 ) conference'

.

i (with NRC) were after they had completed the comprehensive test of the
control systems on each diesel" (Exhibit 13 p. 52 line 6 and
Exhibit 36. p. 9. lines 3 5).'

! 133. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not recall having a conversation with McC0Y
in which he told McC0Y that he started his count after the completion of

.

the test program but that he might have had such a conversation!

(Exhibit 13. p. 52).
'

i
^

.
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[ INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: 80CKHOLD had already testified that he still did 1
~

not know when the comprehensive control test program ended, and that.he !

!

had not given CASH any instructions on when to start his count. |' ~ ~~~ '''

1;

1i

|
134. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not recall having any discussions with anyone

control test program at the time of issuance of the April 19,prehensive
.in an effort to pin down the definition of the end of the com

| 1990,LER !f
: (Exhibit 13, p. 84). j

.

| 135. BOCKHOLD advised, after hearing a portion of this April 19, 1990, ;

conference call, that he still did not recall this conference callL ,

i (Exhibit 13, p. 54). ;
-

| 136. A portion of Tape 58, Side A (Exhibit 35), which corresponds to page 12,
i

lines 4 8 of the transcript of that tape (Exhibit 36), was played
i numerous times for 80CKHO.D by 01. The speakers and conter; of the
j conversation in this portion of the tape tas been identified by N058AUGH

as follows: 7,,

i SHIPHAN: Let's see. What other questions do we got? We got them
; start things straightened out. i

STRINGFELLOW: The other question we had, Bill, was the..

b HAIRSTON: We got the starts, so we didn't have no...we didn't have ,

i no trips't
( >

: .

; SHIPHAN: No not, not... ;

! '

j' McC0Y: I'll testify to that,
d

i SHIPMAN: Just disavow. What else did we have. Jack?
!
! BOCKHOLD stated that, "what I hear appears to be multiple voices.

different pitches anf no central conversation." He stated that he could!

| identify. "SHIPHAN, and maybe HAIRSTON before. But then you get into
this conversation where no and maybe and trips and it seems all'

disjointed." BOCKHOLD stated that he did not pick the above conversation
j up from his review of the tape. He stated that he heard "no," *not." and

" trips * (Exhibit 13. pp. 58 60).

| 137. BOCKHOLD also stated. with regard to that aforementioned section of the
tape, that he did not recall, from his own independent recollection ofi

: that phone call, those statements having been made (Exhibit 13, p. 60).

-138. CASH stated that he did not ;>artici > ate in the geparation of the1 19.1990. LER, No. 90 XMi (Extibit 9, p. and Exhibit 10, pp. 74-
.

139. CASH stated that he was aware that same start numbers that were used in
the A3ril 9,1990, presentation, were also used in the April 19, 1990.
LER. >ut that be could not account for the difference in the time frame
of his count (from March 20 to just before the April 9,1990
presentation), versus the time frame stated in the LER (from the

' Case'No. 2 90 020R 68
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. completion of the test program to just before the issuance of the ;: . -
April 19, 1990 LER) (Exhibit 9, p. 17). .

'
1

C4J). CASH advised that he did think that the diesel start data in the LER was ii 1

j derived from the 18 and 19 starts in the A)ril 9,1990, presentation.
*But this information was never intended (sy CASH) to be used for that

F purpose (to be ut in an LER). and all it wag is some information, and it >

1 was >articularl because the information that was presented here (on the |

j DIES 1 TESTING transparency) was already known to the majority of the j
: people in exactly the context in which it should have been understood by -
j. the people that were at the meeting on -- in Atlanta" (Exhibit 9, p.11). ,

'

141. BROCKHAN stated that McC0Y phoned him on April 19, 1990, and told his !;

that, in the LER on the SAE, GPC was only going to count EDG test i
.

; failures as they were defined in the Reg Guide, and that McC0Y did not
,

mention that there had been EDG troubleshooting failures after the ,
i

! March 20. 1990, event (Exhibit 20, p. 1).
,

j '

142. BROCKMAN stated that he knew that there had been troubleshooting-failures;
in the EDG testing since the event, but that McC0Y did not bring it up in:

f his April 19, 1990, phone call (Exhibit 20, p. 1).
$ I
j 143. BURR stated that the only involvement he has with any LERs is that of

review but he could not recall reviewing the GPC LER that was issued on i
! the SAE. dated April 19. 1990 (Exhibit 14, p. 22).
j!
! 144. K0CHERY stated that some point between March 23 24, 1990, and when the
|

1A DG was declared operable, at MOSBAUGH's request. he gave him either a
; handwritten or typed list of DG starts that he had obtained from the
i Control Room Logs. The typewritten version of this l'ist was six pages
j long, and showed starts on both Unit I diesels during the period
: March 12, 1990 March 23. 1990. K0CHERY stated that he could not recall
|

M05BAUGH*s request for this list to be connected to the preparation of an
LER. K0CHERY advised that, at some point, he gave a copy of the4

..

handwritten version of this list to Rick KENDALL. NRC. IIT (Exhibit 52.
[. pp. 1 2).

f INVESTIGATOR *5 NOTE: H05BAUGH stated that this was not the list that he
i was referring to on April 19. 1990. when he notified SHIPMAN and
! STRINGFELLOW. that day, of the IB DG trips on March 22. 1990 and

March 23. 1990.
4

i 145. McC0Y advised that he did not recall, but it would not surprise him if he; .

i
had conversations with BOCKHOLD about how he got his numbers, because

! SHIPMAN had briefed him (McC0Y) about some concerns that were raised
about the accuracy of the numbers when the April 19, 1990 LER was issued

|
(Exhibit 29, p. 27).

146. McC0Y stated that he was away from Birmingham on April 19, 1990, and-

returned to the office " late in the day." having gotten back to
i- Birmingham around 2:00 .m. He stated that "We were trying to get that ;,

!LER out" and SHIPMAN..to d me.about the concerns, and that they were<

working on itIKe~ stated that he recalled that he actually walked into

1

L-(
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an ongoing phone conversation where a "whole group of people" were f
discussing that issue, and other issues (Exhibit 29. pp. 29 30). |

. .

147. McC0Y stated that he did not recall if he was aware of the specific I

concerns regarding the accuracy of the diesel start numbers, but that he
may have been aware of the specifics at that time (Exhibit 29. p. 30).

148. McC0Y said that he did not recall calling BOCKHOLD before he became
,

involved in the group conversation (Exhibit 29. p. 31). |

149. McC0Y stated that he happened to remember that group conversation.
because the group was in the conference room, and he walked around to

conversation (Exhibit 29, pp. 3132). plant in the middle of this
talk to SHIPMAN about problems at the !

150. McC0Y stated that the institution of the " subs uent to the test program"
phrase in the LER was "an attempt to try and a sure that every>ody
agreed that the information we were presenting ac rately reflected what !
went on and what had been discussed in the meeting..." Hi stated that t

'"There was no way that we could have been trying to change or cover up
anything..." (Exhibit 29. pp. 33 34).

151. McC0Y stated that there was no effort to cover up, because. *we had all )
kinds of NRC people there throughout this period participating, watching
the tests looking at the logs, everything else" (Exhibit 29. p. 34).

152. When asked if he recalled defining the end of the test program in that
group discussion on April 19.1990. McC0Y replied. "I may have tried to (help them get the words right to characterize what they were saying but
I didn't know the facts" (Exhibit 29. p. 34).

153. McC0Y stated that he did not recall that the language in the LER was
based on the language in the April 9.1990, letter, but that he would
have assumed that this was the way it was prepared because it was trying,

' to characterize the same thing (Exhibit 29. p.35).

; 154. McC0Y stated that if he would have read the draft LER statement that
; said. * greater than 20 starts." his reaction to it would have been the
' same as, apparently. HAIRSTON's, that the number is different than what )we gave NRC on April 9.1990, so verify it (Exhibit 29. pp. 39 40). j;
4 :

155 McC0Y recognized his and BOCKHOLD's voices on Tape 58. Side A. |i

t (Exhibit 36. p. 8). He stated that this portion of the ta)e. *was
obviously the middle of a conversation. Apparently there aad been some
earlier conversation about the test program or comprehensive test !

program. Somebody had used that phrase. I doubt that's a phrase that I |

; coined, but I'm just repeating that" (Exhibit 29. p. 43). i
!

; 156. McC0Y stated that he did not recall that conversation, and that he did
not believe that it was the conversation that occurred in the conference'

room. to which he had referred earlier, but that it could be (Exhibit 29. i,

p. 44).-

!.

i .
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INVESTIGATOR *5 NOTE: Noteworthy is that McC0Y was able to so ickly'

,

recognize that the small portion of the taped conversation played to tm
'

*

| point (one short statement by each of three different people. :

AUFDENKAMPE. BOCKHOLD. and McC0Y) was agt the conversation in the |4

conference room.i '

>
<

157. McC0Y denied that he and SHIPMAN had any conversation about solving the :
:

problem of MOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAMPE's awareness of diesel problems after
;
;

iMarch 20 by saying that the count wan not started until after the*

:
i -

comprehensive test program (Exhibit 29, p.- 45).
,

158. McC0Y denied that he and BOCKHOLD had " collaborated" on the "sebsequent ,

;.
to the comprehensive test program" language prior to the group phone'

call as a way to eliminate the early diesel test problems from the cost
'

i of successful starts. He said I don't have a direct recollection of av ,

conversation along that line, but I absolutely know I wouldn't do :
-

anything like that" (Exhibit 29. pp. 45 46). j'

!
i 159. McC0Y advised that he recognized SHIPMAN. STRINGFELLOW. and HAIRSTON on

j the same phone call (Tape 58. Side A. Exhibit 36, pp. 812) (Exhibit 29. !

i pp. 46 48). |
1

]
160. McC0Y stated that he recognized a section of the tape as being the

i section that was played on national news. He stated. "I didn't hear me
{

saying I'll testify to that" and, with respect to SHIPMAN McC0Y stated ,

that "I didn't hear him say disavow either" (Exhibit 29, p. 48). |
: '

q
i 161. McC0Y stated that he could hear another conversation going on in the
i background, and that he was talking in the background, but that he could
j not recall what he was saying. He stated that he did recall that there:

were controi valve problems on the turbine that day, and that was aj

L fairly seri:us problem (Exhibit 29. p. 49).

162. McC0Y advised that usually, when HAIRSTON asks a question, somebody
!

answers it. He stated that he heard HAIRSTON ask on the tape. *Well, wa

| got the starts. We didn't have no trips?* He stated that he didn't knot
,

,

why HAIRSTON*s question never got answered unless people didn't hear it,!

i
with all the other conversations going on simultaneously (Exhibit 29.

- pp. 50 51).

! 163. McC0Y stated that, although he was involved in the discussion about the
diesel starts, his main concern at the time was the turbine control value:

! problem and it did not surprise him that he was having a side
|

conversation with somebody (Exhibit 29, p. 51).

|3 164. McC0Y stated that he didn't have to testify to anything about the valve
problem, but that he didn't hear anything about testifying on the tape~

j (Exhibit 29. pp. 51 52).

165. McC0Y stated that he heard himself say something that sounded familiar is
!

"I'll testify to that" but he said. *I can't say that that's what I'm:

saying, and that sounds out of context for me quite frankly. I can't
imagine me saying something like that" (Exhibit 29. p. 52).,

1

|, -
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INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: It is noted that in all the times McC0Y denies :
'

saying "I'll testify to that" he never says directly. I didn't say that.
_ _ _ _ _ ,

He always says he wouldn't say that, or it's not in my character to say
somethino like that or it's out of context for me, or I can't imacine me
sayino somethino like that. or I wouldn't be savino that.

166. McC0Y stated that HAIRSTON did not direct his question about the diesel
trips to him, but to the group that was working on that issue in the
conference room. SHIPHAN and STRINGFELLOW. and the people at the site. ,

He stated that he (McC0Y) was talking to somebody else, because he was,

! talking while SHIPHAN was talking, and was talking before SHIPHAN started
' talking. so he was clearly not responding to HAIRSTON's question

(Exhibit 29, p. 53).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOE: McC0Y was not talking when HAIRSTON asked the
question. After the question, both he and SHIPHAN start to respond
almost simultaneously, with McC0Y saying something like. "Let me..." and

| then SHIPHAN saying. "No, not, not..* and then McC0Y saying. *I'll
testify to that* and SHIPHAN saying "Just disavow. What else have we' '

got Jack?* McC0Y may be further away from the speakerphone microphone
; than SHIPHAN. but he is responding to HAIRSTON's question. :

'

; I67. McC0Y stated that he was sure that what he had just said on the tape
; segment was not in response to HAIRSTON's question (Exhibit 29, p. 54).

} INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: It is noteworthy that, earlier in the interview.
McC0Y did not even recall the taped conversation, and now from his review
of the tape can affirmatively state that he was not responding to
HAIRSTON's question. (

168. McC0Y stated that he did not recall SHIPHAN suggesting to him that one
way to resolve MOSBAUGH's concern was to use the " valid * terminology-

(Exhibit 29. p. 58).-

169. McC0Y stated that when the final April 19 LER went out to NRC. he was
.

satisfied that any issues involved had been resolved and clarified
' (Exhibit 29. p. 60). l

i 170. McC0Y stated that, to his knowledge, which was based on what he just
4 heard on the tape, the end point of the test program was defined by the
; time the LER went out on April 19. 1990. He stated that 80CKHOLD had

indicated that the start count information was after the completion of i,

the test program, so he (McC0Y) had every reason to believe that they
knew when the end of the test program was, and they were counting the
starts from that point (Exhibit 29, p. 63).,

I171. McC0Y stated that he has always kept BROCKHAN. NRC fully advised
regarding all the information about the diesel starts. He presented

j . notes and phone logs to support his statement (Exhibit 29, pp. 69 77).

172. HAIRSTON stated that he had no recollection whatsoever of being advised,-

just prior to the issuance of the April 19, 1990 LER, by either McC0Y.
SHIPHAN or STRINGFELLOW. that H058AUGH had made them aware of failures
on the 18 EDG after the March 20 event (Exhibit 31, pp. 34 35).

.
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173. HAIRSTON stated that. "I was not full time by any means on the LER.,

although I did devote some time to this LER during that day (April 19.'

1990). And maybe even -- even on the evening before" (Exhibit 31.
p. 36).

174. HAIRSTON advised that when the LER went out. he was satisfied with what ,

it said (Exhibit 31. p. 36).

175. HAIRSTON advised that when he reviewed the LER before it went out. he .

i~ noticed that the statement of diesel starts said " greater than 20." He |

advised that he knew that. "What we had put up before was 18 and 19.* He
'

advised that he wanted the 20 starts verified, and he gave his commnt as-

that issue, and the other LER issues that he had questions about to
STRINGFELLOW to follow up on. He stated that he assumed that SHIPMAN was .

involved in answering some of those questions, also (Exhibit 31 pp. 38-
I 39).

176. HAIRSTON stated that he got back to Birmingham, from a grievance hearing i

in Atlanta. sometime after noon. Central Time (Exhibit 31. p. 39).
<

t

( 177. HAIRSTON advised that he had no specific recollection of how his questics'

N J about the 20 starts was resolved. but. *later in the day (Aaril 19) there
was a general consensus in wording...". and he stated that le recalled ',

'

! numbers. *at 22. 25, well into the twenties." He stated that. *everybody ;

agreed that the subseguent wotding we-put out_was. accurate..and.sent-1t '

'

(the -LER)_ cut that way'~(E3ihibit 31 p. 47).

178. HAIRSTON stated that he had just a general recollection that 'they"'

decided on wording that showed a time frame on the start count as j
beginning at the completion of the test program, and they changed the i;

numbers bac( to. greater than 18" (Exhibit 31, p. 47).'

'

179. HAIP.STON ide.tified his sig.1ature on LER 90 006, dated April 19. 1990 !

{
(Exhibit 3* . p. 48).

| 180. HAIRSTON at.ised, upon reviewing the final version of LER 90 006, that
his general recollection was that the way his question on the 20 startsi

was resolved was by the use of the wording on page 6. regarding the
:

i
diesel star: numbers (Exhibit 31, p. 49).

i 181. HAIRSTON stated that when he signed out the LER, he believed the
information in it was accurate, and consistent _with.the information in

: .the Apr_11 9.1990, letter (Exhibit 317p. 50).

182. HAIRSTON advised that his understanding for the reason of the change in
'

terminology from since March 20 to subsecuent to the comorehensive
testina was to clarify the date when the diesel count was started. He
stated that he did not recall how he got that understanding (Exhibit 31'

p. 54). ]

183. HAIRSTON stated that he did not recall being part of a telephone
conversation, on April 19 when he returned to Birmingham from Atlanta, in'

which he asked a group of people, in the Birmingham offices. who were in

|
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telephonic contact with YEGP people, the question. Nell, we got the ,

starts. Didn't we have any trips?" (Exhibit 31, p. 55).<--

184. HAIRSTON stated, upon listening to Tape 58. Side A starting at the
beginning, that he did not have a specific recollection of this-
conversation with the Plant Equipment Operator, DELOACH, but that it was !

probably him on the tape (Exhibit 31, pp. 57 58). |

185. HAIRSTON advised that, upon listening to Ta 58. Side A. starting at
'page 8 of the associated transcript, that t voices could be 80CKHOLD

.

and McC0Y, but that he didn't know for sure, and that he hesitated to
.- identify voices on tape (Exhibit 31, pp. 62 63). ;

!

186. HAIRSTON advised that-he hated to speculate, but one of the voices
sounded like SHIPHAN's (Exhibit 31, pp. 63 63).

187. HAIRSTON stated that he couldn't be sure, but that he believed that it .

'

was him, upon hearing the portion of the tape where he was. describing his
conversation with the operator to the group on the teleconference
(Exhibit 31, pp. 64 65). ,

.

188. HAIRSTON advised that he had seen the national news broadcast of the
section of Tape 58. (Exhibit 36, p.12). He stated that he couldn't >

verify any of the voices in that segment, and that it was a " broken up" ;

conversation (Exhibit 31 p. 67).

189. HAIRSTON stated that, of the segments on page 12 that had been attributed i
to him, that it was possibly him saying. *We didn't have no trips?" but !
that he couldn't be sure (Exhibit 31, p. 67). t

190. HAIRSTON stated that. *There's side conversations going on all over those
tapes." He speculated that "I could have been standing over at the door |
having another conversation that's not picked up* (Exhibit 31, p. 68).

~

'

INVESTIGATOR *5 NOTE: HAIRSTON had stated earlier in his interview. when
i being asked about his knowledge of specific events, that he hated to

speculate.
,

! 191. HAIRSTON advised that he did not recall a sense of i rtance in his mind
: that the start numbers in the April 19. 1990 LER sho d be the same as |

the start numbers that were presented to NRC on April 9, 1990 '

(Exhibit 31, p. 70).
;

| 192. HAIRSTON advised that he had no s)ecific recollection of the change in !
; wording from since Harch 20 to su) sequent to the test program, or why |

: that change was made. He stated that. from listening to the tape, "it ,

; sounded like it was made before I walked in the room. But I -- you know. '

that's me speculating" (Exhibit 31, p. 70).

193. HAIRSTON stated that, "But it sounded like it (the change in the wording .

'

'
; regarding diesel starts) was changed right on that phone call right
i there." He stated. *I mean it sounded like that was pretty close to the ,

'

i final wording right there." He stated that he didn't believe he was in
. the room when the wording was changed, and that he walked in the room'

.

-
. r

*

|
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after that. He then stated that he did not have a recollection of being :J

*

j in that room (Exhibit 31, p. 75). !
i

194. BAILEY advised that he had no involvement with the > reparation of the !

j A)ril 19,1990. LER regarding the SAE. He stated tsat he did not review |
tie LER before it was signed and issued.. He stated that he was on;
vacation in Hawaii from April 14 through April 22, 1990. He stated that |

j
STRINGFELLOW would have been the corporate person to process this LER |

|
j (Exhibit 28, pp. 30 32).

,

t
i

! 195. FREDERICK stated that he had nothing to do with the April 19, 1990 LER,
j other than reviewing it as a member of the PRB. He stated that he did ;

not recall specific PRB discussions on that LER.' and did not recall the .
i

;
PRB approving the " greater than 20 starts * 1anguage. He advised that his |

'

strongest recollection about that LER was the reduction in its size from;
'

'

15 or 20 pages down to 8 pages (Exhibit 40, pp. 28 29).j '
;

196. FREDERICK stated that he had no knowledge of how the termi.nology.L '

" Subsequent to the comprehensive test program * got introduced into the:
LER (Exhibit 40, p. 32). ,

a

b 197. FREDERICK stated that he had no indication or knowledge that the
!

* Subsequent to the test program * terminology was inserted into the LER to :

|
eliminate the early failures from the count that was presented on

j April 9.1990 (Exhibit 40, p. 43).

| 198. FREDERICK advised that in the PRB meeting that was conducted on Hay 8. I

i
1990, the PRB'still had not resolved the point at which the test arogram

j ended. He stated that it would be a fair assumption that since tie end
of the test program had not been defined in the PRS by May 8.1990, that .

' it had not been defined on April 19,1990 (Exhibit 40, pp. 42 44). |i

<
q

: 199. MAJORS stated that he had no involvement in the preparation or review of
LER 90 005, dated April 19, 1990 (Exhibit 42, p. 13). i5

! 200. MCDONALD stated that he did not *directly remember" but he was probably
! involved in the preparation or review of GPC LER 90 006, dated April 19.
|

1990, but that he did not recall making any specific coments'en any
i

drafts of the LER (Exhibit 48, p. 8).
;

j 201. MCDONALD stated that he did not recall making a correction in that ;

document that deleted the word " core" and substituted the words " reactori coolant system", or the acronym "RCS* (Exhibit 48 p.8).
;

: pp. 28 29) that !

j 202. AUFDENKAMPE stated, on Tape 58 (Exhibit 35), (Exhibit 36, $NIPHAN stated.he wanted "to go over Pat Mcdonald's comments with him." ,

: "Okay, well let me start at the beginning with Pat's coments... Pat ,

!-
| picked up the fact that we called it the core instead of the RCS.*

) 203. MCDONALD stated that he would say he did not participate in any phone*

calls with site personnel for the purpose of finalizing the wording of.

! the LER on the date the LER was issued. He advised that it was not
;

j something he would do (Exhibit 48, p. 9).
! :

! !
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204. MCDONALD stated that he was out of town (Birmingham) on April 19. 1990.- .

(Exhibit 48. p. 9). -i

205. Upon further questioning, MCDONALD confirmed that he returned to hisF

. office at the same time McC0Y did that day, at about 2:30 - 3:00 p.m.'

; -(Exhibit 48 p. 10).. t

'

206. MCDONALD advised that he did not recall anything at all about McC0Yn
becoming involved in a teleconference soon after they returned to the-

,

office (Exhibit 48. p.10).

207. GREENE stated that he was not involved at all in the preparation or
| review of the April 19. 1990. GPC LER. 90 006, pertaining to the SAE at

VEGP (Exhibit 47, p.11).'

,

Conclusion

Based upon the evidence developed during the investigation, it is concluded
that, on April 19. 1990. HAIRSTON, with, at a minimum of careless disregard.
submitted a false statement of diesel test results to the NRC in GPC
LER 90 006. which pertained to the SAE. This false statement was submitted as
a direct result of deliberate actions, on April 19, 1990, by HAIRSTON. McC0Y.
SHIPMAN. 80CKHOLD. These senior managers reworded an existing statement of
diesel testing in a draft LER, after SHIPMAN and STRINGFELLOW had been told by
MOSBAUGH and AUFDENKAMPE that this draft LER statement, and its corresponding
statement in the GPC letter to NRC of April 9.1990. (upon which the draft LER
statement was based) were false. However. McC0Y's efforts to make the
rewording similar to the statement in the April 9.1990, letter, combined with(SHIPMAN's knowledge that the new statement could not have been definitively
verified prior to the issuance of the LER resulted in the reworded statement

,

being faise.

A11ecation No. 4: Submission of False Statement of Reasons Why EDG Test Data
,

in LER 90 006 Was Inaccurate as Stated in Revision 1 to
LER 90 006. Dated June 29, 1990.

Backcround

On June 29, 1990. GPC. under HAIRSTON's signature, submitted a revision to -

LER 90 006 to NRC. In the letter of transmittal to this revision. HAIRSTON '

stated "The difference is attributed to diesel start record keeping practices
and the definition of the end of the test program." The investigation showed,
as detailed in the Review and Analysis of kcuments and Evidence sections that ,

follow, that the real reasons for the * difference * are not diesel i

recordkeeping practices and the definition of the test program.

Summary

01 RII interviewed AUFDENKAMPE BAILEY. BOCKHOLD. CASH, FREDERICK. GREENE. i*

HAIRSTON, MAJORS. McC0Y.' MCDONALD. MOSBAUGH. SHIPMAN. STRINGFELLOW. and
~

TROCINE regarding their knowledge of this allegation. The pertinent testimony
provided by these individuals is documented in the Evidence section related to
this allegation. ;

'

!
1
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: Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents

In the OI analysis of documents regarding the reasons for the difference
~

'

;

- between the diesel starts with no problems or failures as shown in LER 90 006.1

versus the revision to LER 90 006: the following documents were analyzed: The i
L '

Unit 1 Control and Shift Supervisor Logs, the original LER, the June 29, 1990,
GPC audit of diesel starts, the April 9,1990, letter, the testimony of CASH,
whose verification of starts was used as the basis for the April 9,1990, andj

.
April 19. 1990, numbers, and the six iterations of drafts of the letter of
transmittal to the revision to the LER.

,

The following paragraphs state the reasons for the " difference" as analyzed by
; OI-

{'

.

Investioator's Analysis
|

]
There was no new start dats obtained for the April 19, 1990. LER. The |
* numbers" from the April 9, 1990, presentation were used. These numbers were !

j obtained from the Control and Shift Supervisor's Logs. These numbers were l

i
from March 20, 1990 to April 8, 1990. There was Da definition of the end of

;
4

I

the test program when the LER was issued.
4

The numbers obtained in the audit were the basis for the numbers in the )

i revision to the LER. These numbers were obtained from sources in addition to
l

|
the Control and Shift Supervisor *s Logs. The audit set a definition for the

i end of the test program and counted from that point.
!

| Conclusion: Diesel recordkeeping practices had nothing to do with the
* difference." The June 29, 1990, count used additional diesel records and a: i different starting point - those are the reasons for the " difference."4

,

The definition of the end of the test program had nothing to do with the
i difference. Although the April 19. 1990. LER itid that the DG start numbers'

started at the end of the test program, the numbers from March 20, 1990, to
April 8. 1990, were used. Additionally. the end of the test program was not
defined on April 19. 1990.

,

|

| The iterations of the drafts for the letter of transmittal to this LER
revision show a GPC awareness of the fact that the submission of the false
information in, at least, the original LER was not just an innocent' mistake:,

,

|
The first draft iteration by GPC was to say: (1) that both the April 9.
1990, letter and the original LER started the successful start count at

| the end of the test program (which is false); and (2) that they were just
considering yAid failures when they said no failures or problems (also
false): and (3) just to show valid start numbers from March 20, 1990*

through June 7,1990, in the body of the revision. This leaves the NRCi

with no basis for comparison between "at least 18" successful startsi- * subsequent to this test program" versus 12 and 16 valid tests from March''

20, 1990 - June 7, 1990.
i The second draft iteration was the same, except it removed the part that
| said they were just considering valid failures when they said no failures -

or problems.;

:
*
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The third iteration is, as the first iteration, evidence of a deliberate
-intent to deceive the NRC: ~ This iteration was actually going to say that
the " Subsequent to the test program * terminology was inadvertent 1v used
in the LER, and they really meant to say " Subsequent to the event."-

The fourth iteration continued the inadvertent idea, but added that they
did not consider. troubleshooting prob' ems on the IB diesel as problems or
failures in their count (even though they considered troubleshooting
successes on the 1A diesel to add to their successful start total).

The fifth iteration eliminated the inadvertent idea, and eliminated the .
idea of saying that they didn't count the troubleshooting >roblems on the
18. In this iteration, they decided not to address what twy had said on
A)ril 9. 1990, and April 19. 1990. They just assigned a definition to
t1e "end of the test program * and stated a count of 10 and 12 successful
starts on the 1A and IB from that point through April 19. 1990. (But GPC
must have realized that, in this iteration, they did not explain why tlwy
said what they said in the original LER and why there was a difference
between that (at least 18), and in what they were saying now (10 and 12).
so they prepared the final iteration.)

The sixth iteration, which is, with the exception of one word, what was
issued on June 29. 1990, said the same thing as iteration five, with the
addition of these sentences. "The number of successful starts included :

in the original LER included some of the starts that were part of the
test program." (A true statement...but GPC added the following statement
to ma te it appear that it was a mistake, or an inadvertent inclusion of
troubleshooting starts) *The discrepancy is attributed to diesel start
record keeping practices and the definition of the end of the test
program." The one word that was changed from this iteration to the fina1{ |
version was the word discrecancy. It was changed to differents. It

'

clearly appars that GPC had decided that it was not going to have any i

discrepancies...they are only going to have differences. These i

iterations of drafts are, in the view of the investigator, an excellent '

example of the mindset of GPC when it comes to reporting to NRC that they
may have done scmething wrong. ;

1

Evidence i

1. H05BAUGH stated that in the PRB meeting when the revision to the LER was ,

proposed, there was a discussion about the fact that a diesel trip had to |:

have been counted as a success in order to get 18 consecutive successful '

j starts (Exhibit 5 p. 221). |
;

4

j 2. H05BAUGH stata' that because of his discomfort with the LER being signed
out without a# tuate review. he got his start data together and wrote a-

memorandum, ;;. April 30, 1990, to BOCKHOLD telling him that GPC had,

provided incorrect information to NRC. He stated that BOCKHOLD told him,

to verify his list with CASH and he (HOSBAUGH) had some trouble getting
CASH to participate. He said that CASH never sat down with him and went
over his (H058AUGH's) list, but CASH finally said HOSBAUGH's list was'

: correct. He stated that he also had STOKES involved in the validation
| process (Exhibit 5. p. 229).
,

i

i '
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- H058AUGH advised that he went back to BOCKHOLD with the validated3.
information, and BOCKHOLD told him to revise the LER. He stated that he

/ ~ reminded BOCKHOLD that the April 9,1990, letter was incorrect, also, and
c BOCKHOLD said that he would address that in the letter GPC was going to-

issue to NRC on Hay 15, 1990, regarding some SAE followup actions. He
stated that no correction to the April 9.1990, letter ever went out in
the Hay 15, 1990, GPC letter to the NRC (Exhibit 5, pp. 229 230 and 232).

4. HOSBAUGH stated that he had AUFDENKAHPE and WEBB prepare an LER revision
that updated the data from "since the comprehensive test program * to the
current date. He said it went to the PRB, the PRS defined the end of the
test program, approved the correct start numbers, which were still less
than what was in the original LER, and it was ready to go out on Hay 8
1990. He stated that LER revision was at SONOPCO by May 15. 1990.
MOS8AUGH stated that then it just sat at SONOPCO and did not get issued.
He stated that the first week in June, he heard from BAILEY that HAIRSTON
was going to sign out the LER on June 8.1990. He stated that June 8,
1990, was the day that the IIT was going to make their presentation to
the NRC Commissioners on the SAE, and the LER did not get signed out. He
advised that a few days after June 19, 1990, when he met with BOCKHOLD

-and John ROGGE. that NRC Resident Inspector, regarding his safety
concerns HAIRSTON ordered that a total rewrite of the LER and a Quality
Assurance (QA) audit of diesel starts be done. He advised that, with the
rewrite and the audit, the revision to the LER did not get issued until
June 29, 1990 (Exhibit 5. pp. 232 240).

;

i
1 5. MOSBAUGH provided copies of 6 iterations of drafts of the cover letter to
| the June 29, 1990, revision to the LER (see Investigator's Analysis).
: These drafts give different reasons for why the April 19. 1990. LER
I- information was incorrect. He described how the revision to the LER
i talked in terms of valid starts and changed bases for the counting of
j starts from the April 19, 1990 LER (Exhibit 5. pp. 242 248).

:. 6. 80CKHOLD advised that when HOSBAUGH told him there was a problem with the
{ numbers, he told his staff to. *go back and fix the prcblem and report
j that to the NRC.* He stated that his VEGP people tried to revise the LER

a number of times but kept coming up with different numbers so HAIRSTON;

|
got involved and sent GA to count the numbers (Exhibit 12. pp. 11 12).

! 7. BOCKHOLD stated that the revision to the LER was issued to correct "Jimy
Paul's numbers", and " finally it got to the point where we even used Q A.

;' and got everybody involved to agree with numbers, to agree with numbers
and start times and definitions of what's successful and what's not
successful . So we never agreed - in the end, we never agre.ed to what

with valid and nonvalid. I think." put it in the NRC terms associatedsuccessful start really meant. We
(Exhibit 12 pp. 19 20).i

1

8. BOCKHOLD stated that before GPC issued the revision to the LER, he told
one of the NRC resident inspectors, Ron AIELLO that he thought the EDG

,

count in the letter and the LER was wrong. BOCKHOLD stated that he-

| thought McC0Y told BROCKMAN. and that HAIRSTON or McD3NALD told EBNETER.
before the revision to the LER was issued, that the count was wrong and
that GPC was correcting it in the revision (Exhibit 12. pp. 20 22)..

.

!
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9. 80CKHOLD stated that one reason that the revision to the LER was delayed
so long in being issued was that GPC was t ng to agree on the
definition of successful starts, and fina11 had to give up on that
effort and used the NRC's terminology of va id tests (Exhibit 12 pp. 22-
23).

10. BOCKHOLD stated that the revision to the LER was issued because, as it
said in the cover letter. "In order to correct the LER and to provide
more useful and up to date information, the LER has been revised to state
the number of valid diesel generator tests in accordance with the Reg

~

Guide" (Exhibit 13, pp. 75 76).

11. BOCKHOLD advised that the reason the revision to the LER used " valid
test" terminology, was because ' successful start" was not an NRC ters,
and GPC wanted to clarify things by using NRC terminology (Exhibit 13,
p. 76).

12. BOCKHOLD stated that the way that diesel recordkeeping practices would
have affected the difference in the EDG start counts of the April 9.
1990, letter and the April 19. 1990. LER. versus the start counts of the
June 29, 1990. revision to the LER, is that a facet of diesel
recordkeeping is the interpretation of the data, and that difference in
interpretation between the April documents and the June document
accounted for the difference in the counts (Exhibit 13 pp. 80 81).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Diesel recordkeeping practices had nothing to do
with the difference in the number of starts. The difference in starts is
attributed to the fact that in April. GPC used BOCKHOLD's selected number
of starts, supposedly * verified * by CASH from Control Room Logs, from

IMarch 20. 1990 to April 6. 1990. In June. GPC used QA's (SAER) starts.
from updated diesel records, with a OA defined starting point of the
counts.

: 13. SOCKHOLD stated that the way the definition of the end of the test
program affected the difference in the April data versus the June data
was that. *If you start the count at a different point you're going to

) come up with a different number * (Exhibit 13. p. 81).

i INVESTIGATOR *5 NOTE: The cover letter of the June 29, 1990, revision to
the LER would lead the NRC reader to believe that. because the definition'

of the end of the test program as defined by.QA in the June 29. 1990,:

: cover letter is different that the definition picked by GPC in their
April documents, there was a difference in EDG start counts. The fact is.

i taat in April, no one involved with issuing the documents had defined the
! end of the test program at all--GPC was just using BOCKHOLD's selected,
: supposedly verified, numbers in both documents, without regard to
j defining the starting point.

,

, 14. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not know who prepared the cover letter for

| the June 29, 1990 revision to the LER (Exhibit 13 p. 83).
'

! 15. 80CKHOLD stated that he did not recall being involved in the preparation
| of the June 29. 1990 cover letter, but that he probably reviewed it, and

'
.
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did not recall anything " jumping out" at his as being wrong with the
,

*

cover letter (Exhibit 13. p. 84). i
,

'-
r

16. BOCKHOLD stated to OI. on November 23. 1993, while reviewing the'

transcript of his June 22. 1993, testimony to NRC. that, to his'

recollection.'neither HAIRSTON, SHIPHAN. nor McC0Y had ever asked him to 1

-

explain to them how he arrived at his 18 and 19 starts for the A>ril 9,
| 1990, presentation to NRC. He stated that if they would have asced, he ',

I

would have told them the same thing he told NRC, that the numbers were'

verified as being correct by CASH.(Exhibit 95).
a

I. CASH stated that he did not participate in the preparation of Revision 117.'

.{
to LER 90 006 (Exhibit 9, p. 13 and Exhibit 10. p. 77).

| 18. CASH stated. in his August 14. 1990. OSI testimony, that he never had to.
|

' go out and reverify his diesel start counts (Exhibit 9. p.12).

19. SHIPHAN stated that he was involved with review of the evolution of the>

drafts of the revision to the LER, dated June 29, 1990 (Exhibit 39,
p. 64).'

20. SHIPHAN stated that he had no specific recollection of his review of the-

letter of transmittal to the revision of the LER. but that it was, at onet
i- time or another reviewed by him (Exhibit 39 p. 65).

| 21. SHIPMAN advised that, not from'his review but from his current reading
of the cover letter to Revision 1 of the LER. that the " difference" that
is being addressed in the cover letter is the difference in the number of
successful starts as stated in the LER as compared to the number as.

stated in Revision 1 to the LER (Exhibit 39. pp. 65 66).,

! 22. SHIPMAN advised that the only knowledge that he had regarding the source
of the 18 and 19 start count numbers that were presented on April 9,
1990, was that he had read that CASH reviewed tie operator's log and made
the count (Exhibit 39. p. 66).

i

L 23. SHIPMAN stated that the Unit Control Logs are part of the diesel data
!

keeping system. He stated that "we know, after the fact, not at the
i time, that it was not well done.* He stated that he believed that

BOCKHOLD had no knowledge at the time that the operator's logs had
; problems (Exhibit 39. p. 68).
,

24. SHIPMAN stated that he had no knowledge that the end of the comorehensive
control test erocram was a factor in BOCKHOLD's or CASH's original'

i retrieval of those EDG start numbers (Exhibit 39, p. 68).

; 25. SHIPMAN stated that the initials "HWH" on the cover letter to Revision 1 !of the LER belong to Harry MAJORS. but that he had no knowledge that
MAJORS played a significant role in drafting the cover letter
(Exhibit 39 pp. 68 69).,

'
-

>

'

26. SHIPMAN stated that the March 20. 1990, event itself was memorable, but
;

the LER for the diesel is like all other LERs. and GPC puts the same
emphasis on every one of them (Exhibit 39. p. 71). i
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.27. AUFDENKAMPE stated that shortly after the LER was issued, GPC realized
that the statement about 18 consecutive starts was incorrect (Exhibit 38.
p. 20).

-28. AUFDENKAMPE stated that it was only about a 10 day period after the
issuance of the April 19, 1990, LER that the VEGP site people sent a
draft revision of the LER to Corporate in Birmingham (Exhibit 38, pp. 20-
21). |

29. AUFDENKAMPE stated that he did not recall even seeing the cover letter to
Revision 1 to the LER before it was issued (Exhibit 38, p.115).

30. AUFDENKAMPE stated that TROCINE told him to just clarify in the cover
letter to the revision, that GPC is correcting the April 9.1990 letter
and the April 19. 1990. LER (Exhibit 38. p. 125).

31. STRINGFELLOW advised that WEBB called him and told him that the LER may
have to be revised because of the diesel counts. He said he got
aggravated because he thought they had the starts straightened out and
had the accurate.information in the April 19, 1990. LER. He said that at
the time of the LER and the indication that there was going to have to be
a revision. he could not understand why it was so difficult to count
diesel starts. STRINGFELLOW indicated that now, based upon trying to
reconstruct the situation. he understood the problems with the ambiguity
in what was being counted and the number of different logs out there
(Exhibit 30. pp. 22 23).

32. STRINGFELLOW stated that he had only a very early involvement in the
drafting of the June 29, 1990 revision to the LER. and then he turned it.
over to NAJORS (Exhibit 30. p. 83). (

33. TROCINE stated that she was at VEGP from June 11 15, 1990 acting as the
NRC resident inspector while the regular residents were at a training
session. TROCINE said she did not recall a specific conversation with
any GPC employee in which she was supposedly notified of a mistake in the
EDG start counts in the GPC LER regarding the SAE (Exhibit 24. p. 1).

34. McC0Y advised that he was involved in the preparation and review of the
cover letter to the June 29, 1990, revision to LER 90 006 (Exhibit 29,
p. 60).

35. McC0Y stated that the purpose of the revision to the LER was to, " revise
the report and to clarify the information related to the number of
successful diesel starts as discussed in the Georgia Power letter of
April 9, 1990. and the LER dated A)ril 19, 1990 and to update the status
of the corrective actions in the L{R* (Exhibit 29, p. 61).

36. McC0Y stated that he did not know a date or time when the comprehensive
control test program was completed (Exhibit 29, p. 62).

37. McC0Y stated that when the revision to the LER went out on June 29, 1990,
the reasons given in the cover letter for the differences in the starts
were correct. He stated that this was based upon a QA audit in which he
had confidence (Exhibit 29, p. 65).
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38. 'HcC0Y, in response to a stion about whether he knew about poor diesel
-

recordkeeping practices VEGP prior to the audit, stated that he did
!

'

i not. He then proceeded to discuss his notes from a July 13,1990, exit
meeting with NtC in which HUNT, had no violations and no concerns about
the information provided on the diesels regarding the SAE. He explained2

that if the NRC had any problems with the DG logs, or the diesels .

themselves, as of July 13. 1990, he believed that would have been
addressed by HUNT in that exit meeting (Exhibit 80, pp. 67 69). [1

39. HAIRSTON advised that there were several reasons for the issuance of the
*

.

: June 29. 1990, revision to the LER. but that his reason was to correct an
error in the count data in the April 19. 1990. LER, that was pointed out'

i to him, in mid May, by either McC0Y or SHIPHAN (Exhibit 31, pp. 76 77).
. .

40. HAIRSTON advised that the QA audit that was done regarding the diesel#

starts. prior to the issuance of the revision to the LER, was ordered to^

be done by him (Exhibit 31, p. 77).

| 41. HAIRSTON stated that he did not know if the auditor FREDEP.ICK, talked to
either BOCXHOLD or CASH about how they arrived at the start data !'

!
1 (Exhibit 31. p. 77).
'

!
42. HAIRSTON advised that he recalled reviewing the report of that audit, and

that "Whatever the audit said was what I knew. I didn't know any more ;
'

: than that" (Exhibit 31, p. 77).

43. HAIRSTON stated that he specifically remembered that he asked for the'

audit to find out what the correct number of starts was, to find out. |

|j *why we couldn't get the numbers straight.' and to give him the results
in a formal report (Exhibit 31, p. 78).'

[ 44. HAIRSTON said that he had a very specific reason why he wanted the
results in a formal report. and it was because when he saw the original

! draft of the revision to the LER. the diesel count numbers had changed
| from what were in the original LER. He stated that they were 12 and 14.

or 14 and 15. He stated that he called EBNETER on May 24, 1990, and told
; him that the diesel start count numbers in the April 19. 1990 LER were

incorrect, and that he (HAIRSTON) was going to give EBNETER two revisions
to the April 19. 1990. LER. He stated that one revision would give him
(EBNETER) the correct number of starts, and the other would provide the

i
; lab test data on the temperature switches (Exhibit 31, pp. 78 79). |

45. HAIRSTON stated that when he received a draft of a revision to the LER on
June 8. 9, or 10,1990, it had both the lab results and diesel start'

counts in it. He advised that the counts at that point were 10 and 12.
He stated that right at that point he went to SHIPHAN, and they got the

-

| QA representative at the VEGP site on the phone and ordered the audit
(Exhibit 31, pp. 79 80).

1

HAIRSTON advised that 'these events were so memorable to him because he46.
did not like errors in documents that went to NRC and that he wanted to
make sure that all the pertinent NRC people. EBNETER, BROCKHAN, and the

|
-

NRC resident inspector at VEGP, were all made aware of the fact that the |

f;
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April 19, 1990. LER was incorrect. He presented copies of telephone i

records that he stated showed his calls to NRC (Exhibit 31, pp. 80 81). |
:

47. HAIRSTON stated that, although the Harch 20 event was. "a very important i

i- event," the finalizing and signing out of the April 19. 1990 LER for !

that event is' the same thing he did. "three hundred... days.out of the'

i year." He said that it was routine business. He stated, however,' that *

| when he found that there was an error in something he signed out he t

wanted to make sure that EBNETER knew about it (Exhibit 31, p. 83).'

48. HAIRSTON advised that, in his June 14, 1990, call to E8NETER, he told
,

EBNETER that he was going to have an audit done, and that a copy of the .

j report would be given to the resident inspector (Exhibit 31. p. 84). -

i 49. HAIRSTON stated that there were several revisions to the " cover sheet".of
i the revision to the LER. He advised that he could not recall who he
| worked with on that, but it'could have been HA.10RS. He stated that he ;
; directed that the cover letter was to explain what the start numbers .

{ should have been in the April 19,1990, .ER, using the same ' successful '

j start" terminology and the same time frame (Exhibit 31. pp. 88 89). ;

:
, . |

! 50. HAIRSTON stated that the reason that diesel recordkeeping practices was a
: cause for the difference between the April 9.1990, and April 19, 1990,
| numbers versus the June 29, 1990, numbers, is that if the diesel log ,

; would have been current, the individual doing the count would have used '

! that log, instead of having to go to the Control Logs. HAIRSTON related
that he wouldn't have made the mistake (Exhibit 31, p. 98). -

,

I*

~
51. BAILEY stated that he reviewed the June 29, 1990, revision to LER 90 006

before it was issued. He stated that he recalled that it was processed. |sent through the signature chain, and HAIRSTON said he wanted a QA audit (
of diesel starts before the revision was to be issued, and the audit was
accomplished before it went out to NRC (Exhibit 28 pp. 42 43).

52. BAILEY stated that if there had not been the need to correct the
inaccuracies in the diesel starts, the revision to the LER would not have '

been issued at that time, but in the process of issuing the revision. GPC
addressed some additional items that had been completed during that time '

(Exhibit 28, p. 43).

53. FREDERICK stat'ed that he recalled that after the LER regarding the SAE
was issued, HOSBAUGH expressed a concern about the diesel start numbers
in the April 9, 1990 letter and the April 19, 1990. LER, and that this
concern was addressed in the PRB (Exhi sit 40, pp. 26 27).

54. FREDERICK advised that after the LER was issued, the PRS was presented
with documents that centered ~on a question raised as to the number of
successful starts subsequent to the test program. He stated that this
was the first time he had been involved in inoking at diesel start
records. He stated that he had difficulty with what was an accurate-

count of the starts, based upon the various lists that were being
presented (Exhibit 40, pp. 33 34).

,

'
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55. FREDERICK advised that, based on the fact that the PRB could not arrte
I at an agreement on a number of starts, he was asked by his supervisar.

AJLUNI. to perform an audit to determine the number of diesel starts i
lsince the March 20, 1990, event (Exhibit 40 p. 35).

56. FREDERICK stated that he did not recall any other direction from A.m
other than just to find out what the proper number should be. He statt
that he decided on his own, from his attendance at the PRB, that tiest

:of the control test program needed to be defined, so he decided that
point was the point at which the diesel was declared operable
(Exhibit 40, pp. 36 37).

57. FREDERICK stated that during the audit he talked to CASH. but did ratat
him when he started his count. He advised that he did not recall
BOCKHOLD telling him anything about CASH's decision on when to start :

counting. but his main focus was to find the documents that would sagst j

the actual number of starts (Exhibit 40, pp. 37 39).

FREDERICK stated that he did not recall having any conversations with58.
MAJORS about the r:over letter to the revision to the LER, but that hesg
have (Exhibit 40 p. 46).

FREDERICX, on or about June 29, 1990, tells HOSBAUGH and HORTON that his !
59. I

understanding from MAJORS is that HAIRSTON may have written the last
sentence of the cover letter to the LER revision himself (Exhibit 57
p. 19).
FREDERICK is present with HOSBAUGH, GREENE. 000H. WEBB. on a phone60.
conversation with MAJORS in which MAJORS says that HAIRSTON personally
*zerced in" on the words in the revision to the LER about attributiag*:.
difference in diesel counts to the diesel record keeping practices
(Exhibit 57, p. 59).

FREDERICK stated that he had no indication that his audit was orderedar61.
formalize what was already known, namely that there was a probles
tracking down the diesel test data sheets and updating the diesel start
log. so that a formalized conclusion could be used as a reason for tie
difference in start numbers (Exhibit 40, pp. 48 50).'

FREDERICX, on June 12. 1990, tells MOSBAUGH that in the audit he is at
.

62.
only supposed to find the numbers, but he is supposed to find why the
discrepancy exists (Exhibit 98, p. 24).

63. MAJORS advised that when he was preparing the June 29, 1990. *"

the April 19, 1990. LER, he reviewed the slides that were pr . .'

NRC on April 9,1990, but he did not specifically recall re; .! ..
DIESEL TESTING slide at that time (Exhibit 42. p. 7)

no, revistastMAJORS stated that. in his preparation of the June64 LER 90 006. he tried to determine the point at whidi the test prograsa
completed, because that is when he wanted to start the diesel count. k
stated that he did not talk to BOCKHOLD about his definition of when &'

test program ended (Exhibit 42. pp.15-16).

I . .
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65. HMORS stated that his responsibilities in putting the revisicn to the
- LER together were more those of just putting the language together, !-

getting the necessary reviews done, and then xrtting it in a fors fora_ ,

HAIRSTON's signature. He advised, however, t1st he always feels some
responsibility to personally check things as thoroughly as he could. He
said that, with this LER revision, he felt that it was important that he
understand the basis for the numbers (Exhibit 42, p. 16).

66. HAJORS stated that he did not know of any wording that was put in the
cover letter to the LER revision by HAIRSTON. He stated that he was not
sure if McC0Y put any wording in that cover letter. He stated that McC0Y :

wanted something in the cover letter that mentioned the causes of the |
differences in counts (Exhibit 42, pp. 17 18). i

67. OI quoted to MAJORS the causes for the difference in diesel counts, as
stated in the cover letter to the LER revision. "The difference is .

attributed to diesel start record keeping practices and the definition of
the end of the test program." HAJORS advised that he had discussions i

with people at the site, and there was a consensus that those reasons
were the. "most likely cause" (Exhibit 42, p.18).

,

68. MAJORS stated that he had a conference call with the VEGP PRB. and there
was a pretty good discussion on what should be said in that cover
letter. He stated that it did seem strange to send out a cover letter
that said *here's a correction, and never...say anything about what
caused the error in the first place" (Exhibit 42. pp.1819).

69. MAJORS stated he remembered GREENE on that phone call and FREDERICK could
have been on there. He stated that he recalled that the discussion was
" heated." He stated that he did not recall saying that he would admit to ( ;

being the author of the cover letter and reserving the right to make a :

disclaimer at a later point, but that sounded like something he would say
(Exhibit 42. pp. 20 21). ,

70. MAJORS stated, on June 29, 1990, the terminology *The discrepancy is
attributed to diesel start record keeping practices" was a * George and
Ken McCoy designed sentence. and they're referring there to this audit
report..." (Exhibit 57. p. 55). MAJORS advised that if he said that, '

it's probably accurate, and that he was referring to HAIRSTON
!(Exhi.ait 42. p. 24).

71. MCDONALD stated that he did not recall if he was involved in the review
or preparation of the revision to LER 90 006. dated June 29. 1990, but i

that he would probably get an early draft of " things like this* and read '

it over and talk to HAIRSTON if he had any comments on it (Exhibit 48,
p. 10).

72. MCDONALD stated that he would only receive early drafts of those LER*s :

"that had some unusual type of situation or an area where I might...have
special expertise" (Exhibit 48, p. 11)..

,

73. MCDONALD advised that the reason the revision to the LER was issued was ' -

because there were some questions aboat the accuracy of some of the !

~
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I Conclusion . !,

! . Based upon the evidence developed during the investigation, it is concluded !
~

that HAIRSTON, with, at- a minimum of careless disregard, submitted a false :!
!

i statement to NRC in the letter of transmittal of Revision 1 to LER 90 006,
! dated June 29, 1990. This false statement pertained to the reasons stated as i

J

to why the GPC statement of diesel testing in the original LER 90 006 was'

inaccurate.

| A11ecation No. 5: Submission of False and Misleading Statements of Reason Why j
j EDG Test Data in April 9,1990. Letter was Inaccurate, as i

; Stated in the GPC Clarification Letter Dated August 30, ;

I1990.

Backoround ,

On August 30, 1990, GPC,'under signature of McC0Y, submitted a letter to NRC
captioned V0GT.E ELECTRIC GENERA" LNG PLANT CLARIFICATION OF RESPONSE TO'

| CONF"RMATION 0 : ACT ON LETTER. "his letter stated that, "The confusion in the -
! Apri 9,1990, letter and the original LER appear to be the result of two |

' factors, First, there was confusion in the distinction between a successful- 4

..

I start and a valid test. Second, an error was made by the individual who 1

| performed the count of DG starts for the NRC April 9,1990, letter." !
d i

As it has been shown in the Evidence and Review and Analysis of Pertinent.

Documents sections of the previous allegations in this investigation, and will i

be shown in the Evidence section of this issue there was no confusion in the
minds of either CASH or BOCKHOLD between successful starts and valid tests i
when they obtained and presented the data that was used in the April 9,1990, j
letter and presentation. And, although some more realistic and appropriate ( ;
determinations of successful starts were made by VEGP site personnel in the :

Tables attached to this August 30, 1990. letter, the only " mistake" CASH
admits to making, based upon the extremely limited instructions given to him'

by BOCKHOLD at the time CASH made his count, had nothing to do with his i

interpretation of which starts were successful or not. CASH only admits to !
rmaking the mistake of possibly duplicating one start on his list of starts on

.

the IB DG.
*

Summary

OI RII interviewed AUFDENKAMPE. BAILEY, BOCKHOLD CASH, FREDERICK. GREENE,
HAIRSTON.'HcC0Y, MCDONALD, SHIPHAN, and STRINGFELLOW concerning their
knowledge of this allegation. The pertinent testimony provided by these
individuals is documented in the Evidence section related to this allegation.

Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents
,

- OI reviewed a draft of the August 30, 1990, letter (Exhibit 46) that was dated
August 28, 1990, with a handwritten note addressed to the PRB, by BOCKHOLD, i

saying, "Please review and recommend approval, or provide comments today "
The differences between this draft and the final August 30,-1990, letter are i
another indication of how GPC, in this case BOCKHOLD, tries to conceal or
obfuscate, any information or words that attempted to show that GPC has done ,

something wrong. ;

i

I i
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informaticn. He advised that the correcticn of that infermation was*

important to him (Exhibit 48, p. 13).
. .

'

74. GREENE advised that, in the first week of May 1990. when he returned fromr
senior reactor operator training to his job as assistant GN. Plant

: Suppcrt. VEGP, he also returned to his position on the PRB. and, as such, i
! recalled reviewing drafts of the revision to LER 90 006, which was

eventually dated June 29, 1990 (Exhibit 47, pp. 11 12).'
,

75. GREENE stated that he was sure that he would probably have seen the cover
letter to the LER revision with the words, " Tie difference is attributed

,

to diesel start record keeping practices and the definition of the end of ;

the test program." He stated that he probably would not have commented ;

with any significance because he had no knowledge of how the test program
'"

was set up at the time (Exhibit 47, p.16).
1

76. GREENE advised that he did not recall MOSBAUGH voicing any concerns to !
him about diesel recordkeeping practices not having any bearing on the !

inaccuracy in the April 19. 1990 LER (Exhibit 47, pp. 16 17). i

77. GREENE stated that back in the June 1990 time frame, he did not know from !
Iwhich source documents the diesel counts had been made, and did not know

who had made the count (Exhibit 47 pp. 17 18).

78. GREENE advised that he had no knowledge of whether CASH was concerned
about a control test program when CASH went to count the starts '

(Exhibit 47, p. 24).

.79. GREENE identified himself. M05BAUGH. WEBB, FREDERICK and MAJORS.
,

(Exhibit 47. pp. 25 28) on Tape 187 Side B (Exhibit 57). starting at '

I page 39 of the associated transcript (Exhibit 58 p. 39). The
conversation pertains to MOSBAUGH's concern that the body of the LER
revision * changes apples to oranges * by counting only valid tests through
a different time period than the original LER. and alt,o that the cover
letter to the LER revision is attributing the difference in counts
between the original LER and the Revision to diesel re:ordkeeping
practices. Part of this conversation included GREENE changing the word
" discrepancy * to " difference" in the cover letter, because "the word
iiscrepancy implies that there was mistakes and errors made previously"
(Exhibit 58. pp. 55 56).

80. GREENE stated that he did not recall that conversation on Tape 187
Side 8 but, from listening to it (Exhibit 58, pp. 55 56), he had no
doubt that he changed the word " discrepancy" to difference" in the cover
letter, but that even M05BAUGH apparently agreed that " difference" was a

,

better word to use than * discrepancy" (Exhibit 47. p. 33). '

81. GREENE advised that he has never discussed with either 80CKHOLD or CASH
whether or not either one of them started their diesel cour.ts subsequent
to any control test program (Exhibit 47, p. 31).-

82. GREENE stated that the two reasons given in the cover letter to the
revision to the LER for the " difference" in the data from the original
LER. were " consistent" (Exhibit 47. p. 35).
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;

' In the first-paragraph of the draft, the last two sentences specifically
pointed out that DG IB had problems on starts 132 and 134, and that there were
more starts conducted than the number reported. BOCXHOLD in a PRS directed

t that those sentences be eliminated.*

!- '

| The word * errors' was the second word in the third paragraph of the draft.
i 80CKHOLD ordered that word changed to * confusion." so that the starting phrase

of the third paragraph read. "The confusion in the April 9th letter... i

; instead of * Tie errors in the April 9th letter..."
!

Evidence
.

1. BOCKHOLD advised that he did not participate in the drafting of the
August 30. 1990 Letter from GPC to NRC that purportedly clarified the .

original GPC April 9.1990, letter. and that he did not partici30. 1990.pate in !letter;

the preparation of the tables attached to this August
(Exhibit 13. pp. 84 85).

,

2. BOCKHOLD stated that he did not recall participating in a VEGP PRB'

meeting in which he directed changes to this August 30, 1990, letter
,

(Exhibit 13 p. 85).

| 3. BOCKHOLD stated that he normally reviewed every final draft letter that
went out of the site, but he did not recall reviewing or approving this

; letter (Exhibit 13. p. 86).

4. It was shown to BOCKHOLD that the first reason, as stated in the :

i August 30. 1990. letter, for the confusion between the April 9,1990
letter and the April 19, 1990. LER was because there was confusion in the+

distinction between a successful start and a valid test. BOCKHOLD stated: ,

I that, in his mind there has not been confusion between a successful l

start and a valid test (Exhibit 13. p. 87). |,

.

! 5. BOCKHOLD stated that there was a lot of confusion between a successful
start and a valid test, starting with CASH back at the April 9.1990'

! presentation. He advised that CASH informed him that the starts he 1

(CASH) counted were not all valid tests, and for CASH to bring that issue
up, he (CASH) must have thought there could have been confusion about it |;

! in other people's minds (Exhibit 13. p. 87). !

$ 6. When reminded that both the April 9.1990, letter and the April 19, 1990
LER referred only to successful starts and not valid tests. BOCKHOLD
advised that the confusion arose when people who normally count only
valid tests got involved in counting successful starts (Exhibit 13

;

p. 88). 1

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The fact is that both BOCKHOLD and CASH were very
clear, on the weekend of April 7 8, 1990 that they were not counting :

;

strictly valid tests. Additionally, the difference between a successful

April 9.1990, letter and the April 19, ply to the differences between thej

, start and a valid test does not even ap-
1

.

1990. LER. because both documents: referred only to successful starts.
'

,

t . ,
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7. When shown that the second reason, as stated in the August 30, 1990,
letter, for the confusion between the April 9,1990, letter and the
April 19,1990 LER was that there was an error made by the individual
t1at counted the DG starts for the April 9.1990, letter. BOCKHOLD stated
that he assumed that the error was t1at CASH had counted some failures as
successful starts (Exhibit 13 p. 88).

]
8. BOCKHOLD stated that his reading of the August 30, 1990, letter indicated !

that the confusion mentioned in the letter was not that the NRC was
confused, and not that confusion existed between the NRC and GPC. but
that there was confusion within GPC.. He stated that "Our [GPCJ
communications was not clear enough on diesel starts and successful |
starts and valid tests and -- and we did not have -- we did not realize ,

how difficult it was to come up with the right set of tables and numbers !
associated with those things" (Exhibit 13 pp. 89 90). !

9. CASH stated in his June 14. 1993, testimony, that in early 1993 was the
first time anyone has ever asked him to reproduce his count of diesel
starts (Exhibit 10 p. 36).

!
i

10. CASH stated that he was not involved in the preparation of the GPC letter
'

to NRC dated August 30, 1990, nor the tables of diesel starts that were
attached to the letter (Exhibit 10, p. 83).

11. CASH stated that there was no confusion in his mind about what kind of
diesel starts to count when he was doing his count for BOCKHOLD's
presentation (Exhibit 10 p. 84)..

,

12. ' CASH stated that he did not make any mistakes about what kind of starts (i

he was counting at the time he did his count for BOCKHOLD before the
.

; April 9, 1990, presentation (Exhibit 10 p. 91). !

! 13. CASH stated that he did not recall anyone from GPC ever discussing with
him the fact that he made an mistake, or what kind of a mistake it wasi-

(Exhibit 10 p. 92).

14. SHIPMAN advised that he would have reviewed the August 30, 1990, letter
of clarification from GPC to NRC as he had redewed the other cover
letters and bodies of LERs (Exhibit 39. ;,. 74).

15. SHIPMAN stated that he did not remember any specifics of his review of
the August 30. 1990, letter (Exhibit 39. p. 76).

1

16. SHIPMAN advised that he did not recall discussing this letter with McC0Y
'

before McC0Y signed it for HAIRSTON (Exhibit 39 p. 76).

17. STRINGFLLLOW stated that the August 30. 1990 letter was a detailed
. listing of diesel starts between March 20, 1990, and April 9,1990. that'

cleared up any questions in anyone's mind about the diesel starts during
that29). period, and that was the purpose of that letter (Exhibit 30, pp. 27-

*

,

.

!
I
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18. STRINGFELLOW stated that when the NRC was at VEGP for their OSI during.

August 1990, he recalled McC0Y directing him to write a letter to NRC
clarifying the April 9.1990. letter (Exhibit 30, pp. 85 86).

19. STRINGFELLOW advised that he started with the QA report on diesel starts,
and discussed the report with AJLUNI. FREDERICKS. McC0Y. and RUSHTON, and
he came up with a first draft of the letter. He said that he distributed
the draft letter to those folks he talked to for their review and
coment. He said the letter went through several sets of coments. and
it got to the point where he sent it to the site for their review
(Exhibit 30. p. 86).

20. STRINGFELLOW said that he had developed two sets of tables, based upon
the QA report that were attached to the letter. and that the site did
their own verification of the tables. He advised that the site sent
their reviewed copy of the letter, with their own tables attached. and
that was what McC0Y ultimately signed out (Exhibit 30, pp. 86 87).

21. STRINGFELLOW advised that the tables that came back from the site
| characterized starts 132, 134. and 136 (on the IB DG) as being not
I

successful, when he had characterized them as successful when he had sent
them to the site (Exhibit 30, p. 87).

22. STRINGFELLOW stated that, to the best of his knowledge, the reasons
stated in the letter for the incorrect information provided to NRC in the
April 9. 1990. letter are correct. He stated that he did not have first-
hand knowledge that the reasons were correct, but the letter was prepared
from his discussions with McC0Y. FREDERICK. AJLUNI. and RUSHTON
(Exhibit 30, pp. 88 89).

23. AUFDENKANPE stated that he did recall being at the PR8 when the
August 30. 1990. letter was discussed, because HORTON had stayed at the
plant until 3:00 or 4:00 a.m.. checking the Tables attached to this
letter, before he would vote in the PRB on it (Exhibit 38, pp.129130).

| 24. AUFDENXAMPE stated that there wasn't confusion between a successful start
| and a valid test, but rather there was confusion about exactly what we

were counting. and when we started to count (Exhibit 38, pp.130131).

25. AUFDENXAMPE said that he thought CASH's mistake was that he didn't count
failures, that if a diesel would have tripped a minute after it had
started. CASH would have counted that as a success (Exhibit 38, pp.131- '

132).

26. McC0Y stated that he did recall reading and signing the August 30. 1990,
letter of clarification of the April 9.1990, letter, from GPC to NRC
(Exhibit 29 p. 77).

27. McC0Y stated that he could not speculate on whether or not there was any
confusion in the mind of CASH with respect to valid tests versus
successful starts, when CASH went to get his data. He said that he did
not have any basis for speculation on that (Exhibit 29, p. 79).
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; INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: McC0Y talks about all the confusion in everyone's
mind between valid tests and successful starts, but he never determined
if there was confusion in the mind of the person (CASH) retrieving the
data. There may have been some confusion in other people's minds, bLt
that was not a reason that the data in the April 9,1990, letter was
inaccurate. CASH stated he was not going after valid tests. CASH has
continuously maintained that there was no confusion in his mind between a
successful start and a valid test. Yet, without having "any basis" to
" speculate" on whether there was any confusion in CASH's mind, by signing
the August 30, 1990, letter out, McC0Y was content to tell NRC that this

,

general " confusion" is one of the reasons for the problem with the dieseli

test data in the April 9,1990, letter.:

[ 28. McC0Y stated that CASH's * error," as is stated in the second reason, in
the August 30, 1990, letter, for the inaccuracy in the DG test data in
the April 9,1990, letter, was that he counted one start as successful,
when it really should have been counted as unsuccessful. He stated that
there are still some differences in professional opinion about whether
that test was successful or not (Exhibit 29, p. 80).

29. McC0Y advised that the confusion could have been avoided if BOCKHOLD
would have made clear in the April 9,1990, presentation what he meant by
successful start (Exhibit 29, p. 83).

30. HAIRSTON stated that the individual who made the count of 18 and 19
starts originally, had made an error in his count. He stated he was not
sure if that individual has ever been able to explain how he made the
error. He stated that, on the IB DG. *somewhere in the first part of
thoserunstherewasatripthathedidnotcount,thathemissedwhenhe(went through all the logs or whatever he counted missed that." He
advised that was his understanding of the error, but that he had not
personally interviewed him (CASH) (Exhibit 31. p. 90).

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: HAIRSTON said that the original LER was a routine
thing, yet he personally interviewed the plant equipment operator to get
an understanding of the operator's actions at the diesel. He said that
this revision to the LER was a memorable thing to him because he was
correcting inaccurate data, but he doesn't personally interview the
individual (CASH) that obtained the data that supposedly caused the
inaccuracy.

31. HAIRSTON advised that, to the best of his knowledge, he had nothing to do
with the preparation or review of the August 30, 1990, GPC letter of
clarification to NRC. He stated that he believed that he was out of the
office when it was signed out (Exhibit 31, p. 94).

32. BAILEY stated that there was no confusion in his mind between a valid
successful start and a successful start (Exhibit 28, pp.1011).

33. BAILEY stated that he had no involvement in the August 30, 1990, letter
to NRC. He stated that STRINGFELLOW worked with McC0Y on the development
of that letter (Exhibit 28, p. 53).

.
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!- 34. FREDERICK stated that he participated as an interface with the leader af
i the NRC OSI. and he helped keep track of the concerns of the NRC and the'

position of GPC with regard to those concerns. He stated that if that
information was used in the 30. 1990, letter.
he would have been involved, preparation of the Augustbut other than that, he had no involvement

,

i
'

(Exhibit 40, p. 67).
:

35. FREDERICK stated that there was no confusion in his mind between a
!

successful start and a valid test. He stated that he had no knowledge,

that there was any confusion in BOCKHOLD or CASH's minds regarding
successful starts and valid tests, either (Exhibit 40, p. 68).i

36. FREDERICK stated that the letter is poorly worded, and did not express
what the confusion really was, but it was his belief that the confusion
was between GPC and NRC (Exhibit 40 p. 72).1

37. FREDERICK advised that the mistake that CASH made regarding one start one
the IB diesel. He counted it as successful, and when TAYLOR. NRCi

; questioned it during the OSI. our diesel engineers agreed that it should
have been counted as an unsuccessful start. (Exhibit 40. p. 73).

.

! 38. HAJORS stated that he had no involvement with the preparation or revier
; of the August 30. 1990, letter from GPC to NRC regarding the

clarification of the April 9.1990, letter (Exhibit 42, p. 35).
,

! 39. MCDONALD stated that he did not recall having any part in the preparation
or review of the GPC August 30. 1990, letter of clarification to NRC
regarding the GPC April 9.1990. letter (Exhibit 48 p.17).

i 40. MCDONALD stated that there were many calls back and forth between
.

HAIRSTON and EBNETER, and McC0Y and whoever was his counterpart at NRC
i RII at the time about the information in this letter (Exhisit 48.
l pp. 17 18).
.

41. When asked . .at. to his knowledge. the " confusion * (as stated in the
August 30, 1990 letter) was between successful starts and valid tests
that caused the inaccuracy in the April 9.1990, letter. MCDONALD stated

: that he was not even going to try to answer that, because it required a,

!
great deal cf familiarity with it, and it had been 3 years since it

.
happened, and he couldn't provide those definitions at this point

! (Ex11 bit 48. p. 19).

; 42. MCDONALD stated that, to this day, he has not talked to BOCKHOLD or CASE
about how they arrived at the data for the April 9.1991. presentation.
and that he has not asked any of the other managers in his chain of

. command about that issue (Exhibit 48, pp. 19 20).

i 43. MCDONALD stated that he did not know what kind of an error CASH made in
- counting the starts (Exhibit 48, p. 20).
i 44. GREENE advised that, to his knowledge, the GPC letter of clarification to

NRC. dated August 30. 1990, was drafted as "we* draft all regulatory
documents and then given to the PRB for review (Exhibit 47 p. 35).

I
i

'
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45. GREENE advised that the reason behind the August 30, 1990, letter was
that the NRC OSI didn't feel that the April 9,1990, letter had been'

corrected properly. He stated that GPC's efforts in the August 30, 1990,
letter were to recount GPC's understanding, as of August 30, 1990, how we
believed the counts were done. .He stated that he could not see any
relation between the " difference" in the revision to the LER, and the '

" confusion" in the August 30, 1990, letter (Exhibit 47, pp. 36 37).

46. GREENE stated that, to his knowledge, BOCKHOLD has never presided over a
PRB meeting. He stated that 80CKHOLD has attended some PRB meetings,'but
has never presided over one. He stated that he could not specifically -

recall whether BOCKHOLD was present at a PRB that discussed the
.

-August 30, 1990, letter or not (Exhibit 47, pp. 40 41).;

47. GREENE stated that a copy of a draft of the August 30, 1990, letter.

(Exhibit 46) appeared to contain BOCKHOLD's handwritten note "Please
review and recommend approval or provide comments today. G. Bockhold."-

It was shown to GREENE that the draft (Exhibit 46) contained two
;- sentences at the end of the first paragraph which read. "...in that DG 1B

-had problems on start numbers 132 and 134 as indicated on Table 2d

attached to this letter._ Furthermore, there were more starts conductedi

: that the number reported." It was noted by GREENE that the final version
of the August 30, 1990, letter did not contain those two sentences. !1

4 GREENE volunteered that if you looked at the table, there was clearly a
: "no" under the " SUCCESS" column, so the information that was in the draft
| of the letter was already in the table (Exhibit 47, pp. 4142).
'

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: After it was pointed out to GREENE that the final
version did not contain the sentences, and before he was even asked if he i
knew anything about how those sentences were eliminated. GREENE,

volunteered basically the same comments and rationale. 3 years later, as
: he and BOCKHOLD made in a late August 1990 PRB meeting when they

eliminated these sentences from the letter, over the objections of
AUFDENKAMPE (Exhibit 60. pp. 29 32). And then, in his 1993 interview.

,

; GREENE stated that he had no recollection of why those words were removed
(Exhibit 47, p. 43).

.

| 48. GREENE stated that he had no recollection of why those words were removed
(Exhibit 47, p. 43).;

! 49. GREENE was asked if he had a philosophy of not including words, in
documents that are to go to NRC, that would indicate problems or
inaccuracies, and if he was concerned about making those words seem less

| problematic. He stated that his philosophy was to tell the truth, but
that "we" were concerned about economy of words because, "we have to keep
in mind that certain data bases kept certain parts of the information andi

certain data bases don't catch all of it...We only have so many lines to*

put things in' (Exhibit 47, p. 44).

INVESTIGATOR *S NOTE: GREENE actually states that the reason that GPC is
not fully explanatory in their correspondence to NRC is because their
data bases will not hold enough words!

I

i'
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|
Conclusion

,

|> - Based upon the evidence developed in this investigation, it is concluded that.
McC0Y.-with, at a minimum of careless disregard, submitted both a false and a
misleading statement in the GPC CLARIFICATION OF CONFIRMATION OF AC" ION-

RESPONSE letter to NRC, dated August 30, 1990. These false and misleading
4

statements pertained to the reasons why the statement of diesel testing in the
| GPC Confirmation of Action Response letter, dated April 9,1990, was
.

inaccurate.

A11eaation' No. 6: Withbalding, on April 9,1990. Knowledge of Recent Out of
i Tolerance EDG Control Air Dewpoint Readings by the VEGP GM.
;

i Backaround
:

! In the April 9,1990. GPC Confirmation of Action response letter. on page 3 |
ites No. 4. it states "GPC has reviewed air quality of the D/G air system 1

including dewpoint control and has concluded that air quality is satisfactory.
'

|-
Initial reports of higher than expected dewpoints were later attributed to

| faulty instrumentation."
,

! In the NRC OSI at VEGP in August 1990. DG air quality was inspected by NRC and

{
determined to be satisfactory, so this issue was not addressed in the 01
interviews in this investigation. However. HOSBAUGH has alleged all along
that the aforementioned statements in the April 9,1990, letter were false.;

;
During the course of the investigation it was determined, from review of-

N05BAUGH*s tapes. that on April 9.1990. BOCKHOLD had knowledge that high;

; dewpoint readings continued to exist on Unit 2 diesels, having heard about a
! bad reading on the day before his presentation to NRC, and being made aware of

a bad reading on the 2A EDG on April 11. 1990.:

i l

j-
Summery

i OI RII interviewed MOSSAUGH regarding knowledge of this allegation. In
|

addition. OI RII reviewed the audio tape containing BOCKHOLD's discussion of
the dewpoint readings on the Unit 2 diesels. The pertinent testimony provided !

by NOSBAUGH and the information contained in the audio tape are documented in I'

: the Evidence section related to this allegation.
'

Evidence
j.
i 1. HOSBAUGH stated that diesel control air quality and dewpoint control

continued to be a problem at VEGP at the point of the April 9.1990.i

j presentation and letter, and the April 19. 1990. LER, and that BOCKHOLD
: knew it on ths very day he made his presentation to NRC on April 9.1990.
i

HOSBAUGH stated that the air dryers would be out of service for extended
i periods of time with no dewpoint readings even being taken, and that GPC
i continued to get dewpoint readings, with good instrumentation, that would
i exceed the minimum acceptance criteria. H05BAUGH also stated that there

was an extremely poor maintenance history on the air dryers (Exhibit 6.;'
pp. 163 177).

I 2. The April 9, 1990. GPC letter requesting restart, also stated, on page 3
item #4. that *GPC has reviewed air quality of the D/G air system

4

(
*
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including dewpoint control and has concluded that air quality is ,page
.

satisfactory. Initial reports of higher than expected dewpoints were
later attributed to faulty instrumentation * (Exhibit 27 p. 3) )'

.

'3.. Dn April 11, 1990. BOCKHOLD stated in a conversation with his VEGP
engineers. K0CHERY. STOKES, and HORTON that he knew about a bad dewpoint
reading on the 2A EDG on the day before he made his presentation to NRC .

(Exhibit 66, p. 51).

4. This bad dewpoint reading was not attributed to faulty instrumentation by
BOCKHOLD. or the VEGP engineers with whom he discussed this issue
(Exhibit 66, pp. 50 53).

5. BOCKHOLD was aware.of what the April 9.1990, letter to the NRC said
about EDG air quality and dewpoint readings (Exhibit 66 pp. 40 41).

'

6.- BOCKHOLD discusses, with NOSBAUGH and other VEGP engineers, the past poor
VEGP preventative maintenance (PH) practices regarding the EDG control
air dryers, and the fact that VEGP is not meeting its FSAR requirements ,

regarding dewpoint control, and how that applies to what GPC said in the ,

April 9,1990. letter about air quality being satisfactory (Exhibit 66,
pp. 43 46).

Conclusion

Based upon the evidence developed in this investigation. it is concluded that
BOCKHOLD had knowledge, at the time of his oral presentation to NRC on
_ April 9,1990, that there continued to be out of tolerance dewpoint readings
on the control air of the VEGP Unit 2 EDGs as recently as the day before his ,

presentation. In additlon. BOCKHOLD knew that GPC, as part of their '

justification for restart of th11*.1. was claiming that VEGP EDG was (
satisfactory, and that GPC was attributing their bad dewpoint readings to
faulty instrumentatien. 80CKHOLD deliberately withheld from NRC his.

knowledge of the relevant, material information regarding the recent badj
dewpoint readings, and permitted the GPC claims of satisfactory air quality.-

and bad readings due to faulty instrumentation. to be issued in the GPC,

April 9.1990, letter of response to the NRC Confirmation of Action.

Alleoation No. 7: Submission of Inaccurate Information Regarding the
; Participation of the GPC Senior VP of Nuc Ops in a late

Afternoon Phone Call on April 19, 1990. in Which the
j Wording of LER 90 006 was Revised.-

Backoround
*

In GPC's April 1.1991 response to NRC. signed and sworn to by MCDONALD
regarding a 2.206 Petition submitted to NRC by MOSBAUGH and HOBBY. it was
stated with respect to the April 19. 1990. LER. *The wording was revised by
corporate and site representatives in a telephone conference call late on
April 19.1990. Although Hairston was not a participant on this call, he had r

every reason to believe the final draft LER presented to him after the call
was accurate and complete.'

,

*

i
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Sumary
|

OI RII interviewed HOSBAUGH AND MCDONALD regarding their knowledge of this
'

investigation. In addition. OI RII reviewed the audio tapes of conversaticr.s
involving HAIRSTON on April 19, 1990. The pertinent information obtained from
the interview and review of the audio tape are documented in the evidence
section regarding this allegation.

Review and Analysis of Pertinent Documents

OI review of the GPC ' White Paper.' dated August 22, 1990, captioned Resoonse |

to NRC Ouestion Concernino Diesel Starts Reported on April 9.1990. and in LER |

09 06. Revisions 0 and 1. indicated that GPC said that 80CKHOLD H05BAUGH.
AUFDENKAMPE. and SHIPMAN were believed to be on the "phonecon' in which the
" final revision of LER 90 06. Revision 0 was prepared (Exhibit 44).

Evidence
'

1. On April 19, 1990, the final revisions to LER 90 006 were made on an
afternoon phone call in which the participants were 80CKHOLD. N058AUGH.
AUFDENXAHPE. SHIPHAN. McC0Y. STRINGFELLOW and HAIRSTON (Exhibit 36,
pp. 8 12).

2. On April 19, 1990, subsequent to the phone call in which the final |

revisions were made to LER 90 006, there was a phone call involving
SHIPHAN. STRINGFELLOW. H05BAUGH. and AUFDENXAHPE in which these final'

revisions were discussed. but no additional revisions were made. 80CKHOLD>

was not on this call (Exhibit 36. pp. 20 26).

3. As of at least August 22, 1990 GPC was referring to a phone call in which
( BOCKHOLO was involved when they referred to the call in which the final

revision of LER 90 06. Revision 0 was prepared (Exhibit 44).

4. HAIRSTON and M:C0Y were both en the call with BOCKHOLO on the afternoon of
April 19.1990, when the final revisions to LER 90 006 were made
(Exhibit 36, pp. 8 12).

5. H05BAUGH stated that when he saw the GPC response to his 2.206 petition
(Exhibit 55), in the Spring of 1991, he was quite shocked with some of the
responses. He stated that GPC said that HAIRSTON was not on the call that
revised the wording in the LER. He stated that he reviewed the duplicate
portion of the pertinent tape that he had retained, and reviewed that
section in detail, and clearly heard SHIPHAN say "Just disavow"
(Exhibit 6. pp. 78 79). i

6. H05BAUGH stated that in the numerous GPC responses to both NRC and DOL
regarding the involvement of MCDONALD. HAIRSTON, and McC0Y in the
April 19,1990. LER. GPC continues to try to distance these individuals,
but the GPC story keeps changing as they realize what evidence is against
them (Exhibit 6. pp. 139 144).

7. MCDONALD described the steps he took to assure that a voluminous document. 1

such as the April 1.1991. response to the 2.206 Petition, was correct and |
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accurate before he signed it and swore to the truth of it (Exhibit 48 !
'

pp. 22 23). ;

8. MCDONALD advised, regarding the statement in his sworn signed response to l
2.206 Petition, dated April 1.1990, that he talked to HAIRSTON and
HAIRSTON said that he (HAIRSTON) did not recall being in that discussions.

.

He advised that HAIRSTON told him he had been in on some earlier
'

discussions that day, but he (HAIRSTON) didn't recall being on that phone
call (Exhibit 48. pp. 24 25).

9. MCDONALD stated that he recalled that there were four people on that call:
BOCKHOLD SHIPHAN. HOSBAUGN. and AUFDENKAMPE. He stated that when "we* :

asked those people, none of them could remember that HAIRSTON was on the
call. . MCDONALD went on to stress the importance of the last call. because*

if anyone has anything to say about the inaccuracy or incompleteness of
the document, that was the time to say it. He added that "the important
thing * w'as that it wasn't the next to the last conversation, or any

,

earlier conversation (Exhibit 48. pp. 25-27). !
:

10. MCDONALD stated that the way he knew that HAIRSTON had every reason to |

believe that the final draft LER was accurate and complete was based on
his knowledge of HAIRSTON's meticulous. * broad scale consensus / discussion -

reviews.* and the way he exhaustively tries to arrive at the truth. He >

quoted HAIRSTON as saying. " Hey. you think if I had the least hint that
there was something not right in there. I'd sign it out? You're crazyl*

,

However, when MCDONALD was asked if HAIRSTON said that to him, he said
that he didn't but that he meant.. *that's what he would say if you asked
him about it" (Exhibit 48, pp. 27 28). ;

!
Conclusion

i

Based upon the evidence developed in this investigation. it is concluded that
Mc0ONALD. as the sworn signatory of the GPC Response to the MOSSAUGH/ HOBBY t

'2.206 Petition. dated April 1.1991, provided inaccurate information to NRC by
stating in the Respense that HAIRSTON was not a participant in the late :
afternoon conference call on April 19. 1990, in which tie wording of GPC LER '

'

90 006 was revised by corporate and site representatives. The audio tape of
that conference call estaalished that HAIRSTON was not only a participant in a :

portion of that call. but that he addressed the issue of EDG starts and j
,

j * trips" as they applied to the LER.

! It could not be established that MCDONALD was aware that HAIRSTON was a party ,

'
; to the telephone call on April 19. 1990 and deliberately provided false +

information to the NRC. ];

!
i Investicative Conclusion from Review of Audio Taoes '

! Summary

i In addition to the evidence develo>ed by OI R'II and documented in the evidence ,

sections regarding allegations 1 tiru 7. OI RII conducted a review and
,

. analysis of the audio tapes which were serreptiously obtained by MOSBAUGH and |

contained internal conversations between various GPC senior managers. The
pertinent information contained in these audio tapes which pertained to the i

| |

*
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dissel generator issu2s at VEGP. are doctanentsd in the following evidence |

i section..

i I Evidence j

1. Tape 42: On April 11,1990. M058AUGH and AUFDENKAMPE are discussing the ;
.

! fact that GPC found a diesel control air problem, and AUFDENKAMPE says
'

that it is not GPC's obligation to tell NRC about it. M058AUGH says that
.

if the problem is germane to what the NRC is investigating or concerned i

: -

about at the time. the NRC should be told'about it (Exhibit 62. p.13).i
-

;
.|

[ 2. Tape 269: On August 30. 1990 ~ AUFDENKAMPE and MOSBAUGH are discussing how
1 BOCKHOLD directed the PRB. as opposed to being advised the PRB.

!
regarding the wording in the August 30. 1990, letter ( bit 64, p. 1). *

- Tape 184: AUFDENKAMPE's frustration shows here which is the actual PRS
meeting that BOCKHOLD "ran" (Exhibit 58. pp. 29 30).'

] 3. Tape 184: On. or about August 30. 1990, this is the PRS meeting that
: BOCKHOLD is directing. HORTON feels that they know what caused the errors !

LER. an' he feels itdin the April 9.1990, letter and the April 19.-1990
i should be said that way in the August 30, 1990. clarification letter.

BOCKHOLD prefers to use the words. "The confusion ...aeoear (sic) to be
the result of..." as opposed to. "The errors ... Att the result of..." .

;

; '(Exhibit 60, pp. 33 35).

| 4. Tape 258: On August 17. 1990, the last day of the NRC OSI at VEGP.
BOCKHOLD tells McC0Y and HORTON that Pete TAYLOR (NRC) believes that GPC;

; made a mistake in the diesel start count. but he believes it wasn't an i

intentional mistake. BOCKHOLD speaks in terms of what other people*

- believe as cpposed to what the situation actually is (Exhibit 68, p. 32).

: 5. Tape 10: On March 23. 1990, with the NRC AIT on site at VEGP. Mark BRINEY
speaks in a VEGP Critique Team meeting, and says 'I don't know whether we
need to advertise that or not, but if you ever looked at the calibration
process of these temperature switches, you'd say how in the hell can we,

! put this on...a dieselP (Exhibit 70, p. 23)
i

> 6. Tape 10: On March 23, 1990, in the same Critique Team meeting as above.
!

Charles COURSEY says. "In the past. how many failures have we had when the
| diesels were up and running and the damn things just decided to stop?"
. Indicates a little history of diesel problems (Exhibit 70. p.19).
! Tape 258: COURSEY says. "...what he's got to calibrate is a piece of

garbage [the Cal Con switches] and he knows they're all going to blow"'

(Exhibit 68, p. 41).
!

I 7. Tape 186: On June 29. 1990, the date of issuance of the revision to the
LER. FREDERICK. 000H. and HOSBAUGH are talking about the April 9.1990
letter. FREDERICK says. "...and when it says nc problems or failures'

during any of these starts, that burns you u).* Showing his frustration
that such a statement could be made to NRC (i.xhibit 72, pp. 40 41).

.

8. Tape 186: In the same e .ersation as above. FREDERICK indicates that
|

what is going to be said in the revision to the LER is going to dictate '

L what he is going to have to say in his audit. In response to MOSBAUGH

Case,No. 2 90 020R 99
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asking how "they" are going to say that they should have said ' subsequent
'

:to the event" in the LER FREDERICK says. "I don't know. Harry Hajors'

- .said that - I think what Harry's going to use, and that's what I got to ,

clear up on this issue. Of course. I may have to put some words in the
>

audit report based on that" (Exhibit 72, pp. 44 45).

9. Tape 184: In the PRB meeting in late August 1990, discussing the
August 30, 1990, letter. HORTON, speaking to the PRB that is being guided ,

by BOCKHOLD. says "It was an unplanned. trip. I would like to call it an '

unplanned trip. However, declare it a success." This is an indication of
how HORTON is aware of how BOCKHOLD wants to interpret the diesel starts
(Exhibit 60. p. 15).

t

10. Tape 99: On May 8. 1990. Lee HANSFIELD expresses his frustration to
MOSBAUGH, HORTON. PARTON about GPC " fighting" with the NRC through the IIT
(page 44. line 2): the GPC attitude was that GPC did what NRC wanted until
GPC got its license, and now that they have the license, they're fighting
NRC (page 44. line 19): GPC goes to extremes with tech spec
interpretations to keep the plant running, and have done it for years
(page 48. line 13): GPC has an attitude that bringing the plant down is
the worst thing that could happen (page 48, line 24): MANSFIELD said ttat 1

he'd tell McC0Y how he felt one on one, but if he started saying those ,

things in front of people, his future would be limited at VEGP (page 50,
line 23) (Exhibit 74. pp. 44 50).

11. Tape 222: On July 27. 1990 HANSFIELD is talking to MOSBAUGH and ,

apparently reading from an LER regarding a diesel "being taped up." and
.MANSFIELD says. "Yes IA diesel was ino) (inoperable). IB containment
cooler fan was inop. Because of this s1ould loss of on site power have
occurred during an accident condition. the minimum required safety (

,

functions would have been available. The containment cooling function
would have been degraded. I mean that's a lie." MOSSAUGH asks "Why
would it have been available?" MANSFIELO replies."I don't know. It's
true it would have been degraded." It would have been non existent
(Exhibit 76. pp. 37 38).

t

INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: This apparently shows a bit of an understating of a
safety situation in a GPC LER.

:
: 12. Tape 186: On June 29. 1990 the date of issuance of the Revision to the

LER. 000M is talking to MGSBAUGH and Carolyn TYNAN. the procedures
supervisor, and ODOM shows his frustration that the truth is not being,

told in the revision to the LER, and says. "You write the NRC and tell:

| them the false statement in the Revision...You don't try a minor
! typographic error. You tell them why you know" (Exhibit 72, p. 48).
:

13. Tape 186: On June 29, 1990, the date of issuance of the Revision to the
LER. TYNAN expresses her frustration about corporate always changing what,.

is approved by the site by saying. *Why can't we get through what we [the
site PRBJ keep approving and sending off site [to corporate]* (Exhibit 72..

' p. 47).
,

14. Tape 57: On April 19, 1990, the date of issuance of the original LER
90 006. WEBB. the Site Licensing person who starts drafting LERs. says to,

'

Case No. 2 90 020R 100
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On August 15. 1990, during the NRC OSI inspection. SHIPMAN21. Tase 253:
mates.the statement. regarding the Electrical Separation / Fire Safe ;

Shutdown issue, to BOCKHOLD, HORTON and other VEGP Managers, that " Paul |

(RUSHTON) really believes he's going to make this one go away." meaning
4

: ~
that RUSHTON feels he is going to successfully argue with the NRC that the<

. ..

Electrical Separation issue is not outside the design basis (Exhibit 88,:
p. 31).

22. Tape 215: On July 23, 1990. Ted DANNEMILLER Security Manager, is talking
t

to MOSBAUGH about a dela in reporting a Safeguards violation. He says. ;
4

~~I don't much care for t is. I think they're (the GPC corporate
management] jockeying over notification (to NRC) and discovery time [when

'

: the violation was discovered]* (Exhibit 88, p. 31). ,

;

4

On July 30,1990 DANNEMILLER is talking to GREENE about an23. Tape 226:'

investigation that Amy STREETMAN and Martin BABB, from corporate, were !
|doing regarding an issue of a potential programmatic breakdown in the'

DANNENILLER says.proper security and storage of safeguards information.| ' Tom, my impression is really dodging the issue (programmatic breakdown).
! I've made my strenuous representations to... SHIPMAN... BAILEY...We're .

! doing... dumb stuff" (Exhibit 84 p. 48). .

i

|

|
24. Tape 269: On August 30. 1990. DANNEMILLER is talking to MOSBAUGH about a ,

safeguards violation, and 'SONOPCO's" approach to it. DANNEMILLER says. :

' Paul [RU5HTON] sounds like he was trained by SHIPMAN...That's exactly
a '

their approach .. sink your heels in and don't do anything that might...Do
! the minimum and fight them [the NRC) over that. Fight them over thei minimum" (Exhibit 64. p. 12).

On August 29. 1990. DANNEMILLER is telling RUSHTON that all i'25. Tape 267:'

safeguards containers should be properly marked and have *open* and |

(4 * closed" tags on them, and that VEGP follows that policy. In reply, !

|| RU5KTON says. "That doesn't necessarily make it so up here (in corporate )
|

offices in Birmingham]~ (Exhibit 94, p. 56).4

'

On July 23. 1990 Amy STREETMAN 17 calling H05BAUGH and26. Tape 214:
OANNENILLER regarding her safeguards investigation, and DANNENILLER has

| indicated that it sounds like what she has found needs to be " red phoned"
j STREETMAN says. "I really wish you would....do not do that untilto NRC.;' you talked to Bailey...If you call the NRC right now about those .

'i
items...Actually. I'm calling you from SCS [ Southern Company Services]

! right now, and we've got a little problem over here also. I don't want toi

|
tell you about it yet. We're still investigating it, so don't call the
NRC yet" (Exhibit 96, p. 46).:

1

I Conciusion

It is also concluded from the combination of the above findings, and the
f
'

overall review. by 01. NRC, of the numerous audio tape recordings of internal
GPC conversations regarding their communications wit 1 the NRC on a range of-

issues, that at least in the March. August 1990 time frame, there was evidencef of a closed, deceptive, adversarial attitude toward NRC on the part of GPC
i senior management. This attitude fostered a noticeable degree of frustration|

*

on the part of various GPC Technical Support and Engineering personnel withi

.
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i . HDS8AUGH, 000M and AUFDEle(AMPE "We need to get rid of the statement in
| the LER about how many failures or how many tests you've got altogether..

or else correct the misconception that we generated on 4/9. I don't know i
'

if we should try to continue the misconception." He is speaking about the'
,

statement regarding "no failures or_ problems" that came out in the ;
! April 9. 1990, letter (Exhibit 34, p. 123).

:
: ,

15. Tape 247: On August 13, 1990, the day before his sworn interview before
'

.

; the NRC OSI. BOCKHOLD is talking to the VEGP employees that are potential
i interviewees, about the upcoming OSI interviews. 80CKHOLD states that-
4 they should talk to legal counsel before talking to the NRC. Hesaysthat !

he's been through a number of these (OI interviews) so he doesn't p|an to :
'

; talk very much. He'll just get his attorney and go. 80CKHOLD states that j
F if they say "something that doesn't make sense" the attorney will ;
; interrupt, and *he will hel p you with the facts." BOCKHOLD goes on to :
i tell these employees that tiey can always tell the NRC to subpoena them if '

; they (NRC) don t like what our conditions are. 80CKHOLD tells them that :

the NRC doesn't want to "end up with the end result of taking this before !.

j the judge" (Exhibit 78. pp. 5 10). ;
.

| 16. Tape 246: On August.13, 1990. during the NRC OSI Harvey HANDFINGER.
Manager of Maintenance, commented to 80CKHOLD and GREENE. regarding an :

*

[ inspection issue of a VEGP Residual Heat Removal-(RHR) pump that was
vibrating so excessively, it caused a crack in the NSCW water line, yet.

j. the pump was not declared inoperable, and no Deficiency Card (DC) was
,

j written on it. HANDFINGER says. "I'm worried about the initial March 4th i
; issue when we had 11 mils (vibration) on top of the (RHR pump) motor ;

j and...we ran that motor 'til we had unloaded (fuel)" (Exhibit 80. p.13). !

17. Tape 246: Again, on August 13, 1990. during the NRC OSI. MANSFIELD talks ( I
| to MOSBAUGH about the vibrating RHR pump. He says. "We kept it running !
j with a cracked NSCW water line?" (Ex11 bit 80, p. 23) '

18. Tape 254: On August 15. 1990, during the NRC OSI SHIPMAN is talking to !
!- McC0Y and 80CKHOLO about the operability call on the RHR pump. SHIPMAN istates "Well, if the pump was, in fact inoperable. they [tle NRC] have |,

every right to question our actions." However. GPC maintained that they4

;- had a sound engineering basis for not declaring the pump inoperable .

: (Exhibit 82, p. 3).
'.

| 19. Tape 226: On July 30, 1990. AUFDENKAMPE tells HOSBAUGH that BAILEY had |
told him (AUFDENKAMPE) that VEGP was outside the design basis with respect '

*-

to an issue of electrical separation as it applied to the safe shutdown ofe

: the reactor in the event of a fire, and that BAILEY told AUFDENKAMPE that
4 a reporting telephone call (to NRC) should have been made. The issue was
i not reported to NRC (Exhibit 84, p. 27). ,

t

i
L 20. Tape 227: On July 30. 1990. AUFDENKAMPE tells Jim SWARTZWELDER. !L Operations Manager. that SHIPMAN and RUSHTON. Corporate Licensing & !

Engineering Manager, both thought that the Electrical Separation / Fire Safe ;.

. .

i Shutdown issue was a re
NRC (Exhibit 86, p.14) portable issue. However, ft was not reported to {| ,

f ;

*

.

I i
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respect to the GPC provision of information, not known to istC. that had the
potential-of resulting in NRC enforcement action.
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GPC EXHIBIT 44
GREENE EX. B

|-

1 TAPE 187. PAGE 18. LINE 18 THROUCN PAGE 75. LINE 5
2 JUNE 29, 1990
3
4 Tynan Hey Curtis. What? I wish I was. You got a copy of
5 (on phone that cover letter to the site area emergency dropped
6 w/ Norton) in your hand; right? You got any comments, problems
7 with it? I think corporate kind of wants to blame it
8 on us, if there's anything wrong. What I'm doing is
9 the PRB telephone poll before the five o' clock meeting

10 because this can't wait until 5 o' clock. Okay, the
11 last half of the first paragraph. Ma-ham. okay, the
12 first half you disagree with.
13 .

14 Tynan: (inaudible)
15
16 (comment: can hear ALM in background saying "this is
17 Hairston's material false statement.")
18
19 Tynan Right.
20
21 prederick You can't count 18 starts afte'r the event, in a row
22 without problems.
23
24 Tynan: You know what, I think, (inaudible) George Fredericks
25 sent me a thing. Allen, that --
26
27 Frederick I didn't give anybody any words.
28
29 jTynant No, he didn't.
30
31 Frederick: (inaudible)
32
33 Tynant Hey, George, did you come up with these words? (i.e.,
34 "these discrepancies can be attributed to
35 "). . .

36
i 37 Frederick: Mr. Hairston (inaudible)
: 38
j 39 Tynant Mr. Morton?

40
41 Hortons (inaudible)

i 42
| 43 Tynan: Well, I think what Mr. Fredericks is saying is that Mr.

44 Hairston come up with the last sentence in the first
45 paragraph.*

46.

47 Frederick: I just think that, my understanding from Harry Majors'

48 is that Mairston may have wrote the last sentence
49 himself.

! 50
1 51 Tynan He disagreed with it.

.
52

| 53 Norton: Then I withdraw my comments.
54,

.[
*
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i 1 Fredericks Why? If it's the truth, it's the truth.
,

,
2 ;

.
'

4 3 Horton: I think it's wrong, but I certainly think I'm sure
! 4 Hairston knows more than I do.

5
- 6 Frederick What's wrong, Mike, because I think you got it from our
j 7 audit report.

j,
8
9 Horton: Well, what was wrong with our diesel start

10 recordkeeping practices?
'

J 11
i 12 Fredericks okay. Let me give it to you in a nutshell, okay. On
i 13 the days -- -

| 14 s

j 15 Norton: We're doing it the same way we've always done it.
i 16
] 17 Frederick No, no. Wait a minute. Let me just tell you what the
1 18 --

'

| 19
4 20 Horton: Do I need to change my program?
! 21
; 22 Frederick: Frobably. Let me tell you the facts, okay. You ready?
j 23 :
' 24 Horton: Tell me what's wrong. 1

25 |;

] 26 Frederick Your log was out of date the day we wrote the LER.

i (- 27 ;
i . 28 Horton: Oh, okay. i

292
.

30 Mosbaught That's irrelevant. ;

31
'

,

: 32 Horton: If that's the justification, I'll buy that.
33

I34 Frederick: Well, it's true.
;

i 35 )
, 36 Horton: Is that the root cause here?
' 37

38 Fredericks That's part of it.
; 39
] 40 Mosbaught That's irrelevant. It wasn't even used.
t 41

42 Fred 4 rick: It could have been used..

43*

i 44 Mosbaught It wasn't used.
i 45

46 Frederick: It could have been used.,

: 47
48 Mosbaught It doesn't matter.

'49
| 50 Horton: That's why I keep getting comments about updating the
; 51 log today.
| 52
,

'

.

.
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1 Hosbaught It doesn't matter if it wasn't used.
2
3 Frederick: Yes, it can be.
4
5 Horton: I understand now.
6 .

7 Frederick I can't hear you. Allen was talking to me.
8
9 Norton: Several people kept asking me how often I update the

10 log and have I updated it today and when an I going to
11 get off my buns and update it and things like this, and
12 I've always wondered where they were coming from with
13 those comments. Now I know.
14
15 Frederick: Was that before today or after? Was that before today
16 or today?
17
18 Horton: No, before today, long before today.
19
20 Frederick: Okay. He only got my results today, so those comments
21 were generated for some other reason.
22
23 Norton: Okay. But it's your opinion that the reason we gave
24 the NRC erroneous data was because the people that
25 gathered the data used the log and assumed it was up to
26 date and it wasn't?
27
28 Frederick: No, that's not true. The reason we gave the NRC
29 erroneous data is because we had no Iv/ available to.

30 use. The last time the log was updated before we wrote !
31 the LER was March the 16th, which was before the event. '

32
33 Horton: Right.

j 34
|35 Frederick: So there was --

1 36
I 37 Horton: It's the same issue. A timely updating is the same

38 issue.i

39.

40 Frederick Well, but what I'm saying is they didn't use an;

: 41 erroneous log. There was no log to use for that*

i 42 period.
! 43

44 Hortons Right, because it hadn't been recorded yet.
1 45
! 46 Frederick: That's right. .That's a different statement than what
' 47 you're saying.

48.

49 Mosbaught George, that's not true, okay.
'

i 50
51 Fredericks It is true. The log is not up to date, Allen. It's not
52 up to date right now. ,,

3

"
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.
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1 Mosbaught I'm not going to argue with you on that, okay.
; 2
| 3 Frederick: I'm not arguing.
| 4

i 5 Mosbaught I was a participant on these conversations, and I know
6 and understand why the error was made, and this is notj

i 7 why.
| s
} 9 Frederick: I didn't say why the error was made. I haven't said

Hey, Mike --4 10 why the error was made.... My audit. . .

11
j. 12 Mosbaught I'm referring to what's written down here.
1 13
i 14 Frederick: Hey, Mike.
| 15
i 16 Norton: I'm listening.
i 17
| 18 Frederick: The audit report does not say why we made an error.

19 The audit report says what the conditions were that'

; 20 existed when we wrote the LER. As a matter of fact,
.

j 21 the audit report says that several of the start pages
i 22 that have to be forwarded to the engineer were still
i 23 being processed by operations and had been processed
i 24 for 24 days and still hadn't been sent to than yet. So
;' 25 I don't know how anybody counted them because nobody
; 26 knew where they were.
1 ( 27
! V_ 28 Mosbaught Nobody counted them from your log, Mike.
'' 29 .

j. 30 Frederick: Nobody counted them (inaudible).
! 31

| 32 Mosbaugh: The problem is not that they counted them from your log
i

33 or they didn't count them from your log. The problem
34 is that the people that counted them from the source

3
; 35 records that they counted them from either counted them
i 36 wrong or made mistakes in counting them or weren't
j 37 careful in their counting or whatever.
. 38
| 39 Norton: That was my understanding.

40,

| 41 Mosbaugh That is the cause of the event.
| 42
j 43 Frederick Yeah, but, Mike --

44
,

: 45 Norton: I'll go with the flow here. I won't resist.
46
47 Frederick: Hey, Mike, if the log had been up to date, they

3
; 48 wouldn't have had to go to those sheets of paper.
i 49
| 50 Norton: I don't disagree. .

'
; 51
!

|
4'
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j 1 Frederick: Okay. That's all the audit report says. The log
; 2 wasn't -- there was no log to go to.

3
4 Mosbaught George, I'm not disputing your report and whether it
5 was up to date. And obviously it wasn't up to date and

i 6 there was a big lag, and a lot of people have
i 7 responsibility for that.

s
! 9 Norton Everything you're saying, George, is true.

10'

: 11 Mosbaugh: But what we're talking about now is the letter we're
; 12 going to submit to the NRC.

13
14 Horton: But it's irrelevant.
15
16 Frederick: I don't think it's irrelevant.

j 17
; 18 Mosbaugh: We talking about a letter we're going to send to the
! 19 NRC.
- 20 .

21 Frederick: I think, Mike, we're unwilling to f ace the truth if we |

j 22 don't say that the fact that we didn't do our |

! 23 recordkeeping right probably caused us to make the
24 mistake.

! 25'
26 Mosbaugh: That's not true.

; ; 27
' 28 Horton: If that were true, I have no problem whatsoever with
; 29 saying that and going off and fixing it, but that was-

30 just not my understanding.,

! 31
32 Frederick: Well, I --i

! 33
34 Horton: I thought adequate research went into this and it was;

! 35 just poorly done,
j 36
| 37 Mosbaugh: You're correct, Mike.
| 38
; 39 Frederick: Well, Mike --
i- 40

]i
41 Horton But that's alright. I don't have a major heartburn
42 with this, but --

1 43 j
44 Frederick: Hey, Mike --,

i . 45
4 46 Nortons What?

i47 -

48 Frederick: I would say right now that basically --
'

; 49
50 Horton: Go ahead.
51

;
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] 1 Frederick: I would say that the people who are drawing the
; 2 conclusion on the root cause right now are doing it
j 3 from the facts they've been presented. And the facts
| 4 are that the diesel start sheets from 14980 and 13145

5 were in routing someplace. They hadn't been processed.
6 The shift supervisor's log is not an accurate record of.

| 7 what happened. And the diesel start logs were not
8 updated until five days after we submitted the L(ER) --4

9 as a matter of fact, it wasn't --
10
11 Voice: (inaudible)

: 12
1 13 Frederick: They weren't updated until 13 days after we submitted
| 14 the LER.
| 15
| 16 Norton: I understand.
| '17

! 18 Frederick: So if you take all those things in total, that's a
19 significant burden on the person trying to come up with
20 the number of starts. so now what you got to do is,

] 21 draw your root cause from all of that.
j 22

23 Mosbaugh: George, I used those same source documents and came up;

; 24 with an accurate record without much difficulty.
25.

i. 26 Frederick: You're exceptional Allen (laughing). )
i [ 27
! 28 Mosbaughs well, there's other information. It we send this~i..

31 29 the way it is, we may well be submitting additional.

; 30 false information.
! 31
| 32 Frederick: Mike -- There's nothing false in there. I would
) 33 recommend what you do is get on the phone real quick j

,

| 34 with Harry Majors and, you know, discuss with him where !

j 35 their conclusions are coming from. I think the major
.

36 contibuting -- my personal opinion is the contributing i

! 37 factors were the sloppy processing from the control
38 room to your engineers, okay. It took something like !

'

;

! 39 24 days to get several of those sheets to them. And 1

i 40 the other one was the fact that the log had never been
] 41 updated. As a matter of fact, Mike, as of this
' 42 morning, the 1A diesel log has not been updated since

i43 May the 2nd. That was as of this morning. I
44 )

- 45 Norton Okay. That, that doesn't bother me. I mean, it would,

i 46 be nice to have it up to date to the minute, but --
,

j 47
|

| 48 Frederick: Well, it's missing about probably about 10 valid starts !49 or valid tests and one valid failure.*
'

' 50
!

i
,
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1 Mosbaugh: -If this root cause is true, then we shouldn't be

i 2 submitting it because his log is not-up to date for
i 3 this information, if this is the root cause. i

| 4 1

; 5 (inaudible)
6
7 Horton: If there's a need to have the log updated because4

,

8 people may run up and look at it, then I need to go fix
'

'-

'

9 that. But previously we report off the logs as for
i 10 certain intervals or certain events and we generally
i 11 just update it for those purposes. If there are other j
' 12 purposes, then I need to go fix that, which I can do.
; 13 I don't disagree, but I think we're introducing a new
! 14 variable that's not part of the program currently, and |

i 15 I don't consider that necessarily a problem. It's just )
i 16 an enhancement we need to go make to the program. |
i 17 .

I don't think we're talking about a program right now,
!

| 18 Frederick: l

| 19 Mike. I think that we're talking about is Mr. Hairston
j 20 trying to explain why we made a mistake..

21*

i 22 Horton: I understand that, but the program in question is the
: 23 methodology of getting the log updated.'
? 24
.

25 Frederick: Yeah.
! 26

k 27 Hortons Whatever, I don't see that as a material false:

28 statement Carolyn.
4

29 .

30 Tynant Okay.
31,

32 Horton: I disagree with it personally, but I'm not interested;

33 in arguing about it right now.;

j 34

| 35 Tynan: Okay. I'm going to pass that on to Tom.
36
37 Horton: I'm assuming though that there's a corresponding

,

; corrective action required. For example, George, an I38
39 going to get AFR7:

] 40
j 41 Frederick: No, we couldn't find where you were not in compliance
3 42 with your procedure.
1 43

'

44 Horton: Make a suggested recommendation?
i 45
{ 46 Frederick: Yeah. We recommended we change the way we do business
i 47 or either that your procedure have more specific
; guidance in it.48

49q

; 50 Hortons okay. Well, there's your corrective action then.
! 51 Bottom line is let's send it.

52>
,
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1 Tynan: I'm going to pass that on to Tom.
I

3 Horton: Tell him I loved it.
4
5 Mosbaugh: I just loved it.
6
7 Tynan: You'd be the only one. Okay, thanks, Mike, and I guess
8 five o' clock is still on.
9

10 Horton: Bye.
11
12 Tynan All right.
13 .

14 Tynan Let me call Tom. Ya'll should be in here too.
15
16 Mosbaught We're digging a deeper hole.
17
18 [ Comment: dialing tones)
19
20 Tynan Ester, I need to talk to Tom.
21
22 Dixon Hold on. He's on another line, Carolyn. Hold on. |
23

'

24 Tynan: Okay.
25

W 26 Mosbaught I mean, this is not falso but you attribute it to
i 27 something false.*

28
29 .Tynan Is that the only problem, Allen, that last line?
30'

31 Mosbaugh: It's the only thing that's false.
32
33 Tynan What's false?

,

i 34
', 35 Mosbaugh: It says the discrepancy is attributed to these causes,

36 okay, and I would contend that those are really not the
s

37 causes. Now, it may be true that we're attributing to
; 38 those things that ate wrong, okay, and I'm not sure if

39 that's false or not. Is it wrong when you say you
40 attribute it to something that is wrong?
41,

42 [ Comment: Starting here, the transcript may be hard to'

43 follow because Tynan is having a conversation withi

44 Dixon and then Greene while at the same time Hosbaugh
; 45 argues with Frederick.)

46
j 47 Tynan: Yeah?
' 48

49 Dixon He's talking to Bill shipman. Let me get him to call
i 50 you right back.

51
52 Fredericks opinion's not fact.

!

8
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1 Mosbaugh: I think I would have to be a lawyer to determine that.
2 All I'm saying is that if you were involved you would
3 know. . .

4 |

!
5 Greens: Hello?
6
7 Tynan: Say, Tom?
8 ,

9 Greene Yes, ma'am. !
10 J

j 11 Voices (inaudible) |

12 )13 Frederick: It's true.
14
15 Tynan I've got Allen Mosbaugh and Tom Webb and George
16 Fredericks in here. I just got off the phone with Mike.

17 Norton. '

18 .

19 Frederick: The person that had to come up with a number had no |
20 data to go to. He did it by the seat of his pants. ).

1 21 |'
22 Greenes (inaudible) !

23
24 Tynan: There is a concern on the last line of the first*

,

25 paragraph. I

26,

( 27 Frederick: Why did he do it by the seat of his pants? He was
'

28 forced to. Why was he forced to? The logs were not
29 available. Records were not available. The records.

30 weren't in the vault; Ops still had them.
31
32 Greene: The number of (inaudible).

; 33
34 Mosbaugh: You didn't listen to what I said.
35
36 Frederick I did too. I've been listening to the whole thing.
37

j 38 Tynan: That's not the one.
! 39

40 Frederick: I'm the guy that put comments in the PRB minutes the
41 time we tried to write it wrong the last time and you
42 rewrote it for me. It was still wrong.
43
44 Mosbaught It was not wrong when I rewrote it.
453

46 Tynan Okay, so the first part of that sentence is
47 (inaudible).' 48
49 Frederick: The note I got is.
50
51 Mosbaught What note have you got?
52

9 I
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i 1 Frederick I've got an updated copy of the LER.
2

i 3 Tynan: (inaudible) there seems to be a little problem with i

j 4 that. !

; 5
j -6 Greenes Where are you at now?

7
8 Tynan In my office.
9

*

'

10 Greene: In your office, okay. Do I need to walk over there?
11
12 Voice: Well, I mean, they can talk to you right now in here.

,

' 13
14 Greenes okay, go ahead.

i 15
16 (Comment: All parties are now involved in the same

| 17 conversation.)
18,

19 Tynant okay, George and Allen. I think Allen may have some
20 other questions.,

21'

i 22 Greene All right.
23
24 Mosbaught I guess, Tom, you know, the thing that seems rather i
25 funny to me about this is that the PRS approved the i

,

; 26 revision to that LER on the 8th of May, and that
27 revision approved on the 8th of May was correct then'

,

: 28 and remains correct now. And all of what we've done
j 29 has not changed anything. And now we're going to send.

30 a letter forward that, you know, it's probably -- most;
: 31 of what's in this cover letter is probably true, and

32 the new basis that's being presented in the LER is
33 probably true too. But then what was in the rev.:

: 34 approved by the PRB on the 8th of May was also true.
35

i 36 Greenes Ma-ham.
4 37
'

38 Mosbaught And I think some explanation is owed for all that. In
! 39 addition, this particular cover letter assigns a --
i 40 attributes a reason to the errors, and whereas that

41 statement may be correct, it is certainly not complete
; 42 as to the cause of our making.these mistakes and
# 43 providing inaccurate information.

44
45 Greene: Ma-hmm.4

! 46 -

47 Mosbaught we can send a half-truth out, but, you know, it seems,

48 to me at this point we ought to be coming clean.
49
50 Greenes Mow would you change the letter? [ pause) |

i 51

l 10
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; 1 Mosbaugh: Well, it would seem to me that somebody ought to '

,
2 explain the truth relative to the mistakes.
3
4 Greens: George, have you gone through how you arrived at these;

5 numbers with them?<

6
j 7 Frederick: Is this Tom Greene?

8.

j 9 Greene Yes. L

i 10
3 11 Frederick:. Okay. I didn't recognize your voice on the speaker.

12 You sound different.
13

'

14 Greene I got here at five this morning.;

i 15
i 16 Frederick Yeah, me too. The problem -- what Allen is talking
j 17 about is where someone down at corporate has looked at
i 18 the audit report and made a decision on attributing a
! 19 root cause to why we made the mistake. That's what -- t

,

i 20 .

21 Greene: Ma-ham.3

22 '

| 23 Frederick: And Allen feels that that's not a true statement or
; 24 it's not completely true. I don't know what Allen's
; 25 talking about. I don't know what other root cause he

26 means. Allen's going to have to tell you what it is.'

27g I don't know what root cause we're talking about
,

28 otherwise.,

! 29 .

| 30 Greene: Mm-hmm. Have you explained to him exactly how you
j 31 arrived at the 10 and 12, George?

32
| 33 Frederick: Yeah. That's not an issue.

34.

| 35 Greene: Okay,
t 36
j 37 Frederick: Tom Webb is here with me and he's gone over the same
; 38 numbers from his own records. He agrees with those
3 39 numbers.

40
| 41 Mosbaught You know, Tom, the revision approved by the PRB on the
; 42 Sth of May stated that the completion, in that

43 particular meeting, stated that the completion of the3

: 44 comprehensive test program, that the program was over
; 45 just prior to doing the -- and the comprehensive test

46> program as refsrenced in the LER was a croprehensive
; 47 test program testing the contr61s and logic. So that48 test program completed just prior to doig the
; 49 undervoltage test, and that was the definition that the
j 50 PRS agreed to when it approved that revision and indeed
i 51 that notation is reflected in the revision of 5/8.52 Now, this goes ahead and assumes a different basis for
i

; 11
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| 1 that point, and that's fine. We all can assume
4 2 different bases, but I don't know why we're changing
,

3 our bases.
! 4
'

5 Greener Mm-hmm.
! 6

7 Frederick: Hey, Tom?
5
9 Greenes Yes.'

10-
~

11 Frederick: The reason the first successful surveillance test was
12 picked was because it removes any fussiness on whether

. 13 it was a valid start attempt and whether it was
I 14 successful. And if you use the criteria that Allen is

15 talking about, I believe you gain two starts. That
is still doesn't --"

17
| 18 Mosbaugh: Nobody's trying to gain or lose starts here. I'm just

19 saying that ---

20 .

21 Frederick: I have --
22
23 Mosbaught Just a second. This brings into question, you know,
24 whether or not we had a definition of the and of the
25 test program. And all I'm saying is the PRB on the 8th

j 26 of May established the definition for that.
( 27<

- 28 Greene: Why don't ya'll come on over to Skip's office and let's
29 talk about it..

i 30
31 Frederick: Sure.
32

| 33 Greene: I don't think we can do it over the phone. See ya'll
i 34 in a few minutes.
' 35
i 36 Frederick You're there right now?
i 37

38 Greenes I'm in Skip's office, now.;

39+

| 40 Frederick: Okay.
41,;
42 Greene: All right. Bye.
43
44

;
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1 TAPE 137, SIDE 2
,

2
3 Voice: (inaudible)
4

. |

5 Voices (inaudible) the log (inaudible). 1

6
7 Frederick' There were no logs is (inaudible) . i

a
9 Willians: When I say logs I'm talking about the supervisor's log

10 or (inaudible) logs.
11 ,

12 Voice: It's (inaudible) . You can't -- !

13 .

14 Voice: What I'm saying is we're not missing that log
*

15 (inaudible).
16 ,

17 Fredericks I couldn't agree (inaudible).
14 l
19 Voices , What we (inaudible). Err on the side of conservatism. |
20 i

,

Jimmy Paul cash and George Bockhold21 Voice:' (inaudible). . . .

22 got information. They used the logs from the control
23 room. . .

24 1

25 Voices (inaudible) the log.
26

( 27 Voices Well, (inaudible).
28
29 .yoices can I borrow (inaudible)?
30
31 voice: (inaudible)
32
33 (pause in tape)
34
35 Voice: I guess (inaudible) the core (inaudible).

! 36
| 37 Voice: (inaudible) j

38 |

.39 Voice: As I was saying (inaudible) divided by (inaudible) .
'

; 40
41 Voices (inaudible),

i 42
i 43 Greenes I don't like speaker phones.
i 44

45 Voices I don't either.
46 .

47 Greenes They cut in and out on you and you can't (inaudible).
,

48
-49 Greene Okay.
50

, ,

i
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1 Voice: Let ne interrupt before you start. Did you understand<

2 that we're supposed to get (inaudible) back to Ken;

] 3 McCoy immediately if not sooner on this?
; 4

5 voice: Well, (inaudible). I can tell you that right now.
6

| 7 Greenes Really? (inaudible) If Ken is expecting this to go to
j S the PRB at five (inaudible) at five. It can't wait
i 9 till five.

10
11 Webbs That was the phone call.
12

? 13 Voice: It can't wait till five.
I 14
*

15 Voice: This is a phone call. (inaudible) the PRB.
16

* 17 Voice: Okay. Now, (inaudible) about the latter (inaudible). I
,

i is |

19 Voice: (inaudible) '

! 20 |
,

i 21 Voice: Just the substance. i

22
23 Voice: Right.+

| 24
25 Voice Let's do that.*

| 26

(: 27 Greene What's the concern about that statement in the letter
2s (inaudible)?-

29. .

30 Voices (inaudible)
31'

! 32 Mosbaugh: Well, what you're trying to do is, you know, somebody
! 33 else is going to have to answer for changing everything
) 34 all around to a new basis. I mean, first we're going
! 35 to a basis of valid versus any old start which was all

35 of our other documents. Then we're going to go to a
37 new basis of where we count the starting of the

|38 comprehensive, the completion of the comprehensive test |,

39 program, okay. so we've established two new bases, and ;

40 we said, okay, with these two new bases, these are the '

41 start numbers now, okay. Now, if somebody wants to,

i 42 establish new bases, fine, and those numbers for those
43 new bases, I will assume somebody's done a review and

'

44 those are correct. You know, I think that in'itself is-

45 quectionable establishing these new bases, especially
_

46 when previous revisions exist that use the old bases
'

47 and compared apples to apple's instead of apples to i
,

; 48 oranges. But, notwithstanding all that, the last
'

* 49 sentence then goes and draws a conclusion as to why the
50 error was made.
51
52 Greenes Ma-ham.
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1 Mosbaught And it says the error was made because of diesel start
: 2 recordkeeping practices and the definition of the end
i 3 of the test program. Well, I say that is not true, and

! 4 I participated in the calls and the discussion and the
! 5 PRB meetings and so forth, in preparation of the LER.

6 I assume this error is sadat referencing why the error
7 was made in the LER. I don't know.'

;

8*

9 Greenes This information is also (inaudible) -- these numbers
10 are also (inaudible).i

! 11
12 Mosbaught No, not these numbers. The only thing that's gone in"

i 13 the LER is valid start numbers.
144

' 15 Voices (inaudible)
' 16
i 17 Mosbaught No.
| 18
| 19 Webb: The LER is (inaudible).

20'
,

21 Mosbaugh: The 10 and 12 are not going in the LER.

| 22
23 Greene What makes you think that?
24

; 25 Mosbaugh: Because I've seen the approved LER.
i 26
! ( 27 Voices (inaudible)
; - 28
i 29 .Mosbaugh: The PRB approved the LER at the last PRB meeting.

30
! 31 Greens: What did the PRB approve yesterday? (inaudible)
; 32
; 33 odos: It changed five times in the last (inaudible).
i 34

35 Mosbaugh: Well, somebody else is changing the PRB other than --
! 36 the LER, other than the PRB.
! 37
! 38 Greenes This is what the PRB looked at yesterday. I have this
! 39 (inaudible).

40,

} 41 Mosbaught oh, the LER's been changed by corporate again? Okay.
i 42
; 43 Wet * (inaudible) changed that and (inaudible) the cover
.

44 letter, yes, but the LER itself, no.
l' 45
4 46 Greenes These numbers, this makes no sense to me to write a

47 letter like this when the LER hasn't got the numbers in
48 it because they're updating the LER. What I believe is
49 (inaudible) the updated LER and for you to have numbers,

50 like this and then can't use them, Oey won't
i 51 (inaudible). Whatever is sent will most likely and up

52 in the LER. I certainly would never sand this letter
,

4
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i

1 off, attach the LER, and then have a letter. I believe
2 ve're talking about numbers that we'll see in the LER.
3 I'll be glad to put clarify (inaudible).
4
5 Mosbaught Well, the basis in the LER is different, Tom. The LER
6 states valid starts through today's date. This letter
7 states successful starts, not valid starts, through
8 April 19th, so you have totally different bases.
9

10 Webb: Yes, the letter was making c correction from the first
11 LER, but the LER itself is updated to the current time
12 or approximatly the current time. So they are talking

! 13 apples and oranges here. (inaudible) put those numbers
14 in there.
15
16 Greenes Well, I think the whole argument comes down to are you
17 implying that the previous work was some way in error?
18 And what I think I hear you saying is may changed
19 around a little bit (inaudible). We all know how to
20 count. We are counted correctly and (inaudible).

.

21
22 Mosbaught No, we did not count correctly, and that's basically my
23 bottom line when you start to talk about the cause for
24 the LER being submitted with incorrect information in
25 it. I believe that that -- if I were to state the
26 cause of that, is due to personnel error, carelessness,
27 and negligence. Those are pretty strong words, but

( 28 that's what I think happened.
29 .

30 Greene: That's how we go through 19 and 11 and got what? Which
31 number are you referring to?
32
33 Mosbaugh: The original revision of the LER.
34
35 Creens: That's the one that was done on May 8th?
36
37 Mosbaugh: No, that was the one that was submitted on the 19th of
38 April.
39
40 Greenes That's the original version of the LER.
41
42 Mosbaugh: That's the only one that's false. I mean, that's the
43 only LER that's false. It's the only LER ve've
44 submitted.
45
46 Webb: The original version (inaudible) the PRB approved on
47 May.the 14th or May the 8th,~ excuse me.
48
49 Greenes We said no failure occurred in any of these tests. If I
50 change that last line, have I said something wrong in
51 the rest of the letter?
52

16
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l

1 Mosbaugh: I think the rest'of the --
2
3 Voices (inaudible)
4
5 ' Frederick: In the course of our audit, we found '; hat on the date
6 we submitted the LER, the diesel star: log had not been
7 updated since March the 15th (inaudible) we submitted
8 the LER on April the 19th. The diesel logs were not

9 updated until May the 2nd, so when we submitted the
10 LER, there were no diesel, none of these starts were in
11 the log. There were no diesel logs to go to.

12
13 Mosbaught When he's saying the diesel log, he means the
14 engineering diesel log. So it was not available and
15 was not used.
16
17 Frederick: The second thing we found was that same of the diesel
18 start sheets (inaudible) surveillance (inaudible)
19 diesel starts (Jnaudible). Some of Enose had been in
20 process for up to 24 days in the control room before
21 being sent to the engineers, not to the engineer until,

22 April the 24th, which is five days after we sent the
23 LER. It hadn't even been processed.
24

|
25 Creenes So that makes (inaudible).
26

( 27 Frederick: So it was a significant processing problem with the
28 sheets (inaudible) out of the control room. There was

-

29 no diesel log to look at and (inaudible) the
30 supervisor's log you counting significant (inaudible).

31 was significant omission. So the person who was tasked
32 with trying to develop the numbers of starts

;

i 33 (inaudible). I don't know where they were located.
34 There was no need for the (inaudible). I don't know'

35 how you can know you had a complete set if you had a
36 whole stack of them laying in front of you.
37 (Inaudible) what the audit documented was what the
38 situation was, (inaudible) person was, (inaudible).
39 corporate is attributing the error made to those same
40 problems.
41
42 Mosbaught The log was not available and was not used to compile
43 the information. That's the facts.
44
45 Frederick: I agree with him. It wasn't.
46
47 Greenes okay, so let's forget the fact that we're talking about
48 the log and let's go back to the statement. (Reading)
49 "The discrepancy was attributed to diesel start
50 recordkeeping practices." All right, the recordkeeping
51 we're referring to me is not just the log, but the fact
52 that we wrote things down, the information was

17
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1 incomplete; that we had a method of reporting, even
2 though it's not part of the log, it was (inaudible).
3 And then we start to (inaudible).
4
5 Mosbaugh: We didn't use that. You know, Tom, this information

'

6 started with Jimmy Paul cash.
7 ,

8 Greene: Mm-ham.
9

10 Mosbaugh: Okay. So you ask yourself why did Jimmy Paul Cash make
11 a mistake? I mean, If you want to ask yourself why the
12 error was made, that's where the error started. And
13 the error propagated through Tom and NSAC (inaudible)
14 because they assumed that information was correct, and -

15 then just added on to it for extra days. Is that not
16 correct?
17
18 Odon: That's Dal correct. We went through and we personally
19 took the control room logs and everything else and

,

20 tried to verify the (inaudible).
21
22 Mosbaugh: That was af ter, that was after, that was af ter
23 questions relative to the accuracy of the data were
24 brought up.
25
26 Webbs Right. We didn't put numbers in (inaudible).
27
28 Mosbaugh: Prior to that, you merely extended on Jimmy Paul cash's
29 information. Then questions were brought up as to the.

30 accuracy of the data, and you went out and did a review
31 of the log.
32

l 33 Webb: That's not true.
34
35 Mosbaugh Well, if any of it isn't true, let me know.
36
37 Webb: When we originally draf ted the LER, we didn't put those
38 numbers in there at all. Corporate came back and
39 wanted to put numbers in, so in the last day or two
40 before the LER was ready to go to the NRC, we started
41 scrambling trying to find numbers that we could rely
42 on. We went through the control room logs and started
43 to add up the (inaudible).
44
45 Frederick: Any reason we didn't use the engineering log?
46
47 Mosbaught It wasn't available. It wasN't complete and it wasn't
48 available. There was nothing in it.
49
50 Voice It wasn't a usable source.
51
52 Mosbaught There was nothing in it.
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1 odom: Usually more accurate and (inaudible) started up.
2
3 Greene: Mm-hmm.
4
5 odom: We couldn't tell in a lot of cases what was going on.
6 The control room (inaudible).
7
8 Greene: Based on that, why is the statement incorrect then that
9 the discrepancy was attributed to diesel start

10 recordkeeping practices? If we don't send the stuff to
11 the engineering people in a timely fashion, don't you
12 think we've got a poor practice?
13
14 odom: I can tell you from the past that in doing diesel
15 special Reports we always had a hard time getting the
16 material.
17
18 Greenes I think that's all we're trying to say in this letter
19 is they're not blaming the log per se. They're saying
20 our practice of keeping the log up, but (inaudible).

21 records (inaudible) log. It's the way we keep our
22 records. (Phone ringing.] The definition of the and
23 of test program. Tell me the definition of, we used on
24 May 8th and (inaudible).
25
26 Mosbaugh: The LER states numerous sensor and logic testing was

i

| ( 27 performed prior . after . . . subsequent to the. .

28 completion of the comprehensive test program.'

| 29 .

i 30 Voice: (inaudible)
31|

32 Mosbaugh: It's in reference to logic, control logic testing.
33
34 Voice: Harry's holding.
35
36 Greens: Harry, here I am with a unit down and you hand se this
37 hot potato.
38
39 Voice Is (inaudible) reasons (inaudible)?
40
41 Greenes Where did the last line. . . .I'm going to put you on
42 speaker. You have to understand you're right in the
43 middle of a heated argument, so you just let the water
44 roll off your back.
45
46 Majors: This is (inaudible) .
47
48 Greenes okay.
49
50 Majors: All right.
51
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1 Greene: This is the author c# the letter. Is that a fair
2 statement, Harry, that you're the author of this
3 letter?
4 *

5 Majors: I will accept it, but I'll reserve the right to make a2
,

'

6 disclaimer at a later point.
7
8 Greenes Let me see if I can establish some facts here.
9

10 Majors: All right.
11
12 Greenes All right. Number one, the information that is in this
13 lettar, " Loss of off-Site Power f4 ads to site Area

,

14 tsorgency" is to be a cover loits. to the LER7
15 i

16 Majors: That's right. '

17
18 Greene: That's the same information that is also being put into

=19 the LER?
20 .

21 Majors: The only thing that changed in the LER since the PRB
22 saw it last is we changed that number of starts from 11
23 to 12 because the, when they did the QA audit report, ,

24 they found another valid test that hadn't been checked '

25 in the column thare.
26

( 27 Greene: All right. So the 11 and 16 is now 12 and 167:

! 2s
29 . Majors: That's right.-

! 30
1 31 Greener All right. So this letter then -- okay. Okay, that's

32 a fact. Let's see if I understand it based on that.
33,

| 34 Majors: Okay, now, I can explain further, if you want me to.
35

3

j 36 Greenes o ahead.
37<

! 38 Majors: Okay.. The audit' report, if you look at Page 3 of the
. 39 audit report where it talks about the number of'
} 40 successful starts subsequent to the completion of the
] 41 test program.

42,

| 43 Greene Yes.
| 44
4 45 Majors: Okay. What we were trying to do is be consistent with

45 the audit report with the letter.,

47
'

48 Greenes okay. ,

- 49
| 50 Majors so what we're trying to da to the LER is change it to
! 51 not mention the number of starts subsequent to the test
| 52 program.
| |

20
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1 Greene: Okay. We're going to let the LER talk about valid
2 starts, and we're going to let the cover letter talk
3 about successful starts subsequent to the test program?
4
5 Majors: Right. In other words, the letter is going to
6 basically address the question of the problem with the
7 nrevious LER.
8
9 Greene Okay. The number of successful starts included in the

10 original LER included some of the starts that were part
11 of the test program.
12
13 Majors: Right. Now, that's a Ken McCoy additional sentence
14 that has been blessed by George [Hairston). So
15 obviously if there's a problem with it, George would
16 vant to know about it.-

17
18 Greenes sure. The discrepancy is attributed to diesel start
19 recordkeeping practices. What did you mean by that?
20 .

21 Majors: Okay. That's another George and Ken McCoy designed
22 sentence, and they're referring there to this audit
23 repott, trying to summarize I'm trying to find ......

24 the thing the section of, especially in the audit
25 report where it says no specific cause for the error in
26 the LER, a number of 18 starts was identified other
27 than it (inaudible) appears this problem existed when

( 28 the LER was prepared, based on the review of the log no
29 entries were made in the Unit I diesel log between.

30 March 15th (inaudible). It says "there is no single
31 source document readily available for determining the
32 recults of diesel starts."
33

- 34 Greene: Let me ask you something. The word discrepancy implies
' 35 that there was mistakes and errors made previously.
1 36 The only thing that I believe everybody agreed to is
; 37 that the original LER had some mistakes in it.

38.

| 39 YA!ars: Right.
| 40
! 41 Greene: The LERs written after that were based on how do you

42 want to count these things.
'

43
1 44 Majors: That's right.
: 45
! 46 Creens: All right. So why don't you say instead of

47 discrepancy, why don't you just say the difference,,

48 meaning you're talking about what's in this letter
49 versus what's in the LER..

50
i 51 Majors: I don't have any problem with that, and I don't think

52 they will either.
!
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| 1 Greene: "The difference is attributed to the diesel start'

2 recordkeeping practices..." j
3 ;

-

4- Majors: Right. I don't think anybody will have any problems !

: 5 with that.
| 6
' 7 Greene: " ...and the definition at the and of the test program."

8 That's how you explain the difference in the LER and
9 what's in this letter? |10 |

11 Majors: Yes. I
12 '

13 Creener All right. We're all standing behind what's in the
14 LER, the 11 and the 16.
15
16 Majors: Right. We had the QA report, we counted off, and show
17 exactly what we're saying, 12 and 16.

,18
i

19 Greenes The 12 and 16, okay. But we used the engineering log
20 for that number, didn't we?,

21
22 Majors: That's right. We used the engineering log. If you
23 turn over to Page 4 of the audit report,' Section B.
24
25 Greenes Ma-ham.
26 |

| 27 Majors: It says -- it discusses the fact that they go to the J
' 28 engineering log and then it talks about the fact that

29 there have been additional tests performed according to.

30 procedure 14980, diesel generator operability test,
31 that were done since the last time that the engineer's
32 log was updated, these tests have been done. If you
33 add those to the ones on the engineering log, you come
34 up with 16 and 12.
35
36 Creener Right.
37
38 Majors: And that's how I came up with 16 and 12.
39
40 Greenes But that's based on the eng1Mering log that we keep?
41
42 Majors: That's based on the engineering log that we keep which
43 was last updsted on -- I'm not sure -- 5/2 or something
44 like that, plus the additional successful completion ot'
45 tests according to that procedure, since the last time
45 the log was updated.
47
48 Greenes okay. Allen, can you ... you know, basically what |49 we're saying here is that the LER was indeed accurate.
50 so --
51

22
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1 Mosbaugh: I haven't contested that the new LER is inaccurate or
I 2 accurate. I haven't looked at the data. I don't know*

3 that it is inaccurate. You've just changed to apples
i 4 and oranges.

5
6 Majors: That's right. He's right about that.
7;

| 8 Greens: Yeah. |
9 1

1 10 Majors: What we've done is because we have so much difficulty |i 11 discussing and getting our hands around the number of |
12 starts subsequent to the test program, particular if ;.

'

13 you try to count the number of starts subsequent to the '

14 test program and prior to our submittal of the original
i 15 LER -- it really gets more difficult there because we

16 don't have a good -- you know, you can argue whether-

17 something is a successful start or not. So that's why
,

1;

1 18 we chose to go with the valid starts. You can now tis
19 it down to the Reg Guide 108 definition and that sort
20 of thing..

21
22 Mosbaugh: But, you know, with what Tom just said about the
23 difference, you know, that makes the and of that
24 sentence read better, but it makes the beginning of
25 that sentence read in a funny way as far as I'm
26 concerned. "The difference is attributed to diesel

i 27 start recordkeeping practices."
28
29 . Majors: Yeah.
30
31 Mosbaugh: We didn't change our recordkeeping practices.
32
33 Majors: George personally zeroed in on those words.
34
35 Greene: Well, what he's saying is we haven't changed our
36 recordkeeping practices.
37
38 Majors: Right.
39 '

40 Mosbaugh: We didn't get different numbers becausa we changed our
41 recordkeeping practices. We got different numbers
42 because we failed to accurately count in the beginning
43 as compared to now.
44
45 Majors: Right. And what the QA audit report says is that part
46 of that was apparently due to.the fact that, you know,
47 you do tests but you keep separate logs, different
48 kinds of logs for different kinds of tests, and you
49 collect data sheets and they're transferred over to the
50 diesel generator log. so a person that went out and
51 tried to count, you know, could have been misled by i52 counting from the wrong log or a combination of logs. I

23
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1 The way they worded it was that there's no single,

2 source document -- that's [ reading from the audit
3 report) "therefore, no single source document was

,

! 4 readily available for determining the results of the
5 diesel start attempts following the site Area Emergency

' 6 and prior to the submittal of the LER." It also is
! 7 that there is the " confusion about the specific point
j 8 at which the test program was completed". And they
j 9 start that parsgraph out by saying "no specific cause
: 10 for the error in the LER in the LER number of 18 starts

11 was identified." So this sentence is consistant with;

: 12 the QA audit report, and that's what they were trying
13 to attempt because they anticipate that.the QA audit'

14 report will have to be explained to the NRC. They want
15 to make sure this letter, you know, (inaudible).,

| 16
| 17 Mosbaught I got - -
| 18

19 Greenes I've got to step out of the room for a minute.
20 [ Comment: Greene apparently leaves the room.),

21;

22 Mosbaught I've got one other comment about the letter, Harry. In
23 the second sentence you state that this letter is
24 explaining the discrepancies in two different,

! 25 documents, yet you do not proceed to explain the
# 26 difference in the second document. You only address
| g 27 the difference in one document.

28-

29 . Majors: Yeah. Originally the letter did not refer to the April;

30 9th letter, but George was afraid that if we didn't
31 mention the April 9th letter, the NRC might interpret
32 it as trying to avoid discussing it. And we think_yg.

' 33 can. defend the April the 9th letter, but we don't want
34 the NRC t'o think we're trying to avoid discussing it.~

35
36 Mosbaugh: Well, I'll read it again. "This revision is necessary
37 to clarify the information about the diesel starts in
3R the letter and the LER." And then it only proceeds to
39 clarify the information as stated and referred to in
40 the LER.
41
42 Majors: That's right.
43
44 Webb: (inaudible) letter makes the same statement about the
45 number of starts.
44
47 Mosbaught No. The errors in counting in the original -- in the
48 coa response letter are different errors than the
49 errors that were made in counting that went into the
50 LER.
51

24
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1 Majors: Yeah, I'm not sure that I would say that there were
,

2 errors in the April the 9th letter. |,

i 3
4 Mosbaught Why would that be?;

5,

3 6 Majors Because the April the 9th letter was based on George
,

7 Bockhold's presentation. In George Bockhold's j>

| 8 presentation he identified each individual start, and
'

j 9 so on that basis I think you can say that the letter on
4 10 April the 9th was consistent with what he had in slides
1 11 in terms of numbers of starts anyway.

;

i 12
| 13 Mosbaugh: Yeah, I think it's probably consistant, but I think

14 it's also false. |
j 15 '

16 Greenes It seems to me its reasonable to leave the last line in,

i 17 there to say the difference is attributed to the diesel
18 start recordkeeping practices and the definition of the,

19 and of test program, and it's referring to the original
20 LER, not the revised LER, not any of the updated LER's,

j 21 but it makes specific reference to the original LER.
i 22
'

23 Majors: Right.
24.

' 25 Greenes There is a difference between what the attached LER
26 that we're going to give to them (inaudible), what this
27g letter has, and what the original one had. And you
28 have to explain that difference. And it seems to me
29 these are acceptable ways to explain that difference. ;.

30 Some of these should not have been counted. We made '

31 log entries that didn't take the adequate inforsation,
i32 or we went from information that was probably a poor )33 way to get (inaudible), and the bottom line was we

34 ended up with a false count.
35
36 Majors: Right. I don't have any problem with changing
37 discrepancy to difference.
38
39 Greene: I really feel like we've got to put something in here
40 that's usable. (inaudible)-

#41
(hreene s,. Let's change the word to difference, and let me find42

43 ' out if any of the other PRB members have a problem with
44 it.
45
46 Majors: okay.
47
48 Greenes we did this by phone poll because I couldn't get
49 everybody together.
50
51 Majors: Okay.
52
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1 creenes I had to have a PRB at five o' clock to get the plant
2 started up.
3-
4 Majors: Yeah.
5 |

6 Greene And we we got (inaudible) a phone call. so I'll get
7 back to you in a few minutes and let you know.
8
9 Najors: Okay.

10
11 creene! Thank you. i
12 ~

13 Majors: All right. You'll get back to me or you're going to |14 call Ken McCoy?
:15 !

16 creenes Tell me your extension.
117 *

18 Najors: My extension is 7079.
19 ;

20 Greenes I'm going to get back to you. ;

21
22 Majors okay.
23
24 Greenes All right. '

25
26 Majors: All right._

!
( 27

28 creener You go talk to Ken and see if he's got any problems i

29 with that word, if you would. |.

30
31 Majors: I will in the meantime.
32
33 Greene: Thank you.

: 34
| 35 Majors: Okay.
| 36

37 creene: Good bye.,

i 38 -

i .39 Voices (inaudible)
i, 40

41 creenes Allen I don't know any -- you know, I wasn't involved
42 in the original LER and I don't know all the sources.

: 43 I do know that we have revised the LER several times.
| 44 Most PRB members are getting tired of looking at this
! 45 (inaudible) the LER. We need to go ahead and just :

| 46 decide what we're going to submit. And that the ;

.

47 original LER, everybody agrees, has some problems with
: 48 it. This is as reasonable a way of explaining how the '

; 49 differences are that I can think of. You have to admit !
; 50 that. !

1 51 i
'

52 Mosbaught It's incomplete.
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1 Greener Tell me how you would change the letter then.
2
3 Mosbaught We said this was going to explain the April 9th letter.
4 This doesn't explain the April 9th letter at all.
5
6 Greene: All right.
7
8 Mosbaugh: This only explains references to the comprehensive test
9 program. The April 9th letter doesn't use any words

10 like comprehensive test program. So how did we make
11 that mistake?
12
13 Webb That April 9th letter also referred to 18 starts,
14 without problems or failures.
15
16 Mosbaught Yeah, from the time of the event. Mow was that false?
17 Why was that false?
18
19 Webb: .secause there wasn't is starts with no problems or
20 failures. There were starts with problems on that.

21 basis.
22
23 Mosbaught Well, okay, is that because we counted starts that were
24 included in the test program? No. It's a different
25 reason.
26-

,

; 27 Webbs I don't know where the is came from either, but I know
| 25 that is --!

29 .

| 30 Mosbaught It came from George's presentation.
31
32 Webb We argued and argued over it until this time of day on,

! 33 April 19th and finally corporata said we believe what
34 we said on April 15 okay, we're going to put that ini

; 35 the LER.
36

; 37 Mosbaugh: You're correct. That is what George Bockhold said.
38'

39 Webbs (inaudible.) Now we have two letters, the LER letter,

j 40 on April 19th and the April 9th letter which are both
41 wrong.
42

' 43 Frederick: (inaudible) that paragraph.
44

; 45 Webb: I agree.
; 46
| 47 F ederick: And that is on that date that letter was wrong and we4
' 48 still didn't have documents (inaudible).49
: 50 Mosbaugh Well, sure, but is that the cause?
j 51

i

27

:
! t -

, .

'
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:
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'
1 Frederick: Most likely. If you gave a person (inaudible) the odds

,

| 2 are (inaudible) . ,

-3 ,.

]
4 Creene: You think if we had kept the engineering log up like we

~

j 5 should have, we wouldn't have this problem?
6

,

j. 7 Mosbaught Yes. Certainly. Definitely.
j- 8
; 9 Greenes What do you think the cause was?

10
j 11 Mosbaught The information was all available, okay.

! 12
13 Odon: You say the information was available, then how does it

: 14. fit that the (inaudible) was it easily . . .?
15

i 16 Mosbaught I don't know. You know, you're trying to ask me to

i 17 state why somebody else made mistakes, okay, and I
i 18 don't know how to do that. I took the same set of
i 19 information and got right numbers.

.

! 20 .

! 21 Frederick Well, two weeks ago (inaudible).
22'

23 Mosbaugh: George, I understand that. I understand that, okay,i

24 but I'took source data. I took the S[hift)4

25 S[upervisor's] Icq, I took the control log, and I took
! 26 the data sheets filled out for the machine operation,
|- (' 27 and I got a right set of -- I got right numbers.
| 28,

29 . Frederick: Well --
,

; 30
; 31 Mosbaugh: In addition, those right numbers were put into an LER
! 32 revision over six weeks ago. In addition, we defined
j 33 in that revision what the comprehensive test program
j 34 was, and it was perfectly clear, but we didn't submit

35 that LER. That leads me to wonder what's going on.
;
j 36
' 37 Greene: I think I've got the information I need. I've got to
; 38 find out what the (inaudible). I appreciate ya'11's
i 39 time. Rick, you got a minute?
| 40

- 41 odos: Sure.
i 42 .

] 43 Voice: (inaudible)
4 44
I 45 [ AIJ( walking) . [8reak in taping.]
.

46
| 47 Webb And so after about two or three weeks I call up and

48 said, " Hey, you guys working that thing or what are you
49 doing with this?" Me says, "I don't know. I'll find
50 out" and Amy Streatman (inaudible). She calls back and
51 says, "I-found it. It was put up on a shelf. It
52 wasn't being looked at."

28

,

.
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1 Mosbaught Why didn't we submit that? Why didn't we jump on that?
2
3 Webb And than it started again three weeks ago.
4
5 Mosbaught so why didn't we jump on that one?
6
7 Webb: Well we did. They they started to (inaudible).
8
9- Mosbaugh: No. Mo. I know.

10
11 Webb They worked on it for a week or two and then they sent
12 something back here, "How do ya'll like this," and we
13 said, "That's fine," and they sent it back again with
14 more major changes. And we said this is going to have
15 to g to the PRB.
16
17 Mosbaught Then why did they want a complete rewrite?
18
19 Webb That was kind of strange too. I was wondering where
20 that was coming from.

.

21
22 Mosbaugh: There's more than one thing strange (inaudible).

| 23
24 Webb Instead of just fixing the one error, "We want to get a,

25 complete rewrite." We went, " Huh? What? Why?"
.

261
(
' . . 27 Frederick: That was part of our (inaudible) wanted it updated for-

i 28 all the corrective action. ,

! 29 .

30 Webb: I heard that was Hairston's mandate.j
; 31

|
32 Voice: (inaudible)

i 33
34 Webb: Yeah. I heard that from a couple of people.

i 35
; 36 Fredericks (inaudible) changed their mind on that.
'

37
j 38 Webb: Well, they didn't exactly change their mind because we
: 39 did update the information that was in there

40 originally. We didn't add in the information we said
; 41 we were going to.
: 42
| 43 Frederick: But I understood the reason we did that was because
i 44 it's taking so long to correct the original LER that we

45 felt if we're going to do that, we (inaudible)
, 46
: 47 Webb: I know we couldn't, on the oiiginal we send that we'll
i 48 send the complete update in five months.
j 49
1 50 Frederick: Yeah.
! 51

29
i (
:
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l
1 Webba And here we are halfway through the five months and now |

2 we're going to change plans and do something else. I

3 thought that was kind of weird, i

4
5 Frederick: That was because of an identified error in the LER.
6
7 Webbs (inaudible)
8
9 Fredericks I guess we waited long enough to correct the error that

10 they decided we'd better go (inaudible) .
11
12 Webbe But we were right in the middle of all the action. We
13 (inaudible). These are all done; here's what we did. t

14
15 Fredericks (inaudible)
16
17 Webb We're still in the middle of everything now. It is

,

18 real strange how they handled this at the Corporate ;

19 level. I don't know why. I

20
21 Frederick Well, there were at least two revs of that thing today I

,

22 that I know of, that I don't believe ever crossed
23 anybody's desk.

,

I

24
25 Mosbaught Let as ask you about one other thing. When was

.

26 Hairston going to sign the revision?
! ( 27

28 Frederick: He's got to sign it before twelve o' clock because'
..

; 29 (inaudiele).

30;

'' 31 Mosbaught No, no, no, the revision that we processed on the 8th
32 of May.,

: 33
| 34 Frederick: I don't know, (inaudible)
| 35
! 36 Webb: I called all the past couple of week and said where's

37 that. Oh, its in the office up on a shelf. It's not,

j 3s being looked at. so we've got to get it going again.
i 39 (inaudible) That's real strange because I can't recall
! 40 when that's happened before (inaudiDie).
| 41
j 42 Voice: What?

43
44 Webbs That we sent them up to them and it just got dropped.

; 45
; 46 Mosbaught Mm-ham.

47
48 Voice: This happened before, but very (inaudible). -

49
50 Mosbaught Especially one like this.
51-,

!

: 30
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I
1 voice: (inaudible) especially when it's had so much attention
2 (inaudible)'.
3
4 Mosbaught (inaudible)
5
6 Frederick: I recall sitting in the war room the night of the event
7 recommending that we keep a detailed log of everything
8 we do, then we can reconstruct it. And it worked for
9 24 hours and they decided that -- somebody decided it's

10 too cumbersome, too much work. And I do see many of
11 these events, when they get big and take more than 24
12 hours, yoa don't keep a record, you are doomed for
13 diaster. Because "who shot John" becomes more of an
14 issue than what really happened. You just continually
15 spin your wheels on what you did and who said what and
16 what was the real test that was performed; what were
17 the partibations: put on the system and under what

-18 conditions was it done, and everybody forgets. People
19 get tired and they don't have notes.
20 ,

21 Webb: (inaudible) get tired.
22
23 Voice (inaudible)
24 i

I25 Voice: Yeah.
26 |

27 Voice: (inaudible) )
k 28

* 29 .Mosbaugh: one LER
30
31 Voice: (inaudible)
32
33 Voice: (inaudible),

34
35

. 36
|- 37
i 38

<,d-w . _% rr;

:

!

.

:

;
.

i
.

r
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1 TAPE NO. 42, SIDE 1
|

2 VOICE: This7

3 VOICE: Uh-huh.

4 VOICE: Off the chart, is that the (inaudible)

5 reductions in a depressorization (phonetic) from what to

6 what? t

1

7 VOICE: It didn't change much over a (inau e).
8 It's from 200 to 80. [/*

9 VOICE: Uh-huh. |

10 VOICE: Or from 100 to 90. g>l
11 8 VOICE: Yeah, 200 to 20 is the one I looked at.

12 VOICE: Okay.

I 13 VOICE: Okay.

14 VOICE: Uh-huh.

hh15 VOICE: But if you looked at it for 120 degree.

!

j 16 drop, it was almost 30 degrees for a look (inaudible) --
!

| 17 VOICE: Okay.
I

18 VOICE: (Inaudible) pressure.j
.

/ M(/ VOICE: Yeah, the same PSI pressure drop would19

| 20 yield about the same --
1

i

| 21 V012: The one I looked at was - {
;

| 22 VOIS: (Continuing) -- depression.
; .

.

VOIM (Continuing) - 200.
,

23
;

! 24 V015: Okay..

|
-

25 V0153 I don't know. I think - ny gut feeling

e
'

i
. _ _ . . - - -
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7" HEM HAD ' $$odLEMJ,*-

1 Some o f * h ^^ **' ' h"'
A( . [f.6 od,

! 2 fj rNyeses: I don't either, but'it*- *---*"' ,(how
6-

), . $4
!

3 they worded it.'

<

; 4 Now, we may well have had 19 successful starts. |

[ % Weges: Well, that's my question.5

h*/deld WD5ct: We may have had 22 attempts.6

: 7 - But we may -- yeah. There were --
4nke.

- ' f (phonetfe) would know.
f k8
; B u ^ s.s c4 p e failed starts, that I remember, were on [ p

j
j 9 l

i

| 10 train only. I

!

! 11 A train never failed to start, but B train did --
:

j 12 VOIG: B train --

LH
g4 m (Continuing)t. 13 failed to start is the--

i ED 4A/P
| 14 vrong term. In each case, it was *N5 stargee=egtripfEP.
! AND ftp
j 15 ALM: It started 4m, trip 4 and then so we had some cases4
.

j 16 where it started and wouldn't trip, so that's another kind
I
; 17 of problem here.

la N# w a e r.: It started and wouldn't trip I don't

j 19 know about that.
3

20 VOICE: There was -- f/N40//44EJ
b 9ames: But on the B machine, I think it tripped: 21

22 twice when we were trying to get B back up; remember?
,

; .23 A L ff taEes Yop.
4

| 24 h#F/.Enear We were concentrating on B. Paul would
)-

s

i 25 know.
i

! -

1

1

-
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1 That would be in that log that came through.
*

I ,

2 A f, M .g9505: Let me ask him.4

i

| 3 j,, M sanfen: You know, he should be able to count up
!

j. 4 the numberpfg of Sr4475.

/r^ "I w M e e : You know, the problem is that when

4

! 5
i

i A. U N L E.5S fMfylgr g,gg.
6 corporate sends like that out,4end=thshes=too4 ,

ENr/4E \
7- &meur to take the N responsibility for the history and

]3
1

the contentag rpA r A4 F ,8
;

l

| 9 wn here, they're sticking their necks out.
|

10 N ' m: Well, what's going to happen is that
i

i 11 they're going to come to us, somebody is oing to come to us

i' /f }andaskustoshowthemaboutthe(inr)!'La),andwe're| 12
_

i

|, ( 13 going to go, .. uaisie).

| --11)wemayhavehad19. I don't know.14 =_-
!

15 VOICE: Yeah.
i

j 16 VOICE: Hold on. (Inaudible) see about this.
fAUL AND fMEM AAE 3/rr/N

4 ^^ it, " _ ^_ 1 : _ ' _ , _ _ l _ _ _ _ ," f : V A{ 17 VOICE: _

_ _ _

!
'

18 (inaudible).,

|

| 19 /LM M (Inaudible) down there. I'll get it.

h 1tizzcs: (W48.</N4 So0NO3)|
; 20 I don't know if you had a chance to see
i PA UL,

21 the letter that asse&oengsent out., g
22 [40L g =i 2: Uh (inaudible).i

i'

ALM: Do You HAVE 4 copy of fMAC?
| 23 ? Z: { Z. _ ^ 1^ 1-- ^ .-

Nf1 P }< ' YEAN, sf/qNr //54E". g,A4:~t%S %
j 24 O 11103c3: I was hking aT.fi., ai-lek ; ' ,,

^

25 and I think that's part of the '8-- - (/NAd#/d1K) AND
a

'i
;

*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _
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: 1 VOIG: (Inaudible).
('

2 VOI G: We'll see how they mean that.

| 3 VOIG: See you later,
!

j 4 VOIG: Bye Ken.
,

i

5 VOIG: Bye.
. .

TAfjN4-) |6 (Pause.) (g4EAX /N
! b ushnes:7 There was another item in that letter
; H4iCroM

S that = - 8--- '," -- ''-_ sent to NRC that I wae wondering4

9 about.

10 They sent that thing up, and I don't-r--??y_think

11 anybody down here got to look at it until yesterday.

N*612 (Inaudible) -- the letter that -* ni , "Please

the hold you have en.CrYIte({t$ fed
( 13 li ".us .

4
14 70!;I. That's for the cat &'mtar.

15 M -ay.

16 D I looked at one item on it, relative to a

17 statement made by the instrument air and the diesel, one of

18 them.

THE4r rMAT*
JND [ere was another item on ^ ^ _ _ _ti;; said, 'Since19

20 the event on the 20th, we have started the A machine 19
|

5 .

21 times, and we have started the y machiw 18 times, all
4

22 successfully."

22 JLN: Now, do you remember enough about the starist
*F rno3M'

24 b* I don't believe that all y starts were,.

%.
25 successful.
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[at'swhatImeantthismorningonthe1 ::soges:::.

2 air.

3 -goget::. But the other item, I -- You didn't see

4 that letterx A T' S /TE~ //E A[ .?

5 -It'l - 21,it i:ZL-

SA W 17"" 7~Ml.$ Ho4 W/Nf.
6 F K -Sto s e s : I j ust ' ' -- ; "''-l+} :

7 A 4, N -wMeer Yeah, I know.
.

e FK -somes: I didn't e - T4/r & ) peers fo.

!4
SJELL 7|/A7 's UNAT~ Z ~ ~~

9 A /. M -SeckDC:E: 4 Well, okay

10 :sosess CIf you've got anything else in it that

11 you don't think is correct, please let me know.
1

12 PK VOICE: Okay. |

h -SeescE: I was looking at two things. I was' 13

14 looking at number four.

OKA Y.
i 15 [K N: 4 -- --- r ' - = _f
!

16 Ne And we had our meeting on that this
!

( 17 morning.
i bpck*Y
i is -Sem2cF.: Right.

N k% Sep3CE': I was also looking though at number G,
| 19
,

| 20 okay? AA/O,

| 21 anted to talk to you, as to whether you thought

| 22 that was correct.
$")L pf (stEADIN(. ) =mes4est the 20th.23-

J

i A*4'*f - ch-hub.24
; < asAoix+)

h -ssmannt: "The one A diesel has been started 18i 25 4
,

h

i

!
_ _ _________ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1 times, and the one diesel has been started 19 times. No

2 failures or problems have occurred during any of these

3 starts."

4 Now, if that's -- if those is and 19 starts

5 include all of the starts since the 20th, I know we had

6 problems and failures. ;)

! 7 Now, if those 19 -- if we started the machines a
!
i 8 total of 15 times, and those 18 and 19 are the last 18 and
!
j 9 19, and the failures, as I recall, may be one of the first

| 10 set, you know, mayse this is still a true statement.
:

11 But do y .u have a data log or something that mostd.
; 5'

12 show all these starts?g |grenase ;

! 13 I'm afraid we could have another problem with this; 3
} |

i 14 statement here.
! 1
a I

15 Do you ever -- what do you have that would show
,

! 16 all the starts? J
l I

( 17 Does Kenny -- Kenny's log? |

b18 4805e5: No.
'

!

f 19 24h 909CE:

i .Does it cover all of that? |dob W f \

.

19 -- you didn't have a (ir 41.q.fw4d//dH20 P K seses:|

f 21 A-L h 1poscs: Well, we certain1'y had problems, okay?
;

i 22 I mean, if I recall, we had the machine tripped,

|
| 23 the B machine tripped

h N Yetztet:N O T" d N f/ N 4 d D / B L h (Th n" h & N
0***ff>

'

susty=== inEWH2 rte $ toeh-4best before24
4

| 2s that. .

|
i

< ,
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!

!, 1 / LM sozen: But this says since the 20th.
1

2 f g wsCS: Um.
.

3 A L M sozct: see in that first week --

fHl's 7~H ;'

:

: 4 / K vozer: ao 'says, yes.
3 4

1 5 ALh .vefeEF: The B machine has --
i

; 6 f K -sozcs: (Inaudible).
t

7- ALh :stozct: And then there was another event, where -

8 -

9 PK isozer: (Inaudible) -- temperature, we have a ra'ir

10 (inaudible).;

11 ALM N: Then there's also the occasion where -

1 12 fg irozct: Two times --
I
.

I. 13 A L M itazct: (continuing) -- they made the trip, i

1
! i

14 right?
,

I

15 [A' -903GE: No, that's on the -- just on the sen
|f8j#LJE WEgE Nor 7-ME -

T@'
.

16 running.et machine. ,

4
17 ALN WDJ: Okay, but there was some kind of problem

18 like that. I remember.
'

Yeah, but it's not any running time, /7" WASmhh.19 f M
f 4'te 4

20 the d'- 'h'--|, you know.

21 That's the -- the only time when the trip is a
$fb UM

part of the, you know, the functional,qit tripped ogmew . ,22
|vbe 91b \

'

[gh temperature)( -('-- "" 323

24 A LM soscE okay.
,

25 P)( mates: And g (inaudible)p and I think
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1 there's one more time it tripped.
,

2 aim m : Uh-huh.

3 /lE vesct: (Inaudible). B train tripped.

o
4 A -N soscs Well, do you gA the log, you know, I,

4

5 need --
|7''S

6 FK - Vhe B trip. Stsis=&s part of the
Wh He y

7 i 4 ^-o !N , to run the functional test of the diesel, but
4

8 for --

kM9 SesCE: Yeah, but I mean, does somebody have all !

10 the starts since the 20th, summarized someplace, so that I

11 can compare them against what we've said in this letter, to
' No 7-make sure we haven't said something that,5 true.12 4

(, 13 fg 502c3: That is not -- I do not -- Nobody asked

14 usz C /N404/ d t.s),

; 15 202c2: Hey, nobody asked us -- anybody down here

16 at the site.
|

! 17 f 6 103CE: Well, I -

18 Sozct: You knote, to look at what got sent in.

|
#

! 19 l K ***r** I didn't --

20 h to'x:B: You know, there was an initial draft that
.

21 showed up, I think, on Friday of last weekg d uT~

gt'sdifferentthanthisdraft. It doesn't have22

! 23 items one th.4 five.
: .

24 f K SDECE: (Inaudible).3

| 25 Ai.M -mesets (Inaudible) - starting all over. One

i

_ _ _ _ -- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - - - - - . - - - . --. - .. . - -
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1.r. , g
2 PK wozcs: Okay, this is one beam. From starting,

3 this is (inaudible).
OitsEL

4 This is prior to the outage of the beeper, okay?
4

.

| 5 A L M 902C3: Yeah.
i 8 P/ES EL.

6 //( #03cs: (Inaudible) one beeper.
4

7 ALM SOECE: Well, we gotta start -- okay, on the /d a, ,ri

i ;L O TN, THE"
S 21st, correct?

4
9 [R #escE: Yes.

!

10 A 4 h -90cce: Okay, one, tuo, three, what stopped?

{ 11 P K soscE: You know, manually stopped.
A'

12 ALM SO2CE: Oh, is each one of these times they-
,

!

8 13 start?;

O
! 14 SO2CE: Okay, this is the failed to start.

! M
| 15 SozcE: That's an attempt and a failure?

I
'

16 PK WOECE: That's right.

17 AL M SOECE: Another attempt and a failure.
:

18 / R 203CE: That's right.;

!

| 19 AL M WOECE: Okay, that's a start?
i

| 20 8 6 #9303: And go another.
!

I 21 /( L/f 99983: And what's this?'

! 22 /K m That's a stop.
!

[ 23 4 4 N geges: Stop frou the third start?

| 24 //( m Yes, that's correct.

25 ALMm so that's three starts there.

!
.

I

W

.
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,
1 p g 205et: That's right.

i

2 ALAf Setes: Three start attempts.<

;

3 (Telephone ringing.)

I ef1 .'
4 -

A
i 5 cm -T i T == ^ ' ' b 2 =3 .
;

| 6 [ g SotCE: Uh-huh.
:

7
. seces: Four, five, six.

##48 irozes: Yes, uh-huh.
t

9 /g ite2c5H You can do it either way.
; .

10 AK *Mme: That's right.; i

| 11 / 4 N -9202CE: Seven.
4

|

| 12 /X states: Uti-huh. l

,

'( 13 A4N 203CE: Eight.
!

; 14 [K -Sto2cE: Up to the 3rd there from January 1st.
i

! 15 e No, that's correct.
4
,

16 l' N That is including the insurance benefits|

f 17 as okay?
J

! 18 AK N Uh-huh.
|

} 19 N Okay.
A

| 20 N That's correct.
6

: 21 UnTenr- Okay.

| 22 203CRP That's correct.
4

23 -902C36 Which one?
'

i
a

j 24 -1103CSF Yeah.
\

-!. 25 h -203C54 You can do either way.
!

!

:
1

1 - - . __ - -

. . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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"1 : You can put a, you know, separator or --,
.-

,

2 I'll talk to you later. |

3 (End of telephone conversation.)

4 VOICE: (Inaudible).
(i.doquia q) DAuf*A&)

[9 if02ct: It was -- I've got - 4oh great -- I've5

6 confused apples and oranges here.

7 I went from the one a to the one A, and now I'm

a lost, okay.

9 [K M This is a --

10 A4N N: Do ypu have anything -- you don't have
A34p

11 any data then, past the *0tts?4

! 12 /K safen: No. |
'

|

| (, A/ M*Well, we did a lot more past the 23rd.13 -

FM*fe: No, I don't have anything past the 23rd l14 ,

;

; 15 on that,
i

| 16 A4M sorcst: oh, okay.

D/ncLL j0'b# yN: Tha 4 generators failed here, the onej 17

i is B.

| 19 They should be right here.
I. SA0777). h N:20 There's a bunch of them. *hmew eemee- -

! 21 several problems in the course of that. It's on the next

22 page, I think.j

! 23 [g WOBem Yeah.
,

'

24 ALM desses: It should have (inaudible). 1

.'( . )
daAes/ suoses: That's right.2s;

:

$

'
,

, - - -- , n n
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;-mp.s /rw \

-

c-

1- J;q duo 3 cts gAbde on (inaud&bte) 4,acket end. water,

2 . pressure. I
.

1

3 /K soscs: And before that -- |

'
:

i^

(1x -+11' 1-i.24 TC Z; ?: =? --- -- _;g - _-
,

5 VOICE: (Inaudible). ;,

i

| 6 VOICE: (Intudible).

7 903cE: Did the A machine ever have a problem?

e n:r: n -- = = tt m r=
i

9 / 233CE: No, A machine never had a problem, no.
,

10 VOICE: (Inaudible).
;I 11 /K itetes: That's right. -

! |

| 12 e B's the one.
ii

o^' raokay, the B machine tripped i' '- dr ny
;

1 ( *;3 e
4,-

;

:
14 thuss. i

gWh |
15 These are the two trips on a B machine. Other |

4
! |

; 16 than that, we didn't have any trips. |
'. |

|17 e okay. Di*f g j.4r oil |\ paa ew A
Trig genne (' --- "f'1=} high 2--- *- 4 ?

| 18 -
-

temperature on a 842.c> -2 2 \
19 i

;
; AND /r |
L 20 okay, then, we were doing fine again -4*-+he |

JL sphat da.1 / 7- !

** t"---- " -!gright at the time.-

I

22 on a low acket water pressure (!- r'i"--14 v. ja

e i

23 low boil pressure,Jae. |

24 h Suo3CRs All right, that's the two trips we had?
L .' i

: 25' duo 3Cer===5mmha ,

|
1

-_-___-__ _-_.-__- _ __ _ __ _ _ _____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . - - . . - _ .
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,,..

&gWY
Setem: so this (inaudible) is not correct.1

(- |

2 Nm I'm going to have to look for that more. ,

3 Let me get a copy of these two things. I going to

4 have to find out the rest of the ctory.

s /K m And I'll take some copies.
I

s ALM m okay.

7 ! What I really need is the starts since, you know, 7~n
p, w

S kh-y 11 M e 4your list there.
9 8K S02C2: What I need, basically, is -- oh, I know.

SY447.r
10 A LM sotes: Maybe if we had more (inaudible) -- you4

11 know, maybe this -- I'm not sure if this is a problem or

12 not.

(, *

13 Well, okay, you had an item on here that you said
' 14 was --

i ff 7~fM/C447~udC S7~Al' f/h
didn't

. 15 , r f -7 In the letter,4 : ,i:55=91bi -
'-

t s g,.

- , ,
,

; 16 (inaudible).
.

17 9 VOICE: Okay,that"atestofthejacketwater)[4

is system temperature transient during engine starts was,

19 conducted. The purpose of this test was to determine the'

4

| 20 actual jacket water tempercture at the switch locations with

;' 21 the engines in a normal stand out line up."
JYA

22 "And than followed by series of sta: age-without
W4/A 1"O THE'

:eew rolling engines end-replicategstarts of March 20th."f 23 g
7~M" 7~e.1rs'

|' 24 " N showed that the jacket water temperature
4

25 at the switch location decreased from a standby tempeirature
2

i

- - _ , . . -
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. ,

so >-

i'F of
of 163 degrees,Aff to approximately 156' degrees petIand1-

( , 1

2 remained steady." |
;

|3 what's your comment on that?
I

''b' Y #03c e: It wasn't steady, you know. It went up !4

5 some more and then became steady. You see, it was --

h Soses: oh, you got the chart here? j6

7 /K SOESE: okay.

(/4/ex seurnix+ sounss)8 3 = = ;-

9 A 4 M -UO5cE: Okay, let me look at it.

10 /X sosce: okay, right here.

11 VoIC2: (Inaudible).

12 A4N m okay, I'll read it t: --- later.

I, 13 #g WeteE: Okay.

WE WE 34 WNf '/r FELL--- = = * == = " '' -- 114 A L M sosca: -

A
1

c 15 /K sosca: okay. !
-

! ,

i 16 A L M .sotet: Where's the fall; which direction is this !
; I

| 17 chart going?
!

I 18 [R 403c54! This is a --
i

i 19 A4 M #03ce: Where's time going?
)

| 20 /N -WOESE: This is 163. That's us.

21 /4 # S03c3: Time's going this'way?
:

22 /g Spect That's correct.;

!

23 A4Af Sotet Okay.1

:

|k.
. 24 rK moeces okay. >

!

25 A L M medcas so right to left.

:

.

4
, - - - , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - - - -_
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,

.

1 pK sosce: 163. '

(. >

2 A AM 20Ect: 163, okay.

3 /K 303ct: Then -- ,

4 A L M 90tcE And it goes down here.
'

5 8X Sozct: That's right.

6 Al M SOEcE: And then --

FAI4LY ~ WH/
And then it's E=? ty steady - ME sine"7 e ,g

/^W^AffE Art Z
'

S ^ -' ''- looking at.

9 [ K 203cE: Okay.

10 A4 N 903ct: I a little wobble here.g

11 /K 20Ect: Yeah.
. wtM r~ </AJD OF

12 AL N 902ct: Okay, 4=ame-manah time is that; what kind of

' 13 time scale?

14 /X e: Uh, 60centimetersperminuteg.

! 15 Aktf 202ct: 60, 70, oh, so I was looking --

I /~dJr $/EED
16 /g SO3ct: This is a ( = M I-} right now.

.

! 17 A4M 903ct: Yeah, okay, so I was looking at about,
!

| 18 what four or five feet there, so that's a minute or so.
!

19 /N 902cE: That's right.

20 AL/1-ifeten Yeah, okay.

fHc4c!s
21 /X soses: You see, h a jolt. ;

1

22 AA/1903cBt Yeah, so there's a little wobble there.

23 /4 gesce: Yeah, it's a (inaudible) . |

24 A 4 M soscEs Yeah, I see a little wobble up, and then
[

i 25 it peaks, and then here's another.
1

.

| i

._ _ ._ . - - _ . . .
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.

: 1 Is this the and of your run? This is another up.

| - [.
; 2 'fK :Senect: That's right. That's a -- you can see |
;

-

I 3 that (inaudible) was started the time.
.

) 4 /}i M #02c2: Okay.

5 /K.soect: That's where, you know. :

6 ALA1 WOECE: off, there we go, yeah, okay.

I mean, it's steady to the extent thati 7 e

bI
you'd say steady is within-(ir(r:y H sind_E-1+;4me three or foura

r
| 9 degrees.

} 10 It's steady within that range, okay, right?
i

j 11 /g -sotet: (Inaudible) -- back to 115 on a third
i

12 (inaudible).
. (f|Vp ass rv' sus'

( 13 AL M Wosct: Yeah, okay, (ihuune; -se. five degrees. |-

! l
j 14 /X N - It started going up, and then went down
i

| 15 again.
5 i

16 ALM M Okay. !
|,

17 e Who do you think has the rast of the |

} %

{ 18 starts?
f}y fif0L \

,

19 /K N: (Inaudible) j

4

20 / L/f 903084 Who?.

7~y/AJJ T~/MMY0
I - -- - - _fS M = * t it's Paul Cash21 /K-mesen: _ 4

22 ;(,"-_:t":; you know, also. |
ALM: 7yMny \,

gdhandbey gogget You think Paul cash has all the starts?23 4
24 px - 1.sh..(.

25 /44480809: Okay.
;

1

,

- _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - . - - _ _ __ w r- w-
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' &y 7?fE' FAILUAE3
1 -OI- b (Inaudible) - 4only two , ' - - f ii-1= ) -- -

'

0(. fMr Lu8r e/L
2 on ,a diesel, one 3 which is the high temperature, -bus =bedt -

4
3 -

4 A4ff 1803c3: Yeah.
4~ACKE7'

h M [ sosct: (continuing) -- and the low pressurg:back:5
4.Ude~ e/L 7-Mdc 4 0dE' c/L.

- water and the 1-:+ i=31,, ('- =--31^rl:' 1-- L--D -6 1- 2"

4
* *! ;

e connected M one7 ,That's because i
,

I/P eve-m dg .e

eNEJ |

9 Anytime that you get ^ ^ t :n, you get both of them
4

STDKCJ10 on. .

OMS YA k4f4 kdf
11 A4 /1 m: ^- =--lil-1-}g gf

,

Mr pers
#; Yeah,4(inaudible) . You see, you're12 /X sozcE:

( 13 behind on this.j ,,

i

14 AL Af #osct: I know why, because of all the starts.

15 /K N . That's right.

16 )Ltf -htetet: Okay. SCMEltopf MAS G-cr f~c H,dVE 7~#EM.*
.

17 -.. -. in: -f C.__: p;, ; --- i -- :
^

-

!
18 /X e (Inaudible)g cont /d4 /4o N..

I 19 //.MApesct: We put something together for the --
!

i 20 didn't we put something together for the IIT M on
,

'

21 that?

| 'e
22 / K Sosets Yeah, this is what I made for IIT.

| (/N4udteLK)
23 AL M .goscW: I W them, unless they lande it

,

! - (-
24 (inaudible).

'

kMI4Reece: Yeah, that's it. That's what .7immy Paul25

:
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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e
.

1 has.
(/NA'2018LE)(

~ // M He has that, he ,,-__- iir _

.

2 ;

3 =503C35: All right, maybe I'll get with

4 Let me make copies of these just for now, so I can

5 make some notes.
((jdCg +A'c un)D c c AJt'5454 7 sess,Sj

6 - - - ; - ea-gestr a-Arn-+he+,- j
'

-- --_ .

(Sov^JJ CF at edoX ffAC h'/^IE) :
'

7 (Pause.)

3.

9 e92-3 : It x h ^ -3 - ;,- i-itir*!7. g.__- ^1^rir; _ _ |

|10 N-: E-I " - - , : t " - t -7"

'

11 //l.N -McEct: I appreciate that.
>

12 (Pause.) ( <)tfEA K /N 7"A t* /N +)

( 13 VOICE: Okay, the administrative chain up there -

14 -

15 VOICE: (Inaudible). ,

! 16 VOIn: curtis (phonetic) -- yeah, I mean, but he'

i
j 17 was, you know, I mean, he was like that.-

|

| 18 Ba's a fairly high guy. Was it O'Reilly

i-

i 19 (phonetic) who was administrative then?
:

20 VOIG Yeah.
d

.

2% TOIM: O'Reilly in administration? i

i

| 22 VOICE: (Inaudible).
; ;

23 101 5 : You know, I mean --
,

,

| (' ,
24 TOIS: (Inaudible).

,

25 TOIS: Be was to the administrative branch, you

! +

|
-___-_ _ _____ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ . - - .. - - - -
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1 .. April 19, 1990
| i i, "" ELV-01545 |

0342 |*
-

: . , .

| 3
,

Docket No. 50-424
.-

U. S, Nuclear Regulatory Comission |
; ATTN: Document Control Desk

|
'

A. .
2fg Washington, D. C. 20555

:-

.f h* Gentlemen- ;

e4 YOGTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT J.

'; ' J LICENSEE EVENT REPORT |
i

LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER LEADS TO SITE AREA EMERGENCY| 'i
,

{ ( ,

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.73, Georgia Power Company hereby submits the
i: '1 20, 1990.j

-

enclosed report related to an event which occurred on March; j
.

'J .

e
t j Sincerely,

!'

! i ,J.J. /da,~22 % -,

| | W. G. Hairston, III-

-

WGH,III/NJS/gm !

Enclosure: LER 50-424/1990-006
,

'
,

Georoia Power Comoanyxc:-

Mr. C. K. McCoy
1

Mr. G. Bockhold, Jr.'
!

Mr. R. M. Odom
Mr.. P. D. Rushtoni

i
NORMS'

i U. S. Nuclear Reoulatory Comission I

Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator |
'

Mr. T. A. Reed, Licensing Project Manager, NRF. |;

Mr. R. F. Aiello, Senior Resident Inspector. Yogtle; .
*

'
.

6

'

't !
,

i ,V T :y:;^ ' ~ ;_ , ~, .
~ !

L
_

f. :.
- ,

q-
,

:. . . . ..

.
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| Go
! T'} n s o,< .. ,~., e no eno oa. u.a. o.n.

,,..c,....--......,.....~...n.,
On 3-20-90, Unit I was in a refueling outage and Unit 2 was operating at 100%

At 0820 CST. the driver of a fuel truck in the switchyard backed into|
a support for the phase "C"insulator for the Unit 1 Reserve AuxiliaryThe insulator and line fell causing a phase to ground
power.

|

Transformer (RAT) 1A.Both Unit 1 RAT 1A and Unit 2 RAT 28 High Side and Low Side breakers
;

Unit 1 Diesel
tripped, causing a loss of offsite power condition (LOSP).fault.

Generator (OG) 1A and Unit 2 DG28 started, but DGIA tripped, causing a loss ofresidual heat removal (RHR) to the reactor core since the Unit 1 Train 8 RAT and
'
.

| A Site Area Emergency (SAE) was
! DG were out of service for maintenance. The Reactor Coolant

declared and the site Emergency Plan was implemented.|
System heated up to 136 degrees F from 90 degree F before the DG was emergencyi

The initial notifications were not
started at 0856 CST and RHR was restored.nade within the required 15 minutes due to the loss of power to the EmergencyAt 0915 CST, the SAE was downgraded to an Alert

:

| Notification Network (ENN).
after onsite power was restored.i

The
| The direct cause of this series of events was a cognitive personnel error.

truck driver failed to use proper backing procedures and hit a support, causingThe most . probable cause of the DGIA trip
:

!
the phase to ground fault and LOSP.was the intermittent actuation of the DG jacket water temperature switches.|

!

Corrective actions include strengthening policies for control of vehicles, extensive testing of the DC, repacement of suspect DG temperature switches, and
,

|
-

;
,

improvements in the ENN system.
,

j*
;

. . . . .

l .

|

!._ -_
i !
'

- . _ , _ _ _ .
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4 __
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Exhibits _1,pageb Of1. ew un,

'

A. REQUIREMENT FOR REPORT
| a) 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(iv), because an

unplanned Engineered Safety Feature (ESF)) actuation occurred when the ESFThis event is reportable per:
Technical Specification

Actuation System Sequencer started, and b Additionally,,

4.8.1.1.3, because a valid diesel generator failure occurred.this report serves as a summary of the Site Area Emergency event.
|

| '

i
-

|;

UNIT STATUS AT TIME OF EVENTB. The reactor had
Unit I was in Mode 6 (Refueling) at 0% rated thermal power.

,

The

been shut down since 2-23-90 for a 45 day scheduled refueling outage.T
reactor core reload had been completed, the initial tensioning of the
reactor vessel head studs was complete, and the outage team was awaiting

" =4

U Reactor

permission from the control room to begin the final tensioning. level was being maintained at mid-loop with the Train A
i

D':
The

Coolant System (RCS)l (RHR) pump in service for decay heat removal.
+r

,

fi e
temperature of the RCS was being maintained at approximatelyResidual Heat Remova;

~

; f'.
' . It -

go degrees F.* )
Due to the refueling outage maintenance activities in progress, some
equipment was out of service and several systems were in abnormal

s
j

The Train 8 Diesel Generator (OGIB) was out of service for;

The Train B Reserve Auxiliaryi configurations.
a required 36 month maintenance inspection.;

Transformer (RAT IB) had been removed from service for an all change.The Train B Class IE 4160 Volt switchgear, IBA03, was being powered from the
,

<
-

All non-1E switchgear
Train A RAT 1A through its alternate supply breaker. by backfeeding|
was being powered from the Unit Aux 111ary Transformers (UAT)had been

All Steam Generator (S/G) nozzle dams
removed, but only S/G's 1 and 4 had their primary manways secured.from the switchyard.;

Maintenance personnel were in the process of restoring the primary manways
i

RCS level was being mainta'ined at mid-loop-for valve
'

,

In addition, the pressurizer! on S/G's 2 and 3.
repairs and the S/G manway restorations.

'

manway was removed to provide an RCS vent path.:

!
'

:

! C. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT
1990, at approximately 0817 CST, a truck driver with a securityAlthough not a member of

On March 20, d the protected area in e fuel truck.
the plant operating staff, the driver wis a Georgia Power Company employeeescort entere<

The
belonging to a service group used to perform various plant services.

4

driver checked the welding machine that was in the area and found that itHe returned to the fuel truck and was in the process of:
!

backing out of the area when he hit a support holding the phase "C"The insulator and line fell causing a phase to ground
did not need fuel..

|
J

insulator for RAT 1A.f fault, and the transformer breakers tripped.
i

_

I
|
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At 0820 CST, both Unit 1 AAT 1A and the Unit 2 RAT 2B High Side and f.ow Sideto the j

breakers tripped causing a lou of offsite power condition (LOSP) lass IE
l .

!
'

the Unit 2 Train 8 C
Unit 1 Train A Class IE 4160 volt Bus 1AA02,by 1AA02 and 28A03. The Unit 1 |i Q @

and the 480 volt busses supplied'%.Jg;|
"

Train 3 Class 1E 4160 volt bus IBA03 also lost power since AAT-1A wasThe loss of power causedBus 28A03
i -

,.

feeding both Trains of Class 1E 4160 volt busses.!
i( m the associated ESF Actuation System Sequencers to send a start signal to! .~

DG1A and DG2B started and
>

one Unit I and one Unit 2 Diesel Generators. Further description of the( i -
.

sequenced the loads to their respective busses. 50-425/1990-002.i f
Unit 2 response to this event is provided in LERj ( .

!
One minute and twenty seconds after DGIA started and sequenced the loads to'

',
j

This again caused an undervoltagei
.

the Class IE bus, the engine tripped. The UV signal is a maintained signal i|

(UV) condition to class IE bus IAA02.However, since DGIA was coasting down from the trip, the
ii

|
shutdown logic did not allow the DG fuel racks or starting air solenoids toat the sequencer. <

'

This properly caused the engine starting logicj
Foropen and start the engine.

i

to lock up, a condition that existed until the UV signal was reset.
j

this reason, DGIA did not automatically re-start after it tripped.
:

i

After the trip, operators were dispatched to the engine control panel to
|

According to the operator, several) investigate the cause of the trip.The operator briefly reviewed several instrument| annunciators were lit. In order to restore emergency
read-outs and detected no imediate problem. I[
power, the operator reset the annunciators without delaying to evaluate orDuring this time, a Shift ||

record the annunciators that were present. went to the sequencer|
:

Supervisor (SS) and a Plant Equipment operator (PEO)he 1A sequencer.The SS
.|

panel to determine if any problems were > resent on tpushed the UV reset button, then reset tte sequencer by deenergizing andThis caused the DG air start|'

energizing the power supply to the sequencer. solenoid to energize for another 5 seconds which caused the engine to start.| ;

| The engine !

This happened Ig minutes after the DG tripped the first time. After|

started and the sequencer sequenced the available loads as designed.i

3 minute and 10 seconds, the breaker and N engine tripped a second time.It did not automatically re-start due to be starting logic being blocked as!

| By this time, operators, a maintenance foreman and theThe initial; described above.
diesel generator vendor representative were in the DG room.i

report was that the jacket water pressure trip was the cause of the trip.
This report was discounted because the maintenance foreman and vendor

;

representative observed that the Jacket water pressure at the gauge wasThe trip setpoint is 4 PSIG and the alars setpoint is 8. .

Also, the control room observed a lube oil sensor malfunction alare.about 12-13 PSIG.
PSIC.,

'

.

I

|

.L , , I
,

'

,
_

l
J

. . . . . _ _ . . .

1 .

i
'

- - _ _ _ _ . . _ , _ __,
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Ewa- . . < -e % mmFifteen minutes after the second DGIA trip, DGIA was started from the engine:The enginer

control panel using the emerpency start breakglass button. started and loads were manualy loaded.- When the DG is started in theHowever, all alarms
e02
nj.

'

emergency mode, all the trips except four are bypassed.During the emergency run, no trip alarms were noticedle j,

-u
by the personnel either at the control room or at the engine control panel.will be annunciated.3

,

?
'-

The only alarms noted by the control room operator assigned for DC operation#

were lube oil pressure sensor malfunction and fuel oil level high/1ow alarm,
-

;
'

I,. neither of which would have tripped the diesel.
-

5

RAT 18 was energized to supply power to 4160 volt bus 18A03.I
At 1040 CST,d power to 4160 volt bus IAA02 until 1157 CST, at which time bus

,

-

j -

DGIA supplie'

IAA02 was tied to RAT 18.
!

j
A Site Area Emergency was declared at 0840 CST, due to a loss of all

,

The Emergency :

offsite and onsite AC power for more than 15 minutes.
'

Director signed the notification form used to inform offsite governmentThe shift clerk attempted to
agencies of the emergency at 0848 CST.initiate offsite notificatfor utilizing the primary ENN in the control roomThe shift clerk then went to j
but found it inoperable due to foss of power.
the back-up ENN and initiated notification after roll call on this system at|

Due to the loss of power, which rendered the primary Emergency
Notification Network (ENN) inoperable, and some mis-comunication, the0857 CST.

initial notification was not received by all agencies until 0935 CST.'

The Emergency Director instructed personnel to complete various tasks forAll work was accomplished and
restoring containment and RCS integrity.

|.
maintenance personnel exited containment by 1050 CST.

The SAE was downgraded to an Alert Emergency at 0915 CST after restorationBy 1200 CST, plant
of core cooling and one train of electrical power.i

! conditions had stabilized with both trains of electrical power beingAfter discussions with the NRC
supplied from an offsite source (RAT 18).and local government agencies, the emergency was teminated at 1247 CST and

r

|

! all agencies were notified by 1256 CST.
i

! D. CAUSE OF EVENT
i

Direct Cause:
The direct cause of the loss of offsite Class IE AC power was the fuelThis was a
truck hitting a pole supporting a 230kV line for RAT 1A.1.

| There were

cognitive personnel error on the part of the truck driver.no unusual characteristics of the work location that directlyl

contributed to this personnel error.

The direct cause of the loss of onsite Class IE AC power was the failure
of the operable DG, DGIA, to start and load the LOSP loads on buss! 2.

! 1AA02.
( g,

-{
.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ._ - -. . .
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$ The direct cause of the failure of the primary ENN system in theThe primary

:E:rcontrol room was the loss of electrical power to Unit 1.3.!< '

ENN in the control room is powered from Unit 1 Class IE AC power.I

Therefore, when Unit I lost Class IE AC electrical power, the primary
q;.

'

p
ENN in the control room did not work.

.
:

|
Root Cause: *

| I

The truck driver met all current site training and qualificationrequirements, including holding a Class 2 Georgia driver's license.
,

6'3, '''

However, site safety rules, which require a flagman for backingi @. 2.'

vehicles when viewing is impaired, were violated. I ':! L
The root cause for the failure of DGIA has not been conclusively

' u

There is no record of the trips that were annunciated! 2.

after the first trip because the annunciators were reset before theTherefore, the cause of the first tripdetermined.|
<

'

condition was fully evaluated.can only be postulated, but it was most likely the same as that which|

The second trip occurred at the end of the!

This logic allows the DG tocaused the second trip.!

timed sequence of the group 2 block logic. The block
achieve operating conditions before the trips become active.

.

1 The

logic timed out and the trip occurred at about 70 seconds. annunciators observed at the second trip included jacket water highIn conducting an investigation,
,

f

|

temperature along with other trips.the trip conditions that were observed on the second OG trip on 3-20-90!

could be duplicated by venting 2 out of 3 jacket water temperatureThe simulation duplicated
j

!

sensors, simulating a tripped condition. The most likely cause|

both the annunciators and the 70 sec. trip time.of the DG trips was intermittent actuation of the jacket water|
j
, temperature switches.
i

Following the 3-20-90 event, all three jacket water temperatured

switches, which all have a design setpoint of 200cF, were bench teste .
!

Switch TS-19110 was found to have a setpoint of 197 degrees F, whichSwitch

was approximately 6 degrees below its previous setting.was found to have a setpoint of 199 degrees F, which wasSwitch TS-19112 sas
:
'

T5-19111
approximately the same as the original setting.found to have a setpoint of 186 degrees F, which was approximately !?

,

i
Switch!

degrees F below the previous setting and was re-adjusted.
TS-19112 also had a small leak which was judged to be acceptable toThe switches were

;

| support diagnostic engine tests and was reinstalled.
recalibrated with the manufacturer's assistance to ensure a consistent

.

l

| calibration technique.
'

'
-

1 :
I'

,

\ _

,

A '
.

' i
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,

e
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During the subsequent test run of the DG on 3-30-90, one of theThis. appeared to be
;

,

n
tripped and would not reset.: L m

switches (TS-19111) lure because it subsequently mechanically reset.
an intermittent fai were replaced with new ii

This switch and the leaking switch (T5-19112)All subsequent testing was conducted with no additional!
,3

i
~

. i

| 'y. $.. 8 1

j.,.- -switches.
1

. O
problems. ;

A test of the jacket water system temperature transient during enginei p
.

The purpose of this test was to determine the
,g.1 N
a>51|

actual jacket water temperature at the switch locations with the enginestarts was conducted.. . ,
;

c.y',
in a normal standby lineup, and then followed by a series of starts

:

The[ ,y
without air rolling the engine to replicate the starts of 3-20-90.1 ,e e
test showed that jacket water temperature at the switch location'f~ ~

-

decreased from a standby temperature of 163 degrees F to approximatelyi ;

j 156 degrees F and remained steady.
,

4

| jacket water temperatures),
.

.

Numerous sensor calibrations (includinspecial pneumatic leak testing, and au tiple engine starts and runsAfter the 3-20-90 event, theif
*

were performed under various conditions. |

control systems of both engines have been subjected to a comprehensiveSubsequent to this test program, DGIA and DGIB have been
,

|

|

started at least 18 times each and no failures or problems haveIn addition, an undervoltage
f'

test program.,

|-

occurred during any of these starts. start test without air roll was conducted on 4-6-90 and DGIA started'
:
!

; and loaded properly.

Based on the above facts, it is concluded that the jacket water highi

temperature switches were the most probable cause of both trips on|i

; 3-20-90.
:

I E. ANAL.YSIS OF EVENT ;

The loss of offsite power to Class IE bus 18A03 and the failure of DGIA toI

start and operate successfully, coupled with DGIB and RAT 18 being out ofservice for maintenance, resulted in Unit 1 being without AC power to both|
#

With both Class IE busses deenergized, the RHR SystemBased on a noted rate of|
;

Class 1E busses.
could not perform its required safety function. rise in the RCS temperature of 46 degrees F in 36 minutues, the RCS water

|
'

!

would not have been expected to begin boiling until approximately I hour and
i
| ,

36 minutes after the beginning of the event. \,

Restoration of RHR and closure of the containment equipment hatch were
:

completed well within the estimated I hour and 36 minutes for the projected
;

A review of information obtained from the! j !onset of boiling in the RCS. and grab sample
Process and Effluent Radiation Monitoring System (PERMS)is event, no| :

As a result of thi
analysis indicated all normal values. increase in radioactive releases to either the containment or the|| |

,

( environment occurred.i

-

4

|

I-

i
'

i' J
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Additiona'l systems were either available or could have been made available %r-
:.

r;i
y;

to ensure the continued safe operation of the plant:
q

i f4
| } j h

The maintenance on RAT 18 was completed and the RAT was returned toi
d., 2 service approximately 2 hours into the event. &

1.'

*
:

7! I I Offsite power was available to non-1E equipment through the generator
step-up transformers which were being used to 'back-feed' the Unit1 ! i- 2.

and supply the non-1E busses. Provided[ f
Auxiliary Transformers (UAT)lt was cleared, Class IE busses 1AA02 and

'

! ; ; that the phase to ground fau
IBA03 could have been powered by feeding through non-1E bus INA01.j ;

,

| ;

The Refueling Water Storage Tank could have been used to manually
,

;

establish gravity feed to the RCS to maintain a supply of cooling water
...

i 3.
.

| to the reactor.I-
Consequently, neither plant safety nor the health and safety of the publici

A more detailed assessment of this| was adversely affected by this event.
event and an assessment of the event had it occurred under more severe,,

! circumstances will be perfonned and included in a supplemental LER.
i
4

.
F. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

:

A management policy on control and operation of vehicles has been
i

| 1. ;

established.i

Temporary barricades have been erected with signs which direct
i

2. authorization for control of switchyard traffic to the SS.|
!'

The Loss of Offsite Power (LOSP) diesel start and trip logic has been!

modified on Unit I so that an automatic * emergency' start will occurI 3.
Therefore, non-essential diesel engine trips are blockedj upon LOSP.

; upon LOSP. The Unit 2 DG's will be modified by 4-30-go.

The DGIA test frequency was increased to three times per week untti4-20-90 when the test frequency will be changed to once every 7 days in
;
4

1 4.
accordance with Technical Specification Table 4.8-1. This fre vency

i:

will be continued untti T consecutive valid tests are complete with no !!Including the<

more than one valid failure in the last 20 valid tes'ts.two valid failures of this event, there have been a total of four valid
<

| 'l
failures in 6g valid tests of DGIA as of 1157 CST on 3-20-90.! 8 4

|

|
-

,

,

1( .
1

-

.

:
:
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In addition, E

The defective DG tem
>erature switches have been replaced. E

reliability of this type of temperature switch under various conditions.a test program will
a conducted at Wyle Laboratories to investigate the f'9 5.

I
-

;| '

This program is designed to aid in determining the failure mode of the
.

'.*j ~3
y(_ | suspect switches. ii;

Aback-upENNsystempoweredfromtheAT&Tsystem,whichhreviouslyas been ii
! !:. | 6. existed and was operational for South Carolina agencies, Instructions have

extended to include Georgia local and state agencies.been given to Emergency Directors and Communicators concerning use of
!

'.j
.

| 1 the emergency communication systems.* ,*
i

Further corrective actions will be addressed in a supplemental LER.
,

1 i 7.; j )

G. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION-
,

1. Failed Components:

Jacket Water High Temperature Switches manufactured by California'

Controls Company.
| Model fA-3500-W3
2

2. Previous Similar Events:4

!'
None'

i Energy Industry Identification System Code:
! 3.
. Reactor Coolant System - AB

-

| Residual Heat Removal System - B
Diesel Generator Lube 011 System - LA,

Diesel Generator Starting Air System - LCi

! Diesel Generator Cooling Water System - L8
j Diesel Generator Power supply System - EK

Safety injection System - BQ:

f 13.8 kV Power System - EA
1460 volt non-lE power system - EA!

i 1460 volt Class IE power system - E8
Chemical and Volume Control System - C8!

Containment Building - NH; '.

480 volt Class IE Power System - ED
ineered Safety Features Actuation System - JE

-

t

E
| Ra lation Monitoring System - IL
-

! .]
.

k
_

, .

N

j
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BEFORE THE

U. 8. NDCLEAR REGtTLATORY CONKISSION'

|
i

iIn the Matter of: )
);

INVESTIGATIVE INTERVIEN OFI )
)

AILEN NOSRAUGN )
).

.r (CIAGED) )'

o
' o

O

Shoney's Ianc ,

Washington moed*

Augusta, Georgia; e

*

| wednesday, July 18, 1990
. . ,

s' The above-entitled matter convened fori
:

INVESTIGATIVE INTERVIEW pursuant to notice at 7:30 p.m.
.

!

t

5
APPEARANCES:; ,

c
On behalf of the Nuclear Reaulatory C- -issions*

;

I LARRY ROBINSON, Investigator*

: CRAIG T. TATE, Investigator
Office of Investigations
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Suite 2900, 101 Marietta Tower

i Atlanta, Georgia 30303
-and-

*

RONALD F. AIELLO, NRC Resident Inspector
4

d
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M ?.i
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r
' a

- ______ - _ - _________- - - _______________________________
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1- and the start -- and'how to word the start infosisation.
*

; 2 Okay. So, after I got done in swartswolder's office, I .

.

' I

1 3 went up to Aufdenkanp's office, and concern was raised on ,

4 that call about the start information.
;

I 5 0 who was on the other and of that?
,

6 A In the room is Aufdenkamp and myself. Also on
, , !

i * 7 the phone is Bochhold, sailey, I think Stringfellow,
s-

e necoy, and later, and I don't know how much later, i

; ;

j 9 Marriston. 'And in the course of that conversation,

i a 10 there's discussions about the accuracy of the diesel |'

*
|

e 11 information, and at that point, the wording gets changed ]j
,

I ~
< a 12 to say, "Since the compro - * something about, "Since the i

i
j; 13 comprehensive test program.* So, the wording in the LER

s

| 14 ands up a little bit different than in the Cok. COk says, !
;

i <

$ 15 "Since the event, there have been is or 19 starts,* and |

e 16 the wording in the LER says, "After the event, a {
*

[ 17 comprehensive test of the logic of the diesels was

| 18 conducted. Since the comprehensive test program, there |
,

! 19 have been it or 19 starts on each engine." So, that was {
'
.

i 20 the way that wording came out, and again, more concern was ]
!

:

: 21 expressed about that, and at that point, George Bochhold i

I 22 jumps in and says, ' Yeah. That's right," you know. "I

I 23 had this data reviewed,* and really kind of took control |

I

I.
24 at that point and convinced evergh dy that that was good <

|
t 25 information.
i !

i I

; I

I

!

i

!' I
i' , . |

:

!

i '

'
,, , - . . . . , , . , . _
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December 10, 1991 !

,

'

ELV-03293 I
'

Docket Nos. 50-424
\

, 50-425 |3.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission !
i

!
,

Hashington, D.C. 20555 !
*

Attnr
! Thomas E. Nurley, Director.

i

office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
h

. '

.
Subject: Additional Information Rega.rding; !

Mr. Marvin HobbyAmended 10 CTR S 2.206 Petition Filed by j:

! and Mr. Allen Mosbauch
i Centlemen: *
,
,

<

By letter dated october 3,,

("GPCa) responded to your August 1991, Georgia Power Company
.

{ 22,.1991 request for additionalinformation.
The request for additional information sought: \

information associated with several allegations submitted by the:

petitioners in a July a, 1991 supplement to their originalpetition.,

\
i

identified information which is relevant to thesubsequent to GPC's October 3, 1991 response, we have
,

i

!

Director's Decision in this mattet.
ipreparation of ai

of the information provided in this letter.The NRC may be aware of most j
;

all material and relevant facts and circumstances during yourpurpose of this letter is to assure that you have the benefit of
Nevertheless, the

'

|

deliberations.,

{ I. !

Reca== ended Dacialen and Order in Marvin Bobby v. Geordia
;

lPower cc, 9env.. '

,
-

!
-

By Order dated November 8, 1991 in the U.S. Department of
.

I
i Labor Case NoWilliams recom. 90-IRA-30, (the " Order" the Honorable Joel R.
1

of Mr. Marvin Nobby be dimmtmaad with ermindina. mended to the secretary o)f Labor that the complaint
'

had called the NRC's attention to this proceeding, as explainedGPC previouslyin the company's response, dated Septembar; 1991, in tais matter, 28, 1990 and April 1
t ,

a.

'

'
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1) Operations Department managementpetition Mr. Mosbaugh knew: ii identified the noncomplianoe of Technical Specifications on a'

e.nd 2) the reason for the
;

morning status conference call,ifications was that information :
noncompliance of Technical spec
concerning equipment out-of-service had been placed on the back;

!
-

Thus, itof a Inimiting Condition of Operation status sheet.
i a) pears Mr. Nosbaugh possessed information prior to September ;

i 1990 which was contrary to the statements made in his 1i.
|- September 11, 1990 petition.

i

Particinants in an Anril is. 1990 conference call Recardins !
| IV. !

Era 1-e0-o06. ,

.

|
.

j OPC's October 3, 1991 supplemental response sets forth the |
;

basis of GPC's April 1, 1991 statement regarding the Senior Vice
.i President's lack of participation in a telephone conference call f

i late on April 19, 1990 which finalized LER 1-90-006. In late
| October, 1991 in conjunction with discovery in Mr. Mosbaugh's |
| Department of Labor proceeding, CPC obtained cassette audio tapes
. which were surreptitiously made by Mr. Mosbaugh during,'

One ofapproximately, the February-September, 1990 time frame.j' those tapes of April 21, 1990 discussions (idsntified asATape No.,

'

j 71)* indicates that Mr. Hairston was act a participant during the :
; April it, 1990 telephone conference call when language concerning
| ( emergency diesel generator start counts was finalized in the LER.
i The following is a transcript of a portion of this tape which ,

: contains a discussion between Mr. Mosbaugh (" ALM") and enotheri-
F participant ("P") on the April 19th conference call.

AIJt: I think there is a high probability that there is
|

-

a problem with their statement (in LER 90-06 concerning !

; diesel generator start information). j
l

P: What George told me over the phone-- j;- -

;
'

f
AIJt George who?-

!

|
1

P George Rockhold--! -

-

ALM: When?I -

Ps Before we issued the LER.-

AIJt Yeah.-

9: We had a big osaversaties on those numbers with
|

-

Seerge (Seekhold), uh, (George] Nairstea--; i

(.

I g AIJs: Yeah.-

5-
,

.- . - - . .-- . _ . ..
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Pt --or act Nairston, [3111). Shipman.-

i
'

ALM: They were all on there.-- -

,

! .P- --and what George
explained to the Region (Sockhold) said is they had

-
~

i that they had had--they used-
. 3Tom got those numbers from what we presented to the NRC ~

and then he just added the additional starts after; . .

f that---
a

j ALM That's right.- ,

1

I P But--and we questioned that with George (Bockhold)-

and what George (Bockhold said is, ' Yea, we did have
!

;

failures; the Region was a) ware we had failures,-'but we '

were in the troubleshooting mode and once we cleared
j the troubleshooting mode then we had that many-

successful starts.'
p

ALM: That8s not true---
; .

:
. P: That's what I was told.-

*

(
.

j. ALM: You can interpret---

l. ALM: Yeah, but that was a presumption on George's-

'

4 .

part--.

4 P: No. George did not presume anything. He made that
-

i as a statement of fact and all that information wasi presented to him before he made the NRC presentation'

[on April 9, 1990) and that's the way he made the
presentation.

t AIM: OK, well that's---

'

Pt George was aware of the fact that [ inaudible) --

ALM You've got to establish you know, you have; -

j weasel words in this thing, yo,u've got to establish a
oriteria, OK, between X and X, how many suoomssfu1~:

'

starts do I think I had? What's my celteria? The '
;

1- words in there say ' failures and problems.' What's aproblem?

| (- l |
.

j.

. - |I
4 ;

\-g-
I

a

-_,,m -- . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ , !
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1.

( Georg a*Pdkerh.

'

; P Well
-

I think probably the mor
-would hav,e been to word it to say,e appropriate way
from this date going back.'have had eighteen consecutive starts with'We have had -we

*

~ out a trip'

ALM:
-

Whatever--the words in there are weasel
s- ,

;

i P:-

i Well, they weren't-- y, OK, -
. -(. ALM:.

'since the 20th. '-they say ' failures and problems' and they s
;

)

ay-
; P

They weren't intended to be weasely
standpoint, they weren't intended to be weas l

,

:
I From my

\
.

ALM:
' -

You can read those words a couple of diff
e y.

'

i ways.

All I'm saying is that somebody, you know,ent!

t

need to decide what we missed--
. er

we
j P:-

You'll
(Bockhold) probably want to mention that to Georgei i

1 ALM-
(

We need to decide what we missedreview the data and see if what we mean,t ithen we need to
not, but I have yet to be able to figure o t

i
L

various ways of nnterpreting it s true or
each method of interpreting the,wordsI find a flaw with

! u , among the
!

As can be observed from the highlighted
i .

i
excerpt

the participant indicated that Mr portion of this
i

Mr. sair,ston participated in conversatio:
LER. . Shipman and not ;

This is consistent with the collective
i

participants during the August, 1990 special ins which finalised theji-

reflected in documents recollection of !, sup

Mr.plemental response. enclosed in GPC's October 3. 1991Moreover, the conversation indicat
i nspection, as 1

Mosbaugh, as of!
til 27

GPC's prior responses include an April 3 conclusion of ' mater al false, statement" rel ti1990, had not reached a es that
2

Mr. Bookhold from Mr. Mosbaugh which indi,1990 hemo to
nala ve to

,

0 LER. !

Mr. Noobaugh's conclusion regarding i
;
-

informattom in the LER erystallisedncorrect, materialcates to us that \

had been forwarded to the NRC.only attsg the original LER 1

!
'

,

t

.
,

.,
:

f' * ..

;
.

;

-7-;

.
'

t
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i

I hope this information will be helpful to resolve these |

matters in an expeditious manner. .If I can be of any further j

assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me. I

1

Very truly yours,
{

.

!C. K. McCoy

Enclosure :
'

cca Georcia Power connany
Mr. A. W. Dahlberg
Mr. W. G. Heirston |
Mr. W. B. Shipman , III |

Mr. P. D. Rushton i

Mr. J. T. Beckham i

Mr. M. sheibani I

INORMS

( U. B. Nuclear Reculatory Commission
Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administratori Mr. D. 5. Hood, Licensing Project Manager, NRR
Mr. B. R. Bonner, Senior Resident Inspector, Vogtle
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j September 14, 1992 i

,I
,

ia

MEMORANDUM FOR: Stewart D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator f

I

i Region II
1

) FROM: James Y. Vorse, Director

j. Office of Investigations i

| SUBJECT: NOTIFICATION OF CASE CLOSING: ALLEGED PROVISION
; OF VOGTLE. SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION TO TURKEY POINT

SECURITY OFFICER (RII-92-A-0072) ;#

!
^

*
.

This preliminary investigation regarding potential wrongdoing by ;j.
; an unlicensed individual (Allen Mosbaugh) was initiated by the i

; Office of Investigations (OI) on April 1, 1992, under Case !
No. 2-92-012. Coordination has been effected with your security ,

| staff. OI evaluation of.the facts and circumstances already j

|- kncwn by NRC at tN time of the submission of the allegation .

J- indicates that further investigation is unnecessary. In an open |
Department of Labor hearing, regarding Mosbaugh vs. Georgia Power1 ,

Company, on March 10, 1992, Frank Tinunons, Turkey Point Nuclear |
3 Station (TPNS) Security, testified that Mosbaugh provided the'

subject tape recordings to him for review for safeguards ;

information. It is noted that Timmons testified that, in his ;

opinion, those tapes did not contain safeguards information.
It is a matter of NRC record that these tapes were part of a i

group of 201 tapes returned to Mosbaugh by NRC on February 21,4

i. 1991, without an NRC review of these tapes for safeguards -

information. It is also a matter of NRC record that Mosbaugh' .

j returned the tapes to Region II security on March 10, 1992.

! Therefore, Mosbaugh was in possession of the tapes in question*

from February 21, 1991, until March 10, 1992, and he did provide
i

them to the TPNS security officer for review, Mosbaugh has
denied that the tapes in question contain safeguards material, 1

!

and has denied deliberately being in unauthorized possession of
safeguards material. (See attached memorandum, dated August 17,
1992, regarding a previous Request for Investigation, RII-91-10.)

,

It is noted, in your consideration of enforcement on this issue,
that the NRC was.in possession of these tapes prior to this,

; issue, and returned the tapes to Mosbaugh without an NRC review
|

for safeguards information.

j In view of the above, OI is closing this matter by this
memorandum,

i Attachment:
| As stated
i.

Icc w/o atch:
G. Jenkins, EICS h'

~B. Hayes, OI:BQ ,','

c. m -

;
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*

[ MEMORANDUM FOR: Stewart D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator!
'

,

Region II '
'

r

| James Y. Vorse, Field Office Director-
;

|_.. FRON: Office of Investigations,-Region II j

,'< '

' SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR INVESTIGATIOE !

NO. RII-91-10
! |

.

| '
.

Subject request for investigation, dated November 21, 1991, wasi
-

|
" Security Manager ofbased upon an allegation from D. BUTCT,(GPC) Vogtle Electric Generating Plant| Georgia Power Company's

that former GPC employee Allen MOSBAUGE was currently in|

|
(VEGP),
possession of VEGP safeguards material (Enclosed). This material

!was identified as audio tape recording #44 (as identified by'

| NRC). Subsequently, GPC identified another tape in the
{

possession of MOSBAUGE, #153, as also containing safeguards,

'

! information.
;

l
! The facts already developed in this matter are as follows: )

| 1. On September 11, 1990, while being deposed' during a
hearing, MOSBAUGE revealed to GPCDepartment of Labor- (DOL)[ that he was in possession of numerous audio tape recordings

! which he surreptitiously recorded while employed at VEGP.

1990, MOSRAUGR's DOL attorney notified *NRC.On September 13,! 2. of the existance of the tapes and that these tapes contained
| conversations pertinent to allegations previously presented,

3! to NRC by MOSBAUGE. Concurrently, GPC advised NRC Region IIj

j j| (RII) and the'NRQ Resident Inspector at VEGP of the,

The DOL uninistrative Law Judgeexistence of these tapes.5 (ALJ) ordered these tapes to be produced to GPC as part ofa u

j ;-j 3 the discovery process in the DOL matter.
'

; /d 3 ,

A}so on September 13, 1990, NRC intervened in the DOLI 3.* matter, and the DOL ALT ordered the tapes to be produced to5

On the same day, the Office of Investigations (OI) NRCt'g+he NBC. Two full setsreceived 277 tapes as evidence frost 300SB&DGE.j -

5 ya N of duplicates of these tapes were prodnoed by OI by4;7
;y october 10, 1990. One set was delivered to mac RIZ staff,1

and the other to NER. The NRC was put on no.tice, in
.; e4 September 1990, by C. E. McC0Y, Vias President, Vogtle

E g. that these tapes may contain safeguardso

3 ~g Project, GDC,
2,4w material. BeOSRADGE told OI that he did not think any of

' *

*

f .| these tapes contained safeguards material. 1
- .o i
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! Stewart D. Ebneter 2 August 17, 1952
!

:
4. On September 15, 1990, GPC placed MOSBAUM on administrative

leave for conducting this taping. On October 11, 1990,,
'

MOSBAUM's employment with GPC was terminated by GPC.i ,

| 5. Of the 277 tapes he provided to NRC, MOSBAUS identified 76
j that potentially contained the most significant conversa-
{

tions that pertained to the ongoing OI invest!gations of
| MOSBAUM's allegations. Initially, transcripts of 13 of

|
thess 76 were produced and reviewed by both OI, for evidence
of wrongdoing, and NRC staff, for safeguards material and:

! health and safety issues.

| 6. In January 1991, a prioritized schedule for staff review of ;.

all 277 tapes for safeguards and health _and safety issues |

J was prepared. Transcripts of the remainder of the 76 higher,

i priority tapes as identified by MOSBAUGE were prepared, and
i OI continued its review for wrongdoing and identification of
i speakers on these 76 tape transcripts. OI's data base of
; these 76 tapes was completed by August 1991. The NRC staff
j review of the remainder of the 76 tapes was completed in
: July 1992. The remaining 201 of the original 277 tapes were

not reviewed by OI for wrongdoing, or by the staff for.

! safeguards.
't

| 7. The original tape recordings of the 76 high priority tapes
; have been retained as evidence by OI. However, on

i February 14, 1991, at the direction of NRC Office of General
!

Counsel and staff, the unreviewed 201 original tapes were
1 attempted to be returned to MOSBAUGE. MOSBAUGH refused to -

accept these tapes without an NRC assurance that they did
~

!
not contain safeguards material. Since this assurance could,

| | not be made, NRC retained possession of the 201 tapes.

! 8. On February 21, 1991, with no NRC safeguards review, these
! 201 tapes were returned to MOSBAU M. At his DOL hearing in

|
March 1992, MOSBAUS testified that NRC had assured him that

j the tapes did not contain safeguards. OI NRC did not give

j any such assurance to MOSBAUM.
i !
j 9. MOSBAUGE, through correspondence to NRC from his DOL

attorney, has again denied that the tapes alleged by EUTCT,
i

supra, or any other tapes MOSB&UGE recorded while employedi

by GPC, contain safeguards material.

| 10. On November 14, 1991, GPC notified the NRC that tape #44,
which was released to them by the attorneys representingF

GPC, contained safeguards information. They subsequentlyi
informed the NBC that Tape #153 may also contain safr 'ards,

j material. On November 21, 1991, the NBC Regional
administrator, RII, requested that OI initiate anr

j
i -

: -
.,

t
j

i
_ _ _ . . _ .- - . - . - . - -,

--
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i

investigation to determine if MOSBAUGE know that he was ]
recording safeguards information and was in unauthorized f,

i

! possession of safeguards material.

," 11. Tapes $44 and $153 were reviewed by NRC Safeguards personnel
front NRC RIZ and MER who concluded that the tapes contained ;

' safeguards material. This review was forwarded to OGC for j:

legal analysis. Orac concluded that although not all of the 4

j material identified by RIZ and NRR as' safeguards materials |
,

was, in fact, safeguards material, both tapes did contain f
'

i some es,foguards information. The OGC analysis listed a
number of potential MRC violations. However, OGC indicated <

that whether or not a violation occurred would depend on the
j
i information developed during an or investigation,

m .
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I

t

that.'

MR. BLAKE: We've now had available to
|
! full airing of what -- all
| you, Mr. Hayes, a

.

,

i I want to know is --

!

i
' THE WITNESS: Let me tell you what I

remember about that, if that might help the
.

|
record.

i ,
! i MR. BLAKE: Sure. That would be fine.
j J,

THE WITNESS: While I can't put my
;

! finger on this, I do remember an allegation
| _

Hey, there's| -

raised by Georgia Power --

f
-

- safeguards material here.

And somewhere I remember a discussion
!]

with Vorse or my staff or someone saying,'

! -

[ ;
Look, do we have safeguards material here?'

;

| .

|
1 That's not an OI call. That's got toI

be somebody in Region II and in NMSS. ji

!

I-

They're the safeguard gurus.
And I also have a faint recollection --

that heand you may have to ask Mr. Vorse --

, shared that information with NRC's Region II

; staff safeguards people and they don't think
|

2 it's safeguards. Okay?

I always thought that it wasn't

i safeguards. You know, that was my

A
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|' 3

i .that.
|

|- We've now had available to
| -

MR. BLAKE:
'all .

'

! ~ you, Mr. Hayes, a full airing of'what --

,
.

| I want to know is --

THE WITNESS: Let me tell you what I |
j.

j
remember about that, if that might help'thei

'

<

!3
i

' record. |

!T
* MR. BLAKE: Sure. That would be fine. |

| .

|
THE WITNESS: While I can't put my |;

|
!

| . finger on this, I do remember an allegation
| j

Hey, there's |L -

raised by Georgia Power --

i |
,

|

\ safeguards material here.
| |,

!' - And somewhere I remember a discussion i

!~';;- with Vorse or my staff or someone saying,1 &

[ ;
-

!i . Look, do we have safeguards material here?
,

,

|
1 That's not an OI call. That's got to )t

#
.

be somebody in Region II and in NMSS.
;They're the safeguard gurus.
!

And I also have a faint recollection -- |*

.

that heand you may have to ask Mr. Vorse --

; shared that inforaktion with NRC's Region II ,

,
..

staff safeguards people and they don't think.

L
'

.

it's safeguards. okay? ;

i

I always. thought that it wasn't
'

5 safeguards. You know, that was my
!

%_
.

.

' - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _
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)k
recollection from, I thought, the technicalw

i

's staff, not an OI call.
!!;; The idea of giving the tapes back to
'5
. Mr. Mosbaugh, the two hundred some, was
t

- --

i t and this may be stretching because I'm trying
! *1
ji to add to the record but I thought it was--_

.

| an administrative law judge was calling for
_

them. We saw no basis to not provide them,

i I think the staff's position was --

!

maybe OGC's or somebody was saying let's--

not let Mr. Mosbaugh use the NRC as an excuse
,

to not give back the tapes.

j I think Mr. Mosbaugh was under an order
!

; or something to provide the tapes or

| something like that. That was, as I kind of

remember, kind of what prompted the NRC.
!

It was like, Hey, Mr. Mosbaugh, here

are your tapes so we wouldn't be used to tell

the Court I can't get them back because NRC
,

has them. We have copies of the tapes.

Q. (By Mr. Blake) Were you aware of that

subsequent to the fact of two of the tapes being.
Provided back to the NRC or retrieved by the NRC7

A. Kind of. Somebody from safeguards and

Aybe Larry went out to get them. Was Larry one of

.

..

_
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he folks that went out to talk to Mr. Mosbaugh?
Q. /I don't know the answer to that.
A. But to tell you the truth, I have very

little recollection or involvement in that
. determination other than to make sure the |

appropriate NRC staff gets the~ material so they can
do, you know, an assessment.

clearly, it was outside OI. I really
,

didn't follow through with.it as it were because we

we re.I' t involved. You understand, problematically,

our job was to provide the data.

Q. Given what it is you've heard in terms of

the history of these tapes and the safeguards
material and the determinations on them or not and
given all of the input that you had as well from
Mr. Kohn on this topic, does it cause you to alter

all your view of Mr. Mosbaugh or his credibility?at
,

A. What it causes me to do, quite candidly,

is to'not take a position of saying anything until I

look at the record.

I mean, this is an important question

that speaks to the credibility of the alleger in
this case.

I think it's too important for me to

speculate on really zero facts here because I am not

.

- - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
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.

area. j11-versed in the safeguards
k-

1

:

i I just wanted to give some assurance to

L

L y staff to get to the appropriate staff, and I
!

! 'n't know of any letter or something that went to-'

i
i '

fu
. Mosbaugh that says there is safeguards

b terial.
(<.

|. -
I have no recollection of ever directing

; y staf f to tell them there is safeguards material''

'nd I don't know if the NRC that did. On-the other

'and --
,

:

!
'

Q. Go ahead. Go ahead. I'm sorry. I'm

V
istening.

A. On the other hand,'you know, I don't know

ff what to tell you here. This is an important issue

l- I'm uncomfortable giving
|

that I just don't have --

i- ,

la an assessment without additional facts. !
!

|Q. Okay. Are you aware that one of the --

I saw thatA. One other question. OGC --

OGC got involved here. Do we have the documents
~

rom OGC7

' What I don't underotand is why would OGC ;

get involved in something like this? I'm really an i

utsider looking into this thing.
:

Q. Let me shift to a new topic..

A. Okay. ;

t

i
*

|
---- - - - - _ _ - _ . _____. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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)

involved in the tapes,-some of the tapes that'
'Mr. Mosbaugh had?

)

That's my understanding. I'm asking |

whether or-not it's yours,
1

t A. What Mr. Vorse is trying to say is the |b

|

B
technical staff looked at these tapes, and whatever

9 definition you used, some of that material should#

I
not have been.in the public arena.i

$
Q. Given that determination or at leastp

Mr. Vorse's representation that that was the
;

j determination -- Mr. Kohn I think takes issue with
|

%
that; right?

i MR. KOHN: Yes. And frankly --p
L
? MR. BLAKE: I'm sorry I gave you the --

'

' MR. KOHN: The record should be clear
..

that Frank Timmons, someone who can be

[- qualified as an expert on safeguards or I
|-

l.
believe teaches safeguards information to the

i
- NRC, listened to these tapes firsthand and

unequivocally stated to me that the tapes did

f not, in fact, contain any safeguards

information whatsoever.
.

~And Mr. Timmons was a former manager

of -- was responsible for nuclear safeguards
,

at the Georgia Power facility Plant Vogtle.

.

O
*

I|

--
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1

[ And 'I also note that the final-

g
-

1' ~

statement on this However, OGC indicated--
,

?:|

!d that whether or not a violation occurred
;

e

j , . ..
-

would depend on the information developed.

j . during an OI investigationr -

indicating that--

:

!.d ' whether a violation occurred depended on
, .

"

si gathering more information, and I'm not aware
P

'

'

of any OI investigation.r.z.
.

i -

| I can tell you that I know from an. . , j
! '

'

Iexpert it does not contain safeguards. Theres
,

i
,

1

|s .
' -

is no information here which tells me it's |
; -

|~s safeguards information, how a determinationi

! . 1
-

| was made.
1 -.

'i ~ - And to be perfectly frank, the way this
. ..

entire safeguards information came forward is-
;

i
i. - <

1
i ; highly suspect.

i )
. .

|p : It is intervenor's position it was
. . .

),.'

e - ) .. drummed up by Georgia Power, and the record
'-

. t,

t' will reflect that safeguards was not even

j$ . ?
raised until I believe after Mr. Mosbaugh was

; -

, ,

.; terminated and the tapes were already in the
,

possession of the NRC.

.. And-why safeguards would become a major'

. ,

issue after NRC is in possession of them is

.

beyond my co'aprehension, and Georgia Power.

4

_ _

* ...a ?= *

_

.

$

-

.
..

1
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i

.

i

i . then pushes'to obtain the_ tapes, gets copies
! ..ir
:

! : ,,
of the|tapea,-and'then proclaims'there's

! ~I
| ' safeguards to attack Mr..Mosbaugh.
!
i I think that'the whole episode stinks
; .

|' ]
to be' perfectly frank,L and if anything, there

{.
'

i
- should be an onus on Georgia Power'and the

| f:
j _ J NRC for inadequately determining what they
j:

[[
would do with the tapes'beforehand.

s
j Georgia Power went to a heated rush to~

|

|L
get any inf'ormation they could on these

;

j.y tapes, and they got'it and then they
.

attempted to -- they duplicated the tapes as
,

!x

i'( if they did not contain safeguards, they

.

treated the tapes as if they did not contain'

i' safeguards and then claim they contain

;. .

safeguards.#

t

|* 1 Georgia Power's own actions indicate
| }' i that they do not believe they contain:

i.

|
safeguards, and I've never been shown a

i
document that says these tapes contain

safeguards.
;

This document contains hearsay

information and does not state that they,

.

contain. safeguards. Safeguards information

i is not' safeguards, and I object.

!

.

.___--_-_____:-_r=_____- . __ _ .
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-

MR. BLAKE: Any more?-

_
,

- 'Q. '(By,Mr. Blake) Given Mr. Vorse's_

emorandum and the statements in there which you and ;

7
-

- at least have a common understanding of what

:r. Vorse intended, does that give you any pause

= bout the representations made'by Mr.'Mosbaugh?
.

: A. I have to go back to my previous answer.
.

I've got to see what'the evidence was, you know, .,'-

-- whether or not we told Mr. Mosbaugh this contains ;
;

.

safeguards.-

;

I kind of agree with counsel over here_

- sthat NRC had those tapes for a long time, a long '

' time, and in fact didn't review them until the issue ,

was raised, I presume,
o -

OI provided copies to NRR and Region II,|
you know, for their assessment, technical or

I otherwise.

b Q. Do you think that that se ihow excuses

[ the situation? !

|E +

g- A. Again, I don't know anything about j

'
- - safeguards. I don't know the import of that sort of

-

- thing. . -

f You're asking someone who has a very

small basis'other than if it's safeguards it's

supposed to be locked up in storage and you don't

-

E_ _._

- - - - ' -
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______
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hare it to.the public,.et cetera, et cetera.

I'm not someone who's familiar with the

- herms . I couldn't tell you what is or isn't

- mEfeguards if you put it in. front of me. I'just

-on't know.

Q. No one.has asked you to make that

determination?

g
= A. Again, I go back. When that element was

_

raised as potential safeguards, it lit a light bulb-

-in my head that said, Look, get it to the

) decision-makers in NRC that make those assessments

and back off.

see, my recollection is there wasn't any

I safeguards. You see? That's what I walked away

with. -That means that I kind of dropped the issue.

-It became, you know, someone else's concern. '

So I understand you're trying to get to

the credibility of Mr. Mosbaugh, and I'm not trying

to evade that, but I just don't see where I'm the
i

Person that's going to say yes.or no there because I

don't know what safeguards really isi,,you see? I

idon't know .

I go- back to my statement I think what'
-

----

Mr. Vorse is trying to convey here, but that doesn't
.

mean that Mr. Nombaugh knew. I don't know.

..

M

.

_
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.

|i

! MEMORANDUM To:
James L. M11hoan, Deputy Executive Director

t

for Nuclear Reactor Regulation
i

, 8 ; ' - -' Opera 'm - 9 Research
; p;umn

James A. F1 zgera d, 5cUng DTrector
.! THRU: Office of Investigations \
-

.

!
William J. McNulty, Field office Director . Il

1 :

Offi of Invest a ions Field office, Regi I s
i

a ry Robinson, enfor nyestigator
j FRON: office of Investigations Field Office, Region II
1
;

NRC OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS ANALYSIS AND POSITION ONSUBJECT:
'

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY'S RESPONSE To ENFORCEMENT ACTION,
V0GTLE ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT, UNITS I AND 2

-
4

!

!

Sy direction of your memorandum dated August 4,1994, submitted herewith is!
;

the result of the Office of Investigations (OI) analysis of the Georgia Power
*

'

Company response to enforcement action (GPC Response), as it pertains to the|
2-90-020R.

,

conclusions in the of Report of Investigation (ROI), Case No.i
:
.

| BA$fS FOR ANALYSIS

The GPC Response did not directly address the conclusions contained in the!

The Response addressed the violations that were issued as a result of
'

ROI. Therefore, thethe delfberations of the NRC Yogtle Coordinating Group.
iI

documentation and interpretations contained in the GPC Response were somewhat
|;

tange,tial as applied to the 01 conclusions.! n
i

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

The 01 conclusions, as stated in the ROI. are unchanced followina our--analys44i
-

~

O!believesthepr.eponderanceJfevidencelontinues__to'af 'he N Rescanne-i support the 0I conclusions regarding theJrlions of CFQarsiinnel identified;
=rtions. It is

!= M: ."! =as the oeores or wintru ness assacfated_with *ka a-

noted that NRC Agency conclusions regarding whether or not these actions
. constitute violations of NRC reaulations or requirements falls under the;

' purview of the NRC Office of En?orcement, in conjunction with the Office ofi

!
General Co,unsel.

01 disagrees with many of the GPC statements and characterizations in the
Because of the indirect application of the NOV Response to the 01Response.

conclusions, this analysis will address only the major areas of O!|
'

disagreement with issues expressed by GPC in their Response. 'J h W,

.

's d *11
'

, ,

. --

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The major areas of disagreement are:
31, 1994, from ,

.

Page 2, Para.1, Line 4 of the letter, dated JulyC. K. McCoy to James Lieberman, captioned GEORGIA POWER COMPANY V0GTLE1.

ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANT REPLY TO NOTICE OF V10LATION AND PROPOSED' IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES; EA 93-304 (hereafter, the Transmittal:

!

Letter) states:i

Intent to comply with NRC rules, regulations or orders |
is not at issue here; GPC always intends to obey the'

law.
As it applies to the O! conclusions, intent is yentral|

From the evidence obtaingd in this case. it cannot be assumed
-

01-Comment:
4 .

issue.
: Uilt- GPC always intends to obey the law. !

e'

Page 2, Para, 2, Lines 4-6 of the Transmitts,1 Letter states:
;

~

2.
Inaccurate information resulting from personnel error
was included in the April 9 presentation to Region II.;

j GPC claims
This is the cornerstone of the GPC response. i

that the inaccurate diesel start numbers presented to NRC on April 9 were01 Comment: |
if NRC focuses on the abs 01ute numbers,;

I

!
due to innocent versonne)and accepts the assertion that a " mistake" by Cash was the cause of the

error.
h!

April 19 LER, the June 29 Revision to the LER, and the August 30 1etternumbers not being precise, the remainder of the GPC claims regarding t e;

|
'

sefa,Jn_huMC!cgically on that foundation.
i

The basis for the OI conclusions regarding the April 9 diesel start dataf
not exactly correct, but that the numbers presentedkNRr by GPC(both the oral presentation and the letter) is agl that the numbers were

'

;

|

der .ted t " diesel testing since the Maren zu event a< h=4 - M !y
:

'

"su; :=u fu1* testino, with "no failures or aranW
;

;
i

The numbers that were obtained by Cash for Bockhold, regardless of theirabsolute value, were deliberately ordered byaBL old not to contain_ any

.

; ,
-

1

kh
- To present t11s subset of diesel4

!
s. tarts with problems _or fa'ilures. starts as "DLESEL TESTING" (the heading of the slide in the April 9
presentation) with "no_ failucas e probl=<" since March sa (thestatement in the April 9 letter) is not inrae%aarsonnel ery_om It is

.

i
i

a cresentation to NRC of delibera1ely. incomplete data.
, F
i

t:

If GPC wishes to present only successful test data, it is theirpr8 Tented as;

responr10111ty to Satify it as suchWhould w.t in.
'

rrpftTWtino~all the diesel tesung between March 20 and April 9.waa=iejig G egarding-

!s the-exte p er 971990,Regard' ess of what urs-%hk::

Me speciffes or vtsr diesel testing netween March 20 and April
if GPC presents " DIESEL TESTING," it is required to provide complete and

; -

tecurate information regarding this testing in any coenunication to NRC.
-;

; ;

$ I

!
_ . - _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . . . _ - .- __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ ._ __
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GPC claims that it has always been Bockhold's understanding, .since before i3. the time he first sent Cash to obtain the successful diesel start data, i
'

that the data would contain only consecutiva successful starts, and that |
the start count would not begin until efter the Calcon switches had all;

|
-

: been recalibrated or replaced. I
.

Despite Bockhold's statements to that effect in his 1993 01 |OI Comment:interview and in his comunications with the NRC IIT prior to April 9,,
i

the key issues are: (I) his actions at the. time of actually obtaining
'

.

the data, and (2) how this data was presented to NRC in support of a
j

restart request. ,

ef f d..not_. ins truct f
;

At those critical junctures, the evidence shows tha* ha
,

f Cash thatlhe merutfuLstarts Jtg_ consecutive,' or that they~~begin after .

the Calcon switches ha_d Feen corre.c. tee Based upon his 11 mite'd I

instructions to Cash, Bockhold had no leottimate basis to assume or' |

believe that Cash's count of successful starts was consecutive, or .t.h.31: a
i

it becan after the switches were fixed. Both the April 9 presentation|
slide and the April 9 letter portrayed this data as being the diesel|

testing done since the event (the March 20, 1990, Site Area Emergency).;

Neither of these documents portrayed the data as being a consecutive|
j

number of successful starts after the Calcon switches were fixed.j Although the NRC assumed the starts to be consecutive, there is no
evidence that Bockhold told the NRC that they were, in fact, consecutive.;

'

Both NRC and GPC agree that, although GPC's presentation of diesel
| testing did not consist of all valid tests, and was not a formal . Reo'

.

Guide reliability reaualification of the diesels, the data presented on
April 9 pertained to a key restart issue. namely a measure of dies _e1,

.' relishility So, in the gathering ~and'jiresenting or tnts key
infarFEton ...if Bockhold has always thoucht of these merassful-starts

'

., aueing consecutive, and oniv started after the switches were fixed,_why
! didn't he specifically i_nstruct Cash to that effect? Why didn't he

actually tell NRC, on Aort s v. that the successful starts on his
-

Why didn't the Apr.l.1_9
,

| presentation slice were bounded by that criteria?
; -

anyi^ina E out those 11mitations?_latter_hantion n
4

GPC would have NRC believe that Cash was of such the same mind as0! disagrees.Bockhold that such detailed instructions were unnecessary.
4

GPC would have NRC believe that the NRC _assumotion, on April 9, that the:

starts were consecutive was the only logical assumption, and that it'

didn't need to be expressly stated in:either the presentation or the
i

letter. 0! disagrees. : ;
.

that Bockhold stated, in.his.litJ_0I interview, that hgJnew he.

had to have a sli niricant nq=her of successfu1 starts f or th_e Wr11 T"
of antm<' ~

t .esLkh.old$presentation, and that if Cash had not come pack wii1renough
;

It| . wouldlavo * started the snaina a bunch more parere the prese_nt_at. ion.
'Ts 01's v' ew that the more'1ogical reason that Bockhold did not instruct;'

. Cash to get consecutive successful neart<. was that an instruction to

.

e

...,m_ _ _ . < , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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that effect would never increase, but would probably serve to decrease, ,

the number of successful starts obtained by Cash. Instructing Cash to '

'

start his count after the switches were fixed would probably further1

decrease the potential number of successful starts. 80ckhold did not
want to dtcrease that number.

. . .

1 It is also 01's view that the more logical reason that Bockhold did not.

expressly tell NRC, on April 9, that the starts were consecutive was thati

he knew that he had no real basis for making that statement, and was;
content to let NRC assume that they were consecutive.

. -

iO! has noted that the GPC Response presents testimonial evidence from the
|

VEGP secretary that assisted in the preparation of the slides for the,

April 9 presentation. This secretary was not interviewed by 01. GPC*

asserts that Cash had a draft of the slide before he prepared his list of
1

i
starts, and that this secretary observed Cash making adjustments to the

|

' numbers on the draft of the " DIESEL TESTING" slide. Cash's testimony of
!

_ August 1990 conflicts somewhat with his testimony of June,1993 regarding
'

) his provision of specific numbers to Bockhold for the " DIESEL TESTING" i
.

slide. In 1990, when cash was being interviewed during an ir.soectinn,
primarily by an insoector, and the issue was presented to him as being a

,

, matter of the mere accuracy of an absolute number of successful diesel
1

|
starts, he said he gave the 18 and 19 numbers to Bockhold. In 1993, when
Cash was being interviewed under subpoena, by an investicator, in the!

F conduct of an investication of a potential deliberate false statement, he
!

did not recall giving any specific numbers to Bockhold, and said that if
he had, the numbers would have been greater than 18 and 19. Cash said
that he assisted the secretary with only the format of the slide and'did4

j

{ not have anything to do with the actual numbers on the slide.
t

If GPC's characterization of this secretary's testimony is accurate, and
I. the secretary's testimony is the truth, it is logical to conclude that

ash may well have ad.fusted the "cuece<=ful start" numbert belew-the
[ lines unoer the columns of test descriotions on the slide.

j This
i conciusT~on would be based not sofely upon the secretary's testimony, but
i

upon her testimony combined with the testimony of Bockhold, Eckert, and:
Cash's 1990 testimony,

,

i

| However, even if Cash returned from his research with numbers greater
than 18 and 19, and then adjusted the numbers on the slide to 18 and 19,'

based upon the numbers in the columns above the line, O!'s conclusions
regarding Bockhold's presentation of this data'to NRC remain unchanged
for the previous'y stated reason that in the limited instruction thatt

Bockhold did give to Cash, he specifically excluded any problem starts.
__

,

:

: 4.. Page 2, Para. 2, lines 11-13 of the Transmittal Letter states:

| Concern had been expressed within the organization about
i

the erroneous information on multiple occasions during

.

.

- . . - . - . . , -- - -
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| period of time, and two opportunities (April 19 and June 29) to f
identify the error were missed.

i

! 01 Comment: The incompleteness and inaccuracy of that information was
somelfically identifled by Mosbaugh anc Aufdenkampe to Shiman and

!
: Stringfellow on April 19, 1990, grior to the issuance of t te _ April 19,_

'

!
LER. There were failures and orehle=< in the diesel testing since

) 1tarcK'ZO. The opportunJty to_ideetifw "ha-areor*-.was ant _missedJt a

"as idantifled and cayade .jp in the_.Apr_i.l._194 err-and-then_ attributed to
: false causes in the June 29TER Revision _and_.thA_Augus_t._30 letter.2

i

i The events of April 19, 1990, are the most significant in the series of
inaccurate and incomplete statements given to NRC by-GPC. ,_Lt_is at this ,

!

point in time that the Senior Management of cPr han it's._best opportun'ity ,'

to correct any poss101e misconceptions, if in fact they existed, in the
minds of NRC regarding wnether or not there were any diesel test failures >,

i

equid properly resolve the express ~e'd . .same_timeJP_C_ Senior Management
between March 20 and April 9. At the'

concerns,_r_eal_or_p_erceived,'6[.

All that was neided wasMosDaugh ana Alifdenkamp3_r_egar_sfing this issue.
,

i ' fir someone tro7n~CPC to say to NRC'somithTg to the effect of: As a ,

: I

result of some expressed concerns from two of our employees, we'(GPC)*

wanted to make sure you (NRC) didn't get the wrong impression from our'

April 9 presentation and letter that there weren't any diesel test
failures between March 20 and April 9. As you may be aware, we had some

-

early failures and problems on the 8 machine whfie returning it to,

! service after maintenance, but we've had enough consecutive successful ,

'

starts since then to convince us of its reliability. |

;

However, GPC had just received approval to restart the plant on April 12,
| and had just recently ascended, or started the ascent, to full power.
i
; . Drawing une's attention to potential false statements, real or perceived,
; could again _ieopardize restart. So, when McCoy called _8rockman.on

April 19, there is no evidence that he told hima-abottt-fe41' ras or5

tald him what the LFR wai_ going to~

haornblems af ter March 20, bul_r_ttha - i

say and confirmed that he (Brockann) understood _that hasjs. Ceft.Ainly |,

'

| _Ernekman understood that basis. It wa s a new basis _,_but_.ar4clunan i
.

understood it.
i Mosbaugh, at that time the Vogtle Acting Assistant General Manager, Plant.

L Support; and Aufdenkampe, the Technical Support Manager; express their I: concern to Shipman and Stringfellow about.what appears to them to be a*

false statement in the April 9 letter, and an impending false statement in
the April 19 LER. At this point in time, their concern was agi that the-

18 and 19 numbers were not absolutely correct. Their concern was that;
~

the April 9 letter and the impending LER were saying that there had been ,

; fa failures or problems since March 20. Mosbaugh_s Lecified_the djesel
'

test failures that occury.ed after March.20 Both Shipman __and
! .f rinafellow recaantred this *<- JLpto.blem_and_tejl.Mosbaugh that theyb2

will discuss LER issues with Hairston. Since Mosbaugf was a participaa''

- x
_

.

k

. . _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , - - ._ - . - , . - - - ., . --- - - -
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| in these conversations, and was taping at the time, the content of these
conversations is a matter of record (Tape 57, Exhibit 34).'

I Shipman, Stringfellow, McCoy, and Hatrstot did not have any specific.

t recollection of the cortent of any conversations among themselves, or -

with Bockhold, regarding these expressed concerns. McCoy recalled;

! Shipman mentioning something about it to him at some point..

. The next taped conversation regarding this issue is Tape 58.(Exhibit 36).
J In this tape, Mosbaugh enters an ongoing conference call with

Aufdenkampe, Bockhold, Shipman, McCoy, and Stringfellow specifically-

identified as participants. Later in this same call, Hairston becomes a
i participant. During this call, in which the issue of diesel failures is

directly, albeit quickly, addressed by Hairston and dismissed by Shipman,

: and McCoy, Qere is no evidence of any activity toward corr _tc. ting.a
possible misc %ont~ ion in the April 9 letter by bringing it to the.

'
! aTt'ention of-NRC-The Tc~tivity is-directed t'oward not~repeatTng', in the
! M..19_LEL a..s. tit'emen.t fs.imilarto thi April"9 statement. ''So, for some

reason unexplained by McCoy lH' KfTOI fHterview,' instead of asking
~

,

Bockhold when he started his count of diesel starts, McCoy. seeks
i confirmation from Bockhold that the count watngjt_1tarte_d_unt.il_the

compfs on or the compr_thpluL1y.e__contr51 tes.t.. program. _Where d_1df McCoy3~
,

Nost Lagi.cLLly,__ from Shipman and/oT~51r1nof&ow fn_.the'

cet that 1 ea
i effort to add'res s the "pr nh1em* or ta11ures niugnacch_.20,_._.Bockh.01d, ..of
! cpour_s e confi7iha_ida_ immedfTte superior _'s_s_.uggested starting point. . _A t

t_h__i s co f nt._,.Bockho1d knows that no on_e else on 'tTit ph-@e ~c~all ~knows what
,

__ tr.any, he_gave to cash when he directed Cash tom_ec i fi c c ri t eri a ,i

nhtain the sta'rt couht. Bockhold al so knows_that - in. alj likTelihood,;

regarding the criteria for the(11%irt'his (Bockhold'sI'snlimentsCash, [fle s t i on eo a t _ a_Q,~~w-
'

count.
;

So, without knowing specifically when the " comprehensive control test'''.

j program" ended, by using that point as the starting point of the diesel
start count in the LER, the failures that hsbaugh-and Aufdenkampe were ;
cancerned about were eliminated, in all orobability,_frAn the couyt.#.

So, having that problem solved, the participants move on to deal with the-

problem of Hairston's question about the " greater than 20" starts that
I was approved in the draft LER by the Vogtle PR8, based upon the 18 and 19

numbers in the statement in the April 9 letter. Of course, the " greater
than 20" was approved by the PR8 using March'20 as the starting point of 'N,

; the count, assumina that the count was correct in the April 9 letter, and/
adding starts that had been accomplished after April 9. Now that the /

.

starting point had been char.ged to somei point not specifically known to 7;
any of the participants, including Bockhold, the verification of "greaters.

'

than 20" became more problematic. McCoy and Shipman had a solution to
L th_at problem. Wha' were th= awnbers that Bockhold used in nis A~pTIT~l. -

au -enaht en ust.Jyose numoers.- we:11 say "a'Y| 4 5entet4ae 'e F8P? e
east" + hat many number _s. Bockhold chimed'irwith'his s@t f6r-'That )"

,
~'

dea. SotheLERstatement,"Subsequenttothistestprogram,DGIAand3
i

-

|
.

_ _ . . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ _____ _ _ _____.__ _ ._.__ __ _ _ - __ _ . _ ~ - . - - -
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. ' DG1B have been started at least 18 times each and no failures or problems
have occurred during any of these starts." was created. Stringfellow~ i

asked, "Do we want to say... (the 'above statement)?" And Bockhold said, ,

) .

,' "Yes, you can say that." It was decided.
,

-

At some point, either during or after, the participants decision on the
wording of-the diesel test statement in the LER, Hairston became a

-

|
participant on this call. He asked, "So we.got the starts...we didn't.

have no' trips?" Shipman started to respond, "No...not..not..." and McCoy.

i

interrupted and said, "Let me....I'll testify to that." At which point ,

:

Shinman inmediately said, "Just disavow. What else have we gat-Jack?"
,.

'

! The only logical interpretation of those comments is that, at the very
1 east McCoy, if not McCoy, Shipman, and Bockhold had designed LER wording,

| that he (they) thought would eliminate the " trips" that Hairston was~

:
[ asking about, and McCoy did not want to get into a detailed explanation ,

to Hairston about how they did that. So, McCoy volunteered to be the one ,
; that would answer any NRC questions about that issue, thereby protecting ,

i Hairston from having any detailed knowledge about how that problem was
|-
i handled. Shipman advised McCoy to "Just disavow." .That probably meant !

for McCoy to disavow any personal knowledge of the trips after March 20, ;

| |but it could also have meant to disavow the fact that there were any
trips after the completion of the comprehensive control test program. ,

i All McCoy's subsequent phone call to Brockman did was to tell Brockman |

what was going to be said in the LER, and the basis for it. The call did |
not address " trips" after March 20, or that there was the possibility ofr

i'

an " inaccurate" statament in the April 9 letter. !,

, I
,

This is the context of the GPC failure to identify *the error" on |
\ April 19.

:-
5. Page 3, Last Para., Lines 1-4 of the Transmittal Letter states:'

.

,

GPC continues to believe that the absence of a single
source document for DG starts and runs, containing'

| timely and correct data, using commonly defined |
:

terminology, and reviewed by qualified personnel, was
, pivotal in the underlying difficulty in providing'

accurate diesel start data.

OI Comment: With Bockhold's instructions to Cash not to count any starts-

with significant problems, even if an' updated diesel start log would have
been available, inaccurate and incomplete " DIESEL TESTING" data would,

"
.have been presented to NRC. Problem ' starts and tests were deliberately
omitted from the data. A " timely" " correct" " single source document"
would not have prevented the deliberate omission of that data. Iht

.. absolute number of successful starts is not the issue!-

;

-
.

1

: +
.

i
. -,.
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Page 4 Para. 4, Lines 1-3 of the Transmittal Letter states, regarding .

6. 1

Mosbaugh:
|Despite opportunities to assure an accurate and complete
|information flow within GPC and, .in turn,- to the NRC, he
!

did not do so. He clearly was not open and cooperative I
|
'

with his co-workers about resolving his own concerns.

~b~IComment: Th dGPefforts_to discredit Mosbaugh, and to co lo far_as
an blame him for the issues at hand in this matter are very oredictattle.|

/ Kfter witnessing what Shipman, Stringfellow, Bockhold, McCoy and Hairston
|

Es did, on April 19, with Mosbaugh's concerns about an apparent false -

statement in the April 9 letter being repeated in the LER,.it is-
uriderstandable that Mosbauah m hesitant to conti tue to confront his"

,

mang.;;amththeseconcernQ
Page 1, Para. 6, Line 1 of the Executive Sumary Reply to Notice of7. *

Violation; EA 93-304 (hereafter, Summary) states:

GPC denies this violation...
The GPC denial of this violation (Violation 8, whichOf Coment:

pertains to Diese) Air Quality), relates indirectly to the Of conclusion
that, during his April 9 presentation to the NRC, Bockhold withheid his
knowledge of a recent, out-of-specification dewpoint reading on the1

'

Unit 2, A Diese).

The O!' conclusion regarding Bockhold's withholding of bad dewpoint
information remains unchanged. However, the GPC evidence that the VEGP

| Asst. General Manager for Operations (Kitchens) made the NRC IIT leader
| (Chaffee) aware of that particular dewpoint reading on April 9, just

prior to Chaffee's participation, via teleconference, in the GPC April 9|

presentation to NRC at Region !!, raises legitimate questions, for DGC
and Enforcement consideration, regarding the a ter 11tpA8ockhold's.

This, of course. being denendent on whe1her Chaffee was-

vithholding.ef a teleconference, at the time GPC was presentino air quality.

present ~.

issues in. # = *peil e presentation.
-

The GPC explanation for their denial of Violation E is unreasonable.8.
The NRC statement of Violation E correctly characterizes j

01 Comment:GPC's inaccurate statement, in their letter of August 30, which blames a
confusion between successful starts and valid starts as being one'of the
two causes for the " confusion in the April 9th letter and the original

However, in the NOV Response, GPC seems to be asserting that inLER..."
their August 30 letter they are not proffering, as a root cause for this
" confusion", the claim that there was confusion between successful and

O! sees no basis for this assertion.
The meaning of the first

valid.
sentence of the third paragraph of the GPC letter of August 30,1990, was
definitely clouded when the second word in this sentence was changed from

.
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1" errors' to " confusion." However, it is clear that GPC was offering two
causes for this " confusion." One of the causes offered was that there
was confusion between successful and valid. That is inaccurate.

|

'9 . GPC claims that the phone call from the Yogtle Project YP. to the NRC
Section Chief on April 19 clarified the inaccurate information provided
on April 9.,

O! Coment: There is evidence that this phone call from McCoy to
Brockman did not draw Brockman's attention to the possibility of an i

incomplete or inaccurate statement of diesel starts in the April 9 |

presentation or letter. The call did not specify that there had been any
failures or problems in the diesel starts since March 20.

There is evidence that all McCoy did in this phone call to Brockman was (
to state the basis for the diesel count that was forthcoming in the LER. |
Since the LER statement changed the basis for the count as compared to |

the April 9 letter (regardless of what GPC claims was in the mind of
Bockhold), there was no explanation in this phone call of any
inaccuracies in the April 9 letter.

10. GP.C._citims that the Ap_r_11 19 LER statement was:

f_or_tgi_tously accurate.

01 Comment: The LER statement was not fortuitously accurate on April 19
.

or on June 29, 1990. At the time the statement was made there was no
specific knowledge by the GPC preparers of that statement, to include
Bockhold, of when the comprehensive control test program ended. Then, in

the June 29 Revision to the LER, when GPC represented to NRC a point in
time when this comprehensive test program was completed,_there war y ot
at least In n_.cressfel starts en-each :=ch% from that noint_to
Apr Q W he y of the 8pM1 19 LER statement hecame the
subieet of scrutinv v O!. GPc redaMand the-e d ' ' ' -amarehensive
test.orogram and, ' fortuitously, wa@c~ l a enunt at least lS-successful.

e

stacts fr5m this new pofhlte AnrH 19.

As a final note, OI again points out that the GPC Response dentes the
existence of certain violations, and also addresses issues of
materiality. Consideration of these aspects of the NRC Enforcement
process is within the purview of the Qffices of Enforcement and General
Counsel. t

:
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1 Q. Now, at some point, NRC obtained all of |
,
,

2 Mr. Mosbaugh's original tape recordings?

3 A. Yes.
f

4 Q. And then there was a decision to return, ;

J
2

5 I believe, 201 tapes to Mr. Mosbaugh? ]<

.

6 A. Yes. ,

7 Q. Now, Mr. Mosbaugh was concerned that the j

|
8 release of those 201 tapes would result in j

,
<

9 compromising evidence because he felt there was
i

) 10 evidence on all the tapes potentially. Were you

11 aware of that?
i

12 A. I was aware of the fact that he was
that_the NRC do a safeguards13 concerned that the --

14 re*/tew of those tapes before returning them to him,
'

15 Q. Okay, And Mr. Mosbaugh specifically

16 rr. quested that review?

! 17 A. Well, he -- when we attempted to return

18 those capes to him the first time, we discussed that
19 issue.

20 And since I could not absolutely

21 guarantee to him that all those tapes had been
,

22 reviewed for safeguards, he initially didn't accept

23 them and wanted to consult with you.
5

24 Q. Okay. And at the time he accepted the
;

25 tapes, did he receive some assurance that they did
.

- -
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1 not contain safeguards?

2 A. No, not from me.

3 Q. Now, who made the decision to release the

4 tapes?

5 A. You mean to return the tapes to

6 Mr. Mosbaugh?
i

7 Q. Yes.

8 A. To the best of my knowledge, it was

9 OI management at the insistence of or at least the

10 prompting by NRC OGC.

11 Q. And what was the basis for the insistence ;-

12 or prompting that the tapes should be released? ,

13 MR. GHAPIRO: Objection. If any of the

14 answer calls for privileged material, your

15 indicatten by any member of OGC, I'd ask the

16 witness not to answer that. ,

1

17 Q. (By Mr. Kohn) To the extent any of the

18 statements you believe were confidential were ]
i

19 privileged to you, if they were just factual ;

!
,

'20 statements.

21 Do you want me to rephrase the question? |

|

i 22 A. Yes, please. )

23 Q. I guess it's my general understanding --

|
24 and correct me if I'm wrong -- that you personally

25 did not want to release any of the tapes until you

I

., .
1

-
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1 were' completed with your complete investigation?

2 A. That's correct.

3 Q. What events occurred which resulted in
<

| 4 .the release of the tapes?

5 A. I was specifically directed by my field

6 office director to return them.

7 Q. And do you believe that the returning of
a

8 the 201 tapes in any way ultimately resulted in some >

9 compromise to your investigation? ,

10 A. I don't have a measurable degree of

11 compromise, but it is my feeling that returning

12 those pieces of evidence to a potential subject of
,

13 an allegation would to a degree compromise an

14 investigation, without my having reviewed them.

15 Q. So these tapes were released before you

4 16 actually had an opportunity to even review them?

17 A. Yes. We duplicated all the tapes, so we

18 had duplications of all the tapes, but the answer to

19 your question is yes.

; 20 Q. Now, I'm wondering if you have ever heard

21 or are aware that during the course of the Yonker

22 Fuschko proceeding that Georgia Power management or

23 attorneys or something of that nature made the

24 statement that Georgia Power's attitude towards

25 whistle-blowing was something like a slash and burn

e- e ,
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